
affected by the procedure no less fre-
quently than every two years to deter-
mine if changes are necessary or desir-
able. A revision of a procedure con-
stitutes a procedure review.

N-OQAM, part III, section 1.1, paragraph 5.0, states:

Procedures and instructions shall be
reviewed by an individual knowledgeable
in the area affected by the procedure/
instruction no less frequently than
every two years to determine if changes
are necessary or desirable. A revision
of a procedure/instruction constitutes a
review. (Note: Some procedures/in-
structions may require more frequent
reviews depending on the type and com-
plexity of the activity covered.)

The N-OOA' restated the ANSI requirement that a review
of procedures and instructions be made at least every
two years. AI-3.1 states:

Responsible section supervisors shall
ensure that CSSC-related plant instruc-
tions (other than rarely used mainte-
nance and modification instructions) are
reviewed by an individual knowledgeable
in the area affected by the instruction
no less frequently than every two years
to determine if changes are necessary or
desirable. The reviewer shall have'ade-
quate understanding of the requirements
and intent of the original document.
Successful documented performance of the
instruction or a "General" or "AIl"
revision maJe to the instruction satis-
fies this requirement.

Substitution of "successful documented procedural per-
formance" for the required review was not identified by
upper-tier documents as an acceptable alternative.

Plant management stated, as an example of use of the
successful document performance, that when the section
supervisor reviewed 'the completed data package of a SI
that any errors in the SI would be discovered. Accord-
ing to Planning and Scheduling personnel, only 30 to 40
SIs are performed monthly at WBN. SQN routinely per-
forms approximately 1000 Sis monthly. In February 1984,
SQN reported 992 performances of 220 periodic Sis
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ane 433 performances of 45 conditional SIs. A con-
ditional SI is not performed on any set time basis but
is performed when plant parameters require it, When
WBN becomes a licensed plant, the large numbers of Sis
performed daily will make it difficult to adequately
review the SI at each performance. The proof of
adequacy and currency of a procedure or instruction is
more appropriately demonstrated by the actual perfor-
mance and not from an after-the-fact review.

The SI was only one example of inlstructions and pro-
cedures used at the plant. Administrative Instruc-
tions, System Operating Instruction, General Operating
Instructions, Standard Practices, and so forth, were
all included in the guidance given by RG 1.33. At SQ•,
AI-4 R41, Section 4.3.2, "Periodic Review," a biennil.l
review was required for each instruction, but there was
no provision to allow a successful documented use of
the instruction to replace an actual review. At BYN,
Standard Practice BF 2.3, "Review, Approval, and Use
of Instructions," contained no requirement for a
biennial review of instructions, but it referred to
N-OQAŽ, part III, section I*I, which did require a
biennial review. BF 2.3 -does state that "Each use of
an instruction serves as a review" but does not
directly stated that this replaces a biennial review.
The NSRS does not believe that a documented performance
of a procedure or instruction meets either the intent
or the letter of the guidance given by any upper-tier
document. NSRS recognized that site procedures may
impose more stringent controls than upper-tier docu-
ments but should not be more lenient.

h. Field Quality Enpineerin* Review

N-OQA?, part III, section 1.1, paragraph 4.4.4 con-
tained the following statements:

4.4.4.1 New and revised plant standard prac-
tices and Administrative Instruc-
tions (AIs) wh.ch implement the
quality assurance program shall be
reviewed and concurred with by.the
Field QE Section prior to use. The
purpose of this review shall be to
implement the division quality
assurance program as documented in
the OQAM, DPN, and interdivisional
quality assurance procedures. This
review shall be documented and main-
tained to show concurrence.
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4.4.4.2 Each plant superintendent shall pre-
pare a list of instructions requir-
ing the above mentioned review.
This list shall be submitted for the
concurrence of the Field QF Section,

4.4.4.3 The Field QE Section supervisor
shall assure that site quality
assurance instructions that detail
his assigned OQA.Mi functions Are pre-
pared and implemented.

AI-3.1, paragraph 4.5.3.16 contained the following
statements:

Any revision to existing instructions listed
in Appendix H or new instrurctoins which
implement the division's qu.ity asS a.,tfnce
program (as documented in the OQA.'i, DPM, and
interdivisional quality assurance proce lures)
shall be reviewed by the Quality Engineering
Section (QE) prior to formal PORC review.

For those instructions which receive informal
PORC review, the QE review shall take place
after all informal PORC review comments have
been reqolved, but prior to formal PORC
review.

The QE review shall ensure that the plant
instructions correctly implement the divi-
sional quality assurance programs as docu-
mented in the OQAM, DP4, and interdivisional
quality assurance procedures.

QE shall document this review by signing and
dating the Appendix B coversheet in the.QE
review space.

NOTE: This Quality Engineering review shall
be performed in ad~dition to the normal
review performed by QE of all CSSC
instructions.

The caus8 of the NSRS concern in the arej of FQE review
was the fact that AI-3.1, "Plant Instruc,.ions - Control
and Use," was written by an engineer in FQE, it was
then revised by the same engineer, and the QE review
was made by the same engineer documented by his sign;a-
ture in the FQE signoff space. Thus, the documented
FQE review was made by its author. Although there was
no requirement in the N-OQAM or AI-3.1 for an independ-
ent review, it does appear that the basic concept
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behind an FQE review is to .get. a different person to
review the document. In this c.ase, the review was for
a very specific reason: to ensure the plant instruc-
tions implement the divisional quality assurance pro-
grams. The FQE reviewer might not be able to identify
errors in his own procedure simply because he was
required to re'.iew it again. AI-3.1, Appendix H,
"Plant Instructions Reviewed by the Field QE Section,"
included AI-3.1 an one of the instructions that was
required t~o be reviewed by FQE.

NSRS understood that in practice the FQE supervisoi
also reviewed tL.! instruction, but the documented
review was not performed by the supervisor. This
concern only applied to instructions and revisions
originated by the FQE Section.

2. Observation of Work Activities

For the second part of the procedures and instructions
review, the NSRS reviewer observed work activities in the
field. This review was conducted to determine if the per-
sonnel performing the activities had the correct instruc-
tions with them to direct their work, if the instructions
were adequate to perform the work, if the instructions were
followed, and if the proper level personnel were assigned to
the task.

The performances of four SIs were witnessed on two radiation
monitors. Those were S1 3.3.3-I and SI-3.3.3-Ir, "Radiation
Monitoring Instrumentation Fuel Pool Radiation Monitors
Channel Calibration," and SI-3.3.4-I and 51-3.3.4-II, "Radi-
ation Monitoring Instrumentation Fuel Pool Radiation Moni-
tors Channel Functional Test." Three instrument mechanics
performed the Sis. One was a senior instrument mechanic,
one was a journeyman instrument-mechanic, and one was an
apprentice. The journeyman instrument mechanic and the
senior instrument mechanic switched roles between the tests
on the two radiation monitors to avoid the possiblity of
making a coimmon-mode type error in the tests. The SIs were
available at the location where they were being used in the
red folders indicating they were official Sis. The instruc-
tions were followed step-by-step. The instrument mechanic
checked out the required instruments, verified their cali-
bration dates, used two separate voltmeters for the two
radiation monitors, verified that they had not been used on
the previous performances of the Sis, and switched instru-
ments between the two radiation monitor SIs, again to avoid
common-mode type errors. The SI itself appeared to meet the
format requirements for procedures and was technically
correct..
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In conclusion, the personnel who performed these four Sis
kuew the i r job and performed itt Thy w•-r' r)'f the g1..t• • '

level required to perform their functions, and the test
instruments they used were within their calibration period.
Also, the SI. they were using were technic.lly correct,
formatted correctly, and met all administrative require-
merits.

While monitoring the Sis being performed on the radiation
monitors, it was noted by NSRS that. an Instrument Main-
tenance Instruction (IMI) was to be conducted on a water
level switch in the spent fuel pit. This switch was
installed in response to a past event in which' water was
found in what should have been a dry spent fuel pit. An
Operations Section employee noted that the annu:.ciator in
the control room, indicating water in the pit, was on. His
check of the pit revealed that there was no water in the pit
but that the level switch (a float-type switch) was lying on
top of the fuel racks. Apparently during previous construc-
tion activities in the pit the switch had been placed.there.
Operations personnel should have responded to the annuncia-
tion immediately by removing the spent fuel pit covers and
checking for water rather than waiting for the spent fuel
pit covers to be removed for the performance c.f an S1.
Failure to respond to this alarm was a failure to folluw an
instruction,

NSRS also reviewed the use Of a temporary change to an SI,
SI-4,0.5..C3, "Check Valve Testing During Refueling
Outage - Feedwater System," was reviewed in detail. A
change was being made to the SI to allow it to be used as a
vehicle for generating a pump curve for the motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps. A temporary change, form
App-ruIx G from Al-3.1, was included in the SE package and
was approved by a plant superintendent . Everything was
handled in accordance with Al-3.1 for a temporary intent
change to an SI on a piece of CSSC equipment. The SI itself
met all the requireloents of AI-3.1.

.3. Svstem Walk-Through

A walk-through was conducted of portions of the residual
heat removal system (RHRS). The inplant equipment and
piping was compared to the "as-constrticted" physical draw-
ings and flow diagrams. Also, several hangers were randomly
selected and compared to the drawings. No major discrepan-
cies were found during the comparisons. Minor problems were
brought to the attention of the plant ntaff,

H. Unit Interface Controls

TVA interface control requirements were defined in ID-QAP-2.3,
"Physical Interfaces Between Licensed and Unlicensed Units."
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N1JC PR implemented the requirements for which it has responsi-
hilities, in Area Plan 1103.01, "Physical anld Functional Inter-
faces." WBN implemented the Area Plan requirements in AI-1.6,
"Interface Establishment and Control." Also, the Preoperational
Test Section had issued section instruction letter IL-9, "Pre-
operational Test Program - Unit Interface Program," and the
Operations Section had issued section instruction letter OSLA-36
for interface controls.

Each level of definition or implementation generally incorporated
the requirements of the higher-tier document. However, the
Division of Nuclear Power Test Staff Program Manual, N82AIO,
TPMP-c.7, March 17, 1983, was made an attachment to IL-9 and was
the main body of the section instruction letter. In the Area
Plan, this document, N8ZAI0, TPMfP-c.7, was no longer in effect,
but the division procedures listing indicated N82AI0, Division of
Nuclear Power Preoperational Test Program Manual, had been super-
seded by 1102.02, 1104.01, and 1105.01, but Ares Plan Procedure
No. 1103.01 best described the interface plan.

In reviewing IL-9 with attachment, there did not appear to be any
contradiction between it and 1103.01. If it was the intent of
the Preoperational Test Section to use 0,e superseded document as
its program basis because of the lack of contradiction and the
greater detail that' was included in the superseded document,
there is no problem. Otherwise, IL-9 should be revised to
include the latest document as an attachment. \

In the review of the implementation of the interface control
points, emphasis war placed on the electrical and mechanical
interface points that had been established, that were to be
established later, or that should have been established, rather
than on physical security boundaries. In 1980 an interface study
was conducted by the Preoperational Test Section at WBN. In
September 1980, a report was issued for the study. In that
report electrical and mechanical interface points were identified
with justification for their" use. All formal interface points
were to be established within a preoperatiunal or non-critical
system test. That report (with a few changes since) identified
159 interface points in 13 plant systems that were to be con-
trolled by the interface program. Also, in the report were
recommendations that certain valves not included in the formal
interface control be administratively controlled and that the
oLtput cabinets of the solid state protection system (SSPS) for
unit 2 be transferred to NUC PR before unit I operation hecause
several wire lifts and Jumpers were to he installed in these
cabinets to prevent unit 2 testing from intcrfering with unit I
operation.

Previous to the NSRS review, the plant FQE had conducted a survey
of the unit interface. The survey was conducted by comparing the
plant procedures, AIs and Sla, to the Area Plan Procedure 1103.01
and by sampling the established interface control points. The
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findings of this review were issued in NSI-84-50 which was signed
on February 20, 1984. Several deficiencies were found hy FQE
during its review resulting in WB1N CAR 84-08, DR-84-23-R, and
DR-84-24-R being written. WBN CAR 84-08 stated that (1) inter-
face points were not accurately addressed on "as-constructed"
drawings, (2) marked-up drawings were not being submitted to
CONST, (3) test director name, for the test installing the inter-
face point, was not listed on the interface control point log
sheet as required by A1-1,6, and (4) AI-1.6 did not adIequately
implement %-he area plan in that 'there wAs no reqtiirement for
unique numbering of interface holdpoints.

The DRs involved an OSLA-36 requirement that drains that were
sealed as interface points be painted yellow but had not been,
and the identification of some interface temporary alterations
which were numbered incorrectly--the year of installation was
used instead of the system number. The two 08s had been closed
but the CAR was still open with the Preoperational Test Section
working on resolving it.

NSRS reviewed the survey, the method used in the survey, its
findings, and the correction actions, DR-84-23-R was closed when
OSLA-36 was rewritten deleting the requirement thai drains capped
for interface control were to be painted yellow. Not painting
the drain caps had been the philosophy for one and one-half
years, but the OSLA was not, changed until the FQE survey.
DR-84-24-R was closed when the Operations Section said they would
reinstruct their Shift Engineer on the numbering system for
interface points. The interface points that were already
installed were not changed to show the system number rather than
the year of installation and this was agreeable to FQE because
the control was still intact. NSRS found the. survey and its
methods to be adequate, the findings valid, and the corrective
action acceptable.

NSRS took a different approach to the interface control. -NSRS
reviewed the interface study report and the preoperational tests
that would Instill the control points plhs samplinR some art'aN
already surveyed by FQE. It was found that 57 control points hid
bcen installed in 5 systems with the use of 5 preoperational
tests. From the interface study report there were 36 points
still to be installed in the 5 systems and 66 more to be
installed in 8 other systems using 8 preoperational or NCS tests.
Table If shows the results of this review.

Interface points are installed using two control methods, the
Temporary Alteration and Control Form (TACF) and the Hold Order
(HO). Standard forms and tags are used for the TACFs and HOs,
but a stamp is used on each one that installs an interface point,
This stamp indicates that the TACF or HO is being used for an
interface control point and that a workplan is required to remove
the TACF or HO.
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From a review of the test procedures, several discrepa .ies ,
found between the study and the procedures. See Table II for
more details, test nam, and systems. MCS-21 had been completed
in September of 1980 with no interface points installed while the
study called for five. W-10.9 had no interface points included,
but the study had listed seven. The test had not been com, ".e,'
TVA-28 had no interface points included, but the study ii t,
there should be six. The test was partially complete. TVA-, had
no interface points in the procedure, but two were listed in the
study. W-2.2 included the required electrical interfaces, wire
lifts, and jumpers; but the valves listed in the study were not
included as interface control points. All pumps for this system
had been tran-•zcred to N1UC PR so the interfaced points were
possibly no !iuger needed. TVA-7 did not include the nine valves
listed in the study as interface control points. The test
instruction had closed them using System Operating Instruction
S01-65.1, "Emergency Gas Treatment System," but did not have them
controlled as interface points. During the week of the NSRS
review, the test directors were told by their supervisor to write
change sheets to include the omitted interface control points.

Also, in W-2.2, interface control points requiring wire lifts and
jumpers were to be installed according to the procedure without
the required two-part signoff. These operations were to be per-
formed as temporary conditions which required the two-party
verification. Interfaces were to be installed in steps 5.11.1
through 5.11.6. Step 5.11.7 stated, "Implement the administra-
tive procedures necessary to identify, document, and maintain
these interface points.'" The NSRS does not feel that this state-
ment replaces the double signoff required for temporary condi-
tions and which were found in an appendix to the procedure in
most preoperational test procedures reviewed which installed
interface control points.

AI-I,6 requiired that the test director submit a set of marked
drawings to the shift engineer when interface points were estab-
lished. In reviewing documents in the shift engineer's office,
the NSRS found that 15 HOs and 11 TACFs had been issued to con-
trol interface hold points. Only one marked-up drawing from a
preoperational test director was available in the shift engi-
neer's office.

From the review of the interface study, it was noted that several
points had been deleted and several more had been added. The
points were included in the test procedure, and the changes were
coordinated between the test director and the interface coor-
dinator and included in the interface log. Also, it could be
seen that many of the points overlooked in the test procedures
were valves that should have interface HOs put on them, Instead
of using Interface MOs, the test directors were relying on the
simple statement that the valve be closed as sufficient to con-
trol the interface point.
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Hold Order 20004 was reviewed. It was installed on the essential
raw cooling water (ERCW) system. Several valves were included on
the HO. , It had been partially removed twice (one valve opened
each time), and each time a workplan was used, It was also noted
that all changes to interface points were made with a safety-
related change sheet. These parts of the interface control
appeared to be working properly. The interface program coordina-
tor in the Preoperational Test Section stated that he had commit-
ted to plant management that a walk through of the physical
interface control points would be conducted two weeks prior to
fue. loading. In a conversation with plant management, it was
estim.ited that there would be a period of approximately two years
between unit I and unit 2 fuel Inad, From that It could hie seen
that the interface points installed now woold remoin in place (or
up to two years. Thus, it is important that the program control
points be installed and that they remain in place.

In conversations with the Safety Section Supervisor, it was
determined that a review had been conducted by that section of
the fire protection system. Their study found locations where
the fence between units obstructed access to fire hoses. Because
of this obstruction, extra fire hoses have been provided. Also,
emergency and fire drills were successfully conducted to prove
their ability to respond to an emergency situation.

In summary, it appeared that AI-6.1 is adequate to control the
interface program if it were implemented correctly. The ,inter-
face log in the interface study should be reviewed against test
procedures and updated. The preoperational test directors should
be better informed about the interface control program. Hold
Orders on valves appear to be a point of confusion. 'Many valves
which should be interface valves are closed with no documented
interface control. Most preoperational test engineers properly
used the TACFs as interface controls, but the HOs were not widely
used..

VI. DOCV%,S1,7S REVIEWED

I. TVA Topical Report, TVA-TR75-IA R7

2. N80A27, "Interdivisional Procedure ID-QAP-2.5 RI, "Major M6di-
fications," 6/29/82

3. DPM-1300, "Field Services," 3/14/83

4. N-OQAM, P.rt 11, Section 3,1, "Plant Mod ificaC ior.a : La, 'fure
Issuance of the Operating License," 3/18/82

5. N-OQAf, Part II, Section 3.2, "Plant Modifications: After
Licensing," 6/3/83

6. N-OQAN, Part II, Section 5.3, "Maintenance and Modification
Inspection Program," 6/23/82
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7, N-OQAM, Part TI, Section 5.3A, "Training and Certification
Program for Quality Controi Inspectors," 8/9/83

8. N-OQAM, Part III, Section 3.1, "Control of Measuring and Test
Equipment," 1/23/84

9. I-TN-AI-5.4 R7, "Material Issue, Transfer, and Traceability,"
3/1/84

10. WBN-AI-7.1 R5, "Quality Control (QC) Inspection Program,"
7/26/83

II. WBN-AI-8.5 Rq, "Control of Modification Work on Transferred
Systems Before Unit Licensing," 2/9/84

12. WBN-AI-8.1 RO, "Control of Modification Work After Unit Licensing,"

8/9/83

13. WBN-AI-9.2 R9, "Maintenance Program," 1/27/84

14. WBN-TI-10 RI9, "Calibration Program for Measuring and Test
Equipment," 2/2/84

15. FSGL-A16 R4,- "The Handling of Field Services Group Me.asuring
and Test Equipment," 5/28/83

16. QA-SIL-4.2 R7, "Quality Control (QC) Inspection Program," 1/20/84

17. FQE-SIL-5'.1 RP16, "Survey Program," 3/7/84

18. Informal memorandum from W. T. Cottle dated March 10, 1982,
"Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Maintenance and Field Services at
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant"

19. Memorandum from T. G. Campbell to Those listed dated August 18,
1982, "All Nuclear Plants - Design Change Request Processing
and Modification Control" (L35 820804 858)

20. Informal memorandum to W. T. Cottle dated Miarch 27, 1984,
"Independent Safety Engineering Group Report - Plant Training
on Administrative Procedures"

21. Memorandum from J. F. Bledsoe to W. T. Cottle dated June 3, 1983,
"Lmployee Training" (OQA 830614 700)

22. Memorandum from T. L. Howard to W. T. Cottle dated March 14, 1984,
"Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - FQE Section Monthly Report"

23. Memorandum from G. W. Killian to J. A. Coffey dated March 19,
1984, "Office of Quality Assurance Audit Report No. SQ-8400-03 -

Plant Staff Performance Training and Qualification"
(OQA 840319 702)
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24. OQAB Surveillance Report No. X'wB-S-84-0013, "Preop Test/Workplan
Control," 3/29/84

25. FQE Survey Report No. 13MT(F)-82-1 "M&TE (Field Services),"
4/2/12

26. FQE Survey Report No. 13MT(F)-83-1, "Field Services Measuring
and Test Equipment," 6/2/83

27. WBN-CAR-84-06, WBN-CAR-84-08

28. WB-DR-84-12-R, WB-DR-84-37-R, WB-DR-84-38-R, WB-DR-84-39-R,
WB-DR-84-40-R, WB-DR-23-R, WB-DR-24-R

29. MR-224689

30. Workplans - 2393, 2419, 2432, 2441, 2443, 2682, 3704, 3837,
2332, 4173, 3762, 3384, 3665, 494, 720, 3906, 2749, 3230, 3915,
3578, 2827, 2294, 2637, 2440, 2683, 3292, 4124, 3293, 2860,
3126, 2706, 3656, 1738, 2797, 3441, 3911, 3918, 2897, 4163,
4154, 4051, 4132, 2023, 3593, 3590, 3652, 2870, 3270, 3901

31. WBN-QCI-1.30 R5, "Control of Work in Transferred Systems, Equip-
ment, and Architectural Features," 9/17/82

32. WBN-AI-4.1 R6, "Quality Assurance Records"

33. IOCFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities"

Appendix A - General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
Appendix B - Quality Asurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants arnd

Fuel Reprocessing Plants

34. 1OCFR Part 7A, "Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material"

35. DPM WB79EI (1806,01), "Fuel Exposure and Isotopic Accounting for
VBN," 9/18/81

36. WBN Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)

37. Hegulatory Compliance Program Manual

38. WBN Draft Technical Specifications

39. WBN Fuel Handling Instruction Manual (FHI{I)

40. WBN Technical Instruction TI-2, "SNI Control and Accountability
System"

41. WBN Technical Instruction TI-28, "Physical Verification of Core
Load Prior to Vessel Closure"
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42. WBN Technical Instructions TI-2, "Initial Fuel Receipt and
Storage"

43. WBN-AI-2.8.7 R2, "Report of Accidental Criticality or Loss or Theft
or Attempted Theft of Special Nucle'ar Material"

44. WBN-AI-.2.8.8 R2, "Report of Unaccounted for Shipmenti, Suspected

Theft, Unlawful Diversion of SNM or Industrial Sabotage"

45, WBN-AI-5.2 R3, "Receipt Inspection of Materials, Parts, or Components"

46. WBN-GOI-2 R5, "Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby"

47. WBN-SOI-q9.l R4, "Reactor Protection System"

48. WBN-SI-3.1.1 R3, "Functional Test of Manual Reactor Trip Channels
(Prior to Startup)"

49. AOl-I R5, "Reactor Trip"

50. EOI-12, "Emergency Shutdown Procedure"

51. MI-57.2 R5, "Annual 480-Volt Switchgear Inspection"

52. IE Information Notice 83-81, "Failures of the Undervoltage Reactor
Trip System Breakers"

53. Westinghouse WATM-10709 Field Change Notice

54. Regulatory Guide 1.13, Revisions 1 and 2

55. Regulatory Guide 1.33, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements"

56. ANSI N18.7/ANS-3.1, "Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance
for the Opprational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"

57. N-OQAM, Part III, Section 1.1, "Document Control"; Section 5.0,
"Periodic Review of Procedures and Instructions"; and Section 8.1,
"Preparation, Maintenance, and Implementation of the Manual"

58. WBN-AI-3.l R4, "Plant Instructions - Control and Use"

59. SI-3.3.3-I R4 and SI-3.3.3-II R4, "Radiation Monitoring Instru-
mentation Fuel Pool Radiation Monitors, Channel Calibration"

60. SI-3.3.4-I R4 and SI-3.3.4-II R4, "Radiation Monitoring Instru-
mentation Fuel Pool Radiation Monitors Changel Functional Test"

61. SI-4.O.5.3.C.3, "Check,Valve Testing During Refueling Outage -

Feedw~ter System"

62. ID-OAP-2.3 RI, "Physical Interfaces Between Licensed and Unlicensed
Units"
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63. Area Plan 1103.01, "Physical and Functional Interfaces," 9/27/83

64. WBN-AI-1.6 R2, "Interface - Establishment and Control"

65. Preoperational Test Section Instruction Letter No. 9, IL-9, "Pre-
operational Test Program - Unit Interface Program"

66. Operations Section Instruction Letter, OSLA-36 RI, "Interface
Controls"

67. Interface Study Report, September 1980

-68. FQE Survey NSI-84-50

69. Preoperational Test Instructions:

a. TVA-9A, "Auxiliary Gas Treatment SysLem and Door SLaLus 1iidi-
cation and Interlock"

b. TVA-10, "Control Building Air Conditioning System"

c. TVA-28, "Sampling System"

d. W-10.9, "Ice Condenser Reactor Containment System"

e. W-2.2, "Boric Acid System"

f. TVA-1, "Shield Building Inleakage Rate Tests, Emergency Gas
Treatment System"

70. Hold Orders 20001, 20002, 20004, 20009, 20010

71. Temporary Alterations Control Forms 2-2000-70, 2-2002-82,
2-2003-82, 2-2004-83, 0-2005-80, 2-2006

72, Memorandum from H, G, Parris to G. F. Dilworth, "Nuclear Safety
Review Staff Review No. R-83-22-NPS on Training of Plant Mhanage-
ment" (GNS 830907 100)

73, Memorandum from H. G. Parris to C. F. Dilworth, "Nuclear Power
Position Regarding Training Plant Management - NSRS Report No.
R-83-22-NPS" (GNS 830809 050)

74. NUC PR Procedure No. 0202.07, "Shift Technical Advisor (STA)
Training," 9/15/83

75. NUC PH Procedure No. 1202S01, "Shift Technical Advisor (STA)
Program Responsibilities," 10/5/83

76. WBN-AI-2.16, "Shift Technical Advisors"

77. WBN Engineering Section Instruction Letter No. ENSL RI, "Reactor
Engineering Unit Personnel Training"
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78. WBN Engineering Section Instruction Letter No. ENSL R4,ý "Shift
Technical Advisor Plant Familiarization Walk Throughs"

79. 10CFR5O.34 and .36-1982

80. NUREG-0737, "Clarification of ThI Action Plan Requirements"

81. IOCFR50.54,M, "Conditions of Licenses"

82. Regulatory Guide 1.8 RI-R-75, "PArsonnel Selection and Training"

83. ANSI 18.1-1971, "Standard for Selection and Training of Person-
nel for Nuclear Power Plants"

84. Area Plan 9, Procedure No. 0901.01, "Organization, and Staffing"

85, N-.OQAl, Part III, Section 6.1, "Selection and Training of Person-
nel for Nuclear Power Plants"

86. N,'C PR Nuclear Training Program Area Plan No. 2, Procedure
0202.05, "Nuclear Plant Operator Training Programs," 8/8/83

87. OP-QAP-2.6 RO, "Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant
and Support Personnel"

88. WBN-AI-2.I R8, "Authorities and Responsibilities for. Safe
Operations and Shutdown"

89. WHN-AI-2,4 R5, "Shift Manning and Recall of Personnel to Plant"

90. 63N-AI-10. IR3, "Plant Training Program"

91. NSRS Report No. R-81-03-WBN

92. NSRS Report No. R-82-16-WBN

93. NSRS Report No. R-83-07-WBN

94. NSRS Report No. R-83-22-WBN

95. SQN-AI-4 R41, "Plant Instructions - Document Control"

96. BFN Standard Practice, BF 2.3, "Review, Approval, and Use of
Instructions," April 11, 1984

VII. LIST OF PERSONNEL CONTACTED

Attended
Entrance
Meeting

Contacted
During
Review.Name/Title

Rita Aikens, QCRU CONST Engineer

James G, Ad.iir, Civil Engineer, Civil Support
Branch

Attended
Exit
Meeting

X

X
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Attended
Entrance
Meetin2-

Conducted Attended
During Exit .,
Review Meetin2Name/Title

Daniel L. Anderson, Electrical Maintenance
Engineer

Robert H. Anderson, Contracts Civil Engineering
Branch

J. H. BallArd, CONIT Eiineer

R. A. Beck, Health Physics Supervisor

J. F. Bledsoe, OOAB Site Representative

Ralph J. Rlevins, Documer" Control SLaff

Vincent M. Burzese, OMT Engineer

W. L. Byrd, Compliance Section Supervisor

L. N. Calahan, OýMX Engineer

C. Richard Cook, Operations Section - SRO

Dennis Collins, OIM Engineer

J. I. Collins, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor

W, T. Cottle, Pl.,nt MAnager

N. F.. Cutlip, CompliAnce Engineer

Grady Davis, Operations SPO

W. C. Delk, Reactor Engineering Supervisor

G. T. Denton. Operations Section Supervisor

J. En. En~loiardt, Compliance Engineer

F. H, Enn•ý, A siqtant Plant ManAgrr

Craig S. FAulker, Reactor Engineer/STA

Randall R. Gibbs, Reactor Engineer/STA

R. J. Griffin, Mechanical Engineering Supervisor

C. A. Hearr, Preoperational Test Engineer

D. S. heidwich, OM]' Engineer

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x.

x

x

X

x

x
x
x

x
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Name/Title

George R. Hendrtcks, Engineering Aide

J. E. Hoffert, OMMlI Engineer

T. L. Howard, Field Quality Engineering
Supervisor

Mario Hug, National Nuclear Corporation,

California

T. F. Huth, Reactor Engineer/STA

Joseph Ireer, OQAB Engineer

G. L. Johnson, nechanical Engineer

Ken Jones, Engineering Supervinor

G. T. Jordan, OKX2I Engineer

William S. Karsner, Reactor Engineer/STA

Dale Kaulitz, Preoperational Test Engineer

M. E. King, Chemical Engineer

J. T. Kirkpatrick, O01t Assistant Supervisor

H. F. Koehler, Preoperational Test Engineer

L. B. Kuehn, Test Section Supervisor

o. P. Law, OKI?1 Engineer

James E. Lee, Instrument Maintenance Engineer

D. L. Lester, Preoperational Test Group
Supervisor

Jim Loud, Safety Section Supervisor

Ziata I. Martin, Reactor Analysis Group

Robert T. lcCollom, Compliance Section
Engineer

L. N. McIntosh, OK" Superintendent

Ben Mears, Preoperational Test Engineer

Attunded Contacted Attended
Entrance During Exit
Meetialg Review Meeting

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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TABLE I

4ý,

WATTS BAR
OPERATIONAL READINESS REVIEW

Phase Review Area

I
2/13/84 - 2/117/84
(Completed -
Report R-84-O2-WBN
Issued)

II
3/26/84 - 4/6/84
(Completed -
Repo.rt NRiA4.O5-WPN)

1. General Employee Training

2, Employee Awareness of Regulatory..
and TVA Requirements and Policies
Relating to Nuclear Safety Issues
and Expression of Staff Views

3. Premperational. Testing (Partial)

I . Organ iza t ion

2. Qualifications of Personnel in

Key M4naXg@ent Positions

3. Sbift Technical Advisers

4, Control of Licensed Activities

5. Plant Procedures (Partial)

6. Unit Interface Cont-rol

7. Reactor Safety and. Criticality
Control (Partial)

8. Modifications and Outage
Control

1. Mini Hot Functional Test
Operations Section and Test Section
personnel activity will be reviewed
during this time. Adequacy of and
adherence to instructions and
procedures will be stressed,

2. Maintenance

3. Reactor Safety and Criticality.
Control

11!
6/19/84 - 6/28/84

IV
7/24/84

Initial Fuel Load
- 7/27/84

Note 1. Plant staffing and organization will be further evaluated during-- nb4quent reviews due to changos caused by the reorlAnixation.

Note 2. Regulatory compliance is a part of all reviews.



I .

Attended
Entrance
Meetin&

Contacted Attended
During Exit
Review HeetinLName/Title

Redford Norman, Assist.ant Operations Section
Supervisor

H. L. Pope, FQE Engineer

Thomas A. Shelton, Nuclear Engineer, Nuclear
Engineering Branch

L. J. Smith, FQE Engineering Supervisor

James Swallow%, FQO Engineer

G. V.. Tippens, FQE Quality Control Supervisor

Bill D. Varga, Training Officer

Lynn Wallace, FQE Engineer

R. L. Warren, Reactor Engineer/STA

Luther Welsh, National Nuclear Corporation,
C.ilifornia

J. R. Werkler, Preoperational Test Engineer

Steve Woods, Acting Instrument Maintenance
Supervisor

Joe Yarborough, FQE Engineer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

.-I.
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77-77 - -ýýU; 7-=

0 .. .

-J
TABLE II

Test No.

TVA-9A

TVA-I SC

TVA-20A

TVA-44A

TVA- 14E

SUBTOTAL

TVA- 10

NCS-2 1

TVA- 2 8

W- 10.9

W-2. 2

TVA- I

TVA-46

TVA-5 I

SUBTOTAL

TOTAl,

Titl-

Auxiliary Gas Treatment System
& Door Status Indication &
Interlock

Essential Raw Cooling Water

Flow Balance

Component Cooling System

Liquid Waste Drains, Collection,
& Transfer Facilities

Diesel Generators and Support-
ing Auxiliaries.

Control Building Air

Condition System

Gland Seal Water System

Sampling System

.Ice Condenser Reactor
Containment System

Boric Acid System

Shield Building Inleakage
Rate Tests, Emergency Gas
Treatment System

Primary Makeup WAter System

Flood Protection Provisions

Points Points. to
System Installed be Installed Tot 11

30

67

70

77

81

6 6

39

9

10

9

49

18

18I

-2

57 :36

31

37

43

61

62

65

81

84

10

5

6

7

19

2.

10

5

6

7

19

II

63

66

11

66

102
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Attachment B

P:'c' " . o f 4

ATTACHKMENT B

WORKPLAN CONTROL FORM

Identifying Information

Prepared by Date Phone

Outstand in g Wo rk Item Num be r: U nit Sy stem ___________

Unit System Type. - Number

Prework Review

A. Originating Section

Technical specification change required? Yes No

.--7 Technical verification and review complete.

/-7 Affected section siipervisors considered and listed in II.C below.

L:-7 Instructions and/or vendor mnuals requiring revision listed on page 5.

L-7 The CSSC list'needi revision an a result of this modification.

L_-7 If work affects the pressure boundary of an AS,1E code component
on which the N-5 Cod1e V'ta form is signed, an AJNI Instruction Review
sheet is inchuJeff,

I
I
U

I

Sect-Ton §u-pe-, r'i z or Date

Workplan Coordinator

Tracking numbers .issigned, Appropriate reference documents included.

Workplan Coordinator Date

1 20



.

WaN
AX-8.5
Attacbuefr
Page 2 of
Utevisal@I

A

9

A) I'Ai 11111,0' A (CO~NTI NUED))

E
I
I
I
2
I
I
r
U

II

AlIci. *i.'lr (@.x. lisl.Iii ()peratoui lsti. Safet Iy, and QA)

Rtv~wl~8 Ilii"1i -11 '14 iii. jict itims amt/iur vendor Odn'6011i
11.1 i I888 9 ' I Ill I i * ' '. ~e '8 u Al I Arl ltenii'i A.

''II v 1:.,, I &.i8, t ti,.~ re Date

N1

.... •. 1w'•'. ., 'l letin I fl IV I re* brigade captain in
.l l• l' |( #' • I I ll- • .I ' ¢' , I l o #I t ' ' ) .

....L_________
I -I y 1, vii v~g~er Date

1. Nvi u~v.i .r i I'. '''' i I lip, !.iY I -~i hc on block in paragrapvh_
I I I. B).

/ / ';I'cr.i I rts . wu.I I it .... I, ill. ,'v i ,it I I..* 1 n 10 P411e 5 of attachment A.

I

Ui

I

I
I
2

0l-rll. ri I8884 Ssapervinor Date

* F Vo I. ( S'. - -1 kI.1 ".. . " . I , I 1 .6 1 1 .. V I ow fly :

Stipv, IF'oll QE Section r ta

I. I .t I. : I ., .

I *.518e8lI I88 Allllrn'va of this

l'i)kl: Ch1.t rmnn Date

8'. wi 85 ild ''.l h8 le lit' ui~rmed when appropriately

I
I"'8Wi' V 1,1111 Siij,.' uin tenifen~t Date -s

'O
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V Attachment.

Pagte 3 f

~DI ATTACHMIENT H. (CO?41I)tV.

' S

I

I
I
I

I
V"

III. Performance of Work

A. Workplan has been scheduled at daily meeting and work may begin.

icti n ?;-,rTlnatoT Tate

B. Removal of equipment frorm service. Signature on this paragraph is required
'before equipment is taken out of service, Other work (prefabrication,
banaers, non-equipment-related work, etc.) may proceed without further
authorizat ion.

t_.7 This workplan required no equipment to be removed-from service..

L_:7 This workplan requires equipment to be removed from service.

-gr~t-Usfif L Date --y Ia*

C. List equipment renmoved from service.

_. 2, _ .

1V. Work Completion

A. Field work, iliclu'liug lunicttional tetts, is complete. Shift engineer's
control copy drawings updated by cognizant engineer to show nodificatioos.

I ant". E nneier M

B. This signoff requirrd only if equipment was removed from service.

L_.I Operator.training on modified Pystems completed, if required.

L:-7 Temporary/permanent reviaion@ have been made to affected optraLtin
instructions (see list on page 5).

Item IV., A. aiid n,, shnve mu.it be complete before returning
0qinlipment! Ii te,,rvicv,

Ca r r nhnnv i f n'er corIre"nsso

I

I

C, Dra(tta requ ireme n c'milnIrt, rnd verified fa r correc tne on
attachment 1),

-U-An t7ý -i,•nt A fille r -7 t e

2 2
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-V

ATTACJIWNT B (CONTIINOJD)

Attachment R

I',Ijo 4 wf 4

5 complete.

equipment, spare

/

4
U

I
I

D. Vendor manual and/or instruction changes listed on page

Coln~iant• fe~t ion Rupe

E. Spare parts inventory revised as required for modified
parts ordered for new e'qulipeent.

Cognizant Section Supervisor Date

I

k

I

F. Nameplate dat.a col'ected for each component affected on Nxieplate Data
Form, Attachment F.

!
Cognizant EnRineer

G. AS,7 Section X Stinm, ry Report, filled out, if required.

Date

Cognizant Engineer bate

H. Post-modification Left required by EN DES scoping document has be"f
evaluated and given field approval. Copies of test results have been
sent to EN. DE:S as required.

Cognizant Section Supervisor.Dte~

T. Vorkplan complete,

1. L-DCR file copy with-marked-up dravings transmitted to EN DES it
oppropriaLc,

2. NameplaLe data (o•s, transmitted in accordance with Lnstructions.'

3. CSSC list revilrI an necessary.

4. Sectinn XI .ummAry Wlrpnrtq filed in apprnpriAte places.

5. Vorkplai, revirwrI hly ANT when reguired in accordance with
attachment I,

6. OWIIJ, jpdaL te .

VA ,

1*
Mlodification Coordinator Date

23
S..-
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UNITED STATES GOyERNMENT

M em o r a n d u m

Tn H. G. Parris,

FROM H. N. Culver,

TENNESSEE

GNS
Manager of Power, 500A CST2-C

Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff

DATE

SUBJECT:

April 6, 1984

SPECIAL REVIEW OF NCR WBNSWP8303 RELATED TO MISSING I
CULATIONS - WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - UNITS 1. AND 2 -
REVIEW STAFF REPORT NO. R-84-07-WBN

The final report of the subjcct review is attached
tion and action. The review was initiated when the
position was sent to NSRS for. review. This oc
independent review of the corrective action was comp]

We believe this review indicates a lack of independ'.n
fication of NCRs as to whether they are adverse to tu
also believe the rcquirement for maintaining qual
fundamental part of the TVA Quality Assurance (Q
approach should be to meet all requirements of the Q
take them lightly when the result will be an admis
decisions or error.

The report contains two specific reconunenda t ions con
ticular NCR. You are requested to provide us wi
resolving the two recommendations within 30 days of
memorandum. It is expected that appropriate action
conditions will be completed in a timely manner.

If you have any questions concerning the report
P. R, Washer at extension 6860.

If. N. Culver

VALLEY AUTHORITY

'840 4106 05,0

f, 249A )IBB--K

HIPE SUPPORT CAL- '"

NUCI,EAR SAFETY

for your informa-
subject NCR dis-

curred after the .
eted.

ce in L'-e classi-
Iality or not. We

ýty records is a
A) program. The

•A program and not
sion'of incorrect

cerning this par-
th your plan for
the date of this
to correct these

please. contact

V. .. +•..

*" ) :. :-.'

' I

• .. . . , .%,',+ + 7>Z

• . .-k#+,•J!

, .+. • , 4

PRW: LML
Attachment
cc (Attachment):

J. W. Anderson, M155G MIB-K
R. W. Cantrell, WIIA9 C-K
MEDS, W5B63 C-K

-: I

PJ~i
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GNS '840406 C
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)51

~.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF

NSRS REPORT NO. R-84-07-WBN

SUBJECT: WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - UNITS 1 AND 2 - SPECIAL
REVIEW OF NCR WBNSWP8303 RELATED TO MISSING PIPE
SUPPORT CALCULATIONS

DATES OF REVIEW: MARCH 5 - MARCH 13, 1984
Zt,

REVIEWER:
P. R. WASHER

Jo F . LRDLCAPPROVED BY:

DATE ,

D 84-
DATE

MEDS, W51363 C-

.,, *'4(
A-
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I. SCOPE

The purpose of this review was to evaluate NCR WBNSWP8303, which
identifies missing pipe supports calculations that were performed by
EDS on safety-related systems in the reactor building at Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant (WEN) units 1 and 2. The review was to determine
whether the calculations were to be retained for the life of the plant
as quality records as defined in TVA's QA program and ANSI Standard
N45.2.9-1974. The review also included an evaluation of whether this
condition should be classified as "significant condition adverse to
quality" and reported to NRC under IOCFR50.55(e).

I I. BACKGROUND !:

This item was brought to the attention. of NSRS on March 5, 1984, when
a copy of NCR WBNSWP8303 was sent to NSRS for review of the proposed
disposition, The document was sent to NSRS after the independent
review of the proposed corrective action was completed by T. C. Cruise
on March 2, 1984. The NCR was written on February 23, 1983, and has
been open since that time.

I11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following paragraphs contain the conclusions followed by recom-
mendations, if applicable.

A. R-84-07-WBN-Ol

The calculations for pipe supports on safety-related systems must
be kept as quality records for the life of the plant. These are
required as permanent records to meet the TVA QA program as
defined in Topical Report TR75-IA and the quality records require-i>..
ments as defined in N45.2.9-1974.

Recommendat ion

The calculations for the pip,: supports on safety-related systems
should be recreated and stored as a part of quality records.
During the creation of these design calculation, if any pipe
supports require changes, then a copy of the calculations for,".
those supports should be sent to NSRS. See IVA for details. .-**

B. R-d4-07-WBN-02

This NCR is a "significant condition adverse to quality" since
it reflects an overall breakdown in the Watts Bar QA program
related to records retention.,

Recommendation

The NCR should be upgraded to a "significant condition adverse to.
quality" and reported to NRC as a deficiency under
10CFR5O,55(e)(1)(i). See IV.B. for details.

~,41



IV. DETAILS

A R-RI4.A7-W1J-nlig D W

EDS Nuclear, Incorporated, was contracted by TVA •o do piping
analysis and pipe support design on safety-related systems at
WBN and Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN). In reference (I), EDS
wrote to TVA to confirm verbal instructions to destroy the
stored records of this work. In reference (2), 'VA confirmed
that EDS could destroy all stored records except for i"hard: copy:
code compliance computer runs." OQA concurred with this letter
based on the understanding that a seperate copy of the calcula-'
tions existed at TVA. They would not have agreed to, destroy. the
calculations if they had known that EDS had the only copy of the
calculations. As a result of that direction, EDS destroyed all
the record engineering calculations on the pipe supports that:
they had done. The only thing that exists is the input loads
from the piping analysis and the end product, pipe support-
drawings. In reference (3), EDS documented several conversations
between EDS and TVA personnel. TVA had requested that EDS esti--
mate the costs to provide TVA with a copy of the support calcula-:
tions. EDS confirmed in this reference that they had carried
out TVA's direction and destroyed the calciulations.

An NCR regarding the missing calculations, was transmitted byý
reference (4) from the project to CEB. After stating lack of
knowledge of ever hA.'ing received the NCR, CEB transmitted the:"•
NCR by reference (5) back to the project for processing. In the*'
process of dispositioning the NCR, the project, after an indepen-
dent review, sent the NCR to NSRS for review.

NSRS, during their review, came to specific, conclusions and
recommendations based on the following information. Chapter 17i
of the WBN FSAR states that the QA program for WBN shall be asa.,
presented in TVA Topical Report TVA-TR75-Ol, section 17.IWA. In._,;
TVA-TR75-IA, paragraph 17.1.17, "Quality Assurance Records,"' it,
is stated that "the typical types of records to be generated and'
retained are listed in Appendix A to ANSI N45.2.9-1974." In,
Appendix A toN45.2.9, design calculations and records of checks.
are shown to be stored for the lifetime of the plant, if they are.
classified as "Life-time Quality Assuranre Records."

In paragraph 2.2.1 of ANSI N45.2.9, there are four criteriaý, any,
one of which qualifies records as lifetime records. The pipe.-
support calculations for safety-related systems qualify, under the,'
first three of these.criteria. Since these calculations'meet their.
criteria for lifetime records, as defined in the TVAQA, program,,.
the calculations must be kept for the life of the plant. Since
the calculations have been destroyed, they must be recreated and.
stored as quality records.

2

I ~~;-r I
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B. R-84-07-WBN-02

The destruction of the aafety-related piping support calculations
is a major breakdown in the TVA QA program for vendors. This is
a breakdown in the implementation of the requirements of TVA
Topical Report TVA-TR75-IA, Paragraph 17.1,17., "Quality
Assurance Records." It is also a nonconformance to Criterion I
of the NRC General Design Criteria. As such, this NCR should be
upgraded to a "significant condition adverse to quality" and
reported to NRC as a deficiency under lOCFR50.55(e)(l)(i).

V. REFERENCES

1. EDS letter 0060-300-090, S. B. llosford to R. 0. Barnett dated
June 4, 1981, "SNP, WBNP, Disposition of Backup Documentation"
(CEB 810609 273)

2. TVA letter R. 0. Barnett to EDS Nuclear, Incorporated, dated
August 19, 1981, "Disposal of Records Stored by EDS Nuclear,
Incorporated (EDS)." (CEB 810819 023)

3. F'ý letter 0060-30-182, S. B. Hosford to R. 0. Barnett dated
No,-etaber I, 1982, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Copies of Support
Calculations"

4. Memorandum frum J. C. Standifer to R. 0. Barnett, C. Bonine,
L. J. Cooney, R. A. Costner, J. C. Key, J. J. Nash, and
G. Wadewitz dated February 22, 1983, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Units I and 2 - Nonconformance Report WBNSWP8303" (SWP 830225 060)

5. Memorandum from R. 0. Barnett to J. C. Standifer dated July 11,
1983, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units I and 2 - EDS Nuclear
Engineering, Incorporated (EDS), Support Calculations - NCR
WBNSWP8303" (CEB 830711 027)

3
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M enmorandtom TN.N ,.:s s,.:i.3 !,,, ,,,
K '840

TO If. G. Plarris , Wa x/tewr of Po•',,'r, 5)00A (CS''2-C

FROM If. N. Culvwr, Director of Nuilar Safety R i'vpiw Stilff, 24'1, tIItl-K

DATEI June 27, 1984

st.' UJ:(CT: D1EL..LEFONTE: NIR :LEAR Fi, ANT (Hli.N ) - Nl EA:R.I:,\R FE:'.TY REV I EW S'TA\FF (NSRHS;
RE.VIEW OF I,'O F'ININIG'; (,P-$ . - RS REP'IRT No, R-M/,-0I-lIL.N

At t.Lchil is thie NRI rvoert for tiL reiv ,'w nirllu tld at BIINJ conc* nintg
INPO finding QP-5.1. This rpvipw c'Olsigtpd nf an exa.rninrat ion of the
three condIitions i len tified bI y the INPO reviewe'r: (1) some intisjpectors
were. bei ng encourae•l not to write nniro"l'rmn.,rap reports Wi s ,
(2) noncorformi"i g cotndlitions hadl blveer dii spogsi ietlo d by invli lidat iii,; u"r
voiding the NCR, and (3) NCRs closed before.' 'orrectiv.e action had rerl,
comp," ted.

MSRS found that there was no intliciaLtin to sualpport the p;t.litilo that
inspectors were b.' . i. ei n coiiragd nrot to write' NCR:;. S,"m administa-
tire or p rocedluriI pIrhiems with the' NCR process way hav, e c•aisid somte
of the inspector; to perceive a problem. With regardt to tie other two
identified conditions, NSRS fouind stlt i ci.nt ijilitation to support the
I NPO finding..

Four recomnlii'•i'.itt. i s 'ver'v maide iii tin' r•.p,,r t i,"r ItI.N r',:ip, . N~IRS
rql,:.ts a w-ijtt'rI r,.s;pao,',s, by A /uust 1, lM 4. , If the're are any •ies-
tionis coCrning thii:. rpi ' , , I ii ,t .i t L I. , K,.v .t ,'xt, ni.i i t Ii l
in KnoxvilleI

At t.'achmenit
cc (Attachment):

W. R. Brown, 102 E.STA-K
MEDS, W•1163 C'-K

>NSP.5 F;LE
-i%
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____________

GN 840627 054

TENNESSFE: VALLE~Y AUTHOIfFtITY
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I • BACKGROUND

During the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INl 1O) review
(CP-84-02) of Bellefonte Nuclear Plant (BIN), ite, Q'-5..I was
identified by an INPO evaluator; This finding was in the area of
"corrective actions." The evalu ator':s recomiend,'ation was that
"controls need to be implemented to ens;ure that conditions adverse to
quality are being id,'ntified anl resolved inl an effective manner."
Three conditions that required attent ion were cited:

1. Some inspectors were being encouragedf not to write nonconforma;nce
reports (NCRs).

2. Nonconforming conditions had been dispositioned by invalidating
or voiding the nonconformanrce report.

3. Nonconformance reports had been closed before the corrective
act. ion had been completed.

Due to the possibly se rious naLt re of this item, W. R. Brown, B1.N
Project .anager, requested that the Nucle.,ar S.,f ety Review Staff (NSRS)
perform an independent review of this filnding. Per this request, the
NSRS initiated a review that commenced on April 23, 1984, and was
concluded on Nay 11, 1984.

II . SCOPE

The reyiew involved examination of the three cited conditions: some
inspectors were beingi encouraged not to write NCI..;', nonconforming
condi•tions had been dispositioned by invalidating or voiding the NCR;
a nid NCRs ha! been closed before the corrective action had been corn-
pleted. The review was conducted by interviewing personnel, reviewing
promcelorcn andI records, and us inrg ot her est.aibl ishe review techliiqn'5e ,
The NSRS review was l imited to interviewin4g personnel from the Electri-
cal Quality Control (EQC) and Instrumenritation Quality Cont.'ol (IQC)
Units. This limitation was imposed! based on inform:itinn received from
the INPO eval"Mrtor and W. RQ Brown.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM1MENDAT IONS

A. R-S4-09-RL.N-Ol, nspcptors Enir9onrgdgqANot.to Write NCS

Conclusion

The NSRS founrd no evidence to indica:te that there was a pervas:ive,
systematic attempt by RLN management to discoirage the reporting
of nonconforming conditions. Some administrative or procedural
problems with the NCR process may_ have ciurssd some of the inspec-
tors to perceive a problem. See section IV.A for details.



Recom•nenda L i on

The NSRS recommends that: (I) det i 1it i ye gui idel i firs he issued to
provide instruct ions for the us:.gte of "Replyy" mimos , (2) appropriate
act ion be taken to emphasize to all mi I oyee(s the importance o0'
proper ident i fi cat ion anid han(I I i ig of ioncon I ormanic:es, and (3) thee
nonc on fo rmance p rocedu re be rev i ;vd t ) rv.qu i re t he NCR be numbe red
prior to the review and approval cycle.

B. R-84-Og-I I.N-02, No..confo'r.imi.nk Lt. ,i t.i ) i. q '.Is it,.. . I-t y
I fva0i da L in [S.o~r Vo (I i 16 t. he NCH

Concl us ion

Nonconformance reports had heen invalidlated or v(tided improperly.
See section IV.B for details.

RecommontmL Li on

NSRS recomnmendts that all i rivalI idLted NCR:; be revinewel to determine
action necessary to correct normcornforlnances , that have been improperly
inv i lidatel or voidled. For action to prtvetit recurrence, the NSRS
recommends that the non conformanltice procelimre be revised to provide
a detailed explanation of the invalidation process and to reqluire
an independent review of all invalidated NCRs. Also, appropriate
act ion (e.g., training) should be taken to ensure that all por-.
sonnel have a thorough untierstand i rig of what constitutes a valid
NICR.

C. R-84-09-10.Y1-03, PNRs.C el. B, fttrt Co'rre, ti ye Act iOn Completed

Nonconformance reports have heen c-IlosedI htefore correctiye action
to rectify the noncoi flol[rlllifig comm, itim Ila,; ibeen completed. . Sce
secLion IV.C for details.

Recommernla t i on

NSRS recommends that. this condition i ,(,Iv rsv to quality be locui-
iltettrid on a nonconftormance ant Lthi ,. all)r,'q)riate correct ive action
(e.g., a sampling program) be taken. NSRS recommends that the
nonconformance procedure be revised to ensure that NCRs are not
closed prior to completion of corrective action to rectify the
nonconforming condition to prevent recurrence.

D. R-84-09-BI.N-04, Fvaluation of "Off'site-Generated NCRs"

Conclusion

The evaluation of "off:;ite-;venerated NCRs' allowed by BNP-QCP-10.4
and QAP 15.1 violates upperýtier requiirements. See section IV.D
for details.
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Recommendat ion

NSRS recommends that the s i Ie pir t)rm a re vi ,w to determi tie if
any items with "offsite-gr'nerated NCR:'" have been receivedu andl4
that nonconformance reports be initiated for items not covered by
site NCRs. In addition, the NSRS reconun•,ens that BNP-QCP-I10.4
and QAP 15.1 be revised to require the site to initiate NCRs to
track "offs i te-gene rated NCRs ."

IV. DETAILS

A. Inspectors Encourald Not to Write NCRs

The INPO evialuator's basis for this concern appl,'red to he inter-
views of quality control (QC) inrs 1lectors, The following acc)iints
of interviews were inc luded in the sp)l)ort ing detai Is for item
QP-S. 1:

D• i ing an interview with two inspectors hoth in lividual.s
expressed a concern that not :iall of the noncon fo rmnance
reports that they prepared were approvedi and issued.
On f i nd ividua I vo i ced a concern thit some construcc i oil
supervisory personnel had been placed in QC inspection
supervisory positions. The percept ion expressed by the
individual was, that construct ion was taking over Quaal ity
Control.

During an Interview wi th an injlivilui',l from one of the QC
inspection un iLs the individuia I .xpre5::ed a concern that he
and some of his siihordinatees were he ing encouraged not to
write nonconformances reports because of the cost involved
and how it looked bad for QC if the reported deficiency
turned out not to be valid.

Since this type of concern cannot he idlentifi,:,l or substantiated
by a records review, the NSRS it i I ize, the interview process to
gather information used in making a determination of the val idity
of the -oncern. A total of 36 'pu I ity control inspectors and(
3 management nersonrel were interviewct dfuring the NSRS review.

The Quality Manager's Organizationi (QMO) became effective January 23,
1983, and was implemented February 20, 1983. This organization
was formed to separate th. QC funct ion:s from production support,
units. Previously to this all engineering and QC personnel
reported to the saiie. f 2 r:,t line s,,pervisor (K-5). The reorgani-
zation removed the QC inspection and related quality assurance
(QA) functin: from the CONST vngineering org.inization (CEO) and .
placed them under the QMO. The Q91O is headed by a Quality Manager
who report % directly to the Proj(.ct Manager. The QMO was staffed
similarly to the CEO and contained management positions at the
appropriate leveln. Two of the s,),prvisory positions were filled K>
by personnel from the CONS'I' (cra ! 'ýhese two individuals had
held supervisory positions in 0I, ir respective areas before becoming
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supervisors in the QMO. Each inlividlual was off,'red i and accepted a :
supervisory position in the sam. ,irr' (.l.ctricl an't ins:tru.mrrtation)
he worked with in CONST. DIuring the crnirsg! of interviewing QC person-
nel, no inspector expressed th, op inii on or perc',,ttion that the move-
ment of these two supervisors inton the QMI(. was an effort by CONs'r to
take over quality control. As a re'sult of the abse'rnce of input con-
cerning the issue of CONST taking over qial ity conitrol, NSRS did not
pursue this area any further.

On November 1, 1983, a significAnt rh.aiig, wa:; mile in the Q,%
program. This program change was the replacement of the quality
control investigation report (QCllR) with th,, inspe; ction rejection
notice (IRN). The QCIR was an iniegral part of the nonconformance
program. It was used to document., disipostion, and control known
or suspected conditions adverse to quality (CAQ). The procedure
(BNP-QCP-I10.4) required that upon institntion of a QCIR all
affected items be tagged, if practical. After the QCIR tag was
attached to an item, it was "not to be relocated, reworked or
repaired except as designated by the approved disposition on the
QCIR form." All QCIRs were evalate(d to determine if a nonconform-
ance report should he generated. Upon completion of the recommended
disposition, the QCIR was closed and kept as a QA record. An IRN
as defined by BNP-QCP-10.43 is "a communication tool used by
inspection personnel, to inform craft anrd/or engineering of a
failedl inspection." In accoir r'(r withIi the procedur' ani IRN
should not be used for identification of possible nonconforming
conditions. It does not prevent work from being accomplished on
an iten and is closed when the fiai l,:,l in:spiection con it ion is
corrected. TWe IRN is a unit r.cori anl is required! only to he
maiAtained in the unit files until closure or voiding and completion
of applicable trend analysis. Interviews of the QC personnel
revealed that the insppctors as a group had a good understanding
of the IRN process. As required by procedure, an IRN is only
written on QA activities. Normally QC personnel do not inspect
non-QA related activities, but. will do inspections of this Lype
if requested by engineering. Any deviations discovered on non-QA
inspections arc forwarded to the engin[eering unit via an informal
means, such ai: a "Reply" memo.

The 'Reply" memo as de:crilbed by the Q,,ality Man:ager was an
"in-house" communication tool to be used on nonsafety relate,!
non-QA items. It was to be used by enginierring units to request
quality control units to perform inspections on those activities
not normally inspected by QC. In turn QC would give, engineering
the results of those inspections by returning the memo. The
"Reply" memo could also be user! by iispection to request information
from engineering on possible drawing problems., It was stressed
by the Quality Manager that. the use of the memo was limited to
matters dealing with non-QA, nonisafety related items. Hlowever
during interviews with inspection pi'ersonnel (inspectors and
supervisors), it appeared to the NSUS reviewer that the "Repl'y"
memo was not being strictly limited to non-QA, nonsafety related
activities. (Due to time con:;traiints,. the NSRS reviewer was
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unable to obta ini specific exaiim ,ls 01 th. "h'R,.j Ily" memo being used'
for safety-related activities.). As indlicated earlier the memo
was being used by engineering to solicit ain inspection by QC. In
addiLion to using them to pass information to engineering, QC
personnel were usi ! the "Reply" mmio to make engineering aware
of problems (i.e., questionahle counditieeu,; of items in the
powerhouse and drawing discrepanci's). At the time of the NSRS
review there was no procedure governinrg the use ef a "Reply"
memo. Therefore, as indicated by QC pe'rsonnel, there was (I) no
requirementr for the engineering tinit to answer th. memo (however,
inspectors indicated most were answvrer), (2) no formal dociumentation
of potential deficiencies, (3) no tracking capability, (4) no
required follow-up by inspectors, and (5) no reqnuirement to
escalate a memo to the NCR status if a nonconforming condition
was identified. A nonconforming condtition sho"I'le he documented
on an NCR and not a "Reply" memo.

BNP-QCP-10.4 defined nonconformanve as -a deficiency in character-
istic, documentation or procedure that renders the quality of an
item or activity unaccepital vle o1r id•eLter in. "te , Questioning of
inspectors on when to write' an NCR revaled a very consistent
response. The response was that QC personnel primarily wrote a
nonconforming condition report on an incorrect item when it had
been inspected and accepted anrd the records were in the vault
(bought off). Quesitioninrg of in:spect ors on the method to hn'lie
incorrect or questionable itnms Lth.Lt hli niot been "bought off''
revealed the following answers: (1) leavew the condition as-is and
w.'.it for an inspbection rv'qilst, Ito write uip the condition, (2) pre'-
pare a "Reply" memo to engiueerinri, (3) write an IRN, and (4) use
any availableh method other than a" NCR to recLify the situa'ion.
From the interviews, it appeared that inspectors had been indoctri-.
nate,| to en•,, • . :P"11 '. ' ' : w.,as de finitely nroncon formiig
Weoare initiating an NCR report ard ha'd been exposed to conversation

concerning the cost of a nonconformance report. Although a'n
unacceptable item is a ionconformni ', by definition an indeterminate
item is also a nonconformance. How'" ,r, with the deletion of the
QCIR procedure arid the indoctrinat ioe to NCR only items positively
identified as nonconforming, it appea:el that inspectors ha'd rio
"formal" method of addressineg a quest intihle Thicsilitter. Tt, '
could have resulted in the altLerriativ,' ethod:s (cite'd earlier)
being utilized to handle pote:nti I tonricunformances. Contrary to
the response given by the inspectors, when asked by the NSRS
reviewer when to write an NCR, the QC supervisors essentially
repeated the definition given by the procedure.

When questioned about the procedure for writing an NCR, the QC
inspectors appeared to he following the same procedure. The
following is a generalizationi of the procedur, Utilized by the
inspectors:

1. Identification of potential niunconfcermance.

2. Check to ensure item had been "height off".
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3. I undecided ask opinion ol icll,uw w,,ker:s, group leader,
and/or unit supervisor.

4. Write NCR.

5. Submit NCR to unit supervisor for r!vi.w and approval.

6. Upon return of NCR from supervisor, obtain number from
the Document Control Unit (DC().

7. Submit to appropriate unit fur di :;pnsition.

From interviews and review of NCRs, it was apparent that the NCRs
were receiving another review and :approval by the Assistant
Quality Manager (AQH) in addition to the one performed by the
unit supervisor. One unit supervisor indicated that the review
was being performed and the review by the Assistant Quality
Manager was for clarity of the NCR. The unit supervisor also
stated that the additional review of NCRs by the AQM was performed
because the Quality Manager had directedt it be done. All of this
review and approval are accomplished prior to the nonconformance
being numbered. When the NCR was numbe.red by [)CI then it became
a recognized nonconformance.

In November and December 1983 the Office of Quality Assurance
kuQA) performed an audit, COO-A-,.,-O0()0I , at the Watts Bar (WBN)
and BLN sites. Deviation number 10 of that audit cited B.N for
conflicting requirements for t initiotin of NCRs. Attachment) D of
BNP-QCP-I10.4 indicated that the report was numbered prior to
review and approval by the supervisor. P'aragratph 6.2.2.1 of the
procedure required that the NCR be reviewed and approved h,,fnr,
being numbered (currently the method being utilized). In the
details of the report OQA recommernded that the procedure as
outlined in Attachment. D he the site practice to control pote"ntial
nonconformances since the responsible supervisor had the disc retion
LO invalidate or void the initiated noriconrforma.rnce report. The
site response to this deviation was that tMP-QCP'-I10.4 would be
revised to eliminate the conflicting requirements for initiation
of NCRs by March 9, 1984. There was',no statemrent as to the position
that BLN would take on the issue (i.e., whether the NCR would be
numbered before or after review and approval process). Onj March 9,
1984, a memo (B[.N 840309 302) from .. S. Cox to R. W. Diebler
stated that the revision to BNI'-QCP-10.4 had not been initiated
since the site was awaiting revision to higher tier documents
(QAPs 15.1 and 16.1). The memo indlirated that the procedure
would be changed upon approval of these higher tier documents.
Revision 11 to PNP-QCP-I0.4, which was; in the review cycle,
stated explicitly that the NCR was not to be numbered until the
respons ible supervisor reviewed arid approved it. This position
is opposite to the recommendation made by OQA.
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In continuance with the questioning the NSRS reviewer asked 25 of
the 36 QC personnel if at any time, tey haLI bein "eincouragedl" not
to write a nonconformance report. (NOTE: This question was used
to determine if an inspector hadl been "v'ciioiriagv'<" not to write
an NCR for any reason. This incliiled the INI'O examples of NCRs
possibly not written because of high vonst an well as damage Lo
the QC unit reputation if the reported deficiency turned out not
to be valid.) Twenty-four of the inspectors indicated that they
had not been encouraged anot to write an NCR. Most inspectors
recounted that the group leaI,.,rt(s) ant the 'upervisor were use'td
as a source of advice on whether or not a condlition was nolicon-
forming but the final decis:ion to write (or not write) the NCR
had been Ieft to the inspector. However, there were two question-
able incidents revealed by this i nuiiry. The firrst incident was
recalled by an inspector who s t.ated that on one occasion lie had
been persuaded not to write an NCR. The inspector felt that the
problem was a "gray" area and still wasn't sure that the condition
was conforming but the problem had been corrected.. Upon inter-
viewing the responsible supervisor, lie did not recall the problem
and stated that he had never encouira gel anyone not to write an NCR,
Iniformnat ion on the other incident was obtaline'l from a uLiit Stipervi-
sor. He had encouraged a QC inspector not to write an NCR on one
inspection. The explanation given by the supervisor was that the
work had already been done and that an NCR would not accomplii;sh
anything else. However, the sipervisor stated that the ins;ptector
had been instructed to write the NCR iI in the inspector's opinion
one was dleemed necess;ary. No inispector from this unit bought this
incident to the NSRS reviewer's attedti.n during the interviews.
It was also noted that no inspector recallet any occasion of be..inig
"encouraged" not to write an NCR be.caunse of cost cr possibly
damaging the unit's reputatiion if' t.he NCR was not valid,.

In connection with this question the inspection personnel were
asked if any NCR:; generated by thtei haid not been approved and
issued. With one exception then inspectors related that there
had been no incidents where the NCR was not approved and i,;siei.
The majority revealed that there had been quest;ions about the
NCR:; th,.'y hid written fromn group leti er(s) ant supervi,;or(s).
These quest ions had been clarification-type inquliries. In some
cases inspectors recal led that some NCRs halri not. been written after
being questioned, but the deci:sion nrt to write the nionconformance
report had been their own. The one exception occiirred when an
inspector accompanied an engineer to perform an activity. The
results of the test were unacceptable. Instead of nonconformning
the item, the engineer troubleshot the item, corrected the problem,
and successfully completed the test. The inspector related that- the
supervisor felt that the documentation from the test activity was
sufficient to cover the item. Also the supervisor said it was
not an NCR because the problem did not exist anymore. The
inspector believed that the doclumentation was barely adequate to
justify the action taken. At a later date, during a discussion
of what was an NCR, this sitiation was ihescribed to the Assistant
Quality Manager and the inspector was t9od the condition was
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nonconforming. In the interview the i.•spector stated if the
problem ever arose again, he would in itiate an NCR. While
interviewing the responsible supervisor, the NSRS reviewer related
the details of the incident to the suipervisor and asked the
supervisor his account. The supervisor did not recall the
problem and stated that he had unever disapproved an NCR.

As a part of the review the NSRS reviewer asked the QC personnel
if there had ever been any discussion in their unit(s) as to why
the QCIR was deleted. Tihe typical comlinmtts made were: (1) IRN
was cheaper than QCIR, (2) too many'QCIRs Keing written, and (3)
QCIRs were not being. utilized properly. Some QC personnel perceived
that deletion of QCIR was a mistake and that it.should he reinstituted.
On the subject of cost of QCIRs;, one supervisor indicated that
economics had been a factor in det-mining the fate of the QCIR.
However, he indicated that quality hid not been sacrificed when
the IRN replaced the QCIR.

In summary, two supervisors from the CONST (craft) were placed in
supervisory positions in the QMO. The disciplines; to which the
supervisors were assigned were the same as the ones they were
involved with in CONST. Interviews revealed that the inspectors
did not view this event as CONS'T trying to take over Quality Con-
trol. The "Reply" memo as described by the.Qua ilaty Manager (i.e.
to be used on non-safeLy related, non-QA activities) could be used
to cover alt activities at the site. Inspectors had been indoc
t rinated to ensure that a con!tit , ion was definit.ely nonconforming
be fore iiitiat ing an NCR. As a resri It of this indoctrination
inspectors indicated that "indeterminate conditions' could be
handled by: (1) leaving condition as-is ntil item was inspected,
(2) prepa,,ring , 'Reply" memo, (3) writ inrg an IRN., or (4) u";ing any
alternative other than writing an NCR. In addition, cost of QCIRs
and NCRs had been discussed in the units. Although two cases were
identified that could be classified as "inspector being encouraged
not to write an NCR," it did not appear that either was inflenced
by cost or how it might make the unit look iftthe NCR was not
valid. .With the exception of one inciderLt, no evidence was
found that NCRs prepared by the in;spectors were not approved
and issued.

NSRS determined that the transfor of the two CONST managers into
the QMO had not led to the belief by the inspectors that CONST
was taking'over Quality Control. In aiddition, there was no evi-
dence found to substantiate that ini:.;pectors were being "encouraged"
riot to write NCRs because of high cost or because it wou ld damage
the unit's reputation if the NCR was not valid.

The following fact.ors when consildered in total, do support the
INPO contention that some inspectors could have perceived a
supervisory attitude that discouraged t ,,: reporting of deficien-
cies using an NCR.

1. The "Reply" memo could be used to cover all activities.
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2. Inspectors haO been indoctrinated to write NCRs only on
conditions that were definitely nonconforming.

3. 'Indeterminate conditions" could be hindled by alternate
methods other than writing an NCR.

4. Cost of NCRs and QCIRs had been di scussed in the units.

5. NCRs had to be reviewed and approved by management before
being numbered.

6. Three incidents were ihnt.ified that could be laheled
"inspector encouraged not to write an NCR" or "potential 1
NCR disapproved."'

lHowever, NSRS co eluded that even though these factors did exist,
there was no per'.asive, systematic att empt |by BI.N management to.
discourage the reporting of nonconforming conditions.

In order to strengthen the program and to address the idedt ified
factors, NSRS recommends: (I) definitive guidelines be issued to
provide instructions for the usage of the "Reply" memo, (2) appro-
priate action be taken to emphasize to all employees the importance
of proper identification and handling of NCRs, and (3) revise the
nonconformance procedure to require the NCR he numbered prior to
the review art! approval cycle. I

B. Nonconformi (ondi tions iostne by Invalidating or Voidingt he .NCR.

The INPO evaluator listed four examples in the supporting details
of NCUs that were dispositioned by invalidating or voiding.
These nonconformance reports were numbers 765, 913, 2300, and
2839. The following paragraphs are excerpts from the INPO report
that explain the INPO eva lat or's position on the four NCRs-

NCR 765 - Temperatuire in a c liass "B'" warehouse had dropped
below the minimum requiir'mentis. The NCR was invalidated
because it was accomplished by a QCIR. However, no
specific QCIR was reiferenced.

NCR 913 - A 4-inch crack in the base material of a piping elhow.
The NCR was invalidated because the process specification
was revised.

NCR 2300 Some modules could not be calibrated. The NCR was
determined to be significant, but was later invalidated. .

NCR 2839 - Two installed category I conduit supports had the same ,V_
unique identification number on them. The NCR was
invalidated because it did not meet the definition of-
a nonconforming condition, - '
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Prior to the start of the NSRS review :,A I IA Ly ;issrjrantce eng i neer
on the Quality Manager' s staff conuictvil a review of NCRs that
had been invalidated from October 4, 19883 to Malrt 'h 21, 1984. Hiis
findings and conclusions were conLained ilu a mt-morandunm daLed
March 26, 1984, sent to the Qua lity M.ager. The memo indicated
during this tioe period there had been 1S invalidated NCRs (this
number (lid not include the NCRs menit ioned iin the INPO report).
Attached to thte memo was a copy of these 18 NICRs (and a copy of
the 4 rioted in the INPO report) with the QA erigineer's op•irion of
whether or riot the nonconformance hadl been properly voided not:ed
on each NCR. Prior to and/or during the rouurs;, of the review,
another evaliat ion of' invalidated NCRs was completed by thtis salue
QA engineer. This review listvel all the NCRs that he founrd to
have been invalidated .at BIN. Tlhe total number was 120. Ill tile
opinion of the QA engineer, approximnately 47 percerit of those non-
conformances had been inva lidated or voidled improperly. The NSRS
reviewer performed a review of selected voided NCRs. The iderlti-
fication of the NCRs and the results of that review are detailed
in Appendix 1. (Note: The NSRS review includued 8 invalidated NCRs
that had not been reviewed by the site.)

BNP-QCP-10.4, paragraph 6.7.2 state;:

If the supervisor responsibihle for approving the di sposition
determines that further act ioon on the NCR is not. warranted,
the supervisor shall mark the NCR "INA'ALID'' or 'VOID," state
the reason, and sign and date the NCR in section 3. All
invalid or voidled NCRs receive the s;.imt: approval and di:atri-
bution as the original.

As shown by Apperld ix l , NCRs 177 and 2807 did not state a reaS 0 ,1
for the inva Iidat ion . The reason given for voiding NCR,; 2732 and-

.2733 was that tLhe condition was nrot noncotiforming ini accordance
with BNP-QCP-10.4 or QAP 15.1. This is a blanket statement with
no specifics fur invalidating tlic N2R. NCRs 192, 808, and 2147
were voided because another documont, a Field Change Request
( 'CR) was generated. If proil cinr ; ,li i not exist, then FCRs: would 1
not have needed to be written. NCRs 1508 and 2845 were voided by
saying that the items would be reworkedi. NCR 2698 was invalidated
because the problem of grease (.lubricant) separation was determined
not to be a nonconforming condition since a significant amount of.
oil had not leaked into the switch compartment. However, no
criteria was given as to what constituted.a significant amount.
It appeared to the NSRS reviewer that NCRs 177, 192, 765, 808,
913, 1508, 2147', 2374, 2539, 2553, 2698, 27-12, 2733, 2735, 28077,
and 2845 were all improperly voided. Although there is no pro-
cedural requirement for interface, interviews with quality 7ý
control (QC) inspectors indicated that there was no interface
between engineering units and QC units before invalidation of
NCRs occurred. The QC inspectors related that if the reason 'for
voiding the NCR was unsatisfactory, then the NCR could be taken
to the group leader or unit supervisor for discussion. tHowever,
no inspectors related any examples of ha.ving tL:e invalidated NCRs
reinitiated.
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NSRS conclu ded that noncon formaince reptIrs wrv , inva I idatee, or
voided iniproperly. This is confirm'led both by t0h1 review madte ,at
BLN andl by NSRS. The high perc .entage of the NCRs that were
invalidat ed or voided improperly in the sarnples taken hby •LN anrd
NSRS indicate that the problem may hIe wi despreadI. To correct
this situation [L.N should review all invaliidated or voidh'- NCR:;
to determine if n,-nconforming conditions still exist. Where
nonconforming conditions an', i ilettifi,,, the :;site slould initi ate
NCRs anti properly correct the noncon tot';ances:. The NCR procedure
should be revised to provide a dtetiile,! expl.inaLtion of the inval iida-
tion process and to requ ire an in ,,peinileint review of all invali-
dited NCRs . Appropriate act i ,n (e.g. , rai i i rig) should he taken
to ensure all personnel have a ttin oiigh linderstan,tinrg as to whAt
constitutes a valid NCR.

C. Nonco rifo rm~i nce Repo rt s ClIosed, lit I ice rv o t red tI vi' .A(:t i on COun1p.I e~tI-,,

Int the support ing details for it em QP-5 . I , the INPO eva I i;,tor
staLed t.hat 35 closed NCRs were ra I, rim Iy f;-lvcte d for review. Of
these 35, 10 nonconformance reports had been signed off a!: having
been comipletueed based upon a commi tieritt to tike act ion in the
future. For four NCRs , documentat ion support i rig or inli cat. ing
that the corrective act ion had be•nt ;Iccorp Ii sheet col I not be
located. The INPO evaluator (.1id not list any specific noncon-
formmince rep ort:;. There!,fore, the NSPS reviewer randomly selected
completed NCRs for review.. 'lirt.y -two nonicottformance reports
werf aria •,yztee intdet',il. Of thit' 32 NCR!; r,,viweed, 14 appeared to
have been closed in .accordance with procedures . Five NCRs involved
support problems and were closedI by i it it Ii t i on of another document
to correct the nonconformance (simrilar to i tem:; 9 and IO)). The
following p)-ragraphs contain ifth re:tiilts o f the r'evie.w for thie
remaining 13 NCRs all of which involvevd NCRs whichb were closedt
before correct ive act ion was compltt ted or where documenta t ioht
was not available.

I. NCR 995

t ru c0,- s: (1 Core fIoodirtg tink: A arid B could i ot be
installed dfire to an interference between the lower manway of
the tanks and the cross bracing of theo tank supports and
(2) tite attachirig bolts between the'i tank and ftfe stipporis
couldt not. fully engage due to insuf f icient thread length on
the bolts. On December 4, 1978, QCIR 1139 was written to
document these problems. The ,lisposition of the QCIR was
to initiate an NCR for the first problem and an FCR to cor-
rect the second problem. NCR 995 andl FCR M1-521 were initiated.
The QCIR was closed on May 24, 1979. EN DES agreed to the
rework disposit ion submitted by CONST on the. NCR and was to
revise drawing 1R'10430-X2-19 to reflect the necessary changes.
NCR 995 was closed by the site on August 16, 1979. Drawing
1RN0430-X2-19R7, which included the changes made, was issued
on November 23, 1979. This action accurred approximately
three months after the NCR was closed.

11



2. NCR. 2344

Prob • tm: Embedded plat es for spl,,rts (OW)-;itfG-O02 r int
2KC-MMPIG-0808 Sheet. I were not instal led p1.r drawinigs
4AW0824-X2-21 and -30. The probI em wa;;j initially documente,!
on QCIR 32,564". The QCIR was ,li'p,,:;itOueI to prepare a NCR
and was closed on April 22, 1983. NCR 23:4 was written on
April 21, 1983, and was din;positLonteu to use stirface-m -uinted
plates in lieu of the emtei'ldt,' p l,,.t, that wer, omitted.
EN DES aireed with the recommended disposition ot May 31,
1983. Drawings 4AWO824-X2-21 R:' ant 4AW0824-X-30 k/. we.re
issued on August 4, 1983. "rhes reviso. dtrawin gs changed! the
embedd(ed to stir face-mount ',l p1 ,to's: ,i;; re•i-im sted by the NCR.
.he site closed NCR 2344 on Augu:;t ,iS 1983, However,
support drawing 21C-ýl-PII;-08 A ;h....t I .;t iII shows the.-
support attached to ;in evmthedded' plt,,.

NCR 2464

Problem: . Indications of gilling ui ,,re ir mnd on the north Key
(R&W part number 20-4) ant guuidhe of the core support cylinder
(INC-MRCT-OOIB) for the reactor pressure vessel. QCIR
35,16', was initiated on August 2, 1983, and was dispositioned
to prep.ire a NCR. The QCII was clost-d on September 23,
19831 NCR 2464 was written August 31, 1983, to document the
p rob Iem. EN DES and Bahtbock andt Wi lc ox (B&W,) provided thte
site with repair instruction on D,'c,,nber 13, 19832 The NCR
was clo:;-ed on Jamuu.ry 24, 1')984. l),,'uln ntation indticatinr,
that the corrective action hadt etn accompl istied coiild not
be located.

4. NCR 2/4 00

Problem: Various discrepar'c ies ,on hi-W siupp) ied core supports:.
Tlhese dliscrepancies w,'re ,,tfurment.,l o n QCIo R 36,020 dated
Septeamhe r I , 1983. The rc(:ommendetd disposition was to issise
an NCR. NCR 2480 was initiate.I oft Sept,.mber 20, I'M3, and
the QCIR was cIlosot on Septemt,.r 21, 1983. EN DES and e &.*W
pro','idlud the site with corr,.-t v,, aiction. The site clo:.d
the NCR on April 17, 1984. Review of records indicated that
sequence control chart (SCC) No. INC-WOO? had becet initiated
on March 13, 1984. However, no records we're located to
indicate that the work hadi tecn accompli ishe,I.

5. NCR 2564

Problem: Wedge bolts holes for support ICA-MPIIG-0237 R3
were drilled in the wrong location. CONST initiated the NCR
on November 25, 1983. The recornmeldeed disposition was tn
use-as-is and to write a support, modification request (SMR).
BNP-QCP-0.4 required that NCRs dispositione'l use-as-is be
approved by EN DES. However, the N'.l, was not reviewed by
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EN DES and was closed by the site on l)ecember 8, 1983. Per
the NCR, SMR 15285 was generated on December 8, 1983. At
the time of this review the SMR was still open.

6. NCR 2397

Problem: Elevation west on drawing INH-MPIIG-0658F P4 should
be elevation east. QCIR 33305 identified this problem on
May 13, 1983, and wis dispositioned to initiate an NCR. The
QCIR was closed on June 20, 19831. NCR 2397 was opened on
June 10, 1983. The NCR dispt:;ition was to rework the drawing
by initiating a field modification (FM). The NCR was closed
by the site on August 1, 1983. FM 18848 was opened on
June 20, 1983, hut was not closed until September 13, 1983.

7. NCR 2574

Problem: Seismic support INV-MPHG-0642 damaged. NCR 2574
was written to document this problem on November 29, 1983.
The recommended disposition was to rework the support by
initiating a sequence control chart (SCC). The NCR was
closed by the site oti February 9, 1984, without EN DES review.
SCC INV-I11S53, which was genera ted by this NCR, was opened
on November 29, 1983. The sitpport was inspected and accepted
on March 21, 1984, approximately six weeks after clos;ure of
the NCR. During examination of this NCR, the NSRS reviewer
was un able to locate stuppoi-t dtrawinug INV-,MIPIHG-0642 R3.

8. NCR '"577

Problem: Hanger span violated for hangers OEA-EHNG-43-/I,
OEA-EHNG-69-/1, OEA-E1ING-71-/I, OEA-EHfN:-68-/1 and OEA-EHNG-70-/1
The NCR was written on November 30, 1983, and the disposition
was for EN DES to resolve the problem. On January 23, 1984,
EN DES dispositioned NCR 2577 by stating that drawings would
be issued showing new hitngers for OEA-EHNG-43-/1 and
OEA-EHNG-44-/1. The other hangers were to be used-aL;-is.
The, site closed the NCR on January 27, 1984. Revision 4 of
the affected drawing (5.\W0206-EA-1) was issued on March 19,
1984.

9. NCR 2579

Problem: Support load table 3BiH0462-•,OE=1F and support
drawing OT-MPHG-0O18F RO did not agree on elevation location
of support. The NCR was opened on November 29, 1983, and
dispositioned to initiate an FM. NCR 2579 was closed on
February 8, 1984. FM 19760 was issued on December 6, 1983
and at the time of the NSRS review was still open..

13
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10. NCR 2580

Problem: Support load tah.e 311I471-R148 R2 and .spport
drawing ORF-MPHG-2965 RI did not agree on elevation location -
of support. The problem was docum'iited on NCR 2580. November 28
1983. The recommended disposition was to initiate an `FM.
The FM number was not recorded on the NCR. NCR 2580 was
closed on January.25, 1984. The NSRS identified the FM by,:
reviewing the revision block on the Support drawing. By this' .
method it was determined that drawing ORF-MIIIG-2965 R2 had
been revised as a result of FM 19735. The FM1 was opened on; p
December 1, 1983, and was closed on March 14, 1984. 2

11. NCR 2590 ..

Problem: Anchor, spacing violation on seismic pipe support". ,

INV-MPIIG-1018. The NCR was written on December. 9, -1983 and
was dispositioned use-as-is by initiating an anchor spacing
variance (ASV).. NCR 2590 was closed by the site on December*

21, 1983, without EN DES review as required by. the noncon'formance. A.

procedure for use-as-is dispositioned NCRs. Anchor spacing i n g:,
variance H2412 was initiated on December 16, 1983, and.was- -V4-
still in the review cycle at the time of the review.

12. NCR 2795

Problem: One of fcur embedded st.uds for support anchorage-.,
MK9-3 (unit 1) was broken off. On January 25, 1984, an NCR
was initiated to document the problem, The site's recommen, ded
disposition was to use-as-is. EN DES agreed with the. disposition'
on February 2, 1984, and was to revise drawings: lRN0430-X2'-27.
and 1RN0433-X2-9 per ECN 2484. The site closed. NCR 2795
February 15, 1984. Drawing IRN0430-X2-27 R7 was issued on,".-
May 26, 1983. Drawing IRN0433-X2-9 R5 was issued on August.. 16, ':
1983. At the time of the review neither drawing had.been•
revised per ECN 2484,

13. NCR 2811 -

Problem: Hanger OYP-MPIIG-OOIIF was not welded per the:
drawing. The NCR was written on February 7, 1984, and d isposI-
tioned to issue a repair card on the hanger so that weld ""'
could be completed. The NCR was closed on February 10,

1984. An operation checklist was issued on FebruarylO" '
1984; however, the weld was not inspected and accepted until 1
February 21, 1984.

The preceding examples can be divided into three categories:'
(1) NCR closed on a future commitment, (2) NCR closed without -
documentation being located, and (3) NCR closed by initiating
another document. NCRs 995, 2344, 2577 and 2795 fall into'
category 1. At the time of the NSRS review all necessnry cor-.
rective action had been accomplished for NCRs 995 and. 2577.--.
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(NOTE: As indicated in the detaiils of these NCRs, the correct iV e 'v
action was not completed priur to c l.t;ure Of the NCRs i1However "'i.
drawing revisions required by NCRs 2344 and 2795 had not-been-.
issued it the t ime of the rev itjw, a I though the NCRS had 'been:
closed.by the site. Nonconformance reports 2464 and.'2480 fall
into category 2, that is documentat io indicating or -supporting.-
that the corrective action had been accompil ished could not be
located. The remaining NCRs (2564, 2:377, 2574, 2579, 2580, 2590.'
and 2811) can be placed in category 3. All these NCRs were
dispositioned to generate another document to correct the noncon-,"
formance. The nonconforming coldition had not' been corrected
before closure of the NCR. The documents generated by NCRs2564
2579, and 2590 were still in the "open" status at the time of the:,ý.--'
NSRS review. NSRS concluded that this method of closing NCRs was,..
improper because there is no assti raice that the generat(ed (d1oCu lS .MLS
will be processed to completion. - .

In addition to being identified by the INPO evaluator, the problem
of closing NCRs without completing corrective action was. documented
by deviation 11 of OQA audit COO-A-84-0001. As. a part of the
reply to this deficiency, BLN CONST stated that it had "taken theý--.
position that nonconformances written against drawing discrepancies
or hardw, re discrepancies that requiire drawing revision as correctivce
action whe.'e the hardware is dispositioned to use-as-is., o ly . . .
require initiation of necessary documents to correct the'drawing..
prior to Closure of the nonconformance report." This.:position is, .
scheduled to be incorporated into BNP-QCP-1O.4 Rl. I "

The NSRS conclusion was that NCRs were clos;ed without corrective
action to rectify the nonconforming item being completed. -,The
BLN site should document this condition adverse to quality on .i
nonconformance report and take action (e.g., a sampling program)
to determine the magnitude of this problem. To prevent. this
condition from occurring again, RNP'-QCP- 10.4 should be revised to"
preclude closure of NCRs prior to completion of corrective action.",-,
Contrary to BLN's position, this revision should also prohibit i
closing NCRs requiring drawing or procedural changes.,','

D. Evaluation of "Offsite'Generated NCR:;" A ,.. .

In the course of the rev ew, NSRS observed an area in -the site
nonconformance procedure that had been changed by Addendum 2 to
BNP-QCP-1O.4 on December 15, 1983. This addendum revised the3 BL.
procedure to conform to the requirements of QAP 15.1 R1 concern-.'-'i
ing initiation of NCRs. Paragraph 6.2.1;2 of BNP-QCP, 10 4 RIO
had required that the site generate an NCR to track aAy'.Foffsite ,
generated NCR" until closure. By the addendum the requirement
was revised to state that a site NCR may he initiateif., eval-n
uation indicated a need to tag or segregate to' prevent, inadverten "
use or installation of nonconforming items. Criterion XV:of
10 CFR SO Appendix B states:

15 1,
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Measures shall be established to Control materials, A .•;..:...
.. ~ pa rts , o r componen ts w h ich dIn no t (:on fo rm to requ ite - 1 ¢.•;; . 1•,,,.

ments in order to prevent their inadvertent use or ' -;,: ,.•
installation. These measure's s'hall include, as appro- "":•,- •
priate, procedures for iden.ifiCaon, documentation, "

segregation,-disposition, and not ification to .af fe~ctedl % ,:/7 :.•!organizations. Nonconforming items shallnr e reviewed "

and accepted, rejected,, repaired or reworked, in. ." : ";....".:,i,'.•accordance with documented procewd ures. t re, r.
It appeatred iorde to prevenhat the prot,,tral changen mte to QAPo15r 1
and BNP-QCP-iO.4 violates upper tier rNqiireminls, and the NSRS

recommends these prncedures he revised to req"ire.the Site to
initiate NCRs to track "offsite-generated NCRs." An example ofWa
problem that conld develop with only the revqlihrement to performi.": .
an evaluation was given by deviation 6 of OQA andit':S-A-84-001•O • 1t
Details of the deviation indicated tha t a vendor had shipped,
approximately .1600 valves to SQN, WBN, HIN, and PBN, After -Q
shipment, the vendor notified TVA that the hydrostatic shell
tests for the valves had been performed at a pressure lower ,
than required. The valves were not identified or tagged as
nonconforming. Subsequently, PBN transferred the valves to BI.N. .
At 8[,N these valves were not received as; nonconfonming (lecause
PBN had not identified the valves as nonconforming), thusm .
allowing corrective action proposedi by EN DES to be incompletei
and not providing proper control over the valves.

E. Potential Problems .*-

1. ;Manement Action/Re:,ct ion

After concluding their review of 1I.N, the INPO team held, an

I.

exit meeting. This meeting was hell to discuss all the
findings (weaknesses and good points) wit.h site management!,..,

During the interview process of QC personnel , the NSRS: . ,
reviewer became aware of the fact that after theINPO reviewy.
was concluded one of the QC rnitIs held a meeting to discuIsS
item QP 5.1. The Assistant Quality Mlanager and unit supervi sor.
were both present. It was the perception of somey.inspectors.
that the meeting was held to dleternine who, which.injpector(s),
had voiced concerns to the INPO evaluator. The unit-was:"
also told during the meeting that there would be an investi'-ý
gation because of the. allegation. It appeared from the inter-
views with'the.QC inspectors that the two supervisors use WP.

this meeting to express their opinion thatthe&allegatiosn..' .
were unwarranted and that the system had been eircumvented.
because someone may have voiced a concern to an outside•-' "
organization without using onsite channels, .Whenjasked J "
about this meeting, the unit supervisor confied "that the;'-,
meeting had been held, hut he stated that it had been hald ...
to reassure the inspectors rather than to chastise "Q

•., - .•, .. . ,,. , ..-.. N O W.
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NSRS finds it a normal and desiraile practice to have,' a " ll
organizational unit. meet ing and di scus:; a find ing -regardless '

of the source of the filding, (i.e. , NRC, INPO, NSRS) The
meet ing should be one to discuss the f i ndi ngs and obta in
clarification and understand i nRg, certa inly not to -dent ify
the individual vuicing a concern. This meeting would also
be an appropriate time to emphasize the employee concern.,'
program and to encourage employees to discuss any. concerns
with their supervisor or the designated organization>-it-the
site to handle employee quality or safety -concerns.-.' It, was
imprudent on the part of the supervisors to hold a meeting "
and announce there would he an invest igt.ion into the
allegations and at the same time indicate the allegations
were unwarranted. In fact, subsequent investigation, both
by BLN staff and the findings of this investigation support
this contention.

CONTACTE.D -

K. A. EQC Unit C(ONST
c. EQC Unit, CONS- .

. EQC Un i t, CON ST
L. EQC Unit, CONST
C. H1. IQC Unit, CONST-

C. 0. IQC Unit, CONST
EQC Unit, CONS'r

V. PERSONNEL

Abernathy
Bell, W.
Black, T.
Bowlin, 7
Claiborne
Coffman,
Cox, P. R

Curry, U. A.
Davis, W. M.
Dulaney, M, L.
Farmer, J. W.
Fletcher, 1. E.
For,', L. 1.
Goggans, M. J.
Gross, S. W.
Ifill, J. L.
Holder, C. M.
Johnson, C. A.
Jones, W, A.
Killingsworth, D.
Kindred, J. F.
Leeth, W. K.
Lott, J. L.
Lowe, L. F..
Mann, P. C.
Martin, R.
McCutrhen, J., H.
Mitchell, J.
Nix, A. J.
Pankey, T. R.
Parde, V. L.
Price, S.
Richardson, M. R.
Sanders, D. A.

D.

EQC Unit, CONST

EQC UnitiL, CONST
EQC Unit, CONST

F.QC Un itL, coNsI'
EQC Unit, ..CONST
EQC Unit, CONST
EQC Unit, CONST'
EQC Unit, CONST
EQC Unit, CONST
I QC Un it, CONST
EQC Unit, CONST
EQC Un it CONS'!'
EQC Unit CONS'r
JQC Unit CONST
IQC Unit, CONST
EQC lUnit CONSTIQC Un i t CONSTr

Supervisor, Nliaclear LiI('enIS i n
Supervisor, KQC Uriit, CONST'
IQC Unit, CONnT
EQC Unit, CONST
IQC Unit, CON t N
IQC Unit, CONWT
IQC Unit, CONST
IQC Unit, co,;,Wr
Supervisor, IQC uni, CONSr
.EQC Unit, CONST

n ."+VT *

till "- O .T, . ,

.

.. ,: . >. . r:!:+ .-• ,:,. . .
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Smith, J. M.
Starcznski, C. F.
Thomas, B. J.
Thompson, M. B.
Torrie, T. B.
Yockel, D. E.

VI. DOCUMENTS REVIEVUD

QAP 15.1, "reporting and

QAP 16.1, "Ev.icnation of
(Proposed)

EQC Unit , CONST
IQC Unit, CON.sT

-QualiLy Nianagor, CONST
EQC Unit, CONST
IQC Unit, CONS'"
EQC Unit, CONST

Correcting Nonconforma

Nonconformances Condit

nces RIO0, (Propo 5,e.d

ion Reports," R4.

nces," R9 (AddendunssL .

HS (,\addenturnis 1 2'1, ".7;

" 99, 11/18/82 :.

RIO (Addendums 1,

v()T rts," R4 .(Siipe rs .Ied

QAP 15.1, "Reporting and Correcting Nonconforrna
2, and 3), 9/19/83

BNP-QCP- 10.4, "Nonconforming Condit ion Rep)rts,

and 3), 6/5/80

BNP-QCP-10.4, "Nonconforming Condlition Reports,

BNP-QCP-1O.4, "Nonconforming Condition Reports,
and 3), 11/1/83

BNP-QCP-10.26, "Quality Control Inv,:stig•ition R
by R5), 3/20/81

RNP-QCI-10.29, "Quality Assurance Trainink Pir•g
8/24/83

riawi," R5 HS ,duenulun I)

le

RNP-QCP-10.35, ,FmpI oyee Conc, rn d an,1 I) iffering Opinions ,".. 2, 12/23183 ".

',P-QCP-10.43, "Inspection Rejection N,?t ice,'" RO (,Alulenuhlm 1), I1/1/83

BNP-QCP-10,29, RS, Attachment E, "Bollefnnte Nicler. Plant Unit. Cer'Cifitr -f =i C
tion/Training Requirements" for EQC an,! IQC units

Personnel CertLfiiction andl Training P'rogram for EQC andl IQC Ile r:;onnel I

Nemoranlum from R, W, Die)1ler to C. Hon in t, Jr., "Of fice .of0Qality
Atssurance Audit Report No. COO-A-84-001, Nonconformance Control :ani i 'd.
Corrective Action," 12/30/83 (OQA 831230 601)

Memorandtum from L. S. Cox to H. W. l)iehler, "Bellefonte Nuclear PIn't`-•;.
Office of Qialtiy Assurance Audit Report No. COO-A-84-000l, Nonconform
once Control and Corrective Action," 1/26/84 (BI.N 840126 .303)3.

Hemorandtim from l. S. Cox to R. W. Diehler," I'ellefonte Nuclear .Pla . .....t
Office of Quality Assurance Audilt Report No. COO-A-84-0001," 3/9/ t ,•4"
(BLN 840309 302)
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Memorandum from R. W. CiehIer to L,. S. Cox "Deviation Report"Closure,,-
Audit COO-A-84-0001, Nonconformance Control and CorrectLive Action,
5/9/84 (OQA 84 0509 601)

Memorandum from J. W. Davenport to 13. J. Thomas, "Bellefonte Nuic I ' C.
Plant - INPO Construction Project Evaluation Finding QPS. 1, -r r.rec-.
tive Actions," 3/26/84

Nonconformance Reports 0117, 0177, 0192, 0438, 0471, .0505, .0548, O593; j;
0639, 0738, 0759, 0765, 0808, 0833, 0838, 0913, 0919, 0955, 0991, 1003,
1021, 1132, 1177R1, 1247, 1302, 1378, 1458, 1508, 2024, 2058, 2080,""2084
2094, 2109, 2147, 2155, 2210, 2269, 2296, 2300, 2344, 2j57, 2363, .2369, .
2370, 2374, 2374, 2395, 2397, 2412, 2415, 2464, 2478, 2480, 2482, 2526,
2539, 2548, 2553, 2554, 2564, 2574, 25.7i, 2579, 2580, 2586, 2588, 2589,
2590, 2605, 2u07, 2613, 2615,. 2617, 2624, 2641, 2674, 2675, 2686,, 2698, :
2699, 2701, 2710, 2721, 2728, 2732, 2733, 2735, 2737, 2738, 2739, 27.51
2752, 2757, 2761, 2763, 2773,'2775, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2789,•-'2792, 2795,
2799, 2807, 2811, 2817, 2824, 2830t 2832, 2839, 2840, 2845),2888, 2908,.-
2953, 2981, 30:3

Miscellaneous quality assurance records .

Memorandum from D. R. Bridges to Those listed, "fiellefonte Nuclear Plant
E, I, C&M Units Late (Tardiness) and Sick Leave Policies," 12/9/83<7 ' .
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APPENDIXVI

CHART REV I E OF INVALIDATED NCRs

.~ ~

NCR
Number

117

177

192

438

471

505

NSRS BLN
Nonconformi ng Condition

Material received without material test report

Pneumatic tests were substituted for hydro-
static tests subassemblies O-KE-OI-7 part 11
and O-KE-O1-8 part A

Vertical steel dowels (rebars) have been welded

Tape received without documentation

Removed three bearing plates without
approval.of procedure

COC not received on material

Crack in grease can for rock anchors

Damaged sections (K 100) for. traveling
water screens

Temperature in class B warehouse dropped
below minimum

Reason for Invalidation Opinion Opinion

Not code material Agree Agree

Disagree DisagreeNone

Handled by FCR, no
FCR number referenced

-Not required

Approval of procedure
.obtained prior toL
activity being performed

Covered on NCR 507

Covered by NCR 24

Duplicate of NCR 759

Accomplished by QCIR,
no QCIR number reference,'

Disagree Agree

Agree Agree

-Z

Agree. Agree

Agree Agree

639

-. 765

Agree Agree

Agree Agree

.Disagre., Disagrkee

.808 Incorrect reinforcing steel .cut

9.3 Base material cracked

........0 Anchor- bol' 2E- EJBA26 ing torqu

-test

'2147 Flex' condu'its cannot be installed.
~~~-~as reu~d~r -,rawin6 ,CMYt - .:

.- ;; •-,••' •.-..:. .. . '• ,• .. .. " " " .. .. ' ,•." ,'.' .• ... .. .... •. > " . -' •-.- .:0 " • °
r • £ '- •' • "-"'" : -- :": "+:: "• :, • ,:A ; ; :;: .,"'i )L:

Dispositioned on FCR 0-920 Disagree- Agree

Process specification -Disagree Disagree
.:.revised .; .. . " ., . ,i'r!Z
.,Item was reworkd& tocon-, Disagree Disagree ....-

%form to design specifications .--'II

The.condition can be cor- isagree No, comment--
wi it thin, scope. an . -T' ?.,, .. .

-
-7-. ,.requirementso the ,draw in'

'- FCR E2792- ."4
'jz

~~~~~ 
'm~ ~C,'
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AENDIX I (Continued)
L

NCR
Number.

- 2374

2539

Nonconforming Condition Reason for Invalidation

Documentation not complete for welding
activities

Incorrect welds for whip restraint

2553 NCR to track EN DES NCR

2698 Internal grease separation in valves

2732 Drawings do not address supports for
2733 installation of electrical boxes

2735 Completed NCR on ASNE item not signed by
authorized nuclear inspector (ANI)

280,7 Carbon steel pipe (ASiE) contains pitted
indications

2845 Digital.isolator output state does not
change when the input's state is changed

Disposition of 33571 sufficient
to document problem

Deficiency will be disposi-
tioned by EN DES

Not needed since material does
not need to be tagged and
segregated

The separation of lubricant doe
not become a nonconforming cond
tion unless a significant amoun
of oil has leaked into the swit
compartment.`::rz

This conditioni's not a noncon-
formiiig condition in accordance
with, BNP-QCP-10.4 or QAP 15.1

No further action required.
NCR 2561 corrected by revision

NSRS
Opinion

Disagree

Disagree

BLN

No review

No review

Disagree Agree

Disagree Disagree

ft

Zisagree No review,,, ..

No review,ýisagree

No reviewNone Disagree

Modules to be reworked onsiLe.
Failure is isolated occurrence

Disagree Disagree

M 2 
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I. SCOPE

This investigation was conducted to identify the causal and event.
factors that precipitated the ejection of a highly radioactive thimble
tube from its respective guide tube and the unit I reactor core into
an adjacent instrument room containing eight employees. Additionally,
an assessment was made of the actions taken to recover the ejected
thimble tube, the Office of Nuclear Power (NIJC PR) investigation and
reporting of the accident, the efforts to determine the operational
readiness of the unit for restart and return to service, and long-term
planned corrective actions. During the investigation established
accident investigation techniques were utilized in obtaining informa-
tion from personnel interviews, document and record reviews, and acci-
dent scene observation.

II. AMANAGE.NT SUMWARY

The thimble tube ejection accident subjected eight Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant (SQN) employees to hazardous energy sources of water/steam at
5450 F and high radiation levels but caused no injuries, and caused no
danger to the general public or the environment. Approximately 16.5
man-rem of radiation exposure and 21 days were required to return the
unit to its state prior to the accident (30 percent power).

After the accident the SQN operators took appropriate immediate and
subsequent actions in accordance with established procedures to.
classify, mitigate the consequences of the accident, place the
affected unit in a safe shutdown condition, and report the events
as they occurred. The operator actions and the design of the plant
systemR prevented uncovering the reactor core and endangering the
health and safety of the general public. The operator efforts were
enhanced by prompt notification by the workers of the nature of the
reactor coolant leak and conditions in the work area.

No physical injuries were reported as a result of the accident.
This is attributed to coincidence, luck, and the prompt egress from
the work area which was promoted by the increased awareness of some
of the radiological hazards of the job. The increased awareness of
the workers can be attributed .to the actions by the plant health
physics staff to question and slow the job down as the radiological
hazards increased and the response of the workers to heed the
warnings and stop and discuss the safety aspects of the job.

The causal factors that precipitated the accident were determined
by NSRS to be associated with allowing the degraded conditions of
the thimble tubes to progressively worsen without taking decisive
and effective actions to restore the tubes to their fully opera-
tional status, an inadequate decisionmaking process to clean the
tubes at power, and assignment of the work activity to a plant
organization that was normally accustomed to working on the system
while shut down, cooled down, and depressurized without providing
sufficient information and management involvement. The assignment
of a timeframe of less than 48 hours in which to plan and accom-
plish the job created an atmosphere of urgency as opposed to safety.



The workers were aware that if the job was not accomplished in that
timeframe the reactor was going to be shut down and they were working
hard to prevent that from happening.

Those factors discussed above promoted the subsequent breakdown in
program controls that were established to regulate maintenance
activities of this nature. These breakdowns resulted in the direct
causal factors of the accident and include the following:

Inadequate control of the maintenance activity in that

planning, job safety analysis, and review phas-s were not
adequate.

Breakdown in the procedure process in that inappropriate work

instructions were proposed, reviewed, approved, used, and
violated.

Inadequate controls over modification of tools used on the
system in that tools were modified without performing adequate
evaluations and testing to determine the effects on the
system.

Indirect causal factors for the accident include the following:

0 The ineffectiveness of the Independent Safety Engineering
Group (ISEG) in executing their responsibilities for maintain-
ing surveillance of plant maintenance activities to verify
that known system deficiencies are identified and corrected.

Failure to use all available resources for input into the

decisionmaking process to do the job with the reactor at power.

There were other observed program weaknesses that were not causal
factors for the accident but could have made the consequences of
the accident worse or indicate possible program weaknesses. These
include, the following:

0 Noncompliance with the requirements of a Radiation Work Permit

(RWP).

o Improper issuance of hold orders.

o Lack of control of egress routes from the work area.

o Inoperative communication equipment.

On a more positive note the recovery effort was well planned and
executed using available industry, TVA, and plant resources,
approved instructions, and well-informed personnel. Those involved
with the planning and execution of the recovery effort made them-
selves acutely aware of the hazards they were up against and exer-
cised ingenuity in devising special tooling and simulated exercises
to keep radiation exposures as low as reasonably achievable.
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It should be emphasized that the TVA health physics organization
performed well prior to and after the accident and their efforts
can be credited with minimizing the possible serious consequences
of this accident.

The actions taken to assure that unit I was safe for restart
involved inspections, repair, and restoration of affected equipment
along with special testing and evaluations. These actions were
considered appropriate to ensure that the plant vas safe for
rest.art when the decision was made to proceed with returning the
unit to operation.

TVA accident reporting and investigation requirements were not
adhered to after the accident, and an accident investigation per-
formed by NUC PR did not address important causal factors and
respective corrective actions. The report submitted to the NRC
describing the nature of the accident, causes, and needed correc-
tive actions was alsleading and revisions of that report have been
recommended.

TVA's and SQN's policies for safety first before schedule and
providing a safe work environment for our employees was not prop-
erly executed primarily because the plant staff did not take the
time to carefully identify and evaluate the hazards of the job.
This led to the subsequent breakdown of established program con-
trols intended to prevent an accident of this nature from occur-
ring. Realizing the hazards associated with the recovery, that
effort was carefully evaluated, planned, anA executed, and made
good use of available resources and established program controls.

Management attention should be focused on evaluating and improving
the execution of TVA policy and correcting direct and indirect
causal factors and other identified program weaknesses of this,
accident. This was the second undesirable event involving radia-
tion hazards that has occurred at SQN in less than two years, the
last more serious than the first, that were precipitated by similar
causal factors.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A.. Background

1. 1-84-12-SQN-I, Inadequate Corrective Measures to Alleviate
the Degraded Condition of the Thimble Tubes

Conclusion

The degraded condition of the thimble tubes had existed for
a period of four years prior to the accident. Effective
cleaning efforts had not been accomplished nor changes made
in the methods prescribed by documented instructions to
correct the problem despite the importance of the system.



Responsibilities for the different aspects affecting system
operability (operation and maintenance) were dispersed among
several organizations with no one central figure responsible
or accountable for overall system operability .allowing the
degraded condition of the system to remain uncorrected (see
sections IV.A.4 through IV.A.ll for details).

Recommendation

Responsibility for overall systems operability should be
formally assigned to plant engineers and those engineers
held accountable for periodically assessing the adequacy of
the performance of the systems, the adequacy of Instructions
affecting the operation, maintenance or testing of the
systems and for assuring that problems are promptly identi-
fied and corrected in a quality manner. The responsible
engineers should be required to keep informed of industry
and TVA information relating to the different aspects of the
systems and to periodically formally update plant management
on the status of the system.

B. The Decisionmaking Process to Clean the Thimble Tubes at Power

1. I-84-12-SQN-2, Inadequate Industry Survey and Feedback
to Field Services Group (FSG) Personnel

The industry survey performed by the Engineering Section was
limited in scope and appeared to attempt to determine if the
thimble tubes could be cleaned at power rather than how they
could be cleaned safely. The engineer performing the survey
did not use available information sources (IUNPO), had not
read the cleaning instruction, had not cleaned thimble
tubes, and did not interface with FSG personnel after the
survey (see section IV.B.1 for details).

Recommendation

In the future, work assignments of this nature should be
given to those who are knowledgeable of and will be respon-
sible and accountable for the success and safety of the
operation to be accomplished. All available information
should be identified and used.

2. I-84-12-SQN-3, Inadequate Decisionmaking Process

Conclusion

The decisionmaking process for the conduct of the cleaning
of the thimble tubes while at power was less than adequate.
The process used rto acquire information was inadequate,
readily available information sources and input resources ,•
were not used, no independent hazard analysis was performed,
and the magnitude of the hazards was nnt realized or identi-
fied (see section IV.B.3 for details).
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Recomendation

-For unique activities plant management should take the time
necessary to identify and thoroughly evaluate hazards asso-
ciated with the activities using readily available inputs
and obtaining information from knowledgeable personnel who
will be responsible and accountable for the activity to be
performed. Techniques such as a systematic hazard analysis
methodology to identify and derive an independent assessment
of the hazards involved should be used.

C. Aasianment of Work Functions and Job Planning Prior to Beginning
the Cleaninj Operation

1. 1-84-12-SQN-4, Assi~gnment-of Work Function to the FSG as
an Ordinary Work Activity

Conclusion

The supervision, coordination, and execution of the cleaning
operation were assigned as if the activity was an ordinary
maintenance activity when in reality it war a unique
activity with unique hazards identified. The coordinators
and workers were unaccustomed to working on the system when
the reactor was operating at rated temperature and pressure
and with the dose rates that would likely be encountered and
had little if any feedback from the industry survey and
management discussion process. A sense of urgency was
established as the supervisors, coordinators, and workers
knew that the work would have to be done or the unit would
be brought off the line (see sections IV.C.I and IV.L for
details).

Recommendation

Emphasize to plant management that it is a fundamental
responsibility of management to assure that the knowledge
and background of workers assigned to work functions is
adequate and that sufficient time and information are pro-
vided to properly plan and execute the work activity.

2. 1-84-12-SQN-5, Selection of an In!ajr.priate Instruction

for the Control of the Work Activity

Conclusion

Special Maintenance Instruction SMI-0-94-1 was a poor
quality instruction and inappropriate for the activity to be
controlled. However, the instruction was selected during
the planning process as the primary procedural control for
the cleaning activity apparently because those performing
the planning and coordination function were not aware of
what quality elements an instruction should contain, the
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change process for inadequate instructions, or had a care-
less attitude toward procedural compliance (see section
IV.C.2.b.(l) for details).

Recomendation

Conduct an awareness program to reaffirm supervisor, engi-
neer, and worker knowledge of the importance of procedure
controls, compliance with procedural requirements, and the
proper change process for inadequate procedures. Emphasize
the SQN policy as stated in SQAI29, which states that
following instructions and taking the time to correct those
which are inadequate are methods to achieve nuclear safety.

3 1-84-12-SQN-6, Inadequate Job Safet Analysis and Hazards

Assessment

Corclusion

The job safety analysis and hazards assessment program
associated with maintenance activities at SQN is inadequate
for identifying,. evaluating, preventing, and mitigating
accidents of this nature. Similar findings had been identi-
fied to SQN as causal factors of an inadvertent radiation
exposure at SQN in December 1982, but recommendations in
that report (1-82-21-SQN) had not been implemented (see
sections IV.C.b.2 and IV.O for details).

Recommendation

The job safety analysis program should be upgraded. An
effective hazards assessment methodology should be estab-
linhed An A tool to be unod to analyse the identified radio-
logical and industrial aspects of the job, the probability
of an accident, and the impact on the workers, plant, and
the public. Additionally, implement the recommendations of
NSRS Report No. I-82-21-SQN.

4. 1-84-12-SQN-7, Inadequate Field Quality Engineering (FQE)
Review of Maintenance Request (KR)_and Referenced Work
Instruction

Conclusion

SmI-0-94-I was referenced and attached to the MR when sent
to FQE for review. The poor quality of the instruction was
not identified nor was the fact that the instruction could
not be used to perform the cleaning activity with the
reactor at power, The FQE review process had not been
effective in initiating quality improvement of the instruc-
tion since its original issuance in July 1981 (see section
IV.C.2.c for details).
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Recommendation

Improve the quality of the FQE review process of MRs to
assure the quality of the referenced work instructions, the
proper program controls are identified, and the instructions:
are appropriate for the activity being performed.

5. I-84-12-SQN-8, Noncompliance With Requirements of RWP
No. 01-1-00102

Conclusion

RWP No, 01-1-00102 specified the following requirement:
"Verify hold order is in effect on incore probes prior to
entering Reactor Building lower compartments and the
Annulus." On April 18 and 19 FSG evening and day shift
employees and a HP technician entered the reactor building
lower compartment while the hold order was not in effect
(see sections IV.C.3.a-c for details).

Recommendation

J

Emphasize to plant employees that compliance with the
requirements of RWPs is essential for their own protection.

6. 1-84-12-SQN-9, Noncompliance With Requirements of Section

5.1,4 of AI-3, 'Clearance Procedures'

Conclusion

Hold Order No, I was issued only to the Assistant Shift
Engineer (ASE) and not as required by AI-3 to the persons
responsible for work being performed in the instrument room
between 0220 on April 17 and 0400 on May 1. This is con-
trary to the requirements of section 5.1.4 of AI-3 (see
section IV.C.3.d for details).

Recommendation

As the hold order system is the method used at SQN for the
protection of workers, the public, and equipment, strict
compliance with the requirements of AI-3 should be
emphasized and enforced.

D. Work Activities Related to the Thimble Tube Cleaning. Prior to the
Incident

1. 1-84-12-SQN-10, Modification of CleaninL Tool Base Supports
Without Performing a Technical Evaluation or Testing

Conclusion

The cleaning tool base support was~modified and a temporary
base was constructed and used without a technical evaluation
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of the effect on the mechanical seals. No testing was per-
formed before use. Use of the tool and its support was
determined during postaccident testing to impose forces of
considerable magnitude on the mechanical seals and those
forces were found to cause strain sufficient that the
thimble tube separated from the mechanical seal (see section
IV,D.I.a, and b for details),

Recommendation

Emphasize to the plant staff that changes to tools and
equipment affecting work on critical structures, systems,
and components (CSSC) can be made only after a thorough
technical evaluation has been made on the effect it will
have on the system and used only after the modified tool nr
equipment has tested satisfactorily.

2. 1-84-12-SQN-ll, Violation of Work Instruction

Conclusion

SMI-0-94-1 clearly stated that the Teleflex-supplied equip-
ment and the instruction were not to be used at power.
Using the equipment and instruction for that operation was a
violation of work instruction and the unit I SQN Technical
Specifications. If the responsible engineers had written an
adequate procedure appropriate for the activity and that
procedure had been Plant Operation Review Committee (PORC)
reviewed the result of the cleaning operation may have been
different (see section IV.D.2.a for details).

Recommendation

Emphasize to the plant staff that adherence to PORC-
reviewed, plant manager-approved plant instructions is
mandatory an.! a requirement of the Technical Specifications
and that instructions are controls established to assure
nuclear and industrial safety. Periodic assessments of
compliance with instructions, should be ini-tiated and correc-
tive actions taken to correct weaknesses observed.

3. Health Physics (HP) Technicians Expression of Concern for
Radiation Safety of the Job

Conclusion

The health physics technicians providing coverage for the
job expressed concern for safety when they realiaed the
potential for high dose rates, They made recommendations
that as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) preplanning
should be performed and that further discussions should be .
conducted with management about the hazards. These recom-
mendations were heeded by the workers and as a, result the
workers had an increased awareness of the hazards for the

8



job before entering the containment to commence work on the
evening of April 19 (see sections IV.D.2.a and d and IV,D.3
for details),

4. 1-84-12-SQN-12, Lack of Control of Egress.Capability from

Containment

Conclusion

For approximately 30 minutes during the morning of April 19,
the inner door of the personnel airlock was made inoperable
without the knowledge of some of the workers cleaning the
thimble tubes. This would have hindered egress from the
room if the mechanical seal had failed at this time. The
FSG workers were unaware of the Technical Specification
requirements for maintaining containment integrity and that
leaving the inner door of the airlock open would enter the
unit into a limiting condition for operation. Leaving the
inner door open would have hampered rescue efforts if needed
(mse sections IVD,2,b, and IV,D.3 for details).

Recommendation

Establish A policy and methodology requiring an evaluation
of the effect on work in progress and notification of
affected workers as necessary before granting permission to
incapacitate egress routes from the reactor building con-
tainment. Emphasize to plant managers and workers that
working in the reactor building containment involves some
risks and controls for containment integrity are established.
Identify the risks involved and established controls to the
employees.

5. 1-84-12-SQN-13, Breakdown in the ALARA Preplanning Program

Conclusion

The responsible supervisor is required to initiate and
complete an ALARA preplanning report prior to job commence-
ment. Even though the cleaning job was expected to involve
unusually high dose rates, ALARA preplinning was not con-
ducted until the cleaning operation was well underway on the
day shift on April 19, and some recommendations made in the
Trojan report to reduce the radiation dose to workers were
not incorporated in the cloanirng instruction or the work
proceAs, The ra~ponsibl@ supprvisor wa% not involved in the
preplanning effort (see section IV.D.2.c for details),

Recommendation

Emphasize to the plant staff that compliance with ALARA
priplanning requirements as specified in RCI-10 must be
accomplished,

9
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6. 1-84-12-SQN-14, Need for Formal Documentation for Upper
Plant Management Approval to Work in Radiation Dose Rate
Fields Greater than 50 Rem/Hour

Conclus Ion

There are no requirements for formal documentation for
authorization to work in dose rate fields greater than 50
rem/hour (see section IV,D,3 for details).

Recommendation

Establish formal requiromento and a method to document
authorizatfon to work in dose rate fields greater than 50
rem/hour.

E. The Accident

I, Failure Mode of the Mechanicdl SeA I

Conclusion

Based upon observations of the workers immediately prior to-
the accident, a kink in the cleaning cable entered the-clean-
ing tool and resulted in more force being exerted by the
worker turning the handle, Additional force was transmitted
to the mechanical seal resulting in strain of the seal metal
allowing separation of the seal and the thimble, When
separation occurred, the thimble tube started out of the
guide tube immediately. SMI-0-94-1 had no restrictions or
warnings on the use of the cleaning tool or the cable to
alert the worker, to the potential for causing a failed seal
(see section IV,E,3 and IVAK for details),

2. Nature of the Leak

Conclusion

The leak occurred as a sudden spray of relatively cool water
in the immediate vicinity of the workers (slightly wetting
two of the workers) and rapidly developed into a "gusher" %
type leak flashing to steam above the workers constituting a
life threatening hazard (see section IV.E.3 for details).

3. Egress From the Work Area After the Accident

Concl uion

The egreho was rapid and orderly with the exception that oi
HP technician fell over the handrail a distance of approxi-
mately seven feet, there was some crowding and pushing at the
door, and one worker was late getting into the airlock, The
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rapid egress can be attributed to the fact that by the time
the workers entered the work area on the evening of April 19
they were acutely aware and alert to some of the hazards
associated with the cleaning operation (see sections IVE.2
and 4 for details). However, had welding in the airlock been
in progress, or if the HP technician had been hurt in his
fall and required assistance, the potential for catastrophic.
consequences is evident, NSRS attributes the fact that ,.`.-
severe personal injury was not sustained during the accl-
WE-t o coincidence and luck as well as to the heightened
sensitivity of the group to the hazardous conditions.

The FSG day shift coordinator had the presence of mind to
conduct' a head count in the airlock and again immediately
after exiting the airlock, Had someone been injured and
left behind in the instrument room it is probable that the
head count would have initiated immediate rescue efforts and
improved the chances for a successful rescue (see section
IV.E.4 for details),

S. 1-84-12-SQN-15, Availability of Communications Followvin
the Accident

Conclus ion

When the workers entered the airlock after the accident,
they discovered that the telephone in the airlock was
inoperable (see section IV.E.4 for details).

Recommendat ions

Anytime the telephone iA oot of arrvice in the airlock,
alternate communications methods should be considered and
employed. Additionally, availability of communications
should be considered during the performance of the job
safety analysis and job. planning.

6. Reporting of Accident Conditions to the Control Room

Conclusion

Immediately after exiting the airlock the FSG day shift
coordinator told the Public Safety Officer controlling
access to reactor building containment to notify the control
room of what was happening. The officer was unsuccessful in
getting through to the control room (reason not determined
by NSRS). The coordinator exited the contamination zone
immediately and notified the control room operators of the
accident and the nature of the leak. This early notifica-
tion was helpful to the operations staff in properly classi-
fying the degree of the problem (see sections IV.E.4 and
IVF., for details),

II, . , ,



F. Operator Actions to Mititate the Accident

1. Immediate and Subsequent Oerator Actions

Conclusion

Using the information provided by the FSG coordinator and
properly analyzing the system responses, the operations
staff classified the nature of the leak and took proper
action in accordance with established procedures to shut the
unit down, report the accident, and mitigate the leak.
Reactor coolant charging capacity compensated for the leak
rate. The core was never uncovered even though the leak was
nonisolable* and no core damage was sustained. Public health
and safety were not jeopardized (see section IV.F for
details).

G. Initial Actions Taken to Evaluate Conditionsi n the Instrument
Room

1. Establishment of Upper Plant Management Direction and
Control of the Recovery Effort

Conclusion

Realizing after the accident that the radiation levels in
the instrument, room were unusually high, one RWP (RWP No.
02-1-0005) was established to track total radiation dose
acquired by the workers during the recovery effort and to
establish plant manager control of all activities relating
to the recovery effort. Considering the magnitude of the
hazards in the room this was an appropriate decision (see
section IV.G.2 for details).

H. The Recovery of the Thimble Tube and Actions Taken to Ensure

I. Prior NUC PR Planni foE me en__snyProject Management

Conclusion

NJUC PR had issued in November 1983 a procedure to delineate
a program for emergency project management that enhances the
ability of normal plant forces to ensure that nuclear silety
and remaining plant capactity and availability are not
affected. The plant manager elected to use the established
concept for the recovery effort ,at SQN, The prior rmtab-
lishment of this concept and itm u.e proved useful ,aiI
effective during the recovery effort (see sections IV.H,.
and IV.H.2.a and b for details).
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2. Effective Use of TVA and Industry Resources

Conclusion

Personnel were brought in from other industry, TVA, and
NUC PR organizations to assist in obtaining ideas, planning,.
oversight, and execution of the recovery effort to ensure
that the recovery wA& conducted in a safe manner- and that
the radiation doses to the workers involved were kept ALARA.
This action proved useful to a successful recovery effort
(see section IVH for details).

3. Use of Ingenuity in thae Planngnd Execution of the
Recovrv Efort

Conclusion

The recovery effort of the highly radioactive thimble tube
was carefully thought out, evaluated, planned, simulated,.
practiced, and executed using available resources, appro-
priate procedures for thO activities, and remote handling
tools. The radiation dose to individuals involved in the.
effort- was closely monitored, controlled, and was very close
to the projected man-rem dose for the job. Personnel
involved in the effort demonstrated excellent ingenuity'
during the recovery effort (see sections IV.H.2,c and d for
details).

4. 1-84-12-SQN-16, Effective Cleaninj of the Thimble Tubes
Nuc lea r 9!i t esSrvic orUierp7Ution.€ L t_ i 1 1 t i_ t _s ., r -

Conclusion

The method used by MIS as prescribed in SMI-0-94-2 to clean
the thimble tubes after the accident was effective in elimi-
nating the material causing the blockage in the thimble
tubes. This effectiveness is primarily due to the pressure
of the new backflush process (200 psi) vernus that of the
old method (40 psi) and the controlled application of
NEOLUBE as prescribed in SMI-0-94-2 (see sections IV.H.4 and
IV.I for details),

Recomendation

Advise Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) of the effecttveneRs of
the NUS cleaning method over the Teleflex method.

5. r-84-12-SQN-17, Poor Quality C.leanin1 Procedures and
Inadequate PORC Review

Conclusion

As noted in section IlI.C.2, SMI-0-94-1 was not-adequate for
its intended use. SHI-0-94-2 was written after the accident
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to clean the tubes via the NUS method. It too was a poor
quality instruction and could promote accidents of a similar
nature in the future. This conclusion is based upon the
facts that SMI-0-94-2 had no cautions or warnings to prevent
damage to the mechanical seals, no administrative barriers
to prevent cleaing the tubes at pressure, no instructions
for disassembly-and reassembly of the detector drive system,
no postmaintenance inspections after cleaning and before
pressurizing the reactor, and postmaintenance testing to
ensure operability was optional.

Despite the poor quality of the instructions both were
recommended for approval by PORC. In theme instancom, PORe,
failed to' adequately fulfill its responsihilities to the
plant manager on these matters relating to nuclear safety
(see sections IV.H and IV.N.2 for details).

Recommendation

Evaluate the PORC procedure review process and consider
supplementing the review process with expert subcommittees
to properly evaluate procedures and advise the plant manager
on their adequacy before he approves or disapproves.

Additionally, cancel SMI-O-94-1 and do not use SMI-0-94-2
again until it has been revised to include at least the
quality elements listed above, Perform a generic review of
all maintenance and special maintenance instructions to
ensure adequacy,

6. Inspection, Testing. and Repair tI' Afft.ted fljuipment Beoure
Reurnin& the Uni~t-to rFower,

Conclusion

The Action@ t4ken by SQN to innpect 4nd repair the thimble
tubeN high pressure seals, evaluate various combinationa of
S'JAGELOK/GYROLOK fitting hardware, and other equipment
possibly Affected by the accident wcre appropriate to ensure
the unit was safe to return to power (Ner sections IV.H.6
through IV.H.9 for details).

I, Accident Investigations (Other than NSRS)

I. 1-84-12-SQN-18, Noncompliance with Serious Accident
Reporting anu Accident ScenePreservation Requirements

ConcLu ion

Corporate and SQN procedures require that serious accidents
be reported immediately and that the accident scene be pre-
nerved until released by the chairman of an appointed Acci-
dent Investigation Team (AIT). The accident was not reported
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am a serious Accident tn nttl Approximately three weeok after
the accident occurred, nor was the accident scene preserved
as restoration of equipment was essentially complete before
the accident wao reported (see section IV.J.2 for details).

Recommendat ion

Determine the cause of the noncompliance and take corrective
actions as necessary to ensure future compliance with
established requirements,

2. I-84-12-SQN-19, Limited ?JUC PR Accident Investigation

Conclusion

The appointment of the SQN FSG supervisor to the NUC PR
investigation teom was inappropriate for this investigation
as it created A potential conflict of interest, The NUC PR
investigation did not address any breakdown of program con-
trols such as job planning, job safety analysis, inadequate
procedures,, or the nuclear safety and radiological aspects
of the accident. Overall the accident investigation per-
formed by NIC PR is conoilered limiltd in scnpe, womowhat
misleading, and did not address what NSRS determined to be
the nature of the causes of '-he accident (see section
IVJ,2.a for details),

Recommenidt ion

DurinR future accident investigations appropriate personnel
should be appointed to eliminate any potential conflict of
interest; the investiRation should hP initiated as soon asR
'possible after the accident as prescribed by established
procedures; sufficient time should be allowed for conduct of
the investigation; and it should encompass all aspects of
the Accident including programmatir weaknesses or hrook-
dnwns, And nuclear And radiolnRial 6ifety,

Recomnmendation No. 5 of the NIJC PR report should be revised
to delete the recommendation that consideration should he
given to leaving the inner door open during such activ.ties.

J. E Xo Ex 2!!ission of Concerns for Safe!ty

1. 1-84-12-SQN-20, Needed Re i n the TVA and SON
Employee Expression of'Concerns for Safety and Sa ety-First
Policies

Conclusion

The employees should have but did not relate their increas-
ing concerns for the safety of the job to upper plant man-.
apmont, and an expression of concern for the' adequacy of
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the design of the new tool support base was not followed up.
The workers felt that they had to a complish the job to
prevent shutdown of the unit, It iA probable that the
workers are not acutely aware of TVA's and SQH's policies
and their related responsibilities for expression of con-
cerns for safety and safety first before schedule (see
section IV.M for details),

Recommendation

Emphasize to All SQN employeeb that they are actua lly
responsible for voicing their views concerning safety, that
these views are valuable management tools to prevent acci-
dents of this nature from happening, and that management in
responsible for *ddreshing the views in a satisfactory
manner, Rmphasize to tll supervisors, engineers, and fore-
men that responsible concerns expressed to them by their
employees must be evaluated regardless of how insignificant
they may seem, The TVA anid SQN aafety-first policy should
he emphasised to all 8QN "mployeef that nuclear safety is
the number one SQN objective and that safety first means!
before schedule and before production.

K. Program Controls Established hy SQNUnit I Technical

Specifications

1. 1-84-12-SQN-21, Ineective SON ISEG Activities

Conclusion

The SQN ISEG organization had been inellec'tive in performing
the function that was originally intended for the organiza-
tion. This is due in part to the dual responsibilities for
compliance/ISEG activities and lack of true independence
from line responsibilities and pressures (see sections
IV.NI and IV.Q for details).

Recommendation

Reorganize or reassign functions as necessary to pr•vide
ISEG'personnel adequate independence from line responsibili-
ties and pressures, Additionally, functions should be
limited to lSK9-type duties as reqiuired by Technical
Specificationn.

2. 1-84-12-SQN-22, Significant Breakdown in the SON Procedure

Process for M aintenance ActTv• iTe". .

Conc usion

There is an apparent breakdown irn the procedure profess at
SQN for maintenance activities as PORC reviewed and recom-
mended approval of two poor quality tnstructi6ns used for
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cleaning thimble tubes (one afte,. the accident); the bien-
nial review did not correct poor quality in one instruction;
instructions being used were inappropriate for. the activi-
ties being performedi an instruction was violated; and some
engineers and managers interviewed did not sees to under-
stand what quality elements abould be in a maintenance
instruction, were not aware of the proc'.dure change process,
or axproaned a carele.0 attitude towArd procedure compliance
(nee section IVX2,, and 3 for details.)

Recommendation

The procedural pro'ce4h for maintenance activlties at SQN
should be thoroughly evaluated. Corrective actions includ-
ing procedure verification should he initiated as necessary
to improve the (1) knowledge of those personnel prepartnR
and using procedures of what constitutes an appropriate
procedure, the quality elements tha- should be incorporated
into a procedure, and the change process for existing pro-
ceduren; (2) quality of the PORC and biennial reviewn; and
(3) compliance with procedures,

L. SQN Licensee-Event Report (LER) No. SQRO-50-327/84030

I. 1-84-12-sO':-23, Inadequate Reportin of the Event to NRC

Conclu: on

The subject LER was misleading in that the true nature of
the leak was not described, there was no mention of an
inadequate procedure or violation of procedures as va••sal
factor., and the long-term corrective ictiona are not-
adequate to correct the true causal factors of the event
(see section IVP for details).

Rocommendat ion

Revise the LER to reflect the true nature of the leak, the
adequacy and violation of SMI-O-94-I, and effective long-.
term corrective action.

IV. DETAILS

A. Back round

This accident occurred during the performance of maintenance'
activities on the unit I incore instrumentation system. The,
following is a description of that system along with a discussion
of background information considered pertinent to the accident
itself.
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1. Incore Instrumentation System Description.

This system was designed to measure temperatures and neutron
densities at 58 different locations in the reactor core,
The process of measuring the neutron density at different'.
locations in the core is referred to as flux mapping. The,
flux mapping data is iused to confirm nuclear design para-
meters and ascertain that the nuclear fuel is properly
loaded and oriented.

a. Neutron Detectors And Drive System (Refer to figure I

The neutron instrumentation portion of the system
consists of six movable miniature fission chamber
detectors (0.188 inches in diameter and 2.1 inches
long). Each detector is welded to the end of a
0.188-inch-diameter helical (spiral wound).drive cable.
Each detector and cable is inserted into the reactor
core by an electric drive unit through interconnecting
tubing via path transfer units which d,:ect the detec-
tors to the desired core location through an isolation
valve and one of 58 stainless steel tubes known As
"thimble tubes." The thimble tubes are terminated at a
common header-type device known as the "seal table" (see
figure 2) and are physically held stationary against
reactor -Pressur by mechanical sealsA (SWA(FLOK/GYROLOK
(t t t ing R @,s)-

b. Thimble Tubes (Refer to figures 1, 3, and 4)

There are 58 stainless steel thimble tubes each having
an outside diameter (od) of 0.300 inch and an inside
diameter (id) of 0.201 inch. The last 1,5 inches of
each thimble tube At the eal t4ble is expanded from
0,300 inch oil to 0,314, inch od to (acilitate Installa-
tion of the mechanical seal, The thimble tubes vary in
length between 103 and 117 feet depending upon the dis-
Lance between their respective position at the seal
t..hlo and the Le to their respective position in the
reactor core, *.e clearances between the detectors and
the inside af the thimble tubes is 0.013 inch. The
ends of th: thimble tubes in the reactor are sealed,
the tubes are dry on the inside, and they serve as a
reactor coolant system pressure boundary and thus are a
critical system, structure, or component" (CSSC). The

tubes are designed for service At 2500 psig, Each
thimble tube is individually routed from the seal table
to the reactor vessel through its respective guide tube.
The cnnfiguration of the thimble tubes as designed and
instailed creates a loop dt the lowest portion of the
system which is a natural collection or concentration
point for any loose substancev in the tube.*
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Approxirately 12 to 14 feet of each thimble tube is in
Ice in the reactor core region during normal plant
jperation, This portion of the tube is normally
exposed to an intense neutron flux.causing activation
of the stainless steel tubing into long-lived radio-
Active nuclide.,

The radiation from these long-lived nuclides caused
high dose rates in the instrument room after the
thimble tube was ejected during the accident, compli-
clitng recovery of the tube,

c Guide Tubes

The guide tubes are I inch od stAinless steel and ire
essentially extensions of the reactor vessel with no
isolation valves. The thimble tubes are routed through
the guide tubes which extend from the bottom of the
reactor vessel through the concrete shielded area to
the seal table (see figure 1). The space between the
thimble tube and the guide tube contains approximately
four gallons of reactor water at reactor pressure. The
water in Mhin ipaCe is relatively coot rather than at.
reactor water temperature (^.'545" F) as it is normally
stagnant and there is approximately 100 feet of thimble
and guide tube between the seal table and the reactor
pressure Vessel,

d. Mechanical Seals (Refer to figures 5 and 6)

The thimble tube in held in place at the seal table
against reactor pressure (- 2250 puig normal operating
presau'e) by two mechanical seals connected to the
guide,, t.ube and thimble tube by a SWAGELOK union,
(@rrul,-s , and nuts, The guide tube is reduced in sioie
from I inch od to 0.625 inch od at the seal table and
is welded in place at the seal table surface. The end
of the thimble tube passes through the end of the guide
tube at the seal table.

The high pressure fitting on the thimble tube involved
in this accident contained a two-piece GYROLOK ferrule
assembly in a SWAGELOK fitting. Figure 6 shows a
photograph of a piece of thimble tube and a typical
SWAGELOK fitting. Once tightened, the unit compresses
the two-piece ferrule assembly against the thimble tube
forming a reactor pressure boundary neal and holding
the thimble tube in plare against reactor pressure
within the guide tube. The lower and larger portion of
the fitting forms a reactor pressure boundary seal
between the guide tube and the SWAGELOK union in a
similar fashion.
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2. Physical Arrsniementof the Inrore Instrument System
Equipment

This accident occurred inside the lower compartment of tho.
unit I reactor containment building in a room called the
instrument room. Figure 7A is a top view of the lower
compartment of reactor containment showing the instrument
room, the re),itive position of the seal table, personnel
airlock, a submarine hatch allowing access into the contain-i
, ment raceway, and a door allowing access to. inside the polar
crane wall (a wall supporting the polar crane and providing
a radiation shield from the radiation produced by the.
reactor during operation), Figure 7B in i view of the WUN
persontiel airlock door .as viewed from inside the reactor
building containment. Figure 8 is an elevation drawing of..
the reactor building and illustrates the relative position.
of the seal table to the top of the reactor core. The
driwing depicts the location of the raceway below the
Ii.atrwient room.

Figure 9 is an elevation drawing that illustrates the loca-
tion of the incore instrumentation Aystem equipment in the
instrument room. The portion of the system directly over,
the seal table is on rollers and can be disconnected and
rolled back out of the way allowing nverhead access to the
seal table,

Figure 10 is a top view of the location of the incore
instrumentation equipment in the instrumentation room, The
neuit rn detrctorA 4an hO gtored in ivit tier in the polar
cratni wall for radiation shielding while personnel are.
working in the area.

3. Access to the Instrument Room in the Reactor Buildim-

figures 7A and 78)

The personnel airlock is the primary means of ont raice 4cid
egress to and from the instrument room where the Neal table
is located, This airlock is normally locked to prevent
uncontrolled entry into the containment. Access is admini-
atratively controlled by Adminiqtrative Instruction AI-R,
"Accres to Containmient." Al-8 Pstablishes requirements that
entry into containment will be controlled by the shift
engineer with lock and key and strict personnel accountabil-
ity by a public safety officer who formally tracks personnel
enterlng and leaving containment on a "Containment Entry
Checklist."

The personnel airlock is equipped with two doors that close
to form & gautight s•Al, Thpise two loors Art interlockod "
with one another so that during unit operation both doors
cannot be opened at the same time thus breeching containment
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integrity. Although infrequent, problems have been encount-
ered with these interlocks and personnel have been prevented,
from exiting containment through that route because one or.,,,
both doors would not open. On at least one occasion
personnel have been caught in the airlock and could not get
out without assistance. A telephone is provided in the
airlock for communication.

4. Lubrication of the Incore Detectors, Cables, and Thimble
Tubes

The lubricant selected for use in the portions of the system
involved in this accident was a colloidal graphite alcohol
mixture with a product name of "NTOLUBE." This lubricant.
was approved for use for this application and was selected
bhcause' of ita compatibility with tho crnmponent ronNtiti-
ents, its lubrication properties (described by those inter-
viewed as not being the very best), its resistance to damage
from radiation #nd temp@ratore, and its low neutron activa-
lion properties, Thi lubricant works properly for this
application only when used sparingly and properly applied.
If used in excess in this environment (high radiation and
temperatures), corrosion products from the system (thimble
tubes and dotector drive cables) mix with the lubricant and
cause it to harden and lump resulting in thimble tube
blockage.

5. Initial Installation, Cleanin And Lubrieation of Unit I
Thimbl-TJbes.

The thimble tubes for unit I were itstAllfd by TVA constru.-
lion forca usnlog Wrstinghounr nplreitt 4tionn, After the
thimble tubes were instdlled it wan observed that they were
significantly blocked, The reason for the blockage was not
determined by the plant staff but was Lhought possibly to be
rauaed by improper ntorage of the thimbh '- prior to instal-
lation causing the buildup of corrosion products or dirt on
the inside of the tubes, Teleflex Corporation was con-
tracted to clean the tubes prior to operation, Reuiitance
was met dluring initial attempts to insert a cleaning cable
into the thimble tubes. Copious Amounts of NEOLUBE were
added to the tubes by Teleflex personnel to facilitate
insertion of the cloaning ,ahil, The tuhto were then
brushed, backfluuhed, and dried lhiil molhodos a imlr to
those prescribed in Special Maintenance Instruction
SMI-0-94-1 discussed in section IV.A.8 of this report.

During the performance of the "Inreo Movable Detectoro
Preoperational Test W-11,4, Unit i," in April 1980, blockage
was encountered while attempting to insert test cables.
Further cleaning efforts by the. FS wAn rnnducted along with
attompta to "polish" Lhe tubes by driving the test cables in
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and out of the tubes at a fast speed. When the unit 2 thim-' ".
ble tubes were installed they, were not blocked and no,
NEOLUBE was added to the tubes. Problems with thimble tube,
blockage on that unit have been minimal.

Ar
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6. Maintenance History of the Incore Instrumentation System
Thimble Tubes Prior to the Accident

The detailed history of prior cleaning activ.'ties was not,.
determined by NSRS other than it was related to NSRS by '
plant management that they were not very successful since,,"
blockage problems continued to worsen, Prior to the shut-'-'
down for the cycle 2 outage, a maintenance request was
written in December 1983 to clean all 58 thimble tubes'
during the outage. However, due to manpower limitations,
time restrictiona, and low priority only nine thimble tubes
were cleaned. The personnel performing the cleaning
reported that they had difficulties getting the brush and
the backflush tubing to the ends of the thimble tubes due to.
the severe blockage and restrictions on the use of NEOLUBE
in the thimble tubes., ,-•.

7. NUC PR Requirements Applicable for the Control of Plant
Maintenance

NIJC PR requirements pnolicable for providing control over
maintenance activities on CSSC equipment were delineated in
Part II, Section 2.1, "Plant Maintenance," of the NUC PR
Operational Quality Assurance Manual (N-OQAN).. This section'
of the N-OQAI contained the following requirements:

o Paragraph 1.3 - Specified that maintenance on CSSC
shall be properly preplanned and performed in accord-
ance with written procedures or documented instructions
appropriate to the circumstances.

0 Paragraph 3.3.1.3 - Specified -that the instructions
shall contain requirements for verifying the quality of"
maintenance or repair and shall include appropriate
quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria.

o Paragraph 3.3 1,4 - Specified that upon completion of.".,
maintenance on any item of the CSSC list and before
release for service, appropriate testing shall be
performed to verify operational acceptability,

.4.4.

.4

Paragraph 4.4.2 - Specified that if generic problem:
ure suspected, equipment maintenance history files
should be consulted to determine the frequency, cause,
and mode of previous failures. If evidence inuicates
that equipment of the same type has performed unsatis-
factorily, corrective measures shall be planned and
carried out.

2.
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lottomr8. Special Maintenance Instruction SMi-O-94-1. "RPV B
Mounted Instrument Thimble Tubes Cleanin_•iiuued
July 10, 2JS:

The thimble tube cleaning process consisted of five steps,
only three of which were discussed in SMI-0-94-1. SMI-0-94-1
established the primary administrative controls that had
been used on past thimble tube cleaning operations at SQf.
These steps and controls are discussed below.

a. Thimble Tube Cleaning Steps.

(1) Disconnecting the Overhead Drive Assembly (Not
Discussed in SMI-0-94-1). The thimble tubes and
irt !rconnecting tubing were disconnected at the
SWAGELOK union flare fittings between the high
pressure fittings and the isolation valves (see
figures I and 5). The overhead assembly was then
rolled out of the way allowing access to the top
of the seal table and the thimble tubes.

(2) Dry Brushing (Refer to figures ',1A, 11B, 12A, and
12B), The diy brushing step involved the use of a
brush assembly which consisted of a 0.200 inch od
brass wire brush welded to a 0.187 inch od carbon
steel helical (spiral wound) cable driven by a
handcranked drivebox. The brush assembly was pro-
vided by the same vendor (Teleflex) that provided
the detector drive system. The upper and lower
supports for the handcrank device were fabricated
by TVA. The lower support was equipped with a 900
base support that fit over a boss on a seal table
providing additional stability to the support
assembly as the handcrank was turned, The fit of
the base support over the bnsses for all& the
thimble, tubes was not always secure. The brush
assembly vas used to "dry" brush each of the
thimble I ibes to dislodge particles and dried
lubricant attached to the thimble tube wall by the
scrubbing action of the brush. The brush was
driven into the thimble 10 inches for each revolu-
tion of the handcrank. The brushing motion was
strictly linear without any rotation of the brush,

(3) Demineralized Water Backflush. After the thimble
tu'bs were dry brushed, preasurized water from the
plant demineralized water supply system at approx-
imstply 40 psi was injected into each of the
thimble tubes via a nylon fl,,id injectinn tithii .. .

(0.156 inch od) inbtried ,iito each thimble.t.ube.
It was intended that the turbulent waterflow
beckflushing out through the void between the
inside of the thimble tube (0,201 inch id) and the
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outside of the injection tubing would carry the
particles dislodged by the scrubbing action of the
dry bruahing step out of the thimble tubes to
Waste, Bac•!lushing was to continue until water
leaving tUe .jbe was visually clear. The clear-
ance betw,. 4 the backflush tube ?nf t.he inside of
the thimble tube is 0.045 inch. ,'ote: The rlJS
system used to hackflush the -thi•'e-ile atter the
accident used demineralized water at approximately
200 psi.

(4) Drying. of the Thimble Tubes. After the demineral-
izeWwater baclif'"I, tX--remaining water in each
thimble tube was removed by injecting nitrogen or
control. air through the nylon injection tubing
until there was no evilence of moisture in the
nitrogen or air backflushing from the tubing.

(5) Reconnecting the Overhead Drive Assembly £Not
Discussed 1 in SMTýiJ7 'ftr the ' F~anin

operation wasn complroe' the irittrcor.iecting tubing
and the thimble tubeA were reconnected at the
SWAGELOK union flare fitting.

h, Administrative Controls, The adiministrative controls
or. the "t'tm" 'eT cleaning process as prescribed by

SMI-O-94-1 are discussed below.

(1) Precautions and WarnltiRs, SMI-0-94-1 contained
cautions and warnlngs indicating that the cleaning
equipment and the instructions were not to be used
at power (reactor operating). These limitations
were placed in the instruction because of vontami-
nation hazards created from the neutron aLtivation
of foreign matter in the thimble tubes. The
materials removed from the thimble tubes would be
extremely radioactive thu. muhbjectini the workers
to additional radioactive contamination,.,

With the reactor shutdown the normal radiation
dose rate level in the work area (seal table) was
approximately 10 millirem/hour, Since the special
maintenance initruction was not to be uwed.during

power operations, no warning or cautions were
included in the instruction addressing any unique
radiation dose rate haz-irds that would be encoun-
tered due to activation of the cleaning equipment
(cable and brush), The instruction did not address
any special precautions or unique actions that
should be taken if the thimble tubes were being
cleaned at elevated reactor pressure regardless of
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the operating status of the reactor. The instruc
tion did not address any special precautions that
should be taken to prevent damage to the mechani-
cAl seals when disconnecting the drive system from
the thimble tubes at the seal table, during the
cleaning operation, or when connecting the drive
system back up to the thimble tubes.

(2) Disconnection/Connection Instructions, There were
no instructions prov-3ed for the disassembly and
reassembly of the drive system from and to the
thimble tubes at the seal table,

(3) Acceptance Criteria. The instruction contained no
acceptance criteria other than section 5.2.E which
stated "when all 20 thimbles are clean, all
evidenced by continued clear fluid passing through
the discharge base assembly, clean the remainder
of the thimbles in the same manner." Note: if
the backflush was ineffective in removing the
loose materials in the tube the water backflushing
would appear clean while the loose materials
remained in the tubes.

(4) Postmaintenance Inspections The instruction
conta d no postmaint.enance inspections to
verify that the mechanical seals haJ not been
degraded during the cleaning activitLy.

(5) Postmaintenance TevL-n, . hri instructio,, 4ou- "
tained no postma-in'ten it'e testing requirements of
the thimble tubes to -v.,,r.• operability after
cleaning was performed,

In summary, the methods employed in the past cleaning
operations including those during the outage had been
ineffective in removing solid matter from the thimbles,
This in due in part to the design of the system
(minimal clearances between thimble tubes and guide
tubes and low point collection of solid matter) and to
the backflush method using demineralized water at 40
poig rather than at 200 pslg as with the NUS method
that was eventually used to adequately clean the system
after the accident. The primary controlling document
for the activity (SHI-0-94-1) did not promote thorough-
ness or prevent damage to the Mystem AN it containedu
only a marginally effective acceptiince criteria to
establish when the thimble Ltube were clean, no pnst-
maintenance testing requirements to ensure the thimble
tubes were functional before reassembly and use, and no
postmaintenance inspections to assure that the mechan-
ical seals could perform their functions against full
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reactor pressure, The instruction contained no
restrictions on the use of cleaning tools or cleaning
cable other than those prohibiting the use of the tools.;
and methods established in the instruction during power
operations. Despite the historical ineffectiveness of
the cleaning methods no changes had been made to the
instruction (and thus the cleaning methods) since its
original issuance in July 1981.

9. Plant Restart Testing Program

After a refueling outage the plant restart testing program
as defined in Restart Test Instruction RTI-1, "Restart
Sequence,` revised April 13, 1984, required that a reactor
core neutron flux map be performed prior to exceeding 30
percent reactor power. Section 3,3,3,2 of the SQN Technical
Specifications required that 75 percent (44 of 58) of the
detector thimble tubes must be operable (i.e,, capable of
psssing the detector into the core) in order to perform the
flux mapping,

10. Plant Responsibili'ties for Different Aspects Relating-tothe
One o t e t r n n t .... .... ......

At SQN the incore detector system was operated by operators,
nuclear engineers, and shift technical advisors,(STAs). The
dystem drive units were maintained by the Electrical Mainte-.
nance Section and thimble tube cleaning was performed by the
FSG.

The operators of the system were aware that it would be
required for the startup testing program but were not
involved with the cleaning activities. Those involved with
the cleaning activities were not involved with the startup
program and were possibly not aware of the importance of the
system to that program. There was no apparent central
figure who seemed to be cognizant of the system as a whole
to recognize and coordinate resolution of problems affecting
the oyatem. Efforts to clean the thimble tubes were not
effectively accomplished until after the accident when it
was recognized that the tubes must be cleaned and cleaned
properly to continue the restart of the unit.

11, UnitI Operationa! History After the Startuto From the
cyc e Yeu~e lng Outage

After the 56-day Cycle 2 refueling outage, initial critical-
ity occurred on April 15, 1984. Low power physics testing
commenced on April 15 in accordance with RTI-I. With the
first attempts to insert the incore detectors into the
reactor core for testing purposes, it was noted that the
detectors could not be inserted through the reqqired minimum
number of thimbles (less than 75 percent of the thimble
tubes were operablE). Five of the nine thimbles cleaned
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during the refueling outage were still inoperahle. Engi-
neers and craft personnel from the VSG, the Reactor Engineer-
ing Unit (REU), and the Electrical Maintenance Section (EMS)
performed .testing and ai'alntenancis to try to determine if the
hlockages were unique to .ertain detecLor cahles and drive-
units thus indicating prohilemi with the 'ahleN aitd drive,
units, or if Indeed the thimble tuheb were blocked, Vrom
these testing and maintenance activities it was determined
that 23 out of the 58 thimble tubes were blocked, leaving
only 60 percent of the tubes operable. By 1700 April. 18,
the unit had reached 30 percent power and could proceed no
(urther because of the blocked thimble, and the require-
ment. of the restart testing program. Also, problems were
being enc6untered with secondary water chemistry and a
leaking power-operated pressurizer relief valve (PORV).

In sunmary, the unit I incore instrumentation system had been in
a degraded condition since initial installation, preoperational
testing, and subsequent power operations (approximately four
years), The cleaning methods employed hy the plant personnel a.
described by SKI-0-94-I Were ineffective in removing the material
causing the blockage from the tubes. The cleaning instruction
was of poor quality and did not meet the requirements as speci-
fied by the N-OQAf. The inadequate instruction was PORC reviewed
and planL manager approved but had not been revised since the
original issuance in 1981, Despite the importance of the system
for the. restart testing program Lo confirm nuclear design para-
meters and ascertain that the nuclear fuel was properly loaded
and oriented and periodic verification of calculated parameters,
cleaning of the tubes was given a low priority during the outage.
Attempts were made to clean only 9 out of 58, and only 4 of these
9 were successfully cleaned. It is apparent that assigned cogni-
zance responsibility for the overall system operability is less
than adequate or improperly executed in that no decisive action
was taken to correct the program inadequacies until the degraded
condition of the thimble tubes prevented the plant restart
process after the refueling outage and the occurrence of the
accident, The less than.adequate cognizance of system operabil-
ity was determined by NSRS to be due in part to the dispersion of
the assigned responsibilities for operation and maintenance of
the system.

For conclusions and recommendations. relating to this section,
refer to section 1II.A.I.

B. The DciionmAking Process to Clean Thimhle 'Tubes at Power

During the restart from the refueling outage, plant management
had recognized that if a neutron flux map could not be success-
fully obtained, the nomal restart testing and power escalation'
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of the unit could not proceed, The Engineering Section Super
visor had discussed cleaning thimble tubes at power with a repre-
sentative frod the Trojan Nuclear Plant ditring a reactor engi-
neers conference he had attended in the past. Thimble tubes had
been cleaned (dry brushed only) at the Trojan Nuclear Plant while
operating at 100 percent power. The SQN plant management had a
copy of a report of that particular cleaning activity (see
attachment 0). This report was a brief outline of the Trojan
cleaning operation, contained some recommendations, and related
the problem encountered with the high dose rates at the seal
table (170 rem/hour maximum and 60 rem/hour average) when the
cleaning cable and brush were withdrawn. As a cleaning operation
of this nature had beon perfnrmed at Trojan, SQN tpper management
directed the Engineering Section Supervisor to perform an
industry survey to obtain further knowledge of industry experi-
ence in cleaning thimble tubes at power, Additionally, they
directed him to inquire about the possibility of acquiring the
services of a contractor experienced in thimble tube cleaning to
come to the plant and perform the cleaning operation at power.
The Engineering Section Supervisor assigned these jobs to the
Reactor Engineering Unit (REU) Supervisor who in turn assigned
them to two nuclear engineers in his unit. The following are the
results of the surveys end inquiries:

1, Industry Survey of OperatinLNuclear Plants to Determine

Their Experience in Cleaning Thimble Tubes at owir

During the course of the survey the following nuclear plants
were contacted by a SQN nuclear engineer:

a. Trojan Nuclear Plant. Thimble tubes had been cleaned
(dry brushed) at 100 percent power at Trojan in 1979.
The majur problem encountered during the cleaning
operation was the high radiation dose rates (170
rem/hour maximum;. 60 rem/hour average) at the seal
t4ble when the hrush and iahle wero being withdrawn
after they had been inserted into the reactor core.
Teleflex, the vendor of the incore instrumentation
drive system, assisted Trojan in the brushing operation.

b. Beaver Valley Nuclear Plant. Beaver Valley had cleaned
(dry brushed) thimble tubes at power and did not have
any problems. However the cleaning operation was not
effective since only one out of six tubes that were
blocked was made operable by the dry brushing
operation.

e, Kowaunee Nucelr Plant, Kewdunee did not deant thim-
5 ~s--at-power-= ecuse their technical specifications
were not as restrictive as the SQN technical specifica-
tiona on the use of the incore instrumentation system.
They had never had the need arise to clean the thimble
tubes at power,
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d, North Anna Nuclear Plant. North Anna did not clean "I
thimbles at power because they have a subatmosphericr,
containment of 10 psia which restricted access to
containment during power operations.

e. Ginna Nuclear Plant, Ginn. had contracted Nuclear
gtiiiueajFe -rvi " iv ( NU (8U ) to clean their thimble tubes
in 1978 using a water back flush method while they were.
shutdown. They hadn't experienced any problems with
their thimble tubes since that time.

None of the people contacted at these plants indicated any
problems with thimble tube ejections.

The nuclear engineer performing this survey was told which
plants to call, had not read the special maintenance
instruction (SMI-O-94-1) prior to making the survey, had no
experience cleaning thimble tubes, and did not interface
with the FRO personnel ,11lng the Cleanlintg after the hurvoy,
The information received from this survey was passed on to
the Engineering Section Supervisor.

NSRS consulted the INPO "Nuclear Network" for industry
expLerience with thimble tubes. The Network contained an
entry made Miay 3, 1983 concerning in'ore thimble tube block-
Age ( ee atta'.hment 2), The entry indicated that Salem
Nuclear Plant had experienced pr)blems with thimble Lube
blockage over the years at the point where the thimble tubes
enter the reactor vessel. To discover the source of the
blockage two tubes were removed and i contract awarded to
Battelle Columbus Laborator'ies. The entry stated that the
blockages had been successfully removed at Salem with the
unit at full power by probing the thimble tubes with a test
cable. Salem removed the input tube from a 10-path transfer
device and attached a Telcflex hand drive with a cable
loaded into it. They then drove the cable to the area of
the blockage 4nd pushed it out of the way, They had found
it unneconsary to drive the cahle into the 'ore region, In
fact they took precautions to prevent that from happening Po.
as not to activate the cable to o- 1(0 rem/hour. They
counted the revolutions nf the hanilcrank and drove the
c'ahlf. to within 6 feel of thn cor,,, They then retractedI the f
cable, rotated the iO-path to the next path and repeated the
process. The method used by Salem did not subject their
workers to high dose rates and did not subject the mechant-
cal ,eals to any forces greater than those encountered
quring normal operation. The name and number for a contact
at Salem for further information was given. SQN did not
consult the INPO Network or talk to Salem during the survey.

The industry survey performed by the Engineering Section was
limited in scope in that it did not identify any significant
hazards or better methods to perform the cleaning operation
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and did not result in any changes to the cleaning instruc-
tion to improve the safety and efficiency of the operation.
The engineer was told exactly who to cAtll and did not use
readily available information sources, had no experience in
cleaning the thimble tubes, had not read the cleaning
instruction prior to performing the survey, and was not-
responsible for performing the Clean4ing operation, Thep:
survey appeared to attempt to determine if the thimble tubes
could be cleaned at power rather than how they could he
cleaned safely.

For conclusions and recormmendations relating to this
section, refer to section Ilr B.

2. Inquiries of Contractors for AcqjtLrin_ Services to Clean the
Thimble. Tubes at Power

During the course of the inquiries the following contractors
were contacted by another SQN nuclear engineer:

a. Nuclear Utilities Services s(LS). NUS indicated that*'
their metiod of. -Teaei'n in-g-thitm-l tubes (water flush)
was not acceptable for cleaning at power because of
temperature rnnsider.,tions (water would flash to steam
and injection tubing would melt at 5450 F). The NUS
procedure did not include dry brushing thimble tubes.

.. ' I

b.. Teleflex Corporation, Telle m f inlitrated that they
•ula°°not'wy"'rush the Lhimble tilie AL power, They
did indicate that they would mend .a representative from
their company to SQN to advise And assist the plant.
staff during the cleaning operation if they did elect-
to clean at power, llant management decided that they"
had people with sufficient experience in cleaning,
thimble tubes and thus elected not to acquire the
services of the Teleflex adviser, NSRS was informed on
May 7 by a representAtive of Tele lex that they had.
assisted Trojan with a dry brushing cleaning operation
of thimble tubes at power and had decided after that
operation not, to do it ,st power igain because of the
radiation exposure received by their personnel during
that operation.

3. Assessment of the Hetullth ull the Smyyvey ,nelid !i i Uik

The survey and inquiry information was relayed to the
Assistant Plant Manager and on April 18 meetings were
conducted to evaluate the results of the survey And to
decide whether to clean the tubes or not. Those in
attendance and providing input included the following:
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o Assistant Plant Manager
o Engineering Section Supervisor
* Klectrical MKaintenance Supervisor
o Field Services Group Supervisor
o Field Services Group Maintenance Specialist

There were no health physics, safety section, or Inde-
pendent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) members present
during these meetings. The ISEG organization vas aware
that the deciaionmaking was in progress but that group
was not involved,

The following is a summary listing of the pertinent
information available to management at that time to
support the 'decision to (lerha thmhle tubes at pow)r:

,o The objective of a nuclear power plant is to pro-

duce maximum electrical power at the lowest prac-
tical cost consistent with maintaining a hi,gh
degree of nuclear safety,

The plant could not proceed past 30 percent power

because 23 thimble tubes were blocked (9 out of 23
had to be cleared to meet 75 percent required by
Technical Specifications).

Trojan Nuclear Plant had cleaned thimble tubes at

100 percent power reportedly with no problems
other than high radiation dose rates (170 rem/hour
maximum; 60 rem/hour average).

SQN had qualified and experienced health physics
personnel along with approved radiation control
procedures to assist during the cleaning operation
and control radiation exposures to ALARA and below
any plant limits,

o Plant management had a report from Trojan giving a
brief outline of the cleaning method, the results,
and containing some recommendations.

Beaver Valley Nucle'ar Plant had cleaned thimble

tubes at power. Even though 5 out of the 6 tubes
cleaned were still blocked after the operation,
they reported no problems during the cleaning.
itself.

o SQN had an established system of procedures that ..-

had been reviewe'd hy PORC,

o SQN had an established method (Standard Practice

SQM2) for the control of the planning, work.
instruction preparation, FQE review. for quality
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assurance criteria, performance of Job safety
analyses, and work authorization to ensure no
Technical Specification criteria were violated
(MR process).

SQN had an established plant operational review
committee (PORC) to review any required work
instruction to ensure it would not endanger the
health and safety of plant personnel, the general
public, and safe operation of the plant. PORC
would recommend approval or disapproval of the
instruction to the plant manager.

SQN had an ISEG group that routinely reviewed'
maintenance activities to ensure that unsafe con-
ditions were minimized.

o The plant had a trained and experienced operations
crew with approved instructions to handle off-
normal situations with plant operations.

o The nature of operating reactor and associated
power conversion systems creates the necessity to
perform maintenance on systems and components at
elevated pressures and temperatures. Maintenance
on pressurized nystems at temperature can be and
had been performed safely with proper planning,
good procedures, and trained personnel.

The probability that a thimble tube would rupture
was minimal because of the material and metal
thickness.

SQN had previously performed cleaning operations
on the tubes without rreating leaks or problems.

o While cleaning the tubes the steam generator water'
chemistry problems could be stabilized and
minimized,

o They had people on. the staff who had experience
cleaning thimble tubes while the plant was shut-
down,

The following is a summary listing of the pertinent
information available to management at that time to
counter the decision to clean thimble tubes at power:

SQN cleaning operations including both dry brush-
ing and water backflushing had been only tempo-'
rarily successful in the past in alleviating the
blocked tube problem, Dry brushing was not a
permanent fix to the problem.
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a Five out of nine tubes cleaned (dry brushed and
backflushed) during the outage were still blocked,

0 Beaver Valley Nuclear Plant had cleaned (dry
brushed) 6 thimble tubes at power and were unsuc-
cessful as 5 out of 6 tubes were still blocked
after the operation. Details of their operation..ý
were not known.

o Dose rates during the Trojan cleaning operation "
were 170 rem/hour maximum and 60 rem/hour average.
They could expect the same at SQN. These dose
rate levels are not encountered during normal
plant maintenance activities and could result in
higher than normal exposures.

The Trojan report was' brief and did not provide
the details of how the cleaning operation at that
plant was conducted. There was no real basis to
compare the SQN and Trojan operation from a safety
review standpoint.

SQN had no appropriate procedure for performing

the work at power.

Ginna Nuclear Plant had contracted NUS to clean,
their thimble tubes in 1978 using a water back-
flush method whi)p they were shutdown and they had
not experienced any problems since. This repre-
sented a permanent fix.
0 NUS indicated that they would not clean thimble
tubes at power as their method involved a water
backflush method (would flash to steam at reactor
operating temperatures of 5450 F and the injection
pressure of their system 200 psig).

Teleflex Corporation indicated they would not per-
form the dry brushing operation at power for TVA
but would send an engineer in to advise TVA per-
sonnel., Teleflex had assisted Trojan with their
cleaning operation at power.

If a leak occurred in the thimble tube during the
dry brushing operation, the leak could not be
isolated.

A thimble tube had been ejected at SQN during the
initial cold hydro or hot functional testing prob-
ably due to a missing ferrule in a mechanical seal,

o..They did not have anyone onsite who had experience
cleaning thimble tubes at power operations.
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The job involved some risks to personnel both from
the radiological aspects (high dose rates from
brush and cable) and from the industrial hazards
(working in containment during operation on sys-
tems pressurized and at temperature in contamina-
tion zone' clothing including full face mask for
respiratory protection).

0 The commitment to maintain the safest work environ-
ment practical for employees is inherent in all TVA
plant operating philosophy.

0 The job involved some risk to the safety of the
plant in the event a thimble tube leak occurred.

o Unit I had a PORV leaking and it would eventually
have to be repaired.

o Unit I had problems with steam generator chemistry
and they could clean up the water while shutdown.

During the meetings, the results of the industry survey and
contractor inquiries and the potential hazards were dis-
cussed. The discussion itcluded the increased radiation
hazards, the inability to isolate the system should a leak
develop through a ruptured thimble tube, and the fact that
the work would involve working on a pressurized system (2250
psig) at temperature (5450 F). The probability associated
with rupturing a thimble tube was considered minimal because
of the material of construction (304 stainless steel) and
the wall thickness of the tube. The probability that the
mechanical seal would leak was iot considered because the
tubes had been dry brushed before without creating leaks.
No one in attendance recognized or discussed the probability
that a thimble tube could be ejected in the event something
happened to the mechanical seal. Note: A thimble tube had
been ejected at SQN during initia-T-hydro testing or hot
functional testing of unit 1. Most of the managers inter-
viewed were aware of this event but were unsure of the
causes (some thought it was due to a missing ferrule in one
of the fittings of the seal table.)

The dry brushing cleaning method was recognized by plant
management as only a temporary fix but the goal at this
point was not to provide a permanent fix to the problem but
only to clear a sufficient number of tubes to facilitate
continuing the restart program.

It was considered acceptable to work on a pressurized system
at temperature because there are frequent maintenance
requiremeiits to do so and it had been done safely before.
The primary hazard was considered to be due to the high
radiation dose rates that would be encountered at the seal
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table during the cleaning activity, but it was felt that
the dose rates and worker doses could be controlled by

assigning constant health physics coverage during the clean--
ing activity. Management at this point did not recognize
that the procedure was inadequate to perform the work and
any potential hazard associated with use of the cleaning
tool in promoting failure of the mechanical seal. Manage-
ment did not recognize that a failed seal could cause a
thimble tube to eject. The opinion of those in the meetings
was that dry brushing the thimble tubes at power was an
accepted industry practice as it had been performed at power
at Trojan and Beaver Valley and there were no unusual risks.
involved in the process other than the high radiation dose -"
rates. With this in mind the decision to clean the thimble
tubes was made by the Assistant Plant Manager and the deci-
sion was approved by the Plant Manager in the afternoon of
April 18. The Plant Manager established that if the thimble
tubes were not cleaned by noon on Friday, April 20 that he
was going to shut the unit down over the weekend to clean
the tubes and resolve the other problems they were- encoun-
tering (steam generator chemistry and a leaking PORV) during
the restart. The weekend was considered a desirable time
for the shutdown because of the lighter system load.

In summary, plant management made the decision to clean the tubes
with a false sense of security and without the realization or
knowledge of the magnitude of the hazards involved. Even though
the radiation dose rates were unusually high, the operation
involved working on a system pressurized at 2250 psi& at 5450 F,.
and the operation was to be conducted inside the reactor contain-
ment, the health physics supervision and the plant safety section
were not consulted to provide an independent hazard analysis and
to get a head start on job planning.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this section,. I
refer to section III.B.2.

C. Assignment of Work Functions and Job Planning Prior to Beginning

the Cleaninj O tertion .

The cleaning operation was assigned and planned as follows:

, Ass~ignment of Work Functions

The task of dry brushing the thimble tubes was assigned to
the FSG as this group had cleaned or coordinated the cledn- . -.

ing of the thimble tubes in the past while the units were,.
shutdown. The assignment was made in the afternoon o,
April 18 after normal working hours. The FSG mechanic:al
supervisor was notified to make assignments for the cleaning
operation. This supervisor had not been involved in the
declslonmaking process nor had he interfaced directly with
the REU for feedback from the utility survey and contractors
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inquiries. He in turn assigned a mechanical engineer on the
evening shift the task of planning the preparation for the
cleaninj operation. (For purposes of this report this
individual will be referred to as the "evening shift, coordi-
nator.") The evening shift coordinator had never cleaned
thimble tubes prior to this assignment. He had been
involved in the maintenance and testing activities associ-
ated with the incore instrumentation system since the
startup on April 15 and had interfsced with the Shift Tech-
nical Advisors (STAs) and the nuclear engineers during these
activities.

The FSG mechanical supervisor notified a mechanical engineer
.(for purposes of this report this individual will be
referred to as the "day shift coordinator") assigned to the
day shift to come in to work at 0315 on April 19 to relieve
the evening shift and continue the work of dry brushing the
tubes. The day shift coordinator was experienced in thimble
tube cleaning as he had been involved in cleaning activities
during prior outages. However, his experience was limited
to cleaning while the units were shutdown, cooled down, and
depressurized.

Management recognized that this was a unique activity as
they had identified that the operation involved working on a
system at pressure and temperature' in the reactor building
containment with the reactor operating, if a leak developed
it could not be isolated, and the job would involve
unusually high dose rates. Management had taken the trouble
to have an industry survey performed and had tried to get
the activity performed by a contractor. Neither contractor
would do the job at power. Discussions concerning the
activity had been held involving engineers and plant
managers. However, the job assignment was made to the FSG
as if the activity was an ordinary maintenance activity in
that the supervision and coordination were assigned to a
supervisor and engineers who had not participated in the
surveys, inquiries, and management discussions, were not
aware of the unique hazards, and were normally accustomed to
working on systems while the unit was shutdown, cooled down,
and depressurized. The routine process to plan and execute
the activity was to be used when in reality this was not a
routine job. Upper plant management involvement from that
time on was minimal. Additionally, a sense of urgency was
established as the work was to be planned and performed in
less than 48 hours. Planning and work commenced almost
immediately on. the evening shift, one crew was called in at
0315 for around-the-clock efforts and coordination, and
workers knew that the job had to he accomplished or the unit
would be shut down.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this.
section, refer to section III.C.I.
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2. The Naintenace Request Form (ML for Initiating, PlanninL& .
and ControlinjLtheWork Act ivity t

The methodology for managing the initiation, planning,
scheduling, and execution of maintenance activities at SQN
is depicted in Standard Practice SQM2, "Maintenance Manage-
ment System," revised April 18, 1984. The primary mechanism
for control of these functions is form TVA 6436, "MaLnte-
nance Request Form," commonly referred to as the MR.

a. MR Oritination. MR A-238084 was initiated by a STA on
April 18 and described the work requested as "dry brush
blocked thimbles listed below: See attached.** Use no
water or NEOLUBE.**" The attachment had 23 thimble
tubes listed. The MR was assigned to FSG for planning,
scheduling, and execution of the activity. The MR was
initialed by the STA's supervisor signifying that the
request was needed and that sufficient fnformation had
been given to allow FSG to plan the work to be done.
The STA supervisor had been involved with the recent
maintenance and testing activities of the incore
instrumentation system and the industry survey and con-
tractor inquiries.

The priority of the MR was classified as requiring
immediate attention indicating that the maintenance
activity was to be started expediently. The "Equipment
Category" was classified as CSSC by the evening shift
coordinator which ensured that the MR would be directed
to the plant FQE for a quality assurance (QA) review to
ascertain that required QA controls were in place. (QA
controls are necessary when working on CSSC to assure
that the quality of 'he system is not degraded by the
operation being performed. QA controls include proper
work instructions appropriate to the work being per-
formed, qualification of workers, acceptance criteria,
postmaintenance inspections, and postmaintenance test-
ing to ensure the system is suitahle to return to ser-
vice.) The MR was forwarded to the FSG evening shift
coordinator.

b. MR.Plannin

(1) Work Instruction. The evening shift coordinator
referenced SI-0-94-1 as the work instruction to
be used in the performasnce of this work activity
because that procedure had been used in the past
for cleaning activities. He recognized that the
instruction stated that the cleaning equipment and
the instruction was rnot to be used at power but
thought that the restriction was placed in the
instruction to prevent the use of water for back-
flushing because of the high temperature water
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flashing problem. For this reason he added the
additional instructions to the MR "dry brush only
following applicable sections of SMI-0-94-l." The
applicable sections of S1I-0-94-1 were not
specified on the KR. A copy of SMI-0-94-1 was
attached to the MR. The selection of this
instruction was inappropriate as it was a poor
quality instruction for the activity. to be per-
formed and contained administrative barriers
stating that the instruction and the equipment
(including dry brushing equipment) were not to be
used during power operations (see section IV.A.8
of this report).

The QA or postmaintenance test requirements were
specified as "per SMI-0-94-I." SMI-0-94-I did not
contain any postmaintenance test requirements.

When asked how SMI-0-94-1 should have been changed
to make it appropriate for the dry brushing clean-
ing operation at power, managers and engineers
interviewed responded that a temporary change to
the instruction should have been issued to delete
the words concerning not using the instruction or
equipment at power. NSRS determined that a tempo-
rary change would not be in order as a change of
that nature would be an "intent" change and would
thus be disallowed by section 6.8.3 of the SQN
Technical Specifications, It was apparent that
those managers and engineers interviewed were not
aware of what quality elements procedures should
contain and the procedural change process, or were
expressing a careless attitude about procedure
compliance. This lack of awareness or careless
attitude toward procedural compliance allowed the
unique activity to be initiated with inadequate
procedural controls.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to
this section, refer to section III.C.2.

(2) Job Safety Analysis, The MR was routed to an FSG
second shift steamfitter foreman for performance
of a job safety analysis. Section 8.4 of SQi2
indicated that the responsible first line foreman
(or engineer) will review each job for the safety
aspects. The review was to include the need for
transient fire load considerations, special work
permits (replaced by the radiation work permit at
SQN), and the need tor a hold order. Section 8.4
states "The MR stpplement form should be used when
one or more of the MR supplement (Form 6436D,
Figure 2) safety/work control considerations are

mm
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required. If any 6436D item is required, Form
6436D should be filled out, signed by the planner,
and attached to the MR."

Safety/work safety control considerations on the
supplement that were applicable for this work
activity included the following:

o Operations Authorization
o Hold Order Clearance
o Special Work Permit (SWP)
o Health Physics Assistance
o Respiratory Protection
o Special Processes

The supplement was not filled out and attached to
the MR. Supervisors, engineers, and foremen in
the FSG interviewed indicated that these forms
were seldom used and attached to ?Rs. On the KR
the foreman wrote the words "perform work safely,"
This was the statement normally used by the fore-
men unless there was some special precaution that
should be observed.

Guidance provided in Standard Practice SQM2 for
performing a job safety analysis addresses only
transient fire load considerations, RWPs, hold
orders, and special processes. There was little
or no guidance for identifying and evaluating the
safety hazards (radiological, industrial, and
potential impact on safe plant operation) and pre-
scribing unique accident preventive and mitigation
measures for the following:

o Working on a system at primary or secondary
temperatures and pressures that cannot -he
isolated, cooled down, and depressurized.

Identifying unique safety hazards (such as
use of improper tools and instructions) that
might promote system failures.

Performing an evaluation of how the job may
promote failures of the system or components
that might endanger the safety of workers,
plant, and the public.

o Work performed in .a harNh environment.

o Work in containment while the reactor is at
power.
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o Designation and control of primary and alter-

nate egress routes during hazardous activities.

o Communications for emergencies.

o Evaluation of work instructions versus system/
component hardware to ensure that they are
compatible and the instructions contain ade-
quate precautions to prevent degrading the
system or component to the point of failure.

o Prejob meetings and briefings with super-
visors, engineers, foremen, and crafts to
seek out ideas for unique hazard identifiýa-
tion, expressing safety concerns, and if
concerns are identified, ideas for performing
the work safely.

Involvement of the plant safety engineering

group for workplace hazard identification and
assessment.

Involvement of a plant cognizant authority

for related industry and plant experience
pertaining to the job and the system.

Guidance on how to openly express any respon-
sible concerns relating to the safety aspects
of the job.

r i;.,'iq,.

0 Methodology for a hazards assessment of the

identified industrial and radiological aspects
of the job for their impact on the workers,
the plant, and the public.

In summary, the unique hazards associated with
this job were not recognized or adequately ad-
dressed in the preplanning phase for the job at
the plant management, engineer, first line super-
visor, FQE, operator, or craft level, The thought
process that went into the safety analysis was not
documented on the attachment to the MR as sug-
gested. Interviews with managers and engineers
indicated that the attachments were seldom used.
The foreman that performed the safety analysis had
never cleaned the thimhle tubes, had not read the
work instruction, and his experience was primarily
construction and outage working on systems when
the reactor is shutdown and systems are cooled
down and depressurized.

In general the job safety analysis and hazards
assessment program at SQH is inadequate for
identifying and evaluating an operation of this
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nature, Similar findings had been previously
identified to SQN as causal factors of an inadver-
tent 10-rem extremity exposure in December 1982
(see section IV.O of this report).

Note: SQN Hazard Control Instruction (HC1) 029,
nW'•kplace Hazard Assessment," establishes a meth-
odology that can be used to evaluate and establish
priorities to correct identified, hazards, The
methodology eva[utes; such items as proximity to
hazardous condition/operation, number of employees
exposed to the hazardous conditions, and the
length of exposure and uses a point system (1-10)
to establish a basis for determining the accident
probability (highly likely, predictable, remote)
and the hazard severity (catastrophic, serious,
minor, negligible).

For conclusions and recommenda tions relating to
this section, refer to section II.C.3.

c. MR Review. The MR was routed to the FQF. unit for a QA
review to assure the format and controls were in com-
pliance with quality assurance requirements and that
the preparation and initial planning guidelines for MeRs
had been consulted. Guidelines for review of tPgs were
specified in Appendix C of Standard Practice SQM2 and
Quality Engineering Sevtion Instruction Letter No. 5.3,
"Maintenance Requests - FQE Section Review," revised
January 20, 1984. SQM2, Appendix C guidelines included
the following:

Include appropriate clearance and permits [e.g.,
hold orders, temporary alterations, SWP (RWP),
drilling and chipping permit, etc,). Note: Hold
Order I was normally required for any wor- on the
detector drive system of thimble tubes to prevent
exposing workers to the highly radioactive incore
detectors. RWP No. 92-1-00102 was posted at the
entrance to the personnel airlock. Therefore an
RWP Timesheet was required to enter the lower
compartment of the reactor building.

0 Include appropriate controls for special processes
A(e.g., welding, NDF, hydro, cleaninj, protective

coating, etc.), Note: Appropriate controls
include work instructions appropriate to the
special process,

a Determine whether the work is within the skills of
qualified maintenance personnel or if detailed
instructions need to he invlIotld or referenced,
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The MR and the attached work instruction had none of
the following:

0

0

0

0

O

No indication that a hold order was needed,
No indication that a SWP (RWP) was required.
No applicable acceptance criteria.
No postmaintenance inspections.
No postmaintenance testing,

4'.

Although not followed, the attached work instruction
did contain cautions and warnings not to use the
Teleflex supplied equipment and SMI-0-94-1 at power.

The MR was reviewed hy An FQE engineering associate
assigned to the evening shift, signed, and routed to
the Operations Section for work authorization, The FQE
review failed to identify that the MR and referenced
work instruction SMI-O-94-I (which was attached to the
MR) had no indication that a hold order was required,
no indication that An RWP was required, no acceptance
criteria, no postmaintenance inspection and testing
requirements were specified, and the equipment was not
to le used at power, During an NSRS interview the FQE
unit supervisor indicated that the MR and attached work
instruction would probably have been approved even if
reviewed by an engineer on day shift.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this
section, refer to section IlI.C.4.

d. Work Authorization. An assistant shift engineer on the
second shift authorized the work in the evening of
April 18. This authorization signified that the work
would not violate technical specifications.

3. Radiation Work Permit (RWP) and Clearanres /Hold Orders)

a. RWP and RWP Timesheets. The RWP is an administrative
control used for radiation protection of workers and
establishes requirements for entry or work in an area
of known or potential radiological hazards. The RWP
Timesheet is a subset to the RWP and is used to set
protective cloth-ing requirements, list specific
instructions, and document personnel entry and exit.
date, time, and radiation exposure received for
specific jobs. The work supervisor initiates the RWP
Timesheet after discussion of the work to he performed
with the HP representative.

b. Clearance Procedures, The v learaince procedure provesN.
iC- *tT -Wt R7 -u s-ed at SQN for the protection- of

workers, the public, and equipment. The shift engineer
or designated assistant shift engineer (ASE) are the

44...4 • -.
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only persons authorized to issue a clearance, A clear-

ance is established by the us'e of protective tags
placed so as to indicate the main point of control and
the boundary of isolation,

The hold order is a subset of the. clearance procedure
and is a red tag normally used as a master tag for the
clearance. It is Usually istallfed on the main control
point to isolate equipment from all sources of energy
and to permit work to be safely performed.

Hold Order No. 1, "Unit I Incore Probes," is the clear-
ance used to assure that the highly radioactive incore
detectors are stored in their storage cavities for
radiation protection of personnel working in the
reactor building lower compartmentsr and the. annulus
(which includes the instrument room).

RWP No. 01-1-00102 was issued on January 1, 1984, for
the seal table locatLion for the joh of "Inspection and
Maintenance." The requirements established for entry:
were included in the RWP. One of the requirements
stated "Verify hold order is in effect on incore probes
prior to entering reactor building lower compartments
and the annulus,"

The FSG evening shift coordinator initiated an RWP
Timesheet at 2000 on April 18 to "break loose thimble
connections @ seal table, remove selector path from
seal table, and dry brush blocked thimbles." The pro-
tective clothing requirements were specified on the RWP
Timesheet.

The RWP Timesheets specified the following "Special

Instructions:"

o Obey all instructions uii the kWP

o Do not exceed 700 mrem per day

o Sign in and dress out to enter containment

o Do not enter high RAD .ireas (A high RAD area is
an area where the radiation (done rate exceeds 100
mrem/hour.) Note: This special instruction was
deleted on April 19 after high dose rates were
encountered,

o HP to be present during job

P'V

o Protective requirements subject to change at the
discretion of HP covering the job

+
:.. .
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• rHP to instruct workorq on proper placement of
dosimeter, multibadging, and extremities.

C. Hold Order No, I Issue and Release Versus Entryan~d
Exit to and From""tTYe-nst-rum-et oom -iro're
Accident. A comparison of the issue and release of
Hold Order No. I versus entry and exit to and from the
instrument room is depicted below. All times are
Eastern Standard Time (EST).

o At 1910 on April 18 Hold Order No. I was released,

o'At 2300 on April 18 five FSG evening shift person-
nel and an HP technician entered the instrument
room.

At 2330 on April 18 Hold Order I was issued to the

ASE.

o At 0006 on April 19 Hold Order 1 was released.

o At 0020 on April 19 Hold Order I was issued to the

ASE.

o At 0030 on April 19 Hold Order I was released.

o At 0330 on April 19 two FSG 1lay shift employees

entered the Instruiment room,

At 0430 on April 19 two FSG ,ny shift employees

entered the instrument room,

Between 0435 and 0525 on April 19 all employees

exited the instrument room.

At 0530 on April 19 Hold Order I was issued to the

ASE.

The hold order was released while workers were in the
instrument room to accomodate work being performed by
FSG to free two detectors that were stuck in thimble
tubes and could not be retracted using the drive units.
At 2300 on April 18 and 0330 and 0430 on April 19, FSG
and HP personnel entered the instrument room while Hold
Order No. I was released and not in effect. This
represents noncompliance with requirements of RWP
01-1-00102 and the respective RwP rimesheet.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this
se-Ltion, refer to section IIl ,
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d. Issue of Hold Order to Person Responsible for the Work

Section 5,1.4 of AI-3, "Clearance Procedures," states
that "no actual work shall begin on the equipment to be
included in the clearance until the clearance has been
issued to the person responsible for the work."
Between 0220 on April 117 and 0400 on May I Hold Order
No. I was issued only to the ASE while work was in pro-
gress in the instrument room before and after the acci-
dent. The ASE was not the person responsible for the
work. This represents noncompliance with the require-
ments of section 5.1.4 of AI-3.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this -
section, refer to section 111.C.6.

D. Work Activities Related to the Thimble Tube Cleaning Prior to the

The following is a discussion of the work activities conducted
after the planning process to the time the accident occurred:

I. Work Activities Duringthe Evenin&.of Ail 18 to Approxi-
mately 0830 on April 19

a. Fabrication of New Sujp.ort for the C lean n~joLT.O_

The dry brushing tool (handcrank) and its support
mechanism that had been used in past thimble tube dry
brushing operations had been inadvertently discarded in
radwaste. A handcrank device had been acquired from
WBN. The support for the handcrank was not supplied
from the vendor that supplied the dry brushing tool.
The FSG second shift coordinator consulted with an FSG
maintenance specialist who had been involved with prior
thimble tube cleaning activities to determine what type
of base support was needed for the new dry brushing
tool, It was suggested that a new support device he
fabricated somewhat differently than the one that had
been used on previous cleanings. The change involved
removing the right ingle support on the base support
(sere figures IIA and 1i0) to allow the base support to
make better contact with the surface of the seal table.
The problem with the old tool was that the support did
not always fit up well with some of the "bosses" on the
seal table and allowed the tool to move around during
the turning of the handcrank. Figures 12A and 11B
depict the tool and t.he base support in use when the
4ccident occurred (part of the ejected thimble tube D12
i# still attached to the upper portion in figure 12B).

The evening shift coordinator requested the FSG machine
shop to fabricate the new base support pieces for the
cleaning tool. Note: The new base support pieces were
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not finished and used until approximately 1500 on
April 19. The day shift coordinator and his crew used
the tool with the new base supports and he felt it
offered much better support for the tool than the
supports that had been used in the past. The steam-
fitter on the evening shift that was using the tool and
support when the accident occurred and had experience
with the old support was of the opinion thst the new
base support was not as good as the old ones used ini
past cleaning operations. He had expressed sonei
concern about the design of the new support to the
evening shift coordinator (see section IV.M.2 of this
report).

The change to the tool base support was made without
any technical evaluation of its effect on the mechani- .
cal seals. The new base support was not tested before
use on the thimble tubes.

b. Disassembly of the Incore Instruwentation System Drive
Paths and Initial Assembly of Dry Brushing Cleaning
Equipment. The evening shift coordinator, one steam-
fitter foreman, three nteamfiPters, and an HP techni-
cian entered the instrument room through the personnel
airlock at 2300 on April 18 (without verifying that
Hold Order No. I was in effect) and worked until
approximately 0430 on April 19 freeing two detectors
stuck in their thimble tubing, disassembling the over-
head drive paths at the SWAGELOK union flare fitting,
and rolling the path transfer units and associated
tubing back out of the way allowing access to the seal.
table. The high pressure fittings were reportedly not
disturbed during this process. During this 5.5 hours
activity in the instrument room, the maximum whole body'
radiation dose received (based on pocket dosimeters)
was 15 millirem.

At approximately 0315 on April 19 the day shift coordi-
nator, three steamfitters, and a steamfitter foreman
reported to work. The dzy shift coordinator and a
steamfitter entered the ,instrument room at approximately
0330 (without Verifying that Hold Order No., 1 was in
effect) and worked with the evening shift voordinatnr
and his crew until the evening shift exited the instru-!.
ment room through the personnel airlock, At approxi-
mately 0430 two steamfitters entered the instrument
room (without verifying th,st Hold Order No. I wan in
effect) and the composite day shift crew removed deck
grating from above the seal table ,Ind assembled the ,dry
brushing equipment. It was noted at this time that
there was no base support for the Teleflex-supplied dry
brushing tool, The day.shift coordinator and the three-
ptpefitters exited the instrument room at 'approximately
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0530 on April 19 to fabricate a temporary base support
to be used until the new base support device being,
fabricated by the machine shop was finished and ready.
to use, During this two-hour activity in the instru-
ment room, the maximum whole body radiation dose
received (based on pocket dosimeters) was 3 millirem..

A temporary base support for the cleaning tool was
fabricated out of angle iron. No technical evaluation
was performed on this temporary support to assess the
effect it would place on the mechanical seals. The
temporary base support was not tested before tie on the
thimble tubes.

At approximately 0800 on April 19 it was announced at
the morning meeting normally attended by most plant
managers that the decision had been made to clean the
thimble tubes at power. No objections were offered or
concerns expressed.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to. this
section, refer to section Ill.D.I.

i.. 2. Work Activities from 00 on un.tl_jroE t1 /.

a. Initial Cleaning of Five Thimble Tubes - 0830-1115
ý2rip 19, At app ris r tely "x mP - th-7T," syiTF o r d i"
nator, a steamfitter, and an HP technician entered the
instrument room and began to assemble the cleaning tool
with the temporary base support. (At 0945 another
steamfitter joined the group,) 'When the cleaning tool
was assembled they connected the tool to the SWAGELOK'
union flare fitting on one of the tubes identified as
blocked on the IR, The cleaning tool was assembled as
depicted in figure 12A with the exception that the tool,
support base was at that time constructed of angle.
iron. As they had not previously had success with
getting the cable and brush through the thimble tubes
the workers decided to try a cable without a brush.
They ran the cable without the brush into the first
tube approximately 85 turns (• 70 feet) and encount-
ered severe resistance, 'they ropeated this technique.
with the other four thimble tubes with the same approx-
imate results. The day shift coordinator at this point
thought that probably something was wrong with the
cleaning cable. The dose rate on the cable when it
came out of the thimble tube was approximately 10-15.,-
mrem/hour at contact.

Note: The cleaning operation at this point had been
initiated using SMI-0-94-1 as the primary procedural
control for the activity. Section 1.1 of SMI-0-94-1
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states "this system is not to be used at power," "This
system" is in reference to the thimble cleaner,
Teleflex part number 43679 which includes the brushing
assembly. Section 4.3.A of SMI-O-94-1 states "This
procedure is not to be used while the plant is at
power. If cleaning at power is necessary contact
Teleflex, Inc." Teleflex was contacted by the plant but.
they would not clean the tubes at power Using the
Teleflex-supplied equipment and SMI-0-94-1 to perform;
the cleaning operation at power was a violation of

procedure and section 6.8, I,a of the SQN Unit I Tech-
nical Specifications (see section IV,N,3.a of this
report).

The workers stopped the cleaning operation and exited
the instrument room via the personnel airlock at 1115
on April 19.

During this 2ý,hour activity in the instrument room,
the maximum whole body radiation dose received (based:
on pocket dosimeters) was 22 millirem. The HP techni-
cian suggested that before resuming the cleaning opera-
tion that ALARA preplanning should he performed. After
leaving the instrument room the HP technician covering
the job went to the ALARA engineer and discussed the
job and recommended that ALARA preplanning be per-
formed. This action by the HP technician initiated the
concern for the radiation safety of the job and
resulted in an increased awareness of the hazards of
the job. It should be noted that the workers and HP'-,-.
technicians did not have an awareness of the hazards toý,
this point in the work process.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this,.-
section, refer to sections 1ll.0.2 and llID,3,

;Aý

b. W,'ldinL eraion in Personn-l Airlock During Work IReuri
Performed in the Instrument Hoom. Section 3.6 1l.3.S of
the SQN unit I Technical Specifications states that
each containment sirlock shall be operable with both
doors closed except when the airlock is being used for
normal transit entry and exit through the containment,
then at least one airlock door shall be closed with one
containment door inoperable, The operable airlock door
is to be maintained closed, At 1050 on April 19 the
shift engineer entered unit I into a Limiting Condition
for Operation (LCO) for section 3,6.1.3 of the Techni-
cal Specifications because FSG personnel were welding-
in the personnel airlock with a welding lead running
through the outer door tendering it inoperable because
the door could not be shut. The door was made operable
at 1121, and unit I went out of the LCO. While the-:
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outer door was open the inner door could not have been
opened in an emergency bec.luse of the interlock which
will not allow both doors to he open at the same time,"
The workers were cleaning thimble tubes, at that time
and the day shift coordinator was not aware that the
outer airlock door was open thus hindering their egrensa-.
from the area in the event of an emergency.

When the FSG welders requested permission from the
shift engineer (SE) to dc the work in the airlock, he
informed them that people were working in containment
and asked them how long it w'ould take them to get their..
equipment out of the door. They told him that it would
take approximately 15 seconds. Some workers did enter
and exit while the welders were working. The workers
would shake the handle or tap on the door when they
wanted out.

For conclusions and rerommendationh relating to this
section, refer to section III.D.4.

C. ALARA Preplanning 1115-1520 on April 19

(I) SN ALARA Policy. Riidiation (ontrol Instruction
-RCT ifb'•,Mi•nmin zng Occupational Radiation Fxpo--

sure," revised June 7, 1983, provides policy
guidance to management and ouperviaory Staff.
involved in the operating And mAintenAnce of SQN
#o that occupational rfddiation exposures may be
kept 'as low as reasonably, achievable. The RCI
states that -maintaining occupational radiation'
exposuren at the lowest level reasonably achie-
vAble requires ,s d minImum Ihe (ollowing:

o Management Coffnitment and siupport %

o Careful design of the facility and equipment

o Good radiation protection practices, includ-

ing good planning and proper use of appro-
priat, equipment hy qualified, well-trained
people.

Section VI.C of RCI-10 states that jobs with
potentially greater than 5 man-rem exposure (total
radiation exposure accumulated by all persons
involved in the job) shall require an ALARA pre-
planning report to be completed by the responsible
supervisor, The report is to be aubmitLed to the
designated ALARA coordinator for review and
approval 2ionE to job commencement.
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(2) Processing of Attachment I to RCI-10

At approximately 1130 on April 19 an ALARA HP
technician alo,g with a maintenance specialist
(not the responsible supervisor) who was know-
ledgeable of the cleaning process with the reactor
shutdown and who had been involved in the decision-
making process initiated an Attachment I to RCI-10,
"ALARA Preplanning." They calculated that there
would be a total of 154 RWP man-hours at a radia-
tion exposure rate of 20 millirem/hour and that
the estimated man-rem for the job would be 3.08
rem (whole body dose), The feasible considera-
tions for reducing exposure were as follows:

I

o Temporary shielding - "Take shielding in -

might can be used during job."

o Special tools - "Use of improved drive box

mounting device."

a Remote operations. - "Use of teletector 'for

survey" Note: A "teletector"Is a radiation
(X-ray, gamma, high energy beta) dose ratt-
measuring instrmnent with an extendable
detector which provides for increasing the
distance between the person making the radia-
tion dose rate measurement and radiation
source thus reducing the dose rate to the
person.

• Decontamination - "Use of vacuum cleaner with

HEPA unit (luring joh to minimize contamina-
tion." Note: A HEPA hliter is a hgh effi-
ciency fil tr for particulate activity (11,17
perceno efficient for a 0.3 micron size
particle.)

q

I

7,

* Remove source - "Special precauti
used when removing vacuum cleaner f

o Improve work instructions - "Reviet
Nuclear Plant's suggestions from
did job at 100 percent power."

Note: The Trojan method -sed
co-'uit and funnel on the end of thi
tool so as to enable the worker tu
handcrank to be positioned above
table and away from the high dose
the cable and brush came out of th
tube and to ease transfer to the ot
The Trojan report suggested the

)n will be

wed Trojin
when thu.y

a l0-foot
0 cleaning
urning the

the aeal
rates when
le thimble "k
her tubes.
use of a

I
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12-foot rigid conduit, a motorized helical
drive, and a support platform above the seal
table for the helical drive operator.
SMI-0-94-1 was not revised to incorporate
these revisions nor vas the. Trojan technique
used.

Additional supervision - "HP and engineer at

all times."

Shift turnover discussion - "Turnover is
scheduled."

Proper Ventilation - "Use of vacuum cleaner
with KEPA unit to reduce contamination."-

Reduce reactor power level - "Unit at 30
percent trying to prevent reactor shutdown."

Others:

"ALARA zone - when not performing work
stay in ALARA area - per HP on job."

- "Hold order Inqure hold order on
incore probes " Note: Hold Order No. I
is the applic.,ble ho'ld order.

Attachment I of RCI-10 was ,ompleted sometime
after 1200 on April 19. rThe Trojan report was
attached to the completed attachment, and the "
ALARA preplanning was discussed with the day shift
coordinator and the recommendations iw. *mented,

With the expected high dose rates the potential
exposure would have been greater than 5 man-rem.
However, the ALARA preplanning was only conducted
after the job was in progreso And after the IIP
technician expressed concorn for the job. The
lack of awareness of the potential high dose rates
on the part of the FSG coordinators promoted this
oversight, The lack of awareness was due to poor
transfer of information to the coordinators from
those making the decision to do the job at power.
The responsible supervisor was not involved in the
planning and the suggestions made in the Trojan
report were not incorporated. However, even
though the total man-rem whole body dose calcu-
lated out to be less than 5.0 man-rem (3.08
man-rem) the ALARA preplanning was implemented and
the ALARA technician covered the job in addition
to the HP technician assigned to the job.,,-

'4
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(3) Preparations for Resuming Work in the TnstrumentRoom .; .]

After lunch the day shift coordinator and his crew.
collected the additional equipment needed for
implementing the ALARA plan. In addition, he
acquired the new base support for the handcrank
from the machine shop.-

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this
section, refer to section IID.5,.

d. Res umption of Work in the Instrument Room 1520-17051
April 19. At 1520 the FSG day shift coordinator, two
05-ta-Mniclans (one was the AtARA technician who had
assisted in the AIARA preplanning), and two FSG steam-
fitters entered the instrument room to resume the
cleaning operation. They changed to the new base
oupport for the dry brughing tool, They continuetd to
insert the cable into the hlocked thimble tubes with
the same lack of success as they had encountered in the
morning, On the fourth thimble tube the cable inserted,
approximately six feet into the reactor core, As they
were withdrawing the cable the HP technicians were
measuring the dose rate from the cable as it came out.
The dose rate started incr-asing rapidly and at 15
rem/hour the HP technician stopped the withdrawal
process. The cable was reinserted into the thimble
tube until background dose rates (^410 millirem/hour)
were achieved at the seal table. The workers clipped
the cable and tied it off so it could be retrieved
later after the radiation levels decreased due to the
decay of the activation products.

At this poaint the HP technicians prescribed the use of
miltidosimeters to ensure that the whole body and
exrmity radiation dose profile was properly measured.
Thb workers were equipped with the dosimeters at
var61'LI positions on the whole body (head, trunk,
groin, upper legs, etc.) and extremities (forearms;
hands, feet, and ankles).

The cable with the brass brush was connected to the dry
brushing tool and the tool was connected to another
thimble. The brush and cable were inserted into the
thimble tube but met resistance ,luring the insertion,
The brush and cable entered the core but did not go to
the ,:ind of the thimble tube. As it was being withdrawn
a dae rate of 40 rem/hour was measured. The tool base
supptrt was shielded with some lead blankets that had
been carried in for that purpose and the cable and
brush were withdrawn and inserted into thimble tube
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D-12, Note: Subsequent processing of the extremity..
dosimeters* revealed that one steamfitter Involved in.
the transfer of the tool from one thimble tube to the
other accrued an extremity dose of 5 rem in the
process.

The decision to try thimble tube D-12 was made by the
day shift coordinator as he knew D-12 was a thimble
tube that had not been identified as blocked and he
wanted to determine if the resistance being encountered
during insertion of the brush and cable was due to
blocked tubes or kinks in the cleaning cable.

The cable brush and cable were inserted into thimble
tube D-12 but again not to the end of the tube. As it
was being withdrawn the HP technicians stopped the ,
withdrawal when the dose rate. increased to 40. rem/hour
and instructed the wnrkers to reinsert the brush and
cable until the dose rate at the table was approxi-
mately background (approximately 15 feet). At this
point the HP technicians, the day shift roordlnator,
and the.workers were very concerned with the high drose
rates being encountered, The day shift coordinator had
not expected and had never worked with dose rates of
this magnitude. He and the HP technicians decided that
the work should he ntopped and ditscssed with manage-
ment before continuing, The workers exited the
instrument room via the perRonnel airlock at 1705. The
highest radiation whole body dose encountered during
this portion of the cleaning operation was 145 millirem
as measured by pocket dosimeters.

3. Work Activities from 1700 A2 19gto.2120 on April 19

After the workers exited the instrument room, the day shift
coordinator and his crew reported the problems they had
encountered with the high radiation dose rates to their
supervisor (the FSO mechanical supervisor), The HP tech-
nician reported the events to the HP shift supervisor. As a
result a meeting was scheduled in the FSG office to discuss
the progress of the cleaning activity, and the problems
being encountered, and to do some further planning to better
handle the high radiation dose rates, Those in attendance
were the following:

0

0

0
0

o

0

o

0

0

FSG assistant supervisor
FSO mechanical supervisor
FSG day shift coordinator
FSG evening shift coordinator
FSG mechanical maintenanre specialist
FSG evening shift mechanical general foreman
FSG evening shift steamfitter foreman
HP shift supervisor
HP ALARA technician
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During the meeting safety factors were discussed concerning
performing the cleaning operation at full reactor pressure
and temperature and the fact that if a loak developed the
unit would have to come off the line to itop it, The
problems being encountered with the radiation dose rates
were addressed at length. Note: The HP group during the'
meeting reported that one oT-the steAmfitters involved in
the cleaning activity during the day had received an extrem-
ity dose of S rem (quarterly dose limited to the extremities
is 18,75 rem as specified in SQN RCI-I, "Radiological
Hygiene Program"), The supervisor. and personnel in the"
meeting became very concerned with the safety aspects of the
Job. The primary concern was the radiation dose rates that
were being encountered. The following additional decisions'
were made to improve the safety aspect of the job:

After insertion the cables would be withdrawn until

the dose rate began to increase, cut and tied off, and,,
kept in the thimble tubes to be removed later after the
dose rate had decreased.

The decision was made to only clean a)l 10 blocked
thimble tubes in C path as they were running short of
time. After cleaning these tuhes the path transfer
units would be hooked back up and the detectors-
inserted. If all 10 tubes were clear, the flux map
could be run as 83 percent of the tubes would be
operable,

0 The evening shift coordinator was very close to his

legally allowable quarterly whole body radiation dose
limit (I rm), The majority (if the done had been
rec•ived during the Cycle 2 refueling outage, The
coordinator was equipped with a radiation dose rate
meter to alarm if the dose rate increased, The coordi-,
nator was instructed to remain out of the high radii-
tion dose rate areas,

o The inner door on the personnel airlock would be left
open to allow for quicker egress in the event a leak,
developed. Note: The personner involved were not
aware that this would enter the unit into a limiting
condition for operation (LCO), Additionally, leaving
the door open would have hampered entry into the
instrument room because of the interlocks in the event
rescue efforts were required.

The ALARA HV technician questioned the advisability of usin-
so many people from FSO (six) tor the cleaning activity, lie
was informed that the additional personnel were necessary to
provide additional management oversight for the activity and
to provide additional training for this actlvity to some of
the FIG traftome,

.% - ....
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Section IV.B.6 of RCI-14 requires that the plant superinten-.
dent (Plant Manager) review the RWP when the dose rate
exceeds 50 rem/hour, The HiP shift supervisor. notified the
Assistant Plant Manager by phone (the Plant Manager had been
absent from the plant April 19), the shift engineer, and the
plant Assistant HP Supervisor temporarily in charge of
unit 1 activities (the plant HP Supervisor was on jnnual-
leave) of the dose rate conditions and that it may be
necessary to work in a dose rate field of over 50 rem/hour
during the cleaning operation. Authorization to continue.
work was given, The six FSO workers then proceeded to the
HP laboratory to pick up the protective equipment to be used
during the work activity.

During the course of the work to this point the H`P techni.'',
clans covering the job and the FSG personnel took actions
commensurate with the increasing hazards that they had
identified, These actions were as follows:
S HP technician suggested work stoppage and ALARA

preplanning - FSG responded.

ALARA implementation even though the calculated total "
man-rem exposure was less than S man-rem.

Additional ALARA technician cnverage during the job

(two HP technicians covprinA the job),

Health Physics prescribed multidosimeters for
measuring whole body radiation dose profile.

a Health Physics suggested work stoppage and further
discussions with management about hazards of job - FSG
responded.

AIARA technician questioned the use of so many workers
for the job.

Health Physics shift supervisor responded to concerns
when identified and participated in discussion with FSG
workers and supervision.

V,

Health Physics notified upper plant management and
shift engineer of increasing dose rates as prescribed
by RCI-14 and was given permission to continue the
cleaning process, Note: There are no requirements in.
RCI-14 that fomal documentation be made for authoriza-
tion for working in dose rate fields greater than 50
rem/hour. Legal actions being brought against corpora-',:'-I'
tions for radiological matters are increasing, Author-',",.:
ization to work in dose rate fields greater than 50 •,,,
rem/hour should be formally documented. .

./%.
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The actions of the IfealIth Physics Ataf f and the FSO
personnel involved in the cleaning activity to address
increasing concerns for the radiological safety aspects of
the job stimulated discussions ahout other safety aspects
increasing the worker awareness of some of the hamards
involved. When the accident occurred the workers in the
instrument room were primed for exit,

For conclusions and recommuendations relating to this
section, refer to sections Il1.D.4 and 6.

T. he Accident

The following is a discussion of the worker activities immedi -
ately prior to the accident, work area and worker conditions, the
accident, And the worker actions immediately after the accident.-

I. Worker Activities Immediately Prior to the Accident "i

Between 2120 and 2145, FSO and IIP personnel donned their
contamination protective clothing (including-face masks for
respirLtory protection) and radiation dosimieters and entered
the instrument room in a staggered fashion (not all at
once). An F80 craftsman was stationed outside the airlock
to assist the workers inside if needed, A public safety
officer was stationed at the outer airlock to control access
to the reactor building containment as per At-3.

The evening shift coordinetor was one of the first workers
to enter. He marked the thimble tubes that were to be
cleaned (C group) with duct tape. At this time he noticed
that the cleaning tool was on tube D-12 and that there was a
small gap (i-1'/2 inch) between the upper and lower portions
of the cleaning tool base support. Being aware that the
base support had been modified to provide solid support from
the cleaning tool to the sea) table, he acquired two shims
from the o Si worker stationed outside the sairlock and
shinned the lower portion of the base support to make con-
tact with the upper portion. As the last of the FSG
employees entered the instrument room they shut the inner
airlock door out of force of habit, This action was
contrary to their contingency plAnning, At this time there
were eight workers in the instrument room, Refer to figures
1.A oand 139 for their sisigned functions and respective
positions for the cleaning operation,

2. The Work Area &ad Worker Alertness

W.hen work was initiated at 2120 on April 19 the work area
was well lighted and reasonably uncluttered. The tempera-
ture of the work area was reasonably cool. The radiation
dose rate in the area around the seal table was approxi-
mately to millirem/hour, The workers were in contamination
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zone clothing with. re'spiratory el iipmevit (VuverAlII, rubhber..
glovea, plastic booties, shope tovvrs, surgeon r'pa, t'aeiVahK?.•
hoods, and full face masks), The workers were reportedly '
fairly well rested and very alert because of the increased.-

concerns for the safety of the job. When they entered the
instrutment room, the workers involved were acutely aware of
the hazards from the high radiation dose rates being emitted
from the cleaning cable and the possibility that in the
event of a leak the water would be coming straight from the.'
reactor.. The workers cleaning the tubes on the day shift
did not have the same level of alertness as they had not had
benefit of the same level of concerns and discussions prior
t.,, beginning work,

3. The Accident

The workers assembled Around And Abhove the seal table tit
depicted in figures 13A and IIR for performing their
assigned tasks, The evening shift coordinator noted that
the cleaning tool was on thimble tube l)-12 which was not
included on the lint to be cleaned. The, cable was innerted
approximately 15 feet into the thimble tube. The coordina-
tor decided that as long an they were connected to thimble
tube D-12 they would go Ahead and clean it one more time to
make 11urO it wag cea1.n, flteamlittet (0l) Ott thei cleannin .
tool turned the handcrank one complete revolution. Coordi-
nator (A) measured the length of inmertion ý,o verify that
the insertion was 10 inches per one complete revolution,
Steamfitter (D) continued to turn the c'rank and stopped at
50 revolutions and called out the numher of revolutions.
The number of cranks was verified by steamfitter fore-
man (0•), fteamfitter (D) continued to crank the tonl
inAerting the cable into tube nl-12. At approximately 10
cranks a kink was noted in the cleaning cable coming out of
the cable container, The workers stopped and examined the
kink and decided to proceed, After a total of approximately
79 cranks the t'esninA tool offerod some retsistance to being -
turned, As the crank started its upward stroke it was noted
that additional effort was being required to turn the hand-
crank, Some movement of the cleaning tool was observed. At
this moment the leak occurred %praying water at ambient,
temperature and slightly wet twei (if the workers, The clean-
ing tool pulled loose from the the grasp of steamfitter (D).
He reached up, grabbed the tool and pitched it out of his
way to the left so ho could got not, The water by this timp
was blowing straight up at a significant rate and was
described as hanging up in the overhead, Someone yelled
"Let's go,"

One of the eight workers (the one farthest from thimble tube
D-12) described the first indication of the leak as a
bubbling action from around the tool support base. The
remaining seven workers assembled around and above D-12
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described the leak first as spraying of water from between
the upper and lower tool support pieces followed by the leak
rapidly developing into a "gusher" blowing straight up and
hanging up In the overhead, As there Is approximately four
gallons of relatively cool water in the guide tube it is
apparent that initially the spraying water would not burn
the workers. However, After it started blowing straiAht up
at 545" F/2250 psi, it was flashing to stain above the
workers and constituted a life threatening hazard.

The %@&I (ailed and the leak occurred Nuddenly with little'.,
warning and the tool was pulled.sway from the worker turning
the handcrank. This indicates that the thimble tube started
out of the; guide tub e almost simultaneously with development
of tho I@Ak.

It is evident that kinks were not uncommon in the cleaning
cables 45 workers looking for kinks were sLationed at the
point where the cable left its container and that kinks
caused problem with the cleaning process in that they were
difficult to get through the cleaning tool or insert
properly into the thimble tubes. Some of the workers inter-
vi(,wed felt that the extra effort required to turn the
han1crank immediately prior to the development of the leak.
was caused by the kink entering the cleaning tool..
SMI-0-94-1 had no restrictions addressing kinks in the
cable,

For conclusions relating to this section, refer to sections
III.E.1 and III.E.2.

~;,, ~.y,

.,, ~

4. ' Worker Actions Immediately After the Accident (see figures
13A ana 13B for exit routes)

Workers (A), (C), (D), (E), (F) and (G) moved hurriedly onto
the platform and started down the stairs. HP technician (G)
noted HP technician (N) falling backwards towards the hand-6
rail. HP technician (H) dropped the teletector he was using
to measure dose rates anti fell over the handrail, hittinA a
toolbox on elevation 693. He started running toward the
airlock.

When the seven workeri reached the airlnrk, several Lried to.
open the door together, One worker Was pushed away by
another worker. The door was opened and seven workers
entered the airlock, HP technician (G) remembered seeing HP
technician (M) fall Ing backwards towArd the handr4i I and,.'.'
became concerned that they had left him behind, fie started
asking if anyone had seen him. (HP technician (H) was in
the airlock.) A head count was conducted by the coordinator-'
(A) And the workers realized they were one worker short,,
The airlock door was being pulled shut wh@n jewal foreman.`-
(8) stuck his arm in and stopped the door from tlosing. The*
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door was opened, general foreman (B) entered the airlock,.
and the door was closed, The HIP technician (G) noted that
the do.e rate inside the airlock wao approximately 200
millirem/hour. The coordinator (A) went to the telephone in a

the airlock with the intention of calling the control room'
but noted that the telephone had a MR tag on it indicating
it was out of $evice. The time elapsed from the incident
until everyone was in the -airlock was estimated by the
workers to be approximately 20 seconds.

A few seconds prior to the incident the coordinator (A)
looked at his dose rate meter and noted that the dose rate
was approximately 2 millirem/hour. As he entered the air-
lock the alarm on the dose rate meter activated and he noted
that it indicated 25 mllllrem/hour"

The outer door of the airlock was opened and the workers
exited the a4rlock, The coordinator (A)•yelled inastructiong
to the public safety officer to call the control room andt
notify them that a leak had developed at the seal table.
All workers started surveying themselves for radioactive
contamination, The coordinator (A) conducted another head
count to ensure that everyone was out of the airlock, The
public safety officer was unsuccessful in contacting the
control room (reason not determined by NSRS), The coordi-
nator (A) exited the contamination zone, called the control
room, and contacted the ASE for unit I, He informed him
that a leak had occurred at the seal table and that it could
not be isolated,

The workers removed their protective clothing, surveyed for
radioactive contamination (none was detected), and dressed
in their personal clothing. The coordinator and the mechani-
cal. general foreman proceeded to the control room to inform .

the operators and the STA of the conditions inside the
instrument room, The time was 2215.

The highest radiation dose recorded on the RWP Timesheet was
200 millirem (determined from pocket dosimeters), This dose
was received by general foreman (B) who was the last one to
enter the personnel airlock. ,

All workers were ouboequently ainilyzed by whole body count
to determine if they had ingested any radioactive materials
during the incident. The whole body counts for all eight
indicated that no detectable radioactive materials were
ingested.

At approximately 0100 on April 20 the FSG evening shift
coordinator and the mechanical general foreman submitted
written statements of what they had observed hefort, duriiix,
and immediately after the accident.
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In summary, the ogress from the work area was rapid ( 20
seconds from when the leak occurred until everyone was in
the airlock) and orderly with the exception that the HP
ALARA technician was startled to the point that.he fell over
the handrail by the seal table and there was some crowding
and pushing at the door, The general foreman who was
located above the seal taL2e was the last to enter the
airlock. The day shift coordinator conducted a head count
in the airlock and had identified that they were one short.
He instructed-the public safety officer outside the airlock
to count heads again immediately after exiting the airlock.
It is probable that the general foreman would not have been
left behind because of the head count. As-tfe workers
entered the airlock they noted that dose rates were substan-
tially higher than usual. After exiting the airlock the
workers recorded their radiation dose received on the RWP
Timeaheet, The last person out, the general foreman, had
received a radiation dose of 200 millirem which is amost
twice the dose received by any of the other workers (50-125
millirem). The only action with the cleaning tool and
thimble tube Immediatoly prior to the accident was driving
the cable and brush into the thimble which reduced the
background radiation. The normal background was described
as being approximately 10 millirem/hour and the general
foreman wag in the Ara for approximately on@ hour, N o
radiation dose received prior to the incident should hayv
been 10-20 millirem. The general foreman therefore received
approximately 180 millirem in 20 seconds. It is apparent
that the thimble tuhb was out of the gRuide tube within 20
seconds of the break and before the workers were out of the
instrument room.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this

section, refer to sections III,E,3, 4, 5, and 6.

F. O•srator Actions to Mitigate the Accident

I. Immediate Operator Action

At 2200 the ASE/SRO on unit I was notified by the FSG coord-
inator that the seal on thimble tube guiide D-14 (nictuflly
was D-12) at the seal table was severed and a high energy
steam blow existed. Concurrently the "Pressurizer Pressure
Low - Backup Heaters On" alarm on the unit I alarm panel
activated, The unit operator noted a decreasing preossiriter
water level and increased charging water flow to 1.0 gallo4ns
per minute (gpm) per section III*A. (Immediate Operator
Action) of Abnormal Operating Instruction AOI-6, "Small
Reactor Coolant Dystem Lpak," (A small leak is dfined as
one for which pressurizer level can be maintained by the
charging system and a reactor trip or safety injection does
not occur.) Prior to the leak the charging waterflow had
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been 85 gpm. At 2215 the pressurizer water level began to
increase. The additional charging waterflow required to
maintain pressurizer level was approximately 40 gpm.

2. Subsequent Operator Action

At 2217 the SE informed the ASE and unit operator to begin a
shutdown of the unit at I percent per minute. At 2220 the
SE noted in his journal that the leak was a pressure
boundary leak and classified the event as an "Unusual Event"

in accordance with SQN Radiological Emergency Plan - Imple-
menting Procedure IP-1, "Emergency Plan Classification
Logic," because the primary system leak rate was greater than
10 gpm and the source of the leak was identified. The
Unusual Event Is the emergency classification used by TVA to .
provide early and prompt notification of minor events which
could develop into or be indicative of more serious condi-
tions which are not yet fully realized. The purposes of
Notification of Unusual Event are to (i) assure that the
first steps in activating emergency organizations have been
carried out and (2) provide current information on the
event.

At 2220, IP-2, "Notification of Unusual Event" was initiated.
IP-2 provides a method for timely notification of appro-
priate individuals when the SE has determined by IP-1 that
an incident has occurred which is classified as an Unusual
Event and provides a method for periodic reanalysis of the
current situation by the Site Emergency Director to deter-
mine whether the Notification of Unusual Event action should
be cancelled, continued, or upgraded to a more serious
classiftcation,

At 2233 with steam generator level controls in manual anui
the reactor at 12 percent power, the reactor tripped on
low-low level in steam generator No. I. At 2305 the reactor
conlant system was at 5000 F and 1900 psig (Hot Standby-
Mode 3).

At 0110 on April 20 a surveillance instruction (SI 137.1)
was completed and indicated 31.21 Apm leakage from unit I.

3, Cooldown5 .DD,r esurilation. and Drainin& of the Reactor

Cooldown and depressurization of the RCS continued and at
OSO on April 20 the temperature of the RCS was 3500 F (Hot
Shutdovn-Mode 4).

At 075 the residual heat removal (WKR) system was initiated
and at 1032 the temperature of the RCS was -42000 F (Cold
Shutdown-Mode 5). At 1214 the leak rate from unit I was
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approximately 18 gpm at 250 psig. At 1505 on April 20 the
Unusual Event was cancelled as the identified leak rate had
decreased below 10 gpm (estimated to be approximately 5.4
gpm at 40 psig).

At 0235 on April 21 the operators started draining the
reactor coolant'system and at 0815 the water in the reactor
vessel was at elevation 701 (one foot below the top of the
seal table) and the leakage was essentially stopped.

4. Technical Specification Requirements for Reactor Coolant
System Operational Leakage

Section 3.4.6.2 of the SQN unit'l Technical Specifications
states that RCS leakage shall be limited to "no pressure
boundary leakage." If a pressure boundary leak develops
while the reactor is in Mode I (power operation) the reactor
is required to be in at least Hot Standby (Mode 3) within
six hours and in Cold Shutdown (Mode 5) within the following
30 hours. These actions are considered necessary as
pressure boundary leakage of any magnitude is considered
unacceptable since it may be an indication of an impending
gross failure of the pressure boundary. Therefore, the
presence of any pressure boundary leakage requires the unit
to be placed in Cold Shutdown.

5. Operator Actions Specified by Abnormal Operating Instruction
AOI-6, "Small Reactor Coolant eak"

AOI-6 is an instruction that 'provides guidelines for RCS
leakage where pressurizer level can be maintained with the
charging system and does not increase containment pressure
to the point of safety injection (SI) activation* Section
IV.B.9, "Subsequent Operator Action" of AOI-6 states that if
the pressurizer level stabilizes by additional charging
pumps the operator is to determine the leakage source; and
if the leak is not identified and isolated, and it is appar-
ent the leak rate is greater than Technical Specification
3.4.6.2 (without running SI-137.1), and a trip will not be
generated, the operator is to trip the reactor and proceed
to cold shutdown. The source of the leak was identified to
the operators by the FSG personnel, therefore a controlled
shutdown was initiated.

Using the information provided by the day shift coordinator
and properly analyzing the system responses the operations
staff classified the nature of the leak and took immediate
and ,:-bsequent action in accordance with established proced-
ures to shut the unit down, declare an Unusual Event, cool
down, depressurize, and drain the water level in the reactor
below the seal table elevation thus stopping the leak.

For conclusions relating to this section, refer to section
1!1.F. 1.
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G. Initial Actions Taken to Evaluate Conditions in the
Instrument Room

1. Plant Management Decision to Enter the Instrument Room
After the Accident

After the leak was stopped, plant management considered
their priorities at that point were the following:

o To find out how much water was in the room.

,O To find out the extent of the damage from the water,
steam, and radioactive contamination.

O To determine the radiation levels in the room.

They knew that they had the following conditions that would

prevent them from returning the unit to operation:

o An ice-bed temperature monitoring system was inoperable.

o A containment sump level transmitter was inoperable.

o A leak at the seal table that. had to he repaired.

Plant management at this point did not know that a thimble
tube had been ejected. They had reviewed the written state-
ment submitted by the FSG Mechanical General Foreman which
stated that before he left the work area immediately after
the accident he observed the cleaning cable starting to lay
back on the grating at the head of the stairs where he was
located. He estimated that approximately 30 feet was laid
out when he turned to exit. They assumed that the cleaning
cable had been ejected from the thimble tube during the
incident and the unusual radiation readings were from the
cable.

A radiation survey and some pictures of the area were con-
sidered to be the first step necessary to determine the
extent of the damage and the radiation levels in the room.

2. Radiation Work Permit (RWP) 02-1-00005

RWP 02-1-0005 was issued April 20, 1984, for the lower
containment and seal table to provide radiological controls
for all activities related to recovery from the seal table
accident and to track total radiation dose acquired by the
workers during the recovery effort. The RWP contained an
instruction that no entry would be made into the seal table
(instrument) room without prior knowledge and approval *of
the Plant Manager and/or the project supervisor that would
be assigned from the Nuclear Central Office (NCO) to direct
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the recovery effort. The Plant Manager signed the RWP.
This action established upper plant management direction and
control of the recovery effort.
For conclusions relating to this section, refer to section

• ~~III.G. 1. '

3. Initial Entry After the Accident into the Instrument Room

At 0935 on April 21, four members of the plant health
physics staff made the initial entry into the instrument
room for the purpose of assessing the damage to the room and
to determine the radiation levels.

They found the thimble tube completely ejected from the
guide tube and twisted throughout the room. A small amount
of water was observed to still be flowing from the fitting
for thimble D-312. This water was determined to be flowing I
from the system because of the pressure exerted by the
nitrogen blanket in the pressurizer. The temperature and
humidity in the room was very high making conditions diffi-
cult for the workers. The radiation dose rates at various
locations and a contamination survey taken at one location
while the workers, were in the room is depicted in figure 14.
The initial radiation surveys indicated dose rates of 1-2
rem/hour at the airlock, 300 rem/hr at approximate elevation
708 above and to the right of the seal table and 1000 rem/
hour measured 8 inches away from a bend in the ejected thim-
ble tube located at the surface of the seal table. Several
pictures were taken of the area. The four individuals were.
in the area approximately two minutes. The total collective
radiation dose received by the four individuals was approxi-
mately 3 rem. The highest dose received by one.-individual
was approximately 1.2 rem.

4. Management Assessment of the Conditions Found in the
Instrument Room During the Initial Entry

When plant management looked at the pictures taken during
the initial entry and evaluated the radiation dose rates
measured, they realized that they had a problem of greater.
magnitude than they had previously thought. They decided
that they needed to make another, entry and make more
detailed pictures using a telephoto lens (to reduce the
radiation dose to the photographer) to get as much detail as
they could of the ejected tube and a more detailed idea of
the condition of the room. They decided that they needed an
experienced photographer to take the pictures because of the
unusual conditions.

5. The Second Entry into the Instrument Room

Plant management located a. photographer at the. Power Opera-
tions Training Center. When he arrived onsite, he was
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briefed by the plant management and Health Physics Staff
concerning the conditions in the room and radiological
aspects of the work. At approximately 1830 on April 21 the
photographer and a HP shift supervisor entered the instru-
ment room and took photographs. of the seal table area. They
were in the instrument room for approximately seven minutes
and received radiation doses of 1.97 rem and 1.94 rem.

6. Preparation of Drawing Depicting the Configuration of the
Ejected Thimble Tube

The film was developed and the photographs returned to the
plant. From the photographs the plant staff composed a.
drawing of the thimble tube configuration (see figure 15).
An entry into the instrument room was made on April 23 at
1300 by the plant RP section supervisor, an Hf? shift super-
visor, and an HP technician to confirm that the actual con-
figuration was as depicted in the drawing. In addition,
contact dose rates were taken at various locations on the
ejected thimble tube with a radiation measuring instrument
with an extendable radiation detector (see figure 16 for
contact dose rates.) They determined that the actual con-,
figuration of the thimble tube was in agreement with that
depicted in the drawing. The highest radiation dose
received (based on high-range dosimeters) during the entry
was 0.4 rem.

H. The Recovery of the Thimble Tube and Actions Taken to Ensure
Unit 1 was Safe to Return-to Power

The following actions were taken by NUC PR to recover the ejected
thimble tube and to ensure unit I was safe to return to power,
Operation:

I. Assignment of Responsibilities

The Nuclear Production Manager and the SQN Plant Manager
assigned a project manager from the NCO to direct the
overall effort of recovering and disposing of the ejected
thimble tube. This assignment was made in accordance with
NUC PR Area Plan Procedure No. 1200A12, "Emergency Project

Management."

The Plant Manager made the following additional assignments
to the members or organizations of his staff:

0 Mechanical Maintenance - Coordinate the preparation andt
installation of the. new thimble tube, examine the
affected guide tube for damage, and examine the remain-
ing thimble tube mechanical seals at the seal table for
proper installation.
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0 Electrical Maintenance - Examine and evaluate the elec-

trical equipment in the instrument room and affected
areas to determine if any damage occurred and to repair
any damage to that equipment,

o"Instrument Maintenance - Examine and evaluate the
instrumentation in the instrument room and affected
areas to determine If any damage occurred and to repair
any damage to that equipment,

0 Plant Compliance Section - Collect and maintain any

information And docimento pertaining to the accident to
preserve the historical account of the accident.

Engineering Section - Coordinate the acquisition of NUS

Corporation services to clean the thimble tubes,

o Maintenance Superintendent - Coordinate the decontami-

nation efforts of the instrument room.

Additionally, the Plant Manager requested that the NCO
Mechanical Branch assist in the examination of the fitting
involved in the accident and an assessment of the other
fittings on the seal table.

2. Recovery of the Ejected Thimble Tube

a, NUC PR Area Plan Procedure No, 1200A12, "Emerencl
Project Managemen't"." The current revision of the
emergency project management procedure was issued in
November 1983. The stated purpose of the procedure was
to ensure that major components or other emergency
maintenance projects receive proper expediting, coordt-
nation, procedural compliance, and documentation with
the result being maximum efficiency in the use of
resources and minimum errors in implementation, The
procedure ensures that normal plant forces remain
available to perform normal maintenance and ensure that
remaining plant capacity and availability are not
affected. The procedure is applicable to any major
component project of a critical nature with respect to
plant availability or nuclear safety,

The activities to he performed by the project manager
were to he within the scope of the emergency project..
management procedure,

b. Project Manager's Initial Interface with Plant Manage-
ment. At approximately 1200 on April 21, the Manager
of Nuclear Production contacted an NCO senior engineer,
and assigned him as the project manager for the ejected
thimble tube recovery from the instrument room at SQN.
He was to report directly to the Plant Manager during
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the execution of his duties, The assigned project
manager immediately proceeded to SQN and at approxi-,
mautely 1400 on April 21 met with the Plant Manager and L

wAs bri•efd on the incidont, the Activities in progrons,
and the scope of his assignment,

For conclusions relating to this section, refer to
section IIHl.,

c. Planning and Preparation for the Recovery Effort

On April 22, after the configuration of the thimble
tube was determined, a meeting was held for the purpose
of obtaining ideas for the recovery process. The
participation of those at the meeting was reportedly
very good. Ideas were discussed And evaluated; and
during the afternoon of April 22, the general actions
that would be taken to recover the tube were estab-
lished.

Note: -Personnel from NUC PR (Emergency Preparedness.
and Protection and Mechanical Branches), Office of
Power (Radiological Hygiene Staff), and EN DES along
with the project manager and the plant staff partici-
pated in planning ,And preparation for the recovery.
effort, The NRC (site resident and Region 11 inspec-
tors) observed the planning and preparations.

)n the morning, of Apeil 231, thee r•,ijet manager began
directing the plalnning And preparation for the recovery
effort, These activities were conducted with the goal
of developing the safest method of recovering the
ejected tube while maintaining the r4diation niOM to
those involved in the process as low as possible., The
planning and preparation activities involved the fol-
1lowing:

a: Made arrangements with WBiN to use their unit I
instrument room to simulate the existing condi-
tions in the SQN instrument room.

o.Designed and fabricated special tooling necessAry

to cut and move the tubing to shielded containers.

Conducted recovery team trial runs at WBN with
simulated conditions and mocked up thimble tubing
using the special fabricated tooling.

o Hoalth physics persnnnel projectel the fAditIn..
dose for the first phase of the operation (6itting
and removing the highly radioactive portion of the
thimble tube from the instrument rnom), The prn-
jectd do*e for this portion of the recovery wan
0.6 man-rem.
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o Installed temporary shie-lding at SQN,

,.- 0 Obtained a remotely operated robot from the

Department of Energy (Y-12) to assist in the
recovery effort,

Prepared the following Special Maintenlance

Instructions incorporating the experiences gaisied
during the WDN exercise and while installing
temporary shielding At SQN:

MSI-1-94-3, "Retrieval of Approximately 2.5
Feet of Unit I D-12 Incore Thimble to Accep-
table Work Location," PORC reviewed and Plant
Manager approved April 24.

SMI-l-94-.4, "Retrieval of Approximately 100.
Feet of Unit 1 0-12 Incore Thimble From U-I
Containment to a Barrel Shioelu in U.I KI 690
Penetration Room," PORC reviewed and Plant
Manager approved on April 25.

0 Established maximum stay times for personnel in
the instrument room.

Established emergency personnel response teams in

the event of injury or unforeseen circumstances
during the tube recovery.

n rKntahblihmWd alnernat, opirape rutes.

o Established that recovery team members would

immediately exit the area if conditions were
encountered that were different than those at the
simulated WBN exercise.

Established a communication link between the con-

trol point and the Plant Manager's office to allow
the Plant Manager to monitor the recovery effort.
Provided the link with a tape recorder to record
the dialogue of the recovery effort,

Members of POWER's Radiological Health Staff were

onsite and reviewed the procedures and plans to
ensure radiation doses to personnel would be ALARA
during the recovery,

d. Recovery of the Ejected Thimble Tube and Cleaning Cabke

(1) Recover of the 25-Foot Section With the
sj et lv.T T eve ...........

This portion of the recovery was conducted in
aceordanco with flMIi'94.3,
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Dry runs on the final plAnn for the operation were
conducted at WBN for practice. The recovery team
members were briefed on the morning of April 25.

The recovery team leader (an NCO health physicist)
entered the personnel airlock on elevation 690 and
inspected the instrument room for obstructions
with a mirror. (The airlock was shielded.) lie
noted an air sampler on the Mt4irs by the seal
table. The location of the air sampler was made
known to the recovery team members that were going
to enter the instrument room. The team leader
stayed in the airlock to observe thr operations
with a mirror,

(a) First Entry. t.o Cut he Thimble Tube

Th@ teAm mtmber l04igitosd in rut tho thimhle
(an SQN HP shift supervisor) entered the
instrument room through the airlock equipped
with a pair of cutters, HIe proceeded to tho
OtAiliw leattinN to the seal tahle And 11oted 1a
portion of the tube layinR %cross the railing
on the stairs. He immediately exited the
inRt rument room through the airlock as
instructed since the tube in that Position
was unexpected and he was only wiring a
surgeon's cap as specified on the a.'plicable
RWP Timesheret. He donned 4 canvas hood which
4fffords better protect ion of the heast and
neck AgAinst radioactive contamination and
reentered the instrument room. He proceeded
to the stairs, ducked under the tube, and
climbed the access steps to the 10-path
trolley elevation And cut off approximately
25 feet of the most radioactive portion of
the tube with the cutters. The 25-foot por-
tion of the tube fell exactly as had the
mocked-up portion during the practice Res-
sions at WBN. He exited the instrument room
through the airlock. During this process he
received a radiation dose of approximately
100 miIiirrm,

(h) Second Entry_ Lo Atta(ch a Clampin& Mechanism
to the Thimble t,,,ie alii, to Ptill the Tiihe lIttoi

th ljwy lwi the`niI'm'-A M. 'Te'am'
meiis haiFl 0ee a 1 ati on' tCh e race -

way to pull the c'lit portion of the thimhlb'
tube into the raceway. (One team member
placed the clamping mechanism with the vhbl.
attached through the submarine hatch on the
instrument room floor. Two team members
(plant HIP shift supervisors) entered the
instrument room through the airlocks, picked
up the clamp and cable, attached the clamp
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and cable to the 25-foot portion of the tube,
and immediately left the instrument room
through the airlock.

During this process one team member attaching
the cable received a radiation dose of approx-
imately 170 millirem and the other member
approximately 10 millirem,

All personnel exited the airlock, both air-
lock doors were closed, and the team members
in th• racACway puilld lhe f ul portion of the
thimble tube from the seal table across the
instrument room through the submarine hatch
into the raceway. The thimble tube was then
pulled to a predetermined lOcation that had
been marked on the floor with tape. The
team members in the raceway exited the race-
way and reactor building containment.

The accumulated radiation dose for all team
members involved in this portion of the
recovery was 0,7 man-rem.

(2) Recovery of the RemAininJx Portion of the Thimble . "
Tube and Cleaning'able- "rom te Instrument Room.
This portion of the recovery was conducted in
accordance with SMI-1-94-4,

After the most radioactive portion of the thimble
tube was in the raceway, the radiation dose rates
in the instrument room were lowered substantially,
A team leader for thib portion of tho recovery had
been appointed and the team members briefed. On
April 25 HP personnel entered the instrument room
And lowated the portion of the ramalninp thimbl@
tube 4nd cIlaning cablo with the highoot radiation
levels. Team member personnel entered the instru-
ment room, cut the most radioactive portions of
the remaining thimhle tube into IR- to 24-inch
sections, pl,.ced these cut ie'ctions in specially
fabricated buckets, and transported the buckets to
the airlock. Team members outside the airlock
retrieved the buckets and placed them in a barrel
ahield outside the airlock, Trhise sectione of tIhe
thimble tube and cleaning cable were transported
to radwaste and prepared for shipment to an off-
site burial site, This portion of the recovery
wAN QompIe,@d hy 2000 on April 25:

(3) Cutting.and Storage of the 25-Foot Section el
Thimble Tube in the Raceway. -From AprUi 25 to the
.afterno pril 26--h (mfollowing actions were
taken to prepare for cuttinR and storage of the
thimble tube in the raceway:
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Erected scaffolding and special shielding and
installed lifting devices in the raceway.

Placed and secured a shielded cask to receive
and store the cut sections of tubing in the
raceway.

o Moved the robot to the raceway,

0 Installed videu erluipment in the rac'wniy t0
aid in the cutting and storage operation.

0 Designed and fabricated special tools to be

used in the cutting operJtion.

In the afternoon of April 26 a simulation of the
cutting and storage operation was conducted, the
process finalized and adjustments of tools and
equipment were made.

On the morning of April 27, SMI-I-94-6, "Reloca-
tion, Cutting, and Storage of 25 to 40 Feet
(approximately) of Unit I D-12 Incore Thimble,"
was prepared, PORC reviewed and approved by the
maintenance superintendent lot the Plant Manager.
In the afternoon of April 27 in accordance with
SMI-1-94-6 equipment placement and operability
were verified, a practice run was completed, and a.
final briefing was conducted for all team members,
The section of thimble was pulled using the cable
previously attached around the raceway to a prede-
termined position for the cutting and storage
operation,

With the aid of installed video equipment the team
members controlled the robot and the hydraulically
operated cutter from a remote location, The robot
picked up the thimble tube and transported it to a
cutting table. The robot then positioned the
thimble tube, and the hydraulic cutter severed
approximately 6 feet of the tube believed tn have
a low radiation level. This mectLion of tubing was
then put aside for survey and disposal as low
level waste at a later time. The robot then
picked up the remaining tubing, positioned the
tubing on the cutting table, and the hydraulic
cutter severed an approximate 18-inch section.
The severed portion of the tubing was then trans-
ferred by the robot to the shielded storage cask,
The robot then returned to the cutting table and
picked up the remaining portion of the thimble
tube and repeated the process until all of the
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tubing had been cut and placed in the cask (19
cuts were required). The cask was topped off with
lead shot for additional shielding and sealed.

The cask containing the highly radioactive portion
of the ejected thimble tubing will remain stored
in the raceway until removal and disposal at a
later date (probably the next refueling outage).
The dose rate at the surface of the cask Is approx-
imately 6 milllrem/hour,

For conclusions relating to this section, refer to
sections lIl.H.2 and 3.

3. - Decontaminntion of the Instrument Room

After the ejected thimble tube and cleaning cables had been
removed from the instrument room, preparations were made for
decontaminating the surfaces and equipment in the room. An
instruction (SHI-1-317-22, "Decontamination of Seal Table
and Other Components and Structures Located Inside Incore
Instrument Room") was prepared, reviewed, by PORC, and
approved on April 25, The instruction prescribed the clean-
ing methods to be used in reducing the radioactive contam-
ination in the room to acceptable levels, disposal methods
for cleaning fluids and equipment, and analytical methods
and final acceptance criteria fnr chlnridlP and boron con-
centrations on the surfaces of equipment,

Personnel from the FSG and HP groups began removing tempo-
rary' shielding and commenced the decontamination effort at
approximately 2200 on April 25 and completed the effort at
approximately 2200 on April 26,

4. • C .,ea~ of Unit I Thimble Toben

SQN contracted NUS Corporation to perform the cleaning
operation of the thimble tubes. On April 26 an instruction
(SHI-0-94-2, "lncore Flux Thimble Cleaning and Lubrication")
wai reviewed by PORC and approved for the Plant Manager,
This procedure was essentially the NUS-supplied procedure
applicable to their method for cleaning and their equipment
used in the process. The NUS procedure was changed to the
SQN format for special maintenance instructions and changes
incorporated to adopt the procedure to spec ific SQN circum-
stances and requirements.

The primary steps of the instruction were as follows:

Flush foreign material from the thimble tube with
demineralized water at. approximately 200 psig through a
flexible tube assembly which is inserted the ful l
length of the thimble.
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Remove the majority of the flush water from the thimble
by applying instrument air or nitrogen through the
flexible tube assembly,

0 Perform a vacuum drying of the thimble tubes to remove
all residual moisture,

Application of a thin film of NEOIBii. lubricant to the
thimble bore along the entire thimble length. Note:
The lubrication method utilizes a metered fine spray
lubricator nozzle which is withdrawn from the thimble
at a controlled rate while spraying the lubricant,

Performance of a final air drying operation to remove
the alcohol vehicle from the hibrit-Ant and produre A
thin uniform film of lubricant for the entire bate
length.

Optional performance of a "duwmmy" test cable insertion
of all thimbles to the "de4d end" of the thimble to
verify no obstruction% or problems,

Using the instruction and the NhUS eajuipment, the thimblen
were all cleaned by •IN persounnel dhiruing the timefratme of
April 26-April 30. The cost of NtIS cleaning operation was
approximately $40,000, of which approximately $12,000 was
for the purchase of the NUS cleaning Rystem and training TVA
personnel on its u . I,

SMI-0-94-2 wav a better qailitgy itrAtr' n It i lo r the nAt( vi y
to he performed and it if 1[pArent that the method of hbak-
flushing at 200 psi and Ilubrication witi. NFO[.UB9 was effec-
tive because after the startup of the unit the blockage in
the tubes was removed. However, the instruction still had
no cautions or warnings .o prevent damiige to the mechanical
seals, nn administrative harrier to prevent cleaning the
thimble tubes at pressure, no instructions for disassembly
and reassembly of the detector drive system, no postmainte-
nance inspections after cleaning and before pressurizing the
reactor, and optional postmaintenance testing to ansure
operability is acceptable. For these reasons the new
instruction for cleaning the thimble tuhes with the 911S
equipment is considered a pnor opiality procedure and shotniil
not he u116d again unti I it is ilI ilX1ed,

For conclusions and reconmmendatinis relating to this sectioi,,
refer to sectionu 111.11,4 and 't,

5. Installation of •a New Thimble Tube Into Guide Tube D-12
6n Aprf t nis~u~on (fll9-,"hml~b ntl
latlon") was PORC reviewed and approved, Using this instruc-
tion a new thimble tube was prepared and inserted into guide
tube D-12 on April 28.
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6. Inspection of the Seal Table !Lih Pressure Seals

a. Inaspction and Results All of the high pressure seals
•rtiTnr'7Ton-te seal tablo were examined, for apparent
damage or were gAuged for proper tightness, During the
course of, the inspection, 174 high pressure fittings
were examined, One fitting was found loose when gauged
and 48 fittings were discovered made up with a combina-
tion of SWAGELOK and GYROLOK components (SWAGELOK and
GYROLOK fitting components are designed for similar
applications but manufactured by different companies).
The cause of the loose fitting is nnt known,

b. Testing And Examination of Various Combinations of
SWAGELOX and GYIO--L-OK Brands of Fittlng Hardware.
Various s of SWAGEJ - -d -?-T, MO rands of
fitting hardware were cross-sectioned and examined by
the NCO Mechanical Branch to'determine if any combina-
tions would render the assembled fittings unfit for
service, The results of the Study stated that the
various combinations of fittings tested appeared to be
satisfactory for the intended service (see reference
IV.F.I for details).

v , ~air of [Loose P'itting, S?-'I-194.-, ''sejl Tahle Hlgh
Iressure Sei'W'ip'rr-, was reviewed by PORC and approved
for the Plant Manager on April 30. The loose fitting
was repaired in accordance: with this instruction.

d. Inspection of Guide Tube D-12 at the Seal Table. The
portion of guide tube D-12 at the"sea''l "t'b-l'ew"as visau-
ally examined and dye penetrant checked for damage. No
damage was discovered,

7. Ins!p•ection of the Containment I''ce onderiser

Inspection of the containment icre condenser indicated that
the ice condenser doors never operied-durrign the accident .iid
steam did not enter the ice beds, Additionally, driin
papers inspected were intact which indicated that no ice
melted.

8. inspection of ElectricalIlechanicalL iuid Instrumentation
E£!uipment

All ele'ctri cml, me chani cal, 1. rind i tstrilmelltatuon p,'s1bly
affec'ted by the event were inIIpe.rted, cleatied, repaired, and
recalibrated if necessary.

Note: A telephone located on the polar crane wall and
approximately five feet to the right of the seal table was
discovered melted and deformed by the heat generated from
the leak from guide tubes.
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SQN reported in Reportable Occurrence Report SQRO-50-327/
8430, an evaluation of all class IE equipment was made to
determine if the environmental conditiono experienced during
this event could he detrimental to their qualified life.
The evaluation determined that no deterioration of qualified
life was experienced. NSRS did not evaluate this area.

9. NSSS Vendor (Westin house_) Assessment of Acceptability of
the Seal Table for Startup

The plant management requested that Westinghouse perform an
assessment of the seal table with the various combinations
of SWAGELOK and GYROLOK fittings to determine if the con-
figurations at the seal table were safe to restart the
reactor and resume normal operations.

Westinghouse recommended that the reactor could be safely
restarted and operated with the existing configuration of
the fittings at the seal table for the following reasons:

The thimble ejection accident occurred during a clean-

ing operation of the thimble and not during normal
operation.

o There wan no indication that the thimble ejection was
due to mixed fitting components,

o Westinghouse conducted tests at 4250 psi on various
fitting combinations with no leakage.

o SQN. fitting design is standard and is the same as at

many other plants with thousands of hours of operating
exper ence.

0 Adequate nafeguardsa exist .1t .,I)N to AchIPeve 4 WA4 e
shutdown following eject ion o( ,' thimble tube,

For conclusions relating to section IV.H.t through 9, refer to
section III.H.6.

1. Return of SQN Unit 1 to Power Oaperations

On May 5, unit I reached rated temperature and pressure with rio
problems encountered at the seal table with thimble tisbes, Th,
unit was returned to cold shutdown again on May t to repair a
leaking pressurizer safety valve. The reactor was taken critical
and brought to 30 percent power on May 10, Unrelated to seal
table repairs, however, the reactor tripped due to low steAm
generator water level late in the eveniig on MAy 10. The r,,awtnr
was again brought critical on May II and the flux mapping testing.
was successfully completed May 12 and 13. All thimble tubes
worked well (no leakage and no evidence of blockage),
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A period of 21 days and a man-rein exposure of 16,5 man-rem was
required to restore the unit to the operational status (30 per-
cent) that existed prior to the accident.

J. Accident Investigations (Other than NSRS)

1. ERC Inspection Efforts

The NRC performed an announced inspection of the accident
onsite in the areas of radiation protection, p-eplanning and
ALARA considerations in the removal of the highly activated
incore thimble during April 23-April 28. The inspection
involved one inspector,

Per the inspection report the preplanning and consideration
for maintaining exposures ALARA were observed by N"RC to he

Adequate for the operation involving the retrieval aInd
storage of the thimble tube,

The NRC site resident inspector observed some- of the plan-
ning and practice sessions for the thimble tLbe rocovery
effort.

Within the scope of the NRC inspections of the accident, no
violations or deviations had been identiftd by the NRC as
of June 1, 1984.

2. TVA InvesLiat ion Efforts

a, Reportin& the Accident and Preservtion of the

Accident Scene

The TVA "Serious Accident Investigation Procedure"
issued in January 1984 requires that in the event of a
serious accident the senior management official ,in
charge of the site will follow notification procedures
established in his organization.

The proc.dures are to provide for notification of the
Office Manager, the Designated Agency Safety and Health
Officer (DASHO), and the Director of the Division of
Occupational He4lth.and Safety (OC 11WS) as promptly as
possible, Definition of a aoriotu accident includes
accidental damage to TVA properly with an estimated
value of $100.,000 or more excluding operating losses,

In the event of a serious accident, an Accident Investi-
gation Team (AIT) is to report to the accident scene no
later than the day following the accident. The senior
mn•n••pnt official in CharRa of the siae where the
Accident occurred is renponsohle (or seruring the cCt..
dent scene to prevent any disturbance of Xhe evidence
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and protect peopl,e and property, from any hazards asso-
ciated' viW'thi accid ht'"'untIl the acene is released by
the AIT chairman,.

It P1i I I tI 0 1 in AI.A 14A

SQN kIid liM "Praftic SýQ '29 "Ac':iAea p ,t a
InvestigitloT, reviled 1anuat' 27,' 1984' tflais tha t
during' regular 'lWo'rk hours the Plant, Hanp•r ,pr he..
senior,0aint"offciXl present shall treho.t tbe.,au'ideoi
immediatelt ;by' "telephone ' ti, 'the' Ha eaA .'e. '," jv+ r *
Productioft:: ' The ' Manager of' Nucl'ea'r Prod'u'cit'io?.q;
required' t't " report I the accident inneda'teC.,.:Ytt',
Division Director asid the Division Directolr ia, re(litirrd
to report the acciJitnt within two hours to , des igriLd :
Office of Power' representative. SQS'29 states that the
accident scenle shall be preserved it, t.he ac'cident con-
figuration until released by the ccI.airman, of ,the A11T..

Notificatioii"of the declared Unusual Event was made t.o
the Office Manager's office on April 19 or 2,0. How-
ever, the accident was not immediatr!.y reported as a
serious accident biy plant management in accordance with
the TVA procedure as the extent uf the damage.q:6 nolt.
realized Intli ` after the initial entries into the'
instrument -room- and assessment of the damage ha;f been
made, Serious' actcident notification to the.Offi•ic,
Manager, OC t-H&S;, and the DASHO was not made unLiti
approximatel1y three weeks after the accident occurre(d
and an inves•tgation had been conducted by NUC PI,..

The accident scene was not lirrsecved by the Plant Man-
ager as required by TVA and SQN procedures in that
restoration of the area was completed before the sern-.
ou4 accid,;nt notification was irade. ,

The failure to promptly report the accident as a serit
ous accident after the extent of the damage was,,
realized and the failure to preserve the accident scene
represents noncompliance with SQN and TVA procedures.,

,• •. , . .j. I , ': ' > 6 ý, 1 " ,,+

For conclusiion" and recommensltions 'ielat i'. ths.
section, refer• t'or section 111,i.1 : "

b. Conduct of t Me'_UC PR'Accidniit invet tiaion ndar
Practice SQ 29"• pecifies that' tle Director 'of Nuclear
Power shall'estahlish a diviiioii accident investigation
committee as. soon as practical. The committee shall,be,
re,.ponsible' fdr fully &invetig~ating 41,1' fircumstariief'
relating to the 'acciden 'sand shall submit *a written'
report to the divisfo' director oot later, thn .day.
after the acfident.' "

'' I t he, t jth'

, , I i ' , '' ', ' 1 ie , l it I ,
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(1) A•s .ned Goals of the N1JC PR Committee. A
iecct ent inwetigtion cnmmittee (AIC
appointed to conduct an investigation and
of the industrial safety aspects of the
tube ejecti.on on May 2, 1984. The co
consisted of a chairman who was a manager f
Industrial Safety Engineering Section,
member of the NCO staff, and the SQN FSG
visor. The committee was directed to acc
the following:

NJUC PR

review
thimble
nmmittee
rom the
another
super-

omplish

o Determine if the event should be investigated
in accordance with the TVA "Serious Accident
Investigation Procedure."

o Identify lessons learned as a result of the

event.

o Provide any recommendations which should be

considered in the future when performing
similar activities.

(2) CommitteelInvestigAtRion, The committee completed
the assigned investigation and reported their
findings on Hay 17, 1984 (LOS 840517 800). The
investigation consisted of the following:

o Inspection of the seal tAble area.

o Review of pr(cedures, sketches, and drawings.

o Discussions with Westinghouse,

o Interviews with five of the eight employees

in the instrument room when the accident
occurred,

(3) Committee Findings. The findings of the committee

were as follows:

Adequate prior warning of hubblLng*And low-

volivne flow of relatively cool water allowed
egress from the most remote point prior to
total seal failure and subsequent thimble
tube ejection.

Note: This description of the nature of the
lea before the workers, began their. egress
from the area contradicts informationý
obtained by NSRS from the interviews with the.
workers• (ee section IV.E.3 of this reaport).

There were three paths of egress; two of

which were remote from each other, and theiý,

TV

z.

~2
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individuals involved were knowledgeable of
them. The airlock was the most desirable and
the one used.

Note: While this is true, alternate routes .
of egress were not discussed in prejob
planning. In addition one of these paths
involved hazards as it was through the polar
crane wall where the workers would be exposed
to high radiation dose rates due to the gaMMa.
radiation from nitrogen 16 produced while the
reactor is operating.

The airlock had been out of service for
periods of Lime doring the day making the
inner door inoperative. Had the incident
occurred during this work, egress through the
airlock would have been delayed or primary
egress would have been through the submarine
hatch.

Note: Some of the workers in the instrument
room while tht, ,irlock was out of service
(including the FSG coordinator) were unaware
that -the airluck was out of service. Egress
through the 7,ubmarine hatch was not discussed
in any prejob planning.

The incident would exceed $100,000 in prop-

erty damage, cleanuip, ind restoration, The
majority of costs wouId result from the
radiological aspects of the incident. (The
DASHO and the Office Manager were nottfed of
the. accident). -

Note: No distinction is made between radio-
T-o-ca I and induhstrial ac.e ident.s in the
corporate accident investigatiorn procedure.
The DASHO and Office Manager were notified :
three weeks after the accident,

0 The investigation was *not significantly

hindered due to the r•storation of the, area
prior to their involvement.

Note: The corporate procedure for accident
investigation requires that the accident - .
scene be preserved until released by the AlT
appointed by t lie O f ti ce Manager . mnd it lit-
DASHO. Restoration of the work area before
reporting the accident is a violation of TVA
procedure.
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The sequence of events - In the sequence of
events the committee stated, "The tube WAS

not observed being ejected, nor was steam
observed at this time." Looking back through
the airlock portholes they could see steam
begin to build in the room. Exit time from
the platform to safety in the airlock was no
greater than 20 seconds. Under the circum-
stances, the vxit appeared very orderly and
there were no iiijurtes.

Note: The start of the ejection of the
thimble tube was almost simultaneous with the
development of the leak as the cleaning tool
was pulled away from the steamfitter when the
leak developed and the tool was connected to
the thimble tube. The water was flashing to
steam above the workers prior to the begin-
ning of their exit from the platform (see
section IVE,3 of this report). The exit was
not altogether orderly (see section IV.E.4 of
this report).

(4) Committee Conclusions.
the following:

The committee concluded

o The reason for the failure was not evident.
Four possibilities involving the hardware of

the seals we re listed,

o The flexing activity of the brushing could

have aggravated the hardware conditions
leading to the failure,

0 The instruction (SMI-0-94-1) states that the

procedure, is not to he used at power, Since
the unit was in Mode I, the procedure was
violated.

(5) Committee Recommendations. The committee included

the following recommendations:

0 Recommendation No. I. Cleaning and brushing

of thimble tubs should hI , done with the

reactor in cold shutdown (Mode 5),

Recommendation No. 2. If brushing is required

past Mode 5, a prejob safety analysis should

be performed and the procedure approved by
PORC. A mechanism should be installed to
preclude tube ejection and leakage and a
clear path of egress should be *stablish.d,
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Notew A prejob sifely analysis is required.
by SQM2 [or all maintenance activities per-..
formed by an MR, and all work performed on
CSSC is required to be performed by PORC--
reviewed, plant manager-approved procedures.
The quality of the job safety analysis and
the procedure that was in use and compliance
with existing requirements are the true
issues, Improving the quaI ty of the job
safety analysis and procedure and compliance
with existing requirements should he strebsed.

Recommendation No, 3. The bruhhing met'hanism
should be modified to eliminate any stress ,r
flex on the thimble tube connection.

a Recommendation No. .4, All work oti Any tiystem
w er the rIs no MecondAry pressure boundary
should be eviluated on A cune-hy-cmns hoasi.
and adequate means to mitigate an inadvertent
pressure failure should be applied,

Recomuendation No. 5. Ensure the constant

availability of the primary egress route,
i.e., the airlock. Consideration should be
given to leaving the inner door open (with
the SE's permission) or providing a person to
man the door.

Note; This recommendation Ahould be revisedi
to delete the consideration to leaving the
inner door open as the doors are interlocked
and having the inner door open would prevent
or delay someone from opening the outer door
And entering the contairunent in an emergency
for rescue purposeti.

Ensure that all emergency notification sys-
tems are in constant operation.

Commend the eight employees for their cool-
ness under pressure and their ability to
reason through egress options under the'
stressful situation.

Note: The eight employees did not have to
reason through egress options under the
stressful situation since the door to the
airlock was opened by the employees.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this
section, refer to section 111,1.2.
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K. NUC PR Special Testing of Thimble Tube Fittin and the Dry
.... Brusing Tool

The NUC PR Mechanical Branch performed postaccident inspection
testing to provide insight to the thimble tube ejection accident
and to assist in the determination if SQN unit I was safe for
restart after th# accident. The tents involved the fuliowiutix

o Inspection of hardware from thimble tube 0-12.

o'Cross sectioning and examination of various combinations of
SWAGELOK and GYROLOK brands of fitting hardware.

o Tensile testing of similar hardware.

SExamination of an alleged identical Assembly,

The postaccident inspections of the seal from D-12 indicated
that the seal had been properly installed (all components were in
place and the nut was reasonably tight after the ejection of the -:
thimble tube). Postaccident testing also indicated that the
cleaning tool imposed unusual forces on the assembly and that
strains of considerable magnitude resulted from reasonably
applied forces on the fixture handle. These strains were of
sufficient magnitude to cause separation of the thimble'tube from
a properly installed mechanical seal ,at reactor operating pres-
sure of 2250 psig,

It should be noted that the cleaning tool supports were designed
by TVA and the use of the tool was unrestricted by procedure.
The control over the change of design of the tool was very loose
as a temporary base support was fabricated and used during the
day shift. Additionally, the base support for the tool in use
when the accident occurred was modified prior to use. No techni-
cal evaluation or testing was performed to assess the effect of
the tool on the mechanical seals. The failure to design, eval-
uate, and test a proper tool and support and the failure to
provide restrictions for the tool, support, and cleaning cable in
use are the contributors to the failure of the mechanical seal
and the accident and not the tool itself,

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this section,
refer to section III.D.1 and 1lI ,,lF.

L. Worker Background

" .. The work backgrounds of the eight workers involved in the acci-
dent are shows in Table I and are summarized as follows:

0 Three of the six FSG employees involved in the cleaning
activity had not read the work instruction prior to the
accident including the steamfitter foreman who performed the
job safety analysis.
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TABLE I

BACKGROUND OF WORKERS INVOLVED IN THE THIMBLE TUBE EJECTION INCIDENT

Worker
Identification

A - Evening shift
coordinator in
charge of
activity

Previously
Cleaned
Thimble
Tubes

Job
Title

Read SMI-O-94-2
Prior to Incident

Past Work
Experience

Primarily con-
struction and
outage work

Mechanical
Engineer

Yes No

B - Observer Mechanica I
General
Foreman

Steamfitter
Foreman

NI NO

No

NI

C - Counting num-
ber of revolutions
on handcras-k

No

D - Turning
the handcrank

E - Monitoring
cable as it came
out of container-
looking for rough
spots on kinks

Steamfitter

Steamfitter

Yes (only
while unit
shutdown)

5 years con-
struction and
outage work

Steanfitter
15 years, con-
struction and
outage

Steamfitter
13 years, con-
struction and
outage

Experience Working on
Systems at Pressure & Temp

Knew alternate egress routes.
Had not normally worked on
systems at pressure and
temperature- Knew pressure.
temperature, and configura-
tion of system.

Knew alternate egress routes.
Knew pressure, temperature,
and configuration of.system.

Knew alternate egress routes.
had not worked at these temp-
eratures and pressures. Knew
pressure. temperature and
configuration of the system.

Knew alternate egress routes-
Did not normally work on
systees at these tempera-
tures and pressures. Knew
pressure, temperature,
and configuration of the
system.

Knew alternate egress routes.
Had worked on systems at
temperature and pressure but
not that much. Knew pressure.
temperature and configuratico
of the system.

k

No Yes (only
while unit
shutdown)
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TABLE I (Cont inued)

BACKGRiIMD OF WO3RKERS INVOLVED IN THE THIMBLE TUBE EJECTION INCIDENT

Worker
Identification

F- Feeding cable
into guide tube

Job
Title

Read SMI-0-94-2
Prior to Incident

Previously
Cleaned
Thimble

Tubes
Past Work
Experience

Experience 'iorking on
Systems at Pressure & Temp

Steamfitter No No

CD
C_

G - Taking dose
rates

H - Taking dose
rates

Health Physics
technician

Health Physics
technician

NI MI

MI

Steamfitter S
Years con-
struction and
outage

HP technician
at power plants
for 7 years

HP .technician
at power plants
for 5 years

NI

Knew alternate egress routes.
Bad worked on systems at
temperature and pressure but
not that much. Knew pressure.
temperature and configuzftion
of the system.

Note: So Infordtiaon
by NSRS.

(OI) =LArs that the backgrounid in this area was not assessed

i
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o.Two of six FSG employees had cleaned thimble tubes prior to
the event but only while the unit was shutdown. The evening
shift coordinator in charge of the cleaning operation and
the steamfitter foreman who did the job safety analysis had
never cleaned thimble tubes before the incident.

0 " Five of the FSG employees involved in the activity had

primarily a construction and outage background with units
shutdown and depressurized (the general fbreman's background.
was not assessed).

0 All six FSG employees knew the alternate egress routes
before the incident from past experience (the alternate
egress routes were not discussed before the accident).

o-Even though some of the ý'SG had worked on some systems at
temperature and pressure this type of work this was the
exception and not the rule.

o All six FSG employees knew the pressure, temperatures, and

configuration of the system before the accident from past
experiences or because they had heard it discussed that
evening before they entered the instrwument room to do the
work.

. The two HP technicians were permanent %taff members with at

least five years experience each at power reactors.

For c'otic I us i ons a iid ret'onvnL'tldd L I Mis rt' la t i tig to t hi s se c-
tion, refer to sections II1.B.2 and Ill.C. I.

N. Employee Expression of Concerns for Safety

1. TVA Policy on Expression of Staff Views

TVA's policy on expression of staff views is delineated in
TVA Code I1 "Expression of Staff Views." It is TVA policy
to encourage and protect the differinh views of employees on
policy and execution of policy. TVA believes that every
responsible view is valuable and ensures that such views are
heard and appropriately considered in all decisionmaking
processes. TVA encourages expression of safety views involv-
ing all aspects. of its operations, particularly those asso-
ciated with the design, constriuction, And operation of TVA
nuclear plants, Responsible views may he voiced without
fear of -recrimination or retribution. TVA employees are
responsible for voicing views about significant issues and
are encouraged to deal directly with line management so that
corrective action may be handled promptly and at the working
level. If the views are not resolved at the line managemeuLt
levels, TVA has established methods for handling the view,%
at higher levels which include referring the views to the
NSRS for investigation,
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2. SQN Employee Expression of Concerns Before and During tnhe
Cleaning Activity

Essentially all employees interviewed by NSRS were asked if
they openly expressed any concern for safety (nuclear and
industrial) to their supervisors before and during the
cleaning operation of the thimble tubes. One worker that
had experience cleaning the system did express some 'concern
to the steamfitter foreman and the evening shift coordinator
about the new design of the base support system because it
was different from the base support they had used before.
The response to him was that they had used a tool like this
in the past. He indicated that he knew the procedure said
not to perform the cleaning operation with the reactor
operating, but that they really, did not have any "gripes"
about it. 'rhey knew "the situation of the reactor," in thit
if they performed the work with "no power you have got to
take the reactor off the line," lie felt in his opinion that
what they were going to do was relatively safe.

The concern for safety increased (primarily radiological
concerns) as the job progressed. The FSG supervisor was
contacted and further planning conducted, All workers
interviewed indicated that they felt that there were ti
hazards that would have justified not performing the work.
Some indicated that the work had to he performed to prevent
removing unit I from operation, No exprossion of concern
for the safety or the job was related to upper plant manage-
ment.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this sec-
tion, refer to section 111,J.1,

N. Program Controls Established by S N.Unit I Technical
Specifications

Technical Specification requirements applicable to review and
control of maintenance activities include the following:

I. Section 6.2.3"Independent Sae Eng neengGr•(iSEG)"
Section 6.2.3 states that the [SEC shall function to examitne.
plant operating characterlsticn, NRC issuances, iustr.
advisories, licensee event reports, and other sources which
may indicate areas for improving plant safety. Section
6.2.3 further states that ISEG shall be composed of at least.
five dedicated full-time engineers located onsito and shall I
be responsible for maintaining surveillance of plant activi-
ties to provide independent verification that these activi-
ties are performed correctly and that human errors are
reduced as much as practical. The ISEG at SQN was not
composed of five engineers devoting full attention to ISEG
functions and had not been effective in providing indepen-
dent verification that maintenance activities were performed
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correctly and that human errora were reduced as finuih ,
practical. (See section IV.Q for details on ISEG activi-.
ties).

For conclusions and recogmmendations relating to this sec.
tion, refer to III.K.l.

2. Section 6.5._, "Plant Ojerations Review Committee (PORrZ

The PORC shall function to advise the plant superintendent
on all matters related to nuclear safety and is composed of
the following members of the plant staff:

o Plant Superintendent (Manager)
o Operations Supervisor
o Results (Engineering) Supervisor
a Maintenance Supervisor
O Assistant Plant Superintendent (Manager)
o thealth Physicist
o Supervisor, Quality Assurance Staff (FQE)

PORC responsibilities include the following:

0 Review of all procedures requirei by section b.8.1 of
the Technical Specifications and changes thereto.

o :Review of unit operations to detect potential nuclear
safety hazards.

SMI-0-94-1 was originally PORk reviewed and approved for the
plant superintendent in July 1981 and had not been revised'
since that time, The quality of the procedure was poor when
submitted to PORC. 3SI-0-94-2 that was written to clean
thimble tubes after the accident And was Also of poor
quality in that it contained no instructions for disassembl-
ing and reassembling the detector drive system from the
thimble tubes, no precautions or warnings to alert personnel
of the sensitive nature of the mechanical seals and restr c-
tions for working on the system with the reactor pressur-
ized, no postmaintenance inspections to ensure the quality
of the seals had not been degraded during the maintenance
process, and postmaintenance testing was optional. Use of
this instruction could degrade the mechanical seals and if
performed at pressure could cause a thimble tube to eject or
if not inspected, detected, and corrected could cause an
ejection during pressurization and startup of the reactor.
Despite these inadequacies and even after the accident the
instruction was PORC reviewed and recommended for approval
to the Plant Manager. It is apparent that the PORC review
was ineffective in identifying the procedure inadequacies in
the original instruction and In the instruction recommended'
for approval by PORC after the accident.

K---.
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For conclusions and recommendations relating to this sec
tion, refer to section I11 ,11,5.

3. Section 6.8, "Procedures and Programs"

a. Section 6,8.1.a. Section 6,8,la states that written
-,procuria sI'll be established, implemented, and
maintained cuvering applicable procedures recommended
in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Revision
2, February 1978, Appendix A, section 9.C of RG 1.33
states that procedures for the repair of the incore
flux monitoring system should he prepared prior to
beginning work.

As discussed in section IV.D,2,a of this report,
SMI-O-94-1 was violated and thus not properly imple-
mented.

b. Section 6.8.2, Section 6.8.2 states that each proce-
dure of section 6.8.1 and changes thereto shall he
reviewed by PORC and approved by the plant manager
prior to implementation and that each procedure shall
be reviewed periodically as set forth in administrative
procedures. Administrative Instruction AI-4, "Plant
Instructions - Documenc Control," revised March 9,
1984, states in section 5.3.2 that each instruction
shall be reviewed biennially after issuance to deter-
mine if changes are necessary or desirable,

Inadequate PORC review of SMIs is discussed in section
IV,N,2 above, Additionally, the biennial review pro-
cess established by AI-4 wat inadequate in that the
poor quality of SMI-O-94-1 was not corrected and the
instruction was almost three years old when the acci-
dent occurred and had not been revised since its origi-
nal ismuo,

c. Section 6.8.3. Section 6.8,3 states that "temporary
changes" to procedures of paragraph 6.8,1 may bemade
provided:

o The intent of the original procedure is not

altered,

o. The change is approved by two members of the plant
management staff, at least one of whom holds a
Senior Reactor Operators License on the unit

affected.

o.The change is documented, reviewed by PORC and

approved by the plant manager within 14 days of
implementation
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When asked how SMl-0-94-1 should have been changed to
make it appropriate for the dry brushing cleaning
operation at power, managers and engineers interviewed
responded that a temporary change ihould have been
issued to delete the words concerning "do not use the
equipment or procedure at power." A change of that
nature would be inappropriate as the intent of the
instruction would be changed, This type of response in -

an indication that the people interviewed were not
aware of what quality elements are necessary for a good
instruction for assuring that the quality of a CSSC ist
not degraded dtiring the maintenance proces,, were tont
aware of the procedure change process, or were express-
ing a careless attitude toward procedural compliance.
The fact that this lack'of awareness or careless atti-
tude was expressed *(toward procedures) after review of
the accident indicates an alarming lack of appreciation
of the importance of adequate procedures aind procedural
compliance. Effective, preventive action to reduce
procedure violation errors will not be successful
unless and until the lack of awareness or such atti-
tudes are changed.

In suernary, there was a significant breakdown in the con-
trols for maintenance activities established by the unit I
Technical Specifications in that (I) ISEG activities did not
comply with the intent of the Technical Specifications and
had been ineffective, (2) PORC review of special maintenance
instructions for the cleaning of thimble tubes before and
after the accident had been inadequate, and (3) there was a
significant breakdown in the SQN procedure process for
maintenance activities,

0. Prior Findinjgs and Recommendations Following NSRS Investigation
of 10-Rem Extremity Exposure at SON

During September and October 1982 NSRS conducted an indepth
investigation into the causal factors associated with a 10-rem
extremity expoxure at SQN. The findings as reported in NSkS
Report No. 1-82-21-SQN iasted Dece•hber I, 1'982, indlicated that
the causal factors for the 10-rem extremity exposure were oin
inadequate hazard assessment, inadequate prejob planning, lack
of training, and inadequate adherence to the TVA safety-first
policy. Some of the causal factors for that incident are similar
to some of the causal factors for this accident. Recommendations
were made by NSRS in December 1982 to correct the causal factors
of that incident, It is apparent that some of these recommenda-
tioons had not been implemented.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this section,
refer to nacrion 1il,C,3,
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, N Lic€e nsee Event v- 50-31J78403o

This LER, prepared by the plant Compliance Staff and transmitted
to the NRC on May 18, 1984, provided the detail-s concerning
ejection of the incore thimble tube.

Paragraph b.(2).ii,1 of IOCFRSO,73, "Li censee Event Report Sys-
tem," states "the narrative description must include the follow-
ing specific information an appropriate for the particular event:
The method of discovery of each component or system failure or
procedural error."

Under "the Event" of the 1,ER the method of discovery was stated

as "water was noticed on the seal Iablio,"

Paragraphs b.(2)ii.(J)(2)(ii) of IOC Fk',)0. -I states "for eAr,

personnel error .the licensee shall disciiss: whether the error
was contrary to an approved procedure, . or was associated with
an activity or task that was not covered Ity in approved proce-
dure."

There was no mention of inadequate or violation of procedures in
the narrative of the LER,

Paragraph b,(4) of IOCFE50,73 states "The L.icensee Event Report
shall contain: a description of any corrective actions planned
as a result of the event, including those to reduce the probabil-
ity of similar events occurring in the future."

The "corrective actions" stated in the [ER were "all short-term
corrective action taken has been described in Lhe above text. Per
vendor recommendations, the seal table and associated fiLtings
were inspected. This inspection dtetormined that no additional
corrective action was required. For long-term corrective action,
management has made the decision that future thimble tube %lean-
ing will not be performed during power operations."

LER No, SQRO-50-327/84030 transmitted to the NIEC on May 18, 1984,
was misleading and did not meet the specified requirements of
IOCFR5O.73 in that the leak was described as "water was noticed
on the seal table." (While this is true it does not accurately
describe the true nature of the leak as described to NSRS by the
workers.) There was no mention in the [,.R that the primary work
instruction for the activity, SMI-O-94-l was inadequate, was
violated, and the long-term correction specified does not address
corrective actions to correct the causal factors, of the event
that may reduce the probability of an event of a similar nature.

For conclusions and recommendations relating to this section,
refer to section lli,Ll
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Q, SON Compliance StaffSEG Activities

1. Bakgoun d

?JURG 0737, "Clarification of THI Action Plan Requirements,"
issued November 1980 specified post-ThI requirements for
operating reactors and applicants for operating licennes to
be incorporated into plant design aod nfthods of operation
for the purpose of minimizing the pr,,if Iity of a serious
reactor accident. One of those items ( I. l. l.2) was the
requirement of the establishment of an "Independent Safety'
Engineering Group (ISEG)." The principal function of the
ISEG would be to examine plant operating characteristics,
NRC issuan•es, and other appropriate sources of plant design
and operating experience information that may indicate areas
for improving plant safety. The ISEG would perform indepen-.
dent review and audits of plant activities including mainte-
nance, operational problems, and aid in the establishment of'
programmatic requirements for plant activities. Where
useful improvements could be achieved, it was expected that
this group would develop and present detailed recommends-
tions to corporate management for such things as revised
procedures or equipment modifications. Another intended
function of the ISEG was to maintain surveillance of plant
operations and maintenance activities to provide independent
verification that these activities were performed correctly
and that human errors were reduced as far as practicable.
ISEG would then be in a position to advise utility manage-
ment on the overall quality and safety of operations.

The ISEG. was to be an additional independent group of a
minimum of five dedicated, full-time engineers, located
onsite hut reporting nff ite to A corporate official who
held a high level, technically oriented position that'wt•s
not in the management chain for power production. The ISEG
would increase the available technicil expertise locaLed
onsite and would provide continuing systematir and indepen-
(dent assessment of plant activities,

The requirement for the ISEG was made a licensing require -
ment by NRC for the SQN license And intcluded in the T'hInsu-
cat Specifications as discussed in secttIon IV,N, I of this
report.

2. Sq Nmemention of the ISEG Requirement

SQN and NUC PR management elected to assign the ISEG func-
tion to the existing Plant Compliance Staff. SQN Standard
Practice SQAII7, "Resprnoibilities of Nuclear Plant Compli-
ance Staff for Nuclear Safety Engineering" revised March
1984, defines the responsibilities of the Compliance Staff
at SQN in meeting the NRC requirement for a safety engineer-
ing group. The Standard Practice does not cover all of the
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responsibilities of the Compliance Staff not related to the
ISEG function. The defined responsibilities for fulfilling.
the safety engineering function and providing an independent
onsite assessmnient of nuclear plant activities Lnclude review

of plant operation and maintenance activities, review of
potential reportable occurrences (PROs), and generation of
LERs as applicable. (As of May 18 the Compliance Staff had
generated 30 LERs for unit I,)

Additionally, as a compliance function the Compliance Staff
"logo nd tracko regulatory an well an other commitments.

V .. They provide the invent igat ionn and the reponses to find-
ings by NRC, Office of Quality Assurance, and others and
coordinate the interface between the plant staff and the
inspection, review, investigation, and audit groups, All of
these are considered ISEG functions by the plant Compliance
Staff in that they get involved with problems they or others
have identified. They stated th.it they ensure that in the
process of investigating and writing the reports, the right'.
corrective actions have been taken, both short and long
term, to prevent recurrence. The Compliance Staff advises
the plant management and others on regulatory matters includ-
in& interpretation of Technical Specif i ations,

The ISEG concept used at SQN had diverged from the original
NRC and Technical Specification intent as interpreted by
NSRS in that it is not composed of five full-time senior
level engineers loCateul onsite deific.,t.ell full tLme to ISEG,
functions, is involved in line production functions, is not
independent from the power production organization to ensure
objectivity, and is not in the position to assess and advise
utility managemeiit On the overall quality and safety of
operations.

At SQN the ISEG function was assigned to the Compliance
Staff which performed l ine funor ions for the Plant Manager,
These functions performed by the ComplIance Staff do afford
the opportunity to review plant operation and maintenance
activities but do riot aIt ort the opportunity to perform the.
reviews thoroughly arnd with rihdependet.- e from presstures o f
operation of the facility. Additionally, the performance
appraisals, and thus the promotability in the organizat ion,
are performed by the s ite. management, The compl iance Hint'-
Lions performed by the Cuempl iance ,ita I' are line funct ions"
and are subject to operational pressures.

The accident was investigated by the SQN Compliance Staff
,. (ISEG) and the description of the event, the cause of fail-

ure and the long-term corrective action specified in LER
SQN-50-327/84030 were determined by that group. The Compli-
ance Staff/ISEG conclusions concerning the accident as..
reflected in the LEA failed to recognize any programmatic
problems that may adversely impact the safety of plant
personnel or plant operations in the future.
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In general, the Compliance Staff/ISEG personnel interviewed
exprea.ed that their thnightL Qoncerning the accident were
that it was an unfortunate event, They thought that the
plant had demonstrated through the outage that they had,
made tremendous headway in conducting outages and getting
through them, .and this accident was an unfortunate event
that occurred and kept the unit from going back to power.
Based on what they had seen and what the engineering section
had done prior to making the decision to clean at power,
they did an adequate evaluation, at least talked to industry
people that had experience in this areai, ind cAme up with a
decision that cleaning at power could and had been done.

The thoughts expressed hy the Compl infe Sta!f/ISEG perro-i-
nel interviewed reflected , I ine oupervisnr' attitude eceid
one that was concerned with 80lhedule and not une that WaN
concerned from an independent standpoint for nuclear safety.

The Compliance Staff at SON has been ineffective in perform-
ing the ISEG functions of maintaining surveillance of plant
activities to provide independent verification that activi-
ties (including maintenance activities) were performed
correctly and that human errors were reduced as much as
practical, This lack of effectiveness in identifying prob-
lem areas with program controls is in itself a program
weakness which thus promoted conditions that allowed the
accident to occur.

For cnnclusions and recohmendations relatiing to this sev-

tion, refer to section IIKI,

V. PERSONNEL CONTACTED

A, I tdua try

I .
2,
3,

4,
5,
6.
7,
8.
9.
10.
II,

G. Black
A. Burger
R, Cockrell
M. Carton
D, Kane
N, Kwttck
R. Mathipeon
W. Mullet
J. Perry
A. Stough
H, Wol IN

Teleflex Corporation
Beaver Valley Nuclear Plant
INPO
North Anna Nuclear Plant
Beaver Valley Nuclear Plant
Kewamunee Nuclear Plant
Weetinghouil" UItQN Site Rop,)
NUS
Trojan Nuclear Plant
NU1S
I NI'1I

H. TVA Corp!orate

I, J, Thompson OiiM ( IIARIIO)

C. Division of Occupational Health and Safety

11 UI ~nder OC IIbs
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D. Office of Power .pwq•.

I. S.
2. H.
3. J.

Bugg
Kemp
Lobdell

E. Division of Nuclear Power

1. H. Abercrombie
2. T. Campbell
3, J. Fox
4. L, Ellis
5. R. Kitts
6. R. Sessoms
7, P. Wallace

F. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant

RHS
i'WR
RHS

NCO
NCO
NCO
NCO
NCO
NCO
NCO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9,

10.
11.
12.
1.

'4,
I5.
16.
8?,

18.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24 .
25.
26.
27.
2R,
29.
30.
It,

D. Alhury
L. Alexander
C. Baker
R. Byrant
J. Clift
M. Cooper
D. Crawley
M. Edwn rds
R. For tenbcerry
HI. Ganmmage
M. Harding
S, HarriAon
S .Holltier forrd
1). Ti c k•on

G. Kirk
.1, Kre ll
D. lowV
C. Mason
S. Martin
B. McKay
L. NobI I P N

.1. Osborne
D. Paschal
J. Record
J, lNoh infon
B. Schofield
B. Simpson
, . .4 ii-mleman

v, ra. y I o r
Ii. Tiir i .r
.1, W.,iIke r
K. Whitly

FSG
FSG

FSG
FSG

FSG
Comp IIa(ice Sect ion
lIP Section
HP Section
Engineerinlg Sert yin
FSG

Comp Ii anc'e Sec t ion
lip Sect. it)[
lil P ev t 1 1i 1
Sd ll-Lty Xe'c L i li
('omIn i f llro.( Sr'i t 111nl

,M,1 I fi l .I| v SecII' •llt I of)

SQN
Document Control
Engineering Sec't ion
SO~N
HIP Section
FSG
Mýster Filen

Engineering Section
EnRineeri*ng Sect inn
HP S9eation
S1terty Sertilon

M11 11' ,l r ill ' S Iill

Complince on
Compliance Section

G. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

I, W, l1yrld
2. R, Sauer
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. .VI DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

A, r

I. U.S. NRC Report Nos. 50-327/84-14 and .O-328/84-14,
received July 2, 1984

2, U.S. NRC Report No., 50.327/84-13 and 50-:128/84-13,
issued June 21, 1984

3. U.S. NRC NUREG-0737, "Clarification ol rMl Action Plan
Requirements," November 1980

4. Code of Federal Regulations
lOCFR50,73, "Licensee Event Report System,"

September 30, 1983
IOCFR50 Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria

for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing
Plants," January 1, 1983

5. U.S, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, "Quality Assurance
Program Requirements (Operation)," Febru.iry 1978

6. U.S. NRC IE Information Notice NO, 84-55, "Seal Table
Leaks at PWRs,"July 6, 1()84

7. SQN IER No, SQRO-50-321/840'10

8. U.S. NRC NUREG/CR-1369, "Proc.eduires E.valuation Checklist
for Maintenance, Test and Calibration Procedures Used in
Nuclear Power Plants," September 1982

B. Industry

i. rrojan Nuclear Plint, "'lux Thimble 'rubp Cleanout it Full
Power"

2. HanaRement Ovwrsight and Risk Tree Users Manual, EG&G/DOE,
Idaho National Engineering Lahrratory, FRDA-76/4.S-4,
November 1976

3. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, "Topi'al Report - Safety
Related Research and Development for Westinghouse Pressurized
Water Reactors Program Summaries," WCAP-/856, Fall 1971 -

Spring 1972

4, Wq'sl inghouse H v.lt'L rit, Cnrpnrait ,n, '"T'op ,,l kvp.it II V,,•,
.Int rumentat iun (Flux MappinR ,yvNtem and thirmnm l'pleN ) ''

.Jilly 1971

5. Westinghouse Nui'leAr Energy Systrmx, "1'te'h'ical Manual lIr
ln-Cor@ Inntrumentation - renntfser VAlley Authority Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant Unit No, 1land No. 2"
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6. Occupational Safety and Health, Standards and Interpretations,"Subpart F - MvnA nf F grevn"

7. Westinghouse Correspondence from R. Howard to R. Mathieson,
"Seal Table Fittings Intermix - SEQ I," May 2, 1981

8. Letter to M. D. Wingo from M. Cuppula, Superintendent of
Technical Services, Duquesne LiRht, "Incore Thimble
Maintenance," May 14, 1984

C. Corporate

1. Memorandum from H. N. Culver to W. F. Willis, "Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant - Notification of an Unusunl Event,"
April 20, 1984 (GNS 840423 100)

2. Memorandum from H. N. Culver to 11. G. Parris, "Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant - NSRS Investigation of the Unusual Event
on April 19, 1984 - NSRS Report No, 1-84-12-SQN," April 25,
1984 (ONS 840425 051)

3, Tennensee' VAl ley AuLtiority, "Severe'. Act idrnt iaItvesigat inn
Procedure," Janury 1984

4. Memorandum from H. N. Culver to E. A. ltelvin and H. G. Parris,
"Snqluaih Nucelear PI;aiaa Invet aiMtt ton ol 10 Hem ENtremity
Exponuure - Nuclear Safety Review stalt (NSkS) Hepoit

No. I-82-21-SQN," December I, 1982 (GNS 821203 050)

D. Office of Power

1. Office of P',wer Radiation Plan, Section A, "Nuclear Power
Plants," November 2, .1983

2. Memorandum from H{. G. Parris to W. F. Willis, ".Seuuoyah
Nuclear Plant - Notification of an Unusual Event," April 20,
1984 (GNS 840423 100)

E, Division of Nuclear Power

1. Operatloiadl Quality Assurarnce' Manuial Procedu re No. N-oQAM,
Part I , Se'ction 2, I, "Plant M,ii tn.,nce'," F'' ,hriaary 7, 198fl

2. Davison of Nuclear Power, "PIlat. New awl l lE.tl'Ited
Operational Event Report - Seqiaoyah Plant Status," April 17-30,
1984

3. Division of Nuclear Power, "Directives Manual," November 15,
1983

;'.4 . A/ , Arva 11i t i t• 1 rotnoi t l re No . 0604,l 0)'1 , lit, pi itl is !,,1 ll1,. 1 ,1 v2' s ii!i

Naiclear Plant Indepenrdeiat Slety G.a aiet'r tag (roup/
Compliance Staff," October 11, 1983
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5. Area Plan Procedure No. 0604.04, "Unreviewed Safety
Question Determination (USQD - Intent, Method, Review, and
Approval," October 13, 1983

6. Operational Quality Assurance Manual Procedure Nb. SQ-OQAM,
Appendix A, "Critical Structures, Systems, and Components
(CSSC) Lint"

7. Operational Quality Assurance Manual, Part II1, Section
7.3, "Comnon-Mode Failures, Maintenance Initiated,"
January 15, 1981

8, Letter from J. A. Coffee to Mr. Larry Sinter, Director,
Tennessee Emergency Management Agency, "Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant Notification of Unusual Event - April 20, 1984,"
April 25, 1984 (GNS 8404,10 100)

9. Memorandum from R. A. Sessoms to L. C. Ellis, "Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant Unit I - Incore Thimble FjeCt.ion - Investiga-
tion and Review of Events for Industrial Safety Implica-
tions," May 2, 1984 (LO! 840502 802)

10. Memorandum from L, C. Ellis to R. A. Sessons, "Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant Unit I Incore rhimble, Yjectinn • Inveft i•A-
tion and Review of Events for Industrial Safety Implica-
tions," May 17, 1984 (05 840517 800)

F. Ne uLh Nuclear Plant

I. Draft - "Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 1 D-12 Traveling
Incore Probe Thimble Tube Separation Special Tests,"
May 17, 1984

2. Special Maintenance Instruction SMI-0-94-l, "RPV Bottom
Mounted Instrument Thimble Tubes Cleaning and Flushing,")
July 10, 1981

3. Special Maintenance Instruction SHI-0-94-2, "Incore Flux
Thimble Cleaning and Lubrication," Revision 0, April 26,
1984

4. Maintenance Request Form, A-238084, April 18, 1984

5, Radiation Work Permit No, 02-l-00102, J)riiiary 1, 1981,

6, Radidtion Work Permit Timesheet No. 02-1-00102-0090,
April 18, 1984

7. Radiation Work Permit No. 02-1-O0005, Issued April 20, 1984

8. Radiation Work Permit Timesheet Non. 92-1-00005-0002
t hrni#Rh 0062, 1 siee(l Aprit I I 1)R4 ' hromiih Mny 1, 9'.84

:.-., ~~~95'. • , .>-
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9. Whole Body Analysis Records for the following S

J. Clift, FSG
H. Gammage, FSG
B. Turner, FSG
B. Simpson, FSG
D. Paschal, FSG

D, Albury, FSG
C, Baker, FSG
S. Harrison, HP
M. Edwards, HP

QN personnel.

t ion

ment

159,

10. Radiological Control Instruc6ton R('1-lO, "Minim
Occupational Radiation Exposure," Revision 8

It. Radiologica l Control InstrItILioi R1IA-114, "Radii
Work Permit (RWP) Program," Revision 2

12. Radiological Control Instruction R(:I-IO, Attach
"ALARA Preplanning," April 19, 1984

13. Potential Reportable Occurrence, PRO No. 1-84-

April 20, 1984

14. SQN Technical Specifications - Unit 1, Sections

3.3.3.2
3/4.3.3.2
3/4.4. 10
6.2.3

"Movable Incore Detectors"
"Movable Incor.' Detectors"
"Structural Integrity"
"Independent Sftty Engineering Group( IS E•)'"
"Plant Oiperat i'ns Review Committee

(PORC)"
"Procedures anI Programs"

6. 5,,

6.8

J, ~

15, SQN Final Safety Analysis Rel port , Se.i,,'cL ti :

3.6 "Protection Against Dynamic Effects
Associated With the Postulated Rupture
of Piping"

S.2 "Integrity of the Reactor Coolant System
Boundary"

7.7.1.9.2 "Movable Neutron Flux Detector Drive System"
13.5 "Plant Instructions"

16. Administrative. Instruction AI-4, "Plant Instructions -

Document Control," March 9, 1984

17. Administrative Instruction Al-I, "'lear.ance Procedures,"
Revision 23

18. Admif i trt ive Instruction AI- , "A''A , r .u Countainment,"
Revision 10

19. Administrative Instruction Al-13, "Control ot' CSSC Equipment,
Revision 25

"'~ '1

'1

-'4--""

4.., (4-

4 ~
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20. Administrative Instruction AI-30, "Nuclear Plant Method
of Operation," Revision 6

21, Administrative Instruction AI-8, "Containment Entry
Checklists," April 18, 1984 - April 19, 1984

22. Clearance Sheets, Hold Order No. 1, "Incore Probes,"
January 1, 1984

23. Standard Practice SQAII9, "Unreviewed Safety Q.iestion
Determinaion," Revision 3

4~*>

p

24, Standard Practice SQA 128, "Method of Operation - Polio
Revision 0

25. Standard Practice SQAi29, "Objectives in Plant Operatiot
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant," Revision 2

26. Standard Practice SQA 131, "Recovery From a Spill
of Radioactively Contaminated Liquid," Revision I

27. Standard Practice SQS29, "Accident Reporting and Investi
tion," Revision 3

28, Abnormal Operating Inntrct ion AO1-f6, "SmiA II RPactor
Coolant L.eak," Revision 13

29. Hazard Control Inmtruction )ICI-GI, "H1izard Control Inntr
tsoa Manual," April 21, 1916

30, Hazard Control Instruction ?ICI-G2, "The Supervisor," May
1983

31. Hazard Control Instruction HCI-G3, "The Employee,".Janua
1984

32. Hazard Control Instruction IICI-G6, "Cle'arance Procedure
Requirements," May 26, 19R.1

33. Hazard Control Instruction HCI-GIS, "Initial Accident
Reporting and Emergency Actions," March 22, 1983

34. Hazard Control InsLruction HCI-GI6, "General Safe Work
Rules itnd Employee Conduct," May 26, 198•

35. Hazard Control Instruction HCI-G2b, "Ou'ddy System in
Hazardous Low Accessibility Areas," March 22, 1983

36. Hazard Control Instruction HCI-G29, "Workplace Hazard
Assessment," February 14, 1984

37. Quality Engineering Section Instruction Letter No, 5,3,
"Maintenance Requests - FQE Section Review," Revjsion 9

y,,

'V

Lga "

ry3,

z, Ali
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38. SQN Shift Engineers Journal, April 17, 1984 - April 25, 1984

- 39. SQN Assistant Shift Engineer (SRO) Journals (Unit I),. '
April 17, 1984 April 26, 1984

40. SQN Unit Operator, Journals (Unit I), April 17, 1984 -.

April 23, 1984- -

41. SQN Health Physics Journals for 690 lIP Lab, April 19,.
1984 - April 26, 1984

42, "Superintendent's Lettr," Sequoyih Nucle,,sr Plant,

Volume 1, No, 6, April 30, 1984

G. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

I. Standard Practice W86.5.1, "EnRineer Asiignment to Plant'
Systems and Equipment," March 14, 1984
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FLL.\ THIM1BLE TL'UE CL.LAINOL' AT i'ILL PO',ýL:

Gairy ;4 .,ir

INCIDENT:

On February 1, 11179 duzt% un ro ut lIni mo4':: i.v I Ukx ý-.tp at )OU% powcr
(3411 MWT) . blui, k thimtble were i &i :icover, i~t 37 of 53 thý7blc io:acians.
The blockages w~ere.Lit the bend mininta.

HISTORY:

From the Trojan s tarcup in Dvk-c-mbr !97', tut t ;',' cnd of Cycc 1 ir.
?IarthJ~9 78. f ifty-thretv fullI core. f ',i\ mt'.":.: .':4: ro.r.c I our, c ter-cov c
maps had be~en taken v-ith vvidencc uf on.-ý:k bl-'-~cd tiilie L~t.rc
or no neulube hid bcacn ustýJ.

The plant WAS shutdow.n from March 19789 Uh~il JA:1UA.-\ 1  i~ o- oLr
technical specifications and lice.ns;ing inLervv:':;rin rcg,.irdir.,;, scaiS.-nic
integrity. During tho rcftLJ ini., the c~uhcs flr vic~c,?ooded wich,
carbon dioxide, and cappe'd off.

w
During th* prolonged outage the flux.mp;ynt-i sy!,tcm waý. uxercisdc every.,
six weeks.

Between the. start uf the~ seconu c~vc c in .- i~arv ~ind th4* Fbr~i.ary ilockaje.
nine full core f ltlx MAPS anJ !,cvcral 1 u:tr ~ r -... rr W .JL takenCf '.Lt.t
no significant problcmb encountcrot..

WORK PREPARATIONS;

%

Ar rangement werec m.1dL' w i Lh T . ,tf 1 X., h.'f11 .r tJ:I~ 1:1 G vorJ.')r to0
be on-site to .issir~t in Lhv hru~nnng 'n;'crni w. (1"2-c~br ie

detector cuble~.i a hnIicil dr ivc ulit . :L.. c.vc r Va 1 ,v h..j jIso
done' a br'ush ing A t pcv.vr t hey. we re co ct t~ o c. a in~ gene ra 1 inf or-
wa Li on. A t en- fcoc. tIungI l/2-i1nr h rl;' I .~ d ob ca -,ncd t o f ici : 1t 4!
trunsler of the wire hrnsii t'etwee'n tinic olv .luroi. A furnnel was ma'L;
to facilitate brus.h vntr) into chimh1i'.

Radiat ion control pi (cL4Iurcs wvriv tdt

WJI(K OPERATIO14:

The flux um.ipp~iij y, tr 11tnvCJ.)i11( iJ4.. k.' :L'rnjt.l rulled

out. of -the way.

The maiinceiiant:4- raii with IinJ4-o;ikratt.I. hvi L..2 dr.ve, ;.Ustujt. icd. h.;mfci I
above tlia se~a I tub Ic on t lic tipse r s t C~i 1mdr y r-nn t ing f Aram.'

"VA
OF

I j

Pulp4 . ... ~ ... .-. . .
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WOR) OPERATION (Con td.)

*VHe drove the brush~ Lhrough the r ~ Cii Jn 1:110 Ca,~.!' (C...

foclr, br us h in 6.

ARadintiun ConntIo0 rCIchM1. Ii C. It:. i ~tt. i sk&6. U, Ji LC

activity prouuced whenI til'v C- k- AJ hII 1r1 i - '.' Lhiýrjw:.

The* area radia in oniLor a jsri. hnass 'r~d~o~:ib~i

rigid conduit .

RADATION CON"TROL:

Prime activat ion pruduct w:is co'pper

(NOTE.: Brush dur J ng Oilht dkoi%.i -c I.~ L

Contact radi~atiun level oilabv

A vacuum cleanor was kist'd LO COiIc akfII: t,0;-: ;it 14 ý. ro~ tiru-.h a~

Airborne levels 1. 5 MPC wcr.Ž m .Iv. ,..:,,3 .' c,.I.: ~:J C.l tu Sourcu.

Eventually levels worc he.ld to 0.3 ý'C w; .. c. ~&. ~' sucL ion

maintained.

All personnel wojre rc!.pir.itors-.

D1.taussenmbly 8 Mn- int.lt;. -0~

Brulihing nl nil- A..on.. .:1..:,,

Ii I i.in -( r . i o ,.:t -

R~eassembly 7 3 in-mir II-. n'm-rrn

Total Evolutilin 2.~, n-r &j ni. '61 ':rwti

(Note tot.al dose foir b t-i ýh and f Ih u i 6u. '- '.

3V 1

Z.4wpPw q..~ ~ ~ - ~ .
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!SUCCEST0I~hiS
Con.sidcr tit I 1izing -i lirki:.i ik! ý' t.( co ii un( if i;,y-r it p()i;S.ibie.
Teleflex recemmendvd iir(Ine.i, .1inJ-i .id~ .( - i r~.~-.e it iVj :1rd for

2. Use airfted thuod re~.i fn.~ ~tc;tbnIlhs' or pietsoimel. com r t

3. Usa a 12- f ot r 1:id ~condui c r a C ii:r 'h.11 OWt 10-foot cc'nduic if enuu~h* over hcad space is. a V. I1a b Ia

4, Consider a nioturi:ed I hc11 ca I drive, but be .iw.*-rc of Ign rpotuntLia
* on hittin6 obfitruction.

5. Provide ai SUPPOI' pl..a formn for hi c~ i. v u;ier.ituL' abov.. :'ca c.3b1l

7. In~pecCL md rvpluct- cxAv!;:.!vL'KV cvc- it, irl,:itc CVfl

S. During prolvnit~td o'utage, wjcir~i' CI L'C nrS kJC P.4 saS a e 1±rnj* swi.tch 1into heatt, and iihiulcd dr ivk ),i~

9. Use no naulube.
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.S,*i9o••~s3 a s>F+LL SUBJECT ^THIMBLE TUBE", "SEFA. TABLE"

. ,TEXT I "THIMBLE TUBE", 'SEAL TABLE" END

OmN ! 14 HALL (PSEIGSALM) 03-MAY-83 10859
StaijacTS INCkRE THIMBLE TUBE BLOCKAGE

'.,-: SALEM U~hITS,3 4 LOOP WESTINGHOUSE PWRS

TO ALL OPEWM'Iq96 PLAITSr

SALEM9UMI'TS HAVE ENCOUNTERED PROBLEMS IWIITH THE INCORE DETECTOR
SYIIEQI.ER THE YEARS. ONE RECURPING PROBLEM IS THE BLOCIAGE
OF 1II'P.IIMBLE 'TUBES" WHICH ARE THE ACCESS PATH FOR THE

, Pjl*TURE DETECTORS To REACH THE REACTOR COPE. BLOCKAGES
-'W"D TO BUILD UP IN THESE TUBES AT THE POINT WHEPE THEY ENTER
,TE REACTOR VESSEL. AT THIS AREA THE TUBES GO F'OM A RELATIVELY

'"•OOL TEMPERATI URE (-C 100 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT) TO REACTOR COOLANT
'SYSTEM TEMW0PI S-',- 550 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT). THESE BLOCKAGES`-

THF g6 *T /DRIYE CABLE ASSEMBLIES FROM ENTERING THE
",L•KE SALEM, MANY WESTINGHOUSE PLANTS HAVE BEEN

Cmry N' WHERE THEY. COULD NOT MEET THE TECHNICAL:SPECIFICATI'OM
ViWEN W.75% OF THE THIMBLES USEABLE.

DISCOVER THE SOURCE OF THESE BLOCI(AGES :ALEM PERSONNEL
, ECENTLY PEPMVED TINO THIMBLE TUBES FROM UNIT 2 THAT W1ERE

. . OWN TO ME. LOCKED. SEVERAL 3 FOOT LONG SAMPLES OF THESE
TUBES WERE OBTAINED CONTAINING THE BLOCKAGE. TECHNIQUES
WERE USED TO ENSURE THAT NO WATER ENTERED THE TUBES. SALEM
S'' STI tIO3.IS PRESENTLY RECEIVING PROPOSALS FOR ANALYSIS OF

ETI.• g "CTIONS. ONCE THE ANALYSIS OF THESE SAMPLES
.. ED'••iW IE ' WILL MAKE THE RESULTS KNOWN VIA NOTEPAD, HOPEFULLY
D THE SUMNPER OF 1983.

ALSO, THESE BLDKCAGES HAVE BEEN WUCCESSFULLY REMOVED AT SALEM
WITH THEL UNIT AT FULL POlWER. BY PROBNIG THE THIMBLE TUBESWITH A TEST CABLE (NO DETECTOR) THE BLOCkAGES CAN BE KNOCKED

LOOSE, •tr GROUND UP. THIS IS DONE MANUALLY FROM INSIDE THE'
C-jnR1R'IW1EnT HEAR THE SEAL TABLE. WE REMOVE THE INPUT TUBE
FROM A 10-PPTH TRANSFER DEVICE AND ATTACH A TELEFLEX HAMD
DRIVE WITH A TEST CABLE LOADED INTO IT. LIE DRIVE THE CABLE
TO THE AREA OF THE BLOCKAGE AND "PUSH" IT OUT OF THE WAY.
C#PE MUST BE TAKEN NOT TO DRIVE THE CABLE INTO THE COPE
REGION AS IT WILL ACTIVATE. THE CABLE VERY "UlICkL'T' tABOLIT
1'00 P/HR WHEJH PETURNED). WE MEASURE THE C.IBLE INSERTED LENGTH
fy' 1lCOUNT4N6.THE TURNS ON THE MANUAL DRIVE HAND CRANK (I TURN
PER FOOT OF CAB.E). WE DRIVE IT UNTIL WE PEACH A DISTANCE
TPFT IS'S;X FEET FROM THE CORE. AFTER RETRACTION THE 10,
--PATH CA" bE ROTATED TO THE NEXT PATH OF INTEREST AND THE
POCESS REPEATED. THIS IS EASY FOP US SINCE OUR i0 PATH
I,.AEEVIC RLOCARED IN AN AREA OF. LESS THAN I MR/HR AT FULL
~WR.

bR PURTI.P IIMOMTION CONTACT JEFFJACKSON. SALEM OPERATIONSo
.•0.:.wl (609),>?39.-,4+"Q

jwmwq rm -Tc7

J, -
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - OPERATIONAl, READINESS REVIEW P'IIASE I I I -

:NUCLEAR.SAFETY REVIEW STAFF (NSRS) REPORT NO. R-84-15-WBN

From August 6 to September 7, 1984, NSRS conducted the third in a series

of reviews at WBN to determine.the operaLional reJalin,!:;s of the facility.

The series of reviews will continue until fuel is loaded in the reactor.

This particular review was conducted during the performance of the mini-

hot functional testing program and focused on related Operations,.Preoper-
ational Test, Maintenance, and Engineering Sections activities. 'Adequacy
of and adherence to procedures were stressed. Selected portions of the

health physics program and actions taken in response to recommendations
made in the first two operational readiness reports were also evaluated.
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I. BACKGROUND

This is the third of a minimum of four reviews that will be performed
by the Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) of activities at Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant (WBN) to evaluate the operational readiness of that
facility. NSRS report Nos. R-84-02-WBN and R-84-O5-WBN were the first
two in the series. Table I is an updated outline of the NSRS Opera-
tional Readiness Review Plan.

II. SCOPE

K:

r

&

The activities to be reviewed are generally controlled by the Office
of Nuclear Power (NUC PR). Each review is conducted in sufficient
detail to facilitate the formulation of an NSRS opinion as to the
status of the specific area being reviewed. When the series of
reviews has been completed, the status of the specific review areas
will be evaluated and the operational readiness of the facility deter-
mined. This particular review focused on preoperational testing,
maintenance activities, conduct of licensed operations, reactor safety
and criticality controls, chemistry control, and health physics.
Also, review of actions taken in response to reco mendations made in
the first two operational readiness reports was performed. This
review was performed during the mini-hot functional testing and the
NSRS used the tests to serve as a framework to review other activities
since these tests simulated actual operating conditions as nearly as
possible without using nuclear heat.

III. MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Within the scope of this review the six areas evaluated were con-
sidered adequate with some exceptions. The most significant of these
exceptions are summarized below while the specific conclusions and
recoumendations relating to these program areas are contained in
-section V of this report.

Preoperational Testing
, • u

There appeared to be a philosophical difference when regulatory
guides, industry standards, and the N-OQAl were compared with the
actual testing experience. . Upper tier documents indicated that the
testing should be a functional final system checkout while in practice
the systems were not as complete and ready for testing as might be
expected. Improvement in the conduct of the testing program for unit
2 at WBN is recommended.

Conduct of Licensed Activities.

Configuration controls and independent verification of system status
were considered to be in need of improvement. Shift and relief turn--
over of some Operations Section personnel were not conducted in
accordance with established requirements. While NSRS recognizes.that
unit I is not licensed for operation, improvement in these areas is
recommended in accordance with good operating practices.
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Health Physics

I

.7
1,

The current plant organization does not provide the Health Physics
Section independence from operational pressures and the organizational,,
authority to deal directly with all aspects of the plant health.,
physics program. NSRS recommends that the plant organization be."
revised.to have the health physics supervisor report directly to the 'e'
plant manager.

Previously Identified Open Items ,'i
m = =

Twenty-eight items requiring. WBN attention were made in NSRS reports.
Nos. R-84-02-WBN and R-84-05-WBN, issued in April and June of 1984.
Of these 28 items 16 have been closed and the remaining items remain
open pending further review by the NSRS or further action by WBN. Of
those items remaining open the NSRS considers R-84-O5-WBN-08,
R-84-05-WBN-15, R-84-O5-WBN-17, and R-84-WBN-24 to be the most signif-
icant. These open items involve high density fuel storage racks-
attenuation testing, material inspection during construction/modifica-
tion/ maintenance activities, the two-year review cycle for procedures
and instructions, and interface reviews after unit 1 f'el loading.

IV. STATUS OF PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED OPEN ITEMS

A. R-84-02-WBN-O1, Noncompliance with TVA Commitments and NUC PR
Requirements for GET Training

In a plant-level document, NUC PR had exempted the plant superin-
tendent and the assistant plant superintendents (the wording did
not reflect the most recent reorganization) from certain General.
Employee Training (GET) courses required by ANSI 18.1. The NSRS,
recommended that this exception either be removed or a formal.
exception be obtained from established requirements. NJUC PR and
NSRS still are in disagreement on this concern. This item will,
remain open pending further discussion. See section VI.A.1 for:':,.;
details.

B. R-84-02-WBN-02, Expansion of the FQE. Survey No. 3QT(a)

NSRS recommended that the FQE Survey No. 3QT(a) checklist be
expanded in scope. It was also recommended that the survey be
put into compliance with the plant-level document (AI-1O.1)
regarding an acceptable timeframe for initial training. Based on
revision of the survey checklist this item is closed. See
section VI.A.2 for details.

C. R-84-02-WBN-03, Problems with Scheduling and Recordkeeping
Associated with the Health Physics and Security Bypass Examina-
tions (GET 2.35 and 3.15)

"4,.

4

The NSRS had found a large number of personnel delinquent in the
bypass exam for health physics and security. Most of the delin-
quencies were caused by people taking the training again instead-ý.i:,'
of the bypass exams'because .the failure rate of the bypass exams

2
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was too high. These people should not have been listed as delin-
quent. This was only a recordkeeping error and NUC PR took
proper corrective action. The other delinquencies were caused by
too few classes being scheduled. The schedule was changed in
accord with NSRS recommendations. This item is closed. See
section VI.A.3 for details.

D. R-84-02-WBN-04, Enhanced Employee Awareness of TVA's Policy on
Expression of Staff Views and Preferred Methodology for Reporting
Nuclear Safety Concerns.

The NSRS concern was that TVA employees interviewed did not know
that they were encouraged by TVA management and -- licy to take
nuclear safety concerns to the NSRS before takii,. them to the
NRC. NUC PR responded that no corrective action was required as
the information is given to employees during General.Employee
Training (GET). However, the GET courses contained no reference
to NSRS. The NSRS contends that a GET course should include the
stated TVA management policy concerning the NSRS and its role in
employee concerns. Thisitem remains open. See section VI.A.4
for details.

_R~

E. R-84-O5-WBN-O1, Definition of Responsibilities and Authorities
for Administration of the STA Program

AI-2.16 had been revised to clearly establish the authority and
duties for administering the STA program, as recommended by NSRS.
This item is closed. See section VI.A.5 for details.

F. R-84-O5-WBN-02, Station STA Training

The station Shift Technical Advisor (STA) training had not been
completed. STAs were undergoing station training with Septem-
ber 1 as the projected completion date. This item remains open
until the training is completed and the NSRS reviews the training
records. See section VI.A.6 for details.

G. R-84-05-WBN-03, Annual STA Retraining

Formal records to indicate the status of retraining had been
added to STA training records as recommended. This item is
closed. See section VI.A.7 for details.

H. R-84-05-WBN-04, Certification of WBN STAs

Certification records had been placed in STA training files.
This item is closed. See section VI.A.8 for details.

I. R-84-05-WBN-05, STA Plant Familiarization Walkthrough

,The Engineering Section Instruction.Letter was revised to upgrade
the walkthrough portion of the STA program. This item is closed.
See section VI.A.9 for details.

3.



J.-, R-84-05-WBN-06, Divergence from the Intent of the STA Program to,,,"..
,Provide a STA Corps Independent of Commercial Operations

AI-2.16 indicates that the primary responsibility of the STA on,.
shift is the performance of STA duties. Administratively the-
NSRS concern has been satisfied. The STA program performance
will be evaluated during the startup of unit 1. This item is....
closed. See section VI.A.IO for details.

K. R-84-05-WBN-07, Two-Party Verification For Fuel Loading

TI-I has been revised to delineate "separate and independent
parties" and the NSRS concern is satisfied. This item is closed.
See section VI.A.11 for details.

L. R-84-05-WBN-O8, LIgh Density Fuel Storage Racks Attentenuation
Testing

j

EN DES has yet to respond to the requested justification of the
15-percent sample size. This item remains open. See section
VI.A.12 for details.

M. R-84-O5-WBN-09, Surveillance Requirements for Changing Modes of,'
Operation

Subsequent review and discussions with the WBN staff on their
response indicated that the NSRS concern was adequately addressed
by the present system. This. item is closed. See Section VI.A.13
for details.

N. R-84-05-WBN-10, Workplan Quality Assurance (QA) Requirements

The NSRS had discovered discrepancies between Engineering Change
Notices (ECNs) and workplans to implement the ECN. The site
response to correct these discrepancies appeared adequate.
Review of a limited number of workplans issued since June 25,
1984 did not reveal any discrepancies where the ECN was marked-
"QA" and the workplan was marked to indicate that "QA" did not
apply. This item will remain open until more workplans are
initiated and can be reviewed for compliance with the corrective.
action. See section VI.A.14 for details.

0. R-84-05-WBN-11, Workplan Functional Tests

The NSRS did not believe that adequate functional tests were'
being performed after workplan completion. The site response did
not indicate any corrective action to be performed. Furthermore,.',
a revies, of approximately ten workplans by the NSRS did not,,
indicate any additional problems. This item will remain open
pending a more detailed review of additional workplans to ensure
that they contain instructions for functional tests (when,
required) or references to approved instruction. See section-.,,ý
VI.A.15 for details.

4,
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P. R-84-05-WBN-12, Supplemental Information Added to Workplans

The NSRS review had discovered workplans with information added
in ink without a date or initials. Review of workplans indicated
that supplemental information added to workplans was being initi-
ated by the responsible engineer and was being dated. -This item
will remain open until a more thorough review of additional
workplans can be performed to ensure continued compliance. See
section VI.A.16 for details.

Q. R-84-05-WBN-13, Plant Modifications Made byUe a • dintenance
Request (MR)

The NSRS reviewed an MR which appeared tr, be installing a plant
modification, a practice which is not allowed. However, the MR
in question was issued. to install a temporary alteration in
accordance with AI-2.15. The temporary condition was then made
permanent by the issuance of an ECN. This item is closed. See ,,,.
sections VI.A.17 and VI.B.2 for details.

R. R-84-05-WBN-14, Inspector Certification Records

Inspection certification records were either not onsite or were
incomplete. The site response indicated that an interactive
computer system would be obtained to improve the certification
documentation process. - The response appeared adequate. This
item will remain open until implementation of corrective action
can be reviewed. See-section VI.A.18 for details.

S. R-84-05-MBN-15, Material Inspection

The NSRS did not believe that inspection activities for plant
modifications were equivalent to the plant construction inspec-
tions. The response to allow a cognizant individual to verify
material in lieu of a QC holdpoint is unacceptable. In addition,
the use of surveys by FQE to verify installation of material does
not meet the requirements cited in NSRS report R-84-05-BN. This
item will remain open. See section VI.A.19 for details.

T. R-84-05-WBN-16, Records

The NSRS reviewer found that there was a problem with record
retrieval. An As-Constructed Drawing Task Force is scheduled to
review this problem in December 1984. Any recommendations made
by the As-Constructed Drawing Task Force will be evaluated upon
completion of the task force's review for identification and
retrievability of CONST workplan records. Also, the site, With.-
the aid of OQA, has implemented a record retrieval procedure.
This item will remain open pending NSRS review of the procedural
implementation. See section VI.A.20 for details.

I
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U. R-84-05-WBN-17, Two-Year Review Cycle for Procedures and
Instructions

The NSRS did not believe that the WBN procedure review program.
was adequate in that a successfully documented performance of an.
instruction was considered to be an instruction review. 'NUC PR_
stated they believed it met the intent of the review requirements'
but that once the QA reorganization was completed a response
would be made by QA. NSRS believes that the NUC PR position is,
in contiadiction to regulatory mnd corporate document require-
ments. This item will remain open until A1-3.1 is revised to
comply %ith the requirements to upper-tier documents. See.. "
section VI.A.21 for details.

V. R-84-05-WBN-18, Field Quality Engineering (FQE) Review of
Procedures and Instructions

A quality assurance program instruction (AI-3.1) had been written',
by FQE. The required FQE review of this instruction was per-':-
formed by the same individual who had written it. The NUC PR',
response was basically correct. The NSRS position iF that in the,....
future FQE procedures and instructions should have the documented'.-
review performed by someone other than the author. This item is
closed. See section VI.A.22 for details.

W. R-84-05-WBN-19, Operator Response to Critical Alarms Before
Licensing

The NSRS did not believe that operator response to an alarm "
indicating water in the spent fuel pit was adequate. The opera--.
tors were instructed on response to alarms. The NSRS is sati.-..
fNed with this response to the concern. This item is closed.,,. .

See section VI.A.23 for details.

X. R-84-05 BN-A3, Interface Study Report

The NSRS recommended that a new interface study be conducted.,
The plant disagreed. The NSRS was aware that the Interface Study..."
Report was not the controlling document and described the con-,"
trolling documents for interface control in its report. The NSRS.- "
frAnd enough problems in the interface control to believe another T' ,'
study should be performed. The NSRS, however, considers the".
response to other unit interface control concerns at the plant to'.
be adequate to consider this item also closed. See section
VI.A.24 for details.

Y. R-84-05-WBN-21, Interface Hold Orders

The NSRS agreed with tL.,_ statement made in the response. How-".,,'.'.ý
ever, this statement did not address the NSRS concern'. The NSRS
noted several instances of test procedures not installing inter-,
face points that were recommended in the interface study report.ý-" ,
Valves were closed but no interface control was used. Since the

6
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NSRS review these points had been put under the interface
control. The written response was inadequate but the actions *
were adequate. This item is closed. See section, VI.A.25 for-'-

. . R-84-"'5VBN-22, Marked-up Drawings for Interface Points .

'The NIRS bhd twice requested the shift engineer (SE) to find the "...

interface dt iwin;i that were required to have been submitted to:..;.'
him. The SE qearched his office and could not find them. From
the .esponse, th. drawings were in the SE office and the problem -
n-ppeared to be iith the awareness of the SE and not with the.-,
preoperational section. The drawings are now in a well-marked-!,

book and at least two SEs are aware of the interface drawings.
This item is closed. See section VI.A.26 for details. .

AA. R-84-OS-WBN-23, Interface Points in Unit 2 Reactor Protection
Cabinets

NSRS recommended unit 2 reactor protection cabinet be transferredi,' "

to NUC PR as was also recommended in the Interface Study Report.
The plant responded that they had been. Upon further review,, the,

NSRS discovered that the unit 2 SSPS cabinets had not been trans
ferred. Some wiring inside the cabinets had been, but NlC PR did
not have control of these cabinets. The transfer was made the
week of August 20, 1984. This item is closed. See. section: :

VI.A.27 for details. .

BB. R-84-05-BN-214, Interface Review After Unit I Fuel Loading

The, NSRS agreed that controls had been put in action to ensure- .
that interface points will be properly established for the unit I
fuel loading. However,- the NSRS concern was with keepingthem in
place, for, the timeframe between unit I and unit 2 fuel loading
(approximately two years). Due to the importance of the inter- ,
face system to plant and personnel safety the NSRS continues to '

recommend that physical reviews of interface points be formally-
scheduled and accomplished on a periodic basis (at least every
six months) after unit I fuel loading. This item remains open.,,.-.
See section VI.A.28 for details.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RFCOKMENDATIONS - NEW REVIEW AREAS

A. R-84-15-WBN-0O, Preoperational Testing

Conclusion

The preoperational testing was being conducted by qualified per- .
sonnel . in accordance with established test instructions.. Test'
'instructions were adequate and administrative controls werebelng

'properly applied, but there were more deficienciea,.`changes to.",,,
procedures, and inoperable equipment than would be expected with
the optimum program as described in the upper tier documents-.-

-7



governing 
the testing 

program... 
A possible 

root cause that pro

motesthese 
type of problems 

is the philosophy 
of testing 

as soon

as possible 
any part ofa system that can be tested even if much

simulation 
is required. 

'.See section 
VI.B.I for details.

'Recomm~endation

To improve 
the quality 

and efficiency 
of testing 

activities

NUC PR should 
assure 

that systems 
are essentially 

completed,

checked 
out, and tested by OC prior to transfer. 

I System opera-

bility 
and test instruction 

adequacy 
should 

be verified 
before.,.ý`-

conducting 
the formal 

testing 
activity, 

These actionst 
should

enhance 
compliance 

with the intent of upper tier governing 
docu-

merits.

B. :Maintenance 
Activities

I. Instrument 
Maintenance

Conclusion

2.

C. /, .. ,

-C>i

Implementation 
of the Instrumentation 

Section 
surveillance

program 
was checked 

during this.review 
by observing 

the per----.,,-,

formance 
of Surveillance 

Instructions 
(Sls). The activities.-.,ý_

associated 
with the' conduct 

of the surveillance 
program

appeared 
adequate., 

,NSRS was. concerned 
that there were many

instrument 
maintenance 

surveillance 
instructions 

that must

be corrected 
and performed 

befot,- fliel load but site manage-,""_,

ment was aware of the problem 
v vs taking appropriate,. 

,.

action,

Mechanical 
Maintenance

R-"84-5-WBN-02, 
Storage 

of Maintenace 
Requests 

(M~s)

NSRS reviewed 
the MR, process 

in the Mechanical 
Maintenance"'",,.'

Section 
fir compliance 

to. procedural 
requirements. 

It:

appeared 
that MRs-were 

being handled 
in accordance' 

with i,

those requirements. 
:fowever, 

the NSRS reviewer 
did Identify,

an item of concerti 
involving 

?fRs awaiting 
zinl 'review,

Conclusion

Completfd 
?Os. (awaiting 

final review) 
were being kept- at. the

field quality 
engineering 

(roE)reviewer's 
desk for'uP to-

three days without 
any precautions 

being taken to prevent.',. 
,

possible 
damage to the documents 

or their loss. See section'.

VY.B.2,for 
detail-

4
Recommendation

K•s (and other quality-related 
documents.) 

should. be- storede'4

in a suitable 
environment 

to prevent 
possible 

damage' or 
-

luss while awaiting 
final FQE review..... 

•:. • ,:i•b - • 
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C. Conduct of Licensed Operations

I. R-84-15-WBN-03, Configuration Control and Independent
Verification by Operations Section

_c

c

Conclusion

The configuration control and independent verification

2 procedures were adequate to maintain the required status of

the plant systems. However, the execution of those proced-
ures was lax and faulty. The actual status of some systems

was not recorded and verified by the required checklists and

signoffs. See sections VI.B.3.a and VI.B.3.b for details.

Recommendation

NSRS recommends that OSL-2A be reviewed with ail operations
staff in conjunction with the performance of SOIs, GOIs, and

other plant procedures to. maintain 100 percent control of

system alignments.

NSRS recommends that AI-2.19 be reviewed with all operations
staff to stress the requirements and importance of indepen-
dent verifications of required equipment.

2. R-84-15-IJBN-04, Shift and Relief Turnover of Operations
Section

Conclusion

The shift and relief turnover procedure, AI-2.10, was
adequate to maintain the transfer and flow of information
between working shifts. The execution of this procedure was

adequats' between the AUOs and UOs. The turnover between the
ASEs and SEs was inconsistent with requirements and needed
improvements to comply with AI-2.10. See .section VI.B.3.b

for details.

49

Recomendation

7-
NSRS recommends that AI-2.10 be reviewed with all operations
staff to emphasize the requirements and importance of shift
and relief turnover.

D. Reactor Safety and Criticality Controls

41

I. Fuel Handling Operations

Conclusion

Fuel handling and training were being accomplished in accor-
dance with TI-2, "SNH Control and Accountability System."
Preoperational testing was being used as a training func-
tion. Plant activities in this area oppeared adequate.' See
section VI.B.4.a for details,

9 ,!
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2. Reactor Safety Controls

Conclusion

The area of reactor criticality control review
report, involving a modification to the reacto
system, was adequate. See section VI.B.4.b

Chemistry Control

9 Th

~7
~ ¾

Conclusion

The implementation of the chemistry control progr
during the heatup phase to 250OF was adequate. Pr
instructions were in place and were being followed
Unit personnel. Personnel training on Surveillance
was continuing. See section VI.B.5 for details.

F. Health Physics

1. Operational Quality Assurance Branch (OQAB) Acti

Conclusion

The OQAB had performed an operational readines
the WBN radiological protection program at the
WBN management. . That review was effective in
problems in the radiation protection program in
health physics instrumentation and equipment, he
staffing, and administrative controls. The p
physics staff was actively addressing the prob
fied by the OQAB review team. See section N
details.

2. R-84-15-WBN-05,- Field Quality Engineering (FQE

• _ , . - 4

ied for this
r protection-, •: •
for details.

*am observed
ocedures and:
by Chemical

Instructions

vites

a review of
request of

identifying .. >,

the area of
alth physics
lant health

lems identi-
~I.B.6.a for!0*

Activities

s activities
aith physics
tive actions
response to

See section

and surveil-
artup phases
on functions
ihed program
iat perform

NIR

Conclusion

FQE checklists for surveillance of health physic:
had not been prepared, and surveillance of hen
activities had been minimal. Appropriate correc
had been taken by the health physics staff in
Deviation Reports (DRs) written by FQE.
VI.B.6.b for details.

Recommendation

FQE surveillance checklists should be prepared
lance scheduled during the fuel loading and sta
of unit I to assure that the radiation protectic
are being performed in compliance with establi
requirements and to determine the quality of th
ance.

10
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-15-WBN-06, Health Physics Organization

lusion

U.. ..

The plant organization does not provide the plant Health
Physics Section independence from line operational pressures
and organizational flexibility to deal directly with all
aspects of the plant health physics program. The reporting
chain of theHealth Physics Section supervisor is through.
the Operational and Engineering superintendent to the plant
manager.. See section VI.B.6.c for details.

Recommendation

NSRS recommends that the plant organization be revised to
establish the reporting chain of the Health Physics Section
supervisor directly to the plant manager.

4. Health Physics Section Staffing

The Operation Unit of the Health Physics Section was
expected to be adequately staffed with well qualified
personnel by the end of'f .November. 1984 to support the startup
and operation. of unit l. However, as earlier identified by
OQAB, the Technical Unit was still not staffed to perform
the functions planned for that unit and could not support
the startup and operation of unit 1. The plant staff was
taking appropriate actions to make personnel selections to
fill these positions. See sections VI.B.6.c and VI.B.6.d
for details,

5. R-84-15-WBN-07, Health Physics Program Administrative
Controls

Conclusion

Administrative controls had been provided to control radia-
tion protection activities addressed by section 6 of the
draft WBN Technical Specifications. The additional detailed
procedures required to instruct the health physics staff in
implementation of the health physics program were issued or
would be issued in the immediate future. The Special Work
Permit/Radiation Work Permit. '(SWP/RWP) program had only
recently been significantly revised. See section Vi.B.6.e
for details.

Recommendation

As the RWP system is new and is the primary administrative
system for controlling personnel exposure to radioactive
materials and radiation,. awareness seminars for the .RWP

program should be provided to the plant staff prior to the
startup of unit 1.

1,.1.. . . :
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t i es6. Health Physics Instrumentation, Equipment, and Facilit

Conclusions

The WBN portable .survey instrumentation and air samplers met
the requirements as specified in the FSAR and the program
for control of the instrumentation was adequate. Some other
required equipment' and facilities had not arrived onsite.
The health physics staff was aware of these inadequacies and
was expediting procurement of the equipment and final con-
struction of the facilities. The required equipment not yet
received that would Significantly impact the health physics
program are the TLD processing equipment and the C-zone
supplies. Although not planned, TLD services could be
provided by the Radiological Hygiene Staff (RHS) and C-zone
supplies could be borrowed from other N1UC PR facilities: to
support startup,. of,, unit I. See section VI.B.6.f for
details.

ý-z.

7. R-84-15-WBN-08, Health Physics Section Personnel Stopwork
Responsibility and Authority

Conclusion

The health physics section personnel do not have sufficient
authority to terminate an activity involving imminent danger
conditions or situations. RCd-I indicates that termination
of an activity will be accomplished, through the plant
manager or his designated representative. See section
VI.B.6.g for details.,

Recommendation

The stopwork responsibility 'and authority statements in
RCI-1 for imminent danger conditions should be revised to
specify that health physics personnel have the responsibili-
ty and authority to stop work or order an area evacuated
when, in their judgment, the radiation protection conditions
warrant such an action and such actions are consistent with
plant safety. 'It should be clear that only the Plant
Manager, Health Physics Section supervisor, or their desig-
nated representatives on backshifts can overrule a stopwork
action initiated by health physics personnel.

8. FSAR Description of the WBN Health Physics Program

"5

5-AsS'

'¾

Conclusion

The WBN FSAR did not accurately depict the planned WBN
health physics program. The plant health physics -staff
initiated actions to review the respective sections 'of the.,--,,'
FSAR and submit revisions as necessary before the end of the'
NSRS review. The NSRS will review the respective sections "

12 I
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of the revised FSAR at a later date to determine if it
accurately depicts the. implemented WBN health physics pro- .:•. .... .

-gram. See section VI.B.6.h for details.

DETAILS

A. Previously Identified Open Items

1. R-84-02-WBN-01, Noncompliance With.TVA Commitments and

N1JC PR Requirements for GET Training

TVA is commxitted to Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.8, "Personnel
Selections and Training," and ANSI 18.1, "Selection and

Training of Nuclear Plant Personnel," through the TVA
Topical Report. ANSI 18.1 states that all persons regularly
employed in the nuclear power plant shall be GET trained.
WBN AI-10.1 exempts plant superintendents and assistant
plant superintendents from all initial traininR and retrain-
ing on GET (except GET 2 and 3). NSRS recommended that the
exemption should be removed from AI-1O.1 to be in full
compliance with TVA commitments and NIC PR requirements or
formal exemption to the commitments and requirements should
be obtained.

WBN had not revised AI-10.1 to be in full compliance with
TVA commitments nor had they requested formal exemption from
established requirements. The WBN staff feels that they
meet the intent of ANSI-18.I in that the plant manager,
assistant plant manager, and superintendents are, by virtue
of their positions, knowledgeable in the areas of concern.
The WBN staff feels that. whether this knowledge is obtained
through formal training courses or otherwise is not rele-
vant., While this may be, true, TVA has not taken formal

exception to the requirements' committed to by TVA for GET.
and is therefore subject to violation of commitments -to the . ,
NRC in the event appointed plant managers or assistants do

not receive the required training. This item remains open ",
until the exemption is removed from AI-1O.1 or formal excep-
tion is taken in all applicable documents.

2. R-84-02-WBN-02, Expansion of the FQE Survey No. 3QT(a)

The NSRS found that the FQE survey was not representative of
GET training status, did not survey status of retraining,
and the specified timeframe was inconsistent with AI-0.I. 10 1

NSRS recommended that the survey checklist be expanded to
better' represent the overall status of compliance with -
AI-0.1. - WBN had expanded the' FQE survey to ibetter
represent the overall. status of compliance with AI-A10. A
formal response from NUC PR denied part of the finding but .
from- further NSRS review it was determined that the ,

recomnended changes had taken place, after the intital NSRS
review and before the writer of the response had reviewed "-* *:

the area of concern. ":This item is closed. ..

13
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3. R-84-02-WBN-03, Problems With Scheduling and Recordkeeping
Associated With the Health Physics and Security Bypass .

Examinations (GET 2.35 and 3.15)

. There were indications that all six plant sections reviewed
by NSRS were delinquent for the bypass examinations for
health physics and security. The root cause appeared to be
scheduling and recordkeeping. NSRS recommended that suffi-
cient bypass examinations should be scheduled and/or the '.

methodology for updating the "Train Report" should be
adjusted to give credit for. GET 2.35 and 3.15 when personnel

•-..,.,•, : ,. take retraining courses in lieu of the bypass examinations.-"•-•-:;

The NSRS recommendations had been implemented as GET 2.35
and 3.15 were scheduled every Thursday and Friday of each
week for the timeframe of July 2-September 28, 1984.-Addi-

tionally, when retraining is successfully completed, the due
dates for the bypass exams for.health physics and security
are now automatically updated. The formal NUC PR response
did not address the concern raised by NSRS. This was
possibly caused by the NUC PR review being made after cor-
rective action had occurred. However, the plant actions " -
were adequate for both NSRS recoimmendations. This item is
closed. :'

4. R-84-02-WBN-04, Enhanced Employee Awareness of TVA's Policy

on Expression of Staff Views and Preferred Methodology for
Reporting Nuclear Safety Concerns

Employees selected at random and interviewed by NSRS were
*•,' generally unaware of the TVA policy for expression of staff ' "
-,'views and the preferred method for reporting nuclear safety

concerns as defined in TVA Code II, Expression of Staff
Views. NSRS recommended that training and retraining in the
form of GET should be provided to all WBN employees to.- ,
enhance their awareness of TVA's policy for expression of ,.

S. staff views and to ensure that they are aware of the pre-
ferred method for reporting nuclear safety concerns. -:... ,.

.•..,, . The plant response indicated that no corrective action is
necessary as the information is given to employees verballyin GET-2.1 (HP) and GET-4 (QA and QC) classes as part of
taped script with slide show. Slides 43 and 47 of the GET-4

presentation did address reporting adverse plant:conditions
to employee supervisors and the direct access to NRC but
contained no reference to an internal system at the plant
or to the NSRS. The instructor notes for GET-2.1 discussed
this. issue in a like manner. 'However, the employee respon- . ,.I'-:

sibilities for reporting nuclear safety concerns along with
the TVA preferred reporting methodology as defined in TVA

, ."Code II were not adequately addressed in GET-2.1 and GET-4.,
As. the reporting of concerns is covered in GET it should be
'covered properly. This item remains open until the policy
and preferred procedures defined in TVA Code II. have been

, ' V.•• ,,. ' I .. . " .. .' ."
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adequately addressed in GET training and the procedures
defining the process at the site are adequate.

5. R-84-O5-WBN-O1, Definition of Responsibilities and
Authorities for Administration of the STA Program

The responsibilities and authority for administration of the
STA program were. not defined in any formal plant document
other than the MAS goals of the Engineering Section and
Reactor Engineering Unit supervisors. NSRS recommended that
the authority and duties for administering the STA program i
be clearly established in AI-2.16, "Shift Technical
Advisors."

AI-2.16 had been revised to clearly establish the authority
and duties for administering the STA program as recommended
by NSRS. This item is closed.

6. R-84-05-WBN-02, Station STA Training

None of the STAs had completed the Results Section Training,
RS'r-26 "Station Shift Technical Advisor Training," at the
time of the original review of this area. NSRS recommended
that RST-26 training be completed prior to assignment of the
STAs to shift duties-for the first time.

RST-26 training had not been completed, although STAs were
receiving the required training at the time of this NSRS
review. The STAs were scheduled to complete the training by

September 1, 1984. , This item remains open until the train-
ing is completed and the NSRS reviews the training records.

7. R-84-O5-WBN-03, Annual STA Retraining

At the time of the first review, ,all STAs were reported to
be up to date with annual retraining requirements. However,
no formal plant training records were available in the plant
files that documented the up-to-date status. NSRS recom-
mended that the formal plant .training records should be
maintained current to indicate the accurate status of the
STA retraining.

Formal records (TVA 1453) to indicate the status of the STA
retraining had been added to the STA tcaining records.. This
item is closed.

8. R-84-OS-WBN-04, Certification of WBN STAs

Certification records for only 6 of the 11 qualified 'plant'
STAs were in the-plant training records at the time of the s
original review. NSRS recommended that certification
records for all qualifiedSTAs be added to the formal plant .
training records.

Certification records had been placed in the' training
records of the 11, qualified STAs. This item is" closed.,

• . . .: . • .. . . .? ,. :. ..1. .
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9. R-84-05-WBN-05, STA Plant Familiarization Walkthroughs

The walkthrough portion of the STA training program bad been
conducted by AUOs. This was determined appropriate for
certain portions of the walkthrough program but not appro-
priate for other portions. NSRS recommended that the STA
walkthrough program be upgraded to require that SROs or
qualified STAs be required to conduct walkthroughs for
certain portions of the STA training program.

The follow-up review of this item revealed that ENSL-R4 had
been revised to upgrade the walkthrough portion of the STA
program as recommended. This item is closed.

10. R-84-05-WBN-06, Divergence from the STA Program to Provide a
STA Corps Independent of Commercial Operation

r.

The WBN STA program had diverged from the original NRC
intent that a corps of trained and experienced STAs be
available to provide independent operational and accident
assessments. The original intent was that the STA would be
independent from duties associated with commercial concerns
for operation of the plant. All STAs at WBN perform the STA
functions as a collateral assignment while having other
assignments associated with commercial operation. NSRS
recommended that the STAs assigned to shift coverage should
be removed from any other duties other than those associated
with that function.

The plant staff disagreed with the NSRS conclusion based
upon the fact that recent NRC draft proposed rulemaking
would replace the STA with a position that provides engi-
neering expertise by requiring, on each shift, a person with
primary management authority for integrated facility opera-
tions and engineering assessment expertise as well as plant
operation knowledge and experience. They felt that the
present NRC-proposed position did not perpetuate the idea of
independence from commercial concerns.

NSRS agrees with the plant staff's position as it relates to
the present NRC direction. However, it is clear that.the
STA assignment is a collateral assignment and that there is
a possibility that the STA's performance in that capacity
could be affected by conflicts with his primary work super-
visor because of his unavailability to perform those func-
tions he is normally responsible for when he is not assigned
to STA shiftwork. As a result of these conflicts the per-
formance of STA duties could be adversely affected.

AI-2.16 indicates that the STA primary responsibility while
on shift is the performance *of the STA duties and answering
to the shift engineer. Therefore, administratively the NSRS
concern has been satisfied. NSRS will monitor the perform-
ance of the STA program during the startup of unit 1. This
item is closed.

V.
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11. R-84-I5-WBN-07, 
Two-Party

The follow-up 
review of

neering 
Unit (REU) reve

Accountability," 
had bee

meats of the N-OQAM for

for verifying 
fuel trans.

duties and, responsibiliti

- ,:..~s ....

<C. 
-, .. 

s*..

Verification 
for Fuel Loading,

this item with the Reactor 
Engi-

aled that TI-1, "SNN Control 
and

n revised 
to reflect 

the require-

"Separate 
and independent 

parties"

fers. The new revision 
defined 

the

.es between 
REU and FQE. This item

~C

V

is closed.

12. R-84-O5-WBN-O8, 
High Density 

Fuel Storage 
Racks (HDFSR)

Attentuation 
Testing

No additional 
information 

had been received 
to evaluate 

the

technical 
justification 

for thc 
15 percent 

sampling 
rate of

the attentuation 
test as requested 

in the earlier 
report.

EN DES was requested 
to supply this information 

to the Site

Director, 
but no response 

had been transmitted 
to either him

or the NSRS. This item remains 
open..

13. R-84-O5-WBN-09, 
Surveillance 

Requirements 
for Changing 

Modes

of Operation

Information 
obtained 

during the. follow-up 
review of this

item with the FQE-and 
Operations 

staff on the verification

of surveillance 
requirements 

for changing 
modes of operation

satisfies 
the NSRS concerns. 

The planning 
and scheduling

section 
will comply with the requirements 

of changing 
modes

by delineating 
the required 

SI performances 
by a schedule'to

be supplied 
to the Operations 

staff. 
This item is closed.

14. R-84-O5-WBN-IO, 
Workplan 

Quality 
Assurance 

(QA) Requirements

TI

A
-'A
C>

-C."' 
f~.

Cs-..,,

-A
--'CC-I

~>1
A

. .

This finding 
dealt with a discrepancy 

between 
engineering 

"

change notices 
(ECNs) and workplans. 

During the review of

workplans, 
ECN cover sheets were observed 

that were marked

"yes" to "QA applies." 
However, 

the workplans 
were marked

to indicate 
that QA did not apply, 

The NSRS recommended

that these differences 
be resolved.' 

The WBN 
site response' 

.

indicated 
that all workplans 

would be reviewed 
for this'

discrepancy 
and would be corrected 

beginning 
June 25, 1984.

The response 
appeared 

adequate. 
The NSRS reviewer 

examined

a limited 
number of- workplans 

initiated 
since June 25, 0984 i.

and did not observe 
any further 

examples 
of problems 

in this

area. However, 
this, item will remain open until additional

workplans 
are issued and can be reviewed 

for compliance 
with.`..'.'

the corrective 
action.

R-84-05-WBN-1I, 
Workplan 

Functional 
Tests

,.15.

Section 
5.2.1c,3g 

of. AI-8.5 cited details 
of functional

tests that the cognizant 
engineer 

sh9uld include' 
as appli-

cable, in the instruction 
portion 

of the workplan. 
During a

random review of workplans, 
It was observed 

that workplans

ý17
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requiring functional tests did not appear to have sufficient..
details as required by the procedure for testing. '-The WBN?
response indicated that no corrective action was required.
A review of approximately ten more workplans did not reveal
any recurrences of this problem. This item will remain open
pending a thorough review of workplans to ensure detailed
instructions or references to approved instructions for
functional tests are written in the workplan.

R-84-O5-WBN-12, Supplemental Information Added to Workplans

This finding dealt with the concern that supplemental infor-
mation had been added to workplans. There was no identifi-
cation of the person who added the information nor was it
dated to indicate when the information had been recorded.
Since these additions to workplans were not dated, it could
not be determined if the comments were added during the
initial review cycle or later. The site's response to
review all workplans to ensure that additions were identi-
fiable and dated appeared adequate. Review of a small
number of more recent workplans indicated that supplemental
information was being initialed and dated by the responsible
engineer. However, this item will remain open to allow a
thorough review of workplans to ensure continued compliance.

R-84-O5-WBN-13, Plant Modifications Made by Use of a
Maintenance Request (MR)

This concern dealt with the site possibly doing modification
work on an MR. Review of the information in the site's
response indicated that information was acceptable, and
accurate.

MR 224689 had been issued to install a temporary alteration
(TACF 1-84-11-271). This action was in compliance with
AI-2.15, "Temporary Alterations." The temporary condition
was then to be made permanent by the use of an ECN. No
further examples of possible plant modifications using an MR
were discovered. This item is closed.

'5"'.

55, '.5

2S5~
'55*,.,,

'55, .5

-'¶5' '5'

'5' ,,,5

-'-'5,'

'A.4.,

".5' 5,

5', 55
R-84-05-WBN-14, Inspector Certification Records

This finding dealt with the fact that inspector certifica-
tion records were not kept at the site. The document used
to provide inspector certification was a monthly printout
received from Power Operations Training Center (POTC).
Problems existed with the printout. SQN had previously been 5.,'

cited by OQA with a deviation for not possessing a current
list of certified inspection personnel. The problem also
appeared to exist at WBN. The site responded to indicate an
interactive computer system would be obtained which should ,
improve the certification documentation process. . This .. 2..
response appears adequate' This item will remain open-until .- , 2 At
implementation of the corrective acetion can be reviewed.

18 ,
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19. R-84-05-WBN-15, Material Inspection

AI-8.5 stated that "the originator of the workplan shall
ensure that the design, construction, installation, inspec-
tion, and testing of modifications meet quality assurance
standards at least equal to those of the original CONST
installation requirements." One requirement cited from the

OEDC Quality Assurance Manual for ASME Section III Nuclear
Power Plant Components (NCM) was that "all items shall be.
identified during manufacture and/or installation to facili-
tate control and maintenance of records." In CONST identi-
fication of items is accomplished by quality control (QC)
inspectors' routine and required inspections of all items
during fabrication and installation. At WBN, NUC PR allowed
the user of the materials to verify correct identity before
installation. The user of the material was determined to be
the responsible craft. This practice appeared to violate
the NCM requirement and Criterion X of 10CYRSO Appendix B.

The following was the site response:

(-1

5

N-OQAI, Part II, Section 5.3, Attachment 1, Para-
graph I.H, allows a cognizant individual to verify
material in lieu of a holdpoint; therefore, QC
holdpoints have not been established for Section
III installations. FQE had established an activi-
ty survey checklist in March 1984 which physically
verifies the installation of material. This is
performed on QA Levels I and II material which
includes ASfE Section III materials. The first
performance of this survey (WB-AS-84-83) was
March 21, 1984, prior to the NSRS review.. Subse-
quent surveys-will physically verify installation
of materials, including Section III material,*by
revising the checklist to specifically reference
ASME Section III material.

.-
p..

'S T'~

The following paragraphs detail the NSRS position that the
0 ; 2 Aa " t

(a) N-OQAN, Part II, Section 5.3, Attachment 1, paragraph.
I.H does allow a co0gnizant individual to verify
material. However, paragraph 3.2 of this same proced- "
ure states, "A QC inspection program based on inspec-
tion by peers or cognizant engineers shall not be.
acceptable." These two statements are conflicting.
However, the difference between a cognizant individual .
and cognizant engineer is not clear. It appears tot
NSRS that the requirement stated by paragraph 3.2 'is

the proper method to be utilized for a QC inspection
program.

* (b) From an interview with the FQE supervisor, it appeared,',
that the survey, WB-AS-84-83, 'was not performed on a '-
scheduled interval, but only a random basis Even

19..- .
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having FQE do a scheduled survey of material traceabil-
ity would not satisfy the NCM requirement that all
items shall be identified during installation. Also
review of the completed survey indicated that material
issue only was observed and page 5, item IV, of the
survey. documents that FQE did not physically verify
installation of materials.
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The site response is unacceptable since it does not
appear to implement the minimum requirements outlined
in report R-84-05-WBN. . This item will remain open.

20. R-84-O5-WBN-16, Records

Workplan activity may be performed by CONST or ?1UC PR. If
the activity is accomplished by CONST, then all the inspec-
tion documents are stored' in the CONST records vault.
Review of CONST inspection records indicated that documents ,
may possibly not be readily identifiable and retrievable.
The response submitted by NUC PR assigned the task of re-
viewing workplan records• to the As-Constructed Drawing Task
Force. The task force will evaluate the identification and
retrievability of CONST workplan records and make recom-
mendations as appropriate. Also, OQA is working with WBN in
the preparation of a retrieval instruction. The implementa-.
tion of that procedure will be reviewed during the' next ;
review. This item will remain' open until NSRS determines
the implementation of the procedure and adequacy and imple- •'
mentation of recommendations made by the task force.

21. R-84-05-WBN-17, Two-Year Review Cycle for Procedures and
Instructions'

The NSRS recommended that the plant level document for
controlling the review of procedures and instructions,
AI-3.1, "Plant Instructions - Control and Use," be put into
compliance with the upper tier controlling documents.
NUC PR responded that they disagreed with this item. They
also stated that the requirement was being discussed with
Quality Assurance and that the discussion could be resolved
after the reorganization is complete.

The NSRS still believes this is a valid concern. AI-3.1 is
not in agreement with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, "Quality
Assurance Program Requirements,'.' ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS3.2,
"Administrative Control and Quality Assurance for the Opera-
tional Phase of Nuclear Power Plants," nor N-OQAl, Part-III, ".;ili Section 1.1, ý"Document Control." A1-3.1 allows a success- :•,

fully documented,*, procedural performance to substitute:" for'.
the required two-year'review and this is in direct contra-
diction to all upper tier documents. This item will remain. -
open until AI-3. has been revised -to comply with the re-.',.
spective requirements of R.G. 1.33, ANSI-NI8.7-1976/.
ANS-3.2, and the N-OQAM and until a two-year review require- ,
ment independent of successfully documented procedure per-..- 1. ;' ,-4

formances has been implemented.

20 . _ý4.. -•
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22. R-84-05-WBN-18, Field Quality Engineering (FQE) Review of
Procedures and Instructions

The NSRS recommended that in the future, FQE procedures and
instructions that implement quality assurance requirements
and that are written by FQE should have the documented
review performed by someone other than the original author.
NUC PR stated in their response that the OQA? (Part III,
Section 1.1, April 11, 1984) does not require an independent
review for OQAM, DPM and ID-QAP implementation and that tbe
independent review referred to in paragraph 4.4.3.1-b of the ý ,.*
OQAl is the PORC. review.

NUC PR is correct in its response that what is required is a
review and concurrence by FQE to assure that plant instruc-
tions correctly implement the division quality assurance
program. However, that is not the issue. The NSRS does not
believe that a review and concurrence of a procedure by the
person who wrote it initially and subsequently revised it is
appropriate. It violates, the basic concept of quality
control, that is, verification of an activity by a. person,
other than the one who performed it.

The NSRS position is that in the future, FQE procedures and
instructions should have the documented review performed by
someone other than the author. This item is closed..

23. R-84-05-WBN-19, Operator Resonouse to Critical Alarms Before,- .

Licensing

The NSRS recommended that Operations personnel should be
made more aware of the potential problems associated with"..:",
ignoring alarms initiated during construction and testing
phase of plant life. The incident which brought up this
item was a water level alarm in the spent fuel pit to which '?". "
Operations, did not respond until the covers were removed- -
from the pit for a surveillance instruction to be performed.-":':
on a radiation monitor. NUC PR replied that a letter had
been sent to all Operations personnel emphasizing the point'
that certain alarms must be responded to even before fuel",
loading. Based on this letter, this item is closed.

24. R-84-05-WBN-'20, Interface Study Report

The NSRS recommended that the report be updated or a new-'- .

study conducted, that the preoperational test director and"''
engineer be trained in the interface program,, that' the"ý.,,
interface coordinator be more active in the interface pro- rI
gram, and that the interface log be reviewed against the,
preoperational tests. N-R,

The NUC PR response stated that "the 1980 Unit Interface,""- . j
Study was performed to be a study and was-not intended to be`-
the controlling document for interface." -It went on to.-

21
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describe all the controlling documents. These controlling
documents were also described in the NSRS report. The
response then described the periodic training'and the test
that test engineers must pass. This had also been described
in NSRS Report No. R-84-02-WBN and had been noted by the
NSRS as a commendable response to NRC findings. ...

The NSRS made the recommendation because of the problem that "£7<°> "
it had identified in reviewing the interface program. The
official response did not address several of the recommenda-

tions that had in fact been followed by the interface coord-
inator. He had become more active in his role, the log had
been compared with the test procedures, and interface points
had been installed in several preoperational test procedures
by the use of change sheets. The written response stated

that:

The periodic reviews of the interface points by
the interface coordinator show that the interface
points are correctly established at this time.

In fact, the NSRS found. this to be the case on its follow-up
review but not so during the initial review. This item is
closed based upon the site activities, not upon the formal 'A
reply.

25. R-84-05-WBN-21, Interface Hold Orders

The NSRS recommended that test procedures should be reviewed ....

,.* for instances where hold orders should be applied to control ' ."
" interface points. During the review the NSRS had noted that

the Interface Study Report had listed valves to be closed
for interface points. These valves had been closed in the
test procedure but were not shown as interface points.

* 1NUC PR responded that: "For all interface points that had
been established at the time of the NSRS audit, hold orders
or TACFs had been installed in accordance with AI-l.6."
This statement was true but it did not address the NSRS,
recommendation. The NSRS report stated that valves were
closed which should have had interface controls on them but
they had not been properly identified in the test procedure '

and controlled as interface points.

When the NSRS reviewed this area again, it was determined
that change sheets had been written for preoperational test
procedures to establish these already closed valves .as

inte!rface points by using the interface hold order as the
control mechanism.

The NSRS felt that the written response did not address the-* '-.
*.issue raised but that. activity at. the plant was adequate..,

This item is closed.
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26. R-84-O5-WBN-22, Harked-up Drawings for Interface Points "!

During the R-84-05-WBN review the NSRS attempted to veri f y
that marked-up drawings for interface control points were,-
given to the shift engineer as required by AI-6.1. The NSRS
reviewer looked through the TACF and Hold Order (l(HO) Log
Book in the SE's office on April 5, 1984, and found only one
drawing. On a second trip to the SE's office on April 6 the
SE was asked to find the drawings. He said that the one
drawing was the only drawing available. On a third trip to
the SE's office, also on April 6, the SE performed a
thorough search of the office and could not locate any other
drawings that had been supplied by preoperational test
engineers to, show interface points. The NSRS recommended.
that marked-up drawings for each set of interface points be
submitted to the SE.

NUC PR responded that: "Apparently, the shift engineer only
showed the NSRS inspector one print on which an interface
point had just been established." Also, the response stated ?;
that the book that holds these prints had been labeled more
clearly and a reviewhad been made of drawings to ensure..
that all interface points were marked. .

During the NSRS follow-up, two shift engineers were asked
for the interface TACFs and HOs and both of them knew with-
out being asked that a set of drawings went with them and
where these drawings were located. The book with these
drawings was distinctively labeled and was on the top slot
in a drawing rack next to the SE desk. Three minor defi-
ciencies were noted in the drawings and reported to the
interface coordinator for correction. This item is closed.

S

'I,- ~

27. R-84-05-WBN-23, Interface Points in Unit 2 Reactor
Protection Cabinets .

The NSRS recommended that the Solid-State Protection System
(SSPS) output cabinets for unit 2 be transferred to NUC PR.
This was recormended in the Interface Study Report because
wire lifts and jumpers had been installed in the output
cabinets of this system. NUC PR responded that these cabi-
nets had been previously transferred as a direct result of
the interface study. During the NSRS follow-up, it was
determined that the unit 2 SSPS cabinets had not been trans-
ferred to NUC PR but that some of the internal wiring had
been. The reason for transferring the cabinets was to allow
them to be controlled by NUC PR. During this latter review,
the SSPS cabinets for unit 2 were transferred to. NUC PR.
This item is closed. "

28. R-84-OS-WBN-240 Interface Review After Unit I Fuel Loading

Since there would be two years between fuel loading for
unit I and unit 2, the NSRS recommended that periodic physi
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cal reviews of interface control points be made during this.
two-year period. At the time of the NSRS review upper plant
management was in agreement with NSRS on this item even
though there was no regulatory requi-rement for periodic
reviews of interfaces. The NSRS stated in the details of
the report that administrative controls for installing and
controlling interface points seemed adequate if these con-
trols were implemented as described. Also from the NSRS
report:

.The interface program coordinator in the Preopera-
tional Test Section stated that he had committed
to plant management that a walk through of the
physical interface control points would be con-
ducted two weeks prior to fuel loading.

This was noted in the NSRS report and accepted as a good
idea.

NUC PR responded to the recommendation that:

An activity has been added to the project schedule
for all interface points to be reverified prior to
fuel loading for unit 1. This 100-percent verifi-
cation, coupled with the normal controls placed on
all hold orders and TACFs as shown in the plant
administrative instructions, is felt to be adequate
to ensure thatthe unit interface points have been
properly established and are in place for unit I
fuel loading.

NSRS agrees that the planned NUC PR actions are appropriate
and should ensure that-a proper interface is installed for
fuel loading of unit 1. : However, the interface will become
more important to personnel and plant safety after unit 1 is
operational. Unit 1 operation can adversely affect unit 2
construction and testing activities, and unit 2 activities
can adversely affect unit I operation. The NSRS concern was
with keeping the interface in place after unit I is opera-
tional. Due to the importance of the interface system to
plant -and personnel safety the NSRS continues to recommend
that physical reviews of interface control points be form-
ally scheduled and accomplished on a periodic basis (at

lase* A"A~ e4w mnnth.e l. ofmen
4
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quent operations. This item remains open.

B. -New Review Areas

1 Preoperational Testing

For background information, a description of the preopera-
tional testing program and its controlling documents will be
outlined.
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NRC Regulatory Guide 1.68 (R.G. 1.68), "Initial Test Pro-..
grams for- Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 7,
1978, is the controlling document for the preoperational
test program..Z

R.G. 1.68 states:

'Preoperational testing, as used in this guide,
consists of those tests conducted following com-
pletion of construction and construction-related
inspections and tests, but prior to fuel loading,
to demonstrate, to the extent practical, the capa-
bility of structures, systems, and components to
meet performance requirements to satisfy design
criteria.

Appendix A, "Initial Test Program" to R.G. 1.68 states:-

To ensure valid test results, the properational
tests should not proceed until the construction of
the system has been essentially completed.

7

ft

ANSI Nis.7-1976/ANS 3.2, "Administrative Controls and Quali-'!'
ty Assurance for Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"'.
states:

The preoperational testing program shall demon--
strate, as nearly. as can be practically simulated,
the overall integrated operation of plant systems
at rated conditions, including simultaneous opera-
tion of auxiliary systems.

N-OQAM, Part II, Section 4.1, paragraph 6.4 st

Each system or subsystem should be te
transferred in sufficient time to permit
of pretest checkout before the formal t
power plant operations section should op
system in as many modes as possible dt
pretest checkout period. Such operation
coordinated with the NIJC PR test directo
possible, this operation should include
runs of the system utilizing the appr
instruction to identify weaknesses in the
tion.

Paragraph 6.5 of the same document states:

The NUJC PR test director, with the advi
CONST test representative, shall recommen
of the test when he is assured that the
tion status of the system is adequate fo

- of required testing activities.

,itea "",-•'.

ntatively
a period

est. The
'crate the
uring the

shall be
r. Where
practice

oved test
instruc- . .

ce of the
d. conduct
installa-
r conduct

A
7.... .
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Area Plan 1104.01, "Test Staff Program Manual - Preopera-
tional Test Program," and AI-6.5, "Procedure for Initial
Operation, Testing, and Transfer of Equipment and Auxili-
aries" are implementing procedures and are generally in
agreement with higher tier documents.

AI-6.5, section 3.10, defines hot functional testing as
follows:

For purposes of this instruction, hot functional
testing is defined as beginning when the CONST
Project Manager and the NUC PR Plant Manager
authorize, by signature, the conduct of the pre-
operational test involving the initial reactor
coolant system heatup to operating temperature.

In the hot functional test the primary system is brought up
to operating temperature using heat from the operation of
the reactor coolant pumps and pressurizer heaters but not
from nuclear reaction.

In August 1983 the WBN hot functional tests (HFT) were
completed. Because of deficiencies encountered during the
testing it was decided that a second hot functional test, to
be called the mini-hot functional test (M10Ff), should be
performed. The 1H0FT was begun in August 1984. The NSRS
reviewed the MKT and observed all plant sections as they
operated within the context of simulated plant operation.

At the time of the first HF? it was known that several
systems were incomplete but it was thought that these items
could be tested during initial startup, which is a common
practice. These systems include the Steam Generator Blow-
down System, the Auxiliary Feedwater System, and some incore
thermocouples among others.

For the mini-hot functional test, the NSRS observed portions
of the following preoperational tests being performed:

-. 4'

a. W-1.1, Heatup for Hot Functional Test

This test forms the framework for conduct of several
other preoperational tests as well as being a test in
itself. It is the controlling document for bringing
the plant from ambient .conditions up to no load operat-.
ing temperature and pressure (557*F and 2235 psi re-,
spectively). The test had been performed in its en-
tirety for the first HF?. For the MiEFT a lengthy
change sheet was written to incorporate only sections
of the test-that had to be repeated. This change sheet.`.'..
was used for test conduct. l **.:

The NSRS noted no problems in the conduct of W-l.1.
Everything was handled as required by controlling
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documents. The test. procedure, the test log, change-..
sheets and test exceptions and deficiencies were
reviewed and found satisfactory.

b. W-1.2, Hot Functional Testing

Hot functional testing was a continuation of TVA-1.1,
"Heatup for Hot Functional Testing." The same engineers
were conducting W-1.2 as were conducting W-1.1. and
their performance continued to be acceptable.

c. W-1.7, RCS Thermal Expansion and TVA-23B, Thermal
,Expansion of Piping System (Feedwater Piping)

These preoperational (preop) tests were observed by
NSRS at the 150'F plateau. The tests appeared to. be
performed in accordance with the test instructions. In
addition to preoperational test engineers, the test
director was assisted by an Engineering Design (EN DES)...'
representative onsite while the preoperational tests.
were being conducted. It appeared to NSRS that thc
presence of an onsite EN DES representative enhanced
the performance of the tests. Steamfitter craftsmen -A
were assigned to collect data readings. The document.
used by the steamfitters to record data identified:.
(1) the temperature at which the readings were taken,
(2) the support checked, (3) movement readings, and (4).. -
time data recorded and data recorder. With the excep- ".
tion of one steamfitter, the craftsmen assigned to this". '
task were cognizant of their duties. After a discus-
sion among the craftsmen during lunch of the first day- ,
of testing concerning the method used to take the
measurements, the test director. was asked to explain:': ...'.
the method.:, It was then. determined that the - one
craftsman had misread all the data points taken by him:
up to .that time. Before this person was allowed to"',
continue collecting data, he, was reinstructed by the
test director on how to properly take movement read-
ings. After reinstruction, the craftsman repeated all '
the measurements that had been taken prior to that
time.

During review of the test instructions, the results of.
the thermal expansion test performed as a part of the
previous hot, functional test were reviewed. Review of,' "..: •

hU• .-.C ILA

Deficiencies from the previous thermal expansion test',".*
had been properly documented and submitted. to EN DES :
for resolution. EN DES response indicated that some "
hangers would be modified. However, the reply memoran-
dum did not identify the engineering change notice'',.
(ECN) that would control the modifications.,-:• In _this..":...

.instance the EN DES person who handled the deficiencies. "
was the onsite representative during the second thermal
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expansion test and was able to communicate this infor-
mation to the test director. It appeared to NSRS that
this needed information should have been included in
the EN DES reply memorandum instead of relying on
verbal means as a proper method of communicating infor-
mation. The EN DES representative was apprised of this
condition from conversation between the NSRS reviewer
and the test director; however, no proposed corrective
action was decided upon.

d. TVA-I, Shield Building Inl'eakage Tests, Emergency Gas
Treatment System Functional Tests

The portion of this test dealing with shield building
inleakage was observed. Administrative controls for
the test were being implemented properly, and the
engineers conducting the test appeared competent. This
test had been conducted earlier in the year and after
much effort to seal leaks, an acceptable rate of in-
leakage was achieved. Prior to the actual conduct of
this test during this review, several 'days were spent
again attempting to seal leaks before an acceptable
inleakage ratei.could be achieved. The NSRS reviewer
watched while several leaks were sealed. These leaks
were either caused by deterioration of materials,
accidental damage, or willful damage. The test engi-
neers stated that they believed several leaks around

4

piping boots were obviously damage-induced but how the
damage occurred could nut be determined. The NSRS
reviewer agreed with the engineers since there were
clean breaks and cuts. * While monitoring this test
performance, the general condition of equipment inside .
the protected area was observed. Several problems were
noted:

(1) There was a pigtail with broken flexible conduit
on annulus vacuum fan IA.

(2) The boots around the containment penetrations for
main steam and feedwater had leaks, some of which
appeared to be caused by people climbing and one.
which the preoperational test engineer said
appeared to be a cut by a sharp object.

(3) In the north steam valve room, the conduit to a
valve motor was broken. The valve number was not
determined.

(4) An instrument sensing line for a flow transmitter
associated with annulus vacuum fans was. badly
bent.

These items were noted in a short time of observation
and could mostly be attributed'to personnel working in

28
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the area to complete construction or to perform mainte-
nance. NUC PR realized this problem existed and was
implementing a program to control the number of workers
in the protected area.

e. TVA-22, Auxiliary Feedwater System

Portions of this test were observed by the NSRS while
the reactor coolant system was at 557 0 F. The test
director appeared competent, the procedure was ade-
quate, and all administrative controls were being
implemented. FQE personnel were monitoring this test
and appeared thorough in their work. The NSRS did note
that deficiency number (DN) 195 was written against the
test during the activities being monitored. Most of
the deficiencies were equipment and system failures.
Also, there were 86 change sheets associated with this
test procedure.' Many of these changes were to. accommo-
date plant conditions that could not be predicted by
the test director before the test conduct began. (A
level IV violation had been written against this test.
by NRC during the first HFT, but the conduct of the
test this time did not appear to violate any procedural
requirements.)

f. TVA28, Sampling System

The sampling s-tem test attempts to prove that certain
important systems can have samples taken for analysis
during all operational conditions. The NSRS monitored
the test conduct. The test engineers appeared coupe-

* tent, the procedure adequate, and administrative re-
quirements handled properly. The test itself could not

be performed at the time of the observations because of
leaking isolation and bypass valves for sampling. MRs
were written to correct the deficiencies in the valves.

g. TVA-29, Steam Generator Blowdown System

The NSRS attempted to review activities associated with
this system, but'equipment problems prevented the test
from being performed. This system was required for
secondary side chemistry control and had been used for
this during the first MT and was being used for this
purpose during the MMIFT, but the system was not in a
testable condition during the M1FT because instrumen-
tation was not operating properly. The Instrument
Maintenance Section calibrated and loop-checked 'the
instrumentation and it was in proper functioning order;
but it was later discovered that instrument sensing
lines were incorrectly routed, slopes were incorrect,
there were some wires incorrectly terminated,. and air,

'was in the lines. Since the NSRS review, a problem had
developed with the system's pumps. The problemwas
still under investigation by NUO PR.

2-9
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From the observations made by the NSRS during the MIEFT
it was concluded that the HI1fFT testing was being con-
ducted by qualified test directors in accordance with
established test instructions. However, it appeared -t":
that optimum - quality and efficiency had not been
,achieved during testing activities as evident by -,the'
number of deficiencies, change sheets, and inoperative
equipment associated" with TVA-22 and -29. The conduct'ýý',
of TVA-22 and -29 did not appear to comply with the:.!i..,

intent of the respective regulatory guides, ANSI stand--",.-
"" ards, and the N-OQAM in that there was a marked differ-,/!,-i. " --•

ence between the upper tier guidance of "pretest check-.",":
outs," "practice runs • to identify weaknesses in ."
the instructions" and "construction tests . satis-
factorily completed" and the actual field testing
experience of 195 deficiencies and 86 required changes

to the test instruction for TVA-22 and the inoperable J
equipment associated with TVA-29. TVA-22 was only one
example of a test with many deficiencies and change
sheets.

A possible root cause that promotes the type of prob-
lems encountered with TVA-22 and -29 is a philosophy of .',...-..
testing as soon as possible any part of a system that
can be tested even if much simulation by means. of wire
lifts . and jumpers is required. -This philosophy:. encour-v,.

ages. the transfer of systems before construction is
essentially complete. The potential for this problem.
was identified in NSRS report No. R-81-28-WBN, Mini- , .. .
Management Review, conducted from November 16. through
December 4, 1981, wherein it was noted:

There is potential for problems caused by..
systems being transferred before completion.

And later: . -

The scope of work being conducted under
these circumstances opens the way for a .
potential loss of control of the work
fu-,L.t ionr especially as it involves
quality-related activities. CONST has
continued to transfer systems to N1JC PR
with hundreds of open items. The sys-
tems are transferred in this configura-
tion to meet the present schedule. If
the schedule is unrealistic, this method
of meeting the schedule may increase the
potential for the performance of non-
quality work . . .

At that time there were 8000 items on the Outstanding
Work Item List. These were on systems that had been
transferred to NUC PR but the work was to be.,..completed .

"by CONST. . ..
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To improve the quality and efficiency of preoperational
and noncritical'., systems (ICS) testing, NUC PR ,should,;
assure that systems are essentially completed, checked.ýý
out, and tested by construction prior to transfer.
System operability and test construction adequacy
should be verified before conducting the formal testing
activities. These actions should enhance compliance
with the intent of the upper tier documents governing
these activities and result in a better quality, testing
program.

2. Maintenance Activities

During this review the control of the mechanical maintenance
activities by the MR system was evaluated to determine the
degree of compliance with established requirements. Addi-
tionally instrument maintenance activities were observed to'.
evaluate performance of Surveillance Instructions, to deter-.
mine the status of the preparation of required Surveillance-
Instructions, and to assess the qualifications of instrument
maintenance personnel. The results of the NSRS activities
in these areas are detailed as follows:

a. Mechanical Maintenance

'-A ~-V

Kj

AI-9.2, "Maintenance Program," was the administrative
instruction that established the method and responsi-,
bility for initiating, planning, scheduling, perform-
ing, tracking, and documenting maintenance at WBN.
This instruction applied to all maintenance work,.-
including preventive maintenance.

Paragraph 5.3 of this administrative instruction gives
a description for the information needed on an fR.'

Approximately 90 MRs assigned to the Mechanical Mainte-:
nance Section were reviewed for compliance to'
procedural requirements. It appeared that MRs were
being handled in accordance with stated requirements.

Paragraph '5.1 and item 14 of paragraph 5.3 of AI-9.2
stated that modifications could not be made on mainte-
nance requests. During the NSRS examination of MlRs,:
one maintenance request (A-400922) reviewed had work
instructions that appeared to be a modification.: The:."
instructions required temporary cooling water supply',
and drain lines be installed on "B" auxiliary feedwater
pump inboard and outboard bearing housings. The: NSRS..
reviewer talked with the MR originator concerning this
particular maintenance request. The MR, originatorI
contacted, tie responsible engineer and learned that
TACF 1-84-125-3 had been written to control this tempo-:.1

:S4.:
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rary alteration (TA). A check of the SE log
vealed that the TA was valid for this work.
the TA number had not been recorded on the mai
request causing continuity of information to
ing. It appears to NSRS that when maintenance
are used to install a temporary alteration the
should be recorded on the MR. This would all'
reference between the documents.

book re-
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be lack-.
requests
n the TA
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Item 30 of paragraph 5.3 (AI-9.2) required that field
quality engineering (FQE) perform a review of "entries
for CSSC corrective maintenance in a timely manner to
ensure the format and contents are in compliance with
plant quality assurance requirements." NSRS observed
that MRs that had been completed with the exception of.
the FQE review were being kept at the reviewer's desk
for up to-three days without any measures being pro-
vided to prevent possible damage to the documents or,:,,: ,
*their loss. These documents are one-of-a-kind records
which contain needed information. An interview with.
the FQE supervisor revealed that their document review
responsibilities would probably increase in the future
and thus the time to review them. If present condi-
tions continued, the result would be more records being
retained at the FQE unit without protection from possi-
ble damage or loss. It is the NSRS conclusion that,
these records should be placed in a fire-rated Storage
cabinet while awaiting this final review. As a-minimum,
this would guard against records being lost or des-
troyed, which would require a recreation of those
records. This may be a generic problem which could.
apply to all QA records. * *x -~

b. Instrument Maintenance

During this review an NS*SS team member observed the.
conduct of Surveillance Instruction SI-3.1.12II,
"Pressurizer. Pressure Protection Set I." The SI was
being conducted using a temporary change to an instruc- i. :
tion. A problem was encountered with a transmitter and .," '
an MR was written to recalibrate the transmitter.
Everything associated with the conduct of the SI
appeared adequate. In an interview with management it,'.
was determined that the Sis were being performed with
temporary changes or on an MR as unofficial perfo .
ances to get problems corrected. The KMFT was being"...ý_.
used as a framework for performance of the SI..

From a presentation by plant management to the NRC on
August 16, 1984, it was determined that there was a
total of 546 SIs for WJBN. Of these, 110 were not yet
written and approved by PORC, with about one-half of
these being Instrument Maintenance SIs, of which all
but 6 were drafted and in the review process. * At the,,,
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same presentation it was stated that there would be

1271 total instructions- at WBN with 126 left to run.

At that time the NSRS was concerned that there were
many SIs to be performed and only two months to perform.
them before the scheduled October 11 fuel loading date.
The fuel loading schedule slippage has reduced some of
the pressure for completion of the SIs and thus the
NSRS concern.

The NSRS interviewed approximately 25 personnel in the
Instrument Maintenance Section. These people included,ý'-,,
instrument mechanics, senior instrument mechanic fore-,:-,' .

men, general foremen, engineers, and other management •i
level personnel. These people all appeared competent.
Several changes in management personnel in the last six
months were noted by the NSRS. In reviewing the indi-
vidual's experience, all management personnel met the
requirements of ANSI N18.1-1971, "Selection and Train-
ing of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel," which requires a
hig' school diploma and four years experience in the
craft be supervised.

3. Conduct of Licensed Operations

24
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a. Configuration Control and Independent Verification
by Operations Section

During the performance of the MFHT the Operations crew'"
shift activities were observed by NSRS. The observa-
tions included the performance of System Operating
Instructions (SOIs), General Operating Instructions-.
(GOIs), and s'ift/relief turnover between operations.
staff. These plant procedures were reviewed to the.
Standard Practice Manual and the Administrative- In--
struction Manual for compliance regarding the authority.
and duties for performing activities affecting the
safety functions of structures, systems,. and compo-."
nents.

Three SOIs were reviewed and their implementation
observed. The SOIs were SOl, 62.1, "CVCS - Charging.
and Letdown;" SOl 68.2, "Reactor Coolant Pumps With
Appendix A;" .and SO1 74.1, "Residual Heat Removal
System." Also, the implementation of GOI-1, "Plant
Start-up From Cold Shutdown to Hot Stand-By", was
observed.

Deviations from the SOfs were necessary due' tothe -.

requirements of the MHFT program. The systems'were in,..
an alignment that would not necessarily be found during'.ý..-,'.

normal operation. The configurations were controlled'...'
by the SOI valve checklist and the configuration con-•.,.!-.'
trol log. The position of any valve could be found on
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the valve checklist or log. The log provided the
control for deviating from the valve checklist for a
test condition or unusual alignment. The instruction.":--.
to provide guidance for maintaining system status was
OSL-A2, "Maintaining Cognizance of Operational. Status.":2'.

The HXFT also required deviations from the GOIs to
perform tests. While the SOls supported the GOIs, the
unit assistant shift engineer (ASE) and unit operator
(UO) would maintain entries in the log books to ndi- ',,

cate the current conditions and system status that
differed from the GOIs.

A licensed senior reactor operator (SRO) was assigned
to the MHOFT to coordinate the testing with the MHFT
preoperational test director in the control room.
This SRO maintained the configuration control log and
the completed valve checklists which were kept in the
main control room.

The NSRS team performed a survey of the valve positions .
on the ResidualHeat Removal system (RHR) for verifica-'-
.tion against the valve checklist and the configuration
control log. One valve was found out of position when
the "as-found" position was compared with the valve
checklist and'configuration control log.

The SRO acknowledged the valve position could be impro-
perly noted by the paperwork, but not in an improper
position for the current alignment. The SRO did know
the required position versus what was recorded, and the
paperwork was corrected.

Subsequent to the valve position survey, a survey of
independent verifications was made on the RHR, CVCS,
and RCS by checking the completed paperwork. Three:
two-party verifications had incomplete signoffs.
AI-2.19, "Independent Verification," states in section
5.8:

Independent verification is the determination
by two separate individuals that a function
has been accomplished as required. It is the
policy at Watts Bar that'these two individ-
uals may verity the action at the same time,
that is, may travel about the plant together
or at different times. It shall be stressed
that when traveling together each individual.
must verify the action. For example, if an
independent verification must be made that a
manual valve is open and the valve is in
remote location that' requires climbing a
lalder, both individuals'.must climb the
ladder to verify the valve is open. One
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person going up and calling down to the other
that the valve is open is unacceptable. . •--7-.,

* A discussion of these discrepancies with the FQE super-*.*
visor revealed that an inhouse -survey by "FQE was in .
progress. The FQE survey was being performed to ident- : '

ify any configuration control and independent. verifica-"
tion problems. As a -result of the FQE surveys two
corrective action reports (CAR) were .issued .
WB-CAR-84-38 -addressed the K failure of the Operations •
Section to perform independent verification per AI-2.19.LU..
WB-CAR-84-39 addressed. the failure of the Operations
section to maintain configuration control. The FQE
surveys revealed an average of 6.4 percent errors in .,,•
configuration. control and independent verification ,
entries for the systems sampled. The errors involved 4A4•"' .. :
wrong valve positions and incomplete. verifications.
The SROs took immediate action to correct the discrep- .
ancie- identified to them. The Operations supervisor z:.:,....`
was planning to have meetings with the staff to stress 4ý,, PCX,
the necessity of maintaining complete configuration
control and documenting independent verifications to
comply with the FQE corrective action requirements. . ,-

b. Shift. and Relief Turnover of Operations Section

The shift and relief turnover of the Operations staff
was observed on several occasions during the H]FT.',- The
assistant unit 'operator (AUO) turnover was good with -i

the exchange of technical information and current
system status being made. The oncoming shift. AUO
appeared to receive a total update from the face-to- -.
face turnover.:from the .offgoing shift AUO. -".The un it •.
operator (O) turnover was. good with the review of the*>.,
current status and logs of prior events. However, some
of the ASE and SE turnovers were not adequate to meet
the requirements of AI-2.-0. Some ASEs and SEs were.:-,
not present for the oncoming shift turnover, so. in some
cases the only turnover was in the logs. . ..r ;:.

Al-2.10, "Shift and Relief Turnover," defines the
manner and minimum information required to pass between : -'

oncoming and offgoing shift-personnel. . .

The observed inadequate shift turnovers were discussed ' .--
with the Operations Section supervisor and assistant,,
supervisor. The supervisor said that AI-2.1O require- ,

ments would -be discussed with all Operation: staff.'':
assigned to shift work and would be complied with prior <J
to fuel loading. - .,
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4. Reactor Safety and Criticality Controls

~W:. a. Fuel Handling Operations -
No substantial fuel handling 'had occurred since- the
NSRS phase II review. A complete fuel inventory and .

.. "$ "•audit was being performed during the last review by the -

NSRS (phase III review). All activities observed.were
conducted according to Technicail Instruction TI-2, "S -..
Control and Accountability. System," with no observed
discrepancies.

" Preoperational tests were conducted on the fuel han -,
dling tools .and fixtures necessary for core loading
operations during the current NSRS review.' The-preop

,:,' ..- erational test W6.1, "Fuel Handling Tools and Fixtures"
was reviewed and found thorough, detailed, and complete
.as a preoperational, test. The test actually utilized
new fuel to verify operability of all tools and fix

*tures. Several Operations personnel were involved in
.i•.. ":this test for familiarization with the equipment.

Selection and training of fuel handling operation crews.
was to have begun shortly after the NSRS review was
completed-.

b. Reactor Safety Controls .-.

The Phase II review identified NRC Information'Notice z..

83-18, "Failures of the Undervoltage Reactor. Trip
System Breakers," which required a modification. to the
reactor protection system (RPS). The .-equired modifi
cation had been made per Work Plan 433b.

Electrical Maintenance Instructions, Surveillance .

Instructions, and Operating Instructions were. reviewed
to verify the incorporation of the modification into, .-

[.:.:,:..:. ,. procedures necessary for fuel loading. d ca

tion met the requirements of Information Notice 83-18 -.

- .and should satisfy the NRC's concerns.

"5. Chemistry Control

Prior to and during the heatup phase to 250OF of the hot
functional-test, NSRS observed the VBN chemical unit activi-
ties while analyzing and adjusting the primary and secondary
chemistry parameters to within specifications listed in
prcoperational test procedure Wl and TI-l6,."Plant

System's Sampling and Chemical Criteria." The analyses were -

conducted in accordance with established technical instruc-.f ..*
.,.." ... •.. .. ".tions and results recorded on official log sheets for each

system. Parameters such as dissolved oxygen in the primary
system and Ph, copper, and dissolved oxygen in the secondary .
system were initially out of. specifications, which is not ."
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uncommon during system heatup from shutdown conditions. The '

heatup was restrained until various pJrameters were adjusted
and the plant chemical unit took appropriate corrective
actions to adjust the specified chemical concentrations to

within p- cifications. M!

During the performance of preoperational test W.lr to the
250'F plateau, NSRS observed that there was an apparent

breakdown in the commmunications between the test director
and the chemical laboratory personnel which caused some
delays in the heatup process. It appeared that the shiftf
chemical laboratory personnel were not being informed of the.

progress of the test and were thus not prepared for the
addition of chemicals and the preop test required analyses "-

when various plateaus were reached. This observation was '.'

discussed with the Chemical Unit and Preoperational Test
Unit supervisors. Those supervisors indicated that the
information interface between the two units would be
improved.

It was noted during the review that the Chemical Unitsuper-
visor had initiated .a formal. program to ensure that all of . ..
the radiochemical laboratory analysts were trained on all

Surveillance Instructions that they would be required to
perform. The status of this training was being tracked by
the supervisor via a matrix which clearly illustrated the
training progress of each analyst. This practice should
enhance the quality of the Chemical Unit surveillance
program.

6. Health Physics

The WEN health physics program was assessed by NSRS to -
determine its readiness for fuel loading, initial critical-
ity, operation, and an unplanned outage. The assessment
consisted of discussions with site, plant, NUC PR Central ' i '

Office (NCO), and Operational Quality Assurance Branch
(OQAB) personnel along with review of regulatory, TVA cor- ' ?

. porate, NUC PR, and WBN documents. The following areas
relating to the WBN health physics program were assessed:

0 OQAB Activities
0 WBN FQE Activities

WBN Health Physics Organization

o WBN Health Physics Qualifications and Staffing
o Health Physics Program Administrative-Controls:
o Health Physics Instrumentation. Equipment, and

Facilities
o Health Physics Section Personnel Stopwork .

Responsibility and Authority
oFSAR Description of the WBN Health Physics Program

The results of the assessment are detailed as follows:
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OQAB Activities

The WBN plant management had requested the OQAB to
perform an operational readiness review of the plant's
radiological protection, radwaste control, and radio-
logical emergency planning programs. The review was
performed the week of June 18, 1984, by a three-member .*•' --

team consisting of personnel with professional 'health
physics experience from OQAB, NUC PR, and the Radio-
logical Hygiene Staff (RHS).. The findings and recom-
mendations from that review were reported to WBN on
July 19, 1984 (see reference VII.DD). A follow-up
review by OQAB was not scheduled.

Utilizing existing offsite TVA resources to determine
the operational readiness of the WBN radiological

protection, radwaste control, and radiological emergen-
cy planning programs represents a progressive manage-
ment attitude and the respective WBN management should
be commended for their initiative. Additionally it .. '

should be noted that OQAB was responsive to the
request.

The review performed by OQAB indicated that some prob-
lems existed in the areas of health physics instru-
mentation and equipment, health physics staffing, and
the status of related radiological protection procedure
preparation. As a follow-up OQAB review was not sched-
uled, NSRS evaluated the status of actions taken con-
cerning selected findings and recommendations from that
review. The status of those actions will be discussed
in respective sections of this report.

b. WEN FQE Activities

NSRS interviewed FQE management personnel to determine
the extent of that plant section's surveillance activi-
ties in the program area of health physics. In addi-
tion, corrective action report status logs for 1983 and
1984 were reviewed to determine if any problems had
been identified in the area of health physics via the
Corrective Arcion Report (CAR) and Deficiency Report
(DR) systems. The results of the interviews with FQE
management personnel and the review of the CAR and DR
status logs are detailed below:

(1) FQE Surveillance of WBN Health Physics Program
Activities

Management personnel in FQE reported that*. check'
lists for surveillance of health physics activi-
ties had not been prepared ,as the significant
implementation of the health physics program
begins at fuel loading and startup. The FQE
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surveillance of health' physics
therefore been minimal.

activities had

Yb

t

FQE surveillance checklists should be promptly
prepared and surveillance scheduled during the"
fuel loading and startup phases of unit 1 to
assure that the radiation protection functions are
being performed in compliance with established
program requirements and to determine the quality
of that performance.

(2) Problems Identified In the Area of Health Physics
Via the Corrective Action Reporting System (CARs
and DRs)

No CARs had been issued for corrective action
assigned to the WBN Health Physics Section during
the timeframe of 1983-June 1984. Two DRs had been
issued requiring action in the areas of housekeep-
ing and QA records. Acceptable corrective actions
had been taken and those DRs were closed. Several.
(13) DRs had been issued in April 1984 identifying.
Radiation Protection Area Plan procedures that had.*
not been.- implemented in plant instructions.
Health Physics -Section management personnel
reported that the respective plant instructions
had been prepared and were issued or were in'the
review and approval cycle at the time of the NSRS
review, and the DRs would. be closed in the near
future.

c. WBN Health Physics Organization

4
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t
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NSRS discussed the planned health physics organization
and staffing with the Site Services Manager and the
Plant Manager's staff. The results of those. discus-
siong are detailed below:

(1) Facility Organization

Figure 1 of this report depicts the plann
and plant organizations as specified in
6.2-2 of the August 7, 1984 draft WBN Te
Specifications.

(a) Site Director's Staff

It was planned to add a staff health
cist answering 'through the Site S
Manager to the Site Director. This p
had not been filled at the time of the
nor had the range of activities to
formed and the methodology of interfa
the plant and offsite organization

ed site
Figure

chnical

phys I-
e rvi ceso!'
osition

review
be per-
ce with
s been

2
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defined. Site management indicated that. the
staff health physicist position would be
filled and the scope of activities along with
the methodology of .interface would be defined
after a decision had been made concerning,
which health physics functions would remain
vith the NCO and which functions would be'."
transferred to the Site Director's staff.
That determination was underway and. was
expected to be completed by October 1 ,1984..

The addition of .a health physicist to the.
Site Director's staff should enhance the WBN
health physics program. This position should
be filled and the scope of activities along
with the methodology of interface with the
plant and offsite organizations defined
before startup of unit 1.

(b) Plant Health Physics Staff

The current reporting chain of the Health
Physics Supervisor is depicted by Figure I of.'.-''
this report. The Health Physics Supervisor.

reports through the Operations and Engineer-
ing Superintendent to the Plant Manager.

Reg. Guide 8.8 and NUREG-0731 state respec-.
tively:

The Radiation Protection Manager
(RPM) onsite has a safety function." .. i
and responsibility to both employ-

. ees and management that can be best-
filled if the individual is inde- 4
pendent of station operations,
maintenance, or technical support,
whose , prime responsibility -:is
continuity or improvement of sta-
tion operability.

and

The reporting of the functional
areas of radiation protection,
quality assurance, and training
should assure independence from
operating pressures.

After the ThI accident in 1979 the NRC con-,:,', -
ducted a health physics appraisal'program to-;,

evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of '
radiation protection programs at the nuclear
power plants in operation at that time. The "•'i
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results of that appraisal were reported in
NUREG-O8S5 issued in March 1982. In that
NUREG the NRC reported that significant
weaknesses in the area of radiation protec-
tion organization and management were identio..;,.
fied at approximately a third of the facili -

V

'I

ties inspeted. One .L L-.Z .L• ign -

weaknesses involved "lack of management .

support." The NRC stated:

The lack of management support of
radiation protection programs was
reflected in several ways. At some
facilities the Radiation Protection
Manager's (RPM) reporting chain was
such that the RPM must compete with
others within the same group to
bring radiological problems and
concerns before the station
manager.

Additionally, the NRC stated:

At some facilities, the quality of
radiation protection was found. to -
be significantly less where the RPM
was not reporting directly to the
station manager. It was noted in
these organizations that health
physics was more of a routine
ser-ice organization than. a radia-
tion protection support function,
integrated into the fabric of all
plant operations. It was noted
that personnel within these organi-
zations generally lacked incentive
and a depth of technical knowledge.

The plant organization does not provide the
plant Health Physics Section independence
from line' operational pressures. On the one
hand the Operations and Engineering.Superin-
tendent is responsible for operations and
engineering (technical support) activities
which affect generation availability., On the
other hand, he is responsible for health
physics activities which by necessity may
delay the operation and engineering process
and can result in decreased generation.avail-. ý ,

ability. The Health Physics Section Super-"
visor may have to compete with the Operations
and Engineering Group Supervisors, both of -
whom are higher grade levels. In the absence,.,
of the Operations and Ehgineering Superinten-:.,
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dent the Health; Physics Section Supervisor m""Q

may be required to report to either the '

Operations or Engineeri,.- Group Supervisors

if. one of those' supt /isors temporarily

assumes the Superintendent's responsibili-

A significant amount of the Health Physics

Section's functions will be associated with

maintenance and modification activities. The

present organization does not promote a ,

radiation protection support function inte-

grated into the fabric of all plant opera-

tions which includes maintenance and modifi

cation activities as well as engineering and

operations activities. The Health Physics

Section should have the same relationship

with maintenance and modification personnel

that it has with operations and engineering ' '

personnel. At the time of the NSRS review

there was no indication of conflicts. or

problems.-.' I.t is recognized that the present :,,f,

organization, could actually enhance the 4'j,

health physics program by providing increased,

upper plant management availability to health

physics and increased interface with the
Operations and Engineering personnel to work

out problems encountered during plant opera-

tion and routine testing activities. How-

ever, increased interface with operations and

engineering personnel may be at the expense

of proper interface with maintenance and

7 modifications personnel.

To minimize the potential for conflicts and

program degradation and to organizationally

provide the health physics supervisor the

flexibility to deal effectively and-directly

withb all aspects of %he health physics pro-

gram the NSRS reconmmends that the current

plant organization be revised to establish

the reporting of the Health Physics Section

supervisor directly to the plant *manager.

This aspect of the organization is considered

consistent with current regulatory policy.

d.- Health Physics Qualification and Staffing .....

The WBN health physics staffing status at the time. of," '

the NSRS review is depicted in figure. 2. ,.The OQAB,'I•

review team had evaluated the qualifications and ade-:

quacy of the health physics staff to meet the minimum

staffing requirements and foun4 that the Health Physics 'i

.. Section personnel met the qualification requirements of-:K.
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ANSI N18.1-1971 and was 'adequately staffed with the,:., -
following exceptions: - .-

o There was an insufficient number of HP technicians

onsite to adequately respond to an ALERT.

o -The Health Physics Technical Unit was inadequately

staffed to effectively implement their planned
activities during unit operations. These activi-
ties include:

- Operation of the respirator fitting test

equipment.

- ALARA and health physics dose tracking.

- Operation of the body counting systems.

- Dosimetry issuance and Thermo Luminescent
[A'

Dosimeter (TLD) processing. "

The OQAB review team recommended that the plant staff
fill the dosimetry technician and data entry operator
positions with permanent or temporary personnel prior
to startup or the establishment of large radiological
controlled regulated areas. They recoamended that'if

the estimated reporting dates for individuals filling
these positions was within two months of startup, the
plant staff should obtain temporary personnel to allow
for adequate training.

The NSRS evaluated the current adequacy of., the plant:
health-physics staff to support the startup of. unit -.
The results of the NSRS evaluation are detailed.below:.,,,

0 The health physics staff had 17 SE-5 level HP

.4>,

•I.IIILLdIIan UIoinLLe aUn Job oIffr5 sao h een maoe Lo
an a-ditional 8 candidates for that position.'

o There were 8 SE-4 level HP technician trainees
onsite with an additional 17 technician trainees:..'--.---ý , ."•<•

due onsite November 12, 1984. The majority of the
SE-4 level technician trainees had participated or
are participating in on-the-job training at.,SQN
(some for. up to one year).

o The Technical Unit staffing had not changed'sig-

nificantly since the OQAB review and that-unit was. V
still not adequately staffed to support the -, 74;
startup, testing, and off-normal events.- For the
primary inadequacies, vacant position announce-
ments had been issued, some. had closed, and selec- 44
tions had been made: Job offers for the dosimetry-'
technicians were scheduled to be made by August: 14,
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1984. A NUC PR training class for dosimetry
technicians was scheduled to start on Septem-
ber 10, 1984.

The Outage Support Unit had not been staffed. Theý_

staffing status of this unit should not, adversely..';.ý_,
affect the startup of unit 1.

By the' end of November' 1984 the number and experience
level of the VBN HP technýicians and trainees ý in t he
Operational Unit should provide adequate a t a f f to
handle that unit's normal and expected off-normal,...
health physics support for fuel loading, initial
Startup testing, and minor forced outages during the R
startup process of unit 1. It is probable that WBN
will havt the largest number of well qualified techni-
cians of any TVA nuclear facility during initial start
up and this should enhance the facility health physics,,..
program.

The staffing of the Technical Unit was Still inadequate
to support the startup and operation of unit 1. The
plant staff was taking appropriate actions to fill the
vacancies in that unit.

e. Health Physics Program Administrative Controls

The OQAB review team reviewed the radiation protection
procedures for general content to determine- their
readiness for . plant startup. Their review included
those minimum procedures required by the draft WBN
Technical Specifications and the additional detailed
procedures required to instruct the health physics,
staff in the implementation of the health physics
program. The OQAB found that neither the minimum
required or additional detailed procedures to instruct
the health physics, staff in the implementation of the
health physics program were adequate for, startup.,

The OQAB review team recommended that the -required
procedures be revised and/or issued by July 15, 1984 or
at least two months before fuel loading to give ' the
plant staff ample time to learn the procedures before
startup.

The NSRS discussed. the status of each procedure
addressed in the OQAB review report with the He a 1 t h
Physics Section Supervisor. From these discussions,
NSRS determined the following:,

With only a few exceptions the existing procedures
had been - revised and new procedures written as
recommended by OQAB. Ei;en though some of the
procedures had been issued others were still in
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the review and approval cycle or in reproduction "-
, . .for issue,. Health, physics management. expected

. that those, procedures -in the review and ýapproval . .
cycle would be approved and issued in the iedi
ate future.

Through discussions with the plant health physic
management and obse.-vation of existing procedures NSRS
concluded that administrative controls had been pro-
vided to control those activities relating to the
radiation protection program addressed in section 6 of -
the draft WBN Technical Specifications. These include
the following:, •

V.' o Control of the Health Physics Section overtime. i- .

o Surveillance of radioactive sources.

0 'Health physics technician training, retraining,.
and replacement training.

o Inplant radiation monitoring for airborne iodine

concentrations in vital areas under accident
conditions.

o-Access control of high radiation areas.

o Reg. Guide 1.33 required procedures. .' ..

The additional detailed procedures required to instruct %;i.
the health physics staff in the implementation of the
health physics program were in place or were in the
review and approval cycle and were expected to be in
place in the near future. It was noted that the-,
primary administrative system for controlling personnel
exposure to radioactive materials and radiation (Radia-,-. .. .

tion Work Permit) had recently been revised at WBN.-
The significant revision places more responsibility'for
radiological safety on the job foreman and workers.
Due to the importance of this system of controls and
the significance of the revision, NSRS recommended that
awareness seminars for the new RWvP program be provided
to the plant -staff prior to the startup of unit 1.

f Health Physics Instrumentation, Equipment, and.,.
i ""Facilities

(1) OQAB Review Team Findings and Recommendations ..

The OQAB had evaluated the adequacy of -.the Health",
Physics Section's instrumentation and equipment. if

if for fuel loading. The OQAB. found that an adequate
: .. supply of portable survey instruments' laboratory

equipment, and respiratory protection equipment
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was available for use. However, they also found

x"

that some necessary equipment and supplies (C-zone
clothing, TLD processing equipment, and portable
monitors) were not onsite. The following is a
sumary of their findings and recommendations:

The OQAB recommended that emphasis should be
placed on expediting the procurement of those -. " .i-:

necessary items that. were not yet onsite. -The
NSRS determined the status of those items and
concluded the following:

" TLD processing equipment had not yet arrived

from the vendor.

O Portal monitors had not arrived from the- '.

vendor. One monitor had been shipped by the
vendor thbe week of the NSRS review and the
other monitor was being packaged for shipment
in the iwmmediate future.

o C-zone supplies . (including C-zone clothing)

had been• ordered but, had not been received.: .'

o The TLD issue area was being constructed and

should be completed by fuel loading of
Unit 1.

Procurement and completion of necessary equipment
and facilities were being expedited by the plant ,::.
staff.

NSRS.Inspection of Health Physics Instrumentation,
Equipment, and Facilities

NSRS inspected the portable instrumentation inven-
tory and other health physics equipment' and facil- .
ities and reviewed respective program controls.
The results of the inspection and review are as
follows:

(a) Portable Health Physics Survey Instrumenta-
tion and Air Sampler Inventory and Control-

Section 12.5.2 of the WBN FSAR states, "The
portable health physics survey instrumenta-
tion will be equivalent to the instrumenta-.II'A.4.-
tion described in Regulatory Guide 8.8.C.4.09,)I'..-
Section C.4.b of Regulatory Guide 8.8 states •
that, "Portable instruments needed * for :--•
measuring dose rates and radiation character- %.P,
istics will include:. (I) Low-range (nomi- ".k.''

nally 0 to 5 R per ho(ir) ion chambers or G-H
rate meters; (2) High range (0.1 toat least,-.,;'-
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500 R per hour) ion chambers; (3) Alpha
scintillation or proportional count rate
meters; (4) Neutron dose equivalent. rate .
meters; (5) Air samplers for short-term use
with particulate filters and iodine collec-
tion devices (such as activated charcoal
cartridges); and (6) Air monitors with con-
tinuous readout features."

The inventory and characteristics of the WBN
instrumentation and portable air samplers are L:•-*. .';•.

tabulated in tables 2 and 3 of this report.

NSRS determined that the inventory and char-
acteristics of the portable health physics
survey instruments and air samplers met the
requirements of section C.4.b of Reg. Guide

8.8 and section 12.5.2 of the FSAR. The
normal inventory was adequate to perform
'radiation surveys to support fuel loading,
startup, operation, and off-normal occur-
rences.

Controls had been established in HPSILs for
periodic calibration, functional checks, use,
storage, and segregation of defective or
out-of-calibration instruments,

Portable instruments for emergencies were
stored in the backup health physics labora-
tory and in the health physics monitoring' ..
van. Implementing procedures for the Radio-.
logical Emergency Plan required that in the
event the health physics laboratory has to be*
evacuated, the technicians will remove port-
able survey instruments, air samplers, and
supplies as they leave the laboratory and
transport this equipment to a designated -
area. NSRS interviewed a health physics.
shift supervisor and two technicians- to
determine if they were aware of the require
ment. Those interviewed were well aware of
the requirement.

Air flow rate measuring devices for air
sampling were integral components of air
sampling equipment. The WBN health physics, '

staff planned to calibrate the air flow rate
measuring devices at WBN using established
procedures (HP TSIL-25) and calibration
equipment certified Lo the National Bureau of
Standards. However, certification documents,-*'

for the calibration equipment were not avail-
able at the plant site. This certification ;'--.!.•v-
should be acquired and maintained by the
plant staf f.
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(b) Other Health Physics Facilities, Equipment
and Cont.rols

The NSRS inspected and discussed other health
physics facilities and equipment. The facil-
ities and equipment appeared to be adequate
with the following exceptions:

0 Health Physics Laboratory Counters

The health physics laboratory was
equipped with four counters to process "t.
smears and air samples. At the time of

the NSRS review three out of the four
counters were out of service because of
breakdowns. One of the out-of-service]"
counters wis still in warranty and was
being repaired by the vendor while two
of the out-of-service counters were', .
being repaired by the plant Instrument
Maintenance Section. As these counters
are essential for supporting normal and

. . . . . . ... off-normal plant operation,' service ..

-contracts and/or training should be
provided to maintenance personnel to
provide for preventative maintenance and

- prompt and effective repair of inopera-.1.11` "i,,.
tive equipment.

o Health Physics Laboratory Fume Hood

The fume hood in the health physics
laboratory was not operational and had

-. not been checked for proper air flow:,;
velocities and patterns. The fume hood
is located in the immediate vicinity of'..".
the laboratory counters and has no
instrumentation or indicator to alert
personnel as to its. operational status
Fume hoods are provided to facilitate
processing samples that. are potentially,*'
highly contaminated. The location ofl.,,-,"

the fume hood (adjacent to the labora... .
tory counters) and the lack of.indica,."".
tion of its operational status make use
of. this hood for processing :; highly, :,.M-,...
contaminated samples questionable.'. If
the plant staff elects to use. this fume
hood for processing radioactive or .,

contaminated samples, the. labotatory.i,ý,`.ý ............
counters should be relocated (for. back- .. .

ground and contamination considerations)-
and the fume h'ood provided with ome,
sort of device that would alert' the .
technicians to the operating status

prior to use.
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8 Laundry Monitors

The laundry monitors were onsite but had
not been installed and calibrated.
Additionally, the laundry workers had
not been trained on use of the monitors.
Installation, calibration, and necessary
training should be accomplished before
the startup of unit 1.

o Respirator Storage Issue, and Rep air'_

Facility . ,,...

.- This facility located, adjacent to the
health physics laboratory in the service

- building was not fully constructed and
had not been turned over to the health
physics staff. This facility should be
completed. and equipped prior to startup
of unit 1.

0: High Radiation Area Lock Tumblers

Section 6.12.2 of the draft Technical
Specifications require that radiation

levels greater than 1000 mR/hour at
45 Cm from the radiation source or from
any surface which the radiation pene-
trates shall be provided with locked
doors to prevent unauthorized entry and
the keys shall be maintained under the
administrative control of the- shift
foreman on duty and/or the . Health
Physics Supervisor. Special' tumblers -
for the locks to be used for controlling
access to high radiation areas had been
ordered but had not yet arrived on-site.

o .:Garma Ray Spectrometers for Analyzing "

Particulate, Iodine, and Noble Gas

Samples

The plant health physics staff was not - "
provided with gamma ray detectors for

the purposes of qualitatively and quan-
titatively analyzing air samples for .
radioactive particulate, iodine, and :
noble gas concentrations. The health
physics staff must rely on the- plant
chemical unit to provide these services.
Discussions with chemical unit. personnel-*/-
indicated that. the chemical unit :spec.
trometers had been calibrated for the
health physics sample geometries and
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calculator programs had been developed
to process data from the analyses. A
methodology for establishing the analy-
sis priority for the health physics
samples had been established' in. the
Radiological Emergency Plan Implementing
Procedures (REP IP). However, • the."A-
chemical unit was not aware 'that they,`
would be required to analyze several
samples (projected to be 20-40) on a
daily basis. Historically at BFN and
SQN there. have been problems with prior-
ity -setting between health physics and
chemical unit samples. Any confusion
concerning priority setting for both
normal and off-normal samples should be
resolved prior to the startup of unit 1.

In general the instrumentation, equipment, and facii. . .
ties were. still not adequate to support startup of

unit I primarily in the area of dosimetry processing
equipment and contamination zone supplies. However,
the dosimetry services could be provided by the RHS in
Muscle Shoals and contamination zone supplies could be
borrowed from other. NJC PR facilities. The plant staff
is taking actions to assure that the vecessary equip-
ment or services and supplies will be provided , in
sufficient time to allow for implementation of the
planned programs and to allow for refinement of those s e -

programs prior to the startup of unit 1.

g. Health Physics Section Personnel Stopwork
Responsibility and Authority

Section V.B of RCI-I, "Radiological Hygiene Program"
states that: "When imminent danger or major violations
of the Radiological Control Instructions are encount-
ered, the Health Physics Supervisor (or his designated.>
representative, either the Shift Supervisor. *or the
Assistant Health Physics Supervisor) has the responsi-
bility and authority to take the necessary corrective
action including termination of an activity through the.. ,
plant manager or his designated representative.

I•muinent danger is defined as a condition or situation
where there is a reasonable certainty that immediately,
or within a short period of time, the condition or work,,,.':-,',
operation will cause death or serious physical; harm to
any employee or person exposed to the particular
hazard."

These statements indicate that health physics personnel'_%,
must obtain the approval of the Plant Manager or his .
designated representative before terminating an activi

rZ
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ty when imminent danger or major violat
encountered. This would be inconsiste
tive actions necessary to mitigate an

condition or situation as It could ta
make the necessary contacts with the I

his designated representative.

The stopwork responsibility and authori
RCI-1 for imminent danger conditions s
fied to specify that health physics pe
responsibility and authority to stop w
area evacuated when in their judgemen
protection conditions warrant such an
actions are consistent with plant safet
clear that only the Plant Manager,
Section Supervisor, or their designated
(Shift engineer or Health Physics Shif
backshifts can overrule a stopwork act
health physics personnel.

Plant management indicated that they woi
NSRS concern in this area.

h. FSAR Description of the WRN Health Phys

ions of RCIs are:
ent with correc-
imminent danger.

ike some time to
~lant Manager or

ty statements in
should be clari-
rsonnel have the
ork or order an
t the radiation
action and such
y. It should be .
Health Physics
representatives

t Supervisor) on,
ion initiated by

uld evaluate the

ics Program

Some sections of the FSAR did not accurately depict the
planned WBN health physics program. Examples of the

inaccuracies are as follows:

Section 13.3.4.4.1 of the FSAR states that portal

monitors will be located in the gatehouse. It was
planned to locate high sensitivity portal monitors
at the exits of the "power block.". It was not
planned to .install portal *monitors in the gate-

house even though those have been procured and

were onsite...

Section 12.5.1, "Organization," makes reference to

the Radiological Hygiene Branch (RuB) and its

responsibilities and activities. The RHB no

longer exists and its responsibilities and activi-

ties have been divided between the -new RHS,

NUC PR NCO, and the WBN plant staff.

Section 12.5.2, "Equipment, Instrumentation, and

Facilities," contains inaccuracies as follows:

- The health physics technician base of opera-
tions and communications is described as the

laboratory located at the boundry between the

office and service buildings when in reality
it is in the new laboratory in the service
building.
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- The WBN plans and program for processing TLDs
are not addressed. -

0 Section 12.5.3, Procedures," references the SWU

system which has been discontinued and replaced by
the "RWP" system which is significantly different..

NSRS recommended to plant health physics management

that respective sections of the FSAR should be reviewed "

to determine inaccuracies and updated - to accurately

reflect the planned WBN health physics program and.'
activities prior to unit I startup. The plant health.-j' "

physics staff initiated an effort to accomplish this.-

reconmnendation prior to completion of the NSRS review.

In summary thb administrative controls for health physics-
activities were in place or would be in place in tbe immedi.- _".

ate future. The personnel complement (by November) and.

experience level, of the Operation Unit should enhance the,,-'.

health physics program. The personnel complement of the.
Technical Unit was still inadequate to provide those

services planned for that unit. However, unplanned support
could be obtained from the RHS for TLD dosimeter processing
and equipment such as C-zone supplies could be acquired from
other NUC PR facilities. The WBN health physics management :.
was aware of these conditions before the NSRS review and wasý'.•,- ý.

making progress toward obtaining the required personnel, .

equipment, and facilities. The progress (particularly.j;,
personnel staffing) has been slowed somewhat by the.recent , -

TVA reorganization. .. . .

VIII LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

A. SOI-74.1, "Residual Heat Removal System Unit I or 2," R7"

B. SOI-68.2, "Reactor Coolant Pumps Unit I or 2," R4 $.. " 4-

App. A, "RCP Local Inspection Checklist," August 2, 1984 .-

C. SOI-62.1, "CVCS - Charging and Letdown Unit I or 2," R4 .. ",.

Valve Checklist, July 11, 1984

D. AI-2.10, "Shift and Relief Turnover," R7

E. AI-2.19, "Independent Verification," RI

F. OSL-A2, "Maintaining Cognizance of Operational Status"

G. G, I-1, "Plant Startup from Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby," R5 4.:. . 44,

H. SI-3.1.12 II, "Pressurizer Pressure Protection Set II," R2:.

I. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.68,. "Initial Test Program for Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants," R7

5 2 - . .. . ... 44
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Preoperational Test Section Instruction Letters

Instrument Maintenance Section Instruction Letters

ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS-3.2, "Administrative Controls and Qualtiy
Assurance for Operational Phase Nuclear Power Plants"

N-OQAM, Part II, Section 4.1, "Preoperational rest Program,
April 11, 1983

Preoperational Test Instructions

a. W-1.1 Heatup for Hot Functional Test, RO
b. W-1.2 Hot Functional Testing, RO
c. W-1.7 RCS Thermal Expansion, RO
d. W-6.1 Fuel Handling Tools and Fixtures
e. TVA-1 Shield Building Inleakage Tests, Emergency Gas

Treatment System Functional Tests, RO
f. TVA-22 Auxiliary Feedwater System
g. TVA-23B Thermal Expansion of Piping System (Feedwater Piping),.

RO
h. TVA-28 Sampling Program, RO .

i. TVA-29 Steam Generator Blowdown System, RO

Area Plan 1104.01, "Test Staff Program Manual - Preoperational
.Test Program," June 11, 1984

AI-6.5, "Procedure for Initial Operation, Testing, and Transfer of

Equipment and. Auxiliaries," R5

N-OQAf, Part 1I, Section 2.1, "Plant Maintenance," July 18,1984

N-OQAM, Part II, Section 5.3, "Maintenance and Modification Inspec-
tion Program," July 30, 1984

AI-2.15, "Temporary Alteration," R6,

AI-4.1, "Quality Assurance Records," R7, ...

AI-9.2, "Maintenance Program," R11,

WBNP-QCI-1.25, "Control of As-Constructed Drawings," R7 (Addendum 1), . a-,

January 25, 1984

Engineering Change Notices (ECNs) 4533 and 4558

Temporary Alteration Control Form (TACF) 1-84-11-271 and 1-84-125-3 "

Activity Survey WBN-AS-84-83, "Issue of Material and Traceability,',,..
March 20, 1984

Work Packages (WPs) 4453, 4440, 4547, 4519, 4025, 3271, 4065, 4126,,`,::, . ::,_`-
4437, 4523, 4301, 2683, 3126, 2578, 3906, 4124, and 3915 '
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66~
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,-• AA. Maintenance Requests - Several

66 6z~~6

66ý

BB. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements,"'6
R2 - 6

CC. ANSI N18.1-1971, "Selection and Training of Nuclear Power.Plant
Personnel"

DD. Memorandum from R. L. Moore to W. T. Cottle, "Watts Bar Readiness

Review," July 19, 1984 (OQA 840719 703)

EE. AI-2.16, "Shift Technical Advisors," R4

FF. TVA Topical Report, TVA TR75-1A, R7

,VIII. PERSONNEL CONTACTED

E ~*6666

J.,
R.
H.
S.
S.
3.
J.

D.
W.
C.
W.
W.
3.

E.
T.
E.
3.

R.
F.
.G.
B.
T
T
M.
R.
H.
J.
D.
J.
B.
E.
M.
R.
T.
R.
J.
D.

R. Anderson
A. Beck **

B. Bounds *
B. Billings
R. Bradley
L. Brown
K. Bryant
R. Bucci
L. Byrd *
R. Cook
T. Cottle
S. Delk
E. Engelhardt
R. Ennis **
0. Frizzell
0. Gambill
E. Gibbs
R. Gibbs
K. Hecker
R. Hendricks
J. Hensley
F. Huth
E. Kendrick
E. King
J. Kiltts
F. Koehler
L. Lee.
L.. Lester
A. McLean
.Z. Mears
S. Murphy
E. Murray
B. Neal
L. Newman
Norman *-A
W. Olson
Ormsby *

Health Physics Shift Supervisor
Health Physics Supervisor, WBN.
Plant Superintendent (Maintenance), WBNP -
Radiochemical Laboratory Analyst, WBNP
Health Physics Shift Supervisor, WBNP
Radiochemical Laboratory Analyst, WBNP?
Preoperational Test Engineer, WBNP.
Nuclear Engineer, BFNP
Test Section Supervisor
Senior Reactor Operator
Site DireLtor, WBNP.
Acting Engineering Section Supervisor, WEBP
Compliance, WBNP
Plant Manager, WBNP
OQAB
Senior Reactor Operator
Site Services Manager
Acting Reactor Engineering Unit Supervisor, WBNP..
Chemistry Unit Supervisor, WBNP
Reactor Engineer
Preoperational Test Engineer
Reactor Engineer
Safety Aide
Chemical Engineer, WBNP
Health Physicist, NCO
Preoperational Test Engineer ....

Instrument Engineer ' 6'

Test Section Group Leader, WBNP "

Health Physics Technical Unit Supervisor, WBNP.:II.
Preoperational Test Engineer
Mechanical Maintenance Engineer
Chemical Engineer, WBNP
Power Stores .
OPS Refuel Floor Supervisor
Operations Supervisor, WBNP ,
Mechanical Maintenance Engineer 6 . "
Licensing 6

6j~6-6

6'~6 66;

616666
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A`-

L.
C.
H.
W.
D.
R.
M.
D.
R.
F.

W.
W.
R.
A.
G.
E.
D.
J.
R.

E.
C.
L.
V.
G.
C.
E.
P.
H.
J.

D.
M.

E.
S.
V.
B.
W.
S.
E .

Ottinger •
Parker
Pope
Rusbridge
Sanders
Sauer
Selewski
Shaffer
Smith
Spivey, Jr.

Stevens
Stone
Swatzell
Thomas
Tippens
Turnbill'
Wilson
*Woods
Yarborough, Jr.

Instrument Maintenance Engineering Supervisor
Preoperational Test Engineer
FQE Supervisor
Senior Reactor Operator
Mechanical Engineer
Compliance, WBNP
Preoperational Test Engineer
EN DES'Preoperational Test
Assistant Test Section Supervisor
Acting Health Physics Operational Unit Supervi

W`BNP
Senior Reactor Operator
Preoperational Test Engineer
Chemical Engineer, WBNP
Instrument 'Shop General Foreman
Quality Assurance
Sheetmetal Foreman
Design Services Manager
Instrument Maintenance Section Supervisor
Operations Section Assistant Supervisor

isor,

* Attended Entrance Meeting
: Attended Exit Meeting
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4: OPERATIONAL

Phase

I

2/13/84"- 2/17/84
(Completed -
Report R-84-O2-%JBN
Issued)

II

3/26/84 - 4/6/84
(Completed -
Report R-84-O5-WBN
Issued)

III

8/6/84 - 8/24/84
9/4/84.- 9/7/84
9/24/84 9/26/84
(Completed -
Report R-84-15-WBN)

At Scheduled Fuel Load

TABLE, I "

'ATTS BAR "

READINESS RE.ViE'V

. . Review Area ..

1. General Employee Training
2. Employe'e Awareness of Regulatory and

TVA Requirements and Policies Relat-":
ing to Nuclear Safety Issues and
Expression of Staff Views

3. Preoperational Testing (Partial),

I. Organization
2. Qualifications of Personnel in Key

Management Positions
3. Shift Technical Advisors (STA) Program
4. Control of Licensed Activities
5. Plant Procedures (Partial)
6. Unit Interface Control
7. Reactor Safety and Criticality

Control (Partial)
8. Modifications and Outage Control

1. Mini-Hot Functional Test Operations::
Section, Preoperational Test Section,
and Chemical Unit personnel activities
were reviewed during this time. Adequacy,`,ý
of and adherence to instructions and
procedures were stressed.- :

2. Maintenance Activities
3. Conduct of Licensed Activities
4. • Reactor Safety and Criticality Control
S. Health Physics

Initial Fue.l Load
':• . :,. T

Note 1. Plant staffing and organization will be further evaluated during
subsequent reviews due to changes cau,'ed by the reorganization.

Note 2. Regulatory compliance is a part of all reviews.
- .j..
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Instrument ID

1. Ludlum Model 3

2. Ludlum Model 5-5

3. Ludlum Model 30C

4. Eberline Model E

5. Eberline Teletec
Model 6112

6. Eberline Model R

7. Eberline Model R

8. Eberline Model P

9. Eberline Model F

TABLE 2

WBN PORTABLE HEALTH PHYSICS SURVEY
INSTRUMENT INVENTORY

Type
Detector -Radiation

Type Monitored

G-M beta, gamma

G-M ganmna

)-10 G -M g amma

530N G-M gamma

:tor G-M beta, gamma

R0-2A Ion Chamber beta, gamma
x-ray

O-7 Ion Chamber gatmia

PAC-4S Scintillation alpha

'NR-4 BF neutron
proport iona 1

Range

0. 1-200
mR/hr

0.1-2000
mR/hr

1-10,000
mR/hr

0-20 R/hr

0-1000 R/hr

0-50 R/hr

I mR/hr-
20,000 R/hr

0 - 2x 106

Counts per

0 - 5000
mRem/hr

Inventory

6

17

15

20'

25

2

in.

6

M
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TABLE 3

WBN PORTABLE HEALTH PHYSICS AIR SAMPLERS

Sampler ID

1. Radeco Model H-809V,
H-809V-II

2. H1-Q Model CF900V

3. Eberline Model RAS-1

Typ• •w.,ples Obtained

Gases, particulate, radio-
iodine

Particulate, radioiodine

Particulate, radioiodine

~~1S.

Inventory,-

8

3S

17
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FIGURE 2

WBN HEALTH PHYSICS SECTION ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING LEV
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I. SUMMIARY

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) was ma
, with numerous lfigh Pressure'.Coolant Injection

and ihether the system could meet its require
'* " ., Stephan Mindel of the Office' of Quality Assur
.: ' .'many failures that have occurred, the concern

bility but also with degradation of the pipin
extent that they may not perform in a safe manne
needed. The investigation was conducted betw,

,' .. , May. -10, 1984 The NSRS team' concluded that th
valid and plant safety, in the event of a .LOCA
was in jeopardy. NSRS recommendations to corr

a .contained in the report.

• :,' • . ... II. SCOPE

This investigation was performed to address con
ous failures of'the HPC> system at BFN;' possible

" " ,:-:.;which would 'require NDE ' work for assessment
correcting -deficiencies so that the system
safety function. The concern centered on the
safety system necessary for high. pressure' core

F, .LOCA. The investigation was conducted by i
V reviewing documentation, and by personal obse

-4V itself.

III.I FACTS

:. A. Background

On March 26, 1984 NSRS was made aware o
related to the H! CI system at BFN. The
NSRS by Stephan Mindel, of CQA and Dan Fi
concern related to numerous failures of the
not it 'was still in a condition..to perfor
Both felt that some NDE work should be don

. . vicinity of where restraints R-23 and R-24
Their principal concern was that this i.
system and the pace of fixing the system ha
purpose of the employee concern was to cle
high priority status.

- B.:,, Inf urma't ion Obtained from Interviews

On March 29, 1984 Stephan Mindel, Leonard
Blevins of OQA were contacted by NSMS co
Mr. Mindel felt there was a potential for d
the lugs where the broken supports wer

.. .. thought that someone should determine what
been through and the resulting effects.
system has had a history of broken parts d
Mr. Mindel .felt that a ' review should be
maintenance history of the system including

i•.'•* . ,t ' " . .

4 *s ' "''> q

de aware* of concerns,;2.
(IlPCI) system fai Iures j,'',s
d safety function, by:`,,-
-ance (OQA) Wi th " the
is not only with relia -ia
g and supports 'to the. ,
tr if and when they anred.ý*.ý,
en March 29, .. 1984 nd
e emp loyee conce rn was , I ,.,i
at Browns Ferry (BFN),);."' ~
ect this condition. are', ::

cerns regarding numer-
damage tc, the piping,R..i"

and thee ' delays in,,' n
:an meet its required

fact that this is a.-4'
cooling in case of a4

nterviewing . personnel 'U

rvation of the sVstem

", ' ~'" •,: ".'

f an employee- concern/.
:oncern was brought to
isher of EN DES.-,The

system and whether or,"
m its safety" function,:''
e on the piping. in the

had failed on unit 2 A.."''
s an important: safety, --'- " -:[t: ,
s been 'very slow. 'The
vaLe this problem to a

Blankner, and rd
ncerning this _subject lr' 7 '! ,,,

amage of the.piping at
e attached.:-He also

motions the pipe had, 4
lie stated that' the!""

uring testing 'and use
made . of the"-overal1i,ý

the break of-'the HPCI I'4

. , . . : . , .. . .. . . 4'.• ... • ,

.... ;, ••, D:• ':•: " '-'',V -
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turbine 'pedestal in 1980. Mr Blankner stated that during h" .: ...

,working time at BFN in .ithe 70's there.were problems with the FCW

73-45-valve allowing back leakage of feedwater at approximately"

3700 F, which causes steam in the line. When the HIIPCI system was....:
initiated, this caused a water hammer in the pipe. He .felt this..

could be a major part of the cause of breaking the- p iep

restraints. Mr. Mindel stated that review of the history of'.- M,

maintenance on the pipe supports would show that they had been.

bent before.- lie felt the struts were seeing a periodic -overload:.,.. -n

condition which could create a fatigue-failure in the piping. He

also felt very strongly that some NDE work should hbe done on the-,,,,,,.,
pipe in the area of 'the lugs in order to qualify it for- future.,,:K

use. -

.On April 6, 1984, Dan Fisher of the EN DES Boiling Water Reactor -.

Project -was contacted-by NSRS" concerning this subject.- Mr.

Fisher got involved in this problem in January 1984.- Since that.v,
time there have been two support failures on this system. The

first one occurred in January 1984 and the second one:in March :

1984. Mr. Fisher has reviewed in depth the failure that occurred

in March 1984 to support R-23 in unit 2. This failure resulted"

in the base plate being pulled out of the wall. Upon review of..

the support, it was obvious that the support had been-altered or.-:-
'repaired at a previous time. Mr. Fisher stated that the R-23 and',

R-24. supports were the only rigid supports in the system. The:

rest of the supports are dea.d weight hanger%. Both of. these"-".

.- supports have been repaired as damaged in the -past'. Mr. Fisher -,ý

stated that the configuration of the lugs is such that high'., '' "W -,

stress is transferred into the pipe welds and- the pipe itself. .. -'

lie strongly feels that NDF, work should be done in thisarea of-..

the weld,_ From discussion wiLh the suippurt, - manufacturer,.

Bergen-Patterson, they, have determined that the critical buckling.,,;,-- -V.'-

load for" the support is approximately equal to 33.5 kips..Since -..

the support broke, the load had to be much higher than 33.5,'kips,::'-'•":• :•,

and the -load was transferred into the weld and the-pipe. .-- r.: .'

. Fisher has copies of-numerous maintenance reque,;ts or work.ordersW,,,'>.7 -,

to do repairs on these supports in the past. He feels this, is a.:".:

recurrent problem that has done some damage to the IIPCI,-.piping by:-...:

now'. He does not- know whether a walkdown has been done on units

I and 3 to evaluate them. However, he feels the same conditions :,

exist for units I and,3 as do for unit 2.

On April. 10, 1984 Ray Cole of the OQA Operations group was con--.

tacted by telephone at Bellefonte Nuclear Plant. lie had been the.:,.- '-

OQA representative at. BFN following the HPCI system '.unti1i -A

.. approximately one month bt:fore. Mr. Cole indicatedthat the IPCI

system had given problems since initial startup of unit Ilin.

1973. .He issued numerous OQA documented complaints-'.about thec',.

system and a HPCI committee was established in 1980 to 'review the-:
•"i"=--.....:problems.. Mr. Cole said there were problems related"'toan elec.

"---tronic versus mechanical governor, package along with ,an':inherent-

design problem in gland-seal condenser and :a problem with -

ruptured exhaust,."diaphragm. - The big concern. has ".,been" wit

needing this safety system and it treipping out and.not being
2. . . . ;-/
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available. Mr. Cole stated that there had been a problem withý;.-" ,
corrosion in the EGM system since moisture got into the box. A
study on humidity in the area was started in F&'ruary 1984, which':..,:
showed there were humidity excursions in the area and the reason.:,.
had not been determined. Mr. Cole also'stated that recent tests
at Vermont Yankee, Special Test 82-11, demonstrated a control-V,ý-•:, •
modification on the HIPCI turbine which improved the HPCI system.`
quick start transient. This should reduce the transient loads on'...".
the piping system. He stated that this same test was recently
conducted on unit 2 at BFN.,

In discussions with Mr. Cole at BFN on April 17, he stated that
history records are not very good prior to 1979. He also said
the old system of Trouble Reports (TRs) was not effective since,`1 .j
they were filed by TR number and not by system. As a result. it*,,..'.
would be very difficult to find all TRs on the HPCI system.,.`
Since February 1983 the Maintenance Requests (4R) system has been.
in effect, which provides a report on a system-by-system, basis.
As an example of the inieffecLivencss of the TR system, he said
the TRs showed a changeout of a part on a turbine was made three
times,. while Power Stores showed ten parts were sold out.

Mr. Cole also stated that part. of the problem is with attitude.
The HPCI system must be recognized as a safety system that is
maintained in a standby condition. Operations people must be
convinced to follow procedures even though they may be skepticaL.
of the chances of success. By fol lowing procedures" in a,
step-by-step manner, failures can be analyzed if they. occur..:-

On April 17, 1984, the NSRS investigator arrived at BFN for inter
view of onsite people regarding the IIPCI concern. The first. per-
son interviewed was Randy Widick, the Mechanical Systems Engineer
for the IIPCI system. 'he discussion with him included the Special
Test 82-11 results along with interviews of individualsfrom the
operations gr'iVp, valve .test group, and the hanger group. The
final part ot this trip included a personal review of the piping, .:

system and restraints, which included photographs of the piping,
hangers, and the two repaired restraints, R-23 and R-24. Mr.. Widick"
said the 82-11 test had apparently taken out the early spike in
discharge pressure. Copies of curves were provided which showed
a reduction in the discharge pressure after the modification.
Mr. Widick stated that in this procedure the govezior is closed
down so that RPls pick tip gradually and eliminate the pressure.,,,.-.,

spike. lHe suted that this spike in discharge pressure may have',

caused the high forces in the piping and the restraints. This
could also have caused the problem with rupturing uf the gland
seal condenser .head gasket. Mr. Widick stated that the test on r
unit 2 was not done with all system and restraints repaired,,.
since there had not been a complete walkdown of the piping system
prior to the test. He recommended that this walkdown, along with'*;:
any repairs needed, be completed prior to the next test.-

" Mr. Widick stated that they have not had the know-how to handleI
the complicated control problems. Parb of this has been a.result'

"......,. ."......................



of rapid turnover of electrical and mechanical people, eliminat-
ing the advantage of experience, lie alsn stated that this Terry
turbine system being used infrequently in conjunction with the;
complicated controls makes it very unreliable. lie also stated ' :•
that the operators are. afraid of this system and very cautious
about testing it. lir has noticed marked differences in perform-
ance with differenL shifts. The operators are afraid to bring
the turbine up to high RP1ts fast. This probably complicates the
problem since it is not designed to operate below 2000 RPtIs.-
Both GE and Terry turbiiie personnvl have stated that it should be
brought above 2000 RPts and kept thcre. . ..

Mr. Widick thinks the operational method using Special Test 82-11 I ,•
should be tried on all three, units with close checks.of system

'and restraints before and after the test. This would show
whether the reduced pressure spikes wotild solve the problem of
broken restraints.

On April 18, 1984, Jim Traglia of the Onsite Hanger Group was
interviewed regarding the 79-14 inspection program along with his
observations concerning the R-23 and R-24 restraint failures.'
Mr. Traglia stated that the first 79- 14 inspection was done in*
1980. They only mide notes on missing welds, missing nuts, bent
parts, etc. They Uid not establish a failure history. The
problems that were found were put into three categories by
EN DES. The three categories were: (1) repar in 30 days, (2)
rrpair at next outage, and (3) repair when stress analysis is A18
complete. There is no requirement for a follow-up inspection .
under the 79-14 program. ' **

Mr. Traglia gave the following information concerning"restraint
R-23. In 1980 inspection, notes were made of members being
turned in the wrong direction. From then to March 1984,' when the
embedded plate was pulled out of the wall, the W members and.•,.,
angles had 'been- bent' by injections. These bent members wereý' -.
removed and new members installed after the anchorage pullout in,
March 1984. He gave the following information concerning R-24..
In 1979 the strut and welds were repaired. In 1981 a:- 10 bend in..
the strut was noted. In January 1984 the strut was broken. The; ýh.
support had obviously been receiving periodic high loads. ":''... '

Mr. Traglia stated that he did not believe there were enough
supports on the pipe. In some areas-the length of unsupported '

pipes goes up to 40 feet. He thinks there should be more dead- ",
weight supports and restraints on the pipe. This wouldapply to
all three units, since the same type failures have been observed
on units 1 and 3 also. '

During the personal inspection of the HPCI piping, the observa-'-.
tion was made that there are only two restraint-type, supports on
the pipe. These are the two that have failed. All-.the other.:,
supports are deadweight hangers: The measured distance from R-24 ISO',
to a deadweight hanger was 20 feet in either direction.

. ... ' ," .
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Mr. Traglia stated that there is no way of knowing whether, the
supports are like they were when inspected, due to the massive)

modifications to other systems in the area. As a result, we,
cannot do an evaluation of the cause of the support failures. :..If`-,
we could inspect before and after injections, then we could do'.an
analysis of the .cause of the problems.

The next discussion on April 18 was with Ron Shadrick of the ,)
Field Services Valve Group. lie gave informat ion concerning the
testinR of the FCV 73-45 valve, the one that earlier was believed
to have been leaking steam into the line. Hr. Shadrick stated.,,
that they have not had any problems with leakage of the valves
since they were rebuilt about three years ago. That was the' "
first time they had been rebuilt since the plant was constructed. ;*

The three units will have all FCV 73-45 valves changed out due :to
a different reason. The disc has been sticking in the closed-',
position. The new valves will have a softer seat. His conclud-
ing statement was that there is no leakage problem with the FCV:. '

73-45 valves..

The final interview at the BFN site on April 18 was with Tommy.,-:,,,
Jordan, Supervisor. of Operations. Mr. Jordan stated that while--.',,',
opening the tell-tale drain valve, 73-551, to determine whether-','"
FCV-73-45 is leaking, that they had not observed a problem with:
units I and 2. At one time they did have a problem with unit:.3, ""I"'
but.that has been fixed. lie does not believe steam leakage back
through FCV-73-45 is the reason for hammer on the discharge line:', t:
and breakage of supports. lie agrees with Mr. Widwick that; low
RPM speeds on the turbine, before the 8211 change, was causing `"J,
the problem.

A subsequent discussion was held with Dan Fisher of EN DES on May
10, 1984 regarding stress analysis of the IIPCI piping.
Mr. Fisher said there has been tno stress analysis done on unit 2
HPCI piping. There has been a 79-14 type analysis for seismic,.
events on unit 3. A similar type analysis will be done 'on
unit 2. As far as he knows, Mr. Fisher stated there has been no
transient analysis done on the system by either GE or TVA. lie
confirmed that R-23 and R-24 were the only restraints on the'
pipe. He said any discussions about adding additional restraints.
should be with Ron Cook in CEB, who is in charge of the analysis.:

Ron Cook of EN DES was contacted on May 10 concerning -the
restraints and analysis. Mr. Cook said that no documented 79-14 '

type analysis had been done for any of the three units., lie said-d
the only. analysis that had been done was the original design,
basis and he did not think any transient loads from~dynamic fluid ,,....

) effects were included. He referred me to Jim Kincaid of EN DES,'i';'?
to get background information on dynamic analysis. ''

On hay 10, 1984, Mr. Kincaid stated that the IIPC' piping has not.'
been analyzed for transients and the seismic analysis may not 'be'ý"
adequate at this time. He also said t~hat the 79-14 analysis has
not been documented for the three units. Mr. Kincaid believesWC'e_,, -
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could not design supports to hold the surge load if we had to
analyze for transients using the old startup procedure. lie
agrees that we probably need Lu litcludc the operational changes,
tested by the 82-11 test, to prevent pressure spikes and then. I,.-
analyze for realistic loads and determine support requirements on
that basis. lie stated that we do not know the condition of R-23
before the last 82 -11 test was run. lie also, stated that he
agrees we should proceed with the. FCR BF-DCR No. P-2040 to move W,
the EGO controls.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMIMENDATIONS .... .

From interviews of people from the various TVA organizations, it is
obvious that the HPCI system has incurred many failures and has been'
very unreliable from startup of unit I in V173. The failures have not
been limited to one specific area. The failures have occurred in the.
components, the control mechanisms, and in structiural supports. For a
system that is essential for high-pressure cooling of the core in the
event of a LOCA, II -years is too long to repair-as-broken instead of
providing a permanent fix. This system must be raised on the priority,.",
list and be recognized for its importance to public safety.

The system has been operated in such a manner as to cause fear of
testing by the operations group, since they know something will break
when testing. The control system in the EGM boxes has malfunctioned
continuously due to poor environment. The hanger group along with'.-
EN DES personnel agree the piping is inadequately supported to take
the loads induced by the fluid flow. Of all the people interviewed, .
no one stated that the system as-designed and as-built is adequate to...:
meet its safety function.

Due to the importance to safety of this system, a complete fix to the"
system so that it will perform its required safety function must be.
pursued immediately. Eleven years is too long to rely on not needing'.'
a system rather than having it ready if and when it is needed. From-
the interviews and information gathered, the following recommendations
are to be implemented to make this an operable system:

I-84-16-BFN-01 - The HPCI system should he recognized by all as a sys-
tem that is necessary to maintait; the plant in a safe condition. It .. i.,
should be viewed with the same importance as any system necessary to
keep the plant operating.

1-84-16-BFN-02 - NDE examination of the welds and HPCI piping in the"..'
vicinity of the lugs for the R-23 and R-24 restraints, should be con-
ducted to insure that the piping is still qualified to meet its safety:,
function. Further NDE examination of the restraints themselves is
leeded. ..

I-84-16-BFN-03 - The Special Test 82-11 should be implemented "for'
units 1, 2, and 3. In conjunction with thts operational change, the'ý
piping and supports should be inspected befo're and after each injec
tion. This would allow evaluation, of the cause of problems if any
subsequent failures should occur. .

6
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I 84-16-BFN-04.- 
Design Change Request 

BF-DCR No," P-2040,., 
to' relocate

the EGH governor control Ibox to oiim of th e walls in the lIPCI room ,

should be implemented immediately. This should eliminate'many of the,, .-

control problems by .-.locating the controls in a better-.environment.

1-84-16-BFNM05 - After amplementiton of Special Test 82-I1l "a tran-

sient analysis should be conducted on the BPl1CI system piping. '. Fro.m

the transient analysis, the maximum loads from the fluid flow should

be determined. In conjunction with this, pipe supports should be

designed.to restrain the system. If the analysis and design• show that .

additional restraints .and/or dead load supports are required, then,

these new supports should be installed. 
:J
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ATTACIDMENTS

1. Mechanical Maintenance Instructiont 99 -for Ill'CI Pipe Support No. 24 on,- .
Browns Ferry Unit 2 . ..

2. Mechanical Maintenance Instruction 99 for iHDCI Pipe Support No. 23 .

on Browns Ferry Unit 2

3. Metallurgical Report on Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 2, ..

*Failure Evaluation of HPCI Restraint. R-24

4. Design Change Request, BF-DCR No. P-2040

5. Curves showing operating conditions before and after implementation of

* Special Test 82-11 on Browns Ferry Unit 2 .

.-.............
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BACKGROUND

Problems associated with the timely receipts of procured materials
have been the subject of the Division of Nuclear Power (NUC PR) dis-
cussions on numerous occasions, and as a result of the Regulatory.-:",
Performance Improvement Program (RPIP) at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant"."
(BFN), NSRS support was solicited in the form of a review. The review-'
was conducted to examine and evaluate the procurement process for'
nuclear plants and determine the reasons for time delays and problems.::':.,. 6

II. SCOPE

The procurement activities associated with TVA's nuclear.power program-'.
were divided into two phases, operating plants and plants under con-.'_' . M
struction. This review covered only the operating plants and centered.,..
on quality level I and II items and services. Those services or
items manufactured by TVA w.re reviewed for only BFN.

As a part of the NNUC PR reorganization effort to move personnel from
the Nuclear Power Central Office (NCO) and to solve procurement prob-
lems, identified by a joint Division of Purchasing (PURCH), NUC PR and
Power Stores task force, NCO procurement activities were transferred - 1. .•
to the sites. Interorganizational communications and working rela- -".,
tionships were stated to have been developed to attack problems and.-.."!
streamline operations. NS11S did not include the evaluation of the
reorganization. within this review, but did evaluate the task force ".
findings based upon the findings of this review.

III. MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

During the past several months NSRS has been reviewing the procurement.
process of material!, and services for TVA's operating nuclear plants.
The review began on June 11, 1984, and continued until the final
closeout in Chattanooga on December 5, 1984. As a part of the review,
closeouts were held at the completion of the onsite review at BFN,
SQN, NCO, and PURCHI. Throughout this review, people within NUC PR,
Power Stores, PURCHI, and the Office of Engineering (OE) were very
helpful, cooperative, and in many cases candid. Virtually everyone
interviewed considered procurement to be *a major problem, and to a .
large extent the problem was the "other guy." Interviews were con-
ducted with a number of dedicated people trying hard to do their job
as they saw it, but frustrated because the system, regulations, QA, IS

etc. were perceived to be working against them. Each group within
the procurement chain had real problems and had several examples they
were willing to share.

The problems experienced by NUC PR in procuring materials in a timely. r.
manner were for the most part problems created by NUC PR. In broad : '
terms, there were five categories within which identified deficiencies
, " ould be placed.

A. General Unfamiliarity With Procurement Cycle

Personnel associated with each step of the procurement cycle were
aware of what they were supposed to do or what they perceived to, "

.A"
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be their responsibility; however, they were not aware -of the
role, function, or problems of others within the procurement
cycle. No one was found, of the more .than 90 people interviewed,
that knew the entire system. Unrealistic expectations were."'.","'.,

placed upon the procurement system by originators of procure-
ments. Ordered material was requested to be onsite generally
within 90 days when, based upon this review of procurements,6
months to 1 year would be more realistic. No one knew how long
it would take to purchase materials but it was generally accepted
that they would not he there when needed.

That lack of knowledgepof the procurement system and associated.
problems produced frustration along the procurement chain. At
the sites the procurement cycle and regulations were viewed at t
all organizational levels as a burden and designed to make the
procurement process more difficult. The system and regulations
were viewed as roadblocks telling the sites why they could not
purchase s~omething versus how to purchase something, and were
also designed to purchase something (low bid) the site did not
want over what it did want. As a result, the sites were putting '.'

more effort into using the system shortcuts through the overuse
of emergency purchases and field purchases rather than learning
the system for normal procurements and how to work within it

There was no procureienttraining identified at the sites for
personnel within the procurement cycle. For the most part per-
sonnel were introduced: to the rigors of procurement by, being . ' 1.7
handed a copy of the site procurement procedure (e.g.i, SQA 45),
which was over 300 pages long, and told to read it. Theprocure-
meat of items appeared to be viewed, by- site personneld as a,
required undesirable job as if it were part of an initiation. "i

B. Excessive nnd/or Ineffective Review of P'urchase Requests and
Requisitionstb

Typically 17 approval signatures and initials, some by the same
.ypeople required to sign both the purchase request and purchase O.

requisition, were required for, a site-originated procurement.
The value adde d to those documents beyond, what the originator,
quality assurance, and authorizing official contributed was, for
the most part, minimal.- In a very small number of procurements
that were .considered more complicated, the NCO provided valuable
input. -Considering the timeframe to prepare, approve, and trans-
mit a procurement requisition from the sites to vendors for bids,
the sites typically took one to four days, P1URCH about three
days, and the NCO weeks to months. The value added by the NCO,,-
which was primarily editorial in nature, could not support the
continued time delay by the NCO in the procurement cycle;ý conse- '~

--- quently, the. removal of the NCO from the review cycle and trans-
fer of the affected NCO personnel to the sites was viewed by NSRS
as a positive action provided the NCO problems and delays were -

.-. -- not transferred with them. . ..
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V .1

It appeared to NSRS that the entire procurement system, with al11i
its reviews, was predicated upon the concept of safety in num
bers, i.e., the more people involved in reviewing, the better theý.
product. In actuality what NSRS found was procurement documents'.'..
being changed for no apparent good reason other than a perceived
need to demonstrate a degree of usefulness by each successive''.
reviewer.

All procurements generated by the sites, both QA and non-QA, were.,
reviewed by the site Field Quality Engineering Group (FQE). .Fo
the most part there was one individu.1 performing that review at,.

each site. Thcse procurements included direct charges, IQTs,•.-
field purchases, transfers, and Material Management System (MANS).""..
reorders. For example, at BFN during May and June 1984 there
were 1051 procurement actions or about 26 procurements per day.",
that required FQE review and approval. The effectiveness of the"...;.''

review on that number of procurements by one individual is quej--I. .

tionable, and the- effectiveness of the review of QA procurements
could be enhanced if the review of non-QA procurements by EQE,`
were performed only on a sampling basis.

Ineffective Use of Available Procurement Systems

IQT contracts are supposed to be time savers in that once the IQT
has been reviewed and approved, Requests for Delivery (RDs)
against the IQT can be issued directly to the vendor without the
review and approval process required for new procurements.
NUC PR's procurement procedures negated any time savings afforded;.,•:•."
by an IQT because they required the review and approval of each
RD as if it were a new procurement. There was no mechanism to
identify large use items, such as steel, as potential candidates
for IQT contracts.

MAMS is a computerized system to maintain an established supply :"
of inventoried stock items throughout Power, and has the poten--.
tial of being a very powerful tool. The maximum inventory level .4
and minimiu reorder point for some materials were inadequate, and.i, N;
the sites established the practice of hoarding items such as mops
and plastic bottles, to compensate. The sites viewed'the estab- .
lished maximum/minimum levels as arbitrary and an effort to
reduce stock inventories. In actuality the established maximum/'
minimum levels were neither, and the site. problems can be attrib-
uted to poor communication between the site and the Materials,
Management Services Staff (KMSS), who administered MANS.

Although MANS had the capability of reordering QA items automati-
cally, when initiated by Power Stores, this capability could not
be utilized due to the reorder program not being approved as a QA
system.> As such, ' unauthorized changes to MAMS information on,•-.,
specifications, etc., could occur. Therefore, efforts 'were . ..
underway to write a QA program for MAMS. In addition, HAMS had
the capability of combining like orders from different sites for'.11,•. :
non-QA material, but according to !MSS personnel was constrained.,---.,-`,
by Office of the General Counsel (OGC) requirements such that it

3%
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could not be used. MMflS was also disadvantaged by not having a
complete usage history of inventory items. Inventory items could
be supplemented by field purchases and direct charge purchases
which never.became a part of a usage history.

D. Apparent Lack of Plann.- ..

" NSRS did not specifically look at work planning and its also
ciated impact upon the procurement process during the review. .t
was covered in an NSRS review of outage controls (see NSRS Report ."....
R-84-27-SQN/BFN). It was evident, however, from the conspicuous
absence of the discussion of a planning or scheduling phase ,
during interviews that whatever work planning was occurring, it
.had little positive effect upon procurement. That observation ~
was supported by the identified fact that engineers at the plants ,,
were scheduling modifications without having the needed material
onsite, with unrealistic expectations on delivery dates, and were >!."
using a large number of emergency purchases. Engineers were
relying upon their ability to find the needed material somewhere
within the TVA system when ordered material had not arrived
onsite. The review did not attempt to determine how many jobs
required cancellation or rescheduling due to material shortages.-.,.-..,.,
Contributing to the problem of planning work was the fact that no' .3
one interviewed really knew how long it took to procure an item.
It is understood by NSRS that there is no one timeframe appli-
cable to all items procured. Examples were found by and identi- .,'
fied to NSRS of procurements that ranged from a few days to overl-,,•

.,three years and still waiting. A reasonable estimate should be," ' J
-established for routine procurements based upon past procure- -~i

ments, be it six -months or one year, for use in planning and .'.
scheduling...

E. Quality Assurance

The quality requirements for items procured was a portion of this
review. The Operational Quality Assurance Manual (OQAX) was
reviewed, with regard to procurement and found to be rather
cumbersome and conflicting in some cases. The main problems
identified were the intermingling of IOCFR Part 21 requirements
with quality assurance requirements and the use of commercial.
grade items as basic components.

The quality level I and II designation is used for basic compo-
nents and 1OCFR21 applicability was determined for all procure- .. 2.

ments with those QA level designations. In the determination of
Part 21 applicability, Part 21 could be determined not applicable ..
because the. item being procured was a commercial grade item. , If
it were i commercial grade item then the quality requirements ,
could be. significantly reduced to allow the procurement' from an .•

.unapproved vendor and receipt inspection by an inspector not,.:.-
qualified to ANSI N45.2.6. The OQAi, Part III, Section 2.1,..
Appendix F, form for determining Part -21 applicability was. defi-.,':;,-ý;
cient and was being misused in that if an item was identified as

commercial grade no determination was required of its effect upon
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the safety function ol a CSSC component or system. Many QA level
L I and.II, Prrt 21 N/A, procurements of commercial grade items

were seen. All procurements, however, in the QA level I category,
:-required TVA-approved vendors and quality documectation. For
those with a QA level II designation, which is almost equally

S-.-.. .important from a safety standpoint as a QA level I item, most
required no QA documentation. Procurement with a QA level
designation and no QA documentation or manufacturing requirementsaL,.
results in an implied level of quality that just may not be . ;,
there; also, it results in purchased equipment whose quality

*:. ' .characteristics are not known. .** .

The use of commercial grade items as basic components is allowed:I ý., Q.
by the NEC. In using such an item as a basic component TVA
assumes the sole responsibility. of assuring that that item will
perform as requited when required, including an accident -situa-
tion. Currently TVA has no receipt inspection program for com-.
mercial grade items that includes testing or some other mechan-A.-
ism, such as vendor audit, that can make that assurance.:

Considering the five basic categories of problems enumerated above and.
other findings identified elsewhere within this report, a comparison-,,.
was made with the findings of the NUJC PR Procurement Problems Task,.,
Force Report. With regard to the work of the task force and their.
findings, NSRS believes it represents a good work effort. Based upon
the findings of this review, NSRS can support many of their recommen-.;...::
dations that are directed toward changing the system, such as: "

- Establish a planning group
o Improve PURCH/site communications
o Eliminate unnecessary procurement cycle steps
: Better utilize automated systems

NSRS understood that many of these recommendations were being imple-
- mented, but did not review the extent of the implementation. Other,--.

task force recommendations, however, appeared to be directed toward'.
correcting the system as is or developing the ability to place blame"
within the present system-with which NSRS does not agree. , , .',

In the details of this report additional problems are identified in
the areas of approving vendor services, documentation inadequacies'

14 "ý with internal TVA transfers, TVA-fabricated equipment, receipt inspec-
tion program, and materials with a limited shelf life. As negative as,
the findings may be, NSRS wants to emphasize that the findings are not
for the most part people problems but are system problems. People did..,,
not have the procedures or training to perform the task more effi-

? -c-""' An NSRS suggested solution to the problems found during this review is,.; ,
X., contained in Attachment 1.

,'.- , ' " ' - : : ' - : , J. . ..- *. . , ' •
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z'V: IV I. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMMNDATIONS

A. R-84-17-NPS-01, The Procurement System is Too Cumbersome and Not'.
Well Known by the Users

Conclusion

The biggest problem found with the procurement system used by NUC

PR was its wasteful and cumbersome nature. Procurements- were

overloaded with redundant reviews producing little value added in
most cases and causing unnecessary' time delays up to months.
Virtually anyone could initiate a procurement action with little.
or no training. No one was found in the procurement process that
knew the process much beyond their sphere of involvement. That
resulted in unrealistic expectations being placed upon the system
by the originator with regard to delivery time, and in perpetua-
tion by others in the process who did not correct the problems or
expectations. One of the more. cumbersome and redundant review
processes occurred within the NCO, and the removal of that review
process on October 1, ?984, with the transfer of people to theý,..!,:
sites, will help streamline the. process provided the Central
Office problems were not also transferred to the sites. To ....

correct the problems with the system, drastic introspective."
management analysis and action are required (see sections V.B.1,
.2, .3, .4b; V.D; and V.H).

Recommendations

R-84-17-NPS-O0A
The Procurement Problem Task Force recommendation to eliminate
all unnecessary steps in the procurement cycle with the goal-of
placing very few, if any, steps between the requisitioner and the
purchasing agent should be given the highest priority.

R-84-l7-NPS-01B
A formalized, documented training program covering the entire
procurement process should be developed and required for allý.
personnel within the. procurement cycle from the originator
(requisitioner) through the purchasing agent.

R-84-17-NPS-O0C
A realistic timeframe(s) should be established for routine non-
special order procurements, based upon past experience, to cover
the time required from procurement origination through receipt of.

tne material onsite. A mechanism should be included . in I the
procurement system to periodically evaluate and adjust - that.
timef rame as necessary, as well. as communicate the timeframe. to,
involved personnel (planners, procurers, etc.).

R-84-17-NPS-OID
.Material availability and procurement timeframes should be in--ý,

cluded in all maintenance and modification planning activities.4.'...
(NOTE: This recommendation is predicated upon information that

194 _-, I. A'NUC PR is developing a maintenance and ýodification planning' and

4,
Qt
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scheduling function at each site. Also see NSRS Report R-84-27 .

SQN/BFN on outage control.)'

B. R-84-17-NPS-02, Lack of Approval of Onsite Vendor Services at SQN

Conclus ion

The OQAM, Part III, Section 2.1, paragraph 10 requires and idea-
tifies three acceptable methods for evaluating and accepting the
work performed onsite by vendors. Contrary to that requirement
SQN received services on three separate occasions and could not
provide, after repeated .requests, objective evidence that the.
service had been evaluated and accepted in accordance with the
OQAM requirement. It is therefore concluded that OQAX, Part. IlI,
Section 2.1, paragraph 10 is not being implemented at SQN. (See
section V.B,4.a.)

Recommendat ion

SQN should devetop and implement ai program that satisfies the
requirement and intent of.OQAM, Part III, Section 2.1, paragraph
-10.

C. R-84-17-NPS-03, Excessive Review of Requests-for Deliveries (RDs).

on IQT Contracts

Conclus.ion

NUC PR was reviewing and approving RDs with the same rigor as the
IQT contract, against which the *RDs were written. That consti-
tuted a redundant effort costing 20 days or more delay in receipt .
of the commodity or service.*. (See section V.B.4.b.) .

Recommendation

NUC PR should streamline its procedure for the review and approv-
al of RDs, with no change of contracL involved, to be in-line
with the requirements of the TVA Procurement Manual.

D. R-84-17-NPS-04, Insufficient Documentation for Transferred
Material

Conclusion

ID-QAP 4.3 requires the original contract to be reviewed by the, '.
site receiving the transferred material for technical and QA
requirements. No objective evidence could be found substantiat-
ing compliance. Sites requesting material to be transferred to
them by another TVA organization or location did not specifically
identify documentation requirements or require a copy of the
original contract the material was purchased under. Therefore,
the receiving site had a limited basis for accepting material
during the receipt inspection process. The site assumed that all

7"-
, . -,-
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applicable documentation had been sent by the transferring organ--,
ization without knowing exactly-what the original specifications".

'(technical/QA) were.. :(See sections V.B.4.c and V.B.5.)

Recommendation

NJC PR should implement the requirements specified in ID-QAP 4 3
regarding transferred material. A copy of the original contract
should be in the possession of and used by the receiving site
during receipt inspection, and QC documentation required with the.
transfer should be specifically identified.

E. R-84-17-NPS-05, Cable Assemblies at'BFN with Assigned QA Level .'I.,
Designations*Fabricated by TVA from QA Level II Parts with No " .

Mechanism to Upgrade QA Classification

Conclusion

Cable assemblies manufactured by TVA were improperly classified ."
QA level I items. The assemblies were manufactured from parts
with a ]esser'QA level II designation and no.mechanism was found'
that was capable of upgrading the QA level designation. (See.':
section V.B.4.d.)

Recommendation ..

" BFN should take whatever steps are necessary to assure that the
cable assemblies, identified in section V.B.4.d, in stock, in.!:.-"ý,
use, and fabricated in the future satisfy the technical and QA
specifications required.

F. R-84-17-NPS-06, BFN Power Stores Receipt Inspected Material Not',

Trained to Inspect

Conclusion .

Power Stores receipt inspectors are not trained to receive mater-
ial with Certificates of Complianc. or Certificates of Conform-
ance (COC), Certified Mill Test Rep'orts (CITR), or other similar_
QC documentation. On at least two separate occasions BFN Power *".

Stores personnel receipt inspected and accepted materialiwith
CMTRs. One CKTR was for different material than specified in the
contract and was not nonconformed. The other CMTR was for
similar material substituted by the vendor but no TVA.approval of.*
the substitution was found. While the OQAM, Part III, Section
2.2 does. not prohibit Power Stores personnel from receipt in- '-
specting material with QC documentation, they should not be
allowed to receipt inspect shipments with QC documentation" they
have not been trained to interpret. (See section V.B.5.)

Recommendation

NUC PR should revise the OQAI to prohibit receipt inspection of
material with QC documentation by P,.wer Stores and that BFN41
evaluate and take -corrective acti,,n as necessary for: the items
identified in section V.B.5.8 . . .. ..* .. :•, •x-



G. R-84-17-NPS-07, Material With Limi.ed Shelf Life Not Reordered

In a Timely Manner

Conclusion

The OQAM and DPM system of procedures required the periodic'
inspection of material with limited shelf life at one half the

shelf life. Through DPM revisions that OQAM requirement was
deleted. Prior to deletion of the requirement, periodic inspec-
tion was being performed (before the shelf life expired) at BUN
but not at SQN. BFN required (BF 16.4) reordering shelf life
material with a three-month lead time, but SQN had no require-,,
ment. Neither BFN nor. SQN were reordering material with suffi- .J i<

cient lead time to have new material in place before the existing
material shelf life expired. Considering the latest industry
philosophy regarding shelf life material, as contained in ANSI/,
:". AS1'!E NQA-1-1979, the deletion *of inspection requirements and

reordering of items with insufficient lead times to assume an
adequate supply of fresh material is considered inappropriate.
(See sections V.B.6 and V.B.2.)

Recommendation

N.•C PR should. revise the OQAN to establish programs to inspect
and reorder shelf life material to assure an adequate supply of
fresh material. Also, the current three-month reorder lead time,
specified in DPM N77A2 should be reevaluated and adjusted as
necessary.

H. R-84-17-NPS-08, Matt'-ials Management System (MAMS) Under Utilized

Conclusion . .",

The MAMS system was being under utilized in that its capability

~ ~to track inventory items usage and to reorder inventory items
automatically was not being used. (onsiderable manpower was

being expended to perform those functions manually and the MAMS:-,
system was not receiving all sources of inventory item usage.
One deterrent to a more complete utilization of MAMS was the fact
that its program did not have any quality assurance control to

prevent unauthorized changes to specifications or other QC infor-
mation. Efforts were reported to be 'underway to prepare a quali-,
ty control feature for MANS which NSRS highly- endorses. (See.,

section V.C.1.)

Recormmendation .

i " NUC PR, Power Stores, and the Materials Management Services
- Section should jointly increase efforts to utilize the MAMS in-,,

the most effective and efficient manner possible.
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I. R-84-17-NPS-09, 1OCYR21 Requirements Incorrectly Linked to.NUC PR
QA Requirements ,

Conclusion

Reporting of defects and liability requirements imposed uponý- 5 -J,
vendors by IOCFR21 were incorrectly linked in the OQAM to NUC PR>
quality levels in that if 1OCFR21 was determined not applicable 7
then manufacturing quality and receipt inspection requirements,,..*-
were automatically reduced. In addition, the OQAI, Part III,"-
Section 2.1, Appendix F, attachment 1, fcmr for determining Part
21 applicability was incorrect in that if an item was determined.,ý-
to be commercial grade then its affect upon or use within a......
Critical System Structure or Component (CSSC) could incorrectly;
be ignored. NUC PR agreed with NSRS that the form should be.-
corrected. (See section V.G.)

Recommendation \'

The OQAI and NUC PR procedures should be revised to remove influ-','..-
ences of 1OCFR21 applicability upon the determination of required,:.'
quality levels for items and services, and training in the re-,,<:."
quirements and limitations of 1OCFR21 should be provided to all,_'.: -
personnel in the procurement cycle. It is further recommended'-'ý.
that the OQA4, Part III, Section 2.1, Appendix F, attachment I,,
be corrected as soon as possible and separated from the general
OQAM revision so that all questions on the form are answered,"
whether or not 1OCFR21 is applicable to the item or service..

J. R-84-17-NPS-10, Commercial Grade Items with QA Level I- and II

Designations .

Conclus ion

Commercial grade items were being purchased with, little or no QA "I"
requirements or from vendors or manufacturers without TVA-

.approved QA programs and classified at QA level I or.II.. That
practice was contradictory to the purpose of having QA level I-':,"
and II items with considerable QC documentation attesting' to its"
suitability for fulfilling an intended function.. (See section
V.G.) .. , .. ,

Recommendation

Items purchased with no QA requirement or requirements for',
material certifications (COC, CNTR, etc.) and/or from vendors or
manufacturers without TVA-approved QA programs should not' be"
purchased with a QA level I or II designation.

10, ,.:
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K. R-84-17-NPS-l1, Quality Verification for Commer(ial Grade Items

Conclusion

The use of commercial grade items as basic components places the.

responsibility for assuring that the item will function as in-.ý'.
tended under all conditions solely upon TVA. The QA program',.,
within TVA, at the time of this review, was not capable of pro- ,
viding that assurance because it did not include a receipt in- .
spection program which included testing of the item or comparable
mechanisms such as an audit of the vendor's QA program for com-'.,.....
mercial grade items. (See sections V.E and V.G.)

Recommendation 
i&":". .N' .

NUC PR should establish a receipt inspection program which in-
cludes testing or comparable mechanisms, such as audit of yen-.,:
dor's QA program, verification of certificate of conformance,
etc. , for replacement commercial grade items that will be dedi-
cated as basic components or parts thereof, that would provide.
documented assurance that the item will function as intended when ''

Z" necessary including accident conditions.

L. R-84-17-NPS-12, Receipt Inspection of QA Level I and II Items by.-. .

Conclusion

Considering the changes recommended by NSRS in this report with ".
' ... "regard to the procurement of quality level I and II material.and

commercial grade items to be dedicated as basic components, the
division of receipt inspections between FQE and Power Stores, in

.. - effect during this review, will be inadequate. (See sections "
V.B.5 and V.G.).

Recommendation

All items procured as QA level I and II and commercial grade
items to he dedicated as basic components should be receipt.;inspected by FQE or others qualified to ANSI N45.2.6.

V. DETAILS

.;. -The procurement process was evaluated by review of pertinent NRC, .
.""regulations, consensus standards TVA was committed to, TVA policy

documents, and various levels of procedures. As part of this evalua-
tion the procedural flow of selected procurements was followed from .17

the originator through PURCH. NSRS attempted to identify 'all points
'of origination for procurements for operating nuclear plants.' and
.ncluded the site, OE, NCO, vendor-supplied items with services, and '
internal TVA transfers between sites and organizations. More than 100." " " procurement requisitions selected at random from BFN, SQN,.OE,`:and the.'..

NCO were reviewed. Of -thume reviewed, 4S were selected for "furtheri
study as being representative of basic typus of procurements in the

" .-,, . .. ... , ., I... .. .. ... •. . .. ...
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r electrical, mechanical, and structural areas. Those procurements• .,
included items, services, and internal transfers procured as either,,
direct charge, Indefinite Quality Term (IQT), or Material Management,;,
System (MAMS) stock reorders. Of those 45 representative procure- .
ments, 21 were followed through the entire review and approval cycle.
to PURCH. Of the 21 procurement actions, 12 were classified as emer-
gencies with the remaining 9 being normal procurements.

aw
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During the course of selecting and following the procurement actions
over 90 people at all organizational levels were interviewed, with
regard to their function in the procurement process and problems
associated with their function. At PURCH, in addition to their func-'
tion within the TVA procurement system, discussions were held on U.S
Government procurement regulations and their impact upon TVA.....

A. Upper-Tier Documents

Throughout this review an evaluation was made which compared the
regulatory requirements contained wkthin the Code of Federal,
Regulations and Regulatory Guides committed to in the TVA Topical-'-
Report against TVA implementing procedures which included the
Operational Quality Assurance Manual (OQAl), Division of Nuclear
Power Area Program Manuals (DPMs), TVA Procurement Manual, Office"', .,
of Engineering Engineering Procedures (EPs), and applicable plant,'.

procedures. A detailed listing of the procedures reviewed is
contained in section VII, "Documents Reviewed." Except as noted
elsewhere in this report TVA's procurement programs in the areas .
reviewed were in compliance with regulatory requirements and were,-
implemented in accordance with program procedures.

B. Plants

Activities at the plants associated with the procurement and d
ultimate receipt and storage of items and services were reviewed
Unless otherwise specified the findings are applicable to both k.'';,'
SQN and BFN.

1. Preparation and Review Cycle for Procurements

At the sites procurement activities were confined primarily
to five groups or functional areas of responsibility. Each.
is discussed as follows:

a. Originator

Once it was determined that an item or service was
required for operation of the nuclear plants,' some -.

individual had to initiate the procurement action and.':.. .._
that individual was identified as the originator. As,
identified in the OAM and found in practice, the...
originator could be any "cognizant engineer, super- -
visor, or responsible designee." The originator was..."
responsible for preparing the purchase request and.-',
specifying thereon all technical and quality require-"A,,... ,

12
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ments associated with the procurement., Specifically,'

as assigned in the OQA?, the originator should:_

be familiar with the functions of. the system

the procurement is associated with, .

O be familiar with the system's importance to

safety, and

o be -familiar with the compliance, technical, and

quality requirements of the system. -. jj !

With regard to the above requirements, and in procure-

ments evaluated during this review, all originatorsllý':.

occupied positions where the qualifications'. to fill
those positions satisfy the requirements to procure,,,
items and services specified above. In addition,'the-..
originator was required by the OQAN to specify com-.:.
pletely and -accurately on the purchase request as
applicable the. following:

o technical description of the procurement,",-

0 component or system of use

applicable regulatory code

o QA level

odesign basis

o other manufacturing requirements " "

o identify required tests, inspections, and
examinat ions

O list documentation requirements

specify special handling, packaging, or storage

requi rements

determine the original EN DES procurement QA '

requirements

o evaluate IOCFR21 applicability

o identify special receipt inspection requirements

o specify the date the procurement is wanted

If the originator prepared the purchase request com-,:,"
pletely and accurately as required, no additional
review of the document would be necessary.rIn prac- .,
tice, contrary to established procedures, the origins-
tor was not expected to complete the purchase request ,

13
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accurately and completely for all items above. For
example, the manufacturer- was expected to provide
information on special handling, packaging and storage
requirements. The final QA requirements and Part 21
applicability were specified by the plant FQE staff and
NCO QA Group, and the final technical requirements were
specified by the plant specifications engineer and NCO
QE Group.

NSRS expected to find a training program for origina-
tors in place and functioning. .None was found nor
required. What NSRS found instead was a description by
plant supervision of self training. Originators were
given a copy of the plant procurement procedure(s) and
expected to learn on their own. As a result NSRS found
that most routine purchase requests prepared by the

originator were cnangeo at the site Dy ryr. and rateri-
als personnel. Those changes ranged from significant
(wrong QA level or technical specification identified)
to editorial.

While the originator was required by the OQA.M and plant
procedures to specify everything required in all pro-
curements, they were not given the training necessary
to accomplish this.

b. Specifications Engineer
4ý

Once the originator completed the purchase request, it
was sent to the srpecifications engineer for review of'
the technical specifications and coordination with FQE,
other maintenance and engineering staffs, administra-
tive staff, Power Stores, and Plant Manager for their
input and/or approval. Basically, the specifications.
engineer was to assure the purchase request was com-
plete and accurate. Both BFN and SQN handled this
function somewhat differently.

At BFN there were positions of specifications engineer
for both Operations and Field Services that were
staffed with engineers. For the Field Services Group,
the specifications engineer assumed the function of the
originator and filled out the purchase request.-. For
the Operations Group the specifications engineer re-
viewed the purchase request as completed by the
originator.

At SQN the specifications engineer's function was
fulfilled by a materials officer from the Haterials
Unit, who did not have an engineering background. An c'
attempt to review technical specifications was
described, but the function primarily fulfilled by the :'
materials officer was one of expediting procurements.

14



Materials Units at both SQN and BFN were the principal
points of contact for technical and quality assurance
changes made in the NCO. The NCO Quality Engineering
Branch (QE) prepared a form letter to the file with the
name of the originator and FQE. persons concurring by

telephone with the NCO changes. It reportedly was the
materials officer's responsibiltiy to assure that input
by the originator or FQE was obtained . before the
changes were approved. On procurements reviewed by
NSRS, a variety of names were listed for the originator
concurrence on the QE form letters and most of the time
the individual was other than the originator of the
purchase request., Some approvals were by technical. ,
personnel and others were by the materials officer..In

all cases the plant FQE engineer approving the purchase.,
requisition concurred in the NCO changes. The materi-
als officers are not technically qualified to approve
either technical or QA changes on their own. Contrary
to obtaining the originator's approval for changes, a
materials officer concurred in the NCO proposed changes
for the originator on four specific instances (PRs
942988, 951133, 951028, 951134). With regard to PR
951134, correspondence was found in the procuremer.L
file which showed the originator was aware and agreed.,
with the change before the materials officer approval
was given; however, in the other three cases no similar
correspondence was found. With regard to PR 951028, '.
the NCO added a technical requirement in which the
materials officer concurred and to which the vendor
took exception. The plant wanted zinc-coated. sheet-_--,
metal, r-t oiled. The NCO added not chemically J:

treated. The vendor quoted chemically treated no oil,
and the site materials officer approved the exception.
The site materials officer should not be concurring in -•

technical changes.

c. Field Quality Engineering

The FQE was also required to review quality level I and

?w

0'.

;.n,

II purchase requests for completeness and, accuracy and
approve them. At both SQN and BFN one individual in
each FQE group was assigned that responsibility. NSRS
found that in addition to the procurements of qiality
level I and II materials and services, which this .
review centered on, that engineer also reviewed all QA
level III and IV procurements as well as non-QA pro- .
curements. Virtually everything procured by the sites
was approved and/or reviewed to assure the proper
quality level and requirements had been placed upon the.',',,
item being procured. To put perspective on the magni- :'
tude of that effort, BYN Power Stores provided 'a com-,."
pilation of procurements for hay and June 1984 howing
1051 procurements, but did not show how many' ere
quality level I or II. That~number of procurements":Y:

.15 • 4
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would result in an average of about 26 per day requir-,.'-, '
ing FQE approval and/or review.

The FQE review of purchase requests was described in
the OQAM as including both technical and QA require-:
ments. Depending upon the item or service being pro-
cured, FQE described their review as including a com- *

parison of the technical and QA requirements with plant
drawings and previous procurements of the same item.
Although NSRS did not physically observe this type of
FQE review in process, the mechanics involved in per-
forming it could be time consuming. Considering the'
number of purchase requests reviewed, the completeness
of each review is of concern. FQE described the number
of procurements found with QA levels lower than re-
quired as very few. The routine review of non-QA':-.'
procurements by FQE is, therefore, considered too time
consuming by NSRS for the benefit received, and the
time expended could be more effectively utilized on.QA
procurements. A periodic review of a sampling of
non-QA purchases should be sufficient to detect program
deficiencies.

d. Plant Superintendent

Upon completion of the review and approval cyc
purchase request, the purchase request was se
plant superintendent for authorization.

le of the
nt to the

e. Power Stores

The purchase request with all approvals and authoriza-
tion was sent to Power SLores for determination of the
appropriate method of obtaining the requested item(s)
and preparation of the asrociated documentation.
Methods available to Power Stores included direct
charge procurement using a purchase requisition, re-
quest for delivery under an existing IQT contract,
field purchase order to purchase items of less than
$300 from local suppliers, or a transfer requisition
(TR) used to transfer items from one TVA site to
another. Once the method was selected, Power Stores
would transcribe 'he approved purchase request writeup
verbatim on the appropriate form and add on all the
purchase request attachmejits which could include QA and
technical specification requirements. Procurement
forms prepared by Power Stores were defined, as QA
documents in OQAI, Part III, Section 4.1, whereas
purchase requests were viewed. as worksheets and not QA
documents. The' official QA document requires- the
signature of FQE and the plant superintendent. Con-
sequently both FQE and the plant superintendent 'were
signing the same procurement action twice.

16
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The purchase request as described to NSRS was not con-

sidered a QA document because it was not always pre--
pared in indelible, ink and could fade with time. The,ý:
OQAM, Part III, Section 4.1, required QA records. to be

prepared in ink or typed. In conflict with that phi-I.,

losophy, NSRS observed attachments to purchase requests
(e.g., IOCFR21. applicability form) that were prepared
partially in pencil that were classified as QA,

documents.

In addition to signing the procurement form for. record 7
purposes, FQE was required to review for accuracy the'.,

*'documents prepared and attachments included by Power•

Stores. As -FQE was the la st to see the purchase

request prior to transcription by Power Stores, their'.,`

review of the finished product was editorial in nature.'
FQE, therefore,- was required by the OQAM to duplicateJ."

its own work in reviewing and approving all QA level -I,
and II purchases twice.

Like FQE, the Plant Manager was required to duplicate
his work in authorizing both the purchase request and-
purchase requisition.

With all required signaLures obtained, Power Stores A

then transmitted the procurement package to Chattanooga.,,
for additional, review and approval prior to going to,
Purchasing.

2. Functioning of Plant Procurement System

Overall, the procurement system used at the plants contained
.,redundancy and was predicated on the concept that additional'

review will promote a better product. As a general rule, .a
procurement. from the identification of need through trans '.

mittal of the completed procurement package to Chattanooga
contained 10 signatures or initials signifying review and.ý-- '
approval of the procurement. Generally that preparation,
process was not considered excessive--taking 4 :days for.-'.
normal and emergency direct charges and I day for an emer-.
gency RD under an IQT contract. More complicated procure--!:ý
ments were seen that required I to 1-1/2 months to prepare.',i !

Of the 10 signatures or initials in the approval process,
only 2--the originator and FQE--were identified as having,
any substantive technical or quality contribution regarding
the specifications or requirements of the procurement.;:•:`

Personnel interviewed were generally aware of their function"•'
in the TVA procurement process but generally unaware of theý,,.

. .. function and responsibility of other sections in that-pro-
cess. With the possible exception of Power Stores, know-..,:

- ledge of Federal procurement regulations was lacking " among
those in the procurement process. For example, no one, at
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the plants or elsewhere within TVA knew how long it normalyly'
took to procure something. They knew it took too long and.I
seldom arrived when needed: The originators would allow 90.i;
days, in establishing a date wanted, from the time a pur
chase request was, initiated for routine nonemergency pur-.'-
chases of comon items (nuts, bolts, steel, etc.), untilY•.>
those items were expected onsite. That date was virtually'•
ignored throughout the procurement process. As a result,•!"'
the purchase requisition rarely arrived at Purchasing with.:,,
sufficient time remaining, until the date wanted was passed,'.--,-
to advertise for quotations, let alone time to review the
quotations, award the contract, 'manufacture, and deliver the
item. Of the requisitions reviewed by NSRS, it typically,
took 6 months to I year to receive material onsite and the, ,,,,
sites were only allowing 90 days. With sufficient. training..
in and knowledge of the procurement process, personnel1
within the procurement cycle could establish more realistici."--
timeframes in order to receive needed materials.

Probably the most frequent complaint about the procurementr '

process expressed by the sites was the material was not-ý
there when needed. That complaint results in large part,
from the unrealistic expectation placed by the sites upon,
the procurement system. 'The site routinely wants rapid
results, 90 days or less, and the systez can't handle -it.

Planning"' i •..

Planning of work. for maintenance and outage modifications'-. "'

was not a formal part of the review; however, the obtaining..
of needed materials to perform wock was reviewed. As iden-.-
tified in section V.B.2 above,. ordered material- often il
arrived at the site after it was needed. There was no one,,.
factor producing that condition but several factors begin-6,
ning with the originator and including all steps through .....
receipt inspection of the material onsite. This rrview
found, however, no evidence onsite that material availabili
ty was factored into the work planning process. For further v '.
information on planning see NSRS Report R-84-27-SQN/BFN (GNSI,11
841220 052). .

For example, in ECN modification work, site personnel'ex-',."
plainvd that a complete ECN package was not received from
EN DES. Portions of the ECN package would arrive in stages:e :
over some time period. When the Ftes had what they-be
lieved to be a sufficient amount of the ECN package, work,
would 'be scheduled and materials ordered. Engineers at-.the:..
site 'in charge of the modification work and ordering materi-"
al openly stated that the material ordered would:probably,;, 4'.)

not arrive before the ECN work started. Considering that~'
only 90. days wa- allowed for procurements that 'sometimes :.,, d
took 6 months to. 1 year to get, that expressed concern' wa s
well founded. No effort was found, however, to ;include a'

A.

more realistic timeframe in the ,site planning :process.
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What resulted, when the material did not arrive, was an
exercise in resourcefulness by the site engineers, which.'
they appeared to be very good at. The engineers had to find
the material they needed through borrowing it from another .i '.

engineer onsite, Jfinding it at another site and having it jy/K, i
transferred, or initiating an emergency purchase. Effective,.*
as the engineers may be, that cffort in resourcefulness is-
time consuming and wasteful. With more effective planning a."

F., significant portion of the time wastedon obtaining materi- ,
. als could be eliminated. ..

4. Special Methods'of Obtaining Mjaterial and Services~'

Much of the emphasis within this report is generic in nature .'--

and applicable to all types of procurements. The sites have A

numerous methods available for obtaining material and ser-.:.
vices with direct' charge contract being the most common.
This review examined not only direct charge contracts but '
other methods as well, and this section will focus on the. '.

less. common methods and their associated strengths and
weaknesses..

a. Service Contracts • '• *

Often the services of consultants or workers with

specialized expertise it. r,,qulred. Like materials
h.ing received at a site ,equirem a receipt inspection, "

the receipt of a service at the site also requires an '. -

.evaluation and acceptance. Acceptance of a service.is
identified in the OQAM, and three acceptance methods,

are listed in Part II, Sect ion 2.1 paragraph 10.0 0

On two separate occasions, SQN obtained the service of
Furmanite, Inc., to .stop leaks which could cause a
shutdown of the plant. Those services were requested
by purchase requisitions 959104 and 955163 which speci- Q,-T1
fied the vendor ý shall comply with the technical re-, V
quirements of IQT contract 82P38-925403. On one occa- "

sion a Gulf and Western Service representative was
requested, under purchase requisition 940060,-to per-:'
.form work at SQN. In all three requisitions it was

specified that work was 'to be performed and documented
under TVA procedures and QA program. On four separate",.,-
occasions SQN mechanical maintenance and compliance,. ,

.personnel were asked for the documentation contained in ':':;

the work packages or elsewhere, for those three con-
tracts, which satisfied the acceptance of service
requirement of the OQAM specified above. NSRS did not
receive any such documentation or an explanation of how
the OQAM was satisfied and must therefore conclude that "

it does not exist.
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b. Indefinite Quantity Term (IQT) Contracts

An IQT contract can be a powerful tool wLen procuring
the same item or service on a routine, repetitive
basis. When such an item or service is identified, an
IQT contract can be prepared following the same prepar-
ation, review, and approval procedures as if it were a
direct charge contract. IQTs are advertised, sent out
for bids, bids reviewed, and contract awarded no dif-
ferently than a direct charge. The difference is, or
is supposed to be, that when items or services are
required under the IQT, a request for delivery (RD) is
prepared and sent to the vendor bypassing the review
and approval process. That procedure was described as
being followed by EN DES, but not by NUC PR. In each
of the NUC PR RDs reviewed by NSRS, the RDs went
through the same review process as the original IQT,
therefore eliminating any savings of manpower or time
gained by having the IQT. Arguments were presented that
the IQT was not an actual contract, the RD was, and
therefore, had to go through the review and approval
process to satisfy QA documentation requirements. It
was also argued that some times no, everything pur-
chased on an RD was covered by the original IQT.

With regard to the first argument, the IQT contract was
retained as a QA record as were the RDs. The RDs
specified what was wanted and that the terms and condi-
tions of the specified IQT were applicable. Each RD
was reviewed onsite by FQE and an authorizing official.
In NSRS's opinion that should be sufficient to satisfy
QA requirements and the RD should be sent directly to
the manufacturer.

With regard to the second argument, NSRS views that as
a completely separate issue. If an item or service is
to be procured that was not initially contracted for
and a change of contract was required, then it should
go through the review and approval process as a new

*procurement.

The additional review of all RDs by the central office
only restlted in additional verbiage added to the RD
which was already contained in the IQT. This was con-
sidered redundant, unnecessary, and resulting in need-
less time delays of 20 days or more. The elimination
of the central office review by NUJC PR should eliminate
the problem provided that in transferring the central
office positions to the sites the problem was not
transferred as well. That transfer was not evaluated
as a part of this review.

In the process of evaluating procurement at the sites,
a number of direct charge procurements for steel were
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observed at each site. It would appear that an IQT
contract would be beneficial fo'r those.

A problem with IQTs developed and was apparently solved
during this review. It was determined by OGC that RDs
for greater than $10,000 would require advertising in
the Commerce Business Daily as if it were a new pur-
chase. OGC later determined according to NUC PR per-
sonnel that a periodic generic advertisement would be
sufficient to satisfy Federal procurement regulations.

c. Transfers

Although the transfer of material wittLn TVA is not a
procurement in a true sense of the word, transfers do
provide another commonly used mechanism of introducing

* new materials to a site. As such, transfers were
reviewed as if they were procurements from outside
vendors.

Many items have become available for transfer due to
the cancellod units and are shipped to all nuclear
sites from HTlN. Other trinsfers occur when one operat-
ing plant or construction site has unused material
which can meet an emergency need at another site.

NOTE: Transfer of electrical cable was not pur-
sued by the review team at this time. Both BFN
and SQN personnel identified documentation prob-
lems occuring with cable which resulted in a large
number of nonconformances being written. Basic
problems as told to NSRS stemmed from lack of
coordination between the Office of Engineering
(Electrical Engineering Branch) and the site and
erroneous documentation accompanying cable trans-
ferred from HTN. Most participants were already
aware of the problem and appeared to be working on
a solution. The implementation of the solution
will be subject to review in Phase II of the NSRS
procurement review.

Form TVA 4139, "Request for Shipment of Material," is
used as the means to transfer items between divisions
(NUC PR and CONST). The form includes descriptive
information of the item, Part 21 applicability, FQE
signoff, and other miscellaneous signatures. ID-QAP
4.3, •"Transfer of Items," states that the following
steps are to occur in an interdivisional transfer:

(1) Requesting organization establishes a source of
available items.

(2) Requesting organization prepares request for
transfer.
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(3) Requesting organization-reviews original contract
for technical and QA requirements.

(4) Copies of'all appropriate records are transferred
on the requested item.

(5) Source organization transfers materials to re-
questing organization.

No objective evidence of a technical review occurring
utilizing the original contract could be identified.
In actuality, the original, contract (or copy) was not
even requested of the source organization. Site pro-
cedures and transfer requisitions were aot specific
enough in stating what documentation was to be sent.
The statement generally found on all transfer requisi-
tions was, "all applicable documentation" to be in-
cluded. The employee performing the receipt inspection
cannot discern if all appropriate documentation has ..
been received if it is not known what the contract
required. The decision as to what was applicable
documentation was the responsibility of Power Stores
personnel transferring and receiving the material.
Quality level material wLth COCs and CMTRs were among
the items Power Stores wins allowed but not trained to
receipt inspect.

Another concern identified by NSRS involved the signi-
ficant number of nonconformances written against mater-
ial shipped from cancelled units, usually due to the
absence of the original receipt inspection report or a
disagreement between the material shipped and the
original receipt inspection report. In some cases
materials hav'e been transferred that are similar to
items requested but technically not the same and use-
less to the requesting organizations. Site employees
expressed concern in utilizing HTN as a source of
material. Basically, they had no assurance that the
material received on a traosfer would be what was
originally requested. Although the HTN shipping pro-
cess wasn't reviewed, NSRS identified enough noncon-
formed material to substantiate the concern. Control-
ling of the HTN warehouse will be transferred from
Construction to Power Stores in the future and Power
Stores will establish it as a distribution center,
similar to the present Power Stores distribution center
located in Chattanooga. The documentation problem on
transferred materials was not limited to HTN. Inade-
quate documentation similar to that found from HTN
occurred from other plart sites transferring materials.
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d. TVA FabricatedEquipment

Another mechanism to introduce quality equipment into
the plants was for TVA to manufacture the part from
stock material. This review had planned to include
work performed by the Power Service Shop for the
nuclear plants as if the shop were another vendor. This
was eliminated from the scope of the review after the
EFN review segment because of time constraints.

Before the TVA-fabricated equipment was removed from
the review, operator console cables and control fes-
toons for the BFN refueling' platform and jib crane were
identified to NSRS as being fabricated by BFN electri-
cal maintenance personnel. 'Completed control cables
and festoons were classified as QA level I items and
stocked within the Power Stores warehouse. Documenta-
tion was obtained on the manufacturing process and
materials used to fabricate those items. It was deter-
mined that each cable and festoon was manufactured from
QA level II parts and nothing could be found that
showed how the assembling of QA Level II parts produced
a QA level I finished product. When identified to BFN
management, they assured NSRS the matter would be
corrected.

5. Receipt Inspection Program

The NSRS review of the receipt inspection program was
limited to a review of receipt inspection reports and asso-
ciated documentation. ActuaL receipt inspections being
performed were not observed. The review effort consisted of
selecting requisitions at rand,)m from the Power Stores files
and verifying that all documents requested in the contract
had been received. The proper group performing ,receipt
inspection as required by the QA level assigned to the item
was noted, i.e., Power Stores personnel only or Power Stores
assisted by FQE inspectors. Selected personnel from Power
Stores and FQE were interviewed to verify their understand-
ing of receipt inspection procedures. Those interviewed
appeared knowledgeable of the NUC PR requirements and site
procedures.

The receipt inspection program at the nuclear plant sites
was directly linked to the quality level assigned to the
material being received. As such, material with Ligher
quality levels was inspected by FQE inspectors and material
with lower or no quality level was inspected by Power Stores
clerks. The types of inspection performed in those groups
had varying degrees of difficulty associated with them, and
therefore, the inspector training was significantly differ-
ent between FQE and Power Stores personnel.
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FQE inspectors according to the OQAM perform receipt inspec-
tion of all QA level I, level II substituted items (items
substituted by the vendor as being equivalent to those asked
for), level II and ECN items to which IOCFR2I applies and
which are shipped from the vendor directly to NUC PR. The
FQE inspectors receive formal training and certification
through the Power Training Center that meets requirements
established in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.58 (which endorses
ANSI 45.2.6).

Certified Power Stores clerks according to the OQAM perform
inspections of QA level 11 non-10CYR21 items, QA level III,
QA level IV, and ECN material transferred to NUC PR from
CONST regardless of the QA level. The Power Stores receiv-
ing clerks must be certified by the plant QA supervisors.
To ,become certified, 550 hours of on-the-job training must
be completed and an examination passed with a score of 70
percent or better. Recertification was required at inter-
vals not to exceed 18 months. Power Stores personnel were
also delegated (by the Topical Report) the responsibility of
inspecting commercial grade items.

The separation of FQE versus Power Stores performing receipt
inspection occurred at QA Level II and was determined by the
applicability of 10CFR21, "Reporting of Defects and Non-
compliances," to the item procured.

The documentation associated with the QA level II items can
vary from certificate of conformance (COC) and certified
material test reports (CMTR) to packing slips. During the
course of the review, no consistency could be established
for documentation required of QA level iI items. For
example, QA level II items with Part 21 applicability could
require certificates of conformance provided by the manufac-
turer and/or certified materials test reports. Contracts
for QA level II, Part 21 not applicable, could also have the
previous same requirements and/or a packing slip.

If a packing slip is the only documentation requested on a
requisition, the inspection is essentially a number check
and the "on-the-job" Power Stores training is acceptable to
perform the inspection. However, the appropriateness of
Power Stores personnel performing document reviews (such as
COCs and CMTRs) that they hav,, not been trained to perform
against material received is ,luestLionable and of concern to
NSRS. Examples of Power Stores receipt inspecting CMTRs on-
QA level II (Part 21 N/A) material were identified at BFN.
Material requested was to be either ASTM A336 or A479, type
316 stainless steel. The CMTR received with the material
specified results for ASTh A276, type 316 stainless steel.
The items weren't nonconformed. The difference in material
was being evaluated by BFN PQA Staff at the conclusion of
the review.

I
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Two examples of materials being received without having all
associated documentation were identified at SQN. Those
items had been received on a transfer from HTN. They did
not have the original CONST receiving reports and had not
been nonconformed by SQN (reference V.B.4.c). The CONST
reports were later obtained by Power Stores personnel.-

A basis for IOCFR21 nonapplicability, in the NUC PR struc-
ture, was the determination of an item to be "commercial
grade." A commercial grade item is considered to be an
industry manufactured standard product with sufficient use
history in non-nuclear applications to justify its use in a
nuclear application. When Part 21 was determined not appli-
cable, Power Stores receipt ins-pected the item.

ANSI 45.2.6, "Qualifications of Inspection, Examination, and
Testing Personnel-for Nuclear Power Plants," defines inspec-
tion as:

A phase of quality contr,,l which by means of examina-
tion, observation, or measurement determines the con-
formance of materials, supplies, parts, components,
appurtenances, systems, processes or structures to
predetermined quality requirements.

The personnel who perform those iispections are required to
also meet the established stai.dars of inspectors as speci-
fied in ANSI 45.2.6.

If an item has no predetermin,:d quality, then an inspection
as defined above wouldn't apply, and the Power Stores clerks
performing receipt inspection wouldn't have to be trained to
ANSI 45.2.6 requirements.

The inspection and treatment of a commercial grade item
takes on new meaning and becomos quite important if the item
is subsequently used as a b.isic component. The Code of
Federal Regulations in Part 21, "Reporting of Defects and
Noncompliance," states that a commercial grade item can be
designated for use as a bas-c component through "dedica-
tion." The dedication proce!.s is basically TVA accepting
responsibility for th,, qualitys and performance of the dedi-
cated commercial item. When TVA .accepts that responsibili-
ty, there should lie some docum,.nte,1 asuurance of the quality.
of the item.

That assurance could be estaiulished through means such as
the following:

(I) audit of the supplier
(2) testing of the item
(3) verification of certificate of conformance
(4) maintaining records documonting supplier history
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The previously identified concern of Power StGres personnel
performing receipt inspection on materials and related
documentation with minimal training becomes more important
when realizing that commercial grade materials can be dedi-
cated as basic components.

In many cases, the Power Stores clerk is the only one who
has evaluated the quality of an item before use. The impor-
tance of the inspection has gone beyond the basic inventory
of items received versus items ordered and should be per-
formed by FQE inspectors who have been trained in the review
of documentation related to procured items.

However, it also should be emphasix'.d that the FQE inspector
receiving the certificate of confurmance is basically look-
ing for a signature. The review team did not pursue the
validity of COCs but did observe the following:

(1) No testing is routinely performed on material to verify
matetial properties as stated by the manufacturers.
(FQE formal training doesn't include testing methods.)

(2) Not all vendors who provide COCs with commercial grade
material have been audited by TVA. Therefore, the
value of the COC would be in question.

(3) Supplier and product history has not been maintained on
materials received and used onsite. Therefore, no
documented bases exist to substantiate the acceptabili-
ty of an item on that basis.

As a result, for true commercial grade items supplied by a
vendor without an approved QA program and with no supporting
QA documentation, the only assuring activity remaining for
TVA is testing of the item. No program was identified that
tested items upon receipt. As identified in section V.G
there are no TVA controls over the manufacturing process or
materials for true commercial grade items that could assure
that the materials of construction and operability of an
item is acceptable for its intended purpose or its environ-
ment of operation.

?NiC PR personnel stated a functional test of equipment was
required when repaired or replaced. That test should pro-
vide suitable evidence that the item functions properly
under normal operating conditions. That test will not,
however, provide any assurance or demonstrate an ability of
that item's functionability with respect to time or environ-
mental conditions present during in accident. As such that
functional test is unsuitable for assuring a commercial
grade item used as a basic component will function as
required during accident conditions.

L
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6. Storage and Reorder of Shelf Life'Items

The complete storage program for all procured materials was
not reviewed at this time due to the amount of work already
performed in this area by other TVA organizations. Some
inadequacies and noncompliance to DPM requirements have
already been identified through audits performed by OQAB of
the storage program (reference ,,udit report BF-8400-03).
BFN and SQN are currently planiting and building larger
storage facilities which will reduce some inadequate storage
conditions. Follow-up activity related to the OQAB audit
should include a review of the entire storage function on
all procured materials to verify compliance to DPM N82AI7,
"Equipment and Materials Storage Requirer-nts for Nuclear
Power Stores."

The NSRS review team limited the storage portion of the
review to an area not emphasized in previous audits, but one
that presenteJ problems in the accessibility of materials.
A basic problem identified by site employees was the
unavailability of routine inventory items, with limited
shelf life, when needed for maintenance. Examples told to
the review team at both SQN and BFN involved rubber products
such as O-rings and gaskets and chemicals reaching, their
expiration date with no suitable replacements available in
stock. A limited review in the storage area was performed
to address tbe specific problem of shelf life items. The
storage requirements reviewed ioclude the OQAM Part III,
Sections 2.1 and 2.2, DPM N82AI7, DPM N77A2, BFI6.4 and
SQA45. Discussions were held with Power Stores representa-
tives who have the responsibility' of performing the inspec-
tion on shelf life items and the subsequent reordering of
materials. Records were also re'iewed for completeness and
accuracy of previous inspections p~erformed.

The N-OQAM addresses the inspection of shelf life items in
both Part III, Section 2.1, "Procurement of Materials, Com-
ponents, Spare Parts, and Services," and in Part III,
Section 2.2, "Receipt and InspecLion, Handling, and Storage
of Materials, Components, and Spare Parts."

Part III, Section 2.1, paragraph 3.2.3.4, "Limited (or
Shelf) Life Material," states thtt "For additional guidance
in WUC PR's policies with regard to limited shelf life or
natural aging life refer to DPM No. N77A2, 'Storage and
Shelf Life Considerations for Materials with Natural Aging
Life.' This document covers requirements for procurement,
recnipt inspection, periodic inspection, and disposition."

While DPM N77A2 previously contained shelf life requirements
its revision log under the entry of March 21, 1983, stated
that the "Revision removes requirements for periodic inspec-
tion of materials with limited shelf life." It did, how-
ever, contain a requirement to reorder shelf life material
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at least three months prior to their expiration date. As
stated in section V.B.2, three months may be an inadequate
lead time.

Part III, Section 2.2, paragraph 4.3, "Inspections," stated
that "Inspections shall be performed and documented on a
periodic basis to ensure the integrity of the item and its
container is being maintained . . . specific inspection
requirements for equipment and material are delineated in

DPM N82AI7." That DPM, which did not cover all items with a
shelf life, was revised on September 7, 1984 removing the
inspection criteria.

Consequently, whatever inspection process was intended by
the OQAM reference to lower tier document requirements was
lost with the revision of both DPMs.

The Power Stores personnel at SQN and BFN had different
procedures for inspecting and reordering material with a
shelf life. Materials were being inspected at SQN near the
expiration date and then reordered. BFN was performing an"
inspection when material reached about one-half its speci-
fie! shelf life but assigned a low priority to the reorder-
ing of those matiorials.

SQN Power Stores personnel did state that a shelf life item
inspection program would be initiated in the near future,
but no specified date was identified. The program described
would provide an inspection at six months prior to the
expiration date.

The BFN site procedure BF16.4, "Materials, Components, and
Spare Parts Receipt, Handling, Storage, Issuing, Return to
Store Room, and Transfer," was reviewed. BFI6.4 referenced
incorrectly DPM N77A2 for the storage and inspection re-
quirements of shelf life items. BFI6.4, section 4.8, -was
consistent with DPM N77A2 and required the reorder of shelf
life material at least three months before the expiration
date.

In order to verify complial
requirement, three months o
through July 1984) were revi
stock items due to expire
(vt) had been placed by each
verifying that an inspection
of documentation did not mee
III, Section 2.2, paragraph
similar to attachment 4 of t
for inspections.

At BFN five items were selec
V' :listing to evaluate the shel

those, two items were judgE
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nce with the BFI6.4 inspection
f computer printouts (May 1984
ewed that listed all shelf life
during the month. A checkmark

item by Power Stores personnel
had been performed. That type

t the requirement of OQAM Part
4.3, which stated that a form

hat OQAI section should be used

ted from the June 1984 computer
.f life inspection process. Of
id by BFN to be in acceptable
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condition and their shelf life did not expire for another
year. Therefore, no reorder was required. In contrast,
three of the items were due to expire within three months
and had not been ordered, i.e.-, a purchase request had not
been written.

It was emphasized by Power Stores that those small quantity
items were not being reordered until a larger quantity order
could be made. Certain constraints regarding the minimum
dollar value of orders were imposed by PURCH and manufactur-
ers. While the size of an order may be relevant, materials
should also be ordered in a timely manner. The consolida-
tion of orders to make "quantity orders" was the responsi-
bility of MMSS. (See V.C.l for details.)

When material exceeded its specified shelf life, which
appeared to be a common occurrence, specific approval by
PORC was required at each site to use the outdated item.
More recent industry philosophy regarding materials with
shelf life is contained within ANSI/ASME NQA-l-1979, Supple-
ment 8S-1. That standard requires that shelf life items be
identified and controlled to preclude the use of items
exceeding their shelf life. As such it appears inappropri-
ate for TVA to remove requirements reg;irding shelf life
inspections, and to continue the practice of reordering
material as the shelf life expires or without sufficient,
lead time to assure a supply of fresh material.

C. Power Stores

1. BFN and SQN Power Stores

The initial review time in Power SLores was spent gaining an
understanding of the basic mechanics of site procurements
(forms used, terminology, coordination required, time
delays, etc.) and reviewing procurement files. Power Stores
maintains a file on each procurement, which includes all
available information relating to the specific procurement
(request, requisition, receipt inspection report, etc.).
Those files became a main source of information for the
review team and, with a few minor exceptions, were essen-
tially complete records. Various personnel were interviewed
to ascertain their understanding of the total procurement
system and to identify their specific responsibilities and
problems within the procurement system. Those interviewed
appeared conscientious in the performance of their under-
sto,,d reslponsibilittem arid demornxtrated a willingness to
&waist tLhet review team in locating documents relating to
specific procurements. Areas reviewed included the auto-
mated reordering of stock items, the utilization of the MAMS
database, the shelf life item inspection program, the Power
Stores receipt inspection program, associated training, and
handling of records. (The receipt inspection program and
storage of shelf life items were previously discussed in
sections V.B.5 and V.B.6 respectively..)
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Power Stores personnel were responsible for typing requisi-
tions and coordinating all the required signatures. They
alas helped locate needed materials within TVA by utilizing
available information on the MAMS system and assisted in
coordinating transfers of materials between divisions and
other storerooms. Reorders of stock items were also initi-
ated-by Power Stores.

The utilization of the MAMS database onsite was controlled
by Power Stores. Basic information on stock items was
available through that system which functioned on a Reorder
Point/Reorder Quantity (ROP/ROQ) concept. In principle a
maximum (MAX) inventory level was established for each item
to support plant needs without excessive inventory. A
minimum level or ROP was also established which allowed
sufficient time to order and receive replacements without
exhausting the inventory. When the stock level reached the
ROP (MIN) amount, an order could be placed for the ROQ to
bring the inventory back to the MAX level. The HAMS system
also contained data as to the date and amount of an item
withdrawn at that time, i.e., a usage history.

The development, maintenance, and changes to the MAlS system
with inputs from Power Stores and NUC PR are the responsi-
bilLty of the Materials Management Services Staff (MMSS).
The MAX-MIN levels have been evaluated by the ?MSS in an
attempt to better utilize stock inventories, either increas-
ing or decreasing as necessary. A basic problem faced by
site personnel was caused when MXSS reduced stock levels
based on incomplete informatioti. Procurements through
emergency and field purchases on a specific item were not
included in the MAMS usage history and therefore were not
included in the evaluation. Both users of MAMS and WISS
personnel offered explanations of why and how stock short-
ages of certain items occurred. NSRS decided that ascer-
taining the validity of the explanations would not be
fruitful, as Power Stores and MMSS were well aware of the
problem and appeared to be cooperating in establishing
meaningful usage histories to base stock reductions and
increases on. Unfortunately, the originators at SQN and BFN
felt they were being hampered in their work by not having
basic materials available when nee-led. They considered KMSS
the problem because MAX levels weren't high enough. A
problem, resulting from the shortage of materials in stock
and the MAX level being too low, was identified at both BFN
and SQN and involved the hoarding of materials.

In an attempt to ensure adequate supplies when needed, user
organizations would "buy out" certain items &s they arrived
in the stockroom, thus forcing the reorder of that item.
Power Stores personnel stated that on some specific items,
no matter what the MAX level was, they could never keep
material in stock. Those items varied from mops and clean-
ing supplies to plastic bottles and electrical equipment. A-
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Power Stores is responsible for issuing material when
requested and not for questioning the sisage of material.

The hoarding of materials demonstrated the frustration level

experienced by maintenance and modification personnel and
their lack of confidence in the procurement system. The
hoarding problem was discussed with Power Stores personnel
at the central office. Plans were described for better
utilization of the Power Stores Distribution Center in
Chattanooga as a source of heavy use stock items. Plans
also included the establishmeut of the HTN warehouse as a
Power Stores Distribution Centvr.

Contained within the MANS system was the capability of KMSS
in Chattanooga to monitor stotk 1evels at all Power Stores
loc;itions and to automatically reorder material as the
reorder point was reached. MAMS also had the capability of
combining orders of like material, but KMSS personnel stated
they were prohibited from using that feature by OGC. The
reasoning behind that prohibition was not pursued.

While the MAMS system has an automatic reorder feature, it
was not being utilized because the plant FQE was renuired by
the OQAM to review and approve all procurements (both QA and
non-QA). Consequently, all inventory reorders were prepared
by hand and the combination of like orders by MuSS was
performed by hand. Rationale for not using the automatic
reorder system was that the MAS system was not a QA system
and changes to the information within MANS (material speci-
fications, QA level, etc.) could be made without QA kncw-
ledge or approval. Informa.tion was provided NSRS which
explained efforts underway to develop a procedure acceptable
to QA which would protect the MANS system from unauthorized
QA changes. NSRS highly endorses that effort. Upon com-
pletion of that feature the MAMS system should be usable to
a larger extent, thus eliminating the considerable manpower
requirements currently required to manually reorder inven-
toried material.

2. Power Stores Distribution Center

The review of the distribution center in Chattanooga and the
Investment Recovery Program (IRP) warehouse at HTN was
limited to discussions with Power Stores personnel.

Power Stores currently has a distribution center warehouse
in Chattanooga. At the time of this review over 100 items
were being stocked there. The basic concept of that center
was to provide a warehouse of inventoried items that the
plants stockrooms could draw from. Described plans included
maintaining a 6-month supply of items, thereby allowing-the
plants to reduce their inventory and associated storage
requirements. In concept that idea appears functionally
sound but will require the cooperation of aUl concerned to
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work within the system. During this review, Power Stores
was having difficulty maintaining a stock of mops, for
whenever a delivcry was made to BFN to replenish their
inventory, plant personnel would "buy out" the mops and
hoard them. That process created a real shortage within the
Power Stores system based upon a perceived shortage by the

users.

The distribution center did not have a QA program, but Power
Stores personnel stated that one was being developed. At
the time of this review the only QA material stored at the
center consisted of welding rod and dye penetrant. As Power
Stores personnel were not ANSI N45.2.6 trained receipt
inspectors, any quality material received at the center
required an FQE inspector to go from SQN to the center to

perform the receipt inspection.

The IRP associated with TVA's canceled nuclear plants pro-
vided a vast supply of materials to the remaining nuclear
plants. Power Stores was in the process of taking control
of the HTN IRP warehouse operation. It was described as
containing material with• an acquisition cost of approxi-
mately 100 million dollars including approximately 33,000
valves. Approximately 40 percent of that material had QA
documentation sufficient to support use in a QA system and
the remaining 60 percent was suitable for non-QA systems or
fossil plants. Like the Chattanooga distribution center,
Power Stores described plans to keep the HTN facility as a
distribution center for large items. The HTN facility was
also having QA and preventlivr maintenance procedures
prepared.

D. Central Office

The central office portion of the procurement review primarily
involved the following groups: Nuclear Central Office Quality
Assurance Bran:h (NCO QEB), NCO Materials Management Section
(MS), Central Power Stores, and the Materials Management Ser-
vices Staff of Operations Support.

The OQAM (Part III, Section 2.1) was the reference used to define
the responsibilities that each of the above groups had in the
procurement cycle. Flowcharts which correspond to the OQAf-
defined responsibilities were found in DPM N72AI4. Requisitions
for QA level I and II (Part 21 applicabte) materials and services
were reviewed by various groups in, the NCO. Power Stores and
?MSS basically reviewed requisitioni. for inventory items. Imple-
mentation of these documents was ev.,luated with only a few excep-
tions to compliance identified.

It should be noted that many of the NCO procurement responsibili-
ties and associated personnel had been transferred to the plant
sites on October 1, 1984, and the organization reviewed by NSRS
was the one in place prior to October 1, .1984. As the functions
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and responsibilities no longer exist at the NCO, an individual
breakdown of each organization and 'associated problems will not
be presented but an overall summary is provided.

Procurements of QA level I and II IOCFR Part 21 applicable
materials and services were circulated for review and approval
throughout the NCO groups identified above. The only group with
any visable impact upon a procurement package was the NCO QEB.
Other groups provided signatures of approval or acknowledgement
or were within the distribution cycle due to the mandates of
organizational communications. The vasue added to the procure-
ment documents by QEB on the 21 procurements followed from the.
sites through the NCO was minimal. For the most part QEB changes
were editorial rather than substantive (e.g., changing the
verbiage specifying I0CFR Part 21 waoi applicable). Technical
review of procurements were also being performed- by QEB. Both
the OQAM and DPM N72AI4 specified it was to be performed by the
NCO technical branches when required. NSRS found that the tech-
nical branches who were previously performing most of the tech-
nical reviews were no longer doing so and it was being performed
by an SC-2 mechanical engineer in QEB.

The responsibilities of the MMS were essentially clerical. They
were to "coordinate central office NUC PR procurement communica-
tions among the nuclear plants, Power Stores, and the NCO."
(OQAM Part III, Section 2.1, 2.2.1) They also performed a review
of requisitions for "administrative correctness and complete-
ness." (OQAM1, PART III, Section 2.1, paragraph 3.1.2.10) The
review was similar to others performed by the site and not con-
sidered necessary by NSRS. The ?ZS served as a paper coordinator
that moved QA levels I and II requisitions between Power Stores,
NCO QEB, an]1 the technical branches. Files had also been main-
tained on specific requisitions, but these files were not evalu-
ated for comnpleteness because they were being transferred to the
plant sites. The teiS also interfaced with other procurement
groups on IQT contracts. The IQT tracking of available funds and
administration of IQT contracts were functions still performed by
the M'M1S after the October 1984 reorganization.

Findings regardAng length of time to prepare, review, and approve
procurements within NJUC PR can be summarized as follows:

1. Normal direct charge procurements took 4 days to prepare
and approve at the sites an! 2 months to review and approve
in the NCO.

2. Emergency direct charge pro(urem,.nts took 4 days to prepare
and approve at the sites and 7 days to I month (15 days
average) for the NCO to review and approve.

3. Emergency Requests for Delivery took I day to prepare and
approve onsite and 8 to 14 days for the NCO to review and
approve.
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4. More complicated nonroutine procurement

the site to prepare and approve and 7 mo
,- review and approve.

Even though NSRS found that the NCO provided 1
most procurements one procurement of servic•
and repair a Westinghouse CCP motor for SQN
considerable NCO help and input wa.- provided;
ing all the procurement documents reviewed,
the NCO could not support the continuation o
months delay between preparation at the site a
procurement package to vendors for bids. The
ing a service the plants could not provide f
proper training. NSRS supports the NU( PR de
the NCO from the procurement review cycle proVE was not just transferred unchanged to the site

VE. Office of Engineering

took 1.5 months for
nths for the NCO to

ittle assistance on
is to decontaminate
was reviewed where
however, consider-
the lvalue added by
'f several weeks or
nd transmitting the
NCO was not provid-
or themselves with
cision to eliminate
vided the function

V
k

The Office of Engineering (OE, formerly Engineering Design) was
reviewed from the standpoint of their involvement in the procure-
ment process for operating plants. Their involvement primarily
consisted of design work on modifications. As a general rule if
a modification involved the procurement of engineered items
(valves, pumps, etc.) OE would procure those items. NUC PR would
procure any remaining stock type items (steel, pipe, conduit,
etc.). A part of the modification package consisted of a Bill of
Materials which listed all the materials needed for the modifica-
tion and identified by procurement contract number those pur-
chased by OE. A problem expressed by NUC PR, but not pursued as
a part of this review, was that the Bill of Materials did not
necessarily arrive onsite in time for NUC PR to know what mater-
ials to buy. As a result, modifications were sometimes started
not knowing if all the required materials were available.

Inconsistencies between OE and NUC PR terminologies and proced-
ures were identified which could present problems. One such
inconsistency involved the QA level assigned procured material.
Within OE material was either QA material or not and if it were
QA material IOCFR Part 21 was applicable to the vendor. NUC PR,
on the other hand, had four different levels of quality within
the QA materials it purchased and non-QA material. Within the
four QA levels two had optional IOC'R Part 21 applicability.
Consequently what was designed and constructed as either a QA
system or a non-QA system was being maintained and modified using
six different QA classifications and no QA. This is not to imply
either is more or less correct, but to point out an inconsistency
within TVA of doing work that really should not be there.

Another problem was identified in that the nomenclature used to
define the various design classifications for piping systems were
different, for each plant and no official definition for the
classifications could'be found. An engineer within OE provided a
list he developed for his own use. Engineers at the plants have
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a problem knowing what a piping classification means on a modifi-
cation drawing because the plant engineers don't classify their
systems the same way as OE. That problem results in the plant
engineer having to communicate with OE for an interpretation
before material is bought so the appropriate material specifica-
tion can be placed upon the item procured.

Regarding OE procurements, one good practice was identified in
that Requests for Delivery on an IQT contract could be issued
directly from OE without going through the laborious review and
approval process employed by NUC PR. Another practice, which
will be discussed fu'ther'in section V.I, of questionable validi-
ty was identified. Where a large component was assembled from
commercial grade parts (parts not requiring an ANSI N45.2 QA
program over manufacturing) and qualified to an IE environment,
OE continues to procure replacement parts as commercial grade and
assumes the component maintained its 1E classification.

No areasfor improvement specific to OE were identified in the

limited areas reviewed.

F. Purchasing

The review time spent in PURCH involved gaining an understanding
of the laws pertaining to Federal procurements, identifying the
purchasing agents' (PA) responsibilities and their specific prob-
lems within the procurement cycle, and tracking specific requisi-
tioins through the bid process and award of contract. Specific
internal PURCH procedures were not reviewed or evaluated due to
time constraints. The PAs appeared conscientous and professional
in the performance of their responsibilities and demonstrated a
willingness to help in improving the procurement system. They
consistently expressed concern over the excessive use of emer-
gency purchases and unrealistic "watit" dates and how these-affect
TVA credibility with vendors. The PAs also stressed the need to
be technically accurate on all specifications found in requisi-
tions. In the PA's opinion, too many specification problems were
being identified by vendors and not within the TVA review cycle.

r

One review area involved obtaining a general understanding of the
legal constraints placed on Federal procurements. Many were
identified including low bid and FEO and small business require-
ments. Many of these requirements, including their impact upon
the procurement process such as time delays, were unknown to site
technical and NCO personnel. A relatively new constraint, Public
Law 98-72 and the associated requirement that procurements of
$10,000 and over be advertised in the Commerce Business Daily
prior to the bid process were known by site personnel and pre-
sented more consternation than any of the others discussed during
this review. That law allows all interested vendors the equal
opportunity to bid on an item and delays bid opening up to 45
days. Unfortunately, due to the great number of items required
to be advertised in the Commerce Business Daily by all Federal

'''I
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agencies, a 3- to 30-day waiting period resulted at the Depart-
ment of Commerce before the ad was placee. That presented an
additional significant time delay in an already lengthy process.
Although many people informed the review team of the 45-day
advertising requirement, there was no awareness of the waiting
period delay by the site originators. Had they been aware of the
additional delay there was no reason to expect that that time
delay would be factored into the ordering lead times because no
other time delay had been factored in either by the originator or
anyone else in the procurement process.

A consistent problem identified by the PAs was the amount of time
taken in the resolution of problems identified on a requisition
and exceptions taken by vendors when submitting bids. The PA did
not communicate directly. with the originator. In fact, the PA
typically did not know who the originator was. The signature of
the originator was not on the requisition. Therefore, the PA had
to rely on someone else (possibly from Power Stores or the
Materials Unit onsite or NCO) to coordinate resolution of prob-
lems identified with the' requisition after the bids were
received. The agents varied as to the method used in the
coordination process although all were aware of the resultant
time delay.

Another problem identified by the PAs was the time delay involved
in getting bids approved by the NCO QA Staff. The "review" per-
formed by NCO QA (when no exceptions to the contract are taken)
consisted of stating which of the low bidders were on a list of
vendors with a TVA-approved QA program. The process of PURCH
sending 'the bids for review was extremely cumbersome and time.
consuming. PURCH sent the bid to Management Services, who sent
it to Materials Management, who sent it to QA. After approval
the process was reversed. If'an exception was involved, QA would
send the exception to the site and coordinate, approval between
FQE, Materials Unit, and originator as inecessary.

The time delay resulting from the noemorandums and paperwork
generated in stating which of the lowest bidders .had a TVA-
approved program was considered excessive and unnecessary by
NSRS. In many cases the PA had worked consistently with a parti-
cular commodity and was knowledgeable of the approved vendors.
To eliminate time delays and, excess written communication, it
would appear pruoent to establish guidelines to allow PAs the
task of selecting the lowest bidder from the approved vendors
list. That responsibility would be applicable for cases only in
which no exception was taken by the vendor.

The PURCH portion of the review occurred a few days prior to the
October I, 1984 transfer of NCO procurement responsibility to the
sites. The PAs had limited or no information concerning the
changes which would affect the procurement cycle. Although some
time is required in a transition ittage to incorporate changes,
the review team considered this symptomatic of what appeared to
be limited communication occurring between NUC PR and PLURCH.
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G. Quality Assurance

The NRC regulations and TVA procedure recognize that basic compo-
nents can have varying degrees of quality placed upon them de-
pending upon their importance to safety. The OQA1 establishes
four QA levels (level I, II, III, and IV) to which items or
services for CSSC may be assigned. Guidelines in assigning
levels are listed in paragraph 3.2.5.2 and are identical to those
listed in ANSI N45.2-1971. These are interpreted by NSRS to
range from items requiring considerable QA activities to those
requiring little or no QA, i.e., commercial grade items of stand-

ard design which have proven su'-:essful for many years. In
reviewing the QA levels in OQAi, P L III, Section 2.1, paragraph
3.2.5.2, it is found that each apply to CSSC with QA level I
basically applying to, among other things, ASKE Code material and
items procured to a standard unique to the nuclear industry and
decreasing in safety importance to QA level IV with no safety-
related function.

Reviewing the definitions contained within IOCrR2I, IOCFRSO, and
associated appendices, regulatory guid,•s, and the OQAI, it was
clear that TVA has equated the following terms:

I. Basic component.
2. Critical systems, structures and components (CSSC).
3. Structures, systems and components important to safety.
4. Safety-related structures, systems and components.

Those definitions being equivalent are used throughout the OQAM
in a variety of contexts and introduce conflict and confusion.

A contradiction is introduced in the description of QA levels III
and IV. Ia the OQAM both levels III and IV are described as
being for CSSC items, but elsewhere the OQAM specifies that
levels III and IV are not for basic components.

The use of commercial grade items in association with QA levels
presented confusion and contradiction. Commercial grade items
were allowed to be purchase-l by the OQAM, Part III, Section 2.1,
paragraph 3.2.5.2 with QA leveln I through IV. However, OQAM,
Part Ill, Section 2.1, paragraphs 4.3.1.7 and 4.5, excluded level
II as an option for purchasing commercial grade items. In addi-
tion the OQAM, Part I11, Section 2.1, Appendix F, paragraph 2.2,
stated commercial grade items were not basic components.

Items procured with qualitylevel I and I1 designations require
considerable documented quality control unless procured as com-
mercial grade. A commercial grade quality level I or II procure-
ment could be from vendors with an unapproved QA program, require
no documented quality assurance, and receipt inspected by Power
Stores personnel. Although allowed by the OQAM most but not all
procurements of QA level I and II comme!rcial grade items seen by
. SRS were required to b#, from vendors with N45.2 approved
programs.
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As the QA requirements are all essentially the same for com-
mercial grade items, NSRS beLieves there is a fallacy in trying
to pigeonhole purchased commercial grade items into a variety of
QA levels. The origin of this fallacy appeared to stem from the
application of 1OCFR21 to items procured to either QA level I or
II. TVA, in the OQA1, stated that the determination of Part 21
applicability applied only to QA level I and II procurements.
Determination of Part 21 applicability was contained within OQAl,
Part III, Section 2.1, Appendix F. In order for Part 21 to be
determined not applicable, the item being purchased must have
been a commercial grade item, must not have been a complete basic
component, or several other criteria. Appendix F, Attachment 1,
was a form, "Determination of Part 21 Applicability," which when
completed became a QA document. The first question asked was "is
the item 'commercial grade' (yes or no). . ." If the answer was
yes, Part 21 was not applicable and any remaining questions
remained unanswered, such as, could its failure cause a basic
component not to perform its required s:,fety function. NUC PR QA
personnel agreed this was a problem.

Considering whether or not a commercial grade item could affect
the ability of a basic component to perform its safety function
was addressed by the NRC when Part 21 was developed. In its
first publication of Part 21 as a proposed rule on March 3, 1975,
the wording was such that Part 21 :ould be considered applicable
to off-the-shelf or catalog items. In response to inquiries and
public meetings, NRC amended Part 21 on October 19, 1978, and
recognized that commercial grade items could be purchased without
the Part 21 requirement to reporL defects and the associated
liabilities for not reporting them. This recognized that commer-
cial grade items could be purchasel for use as a basic component
and Part 21 would become applicable after "dedication" of the
part as a basic component. Based on discussions with TVA Office
of the General Counsel (OGC), this dedication means to put into
use and at that time Part 21 reporting requirements becomes the
responsibility of TVA. Consequently, the NRC has allowed the use
of items with a variety of QA levels including commercial grade
as basic components. However, the use of commercial grade items
with Part 21 not applicable does not eliminate the need for some
level of quality, rather it shifts the burden of assuring quality
and the continiied ability of that. item to perform its safety
function from a Joint manufacturer/TVA responsibility to TVA's
sole responsibility. That is, if TVA procures a commercial grade
item for use as a basic component, it must either assure quality
during the manufacturing or through receipt inspection, testing,
or other means. For a true commercial grade item that is pur-
chased off the shelf by part number with no documented quality,
the only avenue available to TVA to assure quality is through
receipt inspection and testing.

In OQAM, Part III, Section 2.1, Appendix F (2.3.1) the statement
is made, "Specific components, systems, and structures listed on
the CSSC list are basic components by definition unless procured
as commercial grade." Therein lit-s the,fallacy. A basic com-
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ponent remains a basic component whether or not it is replaced
with a pedigreed item or commercial grade item.

-Part 21 specifie• (21.3(a)(4)J that "a commercial grade item is
not a part of a basic component until after dedication." It does
not state that a basic component ceases to be a basic component
if supplied as a commercial grade item. A commercial grade item
can be used as a basic component once dedicated, and it can be
used where its failure could cause a basic component not to
perform its required safety function. All the Part 21 applica-
bility means for a commercial grade item is if TVA finds it
defective at some point in time, TVA must report the defect to
NRC just as the vendor or TVA would have to do if a defect were
found on an item where TVA imposed Part 21 upon a manufacturer.

In determining Part 21 applicability one criterion for judging
Part 21 not applicable is by identifying the item as a commercial
grade item. Most Part 21 not applicable determinations seen
during this review were because the item was identified as being
commercial grade. That determination has resulted in what NSRS
concludes as a misapplication of the definition of commercial
grade. One example is offered in support of that conclusion:

Requi:;ition number 951134 from SQN was written to procure
sheetmetal for ECN 2768. The metal was to be manufactured
to ASTh specifications and required the manufacturer,
through Appendix E Attachment 8, to have a quality assurance
program that met the requirements of ANSI N45.2-1971. The
items being procured were classified. as commercial grade and
assigned a QA level I Part 21 not applicable.

Purchasing that material to an ASTM Standard and requiring an
N45.2 QA program is certainly more restrictive and prescriptive
than purchasing an item to a catalog number. It therefore should
not be classified as comxnercial grade. Part 21 may still not be
applicable, but for different reasons such as it would not
adversely affect the performance of a safety function.

It appears that a situation occurred where material was being
procured not for a basic component but for an application that
still required QA level I attention. As the Appendix F, Part 21,
applicability form first questioned whether or not it is commer-
cial grade, it appeared that personnel completing the form were
taking the easy way of determining Part 21 not applicable by
calling it commercial grad, thereby avoiding the evaluation of
other significant qualifying factors.

It could be argued that it makes no difference if Part 21 is
declared not applicable by either calling the item commercial
grade or by deciding it is not a basic component. The argument
breaks down, however, when, as stated previously, it is recog-
nized that the manufacturing of commercial grade items requires
no approved QA program or FQF receipt. inspection while other
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non-CSSC items may require considerable QA with approved pro-
grams. An example of a determined nonbasic component purchase
with conflicting Part 21 determinations is as follows:

Requisition number 343910 from SQN was written to procure

reactor coolant pump seal parts. Specific information was
provided on the Westinghouse pump and the parts were
required to be manufactured in accordance with the original
requirements of the Westinghouse E-Specification 677355.
The plant FQE staff originally classified the procurement as
QA level II, Part 21 applicable, but NCO revised the pro-
curement to be QA level II, Part 21 not ar ,'icable because
they were not on the CSSC list and woulh not affect the
safety function of a basic component. r"usidering that the
specification used for the seals was developed by the manu-
facturer (Westinghouse) of the main coolant pump, it could
well be a specification unique to the nuclear industry. As
such, the procurement should probably have been identified
as a basic component and designated Part 21 applicable.
When Westinghouse supplied the parts they included the Part
21 applicability.

In other cases the use of a QA level I or I for a commercial
grade item may be inappropriate and imply a level of quality, that
is just not present. For example;

Requisition number 932925 from BFN was written to procure a

selector switch for ECN L2115. It was ordered by the manu-
facturer part number, it was assigned a QA level 11, and it
required a packing slip for documentation,

As it was purchased from a supply house with no unique QA re-
quirement or nuclear standards, it is conuidered by NSRS to truly
be a conmwnrcial grade item. As such the QA level II is con-
sidered artificially high implying quaLity that may not be fac-
tual. That switch was to be used i- a panel that was qualified,
along with that model switch, by TVA to IE requirements. It
therefore clearly falls into the catiogory of iommercial grade
items dedicated as a basic component.

OE has made a decision regarding commercial grade 1E equipment.
Basically stated, if a component is assembled with commercial
grade items (such as a motor control center) and that component

is physically tested to IE requirements and is qualified, then
the qualification of that component will remain if replacement
parts are the same (same stock number) or equal.

Even though commercial grade items are allowed t, be used as
basic components, in doing so TVA assumes added responsibilities
which it is not adequately fulfilling. Recognizing, for example,
that TVA had qualified, at some point in time, a commercial grade
item for use as a basic coeponent or a part of a basic component,
TVA curreitly has no program to assure that future replacements
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will in fact be exactly the same as the one qualified, and there-
fore maintain that qualification. If a true commercial grade
item is purchased by part number from a manufacturer or supplier,
the manufacturer or supplier is not required to have an approved
QA program, and TVA only receipt inspects the item to assure that
the part numher is correct. There was no testing or inspection
by TVA identified that would assure th~it the item would perform
as required or that detrimental ch;jnge4 to the item occurred or
did not occur. h•UC PR does perform a functional test of newly
installed equipment which should provide some assurance that it
will perform during routine operations. That test, however, will
not provide any assurance that the item will perform as required
under accident conditions. The manufacturers of commercial grade
items are under no obligation or authority to identify changes.
NSRS was informed that changes generally are accompanied by a
part number change by the manufacturer. That, however, is by
convention rather than by requirement. Additionally, what would
constitute a change would probably differ from manufacturer to
manufacturer, and a change as subtle as using a different lubri-
cant (which could have a very detrimental effect under accident
conditions) would probably not be considered a change by any
manufacturer.

OE personnel interviewed stated that some manufacturers will not
sell conmercial grade items to a niclear plant. OE personnel
stated that if certain manufaciurer% received an order for a
commercial grade part and knew it wa; to go, e.g., to SQN, they
would automatically provide the QA documentation on the item,
delay shipment about six months while assembling the documenta-
tion, and woulJ charge ten times the amount they would charge for
the same item if it were commercial grade. OE stated no value
was added. to the part, it was not manufactured any differently
than the commercial grade item, and TVA already had the item so
if a defect were found TVA would receive its IOCFR Part 21
notification on the previous or original orders. To avoid what
OE considered exorbitant pricing, an ordering procedure was
devised when orderinR parts from certain manufactirers where the
Power Stores Distribution Center was the recipient of the commer-
cial trade it,,m. Specific instrutios were provided to PURCH on
the J'urchase Requiwitocii not to mention IOCFR Part 21, IE quali-
fication, or iuclear plant. At the time the Purchase Requisition
was prepared, a Transfer Heqiisil ion was prepared for the use of
the Power Stores Distribution, Center when the item was received.
That Transfer Requisition ,'hanged the classification of the
commercial grade item to a Q\ item and directed shipment to the
appropriate nuclear plant.

That procedure had been reviewed and approved by both OGC and
OQA. Discussions with Division of Quality Assurance, Procurement
Evaluation Branch, personnel revealed that the manufacturer in
question did, according to OQA audits, have different production
runs and QA requirements for items going to nuclear plants;
therefore, it appears that some value was added to the commercial
grade item for the incrrased fee.
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This entire question was not pursued any further as a part of
this review. NSRS has serious reservations regarding this
practice and reserves final judgemen' until it can be evaluated
further. Until that time it would be considered prudent on the
parts of OE and NUC PR PEB to evaluate this practice on their
own.

With the conflicts, confusion, and fallacy described above, the
situation has developed where the QA level system is being
further divided within the levels I and II, through the use of
Part 21 applicability, to accommodate commercial grade items. In
doing so an artificial QA level is implied for a commercial grade
item (i.e., commercial grade item purchased with no QA and
assigned a QA level of I or II), or items appropriately purchased
with a QA level and requirements are called commercial grade. It
is considered more appropriate and less subject to errors if the
commercial grade items are recognized for what they are, either
QA level IV or non-QA, and procurement of QA level I and II
commercial grade items should be prohibited, In addition, all QA
level I and II items regardless of the Part 21 applicability
should be receipt inspected by FQE. Further, the quality
requirements associated with an item adequately performing or
affecting a safety function need to be separated from the Part 21
commercial grade determination which' has nothing to do with
quality. Whether the quality assuring activities for an item's
ability to perform a function is jointly shared by the manufac-
turer and TVA or solely by TVA, is irrelevant to the required
quality activities.

There is a b.asic philosophical problem with the QA program for
items purchased as basic components versus items purchased as
commercial grade but dedicated as a basic component. TVA's
procurement QA program for basic components is based upon adding
additional TVA quality assurance activities where there is
quality assurance to begin with in the manufacturing process and
have no quality where there is no verifiable quality in the
manufacturing process.

To fulfill its responsibility when using commercial grade items
as basic components, TVA will have to develop some mechanism to
qualify replacement commercial grade items such as a receipt in-
spection and testing program that is more stringent than what is
currently in place for QA items requiring FQE receipt inspection.
(For additional suggestions and information on receipt inspection
see section V.B.5.)

With regard to the QA program associated with procurement, the
OQAI was found cumbersome and soretimes contradictory, IOCFR21
applicability was being used incorrectly as a determinant in
establishing quality levels, and the A-'pendix F, Attachment I
form, for IOCFR21 applicability was inappropriate and being
misused. In addition, coimnercial grade items were being given
implied quality by assigning a quality level to them, and TVA had
no mechanism to assure a commercial grade. item used as a basic
component would function when needed duning accident condition.
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H. NUC PR Procurement Problem Task Force

The review team interviewed two of the three-member N7JC.PR
Procurement Problem Task Force to gain an understanding of the
perceived problems within the procurement system. The task force
report and recommendations were issued subsequently on August 10,
1984 in a report from Eric Kvaven to Jim Darling (LOO 840810
294). That report was reviewed by NSRS considering all material
assimilated during the procurement review. The major recommenda-
tions identified in the Management Summary of the task force
report were to:

(1) Establish an adequate planning group at the plant.

(2) Implement status tracking systems.

(3) Set goals for turnaround time for each review/approval
cycle step.

(4) Improve and add adequ.,te resources for expediting efforts.

(5) Improve communication Iletween PURCH and the site.

(6) Eliminate all unnecessary steps in the procurement cycle
with the goal of placing very few, if any, steps between the
requisitioner and the purchasing agent.

(7) Improve the inventory stock out problem.

(8) Better utilize the automated systems.

(9) Develop improved QA procedures and training.

(10) Redefine QA responsibilities for procurement.

The following observations were made concerning the proposed
recommendations:

(a) Items I through 5 above have a basic emphasis of incorporat-
ing more people into the procurement cyc'e by adding various
expeditors, trackers, and designated contacts for PURCH and
OE interface. The basic premise is to eliminate the delays.
It should be emphasized though that time delays at the site
could not be substantiated by the review team. The only
consistent time delays involved procurements which traveled
through the Central Office. Those time delays stemmed from
the amount of handling a requisition received traveling
between the Materials Management Unit, NCO QA, Power Stores,
lQSS, and PURCH. The Central Office QA review was elimi-
nated in October with all reviews now performed at each
site. Adding more resources to the cycle to' perform the
recommended functions will not eliminate a basic inherent
problem of too many people already in the procurement cycle.
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(b) Although item 6 recommends the elimination of all unneces-
sary steps in the procurement cycle, the steps are not
readily identified in the report. It appears that the
extensive tracking proposed would be established to follow a
cycle similar to what presently exists. The tracking would
apparently start with the procurement request and be main-
tained until the item is received, set. aside, and finally
used. Some tracking may be appropriate and effective, but
the emphasis appears to be to find the people who are not
performing their job properly. Instead of developing a
method to track all the reviews, more emphasis is netded in
simplifying the present system, i.e., identifying the
reviews not needed and better utilization or elimination of
resource people presently available within the system.

(c) Necessary action on item 7 va' observed during the review.
To alleviate the stock out problem, more emphasis was being
placed on having accurate usage history available. MMSS and
Power Stoies were cootdinatinj- that effort. An additional
Task Force report recommendatiin to alleviate the stock out
problem was the increased usRe of IQT contracts. NSRS
observed, under the current N1JC PR system, no benefit in
using IQTs tn reduce time delays due to the RD on an IQT
being treated as a new cnntr,act, i.e., going through the
same review cycle every time an M) is to be used. A defi-
nite benefit can be realized if RJC PR uses the IQTs as
intended and prescribed in the Procurement Manual. Another
improvement can be made If site Power Stores order parts as
inventories become low and not 9.ve them up for a big order.

(d) Item 8 is highly supported, and establishing a uniform
database with QA control could ena.le the use of the auto-
mated system for reordering of all inventory items both QA
and non-QA. Thin would he an effictive method to eliminate
the unnecessary aite review performed on an item each time
it is reordered. Current emphasis by KOiS, Pwer Stores, and
'UC PR should remain on QA program development.

(e) Although items 9 and 10 appear to he directed toward QA, the
report suhstantLates the ,-ed to train all personnel in the
procurement chain and to revise and standardtize all proced-
ures. NSRS fully agreet with this recommendation.

The Task Force report identifies stme real problem areas in the
procurement cy, le and makes many v.,lid recommendations. Inwedi-
at* emphasis should be placed on the more simplified solutions
like ellminat:ng unnecessary steps that could provide significant
improvements in the present system An NSRS suggested solution
to the problems with procurement a presented in Attachment I.
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* V1. PER::ONNKI, C'INTACTEI)

A. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
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E. Burns
A. Coffey
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A. Dement
L. Johnson
T. Jones
C. Le
E. Mabry
C. Mims
R. Nehrig
C. Owen
J. Percle
R. Pittman
D. r.i.man
W. Solley
C. Tho'ison
M. Vargas
G. Wages
H. Weeks
F. Ziegler
P. Zimmerman

Croup Head, Instrument Maintenance
Site Director
OQAB
Head, Electrical Maintenance Group
Supervisor, Materials Unit
Quality Assurance Engineer
Plant Manager
Chemical Engineer
MAterials Officer, Power Stores
Head, Engineering Group
Supervisor, Modifications Section
Materiali Oflicer, Power Stores
Supervisor, Electriral Section
Assistant Plant 4anager, Maintenance
Aslstaut Supervisotr, Power Stores
El,,ctrical Engineer, Electrical Maintenance
Supervisor, Engineering
Specifications Engineer, Support Services
Head, Mechanical Maintenance
Supervisor, Power Stores
Branch Chief, Site Services
Materials Officer, rower Stores

B. Se•juovh Nuclear Plant
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F. Alsup
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L. Burke
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h. Campbell
L. Crane
D. Ebel
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.t. Freeland
N. Hamilton
H1. Hitchcock
A. Kimuey
L, Love

W. Petty
Robinson
A. Staley
R. Stut2
W. Vickory
R. Wallace

Supervisor, Mechanical Mo.,ification
Section Superviaor, Compliance Staff
Supervisor, Power Stores
Mechanical Engineer
Acting Supervisor, Field Quality Engineering
Mechanical Engineer, Mechanical Engineering Unit
Materii.ls Officer, l'ower Storeu
Unit Supervisor, Materials Unit, Field Services
Materials Clerk, Power Stores
Supervisor, Engineering
Material Officer, Poiwer Stores
Supervisor, Field Qality.Enaineering
Mechanical Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Supervisor, Mechan•cal Maintepiance Engineering

Section
Material Officer
Group Head, Modific.ations
Supervisor, Power Stores
Quality Assurante Engineer, FQF
Material Officer, Materials Unit
Plant Manager
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C. Central Office

D.
C.
R.
J.
E.
Ml.
3.
F.
J..

E.
L.
R.
D.

A. Carter
R. Favreau
',. Hicks
hood
A. Jewell
D. Kelley
E. Law
H. Lewis
W. Mabee
W. Mansfield
Moerland
J. Mullin
C. Nowading

Material Officer, Materials Management
Mechanical Engineer
Materials Officer, Materials Management
Supervisor, Nuclear Power Stores
Assistant Supervisor, Power Stores
Chemical Engineer
Branch Chief, Quality Systems
Supervisor, Quality Assurance
He.ad, External Supplier Evaluation Group
Supervisor, P'owC Stores
Supervisor, Materi.,ts Management
Director, Division of Quality Assurance
Branch Chief, Materials Management Services

Staff
Supervibor, Management Services Staff
Asslstant Director, Division of Quality

Assurance
Supervisor, Materials Analysis
Material Officer, Materials Management
Quility Assuranco Engineer
Supervisor, RadioloRical Emergency

Preparedness Group
Quality Ansurance Engineer
Materials Officer, laterials Management

G. Odell
R. C. Parker

D.
E.
K.
E.

R. Parks
H. Pratt
R. Ramsey
X. Sliger

J. R. Watson
G. B. Worknan

D. Purchasing

L. N. Arms
D. A, Blackvwll

C, R. Dohson
F. W. Hannah

J.
D.
F..
F,
u

E.
E,
C.
A,
H.

HenegA r
Henry
K % 4do r
Lowo
Mary

Puichasing Agent, N'aclear F•uel Section
fupervisnr, Mechanicsl Plant Equipment

and Special Proje,'ts Sectibna
Supervisor, Nuclear Fuels Section
Purchasing Agent, Open Market Electrical

Section
Purchasing Agent, Components Unit
Quality Assurance Engineer
Supervisor, Quality Assktatnce
Assistant Director, PURCH
Purchasing Agent, Open Market Electrical

Section
Administrative Assistant, Equipment Procure-

ment Branch
Administrative Assistant, Materials Procure-

ment Branch
Purchasing Agent, Open Market Construction

Section
Supervisor, Open Market Construction Section
Purchasing Agent, Nuclear Fuels Section
Purchasing Agent, Open Market Electrical

Section
Chief, Procurement Support Staff

0. Owen

G, S' Oienshy

S. W. Palmer

D. A.
.3. II.

Settles
Saith
Smith

R. H. Sunderland



E. Office of Engineering

G.
L.

A.
T.
J.

A.
F.

F. Grant
A. Johnson

W.

S.
L.
C.
B.

Lewis
Orr
Purkey
Robertson
Rosenzweig

Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer, Facility Support

and Services
Nuclear Engineer, XEB, Design Support
Nuclear Engineer, NEB, Design Support
Supervisor, Facility Support and Services
Supervisor, Mechanical Section 2
Supervisor, CAble and Miscellaneous

Equipment
Mechanical Engineer, NER, Special Support
Electrical Engineer

E. R. Taylor
W. C. Wylie

F. Office of the General Counsel

W. W. LaRoche

VII. DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

Attorney

A. Requisitions
tation.)

171173
290205
322026
334177
341210
343910
355456
832041
833678
834705
834706

(Each requisition listed includes all associated documen-

835401
925526-2
930478
931892
931941
932925
932973
932992
935570
935718

938284
938298
940060
940163
940185
940222
940276
942925
942967
942988

943842
945707
946728
947434
947454
950455
950509
951019
951023
951028

951129
951133
951134
9S1148
i 31819

955163
956101
959025
959104
959122

B. Regulations Standards and Upper-Tier Documents

IOCFR21, "Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance"

10CFR5O, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization:
Facilities"

Regulatory Guide 1.28, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Design and Construction)"

Regulatory Guide 1.29, "Seismic Design Classification"

Regulatory Guide 1.33, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Operational)"

Regulatory Guide 1.38, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging,
Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and Handling of Items for Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants"
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Regulatory Guide 1.58, "Qualification of Nuclear Plant Inspection,
Examination, and Testing Personnel"

Regulatory-Guide 1.89,."Qualification of Class IE Equipment for
Nuclear Power Plants"

Regulatory Guide 1.123, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Control
of Procurement of Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants"

N1JREG-0302, "Remarks Presented (Questions/Answers Discussed) at
Public Regional Meetings to Discuss Regulations (IOCFR Part 21)
for Reporting of Defects and Noncompli:ance"

N'TREG-0588, "Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification
of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment"

IE Bulletin No. 79-01B, "Environmental Qualification of Class 1E
Equipment"

IE Information Notice No. 83-79, "Apparently Improper Use of
Commercial Grade Components in Safety-Related Systems"

IEEE Standard 323A-1975, "IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE
Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

IEEE Standard 308-1980, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Class lE
riwer Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

IEEE Standard 336-1980, "IEEE Standard Installation, Inspection,
.nd Testing Requirements for Class IE Instrumentation and Electric
Equipment at Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

IEEE Standard 467-1980, "IEEE Sta~ndard Quality Assurance Program
Requirements for the Design and Manufacture of Class IE Instrumenta-
tion and Electric Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

IEEE Standard 494-1975, "IEEE Standard Method for Identification
of Documents Related to Class IE Equipment and Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations"

IEEE Standard 627-1980, "IEEE Standard for Design Qualification of
Safety Systems Equipment Used in Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

IEEE Standard 344-1975, "IEEE Recommended Practices for Seismic
Qualification of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations"

ANSI N45.2-1971, "Quality As.;urance Program Requirements for
Nuclear Power Plants"

ANSI/ASME N45.,:.2-1978, "Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage,
and Handling of Items for Nuclear Power Plants"

ANSI/ASME N45.2.6-1978, "Qualifi.,tions cf Inspection, Examination,
and Testing Personnel for Nucleat Power Plants"
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ANSI/ASME N45.2.9-1979, "Requirements for Collection, Storage,
and Maintenance of Quality Assurance Records for Nuclear Power
Plants"

ANSI N45.2.13-1976, "Quality Assurance Rtquirements for Control
of Procurement of Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants"

ANSI 18.7-1976, "Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance
fjr the Operational Phase .of Nuclear Power Plants"

ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1979, "Quality Assuranct, Program Requirements for
Nuclear Power Plants"

Topical Report TVA-TR75-1, Revision C, "Quality Assurance Program
Description for Design Construction and Operation"

Operation Quality Assurance Manual, Dec,.mber 31, 1983

Procurement Manual, June 11, 1984

ID-QAP 4.3, "Transfer of Items," Septemier 21, 1983

B. Division of Nuclear Power Procedure Manual

N72AI4, "Procurement and Materials Support Program," March 30,
1983

N77A2, "Storage and Shelf Life Consideration for Materials with
Natural Aging Life," March 21, 1983

120OR05 (N77A14), "IOCFR21 Evaluation and Reporting Requirements,"
October 26, 1983

1601.02 (N73OISB), "Nuclear Plant Reliability D)at., System (NPHDS),
Maintenaice history and Class IF Tracking and TrendinR- Reporting
Failures of Components and Systems," December 9, 1983

TS 01.00.08.14.03 (N83M2), "Environmental Qualification of All
Safety-Related Electri(al Equipment (IE Bulletin 79-OIB and
NUREG-0588)," July 25, 1984

N76A4, "Standards and Substitutions Guides for Quality Assurance
Level III Items," June 9, 1982

N76A10, "Purchase Specif;-ations for CSSC Metallic Materials,
Wire, and C,,' .e Used Inside Primary Containment, Welding, and
Brazing Materials, Valve Parts, and Pump Parts," January 20, 1984

N82A17, "Equipment and Material Storage Requriements for Nuclear
Power Stores," July 29, 1983, aiid September 7, 1984

Division of Nuclear Power Quality Control Inspector Training
Manual, September 30, 1982
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C. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Procedures

BF 16.2, "Procurement," June 5, 1984

BF 16.3, "Q'-lity Control of Material Components, Srare Parts, and
Services," July 20, 1982

BF 16.4, "Material Components and SpAre Parts Receipt, Handling,
Storage, Issuing, Return to Storeroom, and Transfer," June 5, 1984

BF 16.9, "Procurement, Shipment and Receipt of Services and
Material Involving Power Service Shop," July 5, 1983

BF 6.10, "TVA Fabricated Parts Used in CSSC," Jun. 29, 1982

BF EMI 41, "Electrical Maintenance Ins.truction 41, Refueling
Platform and Jib Crane.Checkout," RvvisLon in effect on June 12,
1979

D. Sequovah Nuclear Plant Procedures

SQA45, "Quality Control of Material and. Parts and Services,"
May 30, 1984

Al-Il, "Receipt Inspection, Nonconforming Items, QA Level/Descrip-

tion Changes and Substitutions," May 21, 1984

E. Office of Engineering Procedures

G-28, "Construction of Piping Systems for Boiling Water Reactor

Nuclear Power Plants," December 30, 1982

SS-E18.11.04, "Quality Assurance Require!ment for Electrical or
Mechanical Equipment Requiring Seismic Category I (L) Qualifica-
tion," June 19, 1984

SS-E18.10.01, "Environmental Qualification Requirements for Safety-
Related Electrical Equipment," Augus.t 29, 1984

SS-E18.l1.02, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Safety-Related
Electrical and Mechanical (Non-ASME Section III) Equipment,"
June 19, 1984

SS-E18.11.01, "Quality Assurance Requirements for ASME Code,
Section III Control Valves," May 26, 1983

SS-E18.11.03, "Quality Assurance Requirements (Certificate of
Conformance),". June 19, 1984

IDP-N 51.05, "Preparation and Processing of Preliminary Design
Change Requests (P-DCR)," May 9, 1983

IDP-N 51.03, "Modification Implementation and Control Modification
Tracking Program," January 11, 1984
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IDP-N 54.01, "NUC PR Procurement Request to EN DES," May 9, 1983

IDP-N 50.02, "Division of Nuclear Power and Engineering Design -
Interfaces," March 1, 1984

ID-QAP 2.4, "Control of Modifications," March 30, 1984

MEB-EP 23.5.5, "Specification of t~uality Assurance Program Require-
men.s for MEB Requisitions," May 27, 1983

F. Correspondence and Reports

Memorandum from F. W. Chandler to J. A. Raulston dated August 13,
1984, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plants Units 1, 2, and 3 - Report to
NRC Resulting From NRC Meeting of lay 24, 1984, on TVA's Environ-
mental Qualification Program," including attachments
(EEB 840813 938)

Test Report 17503-1 from Wyle Laboratories dated January 6, 1984,
"Control Equipment Consisting of Therminal Blocks, Pushbutton Opera-
tors, Selector Switches and Contact Blocks and Various Cables"

Letter from Ric-hard T. Trosclair to N. M. Sprouse dated April 10,
1972,"Contract 71C-3-54360, 70C-61-54041 and 69C5-64545"

Test Report 3359B dated November 19, 1971, Inland Testing Labora-
tories, Inc., "Report of Test on (20) Switching Components for
Cutler Hammer"

Memorandum from Eric Kvaven to James P. Darling dated August 10,
1984, "Report of the Task Force for Studying and Solving Procure-
ment Problems in the Office of Nuclear Power (NUC PR)"
(LOO 840810 294)

Letter from R. H. Ector to George J. O'Dell dated April 6, 1984,
"Brief.Procurement Process Analysis of Field Services Branch
Purchase Requisitions Originated June I to December 31, 1982"
(Li: 840405 813)

Report CH-8200-14 dated February 25, 1983, "Environmental Quali-
fication Program," by Office of Power Quality Assurance and Audit
Staff (OQA 830225 703)

Memorandum from H. J. Green to R. L. Lumpkin, Jr., dated May 10,
1983, "Quality Program Audit Report No. CH-8200-14". (OQA 830511 700)

Report BF-8400-03, dated March 1, 1984, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Procurement/St,,rage Activities" (OQA 840220 701)

Memorandum from M. N. Sprouse to H. J. Green dated November 6,
1981, "Procurement of Materials, Components, Spare Parts, and
Services, N-OQAM Part III, Section 2.1, dated April 17, 1981"
(EEB 811i10 912)
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e , Memorandum from G. A. Keller to Electrical Engineering Files
dated August 23, 1983' "All Nuclear Plants - Development of a
Comprehensive Environmental Qualification Program (CEQP)"

Memorandum from T. G. Campbell to Those listed dated September 14,
1983, "Procurement of Class 1E Euipment - All Nuclear Plants -

Field Services" (L23 830815 884)

Memorandum from T. E. Spink to OQAB Files dated October 19, 1983,
"Meeting of Special Evaluation Tean - Environmental Qualification
of Safety-Related Equipment with Duke Power"

Memorandum from T. E. Spink to OQAB Files dated October 19, 1983,
"Meeting of Special Evaluation Team - Eiivironmental Qualification
of Safety-Related Equipment with Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)"

Memorandum from H. J. Green to James P. Darling, et al, dated
July 25, 1983, "Browns Ferry and Sequoyah Nuclear Safety Review
Boards' Annual Report for 1982"

Memorandum from R. L. Lumpkin, Jr., to F. A. Szczespanski dated
August 16, 1983, "Browns Ferry and Sequoyah Nuclear Safety Review
Boards' Annual Report for 1982" (OQA 830816 700)

Memorandum from H. J. Green to James P. Darling, et al, September 22,
1983, "Browns Ferry and Sequoyah Nuclear Safety Review Boards'
(NSRB) Annual Report for 1982" (L69 830916 800)

Memorandum from P. R. Wallace to Those listed dated February 15,
1984, "BrownN Frry, Sequoyah, aiid Watt BRAr NuclesarPlants -
Maintenance Act ivity of CArRa IE Equipm,.nt" (DES RF40209 002)

Memorandum from Harold R. Denton, NRC, to William J. Dircks, NRC,
dated January 21, 1983, "Equipment Qualification Program Plan"

Form TVA 45 from George J. Odell to Dick Smith dated December 10,
1984, "Materials Management Section Training Sessions"

Memorandum from James L. Williams, Jr., to Those listed dated
June 4, 1984, "Promoting a Better Understanding of TVA's Purchasing
Function"

Memorandum from Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., to W. F. Willis dated
October 20, 1983, "Public Law No. 98-72 - Mandatory 45-Day Waiting
Period - Procurement and Personal Services Contracts"

Memorandum from W. F. Willis to Those listed dated October 31,
1983, "Public Law No. 98-72 - Mandatory 45-Day Waiting Period
ACT - Application to Procurement and Personal Services Contracts"

Memorandum from James L. Williams, Jr., to Heads of Offices and
Divisions dated November 3, 1983, "Public Law No. 98-72 - Manda-
tory 45-Day Waiting Period - Procurement Contracts"
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Memorandum from Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., to Those listed dated

November 8, 1983, "Public Law No. 98-72 - Mandatory 45-Day
Waiting Period Act - Extent of TVA's VoLuntary Compliance for

Power Program Contracts"

Memorandum from H. M. Crine, Jr., to Those listed dated December 12,
1983, "Public Law No. 98-72 - Mandatory 45-Day Waiting Period
Act - Extent of TVA's Voluntary Compliaiuce for Power Program

Contracts"

Memorandum from W. F. Willis to Those lLsted dated February 3,

1984, "Public Law 98-72 - Mandatory 45-0)ay Waiting Period -

Application to Procurement and Personal Services Contracts"

Memorandum from J. A. Coffey to Those listed dated February 29,
1984, "Public Law 98-72 - Mandatory 45-Day Waiting Period -

Application to Division of-Nuclear Power Procurements"
(L25 840301 460)

Memorandum from J. G. Holmes, Jr., to H. S. Sanger, Jr., dated
March 15, 1984, "Public Law No. 98-72 - Mandatory 45-Day Waiting
Period Act - Extent of TVA's Voluntiry Compliance for Power
Program Contracts" (LOO 840319 474)
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ATTACHMENT I

SUGGESTED SOLUTION TO PROCUREMiENT PROBLEM

NSRS offers an approach to solvinZ NUC PR procurement problems starting
with the basic procurement function. An attitude change should occur
whereby the procurement of items is considered for what it is--a very
important function. Procurement within TVA is not simple and requires a
level of expertise and knowledge not Inherent in any position currently at
the plants. The knowledge and experience must be taught and learned.
Presently, the time delAys and inadequacie-; ar- associated t1) a large
extent with individuals. learning on their owi, how to procure things. NSkS
contends that procurement of items should be elevated In stature And
importance to a professional level.

To make the concept work, NUC PR should change its practice that everyone
can and should be able to procure materials to one where a dedicated and
trained staff provides all procurement services. People need to know bow
to procure things before they are faced with the task. With proper train-
ing, a significant number of learning errors could be eliminated and the
quality of the procurement process, both from a materials standpoint as
well as a time delay standpoint, could be improved. A training program on
the entire procurement process *to include TVA's procedures, quality
requirements, purchasing req:.irements, and Federal procurement requirements
b-hould be developed and provided to personnel, performing a procurement
function. Satisfactory completion of that training should be a requirement
before an individual is allowed to procure anything.

An extension to the training requirement coild be the establih~ment of a
group whose responsibility is the procuremeni of materials. In that con-
cept, engineers requiring items or services would go to the procurement
group and specify what was needed. That group staffed with the necessary
expertise would, in turn, prepare the necessary procurement documents,
define the material specifications, quality requirements, and provide a
completed procurement package ready for the approving official, be it the
Plant Manager or the Board of Directors. That staff would be responsible
for assuring that the procurements were correct and require no further
review or approval with the exception of the authorizing official(s) and
interface directly with PURCH. Power Stores personneA and their ordering
of stock items would not be included in this staff but would work closely
with them on procurements of stocked quality level materials.
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I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

(, The NSRS performed an as sessmviIt (if the results of the Black and

Veatch (M&V) Independernt Design Review of the Watts ,ar Nuclear Plant
Auxiliary Feedwater System to dutr n in-' if ,e could support the policy
committee report regarding tht H&V review and to document areas where

NSRS consi dered additional act'ion w;is ne'd,',f, The' adequacy of the

immediate corrective actions and the degree, of "lessons learned" to
other Watts Bar plant f',attires and to ti,, TVA inuc lear program in

general were assessed.

The Black and Veatch initial arid stipplemental reports, the activities
of the TVA program team arnd cognizan;t liire organizations, the activi-
ties of the TVA management plolicy committe and its report., the activ-
ities of the policy committee ta,;k force atri its report, discussions

with the TVA line engineers and mantagvrs, anid onsite verification form
the scope and basis of the NSRS assessmentt. Since thi full appplica=
bility of the Black arid Veatch findiitiigs ti, aIll the TVA nuclear facili-
ties has riot been determined by TVA, NSRS will perform followup
assessments where appropriate.

II. EXECUTIVE SIIUMARY

From January through June 1984, the NSl.S perti nrmed a review andi
analysis of the results of the Black and Veatc'h (BFIV) Independent
Design Review of the Watts Bar Nuclhar Hllanit (WBN) Unit I Auxiliary
Feedwater (AF,') System anti the TVA activities in response to the H&V
f i nod i ings. The NSRS review covervd thie lV init ial and suppIemental
reports, the activities of the TVA program team arid the cognizant liire
organizations, the activities of the TVA mairag'menrit policy committee,
arid the activities of the task foerce of thev polticy committee.

The impetus of the NSRS effort was to assess:

the quality arnd appropriateness of the MHV review and the selec-
tion of the AFW system as thv replresentative system;

2. the technical adequacy anid coirs i stsI ency r)f the TVA responses
to the individutal B&V findings;

3. the determination of causes and gen•eric .;ipl ichility of findings
and categories of findings to other WIN unit I systems and to
other TVA plants; and

4. the anzz!yses and evailuationis loerfo'm,'il toe determine the safety

implications of the findings or categories of findings had the
B&V activity not taken place.
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The fo] lowing conclus ions were reached from the NSRS assessments

I The ANW system was a good c•iove for a mu ltidiscipline repre-
sentative review. The B&V review was generally complete in
depth and technically comptent. A weakness in the B&V review
was the lack of detailed examri nat i on of the consequence. of
findings by onsite verification. Since the, I&V review was based
upon the FSAR of record in 1l)82 and f urth(r design changes or
FSAR amendments have been and wi I I he imp I vnrit •td , the degree of
conformance with current regulatory positionis c.uld not be deter-
mined. This could lead to continn ing di r'ct Iton from NRC as the
plant begins operation, particularly from the I&E Office.

2. For the greater part, NSRS agrees with the resolution of specific
findings. The notable exceptions are in the electrical discip-
line (cable tray fill and treatment of protective devices) and in
the structural discipline (embediments and attendent attachments)
Followup discussion with FN DES, both in Knoxville and at the
site, have led to resolition of Lhe, NSRS concerns in the struc-
tural area assuming the current (postt-lM&V study) EN DES practices
are fo rma Ii zed in the proper procedures, III adition oto the
spec If i t echnical disagreements, NSRS found the definition of
the safety impacts of the findings to be inconsistent with the
basic" engineering and safety re,.:;ons for having the features in
place,. A second weakness was that the record of resolution of
the findiings was not uniformuly and completely documented.

3. NSRS subhstantially agrees with the task forc grouping of find-
ings into categories by way Cof determin-ation of causes and the
determination of generic applicab ility. In some cases more than
one root cause coul d have been assigned a finding. Thus, the
judgement of thv reviewer as to the rin(, re important factors could
be questioned; however, these differences are considered of low
consequence.

4. The identification and correction of deviations or questionable
conditions is a very important result of an effort such as the
F&V review. Since a perfect plant or system is not likely to be
found , the determination of the. effect on the plant performance
had the deficiencies not been discovered is deemed the most valu-
able aspect of the B&V review programr implemented by TVA. The
NSRS assessments support the conclusions of the policy committee
that there is rio direct indication that any affected structure,
system, or component would not have performed its safety function.
The safety evaluations performed by FN DES also support the con-
clusion that the safety functions would he performed. Powever,
it is the assessment of NSRS that some of the identified defi-
ciencies could lead to indetermina.t conditions or conditions
adverse to quality and to safety which reduce the margin of
safety. Further actions were and are required to assure the
margin of safety committed in the 'SAR are met.
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Additional observations drawn from the restil ts of the B&W review
S( are:

1. Considering the degree of complet ion of Watts Bar unit I,
the number of deviations found hy B&V which would probably
not have been discove redI otherwi se was fa i r I y high. This
underscores. the va I te of i ndepe ndenet des i gn rev i ews by
parties outside the TVA system. The findings would have
been much easier to correct or avoid had the review been
conducted earlier in the des i gu/'onst ruct ion process . )r
lessons learned value, the Bellefonte project should con-
sider this assurance tool

2. The natuire of the deviatioiis itil cat is a need to suljstan-
t tially upgrade the configiur;tion management processes and
personnel training programs ii TVA.

IlI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. R-84-19-WlIN-1 (Category 3)

All controlled documents should he clearly identified for all
plants. The purposes and :-,es for each of the documents should
be delineated. Information contained in documents designated to
be controlled should be assessed for contribution to the internded
purpose and use. Superfluous informa tion should be deleted and
discrepancies in documents with ove rlapping information should be
corrected. Establishing a verified "as built," rigorously docu-
menrted, should he assigned a very high priority.

B. R-84-.9-WBN-2 (Category 9)

Procedure EN DES EP4.03 should be revised as has been verbally
cammitted to reflect that visut l ,examinationts sulpportt:d by field
calculations are the basis for documenting acceptability of
changes to or additional attachments to emhtbedded plates in the
field.

C. R-84-19-WBN-3 (Cagegory 9)

Cons iderat ion should be given to aCdl ition;al sampling for multiple
attachments to imbedded plates mad,: prior to Yehruary 1983 or an
evaluation of the consequences of failure of I to 1 percent of
the supports in view of the ,ve.rstr,.sse'd anchor in one of the 69
plates already sampled.

D. R-84-19-WBN-4 (Category 20)

The methods and procedures for determining the proper values,
physically setting, and verifying time delay relays settings
should be reevaluated and indicated changes should be expedi-
tiously made TVA-wide.

3
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E. R-84-19-WRN-5 (Category 34)

See recommendat ion for Category 3.

F. R-84-19-WBN-6 (Category 35)

The instantaneous trip breakers shoild hIo verified to be set in
agreement with the intent of the' Nat ioonal Elect ric Code. The
documentation for the design as wel I as I or I he teUting and

operations of the equipment shm, Ii refflect the proper values.

The program should be implemented TVA wide.

G. R-84-19-WBN-7 (Category 36)

Criteria shiuld be dewv loped foIr I i vid uIe;, tIo cont ro I act ual
cable tray fill level.s and to prnvi de a hasis Ior QCf inspect ion.
A feedback system should he i nc uded i rom tLi coreL:trut Lion forces
pull ing cable to the designers rout i rig cable, to avoid the over-

fill problems to date. Althbough the probl ems at WIIN I may be
beyond fixing in many instan'ces;, expeditioous action should be

taken to upgrade the system for WHN 2 anld lBellefonte,

IV. DETAILS

A. Ba c k S rouL

From September 1982 through February 1984, an independent review
of the Watts liar Nuclear Plant (WIHN) auxiliary feedwater system
was performed by Black and Veatch (MtV) to determine the confor-
mance of the system to commitments docketed in the FSAR. A rVA
program team provided responses and additional information to
the B&V reviewers to resolve que stions and define corrective
actions for confirmed devIations.

In a separate activity, a policy committee arnd a task force, both
composed of senior TVA staff, evIi lted the 1lV findings for
significance to other WBN umnit I and 2 system!;. The findings
were evaluated for root cause anid sorted into groups of simire tr
nature. Where deemed appropriate,, safety evaliations were per-
formed to determine the consequen•res to the plant had the BhV
review not been performed and the deviations gone undetected.

The B&V review findings were published initially in April 1983
and supplemented in February 1984. The results of the TVA task
force efforts are documented in their March 1984 report to the
policy committee chairman. The policy committee efforts are
documented in their summary report to the EN DES Nuclear Engi-
neering Branch.

The NSRS was involved throughout the process by being represented
on the policy committee, by participating in the continuing
reviews of the B&V findings and the TVA responses and by perform-
ing evaluations of the task force activities and report. The
task force grouped the B&V findings into categories by determin-
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ing the causes and generic appil iCali I ity. Th" NSRS has evaluated
each of these categories and basically agrees with the groupings
of the findings. In the following section, the NSRS evaltiation of
the categories is discussed. Any 'recommended fol low-tip action
resulting from these evaluationst is set forth in section Ill.

B. Discussion

I. General Observations

From an overall perspectiwy, the BhV review sihowf'd that IVA
did an acceptable design Joir in meeting the first order
desi gn requ i rement s . Al t lough t lie re were a number of
instanrces where the I i ces i nig c .ix,; i , ment s and l icensing
bases were not satisf ieed, further evaluations showed no
cases where the ability to safely shutdown the plant was
d(efeate41. The deficiencies for the most part were fai lures
to provide the additional margins of assurance committed in
the FSAR. The basic causes for deficiencies involved lack
of or poor training, failure to follow procedures, poor
understanding of the commitnenits and lack of clear proce-
dura I definitions of commitments. In some instances the
commitments were not rigorously met because they were viewed
as enhaircements as opposed to firm requirements.

Safety evaluations were performed by EN DES of the cate-
gories of findings where the licensing bases were noL met.
In all cases it was found that the ability to shutdown the
plant ha,| been maintai ted. The, impacts of the redticed
marg ii oi overall plant safety arnd the effects of failure to
implemetit the criteria loor protect ive devices for plant
equipment were not assessed.

2. Task Force Category 3
Category 3 contained 25 IQV fi irgs wrere logi c/corrt ro I

drawings did not agree with thie lect riral drawings. Tire
identified cause for tire (atevgory was failure to implement
design review procedure s as r,.ii irr,.1 Ihy engifreering proced-
ure EP 4.25. The task toe cItided the problenms were
generic to logic, control, schematic and connection diagrams
throughout WBN units I and 2. The review was extended
to three additional systems where similar problems were
found. It was determined that corrective action was re-
quired for both past and futtrre work.

The line organization has issued ECNs and FCRs to correct
identified errors in hardware wiring and training was con-

- ducted in the I&C section of Sequoyah/Watts Bar Project
(SWP) for EP 4.25. The drawings will be stamped to restrict
the use to the intended funrction. No further reviews of
other systems is planined to determine if other systems have
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the same problems, in spite of the widespread problems iden-
( t i f i ed in t he foiu r systems t hat were revvi ewed These prob-

lems included instances where as many as 13 wires shown on
one drawing were instal led or the wrong terminals
(FCR E-3508,-system FA). Finding l105 identified a crosstie
between normal and emergency 125 V dc systems. Schematic
45W603-46-6R4 was different in many significant respects
from logic diagram 47W611-3-4R2.

NSRS agrees with the TVA line actions to the point of cor-
recting known wiring errors. W, do inot agree that their
corrective action for past and futur, work is adequate.
Since the problems have been demonsitrated to be common in
the four systems reviewed, it is reasonable to assume the
deficiencies are institutional and, all the plant systems
should be reviewed and dtef iciencies corrected. Further to
knowingly allow discrepancies to 0Ont inue to exist in over-
lapping documents and depend upon a note to control document
usage is very poor practice. Although the precise reason
for the wiring errors cannot be ascertained, having con-
fl i ct ing * information on overlappinrg documents cannot lie
helpful in precluding such errors. Further, during opera-
tions, personnel such as ROs, SROs, maintenance engineers
and crafts rely upon such drawings as logic diagrams and
sc'riemart ics to perfornim their j.ohs. Allowing discrepant
information on any controlled document places too great a
burden on the administrative control systems to preclude use( for a wrong purpose andl fuirt her errors attendent to this
practice can be expected incItiding further wiring errors and
misoperating equipment. The correct way of handling drawing
errors is specified in EP i.26 "Nonconformances Reporting
and Handling by EN DES." It may be necessary to have more
training in procedures at the management levels since these
actions are being prescribed by management. NSRS recommends
that all controlled documents should be clearly identified
for all plants, The purposes and uses for each of the docu-
ments should be delineated. Information contained in the
documents designated to be controlled should be assessed for
contribution to the intended purpose and use. Superfluous
information should be delete(] and discrepancies in documents
with overlapping information should be corrected. Estah-
1ishing a verified "as built," rigorous;ly documented, should
be assigned a very high priority.

3. Category 4

Category 4 contained 12 B&V findings which the task force
described as failure to design/maintain design records for
the AFW system as specifically described in the FSAR. The
task force identified cause was that TVA personnel were not
aware of the FSAR statements. When the design changed, the
FSAR was not uniformly amended to reflect the new designs.

( The problem was deemed generic to both WBN units and re-
.quired corrective action for past and future work.
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A special engineering procedure (SEP 83-05) was written to
verify the accuracy of the WIN FSAR. Additionally, El' 2.01
was revised (revision 5) to upgrade the procedure for pro-
cessing FSAR changes and EP' 4.02 has been revised to require
that engineering change not icis (ECNs) describe FSAR changes
needed as a result of the design change. NSRS reviewed the
SEP to assess its completeness. Little guidance is offered
to the reviewers of the FSAR as to the depth or method of'
review. Further the B&V review found deficiencies in the
TVA response to IE Ci rctilar 81-13 and IE Bulletin 80-20.
The SEP 83-05 review was restricted to FSAR sections; ques-
tions, responses to IE bulletins, NIC generic letters, etc.,
were not included in the review. The SEP review may not
have corrected the deficiencies in the remaining commitments.

NSRS reviewed a sample of the proposed FSAR revisions and
found a number of inconsistencies. The problem was dis-
cussed with OQA; a program was instituted by OQA to addres:;
the NSRS concerns.

4. Task Force Category S

Category 5 had 10 findings where procurement forms and flow
diagrams specified different requirements for various valves
anid qualification documentatiou was not Lied to the design
and procurement process. The task fcrce 'concluded this
category required corrective act ion for future work and for

S( past work as appropriate.

The underlying problem for this cateogry was a breakdown in
the ECN process. Although some of the problems were aLtri-
buted to the inappropriate use of' SI ECNs, some breakdown
in the ECN, squadchecking, and signature process occurred.
Although the task force identified two EPs being changed or
issued, the procedures in place at the time that these prob-
lems developed were adequate it. rigorously implemented. The
NSRS agrees with the TVA aind task force actions for this
category.

5. Task Force Cagegory 6

Category 6 contains 7 t indinggs of discrepancies between
documents (analysis results, load tables, isometric draw-
ings, flow diagrams, etc.) used in the design of piping
systems. The task force found this category required cor-
rective action for both past and future work.

The NSRS agrees in general with the TVA and task force
conclusions for this category. But even though individual
areas of the design may indeed have random and unique errors,
an overview of these areas indicates a generic problem of
implementation of procedures, attention to detail and lack
of a really independent review protess,

7



7. Task Force Category 7

Category 7 has 17 findings of Inonconformi rig conditions
in construction of previously inspected and accepted pipe
supports. This set of findings required some modification
to future activities; other TVA actions in place prior to
the B&V findings are expected to resolve any deficiencies in
completed work.

All of these items were due to the pipe supports in the
field being different from what was shown on the drawings.
In many cases there were ECNs and FCRs. pending when B&V
did their study. This resulted in drawings being different
than field condit.ions because (CONS'T had not made the modifi-
cat ions yet. Also, the NRC litl lvt irn 79-14 program, "walk-
dlown ," 'under WBN-QCP-4.56 had riot been impllemented when M&V
did their study. The discrepancies probably would have been
been corrected by the 79-14 program. There is no safety
con(cer n after implementation of the 79-14 program, and cor-
rection of any deficiencies found, which is required prior
to unit fuel loading. The pipe supports woluld have beent
inspected, and the ones witlh prole I er•; would have been cor-
rected.

7. Task Force Category 9

Category 9 has 8f findii•gs of failulre to adequately control
and evalu Iat embedded plate (-apia:iaty when multiple at tach-
merts were made to the plate by construction. The task
force concluded th..t corrective actions a* Iready identified
and scheduled would have resolved tile deficiencies and that
some modification to planned corrective action for future
work is needed.

NSRS substantially agrees with the task force and EN DE!,;
responst.,s arid actions for this category except in the area
of embedded strip plates.

The initial NSRS review and di ;ýciissinr:; with cogn i zant
EN DES des i gners conc I ilihrd the t i rd i ngs relative to the
strip plates worlu I( not hatvi- been ('correc'ted by acti onts
a I ready idenit if ied nor wo I d the, defi ciencies have been
corrected by the corr,-ctive act ion plan identified. There
is no control system to identify and maintain records of as
built loads on tile plates. With this lack of record or
system, there is no way of knowing whether plates are over-
loaded.

NSRS has two points in questtion on this subject which lead
to a direct safety concern:

1. Al though i t was not d i scur-s.ed by B&V, the embedded
plates have been analyzed with a "rigid" plate analysis
as opposed to a "flexibly" plate analysis. This can be

8
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an unconservative analysis. Of 69 cases that were
checked, an anchor on one( plate was shown to be
stressed beyond the allowable stress in the acceptance
criteria and a stiffener was added. as in documented in
the corrective action NCR WBN-CEB-82-02. This is a
generic issue since all pla'tes are analyzed in the same
manner. It should be recognized that NRC has not fully
accepted the TVA assumptions in response to IE Bulletin
79-02.

2. Of much greater concerti is the control of attachments
to embedded pl ites. There is no bookkeeping system
to keep track of the cumulative load on any individual
embedded plate. Conist ruct ion Spec ification N3C-928
was implemented in February 1983 in response to the B&V
findings to restrict Iovat ions of attachments. Iflow-
ever, there was still no system established to identify
and control the cumulative load on each plate. This
specification should have been more restrictive. On
January 6, 1984 re vision 2 of N3C928 was issued which
allowed the EN DES representative onsite "by visual
examination" to determitne whethcr a detailed evaluation
of the plate is required. The representative has no
guidelines or acceptance criteria, but uses engineering
judgement. NSRS has serious concerns with this reduc-
tion in requirements. Black & Veatch had signed off on
this finding on December 30, 1993 on the basis of the
February 1983 revision of N3C-928. TVA relaxed the
requirements in the specification seven days later.
The only way to ensure that plates do not fail is to do
an analysis using the actual loads or to compare the
actual loads to the loads used in the prior analysis
and show that the revised loads are within the envelop
of the analyzed case.

Based upon the second concern, NSRS visited WBN to review
the visual examination process. The EN DES representatives
were actually checking loads against the allowables, not
just visually examining; howe-ver, the results were not being
documented. After the NS.,S visit, OQA issued deviation
report C03-S-84-0089-)OI and EN DES designers have agreed
verbally with NSRS and in rvsponse to OQA for the deviation
to revise Appendix 4 to EN DES El' 4.03 to document the field
calculations as the basis of approval. This would eliminate
our concern on the cumulative loads for attachments made
under N3C-928.

NSRS has a residual concern for all the multiple attachments
made prior to -February 1983. The sampling of 69 plates
revealed one plate with an overstressed anchor requiring a
stiffener. The EN DES cognizant designers should consider
taking a larger sample to Rain greater confidence that all
the plates are adequate. If the additional sampling is not
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done, consideration should he given to performing a safety
( evaluation of the supported members with a basis of 1 to

1 percent support failures since I in 69 of the embedded
plates sampled had an overst ress condition when compared to
the allowable.

8. Task Force Category I1

Category 11 has 2 findings of inadqluate documentation of
operational modes data used in the analyses of piping sys-
terns. These findings were classified as deviations from the
Slicensing commitments and bases and required corrective
action for both past and future work.

A sampling program of rigorously analyzed piping was insti-
tuted to provide assurance that no design problems remained.
Initially 20 problems were evaluated and none required re-
analysis. The sample problems represent approximately 10
percent of the total number of rigorously analyzed problems.
Another 30 percent have been updated for other reasons and
the proper operational mode data were included.

NSRS agrees with the TVA actions and conclusions for this
category.

9. Task Force Category 12

C Category 12 had one finding of failure by EN DES and CONST
to properly implement and document the alternate analysis
criteria for seismically supported piping. It was concluded
that although there was a deviation from a licensing commit-
ment, actions already being taken by IVA would have correct-
ed the problem without reliance oil the B&V study.

NSRS agrees with the fVA actions defined in EN DES SEP 8218
and SWI) EP 43.21 dealing with alternate analysis problems
and the task force conclusions.

10. Task Force Category 13

Category 13 had one finding in which termination infor-
mation on documentation was in error and was not updated
to reflect the actual configuration. The task force review
concluded based on a sampling of 40 additional AFW termina-
tion records with no discrepancies that this finding was an
isolated case and no further action is required.

NSRS supports this conclusion.
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11. Task Force Category 14

Cat egory 14 had 22 find i rigs where var ious supports on the
AFW system had not been mod iIi ed , redes j gried, or in i Li ally
designed per revised analysis of ECN 2576. The task force
concluded the findings were departures from licensing corn-
mitments and licensing bases. Corrective action was desig-
nated for both past and future work. The EN DES evaluation
of the overallrimplications of the discrepancies revealed
that the problem was suhstant ial ly i!o Ilated to the on)#- ECN.
A total of 5500 supports were reviewed--5000 in ECN 2576 and
about 500 in ECN 3184 to support the conclusion. Al though
about 8 percent of the supports covored by ECN 2576 required
some construction modification, only one support covered by
ECN 3184 required construiction modification which very
strongly supports the conclusion that ECN 2576 was an isol-
ated occurence albeit over an extended period of time.

An evaluation of the support def iciencies showed that. the
reserve stress in the pipe was not exceeded such that even
through a support may have failed, the- piping would not be
overstressed. NSRS fully agrees with the task force and
EN DES conclusions and corrective actions for this category.

12. Task Force Category 18

Category 18 had one finding wihe re a technical note on a
piping support drawing was found to be invalid for some
applications. It was conrclnded that the finding condition
was a deviation from a licensing commitment but the licens-
ing basis was met. There was corrective action for future
work; no modifications to existing support bolting was
requ i red.

NSRS agrees with the task force and EN DES evaluations
and corrective action for this category.

13. Task Force Category 19

Category 19 had two findings where equipment could not be
determined to be environmentally qualified to NUREGO588.
These f ind ings represented deviations from the licensing
commitment; TVA already had a program in place which could
have reasonably been expected to correct the problems.

NSRS agrees with the TVA conclusions for this category.

14. Task Force Category 20

Category 20 had five findings where, as stated by the task
force, no procedure existvd for document ing preoperational
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test ing determi ned time I 1ay relay set t i rigs and the preop-
erational test scoping document did not identify or require
documenting the settings. The task force classified the
findings as deviations from theW licensing commitments but
the safety consequences were indeterminate. The task force
documentation indicates the settings made prior to June 1983
were documented adequately by an interim memorandum (EEB
830614 439). The preoperation test scoping document and
EN DES procedure SEP 83-11 have been written to require
documentation of all the: set Ling•: determined after June
1983.

The NSRS evaluiat ions of this prrob llem showed, the scope to
be greater than the ta,;k force addressed in this category
since there appears to have been no effective control over
time delay relays. Correotive act'ions for significant NCRs
for these findings included procurement of new time delay
relays to provide an adcItuiat.e 'alige. The existing relays
would not allow setting the time called for on logic dia-
grams, hence the logic had not been properly implemented.
This may be related to the lack of procedures governing
logic diagrams (Category 3). The extent of the generic
applicability review for this category is not clear to'NSRS.
The methods and procedures for determining the proper val-
ties, physically setting, and verifying time delay relay
settings should be reevaluated and indicated changes should
be expeditiously made TVA-wide.

15. Task Force Category 23

Category 23 has two find i' ig:; related to the AFW turbine pump
trip and throttle valve not being included on the active
valve. list and the valve schematic not including, the re-
quired control room bypass and test indication nor auto-
matic bypass of the open torque switch. It was concluded
the discrepancies were deviations from both the licensing
commitments and bases. Corrective action was required for
past and future work. The evaluation for cause concluded
the deficiency was an isolated error resulting from failure
to include the valve on the active valve list. Includ ing
the valve on the active valve list, providing the auto-
matic torque switch bypass and providing the control room
indication of bypass and test of the thermal overload cor-
rect the deficiency and the licensing requirements are met.
The EN DES safety evaluation concluded the nuclear safety
of the plant would not have been reduced if the deficiency
had not been corrected.

NSRS agrees the corrective action taken is acceptable and
the requirements are satisfied.
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16. Task Force Category 25i (
Category 25 has one finding of flange evaluations being
omitted in some analysis calculations. The task force con-
cluded that the licensing cominiteITItnt had not been met but
evaluation showed the licensing basis was met. The correc-
tive action included a l10) percent review of all completed
calculations to assure flange qualification. Since the
deficiency was attributed to individual errors, Lhe correc-
tive action for future work is to more clearly define the
requ i rements.

NSRS agrees with the EN DES corrective actions and conclu-
sions.

17. Task Force Category 30

Category 30 has two findings of fai lure to satisfy design
criteria for (1) mqni tor ing operahi Ii ty and (2) providing
adequate electrical protective devices for the motor-driven
AFW pump lube oil pump. The task force concluded the licens-
ing commitment and the licensing basis were not met. The
evaluation for causes revealed inadequate training and poor
or lack of communications with NLIC PR and EN DES. In review-
ing other equipment, only one additional instance of failure
to provide electrical protection was found. Thus the defi-
ciency was not widespread. The EN DES safety evaluation of
the two findings concluded therer would he no safety concern
had the defects not been corrected.

NSRS agrees with the specific corrective act ions for the
identified problems for this category.

18. Task Force Category 31

Category 31 has two findings of edittorial discrepancies in
l icensing documents. The f id dings did not represent com-
promises of the licensing hasi!;. The low number of errors
found in this category support the conclusion that no action
beyond correcting the identified errors is warranted, parti-
cularly in light of the extensive efforts detailed in Cate-
gory 4.

NSRS agrees with the task force conclusions for this
category.

19. Task Force Category 32.

Category 32 has nine findings of incompatil,le hanger draw-
ings and piping isometrics. The errors were deemed to be
caused by checking and (d(sign verification of documentation
between branches not heing done as requ i red by procedure;.

13
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The corrective action was to train designers in the proced-
ural requirements. The errors did not result in any identi-

4, fied safety concerns since much of the work was not complete
and system walkdowns could be expected to identify any
incorrectly placed or installed supports.

NSRS has one residual concern with the EN DES corrective
action. Since the root cause was inadequate training in
procedure requirements, a continuing or periodic training
program would appear to be needed. One time training is not
felt to be totally adequate. Further, the corrective action
was through SWP-Al1 R2, which appears to apply only to the
Sequoyah/Watts Bar design projects not to TVA design
projects in general.

20. Task Force Category 33

Category 33 has two findings of inadequate cable tagging.
The two cited instances were the result of an oversight in
one case (correct information, wrong color tag) and informa-
Ltion being obscured on the tag due to wear and tear from
rework in the other. No corrective action for past or
future work was indicated since the frequency of occurence
was low and walkthroughs are already designed to find and
correct errors of this type. No safety concerns were ex-
pressed.

r"
NSRS agrees with the task force conclusions for this
category.

21. Task Force Category 34

Category 34 has 11 findings where "out of function" features
of drawings were not, in agreement with the latest design
(drawings showing the detailed design of the "out of
function" features. The task force concluded that the "out
of function" features do not impact the technical adequacy
of drawings and are not used for design, construction or
operation of the plant. No corrective action was deemed
necessary.

NSRS agrees with the technical impact conclusions reached by
the task force; our recommendation for Category 3 is equally

• valid for this categcry.

22. Task Force Category 35

Category 35 ha! one fi nding where instantaneous trip
-. settings for motor-operated valve breakers were not in

accordance with EN DES criteria and vendor recommendations.
The task force concluded the licensing commitment and the
licensing hasis were not met. and corrective action was
required for both past and future work The EN DES safety
evaluation concluded:

14
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While these high set t irigs were found to
violate good design practice and could lead{ to a motor control center fai lure, the high
trip settings would not prevent the safe
operation or the safe shutdown of the plant.

The basic cause of the def iciencies was lack of train-
ing and kniowledge of changed reiquirenments and expedient
decisions not to correct deficiencies when the require-
merits were known not to have been met.

NSRS has substantial concerns with the EN DES and task
force resolution of this finding category. First, the
safety evaluation 'tabulates 444 breakers out of 610
having settings greater than 1300 percent. of the motor
full load current. Of the 444 breakers, 385 were
either reset or replaced and set. The remaining 59
breakers were neither replaced nor reset and are still
apparently not in compliance with the commitment to the
requirements of TVA Design Standard E.9.2.1 (now super-
ceded by a non-mandatory l)esign (Wide E2.3.5, issued
November 10, 1983) which references requirements of the
National Electric Code (NEC). No justification was or,
has been documented for not resetting or replacing the
5() breakers. This misapplicuation of the NEC require-
menrts as implemented by Des ign Standard 9. .1 leaves
TVA in noncompliance with the practices of industry as
reflected in the NEC for mootor circuit protection.
This in turn places WIHN in inoincompliance with the FSAR
comi itment .iLthough the "SAR does not directly commit
to the NEC, the Design Staindard clearly does :,nd the
Design Standard has not been met in all cases.

A second and higher level concern is the failure of the
cognizant EN DES personnel to properly consider appli-
cable parts of the NEC. Ihe EN DES safety evaluation
very selectively quotes section 430-52 of the NEC by
quoting an exceptioon ". .. the setting of instantan-
eous trip circuit breakers shall in no case exceed 1300
percent of the motor full I oad current." Other parts
of section 430-52 which are equally applicable state:
"The motor branch circuit short circu, it and ground
fault protect;ve device shall Ihe capable of carrying
the starting current of the motor. A protective device
having a rating or setting not exceeding the value
calculated according to the valu1es given in Table
430-152 shall be permitted." The maximum allowed
setting in Table 430-152 is 700 percent of the full
load current of the motor. The fill wording of the
exception quoted in the safety evaluation is "Where the
setting speci fied in Table 4130-152 is riot sufficient
for the starting current of the motor, the setting of
an instantaneous trip circiit breaker shall be permit-
ted to he increased but shal I in no case exceed 1300
percent of the motor full loIa fcrren.t
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The expressed EN DES electrcicta I des i gn practice aind
•(t philosophy are not i n conce rI wit Ih presen t day nuclear

•design logic or conmion i ndus t r i a 1 p ra c t ice By NSRS
reading, the stated EN DES positions do some injustice
to the reasons for having prot ect irye devices of any
sort. Clearly protect ive dev% ices should be set as
closely to normal operating condlitions as possible
while recognizing the full rang f conditions includ-
ing starting loads and avoidii .,isance trips. The
NEC specifies this clear phi Iosophiy by using words such
as "not exceedcing" and "maximum" throughout. Tal le
430-l.,. of the NEC specifies 1300 percent to be the
maximum except ion. The NEC (10es niot spec i fy that al l
the breakers should or can he set at 700 percent or
1300 percent or any other given value.

The EN DES safety evaluation is incmplet, in that the
:'Ollseqnences of the pervasive niatutre of the deficien-
cies was riot thoroughlIy corn.; i (Iverre . A worst case
consequence was proposed which could lead to a f ire
which could disable a complet-e motor coontrol center.
It was furtheir stated t l:iL the scenaar io , wh i le
possible, is so improbable as to he considered incred-
ible. NSRS is concerned that broad conclusioons have
been reached with so narrow failure analys is and conse-
quences determination being documented. The misapplli-
cation of the breakers exposes equipment to unnecessary

Scha I lenge. Thes(<! cha I lenges cani cauiisle unde! ected
..... Iitures whiich would not be seei during periodic test-
ingig. At the best, the dev iat i ons would Ihave reduced
safety margins even though ssingle failure criteria may
have been met; therefore, the deviations were signifi-
cant to safety.

The instantaneous trip breakers should be verified to
be set in agreement with the intent of the National
Electric Code. The dlocuimeti t at ioni for the desi gn as
well as for the testiing and operations of the equipment
should reflect the proper valuievs. The program should
be implemented TVA wide.

23. Task Force Category 36

Category 36 has one f i id i rig t hat the cab le •tray fill
criteria are not assured of be irig met because of the
less than conservative nominal values used for cable
cross sectional areas in the cable routing program.
After evaluation by designers, it was concluded that

- -. 'the licensing requirements had lbeen met and no correc-
tive actions are required for either past or future
work.

NSRS does ifot agree t hat the Ii ceris i rig comiiii tment has

been met ; it is not clear that the Ii tens. ing ban iN has
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been met. The WBN FSAR states that ". low-voltage
C power cable tray fill shall lit I imiteud to a maximum of

30 p,,rcrnt of the Crolls-ec(t i0Iall I ilreh (l 1 Oie tray,
except 'when a ingle layer ol cabtle 0;l ultt, . CabltI
tray fill for control and i nstrrumentation cables shall

be limited to a maximum I ill f of0 percent of the

cross-sectional area of thth tray." The supporting EN

DES documentation for the conclusion that the licensing
requirements had been met was based upon considerations
of dead wei ght , ampaci ty aItd heating vi ,lte of combust-
ibles in istilation and J.a tkvt mi et v r ia Wh I e N RHS

agrees these are important considterat iotns, t here are
others such as mechanical protection of the cables from

missles or casual hazards.

The FSAR describes a fully automated computerized
system to route cables and to control cable fill using

the criteria stated above. T'hI're isr not a variable to
control for cables of the salte guage but di f ferent
diameter; there is no formal , feedback procedure to
alert the designer, when for vagaries of construction,
that the tray is full physic.tlly before all th'- cables
are installed as computer routwed. Further, no accept-
ance criteria have been provided for either the instal-

ler or a QC inspector to use to consiste- tly determine
that a tray is physically full.

( Al though not a part of the l'i nI i ngs in task force
Category 36 addit ional conditions adverse to quality
noted by NSRS during a field trip to WBN to observe the
cables in cable trays were:

1. Excess cable coiled and hanging from edges of
cable trays.

2. Excess cable coi led and lying on the floor
where people have to walk to access areas of
the plant.

3. No record of megger test results for ribles.

EN DES should develop acceptance criteria to be used by
construction forces as well as the QC inspectors which
define fill in measurable terms to supplement the
arithmetical computer methodology. The additional
problems above must be resolved. Until these defi-
ciencies are corrected, TVA call not adequately justify
that the licensing requirements are satisfied in full.
NSRS lieleves safety evaluat ion snhould be made of the
conditions- described prior t.o substantial plant
operation.

17



JR 24. Task Force Category 37

Category 37 has one finding where valve wiring circuits
were designed such that the red and green indicating
lights on the unit control board would light dimly upon
malfunction of the PAuto contact of the WestinghoL~e W2
control switch on the tnit rontrol board. It was
concluded the design did not satisfy either the licens-
ing commitment or basis and corrective actions were
taken. EN DES recognized the requirement; however, the
failure was a random design error in conjunction with
inadequate design verification. The circuits with W2
switches were reviewed and the deficiencies were
corrected when found.

NSRS agrees with the EN DES corrective action taken.

25. Task Force Category U•

Category 38 has two findings of lailure of the thermal
overload bypass circuit design, to meet the require-
ments of RG 1.106 and IEEE ?79-1971. The task force
concluded the licensing hasis had been met and no
corrective action was re quired.

NSRS agrees with the EN I)ES and tisk force resolution
for this category.

26. Task Force Category 39

Category 39 has one finding where the specific configu-
ration of 6.9kV bundled cables in tziys had not been
tested for the effects of tire retardant coating on the
ampacity of the cable. The task force concluded the
licensing commitment had not been met hut the basis had
been satisfied. An evalination of the condition wais
prepared as part of the policy committee activity and
was presented to NRC for acceptarnce.

NSRS agrees With the conclusions and act ions taken by
EN DES and the task force for this catregory.

q
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I SCOPE

This review deals with the decay heat removal system (D}RS) at.

Bellefonte Nuclear Plant (BLN) and was restricted to a functional
review of the system. That is, the various functions and design
requirements were identified, and the design of the DMRS was then
compared to the identified criteria. Both external documents (e.g.
regulatory guides, standard review plan, etc.) and internal docunents
(e.g. FSAR, design criteria, etc.) were examined to determine the
functional requirement.3 for the DIMS. The review was limited to
mechanical and fluid aspects of the desigii. Electrical and instrumen-
tation requirements were not reviewed in detail. A detailed check of
the adequacy of the DIRS in mitigating a loss of coolat accident
(LOCA) was also not included in the review scope. A detailed review
of these areas will be made and documented in a separate report.

I.I BACKGROUND

The BLN decay heat removal system is typical of B&W's standard design
for 205 FA plants. The decay heat removal system at BLN peri.rms a
number of safety-related functions and some nonsafety-rclated
functions. The safety-related functions include decay and sensible
heat removal, supply low pressure injection, recirculation cooling,
piggy-back cooling, spent fuel cooling, auxiliary pressurizer spray,
reactor vessel overpressure protection, and long-term cooling.
Nonsafety-related functions include filling and draining the refueling
canal and reactor Loolant purification during refueling. The DMRS is
the safety-related method nf cooling the reactor from 305°F to cold
shutdown. It is NSRS's position that cold shutdown is uhe most stable
and safest plant condition in off-normal conditions, such as after a
failure which requires maintenance. Thus, it plays an important role
in plant safety. The diversity of its functions results in many
design requirements being placed on the system. The DIMRS was chosen.
since it plays an important role in safe plant operation and in acci-
dent mitigation and embodies many plant interdependent features. In
this report the conceptual design of the system was examined to verify
that the design meets the design bases for the system.

III. CONCLUSIONS/RECOIIENBDATIONS

The conceptual design of the mechanical portions of the DIMRS is
generally acceptable with the following potential concerns:

A. R-84-22-BLN-01, Adequacy of Low Temperature Reactor Veszel
Overpressurization Protection

FSAR Figure 5.2.2-3 indicates that at refueline temperatures, the.
maximum allowable reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure is''
approximately 450 psig. However, the overpressurization calcula-.
tions indicate a maximum RCS pressure of 725 psig at the DKR.
discharge to the cold leg. (Refer to FSAR section 5.4.7.2.1 and.-

•,:' ~5.2.2.11).":'



NSRS recommends that additional low temperature reactor vessel
overpressurization protection measures be instituted and docu-
mented in the design basis for B.N.

B. R-84-22-BLN-02, Adequate Design Margin for DUR Isolation Valve
Opening

FSAR Figure 5.2.2-3 indicates that the DIIR suction isolation
valves must be open when the reactor coolant temperature falls
below 3050 F. to ensure adequate low temperature reactor vessel
overpressure protection. Bellefonte General Operating Instruc-
tion BLGOI-IC also requires the operator to open the DTR isola-

tion valves at 305*F. The DHR pump 'equipment specification, B&W
document No. 08-1130000007-07 lists the maximum liquid tempera-
ture of the pump suction as 305'F. Thus it appears that there is
no margin in the design for instrument error and operator action.

NSRS recommends that additional temperature margin be incor-
porated into the DRRS design and be documented in the DHRS design
basis.

IV. DETAILS

The functions of the DJIRS are defined in sever.al documents, but the
principal functions are contained in the design criteria document for
the DHRS, reference A, and in the B&W system description for. DMfRS,
reference J. Regulatory requirements for each of these functions were
compiled and the design of the DHRS was compared to the compilation.
Instrumentation adequacy was assessed by reviewing the available
operating instructions and the limits o.f system operation. No attempt
to perform a human factors engineering review was made.

The review concentrated on the fluid and mech,;rical aspects of the
DHRS. Detailed electrical aspects of the instrument, control, and
power circuitry for the system were not reviewed. The sections below
summarize the results of the functional review.

A. Remove Decay Heat and Sensible Heat

The DHRS pumps 5000 gal/min of reactor water through the decay
heat removal heat exchangers. Component cooling water system
transfers heat from the DIHR lix to the essential raw cooling water
(ERCW) system. The ERCW system then carries the heat to the
ultimate heat sink. Thus, decay and sensible heat are removed
from the RCS. The Iecay heat removal heat exchangers are sized
to remove 4.1 x 10 BLu/hr which is adequate for normal opera-
tion. A bypass line around the heat exchangers and throttling
valves provides the means of controlling the RCS temperature to
within limits. (There are maximum cooldown rates and an absolute
minimum temperature limit.) Both trains of Dl[R are needed to
cool the RCS from 3051F to 140'F within 14 hours as specified in
the system descriptinn. The use of only one train lengthens the
cooldown time considerably to about 140 hours to reach 140 0 F.
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However, the RCS temperature can be reduced to 212OF in about 9
hours using only one train of the DMRS. These longer times do
not meet the recommendations in proposed R.G. 1.139 (i.e. 36
hours to cold shutdown after a single failure), but this is a
rather arbitrary limit. There is little safety significance in
not meeting these times with the DMRS since the RCS can be
quickly depressurized to atmospheric pressure if needed.

During refueling the DIIRS cools the reactor coolant system and
the refueling canal. This is accomplished in the same manner as
plant cooldown. A small flow from the canal does go through the
purification system and the DIM can be aligned to circulate this
flow.

B. Supply Low Pressure Injection

The DHR pumps also serve as the low pressure injection (LPI)
pumps following a LOCA. They are requited to deliver 5000
gal/min to the reactor vessel at a pre:nsure of 100 psig. The
pumps appear adequate for. this task by developing a minimum of
385 feet tdh at 5000 gal/min. This leaves an allowance of about
70 psi pressure drop in the piping from the pump to the reactor
vessel. Pumps are automatically started and valves automatically
opened on an engineered safeLy features actuation system (ESFAS)
signal (triggered by low reactor pressure, high containment
pressure, or low steam generator pres,;ure). Minimum flow is
provided by a recirculation line from the MIR cooler outlet to
the pump suction. This flow (125 gal/min) has been properly
accounted for in sizing the pumps.

The LPI function of the DUIRS is required to be single failure
proof. The design appears to meet this requirement with two
independent, full-capacity trains. The initiating LOCA could
affect the availability of some portions of the DMRS, but the LPI
function can still be satisfied, with a single failure. Cavitat-
ing venturies are used to limit the flow between the two LPI
injection points to accommodate situations where the initiating
LOCA breaks an injection line and a single failure fails one LPI
train. A detailed review of the LIl function was not undertaken
but will be included in a review of LOCA mitigation at BLN.

Recirculation Cooling Post-LOCA

The DIER/LPI function automatically switches its suction from the
BWST (borated water storage tank) to the RBES (reactor building
emergency sump). Thus, reactor coolant is recirculated. Low
level in the BWST triggers this switch by first opening the sump
Isolation valves and then closing the BWST. suction valves (after
the RBES valves are 90 percent open). The cross connection to
the makeup pumps is also automatically opened. (The makeup pumps
double as the high pressure injection (API) pumps.) This,
"piggy-back" mode ensures that flow continues through the DHRR.•:,.
pumps if the reactor pressure is high.

3
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There is adequate net positive suction head (NPS11) available for
the HPI operating mode. R.G. 1.1 was used to calculate the NPSH
available with the conservative assumption that the sump fluid is
at saturation. Thus, only the elevation difference of the sump
and the pump suction is assumed to contribute to NPSH. The sump
is the more limiting case since the BWST is subcooled consider-
ably.

D. Piggy-Back Cooling

The discharge of the DIM pumps is automatically aligned to the
Ssuction of the HPI pumps on a low BWST level signal. This
ensures adequate flow through the DHR pumps to prevent pump
damage in the event that'the RCS pressure is above the DHR pump
shutoff head. This is needed since the minimum flow line from
the DHR pumps is isolated automatically on low BWST level to
preclude pumping contaminated water from the sump to the BWST.
The LPI discharge. valves are left open so that as the RCS
pressure drops the DUR pumps can deliver flow directly to the
reactor vessel. When this flow (direct to vessel) is greater
than 700 gal/min, the piggy-back flow can be safely stopped.
There is sufficient flow information for the determination of
this flow, but several different flows must be algebraically
summed to obtain the information. This procedure is adequate,
however, since it is not critical to the safe shutdown of the
plant.

E. Spent Fuel Cooling

The DMRS can be used to provide cooling to the spent fuel pool as
a backup to the spent fuel cooling system. One train of the DIHRS
is adequate to cool 1-1/3 cores of fuel in the pool, the design
condition for the pool cooling systems. The reactor should be
defueled before placiag the DIRS into the spent fuel cooling mode
since manual valves need to be aligned, which results iU the DHRS
being unavailable for reactor cooling or low pressure injection.
The spent fuel cooling system (SFCS) consists of two trains, but
for the case of 1-1/3 cores in the pool, both spent fuel cooling
trains are needed. The DHRS flow to the fuel pool will require
throttling since the DMRS normal flow is 5000 gal/min and SFCS
flow is 1650 gal/min per pump. This throttling can be accom-
plished by the valvw in the decay heat cooler outlet. Tempera-
ture can be controlled with the cooler bypass valve. Sufficient
instrumentation exists to allow the operator to accomplish these
actions.

F. Provide Auxiliary Pressurizer Spray

If the reactor coolant pumps (RCP) are tripped for any reason,
the normal source of pressurizer spray is lost (i.e. the RCP
discharge). If the reactor is at a high pressure, the makeup
pumps are used to supply high pressure Ppray through a length of
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2-inch DRRS piping to. the pressurizer spray line. At low pres.-
sure, the DHR pumps can be used to supply the spray flow. The
spray connection is located at the decay heat cooler outlet
which results in the head available for spray flow being the
pressute dtop across the MR throttling vat.ie and the presuure
drop in the piping to the reactor vessel. The design calls for a
maximum flow rate of 150 gal/min through this line. This value
is verified during the preop test since the available bead
appears to be small and there are a number of valves in the
2-inch line. Throttling of the spray flow is done by two valves
operable from the control room in a parallel flow arrangement.
The throttling capability is necessary for matching the depres-
surization rate to the cooldown rate. The parallel flow paths
also ensure that if one motor-operated valve fails to open, there
still exists a flow path for auxiliary spray. The valves are
powered from different trains of the class IE electrical system.
Since most accidents are required to be mitigated without offsite
power, there valves are needed for a timely depressurization of
the primary Lvstem.

G. Low Temperatur! Reactor Vessel Overpressurization Protection

The decay heat ,emoval system contains two relief valves, one in
each drop line to the DILR pumps from the RCS, which provide
overpressure prccection from the RCS at low temperatures. Each
valve is sized t.) provide 100 percent of the required relief flow
for a variety o,, overpressure events. The overpressure events
include energizir.g all pressurizer heaters, loss of all decay
heat removal, and spurious start of the HPI pumps. The start of
the HPI pumps was the most limiting event. The relief valves
were originally placed in the design to provide overpressure
protection for the DtRS. However, recent NRC concerns on the
need for low temperature RCS overpressure protection has prompted
the use of these same valves for RCS protection. The relief
valves appear adequate for DIRS overpressure protection.

The use of these valves to protect the reactor vessel, however,
has some problems. The relief valves are located downstream of
the decay heat letdown isolation valves. Thus, there are two
isolation valves between the RCS and the relief valves. However,
since the valves provide low temperature pressure protection,
there needs to be some method of isolating them from normal
operating pressures. Tn order to prevent a possible brittle
failure of the reactor vessel, overpressure protection must be
provided. As the temperature of the reactor vessel decreases,
the maximum allowable pressure in the vessel decreases. FSAR
Figure 5.2.2-3 shows this relationship. At refueling tempera-
tures, the maximum allowable RCS pressure is about 450 psig,
while above 305OF the maximum allowable pressure is 2,500 psig.
The problem with the design is that the decay heat isolation
valves must be open before the low temperature pressure protec-
tion is 'needed, but after the RCS tempersature is below the maxi-

,mum DHRS suction temperature. FSAR Figure 5.2.2-3 shows that the/:I
DHRS suction lines must be open at 305*F after the reactor vessel
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has sustained 32 effective full power years of operation since
the pressurizer safety valves no longer provide reactor vessel
overpressure protection. The decay heat pump specification
states that the maximum suction temperature of the pump is 305*F.
Thus, the maximum temperature and the minimum temperature for
opening the DUR isolation valves are both 305OF which leaves no
margin for instrument errors or operator action. When instrument
errors are taken into account, there exists the possibility of
exceeding the maximum DIR suction temperature which may damage
the pumps or exceeding the pressure-temperature limits of the
reactor vessel.

7

The calculations done for the reactor vessel, overpressure protec-
tion are the same calculations done for the DIM overpressure
protection. The problem is that the worst case assumptions for
the DHR case are not the worst case for the reactor vessel. A
plot of the allowable RCS temperature versus pressure (FSAR
Figure 5.2.2-3) shows that at. refueling temperature (140 0 F) the
allowable RCS pressure is only about 450 psig (estimated). The
DIER relief valves were sized to prevent the DI{R suction pressure
from exceeding 500 psig (FSAR section 5.4.7.2.1). The over-
pressurization calculations indicate a maximum RCS pressure of
725 psig at the DHR discharge cold leg connections. Thus, it:
appears that these relief valves may not provide adequate reactor
vessel pressure protection unless additional measures are taken.

The possibility of low temperature repressurization event closing
the DIER isolation was investigated. The DHR letdown isolation
valves will automatically clonie above a pressure of 620 psig in
the RCS. If one considers the single failure criteria in
mitigating an overpressure event, then the closure of some of the
decay heat isolation valves could- render some of the relief
valves unavailable. However, there does not appear to be a
single failure that would render both relief valves unavailable,
and one relief valve should be adequate per the FSAR analysis.
Thus the isolation valves should remain open during a repressuri-
zation event.

H. Long-Term Cooling

The DHR may be required to operate for many weeks after a LOCA.
There was a concern that boron may tend to concentrate in the
reactor vessel during the long period of time and could
crystalize out of solution as the reactor vessel cooled. This
might possibly result in some cooling channels being blocked and
fuel overheating (termed the "bone-china syndrome").

The DHR establishes a positive flow through the reactor vessel by
opening the dump-to-sump valves. These lines run from the hot
leg to the reactor building emergency sump (RBES). The DIIR draws
from the RBES and discharges' into the reactor vessel. These
lines each have redundant isolation valves to ensure that flow
from the RCS can be terminated, if necessary, with a single
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action failure. Furthermore, a total of four lines are used
which ensures that a dump-to-sump flow can be established with an
assumed single failure and the consequences of the initiating
LOCA. Motive power for these isolation valves is normally
removed during power operation. The operator manually initiates
the dump-to-sump feature within 24 hours of a LOCA by establish-
ing a flow path from at least one hot leg to the sump.

I. Nonsafety-Related DHRS Functions

The DHRS has two nonsafety-related functions, filling and
draining of the refueling water canal and plant purification
during refueling. The 5000 Ral/min flow from one pump of the
DHRS can be aligned to draw from the BWST and discharge into the
canal. Handwheel-operated valves are used to align the discharge
to the refueling canal. The VKPS can also partially drain the
refueling water canal. Handwheel-operated valves allow water to
be drawn from the, canal and discharged to the BWST. The water
level can be lowered to the reactor vessel flange only. The
spent fuel cooling system normally accomplishes these functions.

The DHR also can route water to the makeup and purification
system during refueling. This allows water cleanup and purifica-
tion for chemistry control. These functions appear to be
adequately implemented.
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I. SCOPE

This review was restricted to a review of hlpiw th- main str.;ýi system
design meets Lthe functional alp! licensinri' r,.v uiri.er.ts nece:;sary to
mitigate. a steam line break. rorniadt-indfr.'ed stea..m 1i;' break:; were
-included in the review scope, TVA i"tern.l d,,esign ,i,, mr.'rts were u;,d
to def ine and describe the main St'inm sy:;tem. Tlnhtis ifeign was com-
pared to regulatory requirements, Iineing commitmef nts5 mie it the
FSAR, and to interface requiremernts pla.cedf nn the de,.sign by Babcock

and Wilcox (B&W), the nuclear steam supply syst em (.;""S) vendor. Only
safety-related or important-to-safety aspect:; of thi. m.ati steam system
were reviewed.

II •EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The NSRS assessment of th,. mitigation of po:; t,1ula',',l st.':im ibreaks at.
B.N indicates that some design changes m:av he, nec'e,";ssary in the area of

preventing two-.nteam-,ger erat or bi 'dnwd i,;r and iQ, to ri.. d protection for
the main steam isolat ioInv Y&lye:; (M l Var' icol..r, it appears
that the present design does not meet the single fa:ltire criteria for
some steam 1 ine breaks and for Lh.e des i grn ha:; is torrlo.

Of particular concern to NSJS is the cooncl ;sion tihat the BI.N FSAR does
not accurately represent the design hasps fnr the main steaim system as
is required by IOCMRO.34. The TVA iMerita& criteria exempt the 1S|Vs
from the single failure criteria. The FSA:\, hove,'r, does not reflect
this philosophy but commit:; to single failures: aftor some steam line
breaks. Also the MSIV:; in ome :;t,.am valv,, vault art- ""t protected
from tornado missiles. This results in the' plant bet, g vulnerable to
tornadoes. Finally, there are seve ral discrepa ;ncies bet.wee. licensing
commitments in the FSAR and the plant dei:;ign. NSHS's overall assess-
ment is that the present design of tMe main steam system may be
deficient and/or that tihe design doctumentation rfqfl irrs improvements.

I11. BACKGROUND

The design of pressurized water reactjirs (MsR:;) has; traditional ly
contained only one MSIV per s team line while hboling water reactors
(1WHOs) have had two MSIIVs. In the e;r'ly seventiis the NRC aLL. 'lLp td
to require that Combustion Engineerring (CE.*) place two MSIVs in each
steam line as a part of CE's st~andardt plant design. CE fought this
attempt and the matter was resolved in licensing hearings. The con-
cluoion of the hearing process wa:; that one MSIV per steam line was
judged as sufficient since the turhine st op valves (TSVs) close
reliably and could be used as a backup to the MSIVs. However, it was
recognized that there are several branch lines between the MSIVs and
the TSVs which may not automatically isolate on a turbine trip.
Therefore, the NRC required that these leakage paths be identified and
quantified, and that the total leakage be shown to be acceptable.
These results, however, were not documented as formal licensing
requirements, but it was understood by the NRC and the utilities that,
these matters would be pursued only in the questions to the FSAR. In
the midseventies this dichotomy was brought,.to NRC's iipper.manage-
ment's attention by dissenting reviewers andl resil ted in consliderable



internal discussion. The NRC piubl I:i ahol N1 0 i 1(J iX , re 'etrvilct" A, O

establ ish a uni form hbasi s for this i ssute anid to) documnLt thei r just i-
fication of a single M. IV. The is::t, wa:; r, ,lve.id by :allowing credit
to be taken for valves down ra t r v" aPf I V s i " g or rvma it)'u
closed. These va Ives include hiv turbine s t, p vt I v,., ttI , mo i sture
separator/reheater intercept valves, and the turbinne bypaiss va!ves.
The justification given for, thiN position is Weased ont an :antalysis of a
main steam line break and whethe'r the Cit gat.ing em iipnne'nt need:; to ) " '

seismiral ly qualifiied. The v t , ft caf i-l f, I u f thf.it thip u';,, of t he
nonsa fely grade eq(i pmti as a backup ip to set y ct lIl pitlL was act,
table for a main steam I ine break at a PWR. T"h .s pos it. i oil wad.5
supported by a simplified analy:;sis of a steamn liine break which showed K,

that the consee•nlces of a tLwo'-team-,,,'rra t or hl,)w', ttn were not. as
severe an those wh i ch resu I t f rotm a l a rge' ,(A,. Tilt' r' 1 ore , I vs n S
strict qual ity standards could het appliiedl to the tit ig:itiou of a steam
line break as a I lowed by Cri Lerr i ot I o l Apupendf ix A to I I)CF16,() 'Tlhl.
position was further supported by the NRC sal -' s vat iimat.ion tha.t the.
probability of a main steam lin ,e bre:ak, in evartih'1 itak, , and the fiailu re..
of an MSIV to close wa:; low; and thus Itie Overtl I Safety of Lhe plant
wou If linot . he stL rutg I y t I I vt L d by In' eiiitt r lv t , rt I. i.: Po:; tiLit I a I 'i

scenariO . Tite p s ib i lity oft tornadoi,'lto- i ii d i tLft .'ullt I i i- breaks, was
not cois iditred in NUREG(,(1:38. Ti, NC ha:; reCvi sed tLuei r Stainlidai.
Review Plan, references iB and C, to i lo. the liit ue of' notisaifety-gralie
equipment as a b;tckti Lu sa fe ty- gradiv ' eq' imilml, t tit mitiglating a tttin,'i
steam l i nie break. Thu:; t htc I i cetis i ig)I rept i r'merit i have bIeconte nto re
formalized as at result of the iltt rlenali NRC di:,:iett .

Int reviiewing FSAR sttubmittals:; tHi NRC has b,,,, u si•:;i r the Iicens:;ing
position described aboive. As part. of thi:.s rview, the NRC has asked

TVA to provide iniformtion conc''rti rtg Hll.N I low pAWths he! wvv the MSIV:;
and the turbineit s t op valIves (see' FSAR luest. i out /00. 0., r! efevretice D))

"as This question requesLs a list, of flow palth, I ow rate. :;, valIves, and
their mtethod of clo:;sure in ord'er for the NRC tL eva inaLte how TVA
complies with isstue ummber I of NIIREG-OI138, Lilt tl:'e of' turbinte stop
val ves a.q a backup to the t ic SI Vs.. The: total flot w rate from aill the_ -
unisolated paths between the uniaffecteLd steam gct 'rator and tLhe
turbine stop valves has to he showu to bue accelptable if the i ;top"
valves are to be uta ed a: a bhackupl) to the N."SIVI s af'tvr a steam line r It
break. The NRC also requti redl tl,, Yel low Creek NAicl,,ar IPlait (YCN) to
assume the failure of an MSIV a:; .vidltc'ed, by their questions ot, the

YCN PSAR (references E, F, atid G). PeHle Mprig:; Sr ng clerar Piiant also.
was requi red to pns Lu I ate the fa ii utre of atiK MI V. Thius it was -NRC's
pattern arid pract ice to reqit tre that~i appi icanit s post "l;,t e tihe raii litre
of an HSIV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMI'.ENDAT IONS

A • A. NSRS concludes that TVA has not met the requti remenits of,
"1CFR50.34 itiasmmuch ias the de'.si gn biases for the a intt st.eami system
which have been implementedI are not accurately , .:scriibed by the
BLN FSAR. Specifically, TVA does nrot consider failure of the
main steam isolaition valves to be credible, a:; stated in the -

design criteria for the matin s Lvani sysite, si nce the valves; have
redundant closure signal:s. Hiowever, the IihN FSAR doe:s consiider

[7','f;';}':;. .' .: ... .- .... .
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single failures of MS IVs Thert.refore, thv F.SAIR c:cci t I'i with s W i -t .
TVA's internal desiegn tcriteria.

R-848 2.r1 1.!NL -.. NSRS rt',,mme l ,'l th' . TVA res.l, ve th, cocflici .

between a te*ISA1R and t he liesfiget cr'it eri ;c d d~cdlucmernt thy resol- it '.

Lion in the design criteria or i-AR an Ap ;Jprop rriate.

NSRS io,)cludes that. Lhe pre:se'nt ma in .,steam: system die's ign ,tdoes not.-J:
meet regulatory requli rement'S in the I lowing area . NURI'EG-0138,
issue 1, al lows; rreli t for the' t rlbine' stop v. lIves; ine prevent ing

ai two-steam-gene rat or blowdowi t I I a st v;I I te break ac.d th

failure of ah MSIV.. IHowe.ve r, the' ,ie-sig" a rrranrgernmeet at. RIN is,

such that in the event 6f a Ibreeaak, a" pots eL;tul;, e'el in NURlECG138,

the clos;ure of the turbine stop valves will eit terminate the twojj.i"

steam gene'rator blowdltown sin ce the' steanm 1 ine.s are er os: ;.

connected by a 42-inch-li imet er header tips t ream of the stolp

valves. Fuarthermcore , thhe NIW u it F'tAl qes ti, ()in 4M31). 67 asked TVA

to provi W e add i L ii,. I ienformati,,e ie t" h' l."A. , i et e', c rnifg al1 fl .ow.

paths bet ween the MSM.I.V and tihe IiV;.ý lIe TVA's rosportre to "Li"'.
request , the- 4 2-inch-tliametter cruessie headle'r e between tOhet Ina i 1

s te.m I i ce s wa s oceci t.tLedl NSlRS coccn clesv thaet thlee ancswe'r toWASA 0

question 430.61 is• cnL Comelpet.

R-84 25-BI.N-02 NNUS r"ecoinmme'ce•is th t tlt.s ; geen wei I Nations h~e .ij:,.+*;

d..' t I rI-j'e vide re,,lc el;nd lcy ic t le' Q INO I a I I, "it eof v i t;ti. I irf' as.

required by NWilAKG-0138 or that. ceeie:ervalt ive acn.alys is of a' two-
steam-gP"P'rat or bilowlowee even'w t hie oempletelt wit• ihi'he :lht)w: th sat. the Lilt!

Cofcsejte',lenCe are aiceptabchleI't.Ad iie.cl Il N!;1':; rtt.tt
the' resptnrese' t", l.;;I( tpe:;t iqO n 4tI0.6) ] Ili at,'ceihtl thd o mreto .

accurately relect the dde'sign oe f BLY.N

J.,

Tat;-

So

C. NSRIS (,onC I "dei that the l r,,jese t. i .s g ) lee I If stealli system
does n tt. c"" crmpl y Wi te 1Cteei t ets MOUP' Ith 1 ..N l"SAR in thlt!
folu lowing areas:

1, Sectione 3.6.2. 1.2. 1,5 of thee FSAI{ Mtate tcat pipe' break;Q
out ijte o f t Q. ma in st veam va I ve vai I t -- ido tt jI- )j a rd i ze'
equilpment with i n the ma ice ste•m' van It s.. HIoewever, rep o rt t

C.11777-10 I)tates that break SMI -94 nmay damage Lhe "A", le st arn
ge'nereatLor MIRVs,

K-," ;

R-M4-25-111.N-03, NMRS rv'cmmccee',:; that th', dh.:;ign of B,1N ,' b

modtifiee to prevent a 1l :;t ,:a ii iene [ercak: n "Lt, Silde. o f Lh..ic y
valve vatilt from damaginig arn MSIV. or demnstrate, thi t the
brak ltdoes nle ,ladmage tli' MSIVs .

2. Section 3.6.2.1.2.1.5 of tte! [BIN !.SAR states that the pipe,
break exclusion appliie only to the 32-inch-diameter main

steacn piping and to Ltce 20- acd 22- inch-tiaceter min, fe :,

water piping. However , CLII r'eport CEll 77-10 does not, postu 0,.

late any breaks, i r ancy s ize p ip incg w i tic c thle ma i n sL 6 cm
valve vaclts.

3.



R-S4-25-BLN-04. NSRS recoimiendts that, the incons;ist.encies in.,
BLN design be corrected and that thc. rommi tlmnt s in FSAR
section 3.6.2.1.2.1.5 and CEB 76-13 be fully met.

3. FSAR section 3.5.2 states that if tornado miss I es damage the'-
main steam lines and isolation valves in the unprotected "A":,
steam valve, vault, that the plant can be cooled down as4:
described in FSAR section 15.1.5 with single failure i.
capability. However, if this; described scenario occurred
and an MSIV in the "B" mail' steam valve vault were postu-
lated to fail open, then a two-steam-generator blowdown
would occur which the turbine ý;top valve s woald not be able
to terminate. The BI.N FSAR sLates in section 10.3 that the
design of tile main steam system prevents the uncontrolled
blowdown of two steam generators after a steam line break
and a postulated single failure.

R-84-25-BI,N-05. NSRS recommends that the design of the main
steam system or the main steam valve vaults be modified to..
comply with the requirements of FSAR sections 3.5.2, 10.3,,"
and 15.1.5 or that an analysis of a two-steam-generator
blowdown event, be made which shows that the consequences are
acceptable.

D. The maximum allowable steam flow rate from the unaffected steam
generator after a steam line break needs to he documented in the
design bases for the main steam system. NSRS was unable to find
evidence of these considerations by the NSSS vendor in the design.
bases for the main steam system.

R-84-25-BI.N-06. NSRS recommends that the maximum allowable steam
flow rate from the .unaft'ectedI ste-am generator after a steam line
break be establi:shed by the N..S vendor ba!;e' oil the ana lys is of
such steam line bre.aks and that. this IslHow ind it!: ha:sis be docu-
merited in the design bases for BI.N and Ih! tr:iceable to the NRSSS
vendor's analysis.

V. DETAILS

A. Main Steam System Description

0i

-q1

The BLN main steam syStem conect;s the Uteam generat ors with the.
turbine generator. The design includes four main steam lines,
two from each steam generator, one maiin steam isolation valve
(MSIV) per line, a 42-inch header crosS-connecting the steam:
lines, eight turbine stop and control valves, and several connec-
tions for a variety of purposes. The conceptual design of the
system is depicted on the design criteria diagram, main -and..
.reheat steam system, reference IIH. T'h steam lines run:from the
steam generators into the main steam valve vaults, one vault for .
each steam generator. The valve.vaults are designated "A" and K-ý"'-'.ý..
"B" and contain the steam lines from, the "A" and "B" steam,
generatorn respectively. Reference I show!; the steam line
routing from the steam generators to th;e valve vaults. In s ide;

4
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k~.< <'-I each valve vault, there are several lines and valves in the main,
steam system including the following:

1. Eleven main steam safety valves.
2. One MSIV per steam line.
3. Steam supply line and isolation valves to the auxiliary

feedwater turbine.
4. Modulating atmospheric dump valve and bypa;s.
5. MSIV bypass line and valve.
6. Line to startup and rec ircuulation sy:;ttem and isolation

valve.

The main feedwater lines also pass through the main steam valve
vaults.

1 q

The main steam valve vatults a rv' l ,at ci on. oppnoSite sides of the
containment structure on the 0' and 180' azimtbths. The "A" vault
is located on the 0P azimuth and tLhe "1" vault lies on the 1800!.
azimnuth as shown in reference J. The "A" steam valve vault fs
physically a part of the auxiliary building. Three walks and the
floor are adjacent to. auxiliary building areas while the fourth:
wall adjoins the secondary cont ainument struct.re, Only the roof,
of the "A" steam valve yauL" is an exterior surface. The
"B" main steam vault has a common wall with the secondary
containment structure. The other walls and the roof are exterior
surfaces. The steam valve vaults are required to be designed to..
withstand the effects of a steam line or feedwater line break..
within the vault. This requirement is met by providing vent
areas to relieve the resulting pressures after such a break. The
"A" steam valve vault relief area consists of a large blowout.
area on the valve Vault roof covered by a number of panels which
blow out at a pressure of 0.5 psig. There is no tornado missile.
protection for these panls. The "IB" steam valve vault has all
of its walls designed for 30 psig (including the roof) and is
tornado missile proof. However, one wall was designed with a.
safety factor of 1.5 while the rest of the structure used a value
of 2.0. Thus it is felt that the weaker wall will relieve first'
before the remaining structure in damaged.

After exiting the valve vaults, the main steam lines are routed
over the roofs of the auxiliary and control buildings enroute to&
the turbine building. Once inside the turbine building, the
steam lines from each steam generator are joined by a common pipe
and then these two pipes are cross-connected by a common 42-inch-
diameter header. The four lines to the high pressure turbine'..
originate at this common header with each line containing a
turbine stop and a control valve. Various miscellaneous lines
are located upstream of. the turbine stop and control valves
including:

1. An 8-inch line to the main feedwater turbines.
.2. Two 12-inch lines to the moisture separator/reheaters.w
3. A :20-inch line to the turbir,, overload stop and control, ra

valves.

...
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4. A 6-inch connection to the auxiliary stteam system.

":.5. A 30-inch line to the turbine bypas;s valves.

B. TVA Design Criteria for the Main Steam Sys t, m

The design requirements which EN DE-S placed on the main steam
system are contained in the detailed design criteria for main

steam, reference K. The design criteria references a number of
other documents which place requirements on the design. B&W's

system description for secondary system, reference L, is the

principal referenced document and esta, ,ishes those interface

requirements for the main steam necessary to achieve compatibil- 1-

ity with the nuclear steam suplpy syst(em (NSSS) design.* The TVA.

design criteria document addresses the issue of a single MSIV.

The design basis is that the MSIV will ho, considered exempt from

the single fai lure criteria provided the valve design meets

several requirements, namely; ..

1. The valve shall fail closed on loss of electrical power or.

air pressure.

2. Each MSIV shall be served by two separate sets of engineered.'
safety teatures actuation system (EIFAS) digital actuation
channels (i.e. "A" and "W' channels) arranged in a 1-of-2
logic t.o close the MSIV.

3. The design shall be capable of closing the MSIV after a

single failure in an instrumen at.in channel or power.'

supply.

The design criteria specify that the piping layout reserve space
such that a second MSIV could be placed downstream of the exist-
ing MSIV and that these valves be shown as future on TVA design
drawings in the FSAR, The design criatria also speclfies that ,.)
for all-normally open valves downstream of the MSIVs which do not

automatically close on a Lurbine trip, the flow shall not exceed
6 percent maximum steam flow. If this condition is not met, then

the design criteria states that measures shall be taken to A

restrict the flow to the 6 percent limit.

The design criteria also specifies nonsafety-related arrangement .

requirements. These include the steam line header arrangement
described in section II above and the various lines which emanate
from the main steam header.

The system description for the secondary system contains- some ,
requirements which affect the system arrangement, including

1. The steam line pressure drop from each steam generator to
the turbine stop valves shall be such that- the outlet.,-`.: `:

pressures of the steam generators are equal withinA5 psi

under valve wide open (VWQ) flow conditions.

6
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2. A connection bet•ween the ma in steam lines frnm the two steam
generators shall be supplied to provide a minimuim cross flow"
from one siteam I ne to the uther of 30 percent of the Lota I
turbine VWO flow while one of the steam generators is
isolated.

C. NRC Requirements

The NRC requirements which the d,,:;ign of the maiin steam systemr
must meet are contained in a n,,mi',r of docunments. The Standard.
Review Plan (SRP) serves ad a guiide for the revview of licens;in
applications by the NRC and contai•',l airs or referernces- the hasic
regulatory requii rements wh i chi var ious Hystemn should mrnL.t ;
Section 10.3 of the SUIp c 'rlrrs th! review of the maiiii iteain
system and references NUR1KEG-0138 1• or the acceptalliity of taking ig
credit *for valves dowstream of thie M IV to Iimi t blowndownl of a1
second steam generator ini the event ol a steam 1 ine break
upstream of an MSMV. NURlEG-01- 3R was discussed in the Background
section of this report. SecLion 15.1.5 of the SRP discusses the

review of postula.ted steam 1 Wie break accihdent s and requi res
considera tiLn of si ngIe ac Ltive lii ures 'wh iich might result i n
more than one steam generator blowing dolw. This implements the
requirements of Criterion 34 of Append ix A to IOCFR5O which
requires that systems ulsedl to remove rei:;idual heat have sui table •-
redundancy in isolation plr(v i S i OllS tLn accorimp, lish their safety
functions assuming a single failure. Appendix A to IOCFRSO.'
defines a single failure of a fluid system component as the
failure of any active compont•irwhich results inr the loss of its
capability to perform its inLteninll safety function. Therefore
NSRS concludes that the NRC requires tlha t the failure, of an MSIV.
to close be included in the arinilysis of. st;um line breaks.

D. BLN FSAR

The BLN FSAR discusses the dessign of the main steam systemnand
steam line breaks in four locationts--ch,'mpters 3, 6, 10, and 15. ..
Section 3.6 discusses pipe break postulation and evaltuation,"z :
section 6.2 discusses ste:amum line breaks as related to the design
of primary containment, section 10.3 discusses the design of the .n:
main steam system, and sect ion 15. I discus:es the analysis of
steam line breaks. The NRC has al:.so asked several quest ions
concerning steami line breauks at BLN.

Section 6.2.1.4 presents the anallysiis of steam line breaks inside
.containment and the predicted pressure and temperature profiles AIN
which result. Table 6.2.1-27 lists the steam line breaks which
were analyzed for containment response and shows that. four of the.
ten cases assume the failure of an MSIV.

Section 10.3.1 presents the design bases of the main steam.systemV 4,-.

and, delineates the major acceptance criteria for.:a..i mainsteam
line break. This section states that for postulated.Stealn line-Ago 1
breaks, as described in FSAR Section 3.6, with postulated singlek1&-F
failures that uncontrolled , flow from more than,. one steamMaw
generator and a reactivity transi ilent beyond the postulated lo100'"

7 ''.7
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in FSAR chapter 15 are prevented. Section 3.6 describes the
manner in which pipe breaks are postulated and how their effects
are analyzed. Thi a Sect, .On fitie; ti e man;tin SteLam syLtem am a -

high encrgy system for which circumferential breaks, in the piping 1Z
are postulated and ,ives the criLeria for Selecting break loca-
Lions. The FSAR, exludes breaks of the main steam and, feedwater.
piping in the main steam valve vaults which is larger than 20
inches in diameter. NRC Branch Technical Position HERI 3-1
(included as part of the Standard Review Plan) allows the exclu-

sion of breaks in piping up to the outermost containment isola- -
tion valve. The FSAR also excludi,; the pi ping downstream of the W-Ql
isolation valve (MSIV) that is within the valve vault. This "IT
expanded exclusion area has not. been qpestioned by the NRC to
date. The break exc Ius ion criteria o f ME 3-1 are to fle appi LOU
to the additional piping run. TVA has sent the NRC a copy. of
report CEB 76-13, reference U, which. documents TVA's plan for
implementing APCSB 3-1 and MEB 3-1 Section 10.0 of this report
states that provisions have been made to accept postulated breaks
in 12-inch-or-less piping inside the valve rooms. Report
CEB 77-10, reference S, .has been sent to the NRC to amplify TVA's
pipe break evaluation. This report, however, does not contain
any postulated pipe breaks inside the valve vaults, even though .
there are several lines which onr! outside of the FSAR exclusion,
i.e., smaller than 20 inches in diameter. MEB 3-1 criteria may
have been applied to these smaller lines however. Further, this
report indicates that one analyzed break, number S1 B-94, which-
occurs at the "A" valve vault roof may cause possible damage to.
the S1lVs. The report indicates that this is an acceptable
interaction based on the reasoning that although structural
damage occurs which may damage the MSIVs, they are not needed to
safely shut down the plant. This reas"oing is based on the
.B" steam generator MSIVs closing which violates 'the NRC's -

criteria to assume single failures thal could lead to two-steam-
generator blowdowns. Since the postulated break was considered
to be adequately mitigated, no corrective actions were proposed
by the report.

, ,..., .The NRC asked FSAR question 430.67 to obtain additional informa-
t ion regarding compl1iance to NURKG-0138, issue 1, on providing
redundancy to the MSIVs. Th is quest ion requested information.
concerning all flow paths that branch off the steam lines between
the MSIVs and the TSVs, and that this information be documented

in the FSAR, TVA's response is contained in Table 430.67-1.
However, this table does not contain the 42-inch crosstie header
which connects the steam lines from the two steam generators. At.

~. ...... present, there are no valves in this crosstie. Thus, there is no
redundant backup capability to the' ISIVs. The NRCrequire. this

",redundancy in the' design, but they do not require that theqbackup:o,
for, the MSIVs he designed to safety-related standards. ,,NUREG-'.•

.0138"contains the justification for allowing nonsafety-relatedY->
. 0. ". -. Onncomponents as redundancy for the lSIVs, ItWis not a,ý'justifica-.:

lion for the lack of redundancy. , - . . ,

ivvvv""'-. .. . . . .. " .. ,
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~Z2. E. Design of Other B&W Plants

A brief look at. other nucleIa r p1 latnS with LII&W-supp I ied reactor.,
was undertaken to determine if the lack of steam line isolation
redundancy is an industrywide prob, lem. There were 14 B&W plants
which were docketed with the NRC. Six of these plants were
reviewed to detc.mine if redundancy exists for isolating steam
lines. The FSAR for these plants, section 10.3, was the basis.
for the review, and the results are summarized below.

1. Rancho Sero and Crystal River 3 - These plants are both very-
early B&W designs announced in 1967. They (to not meet the
requirements of NUREG-0138, but they were ess'ntially built
before this NUREG was published 'in 1976.

2. Three Mile Island 2 - This plant was docketed in 1968 by the
NRC and has redundancy in its isolation capabilities since-
tthe steam lines are crosstied downstream of the turbine stop
valves.

3. Davis Bessie - This plant has unidirectional MSIVs and non-
return valves in the steam l inevs which provide redundancy in
the isolation. The plant was docketed in 1968.

4. Midland - This plant was also docketed in 1968 and has two
isolation valves per steam line. Only one valve is
designated the MSIV, but both valves are shown in .FSAR
figure 10.3-1.

5. WPS-1 - This plant was docketed in 1973, the same year BLN
was docketed. This plant does not have redundant isolation
provisions.

.Thus
is s u
redu
isol:

F. Prob

A fte
BLN
conc

1,.

of the six plants reviewed, two were designed before the
ance of NUREG-0138, three meet or exceed the requirements for
ndancy, and one plant does not have redundant steam line 7'j
ation capability.

lem Areas

r reviewing tile main steam des ign, its de, ; ign criteria, the
FSAR, and regulatory, guidance, NSRS has the following

erns"

TVA has not consistently documented the design of the main
steam system to the NRC in the area of MSIV failures.ý The
internal design policy is that the MSIVs are exempt from the.
single failure criteria since there are redundant signals = 7`0

and solenoids to close the valves. However, this position.
has not been provided to the NRC, The BLN FSAR contains
several references to the failure of an MSIV after a steam:...
line break. The TVA response to FSAR question 430.67 is", -
misleading in that it implies that TVA is in compliance with'
NUREG-0138, RI. The postulated break SM B-94 of CEB77-10
violates the NUREG position in that. the break damages tefie,

4",• : " ' -• '" ' " " ." . " : ,:' .:' I
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"A" steam valve vault MSIVVs, and they cannot he relied upon . .
to close. A postulated single -failure of an MSIV in the
"B" valve vault would then result in a two-steam-generator
blowdown. Furthermore, the closing of the turbine stop
valves would hot, in this instanc'e, provide backup since the
42-inch steam header crzss-cinects t.he steam generator.
upstream of these valves. Thus the TVA design does not meet
the requirements of NUREG-0138, while it does meet .the -
internally established criteria. IOCI.R5. 34 requires that
the design bases for the plant be included in the license
application.

2. The provisions of BLN FSAR s;euLio" 3.6.2.1.2.1.5 arte not met
by the present BILN design. These sections req, i e that pipe,
breaks outMide of the break-Axclrn;ion area (ie. not in the
steam valve vault) are not allowed to affect the operabiliLty::

of the MSIVs However , CE1,77- 10 states for break SM B1-94
that the:;e val'es may be damaged.

4. The BLN FSAR states that the pipe break exclusion applies toL
only the 30-inch main steam piping and to the 20- and
22-inch main feedwater piping within the steam valve vaults.
TVA report CEB77-10, however, does not aw, lyze breaks of any .-
piping in the main steam valve vaul s; and report CEB 76-13
states that. measures have been taken to accept postulated
failures of this piping.

5. In order to take cred i t for ' he lo: sir, of the t urbine sLop
valves as a backup to tlihe MSIVs, one mus;t calculate the
expected flow from all unisolate't flow paths from the main
steam lines. Tr,,is flow must L,,,, be compared to th, maximum
allowable flow from ai isolated steam generator. after a main• ,,
steam line break. The maximum allowable flow rate is ..
usual ly determmmi ned by the, NvSS v'nur and should he used an
input to the accident analysis of a steam line break.
Allowances for a stuck. open atmospheric dump valve or safely
valve are also considered in estahlishing the maximum allow-
able flow. NSRS has been insnucce:;ssful in finmling this flow
rate in the NSSS vendor design documeiLtation.

6. The roof of the "A" ma in steam valve vault is not protected..
from tornado missiles. The BILN FSAR states in section
3.5.2, reference T, that if tornado mi:;siles damage main
steam lines or IISIVs in the "A"'steam valve vault, that the.. .
plant is designed to mitigate this event as described in

.FSAR section 15.1.5 with single failure capability. This
section refers to tthe possibility of an MSIV failing ton..
close, The NRC ,speci fical ly questioned TVA about such,
tornado missile-induced breaks in question 410.11. " The
response to this question does not mention the possibility
of a single failure. If one postulates that tornado- -
generated missiles disable an MSIV and break a steam line inW
the unprotected "A" steam valve vau'L.t, then the failure of
an MSIV in the "B" steam valve, vault would result .in a

, two-steam-generator hlowdown which the closure or. the
: turbine S top valven wonuld not tLerminat . ' .-

10W7
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1. INTRODUCTION

On October 22, 1984, unit 3 of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFN) was
brought critical for the stated -urpose of performing a full power
shutdown margin test in accordance with Refueling Test Instructiotn
RTI-4. The rods were withdrawn and the reactor made critical with
one Residual Ileat Removal (RUR) loop in se.rvirr, in the shutdown cool-
ing mode. One loop of the rir~ciry at iun systcm was in service ani uwir
loop was not inr svrvict-, Hol witlhdr:,w.il with l, . it, acitor il the
stated configtir.it iou was ,lt h.oriz,,d hy plant nianaRinev.t, Almost al ;
lplan1t personnel with which this ctondlit i on w,:I:; discussed sLatd ithot
they understood that rods were withdrawn and criticality a chi eved for
the purpose of performing a test ard not for the purpose, of plant
St 4 r t u .

Preparations for startup had been performed in accordance with Stand-
ard Practice (SP1) BF-12.18, "Unit l'restartup Review," The purpose of
completing the SP was to assure that unit 3 was safe to return to
service following a refueling outage. The SP contained the responsi-
hi ilities and designated the constituei' of the prestartup review
ioflurittee. The prestartup review comnmittee was responsible for assur-
ing that all re-quirements .were met for startuip of unit 3. It also
established or provided methodology for establishing sutbco•noittees;
meet i ng f reqlreni'c- sclhdule for form|,lat ion of the committee and
'ommenc'rnic.nt of dutie's; a itd mainL ennrive, dist rihoition, and content, of

m'• flutes.

All sect ion nipervisors or a suibsLittit t had signed off on the SP
iridicat ini tLhat their areas of respoisilit I ity had no outstanding items
that woul,! adversely affect a safe unit startup. The Plant Operations
Rt-.v eew Cumnmittet' had revi ewed the S P a nd the Plant Manager had
:ipproved it indicatinrg that all strt'ctures, systems and components
ne;e'ssary for s:aft: startup of unit 3 were sufficiently serviceable to
prrform th•.ir intended function.

Since the reactor had heen shutdown for an extended period, there was
jiot a soff icienit amountL of decay heat to raise the moderator tempera-
ture to the 180*F which was required by Technical Specifications prior
to effecting criticality. For this reason one of the decay heat loops
was placed in service with one pump operatinrg and no coolant being.
provided to the decay heat exchangers. Il this mode, heat generated
by the RIIR pumip was added to the reactor moderator. This was the
method used to heat the moderator to the required 180'F. Since thie
R1R system takes suction from the recirculation system and discharRes
to the recirculation system, one of the.recirculation loops:was out of
service and water was entering the reactor vessel in the reverse
di.rection from normal flow' dutring recirculation system operation.

The coordinating document being used was the Master.Refueling Test.
Instruction IMRTI). This document specified that the reactor be taken

"critical in the sequence spe-ified by RTI-4, per General Operating
Instruction GO1-100-1, sections II.B and C. RTI-4 was the refueling
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test. instruct ion that provided inst rucLio ns for performing the shut-
down margin LeVst. GOI-lO0-1 was tlh general op)prating instrurtion
that provided instructions for integrated plant operations including
reactor startup. Trhe reactor was made, criLical andt the sh hutdowin
margin test was performed. The total time the reactor remained criti-
cal was approximately 16 minutes. I1. was estimated by Operations
personnel and a nuclear engineer that thI maximum power attained was
0.5 percent of rated power. When tihe test was completed: and the
necessary data obtained, the reactor control rods were inserted, anl
the reactor was placed iV co•d shutdhown. If all this work had been
performed iii full 'compl iance with regutl,'itory requirements, the reactor
would, at this point, havy been ready for a normal or routine' startupj,
ard power ope'ratioi. however, a iniher' i l quest i os ri'garding jss i-
ble nonccmpliance developed as a result of NRC personnel interest and
further plant p' rsoniel evaluation. These questions included;

I. Were the pret,;artup preparations performed in auccordance With SI'
BF- 12. 18 ade>1uate to assure safe plant startup? This question
arose bvaose of a number of I qripmvint dvficiencies identified by
plant personnel and the NRC during and/or 'following the perform-
anie of the shutdown margin test.

2. W're a ,hi 1itv, unst lrut ions prDvided for the performance of thII
shutdown marrgin test and was t ,re t est conducted in accordance
w'ith the rvynrAlltory requirri-nrni;?

1. W.re adpq'jatv, prgr.m and mariagemr'rrt conitrols in effect duririg
the c¢•nldlrt of the test and related rvacvtur manipulations? This
quest lol arose because of the po)t enlial impli cations of qucstioins
I and 2.

NSRS was informed of the event on October 25 and started an investiga-
tion the saime day. The Office of Nuclear Power (NUC PR) appointed art

rnte:'ral review team on Octoher 25 to review the event. This team
arrived on site arid started it.s review on October 26, 1984.
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This investigation was corducted to determire the circumstancesnrelat-
ing to, the Octnh,,r 22, I984 startup with RIIR in Uie shutdown mode.,The :04
strtLup was mnde for the ipurpose ol peril'rminiR a full core shutdowni
marpinI test at thie critical rono ilitiol. Trhe review included'an assess-
wen t v I the cars's of th,' event a•id [hv adequacy of corret.tiye aactiot . .o

Ill. CtNCI.USIONS AND RE.C:OMMENDATIONS

A. The internal revijew team ,issigii' fl1y the. Ma iiage r of NIUC PR was a
well qualified anid diversified team and did a thorough and objec-
tive review of the October 22, 1984 event (sete section IV.E.1 for -,

details).

' ' " , . .'Pot;
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1-84-31 - FN- o I - NUC PR shou Id- esta I i sh an ongoi lig program to

provide internal investigatiuns of linoterntial significant events
at TVA nuclear plants.

B. A number of TechNical Specificat ions were violated during the
event. Some of ýthese Technical Spcifications were perceived by
the line organization to be of the "gray area" type that could
have been interpreted differently with some justification. Under
the present regulatory environment at BFN the degree of conser-
vatism being prat'tited by thn plant staff in the interpretation
of regulatory rvyii remeisnt s i nt sufficient tN achieve and
maintain a satislactory regulatoryperformance record (see sec-
tions IV.B.1, .2, and .4 an, d IV.E.2 for details).

Rer'onmeudation

I-,4-it -IV-'N-OI2 - NT" PRiII.i.I Ii'iii ,,,Ii ulert id fy thO,:.s a vim s of

r'egulatory rjl i rmr.ets,. njt luuil T,.echni cal Spe.ilu i l t 0io1s, that
are c•nsidhrv',l to) rlpresti'it istr'prvtat in pI 'rohbiem:, conmnuni(cati.
th.se idenlilied problems to the NIHC for assistance in intreprv-
t:ition, and thun provide clarification in the contrul documents
for all operating plants. Operator training should be modified
to incluhde specific attention to the changes resulting from this
efforti

I-84-31-BFN-O3 - NUC PR should establish a policy and procedures
for the interpretation of regulations for plant operation under
temperary Tlechnical Specification modifications, waivers, or
ex( ipt ions.

C. During the event, there were a itumler of procedurv violations.
Plat, personnel attempted t" Aist ify and defend the violations.
Little effort was made to show the reviewer that procedural
controls were of paramoMnt importance. This indicates that
NUC PH has not made a LoLtaI comiLmninnt to procedural controls and
procedural adherence (sW'e se'rtions IV.A, IV.ll.3, and lV.E.2 for
details).

Heconrnnida t jOisS

I-84-Ji-IAWN-04 - NLC PH idausaguiRt should 'stahlish a twritten
policy to ensure that the necessary commitment is made' by-all
personnel to procedural controls over nuclear activitynand to
assure that the procedures are strictly adhered to. As a part of
management controls a method should be established to assure the
policy is implemented and its effectiveness is measured.

D. Procedures that existed at the time of the event were marginally
adequate to assure a safe startup if they had been strictly
followed.'

.... ,1:!.. -
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E. The NUC PR evaluation team report on.,tiins several good specific
conclusions and recommendations relative to corrective action and
prevention control. NSRS-eoncurs with them, and it is not con-
sidered necessary to repeat them in this report.

IV. -DETAILS

A. Prestartu•£ repara at ions

Two areJs uf prestartup Ifpiep.atit iinsv were' vwiaed. 0•1,tc O•, reva
was aacqu-,y of preparatI nuus pI, iorinvil in accordance' with .101
BF-12. 18. ThL methodoJugy used in S1i' IF-12. 18 provides: docu-
mented evidence that the physical plant is -ready for a, safe
startup lollowing a retulijieg and maintenance outage. Upon
completion of SP BF-12.18, plant management should have a, high
level of confidence that a]) systems and components necessary to,
conduct a safe startup are ready for service.

%4

The second area examined was the' existence of equipment.:.defi-!
ciencies identified subsequent to completion of SP BF-12.,18.' In
this case (unit 3 startup preparation), a number of equipment-
type potential deficiencies were identified by plant and NRC
personnel during and immediately following the. startup.to.criti-
cality and shutdown margin test of October 22, 1984. If the
prestartup preparations in accordance with SP BF-12.18' were
sufficient, then serious vipipr•ent or material problems should
nut have, b,,en l'oonI that wo,,Id hi•v ., .i a ixiii ir'ngt adverse' in a t,'l
on the saifety of r'egetor •taitiptp " I 3 ii er;i• Li . ..

A discussion of the. evaluat'ion of each of' these areas is provided
in the fulluwing p ragra:phls.:

1. SP BY-12.18 Activities

This standard practice providt.s a structured method for
tracking and expediting a variety of functional area activi-
ties to approach a consolidated endpoint assurance-, of
startup readiness. It establishes a committee representing
all the organizational sections of the plant and specifies
subcommittee formation and activities..

The prestartup review committee- activities performed in
preparation for startup of'unit 3 were evaluated through.the
review of meeting minutes, review of the procedure'..(12. l.8).
administration, and discussions with participating person-.
nel. It was determined that a good effort was made by plant
management and all participating employees in getting the
variety of elements pulled together into an integrated state
of preparedness. -The effort resulted in a high degree:of:
resolution of outstanding items and a plant well prepared
for safe startup. It appeared 'that .outage personnel had
done' a particularly good joh in getting work packages in. an

4
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acceptable condition to suplio rt startup. The officia Iand
unofficial tracking and expediting methods used by Opera-
Lions also seemed to he vftIective ii ge.ttinrg plant systems:,
in the desired operational status.,

While the actual work performed hy the prestartup committee:-
was admirable, procedural pratttices appeared to be less. than
desirable. There appeared to hie a lack of 'attentioin to
keeping S1' BF- 12. 1 R |dnt e,,l and currel.t Some comn itI t " '"e
members indicated th:,' they wer, not always altogether sure
who the official chairman was, They were sure thbt'the`,'.
performing chairman was not always the Compliance represelt.
ative as specified by the governing standard practice- .. 'The :'.: ,
Planning and Scheduling Sction had been designated to chair
the committee in July 1984, but the procedure had not beei -
changed to reflect this dtsig|idtio||. -A liberal policy lot -
designating substitutes for sigioff indicating satisfactory.
completion of activities un Appendix B to S1' BF-12 18" was
also used.

Potent i.il EIqF jltinv t Ieititi'ti ie's

A tI. al list ot 14 puotr'ti.il ,h.li ci af'ies idiiitiiied, pri-
mar i ly by thuc NIC residteimi ilispector was cuinpi led'i by I. hit
rev i ew•r r
a. The diry e• e. uiprent h at.htrolley. cranks were not

padlocked when observed !y an NHC resident inspector, on
October 2 Hoever, "-100-F had been signe- . .
off indicating that the trolley cranks had been locked .

b. lncorreitrEadin s oni IIPCI/RCIC flow recorder (FR-71-36)
on backup control panel. This was observed by a resi-
dent inspector on October 22, 1984.

C. Jet pumps not proven operable .rior to startup on
.. o'-befr 22 1984 this iwas identified 'a- a potential
Technical Spe,'ificat ion violation by a resident
inspector.

di. RIIH Io(,t ,pc1 al ilv Ih, !,,w p ,:E:licr,, lo l ., t il vci ,,vt ..-in
('ll'(: Y) t m Ic i d i ig •ta rLtli. This was identif-ied , I aS.
putent ial 'aIec!iicaI Si'c4- icat ion violatioun by a rec Ni
dent -inspector.

e. ywell sump level instrument.switch (LIS-77-IA) was'in
theý' off positio-n. This was identified by a resident
inspector on October 22, 1984.

f. Temporary gauge installed on condensate storage supply
line to HPCI suction. No temporary alteration -control

iform AC- currently exists for the gauge. This as -wa s
identified by a resident inspector on October 22, :1984.'

' 5.. ' ' :'•; : i'-. • :••;,,'.•
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g. Drell H a0 naliyzer hýis no flow but pressure reads.
_ _pounds_. Thi's was itdent Hfied by A resident. inspector

on October 22, 1984.

h. Signoffs not made in GOI-100-1 for two valve checklists.
This was identitied by a. re%'ident i. ..spectr on""
ber 22, 1984.

i MRTI w.s not folloWe..d. No ope rat oioaji I pprovJl. No
project manager appruv, I. This Was identif•ed by a
resident inspector on Octnhý-r 22, 1984.

J. The -ntic _arena ineer app ir• tohe.in cArge,.of: taking
Lhi, r ,acttur cri it l C1. rVul u1 to, tlI(' I s L.p 30. )
This was identified by a resident inspector- on
Octobvr 22, 1984.

k. A resident inspectot indicated on October 27, 1984 that
he was concerned abo-itthe.'technical analys is i.nvolvi ng
T-S2j"Jet Pump Fa i Iu r.'-etectionY.

1. RCIC steam flow instrum.nt in control room (FI-71-IA
and -IB) has four outstandingjs. This was identifed
by a resident inspector on October 27, 1984.

m. Hec. use of recent rhjngv.s to the pu], sh(eets ther.e.is
sn,, .,,!- . ,i :, ,.,.f . w r,,d . ,!i Hi . _ .e8ri .t.y fht l.ks•
arc.e~r or~m~eI and documi-i eij,.

n. The i.sstu.eato.f Samma.exIosur,..rom N 16 vith the' reactor

r tit cal ;.lid HII in shut ulhwi, •couliyii omýIlh was i 4e1t I-
fied as a con'ern by a resident inspector on
October 22, 1984.

Six of the above 14 itc.ms we, con', sih erdl to relate directly
to possible physical equipment deficiencies. Five of these
six were evaluated as a part of this investigation and a
brief assessmenit of each is presented in the following para-
graphs:

Item a, Drywell E.. iifi enL-!.latch Troll. y _.ranks

This was a correct assessment. The person that signed of"
the prerequisite in GOI-IOU-1 failed to verify all.i items
listed in the prerequisite. This item was required to be
performed in accordance with MMI-95. iHowever, 111-95 did
not cover padlocking of the trolley hatch cranks'.,. The
responsible individual was rev(uired to go back, and verify
all information contained in the prerequisite. Additional
disciplinary action was also administered.

4 1.
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ItLem h,' Incorrect Ir i'a'[ 
Aý 

L 'lw R iu tu
The recorder was mAlfunctioning. A maintenance requestý (MR5)was pre'pared and the instrument was repaired on October 2V,,..1984. The primary cause of the problem was a failed capaciii-tar. The recorder iM requirred to be calibrated each-refuel-ing outage. The scheduled cAlibration was r performed t:inSeptembe:r 1984., r ,Irwt Awas In.,i, ,'iltbrated on Ortoher223, 1984following repair.t 

-I

Item e, i)rywell'Sump Level Itptrumen t Switch .•"S Y ill"Of f" l'oq t ion

This switch was in the "off" position according to theinlormntion obtained by the reviewer. This instrument,,-automatically initiates the drywell floor drain sump pump at.a preset sump level. TheVr, ire two instruments associatedwith the sump level control system (LIS-77-1A andL]S-77-IB).Each Lime the sump level ýriscs* to the high leveloasetpoint,-one of the pumps is automntically started by. one of .the.instruments. When, the sump level is ,lowered to a-presct"level, the pump automatically stops and an auxiliary relay,',-.-'aligns to allot starting the other pump the next time thesump level reaches the high level setpoint. With LIS-77-JAswitch in the "off" position, "A" pump would notýstart whenthe sump Level reached the high level setpoint. kWhec the 5Q< -.

tunip level Increased an additiotial tix inchlis to the hi -hilevel ,'tpo i nt It pump wu| I if .suLtima t i call y ftart, ail pumpdown the sump. Upuo ini.Liatiul. of "H" pump on hi-h I A Riaiplevel an alarm would sound in Iht control room indicatang an, 1-abnormil Condition.

[temn f, 1 e rary.Gaugo Ins.alled on Condensate Supply Lhe -to illCISuction

j

The gauge was installed on the condrnsate supply lineti c -i"stated. The gauge was probably installed in 1979 during ahydrostatic test of the condensate supply line' followingrepair of the line. It had apparently been left and forgot-.'ten aboat. The gange and connecting flange wa s of a higherquality than the condessate line and created no- safety Yproblem. At the time the gauge was installed, TACT's werenot used for nonelectrical temporary alterations.• There-fore, there was no formal system to track mechanical .tempo-rary alterations.

Item I, RCIC Steam Flow ln:trumivnt -in Control Room FI-71 1Aand -ITT u() lid tdili II

Th'l'r ijC.i'tcd insltrumetit meHiirg* the, RCIC stram flow duringpr io of iljecttio. W).ii. there im no flow one wouldexpect the flow indication to be zero. This is the case

.. 7.:.:: 
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.:.x,,

when the reictor 
is in operation 

with steam in the ,RClC

steam supply 
line. flowever, 

when the reictor 
it shutdown

and the RCIC steam supply litle contains 
no steam and Jr at

atmospheric 
pressure, 

Lhiv. ijst roments 
may rot show, zetro

f low. The indication 
of the inrt rumetits 

has no defUi ted

mnCalin. 
1This 

is betc use 'if t(he design of the flow meclha;

nism. 
A 90 vertically 

installed 
elbow is used foi'#Jflw

meistirioe'nt 
. Oie tap is token froin the lop of the elbow aw d

one from the' bottom, 
Wheni there is no, ste am pressure 

in the

steam 
lijti, th,, water drai i.i lrirn the tipper tap treatinog 

an

uhrequa I i ztd cun( it i on Iet weell t he two tap and an i nva. lid

reading 
on the it.itronrtictit. 

Ecich t ine a. surveiillance 
test

is run on the instrtiment 
s and the flow indicatio~ns 

are

outsihde 
specifi',l 

criteri-n 
, nll MI( is required 

to he writtert:

When the reactor 
is shutdtown 

and depressurized, 
the,',fnlow

inidicatioii 
wllI usually 

lt' ,int of toleraince. 
This: is the

reason for the Ils. The Sl'should 
probably 

be revised 
so

th.it MRs are ivit geri'ra tcd dur ing outages. 
No safety prob.;.

lem exists with respect 
to the flow insuioments. 

since the

only time th1 perceived 
problem 

exists 
is when the RCIC is

(ot reuired 
or nioeded to he operable. 

The instruments 
work

,.sa.tisfActoril' 
when required...

,~

As i jies te - s iSl • i roo I Ilih' .leovi, 
o-Vail I it iiiS, 

i teell's a ia I W, v

.1li,1 i , pri'.s'lil 
.11t 1 a $11 1-v t I i olts f roull the h i ormni 1 .nd "

expected 
condition. 

Item I does not appear 
to he a ,problem

of ally typke 
The cond ition |denitified 

for item i his

existed 
throughout 

the operating 
life of the plant and is

we) I understood, 
Some chanige 

to the ST is warranted 
to

e:liminate 
the' problem 

identified 
by the NRC inspector;:

Itvems ., I , '111 4 en I h;vvi lihal soime imnl.ict vsil vqn ilimelit

operation. 
However, 

taken individually 
or collectively, 

no

signific.int 
safety 

problem 
was considered 

to have existed..

The deficiencies 
were not considered 

to he surprising 
orý

enne:lexlc 
tedin follow inrg all ext tttided nut.1 e of (tie' typse unif 3

had gone through. 
Item f had no impact 

upon. equipment

ope;ration 
but did represent 

an example 
of past practices

where 
temporary 

alterations 
had not been cont rolIed.f,'

Act ioiiu,; li'ing ta;kv'i ;is a part of HPIP should 
idenit.iYly 

n

c orretcv I these' 
sitnil. 

tens as tiehr m•ystIems 
a re' r walked 

ehewi.

Tit",' alsov' ideel' it i ! t- I i il'l-ills ll) fIln t appe';ll 
tio refll l a'i' lllýy .

illt ill;e ild cy ill I lih p reparat 
ianit made tot 

rt u ll arforI, rsltar 
i i

with SP IBF-12. 18.

fl.

An additional 
6 of the list of 14 items which do not relate

directly 
to equipment 

problems 
are addressed 

in other sec-.,.-

tions of this report. 
Three items were not evaluarted 

by,

NSRS except in a very general 
way (g, h, and n). '

Reactor 
Mlanipunlations

On October 22ý, 19R4, un it I of HYN wa s hrought 
critical 

f nIIolow ing

an extended 
refueling 

and maintenanice 
outage. 

The reactori. 
was

started 
up for thli purpose 

of peerfforming 
a hhtlithlwni 

margln: ie*tL.8. 
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in accordance with RTI'.4, i"Fll Core Shut down Margin.". to'.rhle

st arttip was c',, hiIct ed in aci'ordiliw . with G(w I - I on- I , "lit graited- '"-'•

Plant Oper:at ioils,' as &pI%, -iied by thI,,. tHTl. li L'st wa s l r
formed to provide rita would hI sbrL i,,I

-with the most reactive rod fully withdrawn and .l1 othere -:rods'
fully inserted. Performance of this test required that thle ii(.st
reactive, rod lbe withdrawn. for. criticality. In this case, the
most renct ive rod was one; of. thoose des i gnated as " 8" rods. The ";
reactor is normally brought critical with the "A". rods "7The
shutdown margia test is performed at.,criticality andthen Startup
is normally continued on into. power, operations. However ksince ."

the most. reactive rod was among :Lhe"II" rods, criticality had toL.'
be obtained for the first time at IIFN on the "B" rod configura-'.
Lion. It was still preferred to start,,p and go Lo power: on.. the '.
"'A'' rod conCfi g, ra n, L'i On. v i. re-fort-, Lhe derision was made t i go

critical on the "B" rods, perform the shutdown margin test at
crit ical ity, siiitdowi , anri th:n. stLirti1) agaii for power oper:ation 0.1',

with the "A" rods.

Due. to the long outage, there was insuifficient core heat to raise

t he moderat or temnpr.it iir(e u,) t o t eh 1800 F requ i red Iby Techin i ca I.. .

Specif icatinits for cri it'ial i ty. For this reason, oi(, loop olf th,,.

l018 sy:;t,',) t '.I s ill s ,rvit,, il ii eh, shlotwii c,,,)li•,g a,,'n h with ,,•i •

secainflary cool iLt to the RIIH henat exchangers. li this way hitat ..

from tlhe RhIl pinnIp w.i'i, ;eI -'tIo lie:,t torp the" mod,.rat'r t emperature .

to the desired l(vpl. Tte IIN I oup was left . ii the shutdown.-
C(001 i1g mode while the. reactor" was brought critical. This RIIR
configuration also required one loop of the recirculation system

to he out of service. Reactor startup in the configuration

described above app:ared to be in violation of at least '.one and
possibly two Techni cal Specifications. A number of proc.edural
violations also seemed apparent;; An additional potential viola-.

tion of Technical Specification,, which was unrelated to the-.sys-,.
tems lineup dealt with the. apparent fail~ure* to verify the:cor-:ý
rectness of the rod withdrawal sequence. "A .discussionof",,, the, '
apparent Technical Specification and procedural deficiencies is
provided below.

H. RJlR S.sten Ali&ned in Shutdown Cool ing Mode

'rhe startup of the redc'tor with the RIIH systein lined up in.

the shutdlown cool irig mode is in violation of Technical'

Specification 3.5.B.1(I) which requires the LPCI mode'of RR '"

to be operable prior to a reactor startup from a cold'cotdi "" "
Lion. The LPCI would not have been available without opera.
tor action. .Therefore, the I.PCI mode of RHR was considered

to be inoperable..

2. Jet, Pump Operability

Technical S,. -ificatior 3.6.E.I states that "Whenever the -
reactor is in the startup or rin mode, all jet pumps.:shall.
be operable." There was soeno doubt as to whether or not the',, \ th

:..- .-- ,~ ~ ~~~'. : .: . ... . .. •:
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operability of all jet. pumps was proven prior to the reactor,
being place.l in the startup miode. SI 4.6.E-1, "Jet "Pump
Operability Test," which was runii oil Uctober 21,,.1984,. :apliar-
ently failed to show c'onclusively that all unit 3 jet pumps"< ,...
were operable. A note, on page '7. states that "step( 13 did
not pass." ' In parentheses under., the statement' weret. the ..
words "'due to low fLjw coiidit ions." :From disrussions"with,
nuclear engineers, Lt seeCIs that failure of. step 13 at. low ,
flow cond iti oftf is not unusual . However, another step on
the same page states "SI required prior to startup'.'lt

dbes not appear that SI 4.0.E-I was performed again.prior to.
startup. On October.22, 1984, the flow transmitter.for one
of the jet pumps that had demonstrated low flow was found
with the equlizer' vdIvt: oi,,'I,. It is recog,,ized tliat 'the.
jep pumps are pa;;siv, and the only requirement necessary to .

prove operability is to shuw that they are inta:Lt.: , -All
inoperable flow transmittter does not mean the pumps: were
inoperable. lhowev. r , it is out (i-car that the S1 jiroved
that the jet pumps were intact. Thus, the operability of
the jet pumps was n)ot denmonstrated prior to startup.. ,

3. rocedt.r.i , Adhierr'uc_

A i.uni,'r of proct'dir-al del i, civiiv, es resultrid from activities
assu iated with ite rvactor ,tartui, on October 22, 1984, as
follows.

a. Master Refueling Test, Instruction

Three steps in the instruction were not signed off.
They wer, : . ..

Ste. 21 - Authorizatioti obtained from Plant Superinten-.
dent to continue testing in the heatup to 55 percent

1 "his stevp wa s to he ve•r ifiel ly. the ,;shift engineer.
The required authorization was to permit closed vessel .•.
test ing fol lowing voml, l.tio el of open vessel test ifg..
The test to be per formed would require the reactor to
ilv started u1) to the critical condit ion. The shift V -
engineer thought. he had the required authorization to ,"
pull rods to critical. The Plant Manager (specified as .
1 Plant Superintendent in the procedure) was.':i:in, the ,
control room at the time. The step wasn't signed off,
apparently because the reactor was being taken critical,-
to perform one test at criticality and not progressing
any further but shutting back down as soon as the •,test
was completed.. .

Step_28- Preparation for approach to critical'completec
per GOL-l00-1, sections. l.A and I1,A. 4.

10 ................ .. :.....,-•...



Responsibility for verifying this step had been ass ign
' ed to thi Optrt I tilns stlqe rv so r. "lmlt reason:8i g 1.vc n f tor ,

*. failure to sign off this step was that the reactor was W
going critical for a test aiid not for an actual startup iij)
The intent was to sign off this step before the reactor :Q

was brought up on the "A" rods for total startdup .. .sd
., . ." ~power generaLiol. "; " " .

SLej, 29 Author i zat i oii oif)t -ed from the PIant Super
1-11 e n tendent to take te rtri rt or cr i ti cal I

- -The .cre'ui red veri Iicat ioi signatur,, in this case W.s .
that of thu shi ft engine',,r. Again the shift. engincer 4.':6 -

was of the impressious that. lie had the requi red authori-
zation to go c ritical but didn't need to. sign off the N

step until the shutdown margin test was completed arid .
the second startup wiLth the "A" rods was ready Io .
beg in.

In addciLtion to these steps that weren!t signed off the •:.
NR. 'had j conccri abiout sLup 30 which reads as Iullows

Take the rc.,ttor vriti'cal in the s(,quence ",,pi ci- ý,-"
f lied by rrl-,4, per GOI-100-1, Sections ll.B and C..

rPe r foriu, SRH fItitict i onsa I checks and record '.SRf. .

readin, gs per RTI"-4 Svcctions 8.1 and A.3 .. During

.ii , i l, I , r i oI, ,k, SNM r,,;,,lings and moos,,r,' r1
.reactoui K for comparison to GE calculated K
per R'I - f Sect ion 8.3. Also during init~a "a

.critical, verify IRHM/SRM overlap per RTI-4, Sec-

B.u 8 3. 7,

Th, nuclear engineer was required to verify this. step.

Since the first statement, directs the reactor to .be
taken critical, and the nuclear engineer was to verify
accomplishment, the NRC was concerned that the nuclear ,..

engineer was in charge of taking the reactor critical

The instructions could be more clearly stated if the
first statement was separated from the remainder of the' "
step and assigned to the shift engineer or other appro-

priate person for verification. However, there was no "

intent by the nuclear engineer to be in control. of the ,- ,.,
reactor startup and no intent on the part of Operati on.
personnel to, allow such an action.

Failure to sign off steps 27, 28, and,29 represent' pro- ,.

cediiral viotatiuqs, hut no evidence was obtained .that .•

".indicated anl intent to take the reactor critical.with- .

out proper authorivat ion.

, 11. . , ..
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b,. GO1-100- l
' . :" .Stf.i, 11'.A. 9 'stat es "St,-(ar sh owll

~ '~ ~ ~ ~ ' j "~cre ,hutdnwd"aie wi t h Of -74. l Stv'p II .A. 10.stLlt ion pump. r Or-, 01 . t
performed becalse -thi shutdown coolitt service and 'on.- Ioop of-the. rer rout oI service 'to Nupport btartipmai rg i n t. vst. T iis' f•ill i gis ,raoil wit

t

i cuoliflg ine a.cor-
L*144 "Start.fc re~vJ.l)

wýltstcps weir'. not.

culat ion syi tem was. -

anid t(he sftialloIflow
4;. -

4.

'C.

necessary for moderator temperature control, iand 'th' he.pro cviiurv ,i tr , I il• ui r ic r itig O lipp, ) of t ha t o f i g'urat i on .ý .was determined, not to 1 e applicable in this "Case.floweve r, no proce•hurv 'ch.inge was made to arcormodate 
C:this decision. Therefnre, the procedure was. -notfol lowed and Technical Spet ifiratioti 6.3.A. I and Crite-rioni V of Appendix A to IOCFR5O were violated., These,regua I t ions requ i re pro't'Idurps to be prepred '..and .; .followed when performing nuclear activities. ",

Rod Withdrawal ,LSn)ef'e 
-

The rod withdrawal sequence, was developed by the RReactor "Engineering Unit. There ws nio procedure t.ha providedspeci fir instructions oni flow the rod withdrawal sequenceshould be programmeil into the rod worth minimizer (RW,) Jar,.RTI-4 and verified, The nuiclear engineers 'felt. that""L"hi"should be considered to be within the skill of thel:.engi s-',",neers, The verification performed con:iisted of putting the ''RTI-4 rod withdrawal sequence. into the computer and 'then ..verifying by computer printout that the same sequence wassuccessfully stored in the HWH computer memory.

Technical Specification 3.3.-.3.c states that "whenever thereactor is int the startiip or run modes below 20 percent *•reactor power, the rod worth minimizer shall be operable.? 
C*Technical Specification surveillance requirement 4.3,B.3 .c ;specifies, among other things, that the correctiness:-oft.,Ihe ,e.."7*2control rod withdrawal sequence input to the RWK computer ..shall be verified to determinne the. capability of the .. RWM 'before reactor start up or shutdown. An error was made in,-_,the c,)Iit.rol rod wi thdrawaI seqlun, nce for the' unit 3 stay tup ? . .

on "1t" rods. for shutdown mia r'i n test ing. The' sequence was'develuped by a nu( lear enginer. No verification 'by asecond engineer was made. The NSRS reviewer believes that-the intent of the Technical Specification discussed aboveisto rcquire a oecond party verilication. Under. this..inter-pritaitiUll, the" lectnicil ,Sie,'i likat oil was violat.d.
The NRC indicated'a concern about the way rod c.€oupling' ,integrity checks are performed. This concern was apparently :brought about because of recent changes to the pull'. iheet. .1 2.. .-, ,:
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format. A review of the. pull sheets indiCates that-the rod •
coupling integrity checks were performed and documented on ,

October 22, 1984. There are now two different data sheets :. -

for rod coupling integrity checks. Several rods are veri-
fied coupled by one set of i•itials for the first 50 percent.
of rods. The final 50 peicent are verified irndividualy.
ilowevei, the. present method of documentation appears. to be

adequate and satisfac tory frtom a piro•edurdl and regulatofy
posit ion.

Test in

The full core shutdown margin test c-onducted in accordance with -"':

RTI--t appeared to havy, been pertorniv-1 in a .satisfactory manner,
While problems were ,ncountered in the development of: the rod
withdrawal setlenv'e determinatiei ilftev the reactor was critic.! I
there did not appear to be ally pro)blem ill gettiiig the necessary
d:t a and calI il iat cng the s tIhi t Iswn nut•/en. g-i n.

ProceilulSro, F~v:iuaI i oi m

The procedulrr:s thhat exi•led (iii (it ol ,r 22, 1984, were marginally ,
adequate for the performince ofI thei proposed act ivities."' The .
plant systm.s w'ert. iit goo.d tcun i I iL s for support of startup as
indicated by the el Iet ive Implemeniitat ion of S1 RF-12. 18. The
14RTI provided suffitient rorerdir.at it to allow reactor startup ini :

the proper maniner. G')0-10-1 as it existed on October 22, 1984,
had been used many times to take the reactor critical.It could
have been done again. RTI-4 provides adequate instructions for
performance of the :.hutdown margin test. It was recognized that
the startup was soneie.hat diflerent from those performed in the
recent past on any of the three BFN units. The core was cold and
a source of heat was tiecessary to raise the moderator temperature
to the necessary 180*F. This was the first time the reactor had
been taken critical on the "R" rod configuration, whichrequired
the double startup prior to power -generation. However, ,with
careful planning and strict procedure adherence, the entire

process could have been executed with available procedural
systems.

G(I-100-1 had been r,,visvel andl improved subsequent tO the-Orto-
lter 22 act ivit f's, but it still cooit i ned the sLi ', dist'Ioimer.
btatement th;at indicates to the users they don't have to follow
it in some cases. The new revibionl. restricts the amount. oI

liberty that can be taken in the vay of deviations. A ' o

hard work and thought. has gone into the development and reviston

of GOI-100-1. 'Additional work has been expended in 'checking
GO.-lO0-I out by walking it through to get it to the place that

everyone concerned is satisfied that it will do its ,intended
function. An equal amount of effort to assure that' it will• be
followed should culminate in a well controlled, integrated'reac
tor operations policy in practice. Management should ensure that

this equal or better effort is applied.,

, 3•
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E. Ove r all EvalIua t i o and Root Caus.e AsSeSSMerIt

The Office of Nuclear Powc:r put together an impressive -'

review team to evaluate the October 22, 1984 event.,. There .

was a wide diversity of expertist within the team and each

member was well qualified to evaluate the event from his ,

particular professional area. The team charter as'outlined

by the Manager of NUIC PR was sufficiently broad and rov ded. .

the authority to tass~ire• a thorogh' eval ...a.. i..nn.. NSRS 'obr er

vation indicated.that team members took their responsibility

seriously and performed their Work.well both as individuals .

and as a team effort. .This type of internal review- by .

NUC PR of potentially -serious events on a routine 'basis

would definitely be considered a positive action by 'TVA

organizations and regulatory agencies. If this quality of

review was performed as a matter of policy, NSRS would not,

need to conduct investigations of events on a frequent.

basis. NSRS would, however, monitor the effectiveness of 'i

the NUC PR investigation program in a manner similar to.

existing review of overal) programs. .

2.NSRS I nve stLi&a t i on

It N holl Id hir re't not i//.t,1 ti.,t holtle'.I krnowlc I gralbl I v I (."1 .1, a

may hol d di ft erent v I ,ati approut h retgul jLory re.qiis r- ,

ments wiit h di ffeient degrees of ons'rvatism. The regulator

will tend to tie more conservative than the regulated ý.ini

interpretating regulatory requirements. Herein lies one:of .

the root causes of the October 22 event and some oof. the Ir

events that hav, 6ccurred in the past and will likely.occur

in thc future'unless positive~actioii is taken. .. .

There are numerous , gray area s i i the BFN Technical Spec ifi-

cations. There also gray areas in the Standardized Techni-

cal. Specifications. The gray areas are where most of' the ,

enforcement probiems occur, because they are most'suscepti-,- ,,

ble ' to interpretation. )in order to improve .. regulatory.•

performance signitficantly at BFN, the gray areas will need ,

to be minimized or KFN managument-wil[ need to make a total ,

comini tmviit to the most 'onservative pract i cal ,intet"iret i-?

tion. Such a c'ommitment is. not easy for people trying" ':•to

efficiently generate power at a three-unit BWR. However, .

anything less will probably fall short of the, regulatory

record desired by top TVA management and necessary to sat -

isfy the NRC of TVA's ability to operate BYN within regula- .

tory requirement:;. ...
: "

Another aspect of Technical Specification adherence ý-.that ,

should be considered is the method for obtaining'waiver&`s'or

............................................-

.14
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exccept ions to Technia'il S ,i | iSp tiOns ' Th" " : are oc ": .. -. 1|a I vr es:. c u ... v .r . .
-"...onaI aiLuations whell. p] ant. pcr.soIiner- I ilid thitms.evesun.ier
restricted conditions that wi 1. require shutdown t6 prevent

Technical Specification violatiocis or.they.may find thatt.lhe '

plant is already being operated in violation of _Technical," *''

"Specif-ica Ii ons, bIt ,circumstances indicate thaL. shutdowc S j

not the preferred action. In.these cases, a waiver .orsome Som

type of exceptioon from TechnicaIl •Specifications would bhie

desirable and the practice to be used by TVA to obtain suchi

exceptions should be.developed so that all concerned person-
S n'el understand their. roles and how they are to perform.- .- The

methodology to he establishted should include a listing of'

the people. in TVA to be informed and what action each is

responsible for taking. It should also define what TVA • .

management. level will contacL NRC and to whom or -to -what . '"..

position levl(s) within NRC the requests for exceptions

will be addressed. .

Another root cause that needls to be fully recognized and
resolved is the ,lifferenct-s in concepts of adequate procie-
dura l coiatrul' betwee,' TVA and Lhe N4C . BFN and NUC ill -"

general have not made the total commitment to procedural. .:"..
control and strict procedural adherence that is necessary to •.

achieve and maintain.a goodc consistent reRulatoryrrecord. . "No o||| A• RV"N v i,, atos it lprut'vi ire .,r ir r|,- ||lti on '111|. ||1 : -•• .,1. . "1se..
- they w.tit t, 1 'l1h . i- i t |lways I -" va:slu thcv vitilltiolls ' :":. . '

occur. Soillot tmes the procedares are it as clearly written

as they should be, bit this explanation is considerably ..
overused. Other valid reasons for failing to follow instruc-.
tions include personnel error, lack of' planning, lack of
attention to detail, or any number of things that appear-to
he reasonable justification for doing something a certain
way at a given time. Many time-s the reasoning is sound and * ..
justifies doing work in a differeriL way than that specified .'>.
by a controlling procedure. However,, it seldom justifies ',ý,,

violation of the procedures. In such cases the procedure •
should . be changed to support the better way. At no- time.
dun iig the invest i gat ion di (I anyone .admit that. those act ions ,
which resulted in violation of procedures were wrong," that a

mistake' had been made, or thaL greater commitment. to proce-
dure adherence uas necessary. Most iesponses were defen-,
siy., The type - u.1 sLatecmut s most tommonly heard wer
"The procedure was vague." "The procedure provided latitude g
and allowed deviatioi,;." "It is j tIst a matter of interpre-.
tation." "We were in a test condition, not a starrtup."--.-.
"That procedure was never intended 'to provide detailed

- instructions." "jWe .did -it that way for years and-'-,.obody'-,-:•i--{•
considered it a violation." ."We don't'need a procedure ,to i .

do that because it is within the-skill of people performingr"
the function." "The., interpretation you are-'.suggesting. h,
implies an entirely new way of doing,,business." "

. ... . . . ..,, ' -i,

. '. " . <•'>:-•-'i," •': "
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N`1JC PR management 'shoulId become: involved to the degree
necessary to. assure a total commitment to procedural, ,con
trols is made and carried out .This should include develop-
ment of procedures for all work that could be conservatively,.
considered to require procedure by, rc'gulatory. requirement's-,'
and -development and implementat ion oza policy 'to require,
that the procedures he followed.

The Regulatory Pefrac lmprvemvnt1 Plan (RPIP)ý has
helpd t su-;tntial~l imrov-th sitiaion at FNI.Airia'g

* pa.St 1101.1:s :iuats Ili i. vi lad r ie I a y ,.v i 41'ntL'(ii,'.;t1.iv
Outage anid Ope riiLi ons Sect a'iiaii., The~ a~tittudts hAVe inaprWuved,:
which is an important indicator. 'The people want t-o do aL

god ob..However, thyhave 'not been tot~ally convinced
that strict adhierence ,to procedures is always in, *thie..best
interest of do inrg a good job..

PERSONNELL CONTACTED

A. L . Burnett" Assistant Head, Operat ions
J. Cain' Assistant Shift Engineer,.
F.. D. Cornelius, Supervisor, Mechanical Ma. i ri atra nc v

I

[

J .

D.
B.

L.
S.
A.
I.
J.
I.
D.
J.
J.
B.
J.

u. Glover, Jr. , aiI L r.anlgza.e'r
A. :lousIey, Nuclear F.ngi nev r
J .I rby , Stirwrv isur , Inst raamtnt Mainii e t (alice
1'. Jones, Pl'ant Man:ager
WN Jones, Chief, Qu lity Engineering Staff
H. Maehr, Head, Plamni arg and Schir'hie Iug
W. McCaleb, Supervisor, lnsLr-mrienL Maintenai'ce (Craft
C. Morris, Supervisor-, fIIIait Compliaice
N. Pittmana, Maintenanc•' Sup'rinhtendentt
Smith, U-3 Instrument Mechanic Foreman
L. South, Shift Engineer
E. Swindell, Operations and Maintenance Superintendent
D. Thompson,lInstrumient Mechanic
T. Williamson, II, Reactor Engineer
D. Wolcott, Supervisor, Reactor Engineering Unit

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

A. 1O0-lOO-l, "Integrated.PIant, Operations"

B. Master Refueling Test InisLriction (MRTI)

C. RTI-4, "Fu I I Core Shutdown Margin Tvest

P. SP BF-12.18, "Standard Practice for Prestartaip Review"

E. .Memorandum from J. A. Coffey to I.. M. Mills dated October 24,
- 1984, "Confirmation oi. Commitments Regarding Plant StartupProcedures"....
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.F. Confirmation of Action letter from J. P..O'Rielly, NRC, Regi~on l).,;I
to H. G,. Parri s, undated :i!• i•> 'i

G. Unit 3 Weekend Notes to operat ions ptrsonne-I dated OctObe r., 19, i:.!.

R4. ,"Various daily journals'and .shi f t turnover checklists~i ..- •• ... ,...•

I'IIPrestartup Committee Minutes for ulli. 3 :Startup preaais:•......,•,""" :.

1. ep atio si'

J. Plant 10perations Review Commnittee meeting minutes for October 21:.-'.,•

and 22 1984i: !i • •i••
K. fI ra95, Section 8.0, "Instru'ctions for Open. i P ig and Closingiofn I,

toiar H.ContPainmen Hatces'

L. Various operetend hots t ata sheets, and maintenance requests

H. Sections 3, rn and 6 of the BfN Technical specifiscatons.

N 4. P a3.B. 1ap , ont rol Rod Coitleing Integrity Check" for Octbe 2, .

and 2, 198

System unctionaIne Tesct"

P. SI 4.6 E.1, "Jet Pump Operability Test"
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UNITED'DSTATES GOVERN'ENT

.Mam ran.du. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

J " Darling, Hanager of Nuclear Power, 1750 cs'-c 6 05
To R. -W. Cantrell, Manager of Engineering, WI1A9 C-K".. . . .,2: .", '

C.. Bonine,..Jr., Manager of Construction, 12-108 SB-K
.,WŽ.FM ' .K._W. Whitt' Director of Nuclear Safety Review.Staff, 249A, IIBB-K ,

DATE: January 16, 1985 .

"-SUBJECT: NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF (NSRS) REPORT R-84-32-NIPS - FOLLOW-UP.REPORT.
:".<',"" OF-PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED'ITEMS "".:- "•:.•'. :2. "27 ' ," . . 2

NSRS performed a follow-up review of 22 previously identified.items from
four earlier reviews for which corrective action had not, been verified..
The attached report closes four of the items as satisfactorily 'corrected.. i,••-"

and four others for NSRS record purposes since they were- formalI
' 'identified and tracked by theDivision of Quality Assurance. Three items . 2

were left open and require additional response from the responsible',1'I
organizations. These items and organizations were: -,

R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-32 and -41, Office of Engineering
R-82-02-WBN-26, Office of-Construction 0

:Eleven items associated with the, inadequacy of the TVA QA program..were 4

consolidated into a single finding addressing the need for a comprehensiVe2..
integrated' quality program. These eleven items were closed fore' record
purposes.. The new item, R-84-32-NPS-O1, requires response from the Office'.
of Nuclear Power. T§ :

I.tis requested that responsible .organizations submit responses including
target dates for completion of proposed action to NSRS by February.lS,: .

2,2 ~~1985. .).

If you have any questions concerning, this report' please contact M A.4P,

Harrison at extension 4816 in Knoxville.

" ' ..... ' K . W . W h i t t ' :"

MAr1..: . .JN . .22
!. Attachment -.

cc (Attachment):. 670 CST2-C
C. W. Crawford, 670 CST2-C .

22 H. H G." Parris , 500A CST2-C " -.. .2.. '

HEDS, WSB63 C-K

2 . ....77,
222' . 'e . . ,1 •

' ~~~~~. . . . .. .. . . . . . ............. ". .:i"""• ''!::b-:t'<.....\ "
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIF.W STAFF

NSRS REPORT R-84-32-NPS

FOLLOW-UP REPORT OF, PREVIOUSI,Y IDENTIFIED ITEMS

F
DECEMBER 10 - DECEMBER 20, 1984
JANUARY 7 - JANUARY 11, 1985

M1/A. HARRISO.N

DATE/
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I. SCOPE&
v,.~

Late- in 1982, after thU formation of the Office of Quality Assurancey
(OQA), the NSRS fformally transferred a number of concerns with recom-'
mendations to OQA for verification of corrective action a nd',cl1os'ure.~
Actions by responsible organizations enabled OQA to close many of. the§,
transferred items, but 18.of them had not been closed as of.:Septem-,

."ber 27, 1984, when responsibility for verification of actions .taken."
was formally returned to NSRS by OQA. NSRS accepted the responsibili
ty' for the items and performed follow-tip reviews -to- determineu: the,
status of each of Lhivse items as well.az others remailillig opell, . . ..

Thei" ;22 specific items reviewed are " i(deiCLi'ied I iii sLitio1Vfi, IV
-"Details." The items were among those rpema iining open from the follow-I'w $

Ing NSRS reports:
'-I!'

k

j~.' ~2..

t.
it

.

II..

it ,'" ii

44

(I.

~ ~.
'44,4

'~:'

y..
C-

'4,,.'

')'4
,~ 

4
.:~.y

A. R-81-14-OEDC(BLN), I.ajor , t.agcmeint- PLview of OEDC/BIIllefoatLe'

B. R-81-31-NPS, Special Review of l)ivision of Nuclear Power Operator,,'
Training

C. MR-82-02-WBN, ajor Management Review of Watts Bar

D. R-81-11-WBN, Special Review WENP

In view of the reorganization and realignment of responsibilities in',
the Office of Power and Engineering (OPE), NSRS focused on closing.as,.,
many of the items as possibleand consolidation and updating'Of items'ofw
where corrective actions were, determined still essential. The status: .'

of some items remaining open from the four reports is. not included
here but will be addressed separately in other reports...

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS .. .

A.. R-84-32-NPS-O1, Inadequate TVA Quality Progr:"n. , .,-

Conclusion

Action was incomplete. on developing and implementing"ani
integrated quality. program for .TVA nuclear facilities that
includes the following attributes consolidated from previous NSRS~
findings: (Refer to section IV.D and as indicated below.)

1. Identification of activities affecting quality. (Refer to`
Details, IV.C.1.)

2. Identification of components, systems, structures to which!
the quality program is applied. (Refer to Details, IV A .5,."Ai
IV.C.2, and IV.C.3.) .-

- 3. Identification and definition of industry, standards and.
guidance for control of activities outside the scope 0of
regulatory .'oquirement. (Refer to Details, IVV .,A. I

.. .... . ,.: ", -... ,.,,.:. .. •. -A€ _•:. , • '..

4~~~ '41*,*.- V-., ~ '4-§;44.*~'~
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4 mprovement of
'~' 44~*'~44.4 . .. -. I I~III iII~A '& .

program by the (
SIV. A. 3 and WV.A.

. .~Incorporation of
control system.'

. . . Recommendation

" .:i .' The Office of Nuclea
the integrated qual
developed, will accou
attributes listed abo

III. STATUS OF SELECTED PREVIOU

• . 4 J NSRS verified that an ade

been implemented to reso
closed. Other findings

....... vprogress or plans were be.
management involvement was
these findings were detei

.. development and implemen
program for TVA nuclear fa
current conclusion and
Program." Three items req,

:open under their previous
to correct the concerns is
items.remaining open are:,

. R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-32,
0 R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-41,
0 R-82-O2-%13N-26, Lack

Programs

Four other items were det
for record purposes sinc
included the essence of
requiring response and re,
track and verify the items

IV. DETAILS

A.' R-81-14-OEDC(BLN). Maj

Nine items remained
the follow-up review,

k. -. M.'identified by the orig

I'.; ' "

"4 , , _. -- . " , , • - , q,

• . V : • :: ; . .. .•. . .: . . .. ' , . '. . ! . , , . • • . . .

the Office of Engineering (OE)'l , quality
)cedures and iacceptance of tie OE, qualiLy
Mffice of Nuclear Power. (Refer, to -Details-

vendor data into a configuration management-
''(Refer to Details, IV.A.2 and.I.A , 7,)

r Power as owner-operator should assure that,
ity program, currently being planned and
nt for the identification and control:of the,"'

SLY IDENTIFIED OPEN ITEMS

quate,. ongoing corrective action program had -,!
lye -four of the findings and these were.';
reviewed revealed that actions,'I were" in

ing developed for resolution, but additional
necessary to achieve resolution. Eleven of.

rmined by NSRS to be directly related' to
tation of an adequate integrated' iqual ity :
cilities and were consolidated'into a. single,,-

recommendation, . "Inadequate TVA,--.Quality
uiring additional .corrective action:.remainedI
report designations. The status ofactions-.

addressed in sections IV.A and IV.C. -.,The e

Inadequate Storage of Audit Support Records .

QAB (QflS) Auditor Training
of Approved Procedures for Certain .Computer !
ermined still not corrected hut are ý",closed..'
e the Division of' Quality Assurance had "
these findings in an audit, CU-8400-07,

solution, and tihe duplication of.effort to*
is unnecessary.,-

or Management Review of OEDC/Bellefonte .. '

pen from this report at the initiation L:.of.q.' 4!
, The status' of each is addresaed. :•below,'

:inal finding designation.

-.
4 

. . .'

. ., 4, ,. . ... :: . ,- ? . ... . .. * 4,:4, 4.-



1 R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-03, 
Regulatory Guides

Summary of Original Findin&

OEDC was not providing 
a compilatioiguides and industry standards to whict

>" •.xi • 
other than those endorsing the ANSI N45Current Status

Resolution 
of this itmhad niot been

result of the reorganization. 
.of OPE,identification 

of industry standa:rds wi
TVA to establish, requirements 

'for cont
tive functions was in need of clarific.sections IV.A.3 and IV.D for additi

.R-8I-14-OEDC(BLN)-03 
is closed for re

verification 
of completion 

of correctiv,(BLN)-03 is incorporated 
into R-64-32-N!

/Sta nda rd s,

n of the regulatory
i TVA had committed,-
.2 standards.

achieved and as aresponsibility 
for•hich will be used by,'rol of their respec-ition. Refer also to 'onal comment.. Item,cord purposes. 

For ' 'action R-8,1-14-OEDC 
\;

<-4>

A4 ~

.4'

.2. R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-14, 
ra In nfrmation System (DIS)r

Implementation 
Concerns 

-

Summary of Original Finding
OEDC failed to adequately 

implement the DIS for Belleforste
configuration 

control. 

- . .- *• .

Current Status. 

. "
In an interview with the Chief Information 

Management.':
Branch, NSRS learned that the DIS had been incorporated'into;.4
the !r.i.,-ng Management System (MIS) and that TVA intended to !

implement DIS as the overall control system (for drawings)"Kq
for NUC PR, OE and OC. NSRS was also aware of the existence..
and efforts of. a TVA task force on configuration 

management.
through. a review performed on outage controls, in. October

1984. . Within the scope of this task force were subtask 
'

groups' missions to gain control of information provided to,:

TVA via vendor manuals and drawings as part of-theplannedi
configuration 

management system. NSkS believed the efforts

to gain control of this 'situation and the degree>of manage-:

ment attention afforded to be fully adequate. No addltional
recommendations 

are offered at this time. This item R-81-

14-OEDC(BLN)-14 
and related item R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)=31:"ýare

-, closed for record purposes. For purposes of verification 
of,

corrective 
action completiottj, 

th'ese findings are consoli .o.

dated into R-84-32-NPS-O1.

3



2 3 R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-l7,'' 

!Loam 
-and ImplementatinjIn34reua-2

,ces of Engineering 
Procedures 

(ILs) 

.

Summary 
of Original 

Find ng"EN DES EPs were i nad. tliuat e it t hbtt th,,y cofl, t;linel 
f r nf I i ct,

ing informALion, 
provided 

insufficient 
assurance 

of des gn

:: .quality, 

and were not 
l) ?t t nt y implefivilveId,Current' 

Status 
... 

.
..

.In an interview 
witth NSRS, 

ty 

.it, 

anager 
of. t he: Q ity<

Mianagement 
- Staff (QMS) of, OE discussed 

OnEos intention-: 
to

redesign 
and. streamline 

Engineering 
Prnredrs 

as. stipuIaLeed-

B•4I.!i :• .:: "•i•:•::. 
".!: by the.Manager 

of .OE', -, Thi's ef fort was Cons idered 
- by r. NSRS 'ýas .:

'.: 
,a 

necessary 
part of the overall 

effort 
to he coordinated 

andtV

performed 
by the Division 

of QualityAssurance 

.(DQA)to

establish 
a QA program 

for TVA. Engineering 
or-Iquality,-,

assurance 
programs. 

developed 
by OE must 

. be evaluated 
'and :

approved 
by DQA for.'the 

Office 
of Nuclear 

Power (t)NP) 'as

required 
by ANSI N45.2.13 

and a more cohesive 
OE program.,

should 
be the result. 

NSRS closed 
R-8l-l4-OEDC(OI.N)-17 

for

record 
purposes, 

For the purpose 
of verifying 

corrective 
7.

action 
taken, 

the essence 
of this item--establishment 

and 7:j

. . implementation 

of a comprehensive 
program 

cap. ble of

, . achieving 
and assurring 

quality. 
in design--is 

-being 
:

incorporated 
into R-84-32-NI'S-O..

21"

4. R-81 -14-OEDC(R1.N)-18 
, Fai lore to Fstnhl i sh I)etii 

LA

Po I icy

Summary 
of Original 

FlnditA;E'N DES failed 
to establish 

3 comprihensivew 
detailed 

QA....-..

pol icy, especially 
,regnrding 

rocedural 
compIiance 

and

r.evLc 
of EPs for adequacy.. 

.

CurrentitStatus

The Manager 
of OE had issued 

a memorambim 
of quality 

policy'

* to be included 
in ,OE Admininrrative. 

Instructions, 

this ':,

overall 
quality 

policy 
statement 

was de:termined 
'-fully, 

,

adequate, 
but the pending 

redesign 
of OF, procedures 

requires 
-:

* that further 
verification 

he performned 
to assure 

the policy.,

is incorporated 
into the new OU progrnm, 

Therefore, 
for

record 
purposes 

R-81-l4-OEDC(Bt.N)-lg 

is closed, 
but f h'r

verification 
purpos•es 

is incorporated 
into R-84-32-NPS-01

y, 
A

,,. ', ,, ..
/ .

. ,. 

••., 

.:.

6
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R -8 r-SI ,-OEDCLN)-20, 'Lack of Cont orf Sifet-

?,.S Ltems List t

Summary of Ori ginal Finding

Si EN DES failed to develop a single_ controlled comprehensive ,
.sting of safety-related Systems and components ifor BIN. N
This.ie a iiat R-82-02-WI3N-07 .and -09 for at ~'~

Bar

. Current Status

In a memorandum to the Manager of the Of fice of Construction
(OC) dated December 3, 1984, the Manager' of OE stated th htaL'.
the baseline Q-lisL for BLN would be issued by February. I
1985. As with Q-lists for other plants, it will" be ;.
necessary to reach agreement among ONP, OE, AND OCion the
content of this list. This effort is considered by.NSRS to
be part of the overall effort to develop and implement a'.
comprehensive TVA QA program and as such is incorporated in Y•
SR-84-32-NPS-O1. R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-20 is closed for record
purposes.,

.6. R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-23, Documentation of SystemnDesignBases.

Summary of Original Finding .i

EN DES was not maintaining accurate, permanent, and con-
... trolled design bases (or sy -in descriptions) fory.safety.,

svstems. This item was similar to R-82-02-WBN-iO and -11
for. Watts Bar.

Current Status

In response to this' item and to items R-81-02-WIIN-10 and,.. I1I:", "Sylie De c i tin"
E:- F.N DES 0isued EN DIES El' 3. 381, "ytm lt~riPtion 1)oLu
ments - Preparation, Review, and Approval ," Revision 0 dated
February 1b, 1983, and El' 3.01, ""Design Criteria iDocu-
ments - Preparation, Review, awd Approval," Revision: dated v d
December 13, 1982. These docutments spvci fy the couttrols -and-.
requirements applied to the generation and maintenance: of.:!'
System Descriptions and Denign Criteria Documents,A.including
appropriate criteria for dea,-tiva tio , and a requirement for$ J

-<"review by NUC PR. ,

Ac. : ":. k co rd insi to o a ,pynt(,m Dencrrilptiotn tittiti i rel),)rtL or. .(Dt, tom=•:
" ber 6, 1984 for. Wattr liar, over 60 Aytttem had beenr deolf tm

K'- nated for provision of.controlled system descriptions and a
-chedule for th .completion of hiph wan Miven, Thig prnJoct,

VA n . .Lima8Ld at approximaLjly SO p.r(',nt cooMpil wIttl Pwthi l
' ' •descriptions to be completed by August 1, 1985. ' ý

For BLN, tLhe BLN design projvrct d4.igntated porsonnel, reopon.,
sible for preparation of over 80 System Descrip)tions ,to be

*24y4A



generated 
in accordance 

with the procedures 
identified 

;

• 
r 

above, 
-A schedule 

'for the Athe 
descriptions

was loaded 
into OE'sr PC III computer 

program, 
for, tracking'g

and reporting 
status 

and changes. 
Although 

some System

Descriptions 
were scheduled 

for issue coincident 
with system

preoperational 
testing, 

this program 
appeared 

to be adequate

:.and in progress. 
This item is closed. 

R-S-O-WN-10:,.,

.cosed. 
R-8,,O2-,-3N-1 

I is cIosed.R- R8 1 -14 OFDC (OIN) -3 3 Fa ih t re tit ltipui oLnLIete 
Ve"''-.

Information 
Into the DIS

;:5• 
u•v' ry ot 0': r...... 

: , 

I F 
i " 

d , I-7 nEN DES EPs failed 
to requi ire review of vendor 

manualIs 
f o r

drawing• 
which shouldhe: 

npd ,, t) Do ', nw, reOu I rpdbyý Y.

1DP-QAP, 6. 1.
Current 

Status

- This item is closed 
for record purposes 

and is incorporated

-,into R-84-32-NPS-O1. 
Refer to R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-14, 

section 
.?

IV.A.21.

8. R8d-RI4-OEDMC(BUN)-32, 

Lw ntde itte Storag Se, of Audit Suport

Re cords

Summary 
of Original- 

Fiuding
OEDC QA groupsn 

inadequtitely 
nttorotd 

aijdit 
support 

records

such as the checklist 
used and the audit plan. 

.. ( );"•

C.77 
2~

Current 
Status

.heQMIS 
Mil..ager 

in an interview 
wiLh NSRS agreed 

to enter

into MIEDS the issued 
audit 

report 
with support 

recordaWsuch 
:-

a t4 •Le aud It ) ,1 n aidr. chec k Ist, 
The (1 Nartager(V 

also 90

stated 
tha t this. control, 

would 
be procedurally. 

required;.

under 
the OE procedure. 

system. 
Duplicate 

microfilm 
storage

Meets 
the intent 

of.'ANSI 
N45.2,9 

for storage 
of QA records:",'

This item remains 
open pending 

approval 
of the procedure 

tor.

QHS QA record, 
storage...,

9. R-8o-14-OEDC(BLN)-41, 

QA 1 Auditor 
Training" .Summnry 

of Original 
Find i nEN DES failed 

to establish 
a written, 

approved 
program 

for

training 
QA auditors. 

,

• , , 
.

, 

,. .*,• •.,•:;,{•,• ., :.--

J,

6



4, ~ -~~7 Current 'Status

I n' an interview wi th' NSRS -theý QHS Manager stated intentions

: ko',,, to evelop a nd~i. alpprove a QMS;' procedure. controlling'ýý'l
~ -').training and c~ertification -,of aid i tors an l ad auitors in~

accordance with ANSI N45.2.23 "which addresses rcquirements I
date'd .October :'29 'X;1984, w-poied to*' the- reviewer a r d~4

'appa e rcmansý penpend ing approval
cation. ---. of the'OE or. QSý prr oidc r fo au r tr•iining. ad certif• i",

1 B RN81 S1SN1S, c icalI R !viewo of NUC' I'H Op~t!ra t or Tra i in i i R

Four items remaining oprn from. the n)pvrator training rev-i ew-w re~Z
.,:: reviewed during this .fol low-uip.- The f oulr dc-f i c iencies we re~4~
"identi fied as concerns.ý regarding training programns. administered -
-byI the.Powe'r OperationsCTra~ining Center.. The Division o ult

~-Assurance :completed, a comprihensive audit of operato'r tri in J
and requalification, 'Audit LCH-8400-07, i ssued 'July 26, 1984.

,..This audit. identified similar general adscicco er CndA'~i
f 1 ow- up to the-, f our,. NSRIS ,f ind inrgs, de L ermi ned ,th'at '"co rre c-

t --Live acibon was not-yet, suff ficient to, justi-fy closing the'm.,- The.
'audit,- "was .-performed i'16n accordance with 'TVA commitmen.ts ; to"ý4N`Sf
N4.5. 2. 12 and as such requ ires wr itLten re! ponse and QAverifica ý "

*ion.ofcorrectjve actions taken: Therefore, NSRS-has' 'deter'm.• in.
:that theafollowing a four findings from NSRS reporta R-81'e 3d1dNPSo are
co sed

R41-1-P -02''

R-81 31-,NPS(POTC)-02 7

C -R-82-02-,13f4, autor Management Review of Watts Bar. . -*du

-:Seven items remaining,- open f" in t lie, major mawpagement review e•fa-
Catts ':-rp we re followed, up. ) to verin y corrective acLtion

-- " oEach item is identified below by its original finding redesigna'
'tion.

. ,- .R-82t02-WBN-03, Activities Affecthm feua wiLy 4;

Sumr of Orgia Finding

•/.:•?:.::<"iThisJinding iidentified ascnenrgrincositeancies andogrmisos ad insther

.overall,.. -TVA QA program, especially.in the i'reas:.of .identi-_'-ý
f- ication and ontrol. of activities afTfectingv -.quality uan
involvin teg d a co n siv e 'it eraces.'

Ci.-iJ ... This fuindn identifiedsila gera and s om.isfic oners 'and~,,

~~~4~~4C ~Current- Status,~ C--

h eS at s, ftci '•e

,-..e S ehd statusrormedis atorddreswed in section IV.D.,o"s
-. record. and as trc kn puroses -this' irtem is closed. For
.veriofication- this ietem is incl-ded An R-84-32-NPS. 01. d

- C . '- - .. ... .

.:•:'•:-: ::i?(•':th t th .;f ll w ng fo r fi d ng f o 7R re or R-81- 1
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2 R-S2-02-WBN-07, Inaccuracies in Identifying the S
Work Under QA Control

Summary of Original Finding

OEDC did not provide a comprehensive, consistent,
i ' "-"listing of structures, systems, and components t

QA program for Watts Bar was to have been app
item was later determined by OEI:C QA to be generi
in the .construction phase (Bellefoni().

Cuzrent Status

The Office of Quality Assurance closed this iter
Bar, but left it outstanding for the BIUN program

'it is similar to item R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-20, i
R-84-32-NPS-01. Action to achieve agreement amo
and O6E on the Q-list and its implementation' foi

,- ... was scheduled to be taken prior to receipt. of a.
...license for Watts Bar in accordancc with a commI 5V. to ihe NRC on November 28, 1984. Item R-82-0

, c'losed for record and tracking purposes. For v
purposes, this item is incorporated into R-84

3. R-82-02-WBN-09. Lack of Control of Safety-Related

-: Structures, Systems anrl CormlOnOmnts List

Summary of Original Findi•r.

*"EN DES failed to provide positive control of the
'tion/designation of safety-related structures," s

components to the -extent that other organizatior
,. . .... CONST, were generating and us rlg "safety-relatecd

the absence of clear dsign guid,:n,ie.

Current Status

. This item is closed for record and tracking purp,
included in R-84-32-NPS-OI. Refer to items R
(BLN)-20, section IV.A.5 and -82-O2-WRN-07, sect

4... R-82-02-WBN-lO, Inadequate Documentation of Sys
,,~,,, Base

Summary of Original Finding

EN DES was maintaining incomplete and inconsisten
Design Criteria. and FSAR System Description:
Cri"• -. a were not provided for some systems. Th

. sire .ar to R-82-02-WBN-II and R-81-14-OEI)C(BLN)-2

, .. , : : • , ' ; '. ." .

co Pe 0•. :. ".0:

controlled
o which the .
I ied. This ' " .

c to plants ,.

, As. such
.nc l uded in *4

rig ONP, OC, N4
r Watts Bar ! !
n op.erating
itment made
2- 'BN-07 is
erification- '...-32-PS-0

identif ica-".
ystems- arid.
is, notably",,'

oses ýand "is
-81-14-OEDC
ion -IV.C.2. f::

temn Design

t t Ba r.a t
s . •. -: .D e s i g n ' •,

is" item.was
3.Z

•- . '- . .I '

R
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Current Status u s'*-

See ' section IV.A.6, R-81-14-OEDC(BiLN)-23. Thiss item is
closed.

R-82-02-WBN-11, Improper Inactivation of Some Watts Bar
ýDesign Criteria ~5

S uuma ry -of Original1 Finding

EN DES deactivated some Watts. Bar Design Criteria! by an.,
uncontrolled practice., This item was similar to..R-82-02-
WBN-10 and R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)-23.

Current Status

See section IV.A.6, R-81-14-OEDC(13LN)-23. This item is.
closed.

R-82-02-WBN-25, Control of Protective Coating Processes-

Summary of Original Finding

EN DES failed to define in a controlled design -document the
areas, structures, systems, and components to be protected
by Service Level I protective coatings.

Current Status

The Watts Bar Q-list issued as controlled drawing ;91QL
series addressed and identified. the areas and structures
requiring Service Level I protective coating. Bellefonte
controlled drawing series OGP-0025 R-O provided similar
information for that project.. R-82-02-WBN-25 is .,closed.

R-82-02-WBN-26, Lack of Aproved Procedures for Certain'

Computer Programs

Summary of Original Finding

CONST failed to provide procedural controls on the- develop-
ment, verification and application of coImptiter programs used
to support quality in construction such as the Universal
computer program.

Current Status

This item was closed for Watts Bar but remained openjfor.,BLN,
as determined by OQAk An interview with the BLN Compliance',,
supervisor. revealed that essentially. no progress' ad.&been
made . toward adequate resolution of. this item. This.', .item
remains open. ..... - '

• :'•,..:I-: " " "•:• •'• •'• ':• ' T"
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D.' R-81-l1-WBN, Watts Bar Unit I ..Sp. -, Review

Two progiammatic findings, R-81-11-oBN-01 and -02, remained

unresolved and were followed up during this review.

Summary of Original Findings

These findings reported that the TVA QA program for Watts Bar was

. inadequate to control or assure compliance with requirementsand',
commitments. The report recommended that a thorough review-of

. """ .. 'commitments and implementing procedures be. performed by QA and .

'. . . that the results oi that review be used to upgrade the program.

These findings were considered by. NSRS to be similar in nature :'

and scope to R-82-02-WBN-03, -07, and -09, and to R-81-I4-OEDC '!i

.(BLN)-03, -17, -18, and -20, in that all of these findings dealt
rTi.. 4 ,.: igenerally with examples. of failures to define, prescribe, and

implement the controls necessary to achieve and assure quality .

during the design and construction phases of nuclear plants.,

The Office of Quality Assurance had planned to develop and assure

implementation of an "integrated" QA program for TVA in order to

resolve these deficiencies. This project, development of the
Management Policies and Requirements Manual, was terminated.

during the TVA reorganization and formation of OPE.

Current Status .

As a result of the July 1984 reorganization, of the TVA Power -.

organization, ONP, i.e., the owner-operator, was formed with

broad authority and responsibility for establishing and executing
an integrated QA program for the design, construction, and opera-
tion of TVA nuclear facilities, The ONP Division of -Quality
Assurance (DQA) was delegated the responsibility of .developing : ->

and maintaining' an overall. nuclear QA program. DQA specified
-.. . ....-... that the primary goal in the overall program, development would be p.>,r•

the definition of QA program policies and requirements applicable +
to' the design, construction, services, and operation of tiuclear -.:rb-

facilities; and secondarily to define and develop requirements
for control of key activities that had previously been. inade,:
quately controlled. DQA had issued a formal plan for development.:. ,
of a single QA policy- and requirement-oriented program manual',
the "Nuclear Quality Assurance ManLual," and scheduled its initial

issue for December 31, .1984. An intended function of this manual.:
is to replace the former upper tier program manuals, suchas is the 4
Interdivisional Quality Assurance Manual, Program Requirements..
Manual, and Office of Power Quality Assurance Manual, which had..-'
inadequately defined and controlled requirements and interfaces.

The Office of Nuclear Power had also identified the need to .
restructure and upgrade ONP procedures that affect and control j. 2'

the quality, consistency, and safety, among other necessary
attributes, of performance of ONP activities in support of 'ONP
goals. In a memorandum dated October 29, 1984, the Manager-o f.

4 ' S ' 
.' 
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..................

.,ONP planned tlie development of a. Nuclear Policies and .Require•>!
J.. : ments Manual (NPRN) to establish procedural controls.for areasaoutside the scope of' the. regulatory, compliance-oriented nuclear•}

- .QA program. ,

.NSRS believes that unless otherwise plannedi this development
.- effort should also include the management requirements.and

.; acceptance standards for work performed for or in support of0oNP(
by organizations such as OE and OC so that adequate performance,
requirements are communicated, acknowledged, *and ..,:achieved,
throughout TVA. These items, R-81-11-WBN-Ol and 02 are- closed"

. for record and tracking. purposes and are included in:-R-84-32-i
NPS-0l.

VI. REFERENCES

A. Nuclear Safety Review Staff ReporLs/Working Files

1. R-81-11-WBN, Watts Bar Special Review dated July F,, 1981 -"•

, O(GNS 810701 051)

2. R-81-14-OEDC(BLN), Major Management Review of the Office of
Engineering Design and Construction dated September 29, 1981
.(NS 810930 054)

-3. R-81-31-NPS, Special Review of Division of Nuclear Power'
n "Y .Operator Training dated March 30, 1982 (GNS 820330.050), i

4. R-82-02-WBN, Major Management Review of Watts Bar. Nuclear .
Plant dated June 3i.,1982 (GNS 920603 051)

5 R-82-14-OEDC(BLN), Routine Followup Review of R-81-14-OEDC(BLN)
dated November 3, 1982 (GNS 821104 052) .,

6. R-82-24-1-BN, Routine Followup Review of R-80-11-WBN'
R-81-11-WBN, R-81-28-WBN, and R-82-02-WBN dated November 4
1982 (GNS 821104 050) <..Ar' -' .4 V. • .. .*!i : " . . ,

B. Correspondence (Other than included in NSRS Report Working Files)<

1. Memorandum from H. N. Culver to J W. Anderson dated&:-
.- , December 29, 1982,. "Transfer of Responsibility for, Followup "V

and Action on Nuclear Safety Review Staff Review Report- , 'ý

Findings (GNS 821229 151) "

2. Memorandum from J. W. Anderson to H. N. Culver dated. : .
September 27, 1984, "Reassignment of NSRS Items" .
(OQA 840927 002) " "".

. 3. Memorandum from If. N. Culver to J. W. Anderson dated
December 5, 1984, "Reassignment of NSRS Items"'
(GNS 841205 050) ...
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4. Memorandum from J. W- Anderson to 11, N. Culver dated June 13,•
1984, "Updated Responses to NSRS Open Items (OQA 840613 002) 2

5. Memorandum from J. W. Anderson to Ii. N. Culver dated August 8B
1984 "Updated Responses to NSRS OU'tn Items (OQA 840808 001)

6. Memorandum from R. M. Hodges to Those listed dated April. ,:i
1983, "Bellefonte Nuclear Plant - System Descriptions. .

Assignments List" (BLP 830411 011)

7. Memorandum from J. L. Wright to Btellefonte Design Project
Files dated April 7, 1983, "System Description Assignments
List Coordination Meeting - Notes" (BLP 830405 024)

8. Memorandum from J. W. Anderson. o G. H. Kimmons dated
December 17, 1983, "NSRS Report R-6.1-14-0EDC(BLN) .
Program Implementation Inadequacies of Engineering
Procedures - Item 17" (OQA 831219 003)

9. Letter from J. W. Hufham to J.- P. O'Reilly, NRC, dated
November 28, 1984, " Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units I and 2

LNI¶.-VJIL Region 11 Inspect.ion ReCport. 50-370184, -9,,JJ
82-07- Fourth Revised Response to Item 2" (L44 8411.28 809)

10. Memorandum from J. C. Standifer to Those listed dated
December 6, 1984, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant System Descrip
tion - Schedule Update" (WI3N 841206 006)

11. Memoran.lum from R. W. Cantrell to J. W. Anderson dated
February 27, 1984, "NSRS Report R-81-14-OEDC(BLN) -Program and Implementation Inadequacies of Engineering ".

Procedures - Item 17" (EEB 840227 001) . .

12. Memorandum from W. D. Poling to Those listed dated December 3,
1984, "QA Requirements for Regulated Programs" (LO0 841203 9d1)--.,
and attachments ..

13. Memorandum from R. J. Mullin to Those listed dated
1,.IU~ AU 79 Ina . UGL. ft ~bO~. I¶.LV L V ALGAI&r L&

from the Office of Quality Assurance to Other Power and "
Engineering Organizations" (L16 841207 941)

14. Memorandum from J. P. Darling to Those listed dated
October 29, 1984, "Restructuring of Office of Nuclear Power
(NUJC PR) Procedures"(LO0 841025 873) -

15. Draft memorandum from J. E. Law to H. N. Culver, "NSRS
Deviation R-82-02-WBN-03"

16. Memorandum from J. E. Law to W. R. Brown and R. M. Pierce
dated December 4, 1984, "Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual
(OQAM) - Owner/Operator Responsibility and Authority"'
(L.16 841204 938).
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Memorandum from J. P..Darling to J. W. Anderson and:,
R 3. JMullin dated August 9, 1984, "Establishment of-.
Division of Quality Assurance (DQA)- Office of Nuclear
Power (NUC PR) - (L20 840809 801)

Memorandum from H. N. Culver to J. W. Anderson dated
April 27, 1984, "Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) Open',
Items" (ONS 840427 050)

Memorandum from J, P. Darling to Those listed dated-.
November 11, 1984, "Overall• Nuclear Quality Assurance .-
Program -- Policy and Status" (L16 841023 885)

Memorandum from 3. P, Darling to Those listed dated
October 1, 1984, "TVA Interdivisional Quality Assurance..
Procedures Manual (IPM)" (L16 840917 840)

Memorandu.n from J. Killian to J. P. Darling datid July 26,
1984, "OQA Audit Report No. CI!-8400-07, Operator Trainings
and Retraining" (OQA 840726 702)

Memorandum from R. W. Cantrell to J. W. Anderson dated
March 23, 1984, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - NSRS Report No.
R-82-02-WBN, ITEM NOS. -09, -10, -11, ANT) -25"
(ESB 840323 004)

W

e

forking Files, NSRS Open Items

dures

EN DES EP-3.37 RO dated February 26, 1983, "System Descrip-

tion Documents Preparation, Review, and Approval",,"..:

EN DES EP-3.01 R5 dated December 13, 1982, ",Design Criteria,
£J~~J ~ &epaUat -n, evJLI.Uh 51w, anI Apjp[oval.

45D from J. S. Colley to QAC Employees dated December 12,
1984, transmitting pen and ink change to EN DES EP-1.29,
"EN DES Quality Audit Program"

Draft QMS-EP Certification of Audit Personnel - received'"'O.-':
from J. S. Colley December 12, 1984
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emorand ur. TENNE
001

ITO . W.-Cantrell, Manager of Engineering, W12A12 C-K

PROM K. W. Whitt, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Sta

".tE'.June , 1985

t:SBJiCT: BROUNS FERRY NU1CLEAR PLANT (BFN) - NUCLEAR SAFETY
REPORT NO. I-84-33-BFN - IN"TSTIGATION OF RFN PIPI;

DES IGN

Attached is the approved subject report. It is es
to the final draft transmitted to you by my .inform:

May 1, 1985.

The investigation was initiated due to employee cot
jt in the report, one of those concerns, involving 1.A

of baseline information for analysis and design wa
Additionally, problems were identified involving t:

V fication of BFN piping analysis personnel; deviati
criteria, control of the IE Bulletin 79-14 effort;
nonexistent procedures to perform assigned work; p
problems between the analysis section, support des
site modification group; lack of generic evaluatior
analysis problems; and lack of an effective audit
area.

In accordance with the agreement reached (luring thE
subsequent telephone conversation between M. S. Ki
on March 29, 1985, NSRS anticipated receipt of youi
report by May 31, 198S. That would have allowed c
of your response along with the final report. Thi
reiterated .in the referenced May 1, 1985 informal

Based on recent discussions with members of your s
draft-Office of Engineering (OE) comments on the tE
1985, .itis obvious that meaningful OE responses h;
ated. Please provide me with written responses to
findings (open items) identified in the report by
Your responses should address these areas:

o. Whether your agree or disagree with the concl
supplemented by information in the details -se

If you disagree with a conclusion, provide thE

menrt.

.,.Corrective actions which have been taken, and

•?,.:,.

-pC.

SEE VAIEYAUTYY IIORiTY :",.

'85 0 6 0 7 0 5 016-

ft', E12B31 C-K

RVIEW STAFF (NSRS)
4G AND SUPPORT

nenti.iIly identical
il memorandum of,.'

ncerns. As noted
ck of-documentation
A substantiated.:
raining and quaili
ons from design
inadequate or

otential interface
ign sections, and
n of prior piping.
program in this',

e exit meeting and-
dd and D. B. Bowen -

r responses to this.-'
oncurrent issuance
a agreement was
n emo r a n dLm.

taff and review of,,,
eport dated June 3,

ave not been gener-,
the negative

June 21, 1985.

isions orawn, as
ction of the report.
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BACKGROUND

; I 'I
-'"V 0

This investigation was initiated due to an employee's concern relating
to the practices of the Browns Ferry piping'analysis section. The",.'
practices in question involved the documentation of final analysis:",::-,

results, the random manipulating of field-generated inspection data ..
(piping configuration), and the intimidation of employees to justify'
overstressed (and potentially unsafe) conditions on existing piping
configuration, thereby reducing the number of field modifications
required.

Due to the technical nature of the concerns, two investigators with
structural analysis and design experience were assigned to perform
this investigation.

11
., $ .4

4:.4

SCOPE

The original objectives of this investigation were to verify the
validity of the employee concerns and to evaluate the effect of any
substantiated concerns on the overall safety in the plant.

To accomplish these objectives the following actions were taken:

0 Interviews were corductcd with BFN piping analysis section

personnel January 15-18, 1985.

Analysis problems (computer printouts, calculation summary.

books, drawings) were reviewed and discussed with selected
BFN personnel January 28-February 1, 1985.

The original objectives of the investigation were expanded after
completing the interviews and problem review. During that process,
specific issues were identified involving the training and quali-
fication of BFN piping analysis personnel, deviations from design
criteria, control of the "79-14" effort (see section IV.F.1 for back-
ground information on IE Bulletin 79-14), inadequate or nonexistent'
procedures to perform assigned work, and potential interface problems
between the analysis section, support design sections, and site modifi-
cation group.

The following actions resulted from these additional identified issues:

0 Interviews were conducted with BFN support designers from two,

-civil structure sections February 4-8, 1985.

........

0 Support design calculations were reviewed and discussed with BFN
personnel February 11-15,.1985.

o Visual inspection of modified supports at BFNP was performed..
February 19-21, 1985.

o The BFN civil project engineer, 79-14 coordinator, and

BFN modifications project supervisor (mechauical section) were
interviewed February 15, 19-21, 1985.



These actions were 'taken in an attempt to trace work associated withV
the 79-14 effort from the original "as built" inspections performed by

..-. NUC PR-to the completed modification.

II'.. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMlENDATIONS

151Z-ý2 -
'64

Fý I

7"',**,

N *

The following' conclusions summarize the results.of investigating the -
• :BEN piping analysis/support design effort. Sections A and B address,

employee* and NSRS concerns, respectively.

A. Employee Concerns

1-84-33-BFN-O, Documentation of Baseline for Analysis and
Design

Conclusion

.. Of the analysis -problems reviewed, no isometric and support,
load drawings which involved the emergency equipment.cooling
S.::-. !water (EECW) and reactor drain and vents system were being

issued in conjunction with the corresponding analysis
problem, as required by design criteria BFN-50-D707. ,These

.drawings represent the baseline used for the analysis and
support design. In some cases, support drawings had been"'.1..-
issued and field modifications completed without the iso-rý;,.
metric or load tables being issued (see sections IV.C.2.a),<

IV.D.3, and IV.E for details).

Recommendation

Prepare and check all isometric and support load drawings
and issue them in conjunction with completed analysis sum-
mary book. Perform an evaluation of problem NI-I1O-IR to
verify the correct value of the design load for support,,*,.' :!E
H-21.

2.". Manipulation of Firld-Generated 79-14 Inspection Data

Conclusion.

I.. information was provided verbally concerning some dimen-
*:sional additions to inspection data, although no objective,-l

evidence was located to indicate a safety concern at-this
time (see section IV.D.1 for details).

3. Intimidation of Employees to Reduce Number of 79-14 Field'-

Modifications

Conclusion

Major emphasis had been placed by management on retaining
the "as-built" configuration with no modifications when`, :

:,,-performing analysis and support design. This ".emphasis'", has.,

* ,- -- - '7 t
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been construed by some employees to be intimidation. No
evidence of employees signing inaccurate analyses .orsupport.'. -

*design calculations be,. luse of pressure was identified (see'.

..section IV.D.i for details).

B. "'.NSRS Identified Concerns

1... I-84-33-BFN-02, Acceptance of Pipe Stresses and/or Support
Stresses in Excess of Defined Allowable Stresses

Conclusion

There have been instances where stresses in excess of the
code-defined all.owables have been accepted possibly due.to

...the importance management places on accepting the "as-built"..W
configuration of the installed piping. There was no documen .(
tation provided in analysis/support design calculations to
justify the use of stresses in excess of the allowables (see,. "
section IV.D.3 for details). ..

Recommendat ion

Although emphasis can be placed on using the "as-built"
configuration where possible, everyone should be made aware
that the allowable stresses, from the ASME code for piping
-and AISC code for supports, as defined in the design cri-
teria cannot be exceeded. Also, specific examples of excess,.
..stresses provided in the Details section of this report ,,:.
[should, be corrected and a review performed to ensure others.
-do not exist. "

2. 'I-84-33-BFN-03, Written Guidance and Training for Performing ?.
'Piping Analysis .

Conclusion

The design criteria BFN-50-D707,. written tý, define the'
general technical requiremen.ts of the 79-14 effort, does notý-
provide a complete guide for performing analy7sis. Analysts.
were given no additional instructions, training or general.'
orientation to BEN analysis and procedures when they entered .

... .. the section nor on a periodic basis to verify consistency of;,
-- approach when information relating to a new analysis method' .. '

-became available. Analysts interviewed provided inconsis-: .

tent answers concerning questions which involved stress. . 14>
intensification factors, insulation data, flange qualifi-
cations, normalized versus unnormalized loads, and capabil-
ities of the TPIPE post processor (sce section IV.C.I for I. !. ... . ." details).." : ..•::

-. ,,.:Recommenda t ions ,6.

,I-84-33-BFN-03A

" ,, NN, N'
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Technical guidance in the form of a controlled handbook oor
y. similar mechanism should be issued.and made available lto , the hC

section. "

I1-84-33-BFN-03B
General orientation and training specific to BFN practices:.
should be made available on a periodic basis within the,
section.

3. I-84-33-BFN-04, Calculations Checked by Non-independent,

. Inexperienced Personnel

Conclusion

Inexperienced personnel were assigned to check the work of-.
the engineer who was training them. Requirements for inde- .
pendent verification, as defined by EP 3.03, were not being "
met (see section IV.C.2.b for details).

Recommendation ......

Utilize qualified personnel to maintain independent verifi-".',
cation for all problems. .Do not assign personnel areas of.-
resp'-nsibility until they have received adequate training to'
qualify for the responsibility..

4. 1-84-33-BFN-05, Failure to Implement Discrepancy Status
Tracking System as Defined in Special Engineering Procedure
(SEP) 81-02 and to Control Progress of 79-14 Through.',- , .-
Accurate Scheduling

Conclusion

The tracking system (Y-40) defined in SEP 81-02, "Implemen--,
tation of NRC-OIE Bulletin 79-14 for Browns Ferry Nuclearý 2'

Plant," was never fully implemented and. was abandoned due to
the time involved in maintaining it. No controlled system
is presently being utilized to track and document the' status
of 79-14 discrepancies. The lack of control is further evi-
denced in past OE scheduling which projected all 79-14:''
related work for. all units to be complete by May 1985-`. As
of September 1984, work was only 31 percent complete.. A,
controlled tracking system is necessary in order to identify
the completion of the total scope of work. An accurate:
schedule which represents real progress is also necessary to
complete the work by Lle revised completion date of 1990

' ,".` (see sections IV.F.2a.'and 2.b for details).:

Recommendation

I-84-33-BFN-05A Identify and assimilate the current stat us
* of all discrepancies. Establish and implement a system.

which tracks 79-14 discrepancy resolution from analysis,.-

.4



through completed modification.

I-84-33-BFN-05B
Identify current status of all analysis and support design
work which remains for the 79-14 effort. Track actual
progress of work performed, document, and reflect in.accur-
ate schedules.
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5. I-84-33-BFN-06, Failure to Revise SEP 81-02 to AdequatelY
Define 79-14 Program

Conclusion .'

SEP 81-02 (RO) detailed the initial handling of discrepan- ..
cies but failed to consider the coordination required to
verify completion of field modifications for all discrepan-.,
cies and the preparation of the final closure documentation .,.',..
for the 79-14 NRC report. Project management defined this ';•>
completion as "Phase II" of 79-14, which could include a
second inspection walkdown similar to the one conducted
initially for 79-14. No draft revision to SEP 81-02 which
documented this verbal description of Phase II was available '
for review (see section IV.F.3).

. Recommendation

Revise SEP 81-02 to define activities required to complete
and document this completion of the 79-14 program, to in-
clude a final comparison of as-constructed drawings to
as-analyzed drawings.

6. 1-84-33-BFN-07, Failure of OE Organization to Perform
* Generic Evaluation of Problems Identified in "Evaluation
of WBN Piping Analysis Review Team(s) Report," (July 1982)

Conclusion

The OE organization failed to review all other piping analy-
sis sections after a 1982 WBN Independent Review TeamidentL--•
fied basic root causes for nonconforming conditions in"WBN -
piping. Some of these basic root causes and conclusions
were identified again in the BFN analysis section during the e
investigation (see section IV.G for details). - -

Recommendation

Review the problems, root causes, and corrective action in
the WBN report and the conclusions of thisreport for app I Li •
cability to all other projects. , ". •

t

7. I-84-33-BFN-08, Failure of QA to Perform Audits and Surveil-
lance of Identified Problem Areas Within Piping AnalTysis'.:.T.-.
Sections . .. :ý ý . .,

,- 4 C .
A
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Conclusion

No audits or surveillances have been conducted or are scheduled u U
to be performed by QA organizations of the BFN piping ana.lysis,*

- section. The Quality Management Staff performed a cursory"'."
review of the 1982 WB3N root causes and documented their non-
existence in 1984 based on the reorganization and special . -

procedures written to eliminate these root causes. No 3----< ,-.
audits/surveillances were performed to verify the implemen -.
tation and effectiveness of these WBN procedures, or to-
determine the existence of these root causes in other pro ."
jects (see section IV.G for- details).

Recommendation --'-v

Perform periodic audits (including technical audits) to '.
ensure that procedu; ,s and design criteria are being fol 0.
lowed and to evaluate the effectiveness of the programs- ..

being implemented.

LS -
Background Information

--'A

The piping analysis group performs one piece of work in the
overall effort of verifying that the as-built configuration 'for, ,
seismic Category I piping systems meet design requirements. The
design criteria used to perform the analysis are BFN-50-D707,
"Detailed Design Criteria for Analysis of As-Built Piping Systems," j:i

and BFN-50-D717, "Detailed Design Criteria for Analysis of-Torus
Attached Piping (Long-Term Torus Integrity Program)." An
EN DES-SEP 81-02, "Implementation-of NRC-OIE Bulletin 79-14 for' ;-

Browns Ferry.Nuclear.Plant," defines the coordination effort and:
responsibilities of the various sections involved in the 79-14.. -

effort. An overview of the flow of work for the 79-14 effort and
responsibilities of NIC PR, analysis support design, and modifi-,:- .. -

cation are briefly stated as follows:

1. NUC PR site inspection personnel perform a "walkdown" inspec-
tion of the as-built piping configuration utilizing OE,-.------

-design drawings. OE piping drawings and support drawings -. '-A
-are marked to show all discrepancies between as-built and
design configurations. -

2. ,Inspection data is transmitted to the OE BFN/civil structure ,. - -."
."-.isection for review. Study packages'are compiled by the--. -..MO

--. •responsible civil structure section. These packages contain.-!.!-
. ,a variety o1 information which is needed by the piping.I- -:

analyst such as walkdown information, equipment weights, and->--.-
. ":.-.. valve data.- Study drawings are also made at this time from

-. 7the marked-up inspection sheets and included in the study- .'
package. .

6
.' • . ".
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3. Study packages are sent to the BFN piping analysis Section,
• who review and evaluate the need to perform a reanalysis of0 -

the piping.system. (Note: All piping systems inspected to-
date have required seismic reevaluation and reanalysis.).i

/i . Piping systems require reanalysis usually as a result of w
either nodocumented original analysis, mislocated piping ('!
and supports, or inadequate existing support configurations:2.>

The analysis section must interface with the civil structure-: '
section if all required information is not in the study >:V -l

package. Basically, the.first three steps. go in reverse asj>i--
the civil structure section then requests the desired, i)1for- i-
mation from the NUC PR inspection group. .... , . *.-.,

4. Initial reanalysis is completed and support loads are ..sent. ..
(usually as Preliminary) to the civil structure section.,~

-. Existing supports are evaluated for new loads and modified A-k•'
if needed. This step requires significant coordination.'',.
between the piping analyse and support designer to ensure a,--
minimum of modifications while maintaining an overall safe ..
operating condition of the piping system., The analyst
completes analysis based upon agreed support conditions and-,.,
then finalizes support loads. " :

1.5. Revised support drawings are issued by the civil structures'y.
group in conjunction with the.analysis section's issuance of'i
a load table,.isometric drawing (drawing which illustrates.
the as-analyzed piping configuration), and summary book. .

6. Required modifications are scheduled into specific.outages .by NUC PR. Complications in performing a modification are
identified by NUC PR in the form of a Field Change*Request .'-
(FCR). Depending on the complexity of the request, support5 t
designers and/or analysts may become involved in the. appro-. .

val. Reanalysis of system may be~warranted. .--

S7. Modifications are completed and site QC inspectors inspect .and approve physical work. No record of the final.approval .ý
-is transmitted to OE.

'Method of Investigation .
.,

In order to effectively evaluate the employee concerns, a combi-:` A-
nation of interviews, record review, and site verification.was :-.-- ?required.

"1. •Conduct of Interviews . , -

..Interviews involving approximately 60 percent of the-BN "..
'piping analysis staff were performed.. Similar questions.
were asked of each interviewee concerning that individual's.IN>

- experience and knowledge of piping analysis, awareness of-:
applicable EPs and design criteria, methods used inrperform 7

*~W
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ing an analysis and documenting/transmitting results, and .7
understanding of the responsibiliLies delegated to the ':'.

originator and, checker of an analysis. .

The-relationship between the individual and the technical >.

supervisor (C-4), supervisor (M-5), and support design group,
were also discussed due to the importance of interface in.•
performing the work. . . ... :..

Interviews were conducted with personnel from the support -
design sections. Each person was, asked questions concerning ,k>.

their background.and experience, the preparation of study. ..'
packages, interface practices between support design and. .f',•
analysis, method of interface between support designers and.-.,

site inspection group, and the documenting of support design;--
calculations and issuance of support drawings. ' .

Interviews'were also conducted with the civil project coordi l

nator and civil project engineer to gain an understanding of
the current status of all 79-14 work and the schedule/scope .'

of the work remaining.

Review of Documents

The piping analysis section is performing an analysis on "'

approximately 26 safety-related piping systems for each.'of '
the units at BFN..ý Selected analyses from each ofthe':three.,-:
units were reviewed at random. The review traced the ini t-'"
ial study packageinformation through the computer input. andi
final output. Justifications of overstressed conditions.! ...-.-:
were also evaluated. Preparers and/or checkers of the
analysis were asked questions. concerning the work and-their",
understanding of'the final results. Associated drawings: "; .

(isometric and load table) were also reviewed to verify that "0

they had been 'issued and that the information on them was. '.
consistent with the information presented in the analysis..'
summary book. , ",;

Twelve analysis problems were selected at random for the .
initial portion of the document review. Twenty support../:-:
calculation packages related to the above analysis problems ,-:"
were reviewed. Calculations were reviewed for consistency .
of information from analysis to support design (see section,,:5,,-
VI, "Docments Reviewed," for specific problems). ' "

Site Verification

Documentation such 'as an "as-constructed" drawing' of )ther- ::I:...
final modification of the piping system was not available i
.OE ' Therefore,.to completely evaluate the transfer",of
.information from-initial walkdown to Completed design,ýsite,
verification was required. .After reviewing randomly selec---r
ted analyses and support calculations, it was determined
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BFN Piping Analysis Section .

Personnel in the analysis section were extremely cooperative and -i

assisted the investigators in the review of analysis summary,
books and related correspondence. Most seemed conscientious in
*the performance of their job and displayed a willingness to

ediscuss programatic problems in order to improve the output.of.• -,$'

the section. The interviews and document review within the pip-
ing analysis section resulted in four adverse findings in thel
general areas of training, utilization of procedures/design .'"
criteria, and technical/administrative supervision.

1. Training of Personnel . .

The BFN analysis section contains a mixture of engineers and '•o
engineering aides at varioits grade levels. Approximately 50'
percent of those interviewed had no prior experience in,
performing piping analysis before being placed in the BFN
section, although 75'percent had previously attended'a class-<
in TPIPE (computer'ýprogram for piping analysis) utilization. '

These employees had received limited or no indoctrination to
BFN piping analysis when entering the section. The super-
visor and civil project engineer expressed the opinion that.'•'
only qualified people would be hired and placed in the'
section and thercfore should not require additional train-,
ing. NSRS made no attempt to evaluate how qualified.the.

iemployees were. It was observed, however, that many inconsis
tencies existed within the section concerning the under-. ,
standing of stress intensification factors, insulation data,
flange qualifications, normalized versus unnormalized, loads,
and capabilities of the TPIPE post processor. . A

' The consistent conclusion of those interviewed was that the
section contained adistinct core of experienced analysts A•

who usually were aware of the current. information on perform-
ing analysis.. The remaining employees were left-to assimi-''.W
late information concerning the mechanics of performing-. ;
analysis on their own. The situation was describedas an MA

i nner group that interfaced, frequently with the supervisor.,,-
and an outer group that somehow managed to gain information':1
from the other. group.. ."' '"! '

Employees were also attempting to utilize a Yellow Creek'.
Nuclear Plant (YCN) Rigorous Analysis Handbook for guidance-"'_-,
in analysis. ,Project.management was aware of. these hand•

.............
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books and stated that a cookbook solution does not-always
exist in analysis and that people should not depend on a
handbook.

In summary, it was identified during the investigation that
employees have not. consistently received adequate training
in performing BEN piping analysis, information transfer
within the group is marginal, and YCN handbooks are,'being '
utilized to assist in performing analysis.

NSRS does not consider a rigorous analysis handbook to be a
cookbook. In fact, a controlled handbook relating to BFN
analysis could be a means of assuring a consistent, updated.
approach t- analysis in a section that had limited informa-

S. tion transfer, high employee turnover, and personnel, with
limited extperience.

2. Utiliz,,Lion of Procedures/Design Criteria

All pcrsonnel interviewed were asked questions related to
the procedures/design criteria utilized in the performance
of their job. Host could identify the design criteria
numbers of BFN-50-D707 (Analysis of As-Built Piping Systems)
and BFN-50-D711 (Analysis of Torus Attached Piping - Long
Term Torus Integrity Program) but could not answer questions
dealing with specific requirements identified in the cri-
teria.. The technical supervisor (C-4) was also unaware of
the specific requirements. Although it is emphasized that
the analysis section lost two C-4 technical supervisors
during 1984 and the present technical supervisor has been in
the group for approximately three months performing basic-

- " ally administrative functions.

a. Deviations from Design Criteria BFN-50-D707

+,

'it

it4i
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During the review of selected analysis problems and
corresponding drawings associated with the. EECW and the
reactor drain and vent systems (NI-167-SRA, NI-D6B-AI,.
NI-167-3RA, NI-167-3RB, NI-IIO-IR, NI-210-IR), it was
observed that the drawings had not been issued. This
nonissuance is contrary to the requirement stated-in
section 8.2.1.g of the design criteria. Briefly
stated, when an analysis is complete, the isometric and
support load table 'drawings are to be *issued and the
analysis summary books microfilmed in HIEDS. The analy-
sis books had been microfilmed. It is emphasized that-
completed analysis problems are revised periodically.
These revisions can affect the isometric drawing,.which
must reflect the configuration represented by a spe-
cific revision as well as the support load table draw-
Ings. Therefore, if the isometric and support. load* .ý,..,
tables are not issued, a baseline, does not exist for.'
the analysis or support design. Three other.systems',,

-'tA

'i-i.

.. . . ..
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(RUtR, CRDSD, torus penetration X-231) were reviewedi to
verify the issuance of drawings with the completed
analysis summary book. The work related to the EECW
and the reactor drain and vent systems were the only
*groups identified in which the drawings were not being
issued. The engineer responsible for the EECW system
explained that all EFCW drawing-, would be issued toget.-
her for each unit.. There is no basis for waiting to .
issue drawings. There was no explanation given for not
issuing the reactor (train and vent drawings. The
noni!;suance is considered a problem in document, de-
sign, and configuration control which could result. in
inadequate support des i gn.

Drawings must be issued to represent each complete.
analysis with no exception as required by the design
criteria.

-b. Deviations irom Engineering Procedure., (EPs)

EP 3.03, "Design Calculations," requires an independent
checker be used in the verification process for all. IA
calculations. This independence was not occurring in
all problems reviewed. Personntl with no prior experi-
ence or training in piping analysis had been assigned
to the lead engineer (for EECW) for training and became
the "checker" of that enginer's work. Although the
concept of using engineers to train and assist inexper.-
ienced people is good,- independent verification is -not '
achieved when the inexperienced person serves as a .

checker.

Analysis problem NI-DGB-AI (RO) was found to be an
example of a "trainee" checking the "trainer." The,
checker was questioned concerning specific methodsl-used
in this analysis and readily admitted to a limited
understanding of analysis at the time the %heck was
performed. Knowledge was confined to what the, "trai.n-
er"/preparer had told the. "trainee"/checker.

Therefore, the checker could not explain the rationale
of methods used.

.3. Inadequate Technical/Administrative Supervision

The staff of the BFN analysis section consisted of 25 indi- "
viduals (excluding the M-5 supervisor) during the time of .
the investigation. The grades of theengineers and aides
ranged from C-1 through C-4 to E-4 through E-6. Of those. ,:,;:,:"

'...,,?:.people interviewed, 100 percent stated that the newly~acqui -'i-!.,:
ýed C-4 did not provide any technical guidance to the staff.
Everyone was familiar with his backgroi.nd and chose to ask

, technical questions of other more experienced individuals ... '

11
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There were four sections within the BFN project which could.'
generate support design calculations. Two of these sections were
located at the plantsite, with one primari'ly responsible for
field change request (FCR) approval. The major responsibility...ý,',-.
for. original 79-14 design resulting from analysis remained in
Knoxville after the October1984 reorganization. Therefore, .more,,,
review emphasis was placed on the Knoxville located sections'and
their interface with the piping analysis section. Personnel:-from
both of these sections were interviewed to establish their work'--".:

.responsibilities, the interface conditions with the piping analy-
sis section, the status of 79-14 support design and modification
work, and the feasibility of obtaining accurate additional field
inspection data when warranted.

'Several problems were reviewed in the support design group s.} iiTheiii
supports reviewed were limited to the RMR, EECW, and reactor+ . .
drains and vents systems.. These systems were the only ones..
which, contained modifications that had been completed Lt the.
plan'tsite and provided a basis for review of the 79-14 effort.:--
from analysis through completed modification.

1. Interface wtih Piping Analysis Section

The support and analysis sections communicated informally,".'-
...,throughout the analysis process. initially the piping '

analyst depended on the support designer to provide a com-:.
plete study package for each piping system in order to'
create an accurate model for computer analysis. . The.quality

...of inspection data' and subsequent study packages had varied
significantly, which resulted in frequent communication-.,1-',
between analysis and support design. Typically, some valve
information would be incomplete or inspection dimensions,,
failed to add up between column lines. Some support desig
ners admitted to addiug dimensions to the original inspec-,.,a-
tion data when questioned by analysts. These dimensional
additions were limited to inches and nat considered signifi--,

12,. "
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cant by the support designer. All support designers inter-
viewed stated that the N1JC PR site inspection group would be
contacted for a reinspection of an area if the initial field
generated sketches were not adequate. A log of all rein- .
spection requests was reviewed to verify that coordination'
did exist between the site and support sections.

The NSRS investigators found no evidence of undocumented -

dimensions in the problems reviewed, other than the insign-
ificant ones mentioned above. It is emphasized that al- .
though the process for receiving required information was
tedius and frustrating, the majority of analysis employees
interviewed displayed a conscientious attitude in trying to
establish accurate models for their analyses.

Additional interface occurred after analysis was performed-
when overstressed conditions were identified. The analyst
and designer discussed potential solutions required to -

reduce stresses in order to minimize the number of modifica-
tions required per system and to establish the feasibility
of additional supports at specific locations. All analysts
andsupport designers interviewed.discussed an unwritten
management policy of maintaining the.present, as-built
support configuration with no modifications for each piping
system. The "policy" was seen by the majority of personnel
as an emphasis to "sharpen pencils" and perform a more 4
detailed evaluation of each support. Some employees identi-.
fied a new management policy of sending Knoxville based
personnel to BFN to ensure supports could be modified as -•'"..

planned before the support design drawings were issued.:
This was perceived to be a method of reducing the number of
modifications.' However, NSRS could not identify any evi- • ,
dence of employees signing inaccurate analyses or support , "•-
design calculations due to these unwritten policies. .

Although open communication played an essential role in the
79-14 effort, NSRS confirmed a potential problem of'unver- -
ified support load information being transferred between the.
sections.. Support designers attempted to design/modify -_"
supports based on preliminary support loads generated by the
analysis section. Xeroxed copies of preliminary computer
runs were given to. support designers which enabled them to
begin work. Support. designers stated that the preliminary,-,
uncontrolled information was usually needed as soon as'.. .'..
possible in order to meet schedule requirements and support-
N1JC PR outages. The designers explained.that-they event-* .
ually verified the uncontrolled information against the.
issued su:pport load drawing before support calculations were.
issued. Supports R290, R291, R303, and R309 (located in~r:j,;`
EECW system analysis problems NI-167-3RA and Nl-167-3RB)'-_.-',
were selected by the investigators to verify this "load1 - 6
check" by support designers. There were notes made' in theýý;"
calculations which indicate that the "current" loads. from

13
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the unissued support load table drawings were evaluat"ed,."j.
The support calculations were issuedin June. 1984 with no
support load table being issued as of February 1985,. .No.. o'i'!
immediate safety concern was identified in the selected. '•'?'

supports. However,ý the practice of leaving an open revision
(consistently changing the drawing with revised analysis .- ¢
information without 'issuing the drawing for each revision)..
for the load table does represent a safety concern; .-The .
support calculations do typically reference the analysis
problem number (such as NI-167-3RA) and/or the isometric"-....'-
drawing and support load drawing without stating the revis-
ion level. The section -supervisor stated that support' load-f
table drawings did not have to be issued with supportý-caLcula;,
tions because all support information was available" through ý,-,'
the analysis summary book. It is emphasized though'tha't',the" ,"•'',
analysis summary books do not contain load table information
for each support. They do reference a computer printout-;':
which provides loads for each joint of the analysis model. ',,'`'." ''

Unfortunately, the analysis joint number and support number .:

are not the same and the isometric drawing is necessary t 6'0'i-"

locate the joint number which corresponds to a specific..
support. The isometric drawing had not been issued.fo'r'the: ',4<-";

EECW system. Therefore, although the analysis sunmary'..bo'o*\k
and related drawings are referenced in support, calculations, •'
the baseline for support calculations is not adequately. '..
documented without isometric and support load table drawings'
being issued. The nonissuance of isometric and load table-
drawings is contrary to the requirements in design criteria.'-""
BFN-SO-D707.

Four supports on the RRR system were also reviewed to estab-w
lish the interface between analysis and support design.. 'The ,_7
associated analysis isometric and load table drawings had.'.
been issued for all four of the supports. Three of'the.iefour'.-'-•
supports reviewed had support design loads which were,. grea ""•-";;'

ter than the load table loads. However, for.R MR, unit 3,"•••: '

support H-34, the design load used was less than half of'thel:
load found in the current load tables. Support design...
calculations and analysis load tables need to be consistent .
and kept current to ensure the final support design is'.
correct. In general., the interface information was.-being• '

baselined for the PJIR system, as required by design c. r . te rt ia .. L1i
BFN-SO-D707.

Two supports on the reactor drains and vents system were -.i.:;,•
reviewed to establish the interface between analysis'"andfl
support design. Support 11-21 for unit I (located in analy .
sis problem NI-IIO-IR) and support H-21 for unit 2'(located".:",'-!
in analysis problem NI-210-IR) were used to verify the., 'load ;
check" by support designers. For problem NI-IlO-IR, the .
analysis summary book was issued but no checklist (as re-.."

,quired by BFN-50-D707) was included. ,There was no..reference
in the summary bookto an analysis isometric drawing or,.a

" • 2•14
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For support 11-21, reactor drains and vents, unit 1, there
was an inconsistency in the calculations of the Analyses and'

Pipe Support Design Sections and the modifications done by.,:K

NUC PR. NSRS identified the following activities related to: 7

this support but could find no basis for them in the documnenta-

tion provided.

o The computer output for analysis problem NI-1lO-IR

showed a load of 652 pounds on the spring support It-21.

This load exceeded the 550 pound capacity of the ex'ist-

ing installed spring, a Power Piping size 705.

o In order to qualify this condition on the spring sup-

port, the analyst performed a hand calculation utiliz- .

ing a revised load cf 577 pounds on the spring. The

577-pound value was provided by the support group.
There was no justification by the checker as to why the6--. -

new number was used, although the final conclusion
reached was that the spriuig capacity had not been

exceeded with this load. The checker indicated that he._`

was using the judgement and direction of the technical
supervisor when accepting the value from the support
designer.

The computer output also had a value of 715 pounds

handwritten next to the output value of 652 pounds.
There was no explanation for this value which, coin-
cidentally, was very close to the 718 pounds calculated,•-.ý

for the H-21 support in unit 2 in analysis problem

1-210-IR. Three load value- are listed in the analy-.1
,s stmumary book without justification for any of them.-".,

Ba-elined analysis isometric and load table drawings.
if available, would eliminate questions of which number.'.
was correct. (An evaluation of the analysis needs to

be made to determine the correct value of load on the

spring.) Due to the confusion of these actions, sup-
port H-21 (units I and 2) was selected for the site
verification portion of the investigation. It was

found that the H-21 spring for unit I had been replaced!'
with one of adequate capacity if the output value of
652 pounds was correct (see section IV.E for details). -

4. "As-Built" Drawing Effort for 79-14 Modifications

,,I'"4

p

It~ '3
\'

p
1
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"i!
As of the date of this investigation., the "as-built" drawing''

effort on 79-14 modifications had not resulted in any draw-,.,
ings being sent back to the analysts for verification. The-7.'
design people are relying on QC inspections to ensure that

modification is according to the drawings. After the QC U "

inspection, an "as-constructed" drawing will be produced by>">'
NUC PR. No one knew if these would be sent back for verifi-1

cation that the "as-constructed" configuration is the same

as the "as-analyzed" configuration. This is necessary to
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complete TVA's obligation under IE Bulletin 79-14.

E. Verification of Comp•leted modifications

As a part of the overall 79-14 program, modificat'ons are mad,! to
the support system when overstressed conditions exist in the
piping or the supports. NSRS attempted to verify that such
modifications were made according to the drawings by performing a
spot check at the BFN site of supports that had gone through the
modification stage.

The first support reviewed in the field wa., on the unit 3 Resi-
dual Heat Removal System. The analysis for this support was done
in problem NI-374-2R. The support was RI48, which required a
change from a 1/2-inch-diameter rod hanger to a Bergen-Patteron
support. The modifications group provided a copy to NSRS ot
Workplan No. 13067, which showed that the support had been cha-
nged. Inspection of the support showed that it had been installed
according to OE drawing 47A452-809, RI.

The next support reviewed was 11-34 on unit 3 RHR system. The
analysis, which was problem NI-374-3R, and support design results
required this support to be replaced by a Power Piping size 607
with a spring setting greater than 551 pounds. Inspection in the
field revealed that. a Power Pipiig size 607 was installed with a
spring setting of 625 pounds.

U

Two other suppcrts that were
field were the Reactor Drain
H-21. The analysis for unit
was NI-210-IR.

selected for verification in
and Vent System, units I and
I was NI-11O-IR and that for

the
2,
unit 2

Access to the supports was not possible. Therefore, NUC PR
workplans were used as a means of verification. The change has
been made on unit I by workpla, 10335. According to the workplan
and "as-constructed" print, the hanger was changed to a Grinnell
type A, size 7, with a cold load setting of 672 pounds, which is
greater than the load of 652 pounds shown in the computer output.
The bottomed-out spring (spring that has its maximum capacity
exceeded) had been repliced with one that has. adequate capacity
according to analysis results. The problem with this particular
support was in the baselining of documentation. There are no
baselined analysis isometric drawings or load tables. Also.,
according to the analysis summary book, the support was qualified
without needing modification. However, support modification
drawings have been issued and the modifications completed without
the analysis isometric or load tables, which is contrary to the
requirements of the design criteria.

According to the modifications group, the H1-21 support had not
been melified on unit 2 nor was it scheduled for future outages.
The.Power a.`ping size 705 spring that was in place has a capacity
of.550 pou.-.4:, which was much less than the'.718 pounds shown in-
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the analysis. The spring can "bottom, out" and had not been:changed as of the date of this inves;tigation. Drawing 47A46- :-124 Rl calls for the spring to be changed to a Grinnel :Type A.size 8 with a capacity of 725 pounds which is adequate for the.analysis load of 718 for this support. Again for unit 2, noisometric analysis drawing or load tables were issued. The "'configuration for unit 2 was very similar, to unit 1. The *oad ld ,from the unit I analysis was 652 while the load from the unit.2 .analysis was 718 pounds.

The last support modification that was verified in the field was -'.,g:EECW, unit 1, support R-299. This modification required.a changefrom a fLatbar support to a 3 x 3 angle support with a 1/2-inch -t.baseplate. The inspection verified that the support was modified .2:<'according to support drawing 47B451-104 RO. The analysis for,this support was Nl-167-3RB. There was a problem with the base-,lining of configuration because there were no issued analysisisometric or load tables for this already modified support.

Overall the field review showed that the rcequired molification3-were being made according to the issued drawings. However,support drawings are being issued without baselining analysisthrough issued isometric drawings or load tables. This is con-trary to the design criteria and results in an "a:;-built" con-.figuration that cannot be traced back to an "as-anal%'zed" con- .r-figuration. This must be corrected since that is a fundamental .,..* requirement of the IE Bulletin 79-14.

"RC Bulletin 79-14

The employee concern which initiated this inve:;tigation addressed.a limited portion of work involved in the 79-14 effort.. During'the course of the investigation many interpretations of the..intent of 79-14 were presented to NSRS. There were also as many ; ,interpretations as to the status of 79-14 related work (analysis,:.support design, modifications). Therefore, NSRS expanded thescope of the original concern to include a review of the '79.- 14 :p r-og ram.

The review attempted to establish the history of the NRC bulle-tin, TVA commitments to the NRC, and management controls in place .'to meet these commitments. This review was limited to the OEorganization. 
$4;

. General Overview of the Rejuirements. of IE Bulletin 79-14

This section provides an overview of the intent of NRC IE -:Bulletin No. 79-14, "Seismic Analyses for As-Built Safety- ''Related Piping Systems." IE Bulletin No. 79-14 was transmit-. :ted from N`RC to TVA on July 2, 1979. This version requested.;licensees and construction permit holders to verify that the.:seismic analysis applied to the actual, configuration ofsafety-related piping systems. .
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* Each licensee had to identify inspection ,'ements to be used ''

in verifying that the seismic analysis input information
* agreed with the actual configuration of safety-related * ..
systems. For portions of :;ystems which were normally acces-
sible, licensees had to in.;pect one system in cachtset of
redundant systems and all nonredundant systems for confor-
mance to the seismic ,in,jlysis input information set forth in
design documcnts. The inspection was to include p•ipe run
geometry; support and restraint design, location, function;
embedments; pipe attachments; and valve and valve operator .
locations and weights. The results of the inspection were
*to be submitted within 60 days of the date of issuance of
the bulletin. The licensee was to inspect all other normal-
ly accessible safety-related systems and all normally inaccess-<
ible soAfety-related systems and report results of the inspec-
tions within 120 days.

.....

If nonconformances were identified, licensees were to:

a. Evaluate the effects upon system operability under

specified earthquake loadings and comply with appli-

cable action statements in the technical specifications
including prompt reporting.

b. Submit an eviluation of identified nonconformances on

the validity of piping and support analyses as-de-
scribed in the FSAR or other NRC-approved documents.
If reanalysis was necessary, a schedule for completing
reanalysis, comparison of results to acceptance cri--
teria, and description of results of reanalysis was to
be submitted.

c. In lieu of b above, a schedule for correcting noncon-.
forming systems so they conformed with design documents
could be submitted.

d. Revise documen's to reflect as-built configuration and
describe measures to ensure future modifications would

be in design documents.

The requirements of IE Bulletin 79-14 were changed by Revi-
sion 1, which was transmitted to TVA on July 18, 1979. This
revision required the "as-built configuration"' analysis
verification for safety-related piping 2-1/2 inches in._ .,

diameter and greater and to seismic Category I piping, .
regardless of size which was dynamically analyzed by com-

puter.

Additional guidance and definition of action required were.

provided by NRC in Supplement I to IE Bulletin 79-14, which
was issued on August 15, 1979. This supplement required, ': ,

for systems .selected in accordance with item 2 of the bulle-
tin, the licensee to verify that the inspection elements-r-'!

S '*\
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meet the acceptance criteria. The licensee was required to
remove insulation or provide access where inspection ele-
ments could not be viewed because of insulation. Where
physical inspection was not practicable, like valve weights
and materials of construction, conformance was to be veri-
fied by inspection of QA records. Nonconformances were to
be evaluated in two phases; by engineering judgment within 2
days followed by an analytical engineering evaluation within
30.days. Where either evaluation sh6wed that system opera-
bility was in jeýopardy, the technical specifications had tO
be met and the item 2 and 3 inspections had to be done as
soon as possible.

The rest of the accessible safety-related piping systems
then had to be inspected in the same manner as the selected
accessible piping. All nonconformances had tu be evaluated
and justification for continued operation had to be provid-
ed. The nonconformances were to be evaluated using the same
analytical technique or less complex ones if shown to he
c,inservative. Licensees were to submit the evaluations and
if they had shown that the analysis was nonconservative,
licensees had to submit a schedule for reanalysis or cortec-
tion of nonconformances. The schedule for correcting noncon-
formances had to be submitted along with improvements in
quality assurance procedures to assure that future modifica-
tions would be handled efficiently. The schedule for action
and reporting as given in the original bulletin was not
changed.

Supplement 2 to NRC IE Bulletin No. 79-14 was issued on
September 7, 191*9. This supplement gave new guidance. On
systems where the customer inspected against the latest
revision of drawings, marked them as necessary to define the
as-built ,configuration, and returned to the AE for compar-

ison with seismic analysis input; the seismic analyst would
be the one identifying nonconformances. i'rompt notification
of licensee was required on nonconformances in order to
ensure that technical specifications were met. This supple-
ment also stated where visual estimates were to be used that
they must be within tolerance requirements. The supplement'
also required a minimum of 10 percent of obitructed supports
be examined by removal of insulation. This was to satisfy
the initial inspections with a schedule being provided for
the rest of the supports. The supplement also required the
measurement of clearances between piping and supports,
attachments, and penetratiuns. If the licensee found areas
that were considered impractical to inspect even with the
reactor shutdown, he had to report these on a case-by-case
basis. The schedule for action and reporting was not cha-
nged from the schedule in the original issue of the bulle-
tin.

TVA's efforts to respond to this bulletin result.e& in the

20
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development of a criteria for the analysis, which is BiN-50-
D707, "Design Criteria for Analysis of As-Built Piping
Systems." TVA has attempted to implement the intent of the
provisions of IE Bulletin 79-14 as revised and supplemented.
The initial evaluation of the effects of nonconformances on
the piping analysis and continued operation of the plant has
been completed. Modifications were made in areas that
jeopardized safe operation of the plant. After those were
completed, TVA established a schedule for completing all the
79-14 work. Field sketches were made of the as-built piping
and transmitted in packages to the analysts for evaluation.
Some systems were analyzed because no previous analysis had
been performed. Other systems had to be reanalyzed due to
discrepancies or nonconformances. Once m4,difications are
identified, the isometrics and new support drawings are to
be issued. At the time of the investigation, none of the
modifications had gone through a complete cycle from analy-
sis to completed modification and back to the analyst to
v'-rify that the "as-built" (modified) configuration was the
same as the "as-analyzed" configuration.

The IE 79-14 bulletin requires, for all safety-related
piping 2-1/2 inches in diameter and greater and for all
seismic Category I piping that was dynamically analyzed by
computer, that the licensee verify the "as-built" configura-
tion agrees with the analysis. The complete response to the
bulletin will require that the final "as-built" drawings be
compared to the analysis. No one was a-ware of how this was
going to be done.

2. Scheduling/Control of 79-14 Work

r • L !

Realistic, effective scheduling and control of all work
related to the 79-14 is essential if TVA is to meet its NRC
commitments (as described in section F.1). NSRS attempted,
to ascertain the status of all discrepancies, analyses, and
support design. No one interviewed could provide this
information due to the lack of a status tracking system and
ineffectiveness of past scheduling. The status tracking and
scheduling are discussed further.

a. Status Tracking

The SEP 81-02 defines the "Y-40" system as a "tracking
device used to collect and report piping and pipe
sapport documentation for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

.This system includes the tracking of documentation
required by NRC IE Bulletin 79-14."

Specific reports generated due to this system tracking
are identified as the Discrepancy. Status Report, Analy-
sis Status Report, and Suppr'rt Status Report. The
Discrepancy Status Report was intended to track any

21
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safety-related problems resulting from significant
discrepancies and the status of any work required.

The Analysis Status report was intended to keep track
of analysis problems on all three units and every

system within BFN.

The Support Status Report was intended to document

every support on eve ry system on all unitrz. Any rede-

sign due to reanalysis would he identified as well as

the verification of installation.

In actuality, the Y-40 system was never fully, imple-

mented and no evidence. of any of the reports as previ-

ously described could be identified. The Discrepancy

Status Report was replaced by a "system" of placing

discrepancy sheets into a study package. At the end of

the 79-14 effort, all study packages will be reviewed
to verify that all discrepancies have been resolved.

It is noted that these packages are uncontrolled docu-

ments that will not be reviewed until approximately
1990. The Analysis Status Report is presently a list
of completed problems for each unit. An attempt to

identify the status of all analysis problems was begun

in December 1984. No documentation comparable to a

Support Status Report could be idenitified.

In summary, the method of tracking all discrepancies

and related work was to place this information in
uncontrolled packages of information. Although attem-

pts such as duplicating study package had been made to
preclude losing the information, the system was inade-

quate. Verification of all discrepancies being resol-
ved should not be postponed until the completion of

79-14 work nor dependent upon information which has

been uncontrolled for years.

b. Scheduling/Control of 79-14

NSRS reviewed the scheduling of the work related to. the
79-14 effort to determine the control project manage-
ment had in place over analyses and support design. It
was concluded that scheduling and control of this work
has been ineffective and unrealistic.

Previous OE scheduling of 79-14 analysis/support design
work can be described as "reactionary" in that a sche-

dule and work priorities would be revised based on

NUC PR's schedule of outages and modifications. OE

typically responded to support NUC PR outages withutt

the benefit of having any input to this NUC PR schedul-

ing. Although a schedule had been, established by OE

showing the completion of all 79-14 work to be comple-

ted in 1985, the 79-14 program has historically been

4.,.
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n.low priority and could not meet this 'completion
(NOTE: The torus integrity program han been the

,emphasis in analysis for the past four years.)
completion dates for design and analysis for each
he units were identified as follows:

Unit
Unit
Unit

1
2
3

August 1, 1984
May 1, 1985
November 1, 1984

However, these dates were totally eliminated in Sep-
tember 1984 when a 79-14 scope of work document was
issued by OE which included a work schedule that corres-
ponded to NUC PR's six-yrar plan and extetled the
completion dates to approximately 1990. The scope of
work document for 79-14 also stated that "EN DES is
presently 31 percent complete.". The NSRS investigators
found no prior documentation which stated that 79-14
was not on schedule. It is emphasized that unit 1 and
unit 3 should have been complete or near completion in
Eeptember 1984 based on documentation such as a June
1983 summary of open items issued by BFN which stated
that 79-14 work was progressing on schedule. The scope
of work docurDent also included percentages of comple-
tion for analysis and design for each system on each
unit. Analyses showed 78 and 47 percent complete for
units I and 3, respectively. These percentages could
not be verified during the investigation. No one could
provide information concerning the total number of
analysis problems worked and those remaining for each
system. In fact, the inalysis section had just begun
to identify and complete a record of all completed
analysis problems in December 1984. As of February
1985, the cover sheets from each completed analysis
suunmary book were still being located and compiled in a
notebook. The status of other incomplete analysis
problems (such asprepared, but not checked) was unknown
The analysis section had been working on unit I analy-
sis until September 1984 and then totally shelved that
work to begin on unit 2. No time was alloted to summar-
ize the general status of that unit I work. Project
management told NSRS that this major switch in unit
emphasis was solely an eu.iomic problem beyond their
control because they were attempting to support a
NUC PR outage.

1-
Past scheduling and control of the 79-14 effort, has
been unrealistic and overly optimistic based on the low

.priority given to this work. The ability of management
to responsibly control the effort is questionable
unless more realistic tracking of'actual work is perfor-
med, documented, and reflected in accurate schedules.
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3. Final Submittal to NRC

According to the requirements of IE Bulletin 79-14, TVA wiil
have to provide analysis results of all the safety-related
piping systems to NRC. The results will be from an "as-
built" analysis for each system, Where the analysis shows
there are discrepancies or nonconformancen, these systems
will have to be modified so that the systems meet the aceep•
Lance criteria. After all the modificationn aie complete, a
final report must be issued to NRC to nhow that the "an-con-
structed" configuration and the "as-analyzed" configuration

* are the same. At the time of this investigation, a, plan wah
not in place tn provide this final closeout of the bulletin.
SEP 81-02 (RO) only detailed the initial handling of discre-
pancies but failed to con,;ider the coordination required to
verify completion of field modifications for all discri.-
pancies and the preparation of the final closure documen-
tation for the 79-14 NRC report. Project management defined
this completion of work as "Phase II" of 79-14, which could
include a second inspection walkdown similar to the one
conducted initially for 79-14. No draft revision to SEP
81-02 which documented this verbal description of Phase II
was available for review.

A revision to SEP 81-02 should be developed to include a
plan of tracking, coordinating, and verifying necessary
modifications to and controlling documentation required for
the final NRC 79-14 report.

G. OE/QA Audits/Surveillance of Pi•ng _Aya•ysis/Su ort Design

NSRS included a review of the OE/QA organization in order to
identify and evaluate the actions (audits/surveillance) QA had
performed and had scheduled to perform in the piping analysis/
support design Pcea, and the conclusions drawn from these activi-
ties. Previous work identified in this area was limited to
audits SS-82-2, D83-2 and 83V-26. Of these, SS-82-2 is the only
one which briefly addressed piping analysis/support design work.
This audit was conducted in various projects and branches and
attempted to identify uncontrolled doctments, utilized within OE,
which defined requirements. Two of the five audit findings
involved piping analysis/support design. One finding was identi-
fied in CEB and concerned uncontrolled WBN rigorous analysis
handbooks. The other finding was identified in the BFN support
design area. It stated that uncontrolled manuals for a computer
program (SAGS) had been used by a BFN support design section.
However, there was no attempt to evaluate the specific program
and implementation of such which controlled piping analysis and
support design. Other work identified by NSRS included an appra-
isal by an independent review team (which included one QA emplo-
yee) of two task force reports on rigorous and alternate piping
analysis for WBN. The two task force groups were to review the
increasing number of NCRs for WBN and identify basic root causes..
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The independent review team then evaluated the two reports and
issued a report in July 1982 (QAS 820723 014). This report
identified weaknesses in beth the WBN alternate and rigorous
analysis programs.

Some of the final conclusions presented by the independent review
team are similar to-those identified by NSRS during the BFN
investigat ion.

The conclusions (with the corresponding similar conclusion identi-
fied in section III, "Conclusions/Recommendat.ions" of this report)
are stated as follows:

1. Inaccurate and incomplete piping analysis criteria (see
1-84-33-BFN-02)

2. Documentation of WI3N piping analysis storied in .MEDS is
incomplete (see 1-84-33-BFN-Ol).

3. Procedures for performing verifying, and documenting WBN
piping analyses do not exist (see 1-84-33-8i'N-02).

4. Training-in the use and application of the design criteria,
procedures, methods, and reports used to perform piping
analysis is inadequate (see. 1-84-33-BFN-02B).

5. Inadequate schedule versus available manpower resulted in a
lack of independent review (I-84-33-BFN-03).

6. Quality assurance auditors not auditing to the requirements
of the controlling documents (I-84-33-BFN;-07).

The report presents basic root causes and a number of WBN spe-
cific .recommendations which would correct the situations, but
does not perform a generic evaluation of the root causes to
include all plants. In addition, no evidence of OE management
utilizing this report as a basis for performing a generic.evalua-
tion of other plants could be identified during the investi-
gation.

On October 3, 1984, a memorandum was issued by the Quality Manage-

I

ment Staff (QNS 841003 202) which stated that all basic root
causes identified in the July 1982 report had been resolved.
This conclusion was reached after a "cursory" review had been
performed. The rationale for this conclusion was essentially
based on the issuance of two SEPs which addressed corrective
action for the WBN 1982 report, the reorganization, and the
performance of audit SS-82-2. There was no attempt made to
verify the implementation of the corrective action addressed in
the SEPs through audit/ surveillance activities. Also, audit
SS-82-2 (previously described in this report as an audit con-
ducted to locate uncontrolled procedures) cannot be construed to
be a technical audit of the analysis program and the basis for

25
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resolving the root cause of "auditors not auditing to controlling
documents." Therefore, the basis for the overall QMS conclusion
is questionable and unsubstantiated.

In summary, the total QMS involvement in the piping analysis/
support design has been limited in SQN, %, BN, and BiLN, and nonexis-
tent for BFN. Some positive actions have resulted from audits
SS-82-2, D83-2 and 83V-26 concerning control and issuance of
rigorous analysis handbooks and control of analyti,• information
given to vendors who perform work for TVA. IAt is empha.t•ed
though that when very specific problems (such as those prt. sented
in the WBN report) were identified, QA made no attempt to pursue
the conclusions/root causes and evaluate these for other pro-
jects. Also, the QA organization made no attempt to evaluate the
implementation and effectiveness of corrective action before
concluding that all WBN root causes had been resolved. No audits
of BFN piping analysis/support design sections had ever been
conducted or were scheduled to be performedt in FY 1985.

V. PERSONS CONTACTED

A. Office of Engineerjnj - Knoxville

1. BFN Civil Pipin. and Support Section (No. 4)

Supervisor - B. C. Rosberg Draftsman - 2
Engineering Aides - 7 Engineer - 9

2. BFN Civil Structures (No. 3)

Supervisor - F. E. Cole Engineering Aide - 2 Engineer 4

3. BFN Civil Structures (No. 5)

Supervisor - F. D. Stidham Engineer - 3

4. Other

E. G. Beasley - Chief, Quality Management Staff
J. W. Beason - Engineer, BFN Civil Design Project Staff
D. F. Bowen k Division of Engineering, Projects Nuclear
R. W. Cantrell * - Manager, Office of Engineering G. F.
Dilworth, Jr. * - Division of Engineering and

Technical Services
P. A. Schrandt - Supervisor, Quality Management Staff
D. A. Valentine - Engineer, Quality Management Staff

Attended exit meeting only

B. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

N

T,

1. BFN Civil Structures (No. 2)
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Supervisor - C. N. Simms Engineer 3

2. Other

N. R. Beasley
G. R. Hall
J. M. Marshall, Jr.
J. Traglia

Project Manager, BFEP
Manager, Design Services
Civil Project Manager
NUC PR Modifications

VT. DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

A. Analysis Summary Books

Problem Identifier Nurmber Unit,.Syst~em

NI-264-3R

NI-364-3R

NI-164-3R

NI-DGB-AI

NI-167-5RA

NI-285-2R

NI-I1O-IR

NI-210-IR

Unit 2, Torus Purge Line of the
System from Torus Penetration

Unit 3, Torus Purge Line of the
System from Torus Penetration

Unit 1, Torus Purge Line of the
System from Torus Penetration

HVAC
X-23,1
IP/AC
X-231
HVA C
X-231

Units 1-3, Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System (EECW)

Unit 1, Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System (EECW) Inside the
Diesel Generator Building

Unit 2, Control Rod Drive Scram
Discharge System (CRLSD)

Unit 1, Reactor Drain and Vent System

Unit 2, Reactor Drain and Vent System

Ni-274-11R

NI-167-1RA

NI-167-3RB

NI -167- IRA

B. Supports Calculations

Unit 2, Residltal Heat Removal (RHR),
Head Spray Piping

Unit 1, Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System (EECW)•Inside the
Reactor Building

Unit 1, Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System (EECW)

Unit 1, Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System (EECW) Inside the Reactor."?,..,
Building

Unit, System (Corresponding Analysis),Support Number Identifier
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R-117, -140, -142, -148, -159

H-272 and -273 (Temporary)

.-

V..

R-300, -301, -302, -303, -309
-216, -297

R-301

Unit 3, RIIR (NI-374-2R)

Unit 2, CRD (NI-28S-2R)

Unit 1, EECW (NI-167-3RG)

Unit 1, EECW (NI-167-3RA)

Unit 1, EECW (NI-167-3RB)

Unit 3, R-HR (NI-374-3R)

Unit 1, Reactor Drains and
Vents (NI-II07lR)

Unit 2, Reactor Drains and
Vents (NI-210-IR)

H-213, R-299

H-34, R-1O

H-21

H-21

C. Procedu res/Des i n_C ri ter i a

1. BFN-50-D707, "Detailed Design Criteria for Analysis of As-
Built Piping Systems," BFN, Revision 2, May 18, 1983

2. BFN-50-D711, "Detailed Design Criteria for Analysis of
Torus Attached Piping (Long-Term Torus Integrity Program),"
BFN, Revision 1, May 21, 1984

3. EN DES-SEP 81-02, "Implementation of NRC-OIE Bulletin 79-14
for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant," Revision 0, December 21, 1981.

4. CEB-EP 21.12, "Class 2 and 3 Piping Analysis," Revision 3,
December 12, 1978

K
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K

5. CEB-EP 21.42, "Rigorous and Alternate ASWE Class 1 and 2
Piping Analysis Verification," Revision 0, February 22, 1984

6. CEB-EP 21.43, "Documentation of ASMF Class 2 and Class 3

Rigorous Piping Analysis," Revision 0, February 1, 1984.

D. Memorandums and Reports

18)

1. Memorandum from N. R. Beasley to G. R. Hall dated September 14
1984, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant - Scope of Work for Bulletin
79-02 and 79-14" (BFP 840914 006)

2.. Memorandum from M. N. Sprouse to 11. J. Green dated July 26,
1982, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant - Revised Schedule for
Completion of NRC-OIE Bulletins 79-02 and 79-14" (CEB 820826

3. Memorandum from P. A. Schrandt to Quality Management Staff
Files dated. October 3, 1984, "Correctiv'e Actions Addressing
Basic Root Causes Contained in Evaluation of Watts Bar

28
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Nuclear Plant (WBN) Piping Analysis Report" (QAS 820723:014)

(QMS 841003 202)

4. Report on "OEDC Responsibilities in Resolving Findings and

Open Issues Which Have Been Identified by NRC, NSRS,. TVA QA,

and Others - Overall Assessment for BWP"

5. Memorandum from R. 0. Barnett to J. C.
August 30, 1982, "Permanent Structured

Attachment Welds to Mechanical Piping"

Standifer dated
(LUGS) Integral1

(CEB 820830 010)

4v
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Meniorandum 001 d5 03 15 05 1
TENNESSEE, VALLEY AUTHORITY

C. Bonifle, Hanager of Construction, 12-108 SB-K
TO R. W. Cantrell, Hanager of Engineering, WIIA9 C-K

FROt : K. W. Whirt, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, 249A HBB-K

DATE Harch 15, 1985

SUBJECT: INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGED VIOLATION OF QUALITY ASSUIANCE PROCEDURES BY
THE OFFICE OF CONSTRUCTION AT SEQUOYVA NUCLEAR PLANT - NUCLEAR SAFETY
REVIEW STAFF REPORT NO. 1-84-34-SQN

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) investigated an employee con-
cern in December 1984 and January 1985 at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
(SQN). The employee's allegation basically involved the failure to
follow QA procedures by a certain named individual as well as himself
not being allowed to follow QA procedures. He also alleged that
alterations were made to QA training records and that the appropriate
CHTR for a heat number was not available at the site.

The NSRS investigation of the employee's allegations substantiated the
failure to follow QA procedures by the named individual but found no
basif for his allegation of not being allowed to follow QA procedures
as well as alterations to QA training records. Although the C11TR for
the subject heat number was available at the site, NSRS review of the
Heat Number Sort program revealed a number of issues that require
further action by the Office of Construction (OC).

This report contains three recommend(ations. Recom•er•lations 1-84-34-
SQN-Ol, Failure to Follow QA Procedures by an Individoal at SQN, and
I-84-34-SQN-03, Availability of the Material Certification and
Requirements for Heat Number Sort Printout Entries, require responses
from OC while recommendation I-84-34-SQN-02, Completion of TVA Hark
Letter Description on Transfer Requisition Documents, requires
response from the Office of Engineering (Of). You are requested to
provide NSRS with the actions taken or planned to resolve these issues
within 30 days of the date of this memorandum.

If you have any questions concerning the report, please contact
Hansour Guiy at extension 7637 in Knoxville.

K. W. Whitt

1 fG:L4W Attachment
]/cc.(Attachment):

RIHS, SL26 C-K
B. H. Cadotte, E3C80 C-K (w/out attachment)
C. W. Crawford, 670 CST2-C
J. A. Nicholls, E5B29 C-K
H. G. Parris, 500A CST2-C

bc (Attachment):
.. E. G. Beasley, W12C61 C-K

NSRS FILE.
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NSRS REPORT NO. 1-84-34-SQN
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NUCLEAR PLANT

OF ALLEGED VIOLATICN OF QUALITY ASSURANCE
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I. BACKGROUND

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) evaluated an Office of Con-
struction (OC) employee's concern at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN) in
January 1983. The evaluation was documented in NSRS memorandum report
No. 1-83-04-SQN. The concerned employee alleged that there was will-
ful and widespread violation of quality assurance (QA) procedures at
SQN.

The same concerned employee contacted NSRS in ,July of 1983 and stated
that he had been pressured into accepting a deficient condition. NSRS
then conducted an investigation of the new allegation as well as the
previous ones on August 10-12, 1984, and reported the conclusions in
NSRS Report No. 1-83-21-SQN.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Region Ii evaluated similar Con-
cerns, as a result of this emplo~ee's allegation, on October 30-31,
1984, and documented their conclusions in NRC report Nos. 50-327/
84-33 and 50-328/84-33.

The same concerned employee contacted NSRS again and restated his
allegations (indentical and/or similar issues as previously alleged)
and expressed a desire for further investigation. The NSRS investi-
gation team met with the concerned employee on December 20, 1984, at
SQN. The employee's allegation and/or items of concern were discussed
at length with the employee, and at the conclusion of the interview
all items of concern were documented by NSRS investigators; these
documented concerns were then reviewed and concurred by the concerned
employee.

The employee's concerns were:

Concern No. I

Individual "A' has not been follcwing QA procedures since 177, and
also, individual "B" (the concerne,1 employee) has not been allowed to
follow QA procedures during Lhe same time period. The following three
examples were provided to support this allegation.

Example A - Cable reels were not meggered upon rereeling for the reels
documented on Data Sheet 6 of Inspection Instruction (II)-32, "Insper-
tion of Materials in Storage and Housekeeping Conditions," for report
Nos. lIG-828, -827, 710, -755, -756, and -757.

Individual B stated that the "Data Sheet 6s" of 11-32 for these MIG
reports were not in the Material. Inspection Group trailer and he did
not know whether they were in the Quality Control Records Unit or not.

Example B - Cable identification information may not have been trans-
ferred properly when cables were rereeled.. In some cases cable cata-
log numbers were u ed orn the 11-32 Data Sheet 6s instead of cable reel
numbers (SN'P numbers) is required by the procedures. The concerned
employee stated that this violation occurred during the 1981 through
July 1982 timeframe. %
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Example C - A rcel of cable with TVA mark No. "'1)U" was transferred to
SQN from Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WR*N). TVA mark No. UDU is class 1E
cable at SQN, whereas it is non-class IE at tWRN. Individual B was
concerned that this reel of cable may have been used in a class IE
system. Individual B provided a form TVA 45D dated January 13, 1983,
to the investigation team on this subject.

Concern No. 2

Quality assurance training was not always received as documented on
the SQN Report of Training or Instruction form. He alleged that these
records were altered by the instructors or clerks after the training
sessions were completed and forms signed by the alleger. The alleged
alteration dealt with addition/exitansion of the d&scription of in-
struction or training giver. Ile provided do'timneiuts dated July 18,
1983, and June 27, 1983, to illustrite this allegation.

Concern No. 3

Heat numbers for QA materiaul (steel) may be entered into the "log
book" without Certified Material Test Reports (CMTRs) being in the
record vault. Heat No. 7438383 was provided as an example. He stated
that he had not been able to locate C,1TRs for three other heat numbers
in the past but that he did not remember those numbers.

II. SCOPE

The NSRS objectives were to (1) obtain a precise and complete defini-
tion of the employee's concerns, whether it was the restatement of -
previously evaluated concerns or identification of new concerns, and
(2) to evaluate, indepth, all items of conrern as identified in (1)
above, regardless of whether or not it had been previously evaluated,
to determine the validity of the concerns and, if valid, the safety;
significance of the concern.

Ill. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMNENDAT IONS

A. Concerns I.A and I.B

I 84-34-SQN-01, Failur,' to Follow QA Procedures b an Individual

Conclusion

The alleged failure to follow QA procedures by individual A for
the two examples cited by individual B were substantiated (see
section IV.A for detail.).

Recommenda t ion

The NSRS recommends conduct -)I a survwy of the individual A's
activities to determine- other areas where he could have poten-
tially failed to follow QA procedures and their safety implica-
tions.

2
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B. Concern IXC

1-84-34-SQN-02, Completion of TVA Mark Letter Description on the

Transfer Requisition Documents

Conclusion

The allegation that the individual B was not allowed to follow QA

procedures was not substantiated. However, it was concluded for

other reasons that additional intrasite controls were needed for

the transfer of material between sites (see section IV.B for
details).

Recommendation

The NSRS recommends that complete and full description of TVA

mark letters for items be placed on the Transfer Requisition
documents.

C. Concern 2

Conclusion

The allegation that the QA training was not always received as

documented was not substantiated (see section IV.C for details).

D. Concern 3

1-84-34-SQN-03, Avidtl.biliýt.or the N.,tirial Certification and
Requirements for fiejL Number SortPrintout Entries

Conclusion

The specific allegation was not substantiated; however) there
appear to be inconsistencies in the implementation of the compil-
ation of required materials certification as well as ambiguity in

the program established to control it (see section IV.D for
details).

Recommendation

The NSRS recommends pei formanve of an indepth review of the Heat
Number Sort program at SQN in response to the issues detailed in
section IV.3 as well at; obtLJining CMTHs for the subject thermo-
wells.

IV. DETAILS

A. Concerns i.A and 1.8

Individual B alleged that Individual A had not been following QA
procedures since 1977, and to substantiate this allegation,
individual B cited two separate areas of activities performed by
individual A where the alleged failure to follow QA procedures
had occurred.

r r--•
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Concern No l.A

Individual B alleged that Individual A did not follow QA proced-
ures during performance of inspection activities related to

meggering cable reels upon rereeling of the cable and provided

copies of 11-32, Data Sheet 1, report Nos. 1tG-710, -755, -756,

-757, -827, and -828 to NSRS investigators to support this alle-

gation. Individual B allege,! that cable reels listed on the

above listed 1IG reports were not meggered when rereeled.

Concern No. I.B

Individual B alleged that cable identifications may not have been

transferred properly by individual A when cables were rereeled.

In some cases, catalog number-- were used rather than SNP numbers
on the storage inspection rep,•rts for the period of 1981 through
July 1982,

Concerns I.A and l.1 are closely interrelated and therefore are

detailed jointly as follows:

SQN 11-32, "Inspection of Materials in Storage and Housekeeping
Conditions," specifies inspection requirements for all QA storage
areas and for performing maintenance inspections on permanent QA
material and equipment for houskeeping. This procedure requires
the Materials Inspection GroujI (Ml() to perform housekeeping and
storage inspection of all QA items from the time of receipt until
the materials/items have left the control of the Warehouse
Service Unit (WSU) supervisor. The results of these inspections
are documented on the I1-32 Data Sheet I and forwarded to Quality
Control Records Unit (QCRU) for safekeeping. 11-32 require's
verification of cable storage to ensure it meets the requirements
of SNP Construction Procedure No. P-12 (SNP CP P-12), "Storage of
Material and Housekeeping Requirements," and that the cable reels
are not damaged or deteriorated. SNP CP P-12 describes the
methods to be used for the storage of QA items and housekeeping
requirements as well as providing a listing of required frequency
of inspections for all QA storige areas,

SNP CP P-12 further describes the method by which WSU is to
discharge its responsibility of labeling of all insulated elec-

trical cable reels. This responsibility includes assignment of an
I"SNP" unique reel number to the cable reel and placement/attarhl f

ment of this "SNP" number, m.anufacturer's reel number, and TVA
mark number on the reel itself. This SNP unique number provides
the required traceability of the cable to the point of end-use
from the storage areas as well as back to the contract As re-
quired by SNP CP P-12 and as such becomes TVA's unique cable reel
identification.

The investigators reviewed 11-32 Data Sheet Is for the period

of November 19, 1979, through September 28, 1984, which covered
11-32 Data Sheet 1 report Nos. MIG-362 through -1043. Out of a
total of 681 Data Sheet Is reviewed, only 41 dealt with rereeling

I
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of cable reels, 18 of which were authored by individual A start
ing from September 8, 1981, through September 28, 1984. Individ-
ual A had consistently identified cable reels with TVA cable
identifications other than SNP number identification which is
contrary to 11-32, Only 6 Data Sheet I reports out of the re-
maining 23, authored by others, had failed to utilize TVA SNP
numbers. In all of the 24 reports where SNP numbers were not
used (18 by individual A and 6 by others), a "rVA identification-
number known as "catalog number" had been us,,d. The Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) No. 320, "Locating and Cataloging
Permanent Material for Engineering Control," was issued in
September 1979 to describe the method of identifying the existing
material in warehouse storage (at that time only), determine
material status as to use, and reordering shortages as necessary.
This procedure required assignment of a catalog number to each
existing cable reel and attachment of a tag with that catalog
number to the reel as well. The catalog number tag on the cable
reel was in addition to SNP number tag as required per SNP CP
P-12 and as discussed earlier. An IBM Office System 6 (OS6) was
utilized to store and maintain the required information per SOP
320.

The invstigators determined that the information available
through OS6 provided an easily accessible cross reference between
any cable catalog number and SNP number. Furthermore, a hard
copy of cable catalog informatio, available through 0S6 had been
made and forwarded to QCRU for safekeeping and future cross
referenc,'s.

7he result of interviews with irdividual A was not conclusive as
to the reasons that individual A might have had for not listing
SNP numbers, other than the fat that "most probably SNP tags
were not easily visible at the time of inspections due to the
improper method of placement of cable reels in the warehouse
storage facilities." The investigators concluded that had this
in fact been the reason, the inspector shouldf have documented
the improper placement of the cable reels as part of his inspec-
tion activities since he was charged with that responsibility as
well. As a part of his inspection activitieu, his duties in-
eluded ensuring that materials are placed in such a fashion that
the material identification is ,,asily visible and the material
itself is readily accessible for removal/withdrawal. Therefore,
the investigators concluded that the apparent reason could have
very well been the individual A's lack of attention to the'
details of the procedure and/or not recognizing that the proced-
ure required SNP numbers rather than catalog numbers.

The investigators concluded that Lh. individital A had in fact
failed to follow QA provedures for this particular activity as
alleged by individual B. Although there was failure to follow a
particular aspect of 11-32 by individual A, this failure has not

.and could not have brought about a nuclear safety implication at
all, specifically since the data base availability through OS6
provides adequate information for the traceability of cable reels
and cross referencing to SNP numbers. •

Li
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With regard to the nonperformiance of meggering activities by
individual A, the investigators initially ascertained the authen-
ticity of the six 11-32 Data Sheet 1 reports prtvided by individ-
ual B. These six data sheets were documentation of the inspec-
tion activities by individual A during the November 9, 1981
through August 9, 1982 timeframe.

Additionally, the investigators randomly selected one cable reel
from each of 8 out of 18 11-32 Dita Sheet Is that had been
authored by individual A as discussed earlier in this section.
Through the OS6, the corresponding SNP numbers were found for the
above cable reels as well as all those listed in the six examples;
that individual B had provided, and subsequently a search of K.DS
and records still available in the QCRU was matle to locate 11-32
Data Sheet 6s for the above cable reels.

11-32, in part, requires documentation of cable rereeling on the
Data Sheet 6 to indicate that the cable reel was rereeled and
subsequently the cable insulation was checked with a megger for
acceptability of insulation. The Data Sheet 6 requires documen-
tation of the megger identification number as well as the cali-
bration due date. Each inspector is required to complete the
"daily megger check log" sheet when a megger is checked out to
indicate the megger identification number as well as the in-
spector's signature attesting to having satisfartorily calibrated
the megger prior to and after use.,

The NSRS investigators could not locate any of the 11-32 Data
Sheet 6s for those cable reels randomly selected and could only
locate Data Sheet 6s for 4 out of 21 cable reels that individual
B had alleged were not meggered. These four Data Sheet 6s were
not made available through MEDS or QCRU. They were located by
individual A in the IIG's unit files. The daily megger check log
was then reviewed to determine if a megger had been checked out
by the Individual A during the time period that the four cable
reels were to have been meggered. The daily megger check log did
not have any entry by individual A for that time, period.

The investigators then reviewed the- daily megger check log for
the time periods that cable reels wore to have been rereeled and
the rer,'elLng meggervd by individual A. The daily megger check
lol sheets did not have any entry by individuilL A for that tifne
period either.

Individual A explained, during the ititerview, that the reason for
absence of entries In the daily megger check log sheet is that he
had neglected to make the entries. He also stated that he had
conducted the megger check and had prepared the required Data
Sheet 6s and since he was not custodian of the QA records, he did
not know what might have happended to those Dat.a Sheet 6s.

The investigators concluded that there was no objective evidence
to substantinte that the meggering was actually accomplished for

I
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the above-mentioned cables and therefore determined that alle-
gations made by individual B relative to the above subject matter
are founded. It must be recognized that the cable insulation
resistance test conducted during the storage period- is not the
final test. Each insulated cable is tested again for insulation
resistance acceptability upon completion of cable pulling activi-K
ties in the plant. Therefore, the investigat,|rs concluded that
had there been some insulation damages during the rereeling
activities that had gone undetected (since the cable reels were
not meggered), the final meggering would have detected the insu-
lation damage after the cable pull and prior to the cable being
placed in service.

The NSRS recommends that an indepth survey of all activities
performed by individual A be conducted to determine (1) if he had
failed to follow QA procedures in other activities that he had
performed and (2) the safety implivation of those failures, if
any.

B. Concern No. l.C

Individual B alleged that he wais not allowed to follow QA proced-
ure% from 1977 to present, and to illustrate his allegation he
stated that a cable reel transferro'd from tJB.4 to SQN may have
been used in class IE system. Thi:; cable reel, a non-class IE
cable at.WBN, had an SQN mark letter for class IE cable. During
the subsequent interview process, he alleged that he had been
told to accept the nonconformance report dispositioning
prematurely.

The Standard Operating Procedure No. 310, '"Requsition From and
Return of Permnent Material to the Warehouse," defines the
manner in which permanent materials are requisitioned from and
returned to the warehouse. rhis procedure states that the
responsible engineering unit shall review the Storeroom Requisi-
tion (form 575) to verify the availability of the material; and
furthermore, the responsible eusginer must stamp the form 575 2
with the apptopriate QA stamp. The IG Inspe(Lor is responsible
for witnessitig the istsuance of all QA materi.al and determining
the status of rettirned material.

SNP Inspection Instruction No. 30, "Receipt Inspection," de-
scribes the manner in which all perm.nent plant QA material shall
be inspected when received onsite. This inspection instruction
states that all electrical cable must be certified. by the Divi-
sion of Engineering Design (EN DES), presently Office of Engi-
neering (OE), and listed on the certification sheet as certified.
It further requires placement of all cables received without
certification in nonconforming status until certification notifi-

cation has been received from EN DES.

I..,FN DES accomplishes this task through (I) requsiring the shipping
site to initiate TVA transfer ,ompliance forme TXI and (2) re -

quiring the receiving site to compl,,te the TXI form and forward

j
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it to EN DE'; so that the process of certification of the cable
for use in class 1E systems can take place. Once EN DES has
received the TX1 and completed the certification process, then
the cable certification notification willbe transmitted to the

receiving site. The receiving site will then release the cable
from the nonconforming status.

Transfer Reqiiisition No. 833041 was issued by EN DES to transfer
one reel of cable 2000 feet, size 12 AWG, 1/i white, type CPJ,
TVA mark letter "'1*U" from WI1. to SQN for ingineering Change
Notice (ECN) L-5495. ECN L-54'15 was issued in response to DCR
1007 which requested design and construction of an outage office'
and shop fAcility known as Field Sesvices Building. This build-
Ing is a non-Category I structure and does not contain any
safety-related equipment nor does its additi.mn impact safety-
related systems, structures, or components. The Field Services
Building is powered from non-Class IE electrical system and is
not served by any safety-related services.

WBN shipping ticket No. G194764 was issued on January 12, 1983,
for shipment of one reel of cable, 2000 feet, size 12 AWG, I/c, 4

type CPJ, mark I)U, reel N30761, class II to SQN. The shipment
arrived at SQN on January 13, 1983, and upon receipt inspection
was nonconformed (nonconformance report (NCR) 2821] due to the
fact that TVA mark letter "WDU" at SQN was size 12 AWG, I/c,
white, type CPJ, class 1E, and not class 11 (non-class 1E) as it
was at WBN. A form 45D dated January 13, 1983, from design
personnel in Knoxville to personnel in the Electrical Engineering
Unit (EEU) at SQN acknowledged that TVA mark letter "WDU" identi-
fied non-class IE cable at WBN where as it was class IE at SQN
and Bellefonte Nuclear Plant (BLN). This 45D directed the SQN
EEU personnel to nonconform the cable and further stated that
another transfer requisition was in the procesi to transfer the
needed cable from BLN to SQN.

The recommended disposition for NCR 2821 was to designate the
cable for use at the Field Services Building: and return the
excess, if any, to the warehouse for further dispositioning.
This recommendation was discussed with EN DES jetsonnel in Knox-
ville and approved on January 24, 1983. Based on this approval,
the Quality Control (QC) inspector (individual B) removed the
nonconforming status from the cable on January ;7, 1983.,

A Storeroom Requisition No.. 1690 had. bee'n submitted on
January 12, 1983, for the said cable roel to be used for work on
ECN L-5495. This requisition was approved by SQN EEU personnel
and the material released to the crafts foreman on January 31,
1983.

The Transfer Requisition No. 833041 was for work on ECN L-5405,
Field Service Building. A non-class IE cable requirement meets
the needs for this type installation and, there would have been no
safety implications if all 2000 feet of this cable had been
released and used within this building. NSRS concluded that all
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2000 feet of the said cable reel was used for nn-class IE system
and therefore the concern was not substantiated.

The potential of non-class 1E cable being installed Iu a class 1E
system appears to be greater when cables art! tr.nsferred from one
site to the other site where the TVA cable mark letters do not
define the same cable at both sites. It must I-e recognized that
all TVA purchased cables have TVA cable m,srk letters printed on
the outer cable jacket every few feet without any differentiation
as to the plant for which it was purchased. If a cable, with
permanent marking, at the use locition must meet more stringent
requirements than those the cable was purchase-l for, then addi-
tional management controls must be exercised to ensure proper
control of end use and whereabouts of the excess cable.

Such controls were already in place and en.for~ed appropriately.
Although NSRS was unable to ascertain why class IE cable was to
be used for a nonsafety-related system, the receipt inspection
process nonconformed the cable reel as it was discovered to be
class I1 cable. A TXI for'. was not processed for the cable as it
was determine'l that the rtd use would be nonsaftty-;elated appli-
cation and TXI process %-ws not required. Had tlie r#ceipt inspec-
tion failed to rec.'.gaize the cl.,ss 11 pedigree. a TXI form would
have been suhmitted to t.N DES and the resultant response would
have been acknowledgment by EN DES of lack of certification for
use in class IE system, Although these two major points of
control appeared to be sufficient for this type activity, the
intersite transfer of cables must receive additional attention as
there are a number of other cable mark letters that are class 1E
at one site and non-class 1E at other site(s).

WSRS recommends that transfer requisitions (either draft o
final) contain full description of the mark'letter of the item a
defined in that site's Master Bill of Material description i
order to preclude further recurrence.

ir

In

The investigator- concluded that the reconmended method of the
disposition for -CR 2821 was a prop,.r and &ppropriate resolution
nnd determined that if there were any prompting or pressure, it
uould have been justified and well within management rights to
exercise. It is equally important to note that no indication of
such pressure was detected by the investigators. The recommended.
dispositioning for the said NCR had been aproved by the appro-
priate personnel, although individual B may not have agreed with.-
it. Individual B's assigned responsibilities were to ensure that
the disposition was as approved on the NCR and not necessarily
concurring with it. As such, he was charged with ensuring that
the cable reel was designated for use at the Field Services
Building. In order for the cable reel to be removed from the
nonconforming status and released f,)r use at the Field Services2
Building, the NCR disposition had to be implemented and verified.
Individual B was charged with performance of these verification
activities.

V
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The investigators concluded that this specific example did not
substantiate individual B's allegation of having I ten told to
accept the NCR 2821 disposition prematurely and therefore not
being allowed to follow QA procedures.

C. Concern No. 2

Individual B alleged that the reports of QA training provided
were altered to incl,,de materials that were not covered during
the training sessions, lie further alleged that the alterations
occurred after he had signed the documents, and he provided
copies of two such documents to the investigators.

The investigators conducted onsire interviews with nine individ- .
uals whose names had appeared on the copies of the "SQN Report of
Training or Instructions" forms datrt-d June 27 and July 18i, 1983,
which were provided to NSRS by individual D. Also, telephone
interviews were condu,'ted with two individuals who are -,resently
at other TVA sites. 1hese II individuals (including the alleger)
had participated in the training sessions in the capacity of
instructor and/or supervisor and/or trainee. The results of
these interviews and review of docum-:!nts, records, and procedures
revealed the following:

All units conducted a safety meeting each Monday morning. The
basic thrust of the Monday morning safety meeting was to discuss
and disseminate the safety bulletins on safety (industrial)
issues. These meetings generally lasted no longer than 15 to 20
minutes and were conducted by the supervisor or his designee
within the unit's work area. Unit supervisors passed the safety
bulletin around to the attendee.s, who then placed their sigita-
tures on the safety bulletin, ,and !.ubsequently a copy was made,
and forwarded to the safety engineer's office for safe keeping.
The attendees' signatures on the salety bulletin signified their
attendance at the meeting where the said safety bulletin was
discussed. Supervisors had been 3silg a standard form memorandum
to document the conduct of th, ifety meeting .as well as listing
the names of those in attenda,,. . This standard form was a typed ,
memorandm from the respective units to the safety engineer or
unit's files with the subject matter being "Sequoyah Nuclear:
Plant Report of Training or Instruction." The body of the memo-
randum started with the "description of instruction or training
given:" and on to the "employees receiving training or instruc- ,
tion" under which the names and social security numbers of all
employees within the unit and a signature column for attendees.
appeared. This was followed by signature lines for the instruc-
tor and the supervisor attesting that the above-mentioned employ-
ees have received the subject training.

'I'• Some supervisors would have hail the description of instruction or
"I .: training given typed, others would have it handwritten, and at.

times it was a combination of a typed. and handwritten descrip-
tion, bitt in all cases safety t'ull,,ting were listed as part of
the content of the training.

10
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The attendance roster, whether it was the safety bulletin or the
standard form, was either passed around the room for signature
when the training was being conducted or signatures were obtained
at the conclusion of the session, at which time the names of
those not in attendance were crosued over.

The instructot/supervisor discussed other work-related issues as
needed and appropriate during these Monday morning safety meet-
ings, such as revisions to procedures and the content of revised
material that might have been beneficial al related to the
group's work activities. The degr,.e and depLh of discussions
around these subject matters was dirrctly related to the need-to-
know basis of the trainees and scopr of their activities. Nor-
mally the supervisor/instructor acceituated the issues of impor-
tance to his unit or otherwise provided a copy of the revised
procedures for review by the attendees. This part of the Monday
morning safety meeting appeared to have been an informal method
of dissemination and/or accentuation of relevant information to
the unit personnel with a high degree of flexibility provided to
the instructor as to the methods and styles. At times there
might also have been a brief discussion of problems encountered
by the unit personnel, procedural or otherwise.

Although the interviews conducted revealed th.at at times addi-
tions/modifications were made to th.' description of instruction
or training given after the attendees had signed the attendance
roster, all the interviewees, except the alleger, expressed
confidence that the subject matter aided must hive been discussed
during the Monday morning sAV.ty meetLings. There are a number of
reasons for additions/modification% to the "description of
instruction or training give.,' alter the attend-es had signed the
roster, in liarticular. for the tu. example%. provided by the
alleger. Th.' supervisor of that unit had the "safety bulletin"
typed on the form for the description of the instruction or
training given as a matter of practicing efficiency and would
hand write whatever else he covered during the session at the
completion of the training session. The investigators determined
that these forms and the process of dtocumentation of the training
material covered during the Monday morning safety meetings were
not considered to be part of the formal QA training/indoctrina-
tion.

S,1P CP P-48, "Porsonnel Quality Assurance Training," is the
procedure that defines the QA training requirements for OC
employees at SQN. This proceduire ,equires documentation of QA
training on ittochment A of P-48,. Attachment A is a standard
form memorandum to the "Quaility Control 1e, ords Unit" from
individuaL units (unit drexgn•L•ntr, ,s typed on this form by the
units) with the %ubJect line of "Seqlioyah Nuclear Plant Report of
QA Training or Instruction." The boly of tho memorandum Includes
space for "Description of instructinns or training given," date
of presentation, as well as the duration of presentation. In-
cluded in the body of this attachment is the listing of thoge

* - If. .. II
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employees that received the training, instruction, or indoctrina-
tion followed by the signature liies for the instructor and
supervisor attesting to the fact that the abovey listed employees
received the training, instruction, or indoctrination described
above. It was noted that att.achment A of P-48 was a different
form than the one used to document conduct of safety meetings.
Furthermore, it was noted that this attachment did not require
the attendees' signatures as did the form fir Monday morning
safety meetings.

It is NSRS's conclusions that the d&cuments th,, alleger provided
to substantiate this allegation are not offical QA records docu-
menting QA training at SQN. They are records to document the
safety meetings and materials covered during those meetings.
Although it is concluded that there were alterations to the
description contents of these instructions, NSRS concluded that
there was no intent on the part of instructors or supervisors to
falsify the records of instruction and that no procedures were.
violated by making such alterations.

D. Concern No. 3

Individual B alleged that the het numbers for QA material
(steel) may be entered into the SQN Heat Number Sort without
CITRs being in the recordq vault. fleat No. 7418383 was provided
as An example.

SQN on May 21, 1971, received a shipment on contract No. 71057-
52827 which included six pieces of structural steel plates with
heat No. 7438183 and ASTI A-36 desig-iatton as p,,rmanent QA mater-
ial. The TVA receiving report (form 209) indicated that mill
certifications were received and were attached to the form 209.
A request for the retrieval of the s.aid mill certificate was made
to the QCRU which promptly provide.I a copy, of the Certificate
Tests dated Hiay 19, 1179. This certificate provides the physical
and chemical test results of the suabject steel and heat number
and is signed by the Chief Metallurgist of the supplier who
certified that the m.aterial has been tested in accordance with
the contract specifications (ASTM A16) and the results conforms
to the contract specifications.

NSRS could iot substantiate this -ipecific allegation, but in
order to have a higher level of confidence, the investigators
randomly selected five additional heat numbers from the SQH Heat
Number Sort printout to ensure availability of CTRs onsite. The
five heat numbers are 428q90, 434221, 19047, 2-TW-67-426, and
1815533, and further details about each heat number follow:

Example 1, Heat No. 428990 - Item 106 (class G material) of TVA
contract 73C55-92789-b was shipped by J. M. Tull Metals Company

land received by SQN on December 1, 1972, with a signed metuallur-'
gical report from Carpenter Technology Corporation. This report
contains the results of chemical composition analyris and physi-
cal properties of the material for the ,above stated heat number.,

I
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The document certified that the listed data for the material are
true and correct.

Example 2, Heat No. 434221 - Item 21 of TVA contract 76K-52-86714
-2 was shipped by Sandvik Steel, Incorporated, and received by

A SQN on September 23, 1975, with a Material Certificate signed by
the Quality Assurance Manager. This certificate contains the
results of the chemical analysis and a mechanical tests and
certification statement attesting to the fact. that the material
with this heat nimaber has been manufactured and tested in accord-
ance to purchase order and requirements of li.t,:d specifications.

Example 3, Heat No. 19047 - Items shipped by Industrial Piping
Company to SQN on September 29, 1972, included material with heat
No. 19047. Daniel Bolt Company certificate of tests for the
material with this heat number provides results of the chemical
and physical properties of the said material and a certification
statement that the material meets all the stat,;d requirements on
the certificate of tests. This certificate is signed by Daniel
Bolt Company's Metalltnrgical Departme:nt.

Example 4, Hfea. No. 2-TW-67-426 - Itm 1-2 of TVA contract 77K17-
820638 was shipped by Weed Instrument Company and received by SQN
on September 21, 1977. SQN received six Test Wells on this
shipment as TVA class C, and upon receipt inspection a noncon-
formance report (NCR 464) was issued since the material's manu-
facturer's certificate uf compliance (COC) weas not received. '

Weed Instrument Company's notarized certification of Septem-
ber 27, 1977, was supplied to TVA at a later date which became
the basis for dispositioning of the NCR and releasing the Test N

Wells for use.

Review of the detailed requirements of the, subject contract
revealed specific call for CMTRs for Thermowells %.s well as the
results of all required tests and examinations such as hydrostat-
ic tests.

It appears that the receipt ,nsp.cLion failod to accurately
identify the, pro~per certification requirement.. at the time ot
receipt. As discussed previously, the contrict certification
requirement for the subject item uas a CMTR ind not a COC as
stated in the NCR 464, and as a result, the subsequent efforts
were expended to satisfy the NCR requjirement ani not the contract
requirement. It should be noted that 2-TW-67-426 is not, in
fact, a heat number as listed in the Heat Number Sort, rather
TW-67-426 is TVA's instrument unique identifier of which two were
purchased.

Example 5, Hleat N. 1815531 - Heat No, 1815533 material supplied
was for TVA contract 77153-8213081, item No, 105, which was
shipped by Capitol Pipe and Steel Prod and received at SQN on
March 28, 1978, with a notarized certifi,'ation from Lone Star
Screw Company. This document provides the chemical analysis data

13
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for the subject heat number and certifies that the data provided
is a true copy of the data furnished by the producing mill and
that it conforms to the requirements of the listed specifica-
tions.

As a result of reviewing the documents for the aforementioned
examples, discussions with knowledgeable personnel, and review of
other dtcuments, the following was cemniled:

His to,

SQM Heat Number Sort printout presumably includes all material
received onsite that has a "good" heat number. A "good" heat.
number appears to be a material that has some, kind of certifica-
tion, ?TR, C,1TR, or COC. It appears that this program was estab-
lished as a result of a task force recommendation some time in
the mid-70s, and further history and/or informalion surrounding -

this printout is vague and very little could be found in the
documents reviewed or interviews conducted.

Program

-- 4

The present program requires the receipt inspector to ensure that
the required certification, as listed or referred to in the con-
tract, accompanies the material delivery. It also requires the
receipt inspector to ensure the validity of the heat number or
heat code by identifying that the number or code marked or
stamped on the material agrees with that on the applicable
material certification or if the number or c-.de has been pre-
viously validated. lie then attaches the certification documents
to the form 209 which is eventually forwarded to QCRU. The QCRU
personnel ensures that C,1TRs or MTRs are available for the heat
number prior to encoding the heat number into the printout.

This printout aprears to be utilized for verification of heat
number for issue and release, as well as the result of fitup and
cleanliness inspection activities per SNP 11-74 as documented on
SNP 11-74 data card. This data card, once submitted to QCRU, is
reviewed to ensure that the heat numLer listed on it appears in
the Heat Number Sort.

Discussions with plant personnel revealed that there may have
been some confusion, at one time, about what might constitute a
proper certification prior to entry of the heat number into the
Host Number Sort. It was also acknowledged that the QCRU per-
sonnet responsible for accepting the certification for a given
heat number may not have had adequate knowledge to differentiate
among MTRs, CHlThR, and COCs.

Although the present program requires CMTR or ,ITR prior to encod-
ing the heat number* into tge program, it was difficult to deter-
mine what the past practices have been in view of the fact that
some heat numbers with CCC could have been encoded into the
program such as the one revealed in example 4.

14
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As a result, the investigators could not confidently determine
(1) the purpose(s) for which the He.at Number Sort was generated,
(2) the specific administrative conrtols designed and practiced

to maintain the ineg-'ity and ace'ou;. .y of the program, and (3)
the complete scope of application and utilization or the
printout.

Therefore, it is NSRS's recommendation that a search of docu-

ments/files/procedures be made so that a history of the Heat Num-
ber Sort can be reconstructed to include the following:

(1) The purpose/reason the Heat ,iumber Sort was generated.

(2) Those management controls designed an] implemented to

administer the program.

(3) The function the program was designed to serve and the

function it has been serving, it different.

(4) The confidence OC management has with the available info'rma-
tion in the program (Heat Numbet Sort printout).

NSRS further recommends that appropriate actions be taken to
obtain CMTRs for items listed for example 4.

V. LIST OF PERSONNEL CONTACTED

kttende! Conducted Attended
Entrance During In- Exit

Name Meeting vestigation Meeting

Richard M. Adams, Jr., Mechanical
Engineering and Materials Unit X

F
Lillard R. Baily, Mechnical Engineering

and Materials Unit

Douglas A. Bateson, Quality Manager's Staff

*James E. Blackburn, Mechanical Engineering Unit

Claude E. Carson, Quality Control Inspection
Unit

Leo S. Cash, Quality Control Inspection Unit

J. J. Chenkus, Jr., Safety Engineer

Lindell D. Delius, Quality Control Inspection
Unit

Thomas W. Foley, Quality Control Inspection
Unit

~15

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

V
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At tended(
Entrance'
Mert ing

Conducted
During ln-

Vtt igatton

ALt
E

Mlee

C. E. Greek, Construction Engineer X

Ronnie £. Griffith, Mechanical Engineering; X
and Materials Unit

*Michael D. Harris, Mechanical Engineering Unit X

Frankey D. Henderson, Mechanical Engineering X.
and Materials Unit

Hovard W. Knox, Quality Engineering Branch (OE) X

William H. Loomis, Mechanical Engineering X
and Materials Unit

Sarah B. Miller, Quality Ma;nager's Staff X

William Mita, Electrical Engineering Support X
Branch (OE)

John Nicholls, Project Manager X

Glenn A. Roberts, Mechanical Engineering X
and Materials Unit

Heyword R. Rogers, Compliance Staff X

Melisa C. Shivers, Quality Manager's Staff X

*Lorna L. Wakefield, Mechanical Engineering Unit X

*This individual it. no longe'r with SQN Office of Conqstruction.
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C. SNP Standard Operating Procedure No. 601, "Reco~ipt Inspection of
Permanent. Plant Material," R2

D. SNP Inspection Instruction No. 30, "Receipt Inspection," R7

E. SNP inspoeetln Inotreiction No. 12, "InrileCtili of Materials in
Storage and IHousekeeping Conditions," RIO
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Electrical Engineering Unit"

T. NSRS Report No, 1-83-21-SQN, "Employe Concern Regarding Violattin
of Quality Assur-ince Procedures by the Division of Construction
at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant"

U. NSRS Report No. R-84-21-SQN, "Follow-lip to Employee Concern
Regarding Violation of Quality A!,Ruranre Procedures by thi .

r Division of Const rirtion at Seemiyah Nuclear P1 ,t't"

V. Niuclear ReguulAtory Cormiviunin, Otfi'.' of ilump' 'tinn And Enforc'e.'
ment, Region 11, Report Nos. 50-32?/A4-33 andi 54)-328/84-33

W4. SIP Division of Construction Auli t Report No. SN-G-81-07,
1"Orientation and Treining"

X. SNP 11-32, Data Sheet I reports, l1G-362 throupli -1043
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Y. Daily 1e'gger Check Log entri,.s (tom 12/27/79 through 1/2/85

2. SNP 11-32, Data Sheet 6 reports

AA. Transfer Requisition No. 833041

AB. SNP Nonconformance Report No. 2821

AC. Shipping Ticket No, G194764

AD. Form TVA 575, Storage Requisition No. 1690

AE. SNU Engineering Change Notice No. L54q5

AF. SNP Construction Specific.ition No. .42G-871, "Identification of
Structures, Systems, and Compjonents Covered by the Sequoyah
Nucler Plant Quality Asswance Program," R3

AG. SNP C:onstruction Specific.atio;' No. N2M-R6.5, "Field Fabrication
Asurmihly Exominattion anti 'rrst.. lot Pipe sinrd Duct Syetem," R3

All. SNP Dt-sigti Ch-inge Reqiiest No. 1007

AI. SN? Report of Training or Instructions

AJ. SNP Report of Quality Assurance Training, Instructions, or
Indoctrinat ion

AK. Certification documents tor the materials with the following
heat Nos.: 7538383, 428990, 434221, 19047, 2-TW-67-426, and
1815533
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I. "BACKGROUND

%,Recent events at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. (SQN) .1n1t at. least ore other

pressurized water reactor (PM) involving the seali table piit.ionl of

the bottom-mounted incore inatrIitentation system 011IIS) have. heght,"

ened the interchange of information concerning activities atlociatod

with this system. A copy of a Crawford Fitting Company .(CFC) distri-

butor. information exchange addressing potential misapplication "of

their SWAGELOK tube fittings for seal table high-pressure mechanical

seal applications was provided to the TVA Hoard of' Directors in Novem-.

ber - 1984 by a local vendor of SWAGELOK tube fittings (references

VI A.I and 2), The NSHS was requested to perform a review of the

concerns expressed in .the distributor informat ion exChange;. The-

review was performed in January 1985 and consisteud of an evaluation of

regulatory, industry, and TVA documents; inspections of seal`_table

equipment; and discussions with 'industry (Westinghouse (N) and CFCI

and Office of Nuclear Power (SUG PR) personnel.

Hi.

SCOPE

This special review was performed to determine the important points of
the concerns expretsed by CC albout potent iAl minaippl ir•it in of thni r

SWAGELOK tube fittings on the W designed FHAI IS seal tablen;. if thonsi
important points are pertinent at . SQN and Watts Har Nuclear Plant

.(WBN), and. to what extent the pertinent points had been addressed by

.. the line organizations. Actions taken to implement related recommen-
dations made by W were also evaluated during the review.

CONCLUSIONS ANT) RECOMMPNDAT IONS

The NSRS concluded, that some of the concerns expressed by .CFC were

pertinent at SQN and WBN. There was some evidence that use 'of the
low-pressure seals during refueling operations had caused degradation
of five high-pressure mechanical seals on SQN unit 2. [oth plants had

high-pressure mechanical seals on their s(.,|l tables (unit I at both
plants) that, were composedI of mixed fittings from different..manu-
facturers.

NUC PR personnel at SQN with assistance from W and CHC ha,! performed
.recommended inspections and evaluations ard had determined that both
units were safe to o[.-rate with the exist. irg c(inditicirls. No rclated

problems had been encountered with the sea l: during subs,,quent Opv' u'"
tion. Work instructions had been revised to include ,;ome recomrendl-
tiom made by CFC and W to prevent degradatinn of seal integrity during

maintenance activities,

'55.4'.

IS

WBN personnel had made modifications to unit I to assure that all' the'

7" components of the high-pressure mechanical seals were from 'one manu-
fatrr(CFC) And to minimize potential tor scal degradation' duir ing

maintenance..and outage activites. The same modification will be mad,
. for.;unit 2 prior to startup of that unit. The maintenance work in-
structions for the BMIIS were only in the initial stages of prepara-.
tion,.

$5 j. 5
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• NSRS did not identify any conditions that. constitute an immediat
safety concern related to the operation of SQN or the startup of WBN, .

While the actions taken by -the SQN and WBN st.affu appear to be iPal•0r0-

priate, some specific conclusions and recommendations are offered'to

enhance the consistency and clarity of related maintenance iinstruC-

Lions, ,lessen the probability, of seal degradation, and increase -he

,awareness of the critical and somewhat delicate nature of these seals. ".K',

'- ..and tube fittings in general. Those conclusions And recommnendatiOnfl. .

are as follows:

A., .R--O2.SQN/WBN-OI(NIJC PR), Office-Witte Awareness Bit Ulet in f .. :

Tube Fitting Maintenance ActivitiesP2. ., .. '~"

Conclusion
There have been rfcent and significant i ndus t ry even t s i IWl v illg

-.failures of pressurized tube fitt.itigs during mainit.etnanIce acLti ,-

ties. There are some: common I denti f ied cont ributors to these-'

failures and to failures: of tube fittings in genera I:',(see '-' 9'
sections IVMB, C, E, F, and G for details).

<¾ 'K ~Recommendation*.':

A N1JC PR office-wide awareness bulletin or similar mechanism

should be prepared and distributed to the nuclear planLts.A Th v

bulletin should discuss tube fitting design; assembly, reassem-,.

bly, and inspection criteria; policy on'interchanging coniponerit.;

failure modes (including those identified by the SQN and W4BN

maintenance craft personnel); hazards involved in. working oei

pressurized fittings; and should specify special precautionary._ :N*NY. "

whnmeasures w maintenance on pressui zed fiLLin s it necessary.".

The desired bulletin should be incorporated into a permanent,

instruction at each plant for future awareness of new employees. "

B., R-85-02-SQN/WBN-O2(SQN/WBN), Maintenance Operating, and Test

Instructions

Conclusion

Instructions at SON didl not contain sit tic leni cl ,rity, pr caiju-

tions, warnings, and other measures to provide the desired level,.',

of confidence that the high-pressure intchanical seals will :ot be. "':"ic)L' -

- degraded.during maintenance activities or to lessen the severity,

of the consequences of a failed seal WTIN instructionn'. for.,
maitennceaciviiesonthe BMllS hadl not been prepared :at the

time of this review (see sections IV.E, F, and G for details)'.

Recommendation .... j..

.'Applicable maintenance, operating, and test instructions should *'

-`be revised as necessary to provide consistent guidance for -system.-",

'-,assembly, reassembly, and inspection of a1ll SWAGELOK. and mixdI"iXid

'A ~ 'A_
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fittings; address replacement of ferrule assemblies on previously
undisturbed tubing; address lubrication and inspection of fitting
threads to minimize or detect wearing, galling, and cross-

. threading; specify limiting forces while using the low-pressure
seal; add cautions and warnings against interchanging fittgjzi r
components, cross-threading, turning of fitting bodies, excexssve
forces, working on geals whi. Q the primary system is. pressurized
above atmospheric, and increasing primary system pressure while
thimble tubes are disconnected from the overhead path transfer
system.

WBN

IBN should incorporate the recummenda Lionts diabsed above i n Lo
their applicable maintenance, operating, and test instructions .

IV. DETAILS

The following information is provided to. facilitate an understanding
of. the design and operation of the mIllS, the nature of the seal
fitting manufacturer's and NNC roncerns, and the actions taken or tn
be taken by the SQN and WBN staffs to address the hconcerns.

z A, Incore Instrumentation System

I. System Description

The tube fittings that are the subject of this review'make .
up the high-pressure mechanical seals in the miIlS (see
figures I and 3). The BMIIS was desirned to measure neutron
densities at 58 different locations in the reactor core.
The neutron densities are measured hy 6 miniature fission". Y
chamber detectors that are driven into and withdrawn frtorn ,

the reactor core- by electric drive units and cables .:through " -.
58 small (0.201-inch inside diameter) stainless steel tubes
called thimhle tubes. Each thimble tube (P- 103-117 . feet-
long) is housed in its respective guide tube which is I inch 07:..
in diameter and is essentially an extension of the reactor
pressure vessel. The guide tubes terminate at a common
header type device referred to as the "seal table" (see Q,
figure 2). The thimble tubes are held in tolaoe-aainst.- '-

normal reactor operating pressure by high-pressure mechni- .
" cal seals made up of tube fittings consisting of two ferrul,

assemblies (each assembly has two ferrules), a reducer r;
union, and two nuts (see figure 3). Each neal establisheQ'i
two reactor pressure boundaries (one on the 'guide tube and
the other on the thimble tube). Improper assembly, exces "
sive .forces, or damage to these mechanical seals can cause, 4
leakage of reactor coolant and under severe conditionts c:an '-
cause partial or compIcte ejection of the thimble tube from N'
its guide tube. Leakage from these seals cannot be isolated.,''''
and it may he necessary to shutdown , cooldownw, and depres-.:• • 7
surize the reactor to al low draining Lhe coolant level lii
the reactor vessel below the elevation of the seal, table to S."j.j- J

low. 000 :S:-

N
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stop the leakage., Ejection of the thimble tube can result '-

Sif the reactor-is .at some pressure (partial ejectionof a

thimble tube occurred at. another nuclear plant with the V '

reactor pressure at 400 psi) and separation occurs between .

one of the ferrule assemblies and its respective gSiide or

thimble tube. The ejection of the thimble tube can be

partial if the overhead path transfer assembly is in place .>',.

and the tubing is connected up. The. entire thimble tube can

eject from its guide tube if the reactor pressure is high '

enough, the separation of the ferrule assembly from its

thimble or guide tube is complete, the thimble tubes are • J

disconnected from the overhead path transfer assembly, and

the assembly is rolled back from over the sieal table.

Westinghouse Design of the High-Pressure Mechanical Seals

a. SQN

'The reactor seal table and its associated high-pressure
mechanical seals were designed and the, components ,

suippli ed to TVA by W. Thle W dirawings surppl led to TVA
specified that the high-pressure mechanical seals at '

.SQN were to be composed of SWAGELOK tube fittings

manufactured by CFC (references VI.A. 14 and 15)', The,
systems at SQN were initially assembled using W speci- "

"fications (reference VI.A.12).

6. -WRN

The BM
complet
specifi
be con
by CFC
Hoke,
that th
specifi
tions a

Fol lowi
tlhe WBN

tISs including 'the seals at L/BN had not. been

tely assembled. The W drawings supplied to,TVA

led that the high.-press'ure mechanical seals, could

structed of SWAGELOK tube fittings ma'-Ilfactured
or equivalent GYROLOK fittinRs maa if ,ctu red by

Inc. (reference VI.A.16). The drawings indicate
ie system is to be assembled in accordance-.with W

cations (reference VI.A.12). These specifica-

ddress SWAGELOK tUibe fittings only.

11g this review NSRS determined that assembly of

tunit I high-pressure seals was coml)leted as of

12, 1985, and consists entirely of SWAG;I.OK

nts.

.3. Retraction and Reinsertion of Thimble T'ules Durink

Refueling Operations

Before the irradiated nuclear fuel can be removed from the

reactor vessel, during refueling operaLions, it is necessary

to fill the reactor vessel and refueling cavity with water

to provide shielding against radiation and cooling for-Lthe

fuel. The thimble tubes must, be retracted from the reactor,

core region 15-20 feeL into their guide tubes before any.,

nuclear fuel is moved to prevent damage to the thimble tubes

"4
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or to the nuclear fuel. To accomplish 
this operation 

the

water level in the reactor is lowered below the elevation 
of '•

the seal table. The overhead 
transfer 

assembly 
is discon-

nected from the thimble tubes at the union flare fittings

(see figure 3) and the overhead 
assembly 

is rolled from over

the. top of the seal table. The 5/8- or 3/4-inch 
(1/2 iich

for WBN) range nuts that form the lower reactor pressure

boundary 
seals and hold the ferrule assembly 

in place on the ..

guide tubes are loosened 
and approximately 

15-20"-feet 
.of

each thimble, tube along with the 5/16-inch 
reactor pressure 

- :

boundary.seal 
Is pulled out of its respective 

guide tube. A

low-pressure 
seal supplied 

by W and consisting 
of a, slotted

q -plug 
(must be slotted 

to fit around the thimble 
tube)# two, ;.

half-metal 
washers, 

and a rubber castrate 
ring not supplied ".

by W are then installed 
around each thimble 

tube. The ;U::

slotted plug is threaded 
Into t.he 5/8-, 3/4-, or 1/2-inich

range nut and tightened 
to form the low-pressure 

sealt -(ee

figure 4). The reactor water level can then be raised to

fill the reactor vessel and the, refueling 
cavity and move-

ment of irradiated 
and new nuclear 

tuel can begin. 
Th,

low-pressure 
seals prevent the water in the refueling 

cavity

(higher than the seal table) from leaking at the sealtable. 
,

'Following 
refueling 

operations 
the low-pressure 

seals are.

removed, 
the thimble 

tubes are reinsect.syd, 
and the high- !

pressure 
mechanical 

seals are reassembled 
for normal opera-

tion. Final integrity 
of the high-pressure 

seals after

reassembly 
cannot be demonstrated 

until the primary:system

is repressurized 
after the refueling 

outage.NRC IE Information 
Notice No. 84-55, "Seal Table Leaks at PWRs"

IE Information 
Notice No. 84-55 was issued by the NRC on July 6,.

'1984, to notify. licensees 
of a potentially 

generic problem 
in-.

:•volving 
reactor 

coolant 
leaks from the HIMIS seal tables.' 

The '

notice contained 
information 

relating 
to events involving 

leaks"

'at SQN and at _another 
nuclear plant. The following 

is a brief

summary of the information 
contained 

in the notice relating 
to

these two events.

1. §SqN

Workers 
were in theý seal table room brush-cleanin-g 

thimble

tubes while the , reactor 
was at 30 percent 

power.,. 
Tilf.

thimble 
tubes were disconnected 

from the overhead' 
path

transfer 
assembly, 

such that the high-pressure 
mechanical 

V

seal fittings 
(referred 

to as a "SWAGELOK 
fitting"' 

in the

notice) were the only devices restraining 
the thimble tubes,

While one of the thimble tubes was being brushed a fitting

broke loose ejecting 
the thimble tube from its guide tube.

2. Other Nuclear 
Plant 

' . ,?J

It was believed 
that nIlight bowing of a thimble tube'causedcl'''>

the fitting 
(referred 

to in the notice as a -'SWAGE1,OK

fitting") 
making up the' high-pressure 

mechanicalseal 
to be ,•K
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improperly seated, thus causing a leak of reactor coolant.

..When support. devices holding .the fitting in place were

removed in an attempt to straighten the tubing the fitting

"broke loose" at. the guIide tube caus ing n unisolanthlae

.- , - - 'reactor coolant leak of 18 gallons per minute (gpm);' Subse=

. quent examination of the fittings found that the ferrule
,". assemblies on alt.but, evnof. the guide' tubes had 'been,t••h. -;:.:. . a se bl es on all :but seven

.'> " displaced from their original positions. Review o'' the

procedure for assembly of the high-pressure and low-pressure

seals revealed that the -low-pressure seal fittings could

have displaced the ferrule assemblies towArd the end of.- the

)'V •. ''•' guide tube (Ace figure 4) causing improper reassembly of the

high-pressure mechanical "seals resulting in' the initial'

" 'leak. Overtorquing the. fittings while attempting to stop

the leak probably overstresmed the. ferrule assembly and

allowed the seal to break loose when the support *devices-.

•'•.' " " ".were removed. .. .

t
3
,• r:•! . . . .

The NRC notice indicated that in both cases maintenance wan being

conducted on a high-pressure system with what was equivalent to

single valve protection. The NRC recommended that licensees

review their maintenance procedures to ensure that maintenance of

any system under hot, pressurized conditions should he thoroughly

evaluated before allowing personnel to perform the work and to

ensure that maintenance under tLhose conditions is minimized.

' .... :: . ' C CFC Concerns as Expressed in the Distributor Informatinn Exchange

and Other Documents

1. CFC Distributor Information Exchangn.e_, "Westinghouse Nuclear..

Plant Seal Tables"

The CFC information exchange was sent to distributors of CFC

SWAGELOK tube fittings in October 1984. In the informatiion"

exchange CFC indicated that the problems 'that had been

occurring at seal tables at. several nuclear plants were. not.

the result of SWACELOK fitting failures, but had resulted.

from fitting modifications made by the reactor designer (W)

The following is a summary of the CC F.pecified contributing

factors to problems at the seal tables:

a. Use of the Low-Pressure Seal DIuring.Refueling
., ... , • ,•.,,.Oper a L i o n s

%' ,- - ," ... <

Use of the W modified and supplied low-pressure seals

had forced ferrule assemblies on the guide tubes out of

their sealing position. Over-tightening of the range

.- nut and the slotted plug could cause the range nut to

act as a gear puller thuis displacing the two-piece

Iferr'ule assembly out of its original position.and,.up. -

. toward the end of the guide tube increasing the probe=.":"::

bility of seal failure when the system is pressurized

after the refueling operations. The low-pressure. seals

were not standard SWAGELOK components but were SWAGELOK

-_'components modified and s;upplied by W.

~j

•::•: . ' .. : .,:... .. •: - . " " . . ,.,.. ; • . .- ...6 ' ..
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b Wall Thickness of the Guide Tubes

• Heavier than recommended wall thi

could result in inadequate "SW

figure 5) on the tube resulting in

holding functions. When the SWAGE
ened on tubing, the two-piece fer

the tubing in a. manner that causa

of the tubing and a slight inc

diameter of the tubing above the

ferrule assembly. This action

-4.-. ... secures the ferrule assembly in

C. Hardness of the Guide Tubes

Machining down the guide tubes

--- diameter (od) heavy wall tubing m

VS ,ness of the tubing thus prohibit
as discussed above.

d. Inte rchangjed (Mixed) FittingCompo

Fitting components had been mixed
than all SWAGELOK compoilents. Aa

violates the basic design of the
their fitting components are desi

.. .to exact angles and close t.olerai
'*•signed to be used with ('omponen

manufacturer!; as those fittings'
may be different, CFC indicated
against mixing or interchanging pa

was longstanding and Lad been cle•

product literature. Additionall
-caution" card (see figure 6) stat

every box of fittings they ship.

e. Thimble Tube Expansion

The thimble tubes are made from un(
is expanded in order to use SLan

The expansion results in work har'

which could prohibit proper "SWAG]

f . Replacement of Ferrule As;semblies

and replaced in exactly the same

vious ferrule assemblies were

position by the low-pressure seal
;:)'::•:-i(•&::"/ :'°. ,... this could prohibit proper "SWAGEIN

ferrule assembly.

.0* A- -.
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improper
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from larg.
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.. g M Hisaligned Thimble Tubes andI Cruii-Threaded Nuts

Thimble tubes had been misaligned and installed with
nuts cross-threaded on the smal Ier end of the reducer

union. As many as three threads had been torn off the

body.

The CFC summary of their c. oncerns was that theirSWAGEI.,OK
:• ' ..... .. " " : " 'f i t t i n g s w e r e n o t b e i n g ui s e d a s d e s i g n e d . • " . .

In a letter to the NRC in November 1984 (reference VI.A.3),

CFC indicated that their concerns involving expanded thimble

tubes and the hardness of the guide tubes had been resolved
during discussions with W and that their SWAGELOK fittings
when properly assembled per the recommended instructions in
their catalog are compatible with and suitable for use in

, the W designed seal table. CFCH'"indicated that the fitting

that was involved in the thimble tube ejection at SQN had
,. :. only a SWAGELOK body (union) with nuts and ferrules'Ifrom

another manufacturer. They took strong exception to the use

of the term "SWAGELOK fittings" in the NIRC Information
Notice No. 84-55, in that the fitting involved was not

entirely comprised of SWAGELOK components.

-2. Nuclear Operations and Maintenance Information Service
.(NOMIS) Report 3298A, "Instrument~ation, In corc Detectors
Experience with Wear and Gallin of SWAGEI.OK Fittin&s":

CFC provided NSRS with a NOMIS report (reference VI A.7) in
which. four nuclear plants had reported problems with -wear

and galling of threads of the high-pressure fittings at theý

seal table to the extent 0that Some of 0i,' fittings had ,,to bie,
replaced.

CFC informed NSRS that some of their fittings are lubricated
with a silver-based lubricant that provides permanent lubri-

cation on the threads for the, life of the fitting to mini-
mize wear and. galling, but the fittings used for W seal

"""table applications, were not supplied with this lubricant.

This was confirmed by W during a discussion with NSRS. ., Buoth
CFC and W recommend that a lubricant (W recommends Neolube)y'
be used on the male threads for initial assembly and each

subsequent reassemhly to minimize we, ,r allgl RfI ing of' the

,. ,. threads.

.D. Westinghouse Technical Bulletin NSID-TB-84-09 "Primara System

'Leaks at Seal Tables"

A W technical bulletin (reference VI.'A. 8) was issued in October•
1984 It discussed the two, events relating to the PWR and seal
tables. Additionally, it indivcated that subsequent .. to,.: the.
thimble tube ejection at SQN it wits reported that in many of the.
seal table tubing fittings, nuts, and ferrule. from one, fitting

.-.manufacturer were being umi'd with fittin& bodies (unions) from

.......... " . .. , -• ,, . . - .
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another manufacturer. It was pointed out that one plant bud

"M, -i :. " operated in that configuration since initinl stA rtup (2-3 years)

withý no leakage and that the fittings had experienced appr xiCA

'Mately 25 temperature and pressure cycles, including refuel.ing

outages and trips at power. .....

In'the bulletin W recommended or indicaied the following:

1. Recommended that. thimble tubes be cleagipd during a schedulecd

outage with the primary system deprehsurized.

2. Recommended that fittings always be reassembled per th( e

manufacturer's instructions and cautioned that if the

fitting body is turned the sealing surface of the fittin.

body and/or the ferrule assembly may be damaged, and the

pressure retaining capability of the fittings could I he.-

degraded.

3. Indicated that the intended design was for the mating comS-

ponents of the seal. table pressure retaining fittingsto be

., .from the same manufacturer. W indicated that they did not

recommend operation with mixed fittings but. that operation

with mixed fittings was not a safety concern for the follow-

ing reasons:

a. One plant had operated with mixed fittings for", 2-3..:."

. yea rs with no leaks.

b. No leakaRe was. found during limited hydro t.esttig 'con" '

ducted by W in 1972 on mixed fittings at 1.7 times- the

::wr2 .normal system pressure.

c.• The fittings experience only pressure loading during

normal operation.

d. Adequate safety systems exist to safely shut a plant.

down in the event the system m'alfunctions.

ft. There was no apparent 'onnect ion ,etween the mixed .seal

table f t, ingn and the !QN thimblul rJection incident

4.* Recommended that the ferrule ansemhliies on the guide tubes

be inspected for signs of displacement at the next ou.tage,,

when the thimhlet; were retracted :ms a roti.ne part o0 t ie,

. refueling operations.

. 5. Recommended that if displaced ferrule assemblieR were foun"d

that they be' replaced and that they should he instal led on a
,. .n-•il u ndisturbed surface of the 2u ide tube. .

I
6.

• ,•:• ...2 .x-',...• .

Strongly recommended against any tightening or loosening n

operations on the seal table reducer union fittings.while,

the primary system is pressurized.

.9
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' E. Pertinent Points Rasdb F et

',,".;The important. points raised by CFC, W, and Lhe NRC that-are Co

sý,;ý.iiidcred pertinent to the integrity of the high-pres~ure mecii

cal'seals at the reactor seal tables and to safety while perfor

Aing maintenance on tube fittings in general, along with the pin

responses to them,'are as follows:

I Use of. the Low-Pressuire Seal Durinst Refuelin.

fit

,, "SQN,. in accordance with W recominiendations, innpected the

ferrule assemblies on the un i.t 2 guide tubes during th-

-.recent refueling outage ,after the, low-i)ressure seal plugs

:had been removed. They found some seal degradation (loose.,il

or displaced ferrules) on five guide tubes that could :have-,"

been caused by use of the low-pressure meal cap. These' ,

,', ferrule assembli es were' subhequetlty fnspected by a CFC

representative and the plant staff and were determined to be

. satisfactory for service. No problems were encountered with:.

these seals during the startup of unit 2.

w ~"~'-~-
'-'I

-'-'4-.

''Th~

ý'A guide tube ferrule assembly inspection step had be, n added-I e( 1 '-

to MIII'.9, "Bottom-Mounted InstrumentL Thimble Tube etrac-.

tion and Reinsertion," that should he effective in prevent--

ing reassembly of the,' high-pressure. seals with displaced

ferrule assemblies on the guide tube, Ifowever, step 5. 1 16

of SQN HTI-.9 implies 'that for a newly installed ferrule

.assembly on the guide tube the ferrule assembly can he

SWAGED with the low-pressure sa I C.3 1) It iS dou t [fitfI t hat',

the low-pressure seal cap call properly SWAGE thie newly.

installed ferrule at;sembly an it is not designed for. thiatn .

purpose. Step 5..1.17 allows snugging the low-presstire seal I

with a wrench if leakage occurs while raising the watier

level in the reactor cavity, but no maximum torqui valuieis

specified to prevent displacing the, ferrule assemblies ,ý,"on,

the guide tubes.

MI-I .99 should be revised to c:lari fy that. he low-prestire.
seal cap cannot be used to properlySWAGE new

. -guide tube ferrule assemblies. Reference shouild he madI' to

SMI-0-94-3, "Seal Table Mllgh-i'ressur. c Seal Retpai r, fo"r

'high-pressure mechanical repair or p1'roper replacemeot, of new
ferrule assmblies on the guide tutibes. Some maximum valcu1_kl .

:. past handtight should be specified for the lnw-pressure.seal

•;and a. :-.a-ution should be. added to prevent exceeding Athe

, .-'-" ,maximum value which could cause displacementt of the ferrule '.,

assemblies on the guide tubes.

<1r~

,- The above recommendation Ohould be incorporated into the

.",appropriate instruct ion for retraction and reinsertion of

the thimble tubes at WBN as their instructions are prepared.

10
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2. Interchanged (Mixed•) Fitting Components

1-'. . fi-Pressur lechanical Seal Maketin at th. Seal Table

'had supplied the high-pressure mechanical seal- f'or

SQN and WBN seal tables. These seals were a mixture of:

SWAGELOK and GYROLOK, and the W drawings and specifi-ý:- '

-cations did not contain any precautions aRainst.mlxing

components.

SQN personnel had inspected the high-pressure meals on

units I and 2. On unit I at least 37 of 58 high"..'

pressure mechanical seals had a mixture. of SWAGFLOK and

GYROLOK parts. Based upon engineering evaluations, SQN,.

and W personnel, concluded that operation with:mixed-.:

fittings- on unit 1 is not a safety concern. Al l the,,.

fitting components inspected on unit. 2 were SWAGELOK,

and there is; reasonable assurance that the .fitting

components not inspected (ferrule assem)l iVs ont .the

thimble tubes) were alsoSWAGELOK.

WBN personnel had inspected the portion of the high-

pressure mechanical seals that had been installed on

unit I for cold hydro testing (Quide tube ferrule

assemblies, range. nuts, and*cold hydro caps)., These

fittings were a combination of SWAGELOK and GYROLOKI

components, A modification war accomplished ."-on 0

March 12, 1985 using all SWAGELOK components that.'will

enable the seals to be disassembled and reassembled

S'- during and following refueling outages without disturb-

ing the ferrule assemblies on the guide and thimble

tubes that form the high-pressure seal boundaries.- The:-"

fittings on unit 2 had not been installed. t is.,

planned to install all SWAGELOK components with'.theý

modification on unit 2.

b. Maintenance Activities on Tube_ Fittin 8 s in General:

'4%.Je

q4.

NSRS interviewed mechanical ma i ntenance engin ering and .'I:k

craft personnel at SQN and WHN to determine their' . "

thoughts and experiences c:oncern ing interchanging

(mixing) components of tube fitteins. From the inter-

views NSRS determined that there was no formal policy

established addressing mixing components of tube

fittings. Maintenance craft. personnel (steamfitters, .

foremen, general foremen, and a maintenance planner)

indicated that they were aware that components should.: •'- ''
.not be mixed but they were not the only craft..that

worked on fittings. They identified some common con-

tributors to tube fitting failures that were encount.-

ered in their corrective maintenance activities on L.ube

fittings. -These contributors included mixed fitting

components, ferrules installed backwards, no ferruales,

ferrule assemblies made tip of ferrules from different..-"
.: ):'.i: "z

' , .. ., '

•""•i ''> "' ' ':.. .. ""11
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manufacturers,' fittings cross-threaded, and tubing not",

inserted properly to seat against the fitting body.

The craft personnel interviewed recommended that some

type of training be provided for all crafts involved in

tube fitting maintenance activities. NSRS concurs with

the craft personnel and recommends that the training be .

in the form of a NUC PR awareness bulletin to be shared.

with all the nuclear plants.

3,., Replacement of Ferrule Assemblies

Review of SQN maintenance instructionR associated with the -

BMIIS revealed that where replacement of defective ferrule

..;ssemblies was discussed there were no provisions in the

instructions to assure that the new ferrule assemhlies would

be installed on previously undisturbed tuhing.ý Where

replacement of defective ferrules is addressed in mai nte-C

nance instructions it, should he specified that new'ferrules

should be replaced on previously undisturbed tubing, or a

special evaluation should be required to determine that..*,
, replacement in the. previous position is .acceptable.ý ,Guid-

ance for the evaluation and acceptance criteria should be,

given..

4. Wearing, Galling, and Cross-Threading of Seal. Table Hikgh-

Pressure Mechanical Seals

The SQN Maintenance Instruction (MI-l.9) used for retraction

and reinsertion of the thimble tubes during refuelingopera 4

tions and which also provides instruction for disassembly

and reassembly of portions of the high-pressure seals :did

not require the application of a lubricant during reassembly;-

of the seals nor did it contain a caution to warn against,

cross-threading. A -suitable lubricant should be selected

and specified for use on the high-pressure seal during

reassembly applications to minimize wearing and galling and,

a "caution" should be added to warn against cross-threading.

Inspections for wearing, galling, and cross-threading should II

be required before reassembly of the seals. . ".

!I

S. Maintenance on Thimble Tubes i-A 
LUnsUr ze

SQN had incorporated a prerequisite into their maintenance :

instruction for cleaning thimble tubes that will assurethat':

cleaning activities are initiated 'only while shutdown with,

the primary system depressurized. The portion of MI-19

that allowed tightening of the high-pressure seals to.stop-ii

leakage while the- primary system was pressurized had'been .

removed from that instructirm. " ', .

6. Manufacturer's Reassembly, Instructions (Cri teria"

See section IV.F of. this report.
i 7, ": .. ? ..,, . V "
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F High-Pressure Mechanical Seal Initial A s .embI.Y. ReaSsmb.... .n, .: *.

Inspection Criteria ..

.,. 4 , ',..?.., 1. CFC Criteria

, CFC had established in their product litueratre (reference

SVI.A.5) initial assembly and reassembly criteria for their

SWAGELOK tube fittings for normal applications and addition-

al -assembly criteria for their fittinfgs used for.ihigh-,

pressure application/high safety factor systems.. They

provide a "gap inspection gage" (see figure 7) to be ,ised to.,

assure proper pullup on both applications (normal and. high:. "'"4.•
safety_ factor systems) for initial assembly only. b Their n ':

criteria and the inspection gage cnAn only he used on

fittings made up, of all SWAGELOK components and 1s not

applicable for fittings made up with mixed components .or

fittings made up entirely with components from. another.

manufacturer.

2. Westinghouse Criteria

. The criteria specified by W (see references VIA..12 and 13)-

for initial installation of the high-pressure mechanical

" seals was very similar to.the CFC criteria for high safety
factor systems and made reference t-o the SWAGELOK catalog.

There .was no initial assembly or reasrembly criteria speci-

fied for all GYROLOK fittings or mixed fittings of SWAGELOK/.

" GYROLOK components supplied by W. The criteria for cold

hydro caps which initially establishes the seal on the..guile

tube is not in accordance with the CFC criteria for high.C,:,

safety factor systems even though once installed theintial .
giie tube i

Lv., ,.:.-.. . : and permanent seal on theguide established. No

.. .criteria was speci fied for the GYROtOK hydro ca1ps LhaL were .

,.',"""4... supplied to WBN and subsequently i l on unit. I

The reassembly criteria -is inconsistent with the CJC

tightened past the'previous position is omitted.

The W criteria omits the gap inspctAion gage to insiure-

proper fitup on initial installation. '"' .4.4.

"3. ý Sýand WBN Criteria

The criteria pcied in ingtruct~ionis for *a new thimble A

'Y .tube installation and high pressure mechanical seal r:,.pair r

is based upon the W initial assembly specifications .ard

repair procedures which are in some cases incolimistent or.""' ' Y •'i

have omissions. There are no criteria specified -'for r.the ;

, mixed component seals. SQN is currently considering .replac
.0 ingthe mixed component high-pressure mechanical seals wtth*-"•

.all SWAGELOK component4s to allow use of the applicableý CFC

criteria.

K,.4 V413
J -•?;.' ".. ":••" "• ' . , " " " ": .' .
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review

QN instructions for maintenance activitieson: the,.," 1.

•ressure mechanical seals at the seal tables should be

ied and clarified to establish consistent criteria. for

initial assembly (high safety factor system), reassembly,

*i replacement of new ferrule assemblies, on previously undis-. "

turbed tubing (or an alternative evaluation), and gap in- -- :i---

spection gage testing for initial assembly and reassembly. "

It should be made clear that the gar inspection gage has

only limited value on reassembly applications and would only "--'

identify a grossly loose fitting. Before the-next-.refueling .1

outage reassembly criteria should be specified for the Sealse.

with mixed components and if different from the CFC criteria

* for SWAGELOK tube fittings, the seals with mixed components

should be uniquely, identified in the instructions. An

alternative would be to change out all the mixed seals -to

- seals made up of components from one manufacturer using..

criteria specified by that manufacturer.

'Other Precaauons, Warn ings and Measures to Prevent liah-

Pressure Mechanical Seal Degradation -. ,. ,.

.Some cautions and measures had been added to SQN iinstructions to,

prevent degrading the seals during maintenance activities. "

,However, sufficient cautions and warnings had not been added to

provide a high degree of confidence that the seals, would. not be.

degradedduring maintenance activities. The following, cautions

or measures should be incorporated into app] icable plant, instruc-

'tions at SQN and appropriate existing or new instructions at, WBN x

'to warn against causing damage- to the high-pressitre mechanical

seals and to minimize the consequences of a severe seal failure:

1, The W caution note '(from reference VI.A.8) to prevent. tuirn-- .

ing of the fitting body while tightening fitting nuts'should . . .

be included in SMI-0-94-3 nnd SMl-l-94-5, "Thimble Tube

Installation."

2. A caution note should be added to MI-l.9, MillO, -"Incors

Flux Thimble Cleaning and Lubricating," SMI-0-93-4,, awd

SMI-1-94-5 that indicates that excessive forces on the

* high-pressure mechanical seals at the Seal t'able can caulse

seal degradation. and subsequent failure at pressure., The ... '

nature of the forces should be identified (e.g., bending

torque, etc.).

3.

.'A~~q .4,
A ..- ~.

A. caution note should be added to the four instructions,

addressed in item 2 that warns against any maintenance on." ."`

the seals while the primary system is pressuriz.ed.above -

atmospheric pressure. The caution should indicate.thati'any

tightening or loosening of thet sea'ls with the, primary Rystem

above atmospheric pressure requires an unique: procedure--

reviewed by PORC and approved by the Plant Manageron :.a,

case-by-case basis..

14
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4. MI-1.9 should be revised to require an inspection of the
threads of the fittings for galling, wearing, or% cross- '.

threading, and application of an approved lubricant:to the,,

male threads on the high-pressure seal fittings ,,before :-i•,.',

reassembly.

'A' precaution should 'be. added to SQ.N's GO]1- "Plant SLit r Lt ip
from Cold Shutdown to' lot Standby," SI-146, "Reactor- Coolant.

'System Leak Test," and SI-250, s"Reactor Coolant'.System. : .

Hydrostatic Pressure Test," which warns against increasing
reactor pressi're above atmospheric with the thimble -tubing,,i ';

disconnected from the path transfer unit. If a seal fails'
during pressurization of the primary system causing ejection':"''%
of a thimble tube, the consequences should he less' .severe.-.'..;".
with the path transfer unit connected to. the thimble,'.tube.

LIST OF PERSUNNEL CONTACTED. . :

A. Industr

1. L. I. Dietz Ridge Valve and Fitting Company
2. B. Flusche Crawford Fitting Company "
3. W. D. Wilson Crawford Fitting Company
4. K..A. Kloes Westinghouse
S. R. U.. Mathieson 'We stLIn ghIou1s e'
6. S. Groth INPO .

B. Office of Nuclear Power

I. Division of Nuclear Services

a. J. H. Fox Metallurgical Engineer
44 -

2. SQ_

a.
b.
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~;~0v'

'4. ~,

d.
'e.

h.

k.
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R.
D.

J.

M.
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D.

J.
N,
D,
P.

IL. Abercrombie
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S. Boles

1). HaLes
R. iharding.
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L. Love

Leighton
), Plickard

C. Queen
R. Wallace

Site Director
Compliance Section Supervisor
Mechanical Maintenance Engineering'

Supervisor - "

Steamfitter Foreman . .4
Engineering' Group Supervi sor
Acting CompIl iance Section S.u)ervi soXr-....'.
Ma interiance Superi nt"ndent.
Mechanical Maintenance Engineer..
Supervisor Mechanical Maintenance -•

Section . '

Steamffitter : " :.' " '

Steamf i tter
Mechunical Maintenance Engineer .
Pl',nL Manager •,,

1 3. W•JB

ii :i
a,.. S. M. Anthony

IE. A, Elam
Compliance Section Engineer

* Mechnnical Maintenance Engineer...
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A. Indus

2.

c. G W. Hurley Mechanical MaintenanceGeneral
Foreman '. . . -. •, -3

d, S. E. Jenkins Ansiatant Power Storeroom Supervisor ...-

e, P, C. McCul ley Power Storeroom iSupervisor Ui.-3 - .-. : .

f. C. D. Nelson Acting Mechanical Maintenance.Supervi o b.t ,..r.so

g. K. L. Reed Mechanical Maintenance Planner-i'.

h. R. C. Sauer Compliance Section Supervisor
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Letter to C. HI. Dean, Jr., from I.awrence I.. D)ietz, Kide - :.E

Valve and Fitting Company, "Westinghouse Seal Tables," dated

November 14, 1984 -(GNS 841130 100) . .-

Crawford Fitting Company Dislt.ributor Informnt.ion Exchange, 7

"Westinghouse Nuclear Plant Seal Tables," dated September .1984.

Letter to Edward L. Jordan, USNRC, from William i). Wilson,-.

Crawford FittinR Company, dated November 16, 1984

Swagelok Tube Fitting Catalog No. C-983, Crawford Fitting " ,"

Company, 1983 -

Swagelok, "A Report on Initiation and Interchangee," Crawford ."

Fitting Company," 1984 3 .3"3-

Nuclear Operations and Manintenance InformaLion Service R:porit
3298A, "Inat.rumentation; Incoie Detectors, Experience With

Wear and Cit linug of Swagelok I,'ttLngts.,'" November I, 1983'

Technical Iu letin NSID-TB-84-09, "Primary SysLem 1.eakr a
Seal Tables," Westinghouse Nu(iear Service Divison, . . i'- "-

October 11, 1984 : . ,.
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Westinghouse letter number MEI)-P'rE-l108(84) to H. MathiesoVA

from G. J. Ohare, "TVA Memo From P. R. Wallace Dated- 12/10/84",";ý,

dated December -14, 1984

Westinghouse letter to R. Mathieson from R. lioward , "Seal

Table Fittings Int~erm ix -SEQ I " ,lat l t .ay 2., 1984 .

Wet tinghouse lette'vi number EIi-P'rl 1I29(84) to R. MaLhiAe!8n:

from G. .J. O"linre, "Seal Table FittLing Inspection,'' dated - -. - -.

November 14, 1984

Westinghoune SpecificAt ion 616A230, "lOttom Mounted Itn trumen-.:'>,;• 3

taLioa Astenbl1y Spe ification,'' Revision 3, dated January' 9

1971

Westinghounse Procedure No. MP 2.3.1, "Seal Table ItiRh'Pret su re -'"

Seal Repair," Revision I, May 19, 198:1 -.
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14: Westinghouse drawing number 113E516, Sheet I of. 4, "TVA

(Sequoyah Unit No. 1).Instrumentation - Bottom Mounted,' TVA

:,Approved February 16, 1972 (As-Designed)

15..""Westinghouse drawing number 113E767, Sheet I of' 4, "TVA

K- (Sequoyah Unit No .2) Instrumentation - Bottom Mounted,'.

TVA approved August 26, 1980

16. Westinghouse drawing number 1096E91 ,sheet I of' 4, ,"WAT-WBT,

• (Watts Bar Units I and 2) Instrumentation Bottom Mounted"

Regulatory

1. USNRC IE Information Notice No. 84-55, "Seal Table Leaks at

PWRs," July 6, 1984

TVA

1. , NSRS

a, Memorandum from II. N. Culver to W, F. Willis, "Response

to Board Comment - Sequoyah and Wattsa Bar Nuclear

Plants - Manufacturer-ldentified Misapplication of

Swagelok Tube Fittings at. Westinghouse Seal Tables,"-

December 10, 1984 (GNS 841210 050) ..-

b. Memorandum from K. W. Whitt to J. p. Darln ig, '"Sequoyah

and Watts Bar Nuclear Plants; .- Mantifacturer-Identified

Potential Misapplication of S;wAelok Tiuhe FiLti Rgs at
..Westinghouse Reactor Seal Tables - Nuclear Safety

Review Staff' (NSRS) Report, No. R-5-02-SQN/WBN,". ,,

January 1S, 1985 (GNS R o0I15 050)

2-. Power and Engineering

a. Div

b. Off

(2)

> . " . •.

j."

:..

1,
'Mff(2)

0W,

ision of Operations Stippor "

Central l,aboratories Report No. M86-84-0110A,ý

"Tube" Fittings for 1/4-inch O.Dl. SS Tubing,

Sequoyah Nuc I ea r PI ant , Ln it I - NI') 1," dated

October 10, 1984

ice of Nuclear Power

Division of Nuclear Services

(a) Draft Report., "Sequoyah Nuclear Plantt"Unit 1,

D-12, Traveling Incore Probe. Thimble Tub.e

Separation Special Tests" MHay 17, 1984 "

Sequoyah Nuclear PlLut

(a) MI-1.9, Revision 4, "Bottom Mounted Instrument>•

Thimble Tube Retraction and Reinsert ion," :. , 'ý..W

December 14, 1984. , .
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(b) M-I. IO, Revision.. I, A ,iwrv F lux :Timb ICnl.

Cleaning and .ubrica.t io,,," l.,,amher 12, 1994
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(3)

(c) SMI -1-94-5 , Revis ion I "Thidle Tube
Installation," May 25,, 184

(d) SMI-O-94-3, Revioion 0, "Seal Table CHigh Pre1sure1

Seal Repair," November 12, 1984

ce) SI-146' Revision 12, "Reactor Coolant System -

Leak Test," May 1 0984 . ..

(f) SI-250, Revisiion 2, "Reactor Coolant System
Hydrostatic Pressore 're;t.-''

(g) GOI-I, Revi s i on 50", 'TPlant Startup f rom Co,, I(
Shutdown to Hot. Standhby", .Janua ry 7 , 1985 ' ".

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant '

(a) GOI-I, Revision 38, "Plant St.artup from C-old..4Z.

Shutdown to Hot Standby Uni t I or 2,' .lJaywi 3r'y.1 .
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